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PREFACE

These are the proceedings and the papers presented at the 2nd Decennial

Specialists' Meeting on Rotorcraft Dynamics held at Ames Research Center on

November 7-9, 1984. This conference was Jointly sponsored by NASA Ames Research

Center _d the American Helicopter Society. The meeting was recorded on audio

tape anu a transcription was made of the Welcome, Opening Remarks, the discussion
of the papers, and the panel presentations. The transcribed material is included

in these proceedings in its chronological order. Except for the panel

presentations or as otherwise noted, the transcription has not been reviewed by

the participants. I have tried to correct the normal grammatical errors that

: occurred in spontaneous discussion without affecting the style or content of what

: was said. To the extent that information has been lost in this process, I
apologize.

i

William G. Bousman

Technical Chairman

.R_CZm_G Lk_Z m_ NOT,mb_n
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WELCOME

William F. Ballhaus, Jr.

Director 4
NASA Ames Research Center

Good morning, and welcome to Ames. it is a great pleasure to welcome you
here, on behalf of Ames and the America:1 Helicopter Society, to the 2nd Decennial

Specialists' Meeting on Rotorcraf_ Dy_amics. I spent a good part of this morning
i

trying to figure out how to prorounce decennial--it is a word that wasn't in my

vocabulary. I guess it means you hold this meeting every 10 years. The last one i

was held at Ames 10 years ago and we are very pleased to host it again. Ames is
one of the three NASA Research Centers involved in aeronautical research, and we J

were designated the leau center for helicopter technology development. In

addition, here at Ames we have the Army Aeromechanics Laboratory so the combined

efforts of the two make this a very interesting meeting for us. We do a great •
: des[ of work with the Army; a lot of this work is conducted Jointly and you will

see some of this today. In fact it is very gratifying, when you look over the

to see that there is a broad representation at this meeting. Weprogram, very

I have all of the major helicopter manufacturers represented, eight universities,three Army laboratories, one Navy laboratory, and two NASA Centers. [ hope you 1
j

4 will find the papers and the panel discussions interesting. It should be an

! informative and entertaining meeting. I also hope you enjoy your stay in the Bay
Area. I very much look forward to welcoming all of you to the 3rd Decennial
Meeting in 1994. Better get your hotel reservations early. Thank you very much.

i

i i

I

V
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OPENING REMARKS

C. Thomas Snyder

Meeting General Chairman

Director, Aerospace Systems
NASA Ames Research Center

I guess we really hadn't been thinking to 1994 yet.; we've been working

toward this meeting so hard. Good morning again. I would like to add my

personal welcome to each of you and also my thanks to all of those who helped to

bring this 2nd Decennial Specialists' Meeting on Rotorcraft Dynamics to

fruition. The field of rotorcraft dynamics has to be one of the most complex and
difficult facing the engineering community today. To be effective as a

specialist in this field--and I can say this because I don't consider myself a

dynamics specialist--one must be well-based in several disciplines: one must be

well-based in structural dynamics, in aerodynamics both steady and unsteady, in

modern controls, and must have a strong theoretical background and good physical

insight. And he probably should be a good computer Jock, as my kids would say.
Such a combination of capabilities really makes a dynamicist a rare breed and if

you have tried to hire one lately you will know that. I'm reminded of one

definition of an expert--and some of you may have heard this definition--an
expert has been defined as someone who is more than 50 miles from his home

base. Now, I'm confident that those are not the kind of experts we have here

today, but I think you will find that we have a very excellent set of papers and
discussions.

Because of the complex nature of rotorcraft dynamics and the fact that they

are influenced by so many aspects of rotorcraft technology the subject and

challenge will probably be around as long as rotorcraft are. That, together with
your unique capabilities, really relates to good job security. Ten years have

passed slnce the last specialists' meeting in rotorcraft dynamics at Ames.

During those years, much of the promise shown back at that meeting has been :

realized and many of the ideas and approaches have paid off. The ability to •

accurately predict rotor systems' behavior and stability characteristics has _ :

improved significantly. Difficult problems of rotor loads and vibration are _-_
being addressed through improvements in modeling of the rotor aerodynamic

environment, through upgrading of prediction codes, and through application of

advanced control concepts. Major advances in computer power in terms of both

speed and capability are making it possible to analytically approach solutions to
problems that could not be attempted previously. For example, the Cray 2 to be

delivered here next year is anticipated to have a speed capability of

250 megaflops sustained in a main memory of 256 million words. Now in comparison

with 10 years ago, probably one of the most capable computers was a CDC 7600; it

was pretty much a workhorse at that time and that had a speed of about 3 to i

5 megaflops and a memory of under I million words. So in the space of I0 years i

we have seen about a 50-fold increase in speed and about a 250-fold increase in !
memory. We have also seen major advances in the algorithms and that has also ]
added significantly to computational capabilities. The advent of Fast Fourier

Transform methods and other on-line analysis techniques as well as array

processing has made the process of understanding the dynamic complex systems

quicker and more complete.

vii
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[
,i The second generation comprehensive analyses are making it possible to

better understand how the dynamics and the other technology areas play together

and how they interact. Unique test facilities, like the Rotor Systems Research

•! Aircraft, the RSRA, offer a chance to study dynamics from the point of load

application down through the mast, and to the body vibrations. You can measure

i the loads in terms of blade pressures and loads, you can measure at the load

! cells what is happening there, and then you can measure the body vibrations
through accelerometers and look at all aspects of the dynamics. The calibration

i of the instrumentation system, the dynamic calibration, remains a technical

.I challenge and you will hear a paper on that in this meeting. We also look

.I forward to the restoration of the 40 by 80 foot wind tunnel to operation in about

January 1986 and to the new capabilities offered by the new 80 by 120 foot test
section. With its increased speed capabilities, the 40 by 80 promises to be an

...._m-e_nt_.__...tool in the current effort to push helicopter rotors to higher

speeds. This current thrust is of course putting increased pressure on you
dynamicists as rotors are pushed to the limits of their envelopes.

j Since the last specialists' meeting, a clear trend toward the simplified

I rotor systems has emerged. Offering significant advantages in many respects

these simpler structural designs such as bearingless rotors or soft inplane
hingeless rotors seem to make the dynamicist's job harder. Prediction techniques

have to be modified to handle these types of rotors an_ it is important to be

right in the prediction of their stability the first time. Dynamics

considerations are certainly prominent and are receiving increased attention in
the rotorcraft programs I see here at Ames. In addition to the fundamental rotor

dynamics research, dynamics considerations are of major importance in our

rotorcraft project activities. For example in the XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research

Aircraft the rotor pylon stability problem was perhaps the most important

objective of that program. In the current RSRA X-Wing project the very stiff

circulation control rotor depends upon hub moment feedback and higher harmonic
control to maintain acceptable rotor loads and vibration levels. In the new

Heavy Lift Research Vehicle Program, or as some of you knew it the reborn heavy

lift helicopter, the low frequency range of the rotor system raises the _

possibility of resonance for the internal body organs of the pilot and crew. So

there are a number of dynamics questions of considerable interest in that , :

program. In summary, a great deal has been achieved in the last I0 years, __
important new capabilities and challenging new problems promise that the next

I0 years will be even more exciting. 1

%
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THE USE OF ,_CTIVECONTROLSTO AUGMENT
ROTOR/FbSFAGE STABILITY

FriedrichK. Straub
DynamicsLpgineer

HughesHelicopters,Inc.
CulverCity, California

and
WilliamWar1_brodt
AerospaceEngineer

NASA Ames Resea,'chCenter
MoffettField,California

Abstract 0A activecontrolbladefeatheringangle
6)AC,E)ASactivecontrolfeatheringinputsto

The use of activebl_de _itch ,;Jntrolto nonrotatingswashplate
increasehelicopterrotor/bodydampingis studied. OAmax maximumactivecontrolblade feathering
Controlis introducedthrougha conventionalnon- angle per degreeof lead-lagmotion
rotatingswashplate. State variablefeedbackof 6)G blade aerodynamicpitch angle
rotorand body statesis used. Feedbackparameters 0S orientationof blade root springsat
includecyclicrotor flap and lead-lagstatesand flat pitch

body pitch and roll rotations. The use of position, 8x,Oy fuselage:'oil,pitch motion
rate,and accelerationfeedbackis studiedfor the a real part of eigenvalue,i.e.,modal
variousstate variables. In particular,the influ- damping,rad/sec
ence of the closedloop feedbackgain and phase on $ feedbackphase
systemstabilityis investigated. For the rotor/ _ nondimensionaltime parameter,
body cnnfigurationanalyzed,rotorcyclic inplane rotorazimuth
motion(_s,_c,_s)and body roll-rateand roll- _ imaginarypart of eigenvalue,i.e.,
accelerationfeedbackcan considerablyaugmentsys- modal frequency,rad/sec ii
tem dampinglevelsand eliminategroundresonance _ rotc_ speed
instabilities.Schedulingof the feedbackstate, (-) nondimens_onalqJantity
phaseand gain with rotor rotationspeedcan be ( )o steady-stateequilibriumvalue
used to maximizethe dampingaugmentation. This (') d( )/d_ I
increasein lead-_agdampingcan even be accom-
plishedwithoutalteringany of the systemmodal
frequencies. Investigatingvariousrotordesign Introduction

parameters(effectivehingeoffset,bladeprecone, Aeromechanicalrotor/fuselageinstabilitieF
blade flap stiffness)indicates.thatactivecontrol ca",occurfor articul_ted,hingeless,and bearlng-

for augmentingrotor/bodydampingwill be partic- less rotors. Due to the wide range of helicopter
ularlypowerfulfor hingelessand bearinglessrotor operatingconditions,payloadconfigurations,and
hubs. flightregimes,it can be very difficultfor the

helicopterdesignerto tailorall rotor and fuse-

lage body frequenciesto avoid mudal frequency !
Notation coalescencesor resonancesfor all conditions. -"

Consequentlythe rotor designerofter,has to resort

e blade root hingeoffset to includingmechanicalor elastomericblade _ ih offsetof rotor hub from fuselagec.g. dampersto improvesystemaeromechanicalstability. -
k blade index,k=I .. N This resultsin increasedcost, complexity,mainte-
K feedbackgain constant nance,weight,and hub d_q for the rumor system. I
NR nominalretorspeed In addition,soft inplanehingelessrotorco_,figura-

vectorof generalizedcoordinates tionswithoutdampingaugmer_.ationhave ir.h_ itly i
qx,Ry fuselagelongitudinal,lateralmotion low rotor_lade structuraldamping. These systems I

u vectorof controlinputs have not been used extensivelyin the h_.licopter
x vectorof state space variables industry,in part, becauseof prioraeroelastic
6,r, blade flap, lag motion s_abilitycharacteristics.Cons._quentlya means to
Bc,Bs rotor cosine,sine cyclicflan degrees increaseae-omechanicalstabilityin a reliable

of freedom mannercould significantly_mprovethe operational
Bp _,econe characteristicsof this rotorhub design.
c order of magnitude

:c,{s rotorcosine,sine cycliclead-lag Th_ use of active bladepitch control;_: been
degreesof freedom successfullydemonstratedfor vibrationreduction

n modal dampingcoefficient,% critical (R_.f.I). A s'grificantamounLof analyticaland
n_ blade lead-lagdamping,% critical e_pe_imentalresearchhas been oerfomed to develop
0o rotor collectivepitch angle this technologyfor both N per rev and gust-

inducedvibrationcontrol. The tech'_ologyis now
availablefor advancedapplicat;ons. Showing
analyticallythe feasib_11tyof using activecon-

Presentedat the AmericanHelicopterSocietyand trol to augmentrotordampingwould representa
NASA Ames ResearchCenter2nd Dec_nnlalSpecialists' furtherstep towardsan advanced,fully integrated,
Meetingon RotorcraftDynamics,November7-9, 1984 multimodehelicopterrotor controls',_tem.

I
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, Only a limitednumberof studieshave been feedbackparameters. Key rotordesignparameters
' performedinvestigatingactiveblade pitchfeather- also investigatedas to their influenceon

ing to affecthelicopterrotor/fuselagestd_iilty .cor behaviorwitn feedbackcontrol.
. _ (Refs.2-4). References3 and 4 use activecontrol

i,_plen_ntationapproacheswhich du not utilizea
conventionalswashplateand consequentlyhave AnalyticalModel
limitedapplicationto -urrentrotorcraftcontrol

! systems. In Reference2, Young,Baileyand The detailsof the mathematicalmodel used in
Hirschbe_ninvest;gatedthe aeromechanicals_abil-- this studyare presentedin this section. The

; ity of a hingelesshelicopterrotorand the appli- approachused in modellingstate variablefeedback
cationof feedbackcontrolto augmentsystemdamp- througha conventionalswashplateis discussedand
ing throughconventionalswashplatecontrol. The the methodof solutionfor the governingequations
use of activecontrolwas studiedby implementing of motion is reviewed. More detailson the mathe-
fuselagerollpositionand roll rate feedbackinto maticalmodel, the controllaws, or the solution
a s_t of swashplateactuatorsin order to generate methodmay be found in Ref. 6.
longit,dinaland lateralcyclicblade pitch

_e commands. Feedbackof fuselagepitchingmotionwas Rotor/FuselageMode]
not pursuedsince the unstablemode of the system
beingstudiedhad only a relativelysmallpitch A briefdescriptionof the mathematicalmodel
component. Their resultsshowedthat feedbackof developedfor this study follows. The math model
roll positionand roll rate could stabilizethe is similarto the models used in Refs. 7 and 8.
unstablerollmode both on the ground and in hover. The helicopterbody is representedas a rigidfuse-
This studyextendsthese resultsby also investi- lage havingpitch_nd roll rotations(By,ex) about
gatingthe influenceof body accelerationfeedback, the centerof mass old longitudinaland lateral

:" variousrotorstatefeedbacksystems,and the translation_(Rx,Rv)of the centerof mass, see
influenceof c_ntrnlfeedbackgain and phasing. Fig. 1. The fuselagephysicalpropertiesrequired

_ for modellingare its mass, pitch and roll iner-
,_ The purposeof the presentstudy is to evalu- tias, and effectivelanding_ear stiffnessesand

ate the potentialuse of activeb!a_epitch control dampingin rotationand translation. The rotorhub,
to increaserotor/bodysystemdamping. This is havingthree or mure blades,is locateda distance
accomplishedby using statevariablefeedbackwith h directlyabove the fuselagemass center. The

•_ the appropriategain and phase. Such an applica- bladesare assumedto be rigidand rotateagainst

_I tion could possiblyeliminatethe need for mechan- springand damperrestraintsabout coincidentflapi ical lead-lagdampers. In addition a marginally and lead-laghingesoffsetfrom the axis of rota-
._•j stablerotorcraftconfigurationcouldbe further tion, see Fig. 2. The orientationof the hinges
_ stabilizedby increasingthe rotordampinglevels can be differentfrom the aerodynamicpitch angle,
_) and therebyexpandingthe rotorcraft'soperating thus allowingmodellingof variablestructuralflap-

envelope. The detailedobjectivesof the present lag couplingwith blade featheringinboardor out-
studyare: boardof the hinges. Blade preconeis included.

This parameteris particularlyimportantin this
I) Investigatethe influenceof state vari- study since it directlycontributesto the inplane

able feedbackon systemdamping,includingbody Coriolisforceswhich augmentblade lag damping.
accelerationand rotorstate feedbacksystems In derivingthe governingequations,rotorrotation

' whichhave not been previouslyconsidered, speed is assumedconstant. The aerodynamicforces
: are basedon two-dimensionalquasi-steadytheory.

2) Use of a systematicapproachto studythe Apparentmass, compressibilityand stallare neg-
effectsof the feedbackgain and the weighting lected. No low frequencyunsteadyaerodynamic

_- betweenthe time-dependentcyclicblade pitchcon- model (dynamicinflow)is used. The pitch control
troison systemstabilitylevels, inputis composedof two parts: the time-independent

3) Investioatethe use of controlscheduling _'
with rotor speedto ensure stabilityat all tota-

l" tion rates•

4) Assessthe influenceof rotordesign
parameters(hingeoffset,blade precone,and blade

flappingstiffness)on the performanceof feedback , _ /7control. _,

//. To carryout this investigationa new mathe-
_ maticalmodelwas developedto analyzeccupled

rotor/fuselagedynamics. This model,whichwas / ____._, _
used for the numericalsimulationsof activefeed- m,

, back control,is discussedin the next section. \ _ o
• The mannerin which activeblade pitchfeathering

is introducedis also described. To validatethe
governingequationsof motion,frequencyand damp-
ing predictionswithoutactivecontrolsare corre- f

i fatedwith experimentaldata (Ref.5). Numerical
J resultsare then presentedbased on statevariable

feedbackcontrol. Theseactivecontrolsimulations
are intendedto show the effectof variousfeed-

i

back variableson systemstabilityand response
an_ providea systematicapproachin choosingthe Fig. I Fuselagemodel.

2

_p ................
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Fig• 3 Statevariablefeedback
Fig• 2 Rotorblade _del controlsystem. •

collectivepitch,identicalfor all blades;and the The vectcrx denotesthe state spacevariables,y is
time-varying"active"pitch, The activecontrol the vector_f output_asurements, and u is the -
pitch inputappearsas aerodynamicforcingexpres- vectorof controlinputs• K is the controlgain.
sions in the equationsof motion. The anglu ¢, hereinte_ed feedbackphase,defines

the relativeweightingbetweenthe time dependent i
In derivingthe equationsof _tion for this cycliccontrols. In otherwords,¢ definesthe

_del a largenumberof smallte_s appear. _ny swashplateazimuthalpositionwhere the gain that
':- of thesewere neglectedsystematicallyby use of an individualbladesexperiencehas its maximumvalue• i

appropriateorderingsche_ basedon the magnitude This point is go degreesfrom the axis of no fea-
o; bladeslopes (typically0.1 < _ < 0.2). The t_ring about which the swashplateoscillates;see
variousparametersin the equations_re assigned Fig. 4. The quantityqi is one of the system
ordersof magnitude. Fuselage_tions are assumed degreesuf freedom. In this analysisstate feed-

• I to be of order 0(EI'5). The activecontrolportion back is directlyintroducedinto thc secondorder
• I

of [h_ bladepitch angle is assumedto be of order equations,thus ,,is proportionalto qi ,other
i O(_.b), basedon experiencewith the higherhar- than xi. State?eedbackc_n then be thoughtof as

_nic controlinputsof Ref. i. In applyingthe an additionalcontributionto the systemstiffness,
orderingsche_ it is assu_d that te_s of order damping,and/ormass matrix,for n=O,1,2
O(Ez) are negligiblein comparisonwith unity. In respectively.
addition,all terms that containproductsof the
fuselagedegreesof freedomare neglected. SolutionMethod

The nonlinearperiodicequationsof motion can

ControlLaw Development be solveddirectlyin the time domain. However, i
for parametricstabilitystudiesan eigenvalue ;

In imple_nting the activecontrol,it is analysisismuch more convenient• The equations
assumedthat feedbackis appliedthrougha conven- are thereforelinearized• The steady-state,non- !

tionalswashplate,i.e.,controlmotionsare gen- linearequilibriumpositionis obtainedassuminq _._ i
eratedby actuatorsin the fixed system. The active
pitchinput to the k'th blade can then be expressed _

as _ n

eAk = BAC(_) cos_k + eAS(_) sin_k (I) /
_AN

wherethe controlinputsOAC and OAS are to be __ _/_e= ,,="''

detemined _unctionsof the nondi_nsional time _ '=_
parameter>. A block diagramfor the statevari-
able feedbacksystemused in the currentstudy is

shown in Fig. 3. The systemequationsare // "u", ,.,

= [A]_ + [B]_ (2)
_eA,m

-i _= [c]_ .-
_f / oA-u =_,*

where °,,/
i

'_ T Fig. 4 Controlimplementationthrough
._ u = [Kcos¢,Ksin¢]dnqi/d_n n=0,I,2 (3) swashplate.
d
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i that the fuselagedegreescf freedomand the active presenceof eithersteadyblade coningdeflection
l blade pitch are zero. In th_ case of hover,the or built-inprecone.
' bladeequilibriumpositionis independentof time
! and is obtainediterativelyusing the Newton- From the above it is clear that the aero-

Raphsontechnique, mechanicalstdbilityof a helicopteris a multi-
i input/multi-outputcontrolproblem. In this study,

The linearizedperiodicco,.Fficientperturba- it is assumedthaC all the statesare known. Ho_-
i tion equationsare convertedinto a constantcoef- ever, only one stateat a time is used for feed-

ficientsystemusing a multiblddeor Fourier back. Combinedfeedbackof two or more state
coordinatetransformation.This is possibleunder variableswa_ not considered. Likewiseno atten_t
the assumptionsthat all bladesare identicaland was made at this stage to use multivariableopt_-

_ that the activepitch inputis generatedthrougha mal controltechniquesto maximizethe damping
conventionalswashplatewith three "active"actu- augmentationsincegaininga basic understandingof
ators in the fixed system. With the rotor being in the problemwas thoughtto be more important.
a hovercondition,only the first cyclicblade Also, in the developmentof this simu]_inn model

_* motionsin flap and lead-lagcouplewith the fuse- it is recognizedthat unsteadyaerodynamiceffects
lagemotions. The collectiveand reactionless (dynamicinflow)can at t_,neshave a conside,-_ble

_. bladeequationsare not needed. The final set of effecton the blade flap me'ion (Ref.g). Since
equationsis flappingplaysan importantt_le in stabilizing

groundresonanceperhapsthe conclusionsof the

[M(qo)]_ + [C(qo)]_ + [K(qo)]_ + [F(qo)]_ = 0 presentstudywould be changedto some degree. In
• particularfor high flap stiffnessrotorsunstea_j

aerodynamicsshouldbe includedin a more refined

qT = [_c,Bc,_s,_s,Ox,Oy,Rx,Ry], (4) model.

:i T

u = [BAC,OAS] Validationof AnalyticalModel

Prior to presentingclosedloop activecon-
_. Stabilityof the groundresonanceproblemin trol _esults,the f_delityof the math model to

the fixedsyste_ is then evaluatedby transforming adequatelypredictaeroelasticstabilitycharac-
the equationsinto firstorder form and performing teristicsis studiedusingexpe_i,_ntaldata from

!_I an eigenvalueanalysis. This form of the govern- Ref. 5 (corfigurationi). Rotorand body proper-

ing equationsis also used to computethe time ties are li_tedin Table I. No activecontrols
historyresponseand frequencyresponseof the are utilized Fo_ L6==e results. The corresponding
system predictionsfrom Ref. 10 using the E-927 analysis

=[__o_: ] r o I° arealsosho.
' -

Table I. Rotor/bodyproperties
" T [qT _T]; _=~~

Discussionof Governin9 Equations Numberof blades 3
Radius,cm 81.1

Developmentof controllaws and theirevalua-
tion for this studywere made with the objectiveto Chord,cm 4.19
increascrotor/bodysystemdampingwhile observing .Nominalrotorspeed,rpm 720
constraintson stateand controlvariablesin order
to avoid adverselyaffectingoverallsystem Hinge Offset,cm 8.51 _,
performance. Precone,deg 0 _wG,:

The basicmechanismfor influencinglead-lag Blade airfoil NACA 23012
dynamicsis providedthroughaerodynamic,Coriolis, Lift curve slope 2_
and k_nematiccouplingwith bladeflappingand
featheringinputs. Fur elasticblades,elastic Profiledrag coefficient 0.0079
?lap-lagcouplingwould also play a major role Lock number 7.73
Fuselagedynamicsare coupledwith bladeflapping
throughaerodynamicand gyroscopicforces. Looking Solidityratio 0.0494
closelyat the governingequationsof motionused Blade mass, Kg 0.209
i_ this study,the activecontrolpitch input
appearsas aerodynamicforcingexpressionsin all Blade firstmass moment,Kg cm 3.887
equations. The valuesin the blade lag _nd fuse- Blade secondmass moment,Kg cm2 173
]aoe transletionequationsare or.eorder'of magni-
tude smallerthan in the flap equationsand in the Nonrotatingflap frequency,Hz 3.13

_ fuselagepitch and roll equations. From these Nonrotatinglead-lagfrequency,Hz 6.70

_i equationsit thereforeseems that two primary Dampingin lead-laq,% critical 0.52mechanismsexist to stabilizegroundresonance.

:_I First,the fuselagepitch and roll motioncan be Heightof rotorhub abovegimbal,cm 24.1controlledthroughthe pitchand roll mon_nts
arisingfrom flapping. The magnitudeof each is Fuselagemass in pitch,Kg 22.60

- directlyrelatedto the blade root hinge offset Fuselagemass in roll,Kg 19.06
and flap springstiffness. The secondmechanism

. is lead-lagdampingaugmentationthroughCoriolis Fuselageinertiain pitch,Kg cm2 6330
couplingwith blade flapmotion. This requires Fuselageinertiain roll, Kg cm2 1830

] 9860058 ] 0-0 ] 6



Table I. Rotor/bodyproperties(cont)- ,'u"I"° l i i I |

Pitchfrequency,Hz 1.59;2* _-o.s_- •

" Roll frequency,Hz 3.9; 4* i ° "__'m_m'_:_ :N:_Fm_:S _- -J_'(_l

; Dampingin pitch,% critical 3.20 _" I FRE$ENT_NALYSI$I l I

,i

Dampingin roll, % critical 0.929 _ o

ROTOR SPEED. EJ-RPM

*BodyFrequenciesused in study of activecontrol. .)LEAD-LAGREGRE_I;INGMODE

. -2.5 I "_

Comparison between modal frequencies as a " Ff _ _,._,-c--°f"_.,function of rotor speed at flat pitch show very _-2.o
good agreementin Fig. 5. In particular,regres- • •

" sing inplanemode resonanceswith the body pitch _-1.$_-_.__ • ,_._. t_ _ ,

mode (550 rpm) and the body roll mode (765 rpm) are ! _ _ _ _t,- --
accuratelypredicted. In Fig. 6, the corresponding -I.o

dampinglevelsfor the lead-lagregressingmode, _-o.s_body pitchmode, and body roll mode are presented.
Lead-lagdamping(Fig.6a) showsrelativegood o oy j l I i
agreemer,t. The correspondingpitch (Fig. 6b) and o 2oo 4oo _ _ _
roll (Fig.6c) d_mpinglevelsare generallyhigher ROTORSPEED.II-RPM
than the experimentaldata but in the same rangeas b)BOOYPITCHMODE

"_! E-927predictions.

.: ,_ -s I I 1 I ,.

i :
..jfLAG_FL_ ANALYSIS: REF 10 -- -- L_ --

• __"
"J 1

_ 0' ' '

0 2OO 4OO 6O0 $_ I_

ROTOR SPEEO,I1 -RPM

C) BODY ,_.OLL MODE

"_ _ FLAm-R-- Fig. 6 speedDampingatVersuSflatpitch.r°t°r

i o _oo_oo _oo 4ooso• 6oo 7_o 80o 900_ooo

ROTOR SPEED, _-RPM . -1.0 I I _ [ •i_e I

'i Fig. 5 Modal frequenciesversusrotor _-o.s - fi• -

speed at flat pitch. 'o z_,,_ 0 A*

Lead-lagdampingfor nine degreesof collec- _ o.6-- Z_E..?ERIMENT:REF5 _ _tive pitch as a functionof rotor speed is shown in _ --ANALYSIS" REFI0
Fig. 7. Agreementof the presentanalysis (solid _ 1.0-- • PRESENTANALYSIS
symbols)with experimentaldampingvaluesis very _ _.s I 1 I I
good up to 650 rpm. This includesthe crossoverof _ 4oo 6oo mm _
the regressinglag mode with the body pitch mode. ROTOR SPEED, _ -RPM
For higherrotor speeds (includingcrossoverwith
the body rollmode), only generaltrendsin damping
are captured. This is certainlya shortcomingbut Fig. 7 Lead-lagregressingmode damping

it is felt that a betterknowledgeand/oradjust- versusrotor speed,0o = 9 deg.
ment of the body roll frequenryand dampingwould
improvethese predictedresultsconsiderably.
Furthermore,Fig. 8 showsthat the currentanalysis dampingtrendsadequatelyfor the rotor/bodysys-
predictsdampingtrendsas a functionof collective tems studiedhere. It is concludedthat the
pitchangle quite well for the regressinglag mode presentmodel is adequateto investigatethe

:i (Fig.8a) _nd body pitchmotion (Fig.8b) at effectsof activecontrolson rotor/bodyaero-
650 rpm. 0nly the trendwith collectivepitch mechanicalstability.

I is capturedfor the body rollmode (Fig.8c).
From the correlationpresented,it is clear Active ControlResults

that in certaincases considerabledifferences
exist betweenanalyticalpredictionsand experi- All the activecontrolsimulationsin this

mentalresults. However,the simpleanalytical studywere performedfor the same rotor/bodycon-
" model used for the presentinvestigationcan be figurationused in the previoussection(configura-

expectedto predictthe frequencycrossoversand tion I of Ref.5). This is a soft inplanehingeless

5
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_fXPERIMENT:_F5 765 rpm. Plotsof systemdampingand frequency
--ANALYSIS:P_F5 versusfeedbackphase are used to selectcandidate
IPRESIENTAdALY$1S feedback states and define feedback phase angles

_.s ' I ' ' , ._ for ,_ximumddmpingaugmentation. Next, these
_- candidatefeedbackstatesare investigatedin more

_.4 I a _* _ _ depth by consideringa rangeof rotorspeedsto
_ simulaterotorrun up. Resultsshow the sensitiv-e.2 ity of the systemdynamicbehaviorwith respectto 4

o _ , _ changesin feedbackgain and phase. Following' ' this,the effect of rotorconfigurationon active
a) REGRESSINGINPLANEMODF control damping augmentation is studied. To this

end the blade root hinge offset, blade precone,
_.o -_r----__ and flap springstiffness,which are key parameters

in tems of controleffectiveness,are varied to

-2.s .._ cover a range of valuestypicalfor articulated,
hingeless,and bearinglessrotors. Lastly,the
rotor/bodyresponsebehavioris considered. This

-zo -_ * providesa quantitativemeasureof the active blade
• '_ featheringamplitudesrequiredto achieveadequate

-_.s._ _ . _ stabilitymargins. It also gives a betterunder-standingof the participationof the individual
_ degreesof freedomin the unstableor lightly

-_.o • . dampedrotor/bodymode.
7

-i _.6 - . State FeedbackStudies i
Figures9 through13 show the effectof feed-

o -_--_ back on systemdamping(the real part of the eigen-
4 -2 o 2 4 6 e zo value)and frequencies(the imaginarypart of the

_.OEG eigenvalue). Gain valuesof K=I, 2, and 3 and a
b)BODYPITCHMODE completerange of feedbackphase angles,0<¢<360,

• are considered. Also shownare the da,_pingand
s ..... frequencyof the baselinesystemwithoutactive

___. controls,i.e., K=0. The rotor speed is 765 rpm

_.o which correspondsto coalescenceof the body roll

mode and regressinglead-lagmode frequencies,
Figure5.

-2,5

Figure9 shows the influenceof cosinecyclic

-2.o _ _ 6 _ lead-lagpositionfeedback(_c) on systemdynamics.
_ The baseline(K=0) lead-lagregressingmode is

_ 6 unstablefor this operatingcondition. Depending
-L6 6 on the feedbackphase,variationsin feedbackgain :

-1.0,

t -2 -._,_l..3_.,4...,_-- I L__AI _ ;_

PITCH _ _% HULL_%.._r_ )
_.6 _ 2 • K-3 _ i "

_" "--_ LAG-P L----] STABLE ''O | I I l I

Fig.8 Modal dampingas a functionof blade _ .XN_AG.R_##_f/ZL," UNSTABLE

pitch angle,650 rpm. _ I-- X_._I_,_. - // 3 --
2

rotor suppor_,"on a gimbalwith pitch and roll
degreesnf freedom. The baselinesystemparameters o.Bo _ _ _ I
are list',_in Table 1. Nominalrotor speedfor _-765RPM
this crnf_gurationis 720 rpm. All cases are for ¢ 0.45 K-O - !
flat _tch operation. However,this rotorhas a _ _-3

c,-,nberedairfoilwhich gives a small positive _ _=__AO;_R__3C_3thrustat zero collective. The modal frequencies _ o._o
and dampingfor the baselinecase withoutfeedback _ ROLL PITCH,K-O,1,2,3 ROLL
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, For this configuration _ ons

'the regressinglac mode experiencesan instability FI.AP-R

_t the f:'equencycrossoverwith the body roll mode o i i _' _ ---'F
at 765 rpm. 6o i_ _eo 24o 3oo 3eo

FEEDBACKPHASE. DEG

FirsL,the effectof individualfeedbackstate
variahl,.',on systemstabilityis exploredby vary-
ing _eedbackgain and phase systematically,These Fig. 9 Modal dampingand frequenciesversus

i _tudiesare performedat the pointof minimum feedbackphasewith cosinecyclic
I stability,i.e,,at the coalescencerotorspeed of lag feedback,_c.

1986005810-018
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- o I _,2 ,,, I)
", 4 _ -1- LAG-e.l l "'_." =-- II | - trAILS

i__L.o _I"A'L' o. oF____.-:F--_.,_.--'_ . o

2 2 1 I K 31 _-I 4 K-31" _

o.so i I i I I o_ I I I I
_" ?66RPM K'3

o . 768 RPM /

m 0.45- ROLL -- I: 0.45 __ _./2ROLL..._/.

>" 3
Z _ . _ U- -_
_o_o . z 0.3o_ _G-.. K- O.).2 3

LA_;-R

a. PITC 1. K - 0.1.2. 3 _ PITCH. K - Of I. 2. 3

u. 0.15- -- _ 0.lE -- _ 3 --

3 F LAP-R F LAP-R _'_ _" 0

0.00 i K-Ol I _ o.oo t _ L./ I i"_
"' 80 120 180 240 3_0 380 0 60 120 1B0 240 300 380

- _ FEEDBACK PHASE. DEG FEEDBACK PHASE. DEG

i
_I Fig. I0 Modal dampingand frequenciesversus Fig. 12 Modaldampingand frequenciesversusfeedba_I',phase with sine cycliclag feedbackphasewith roll

_'i feedback,',s" feedback 0x.

_.

_---_--i , , \ I

2 I , i _ LA["R' K " 3l
K-3 3 K-3 , FLAP-R 2K-3

, i lF,_'l, , ,_ , I
0 6o _20 _80 _40 3oo 3so o._o I "I--'---T--" I 1 ,'."

FEEDBACK PHASE. DEG 1
° )65 RPM

I) COSINE CYCLIC FLAP POSITION FEEDBACK. _c 0.46 --

I_ ROLL. K" 3 | ._.

_ o_0_ LA_.K'0._._.__'_
-2 _ __

-' /I ,o.,,

AG- 3

0 -- " '-- T-- 3' _ FLAP-R (

- 0 B0 12_ 180 240 300 360

_ F_A_-eI Fig. 13 Modal dampingand frequenciesversus

(-3 K-3 !feedbackphasewith roll ratefeedback,0x. I

FEEDBACKPHASE,DEO
_,, can i)icreasedampingand stabilizethis mode
; '_ b) SINE CYCLIC FLAP POSITION FEEDBACK,_, (250<¢<30deg) or decrease dampingand further

'' destabilizeit (30<¢<250deg). The oppositebehav-
ior is observedfor the progressinglead-lagmode

_"*_I Fig. II Modaldampingversus feedback for feedbackphasebetween180 end 360 degreesand
which is stablefor K=0. It's dampi,gis decreased

phasewith cyclic flap posi- increasedfor feedbackphasebetween0 and 180
,_ tion feedback(_!= 765 rpm). degrees. This makes the prooressinglead-lagmode

7
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• the ]eastdampedmode for feedbackphase between regressinglag and roll mode frequenciesalmost
, 250 ard 360 degreesand, dependingon the gain unchanged. However,the feedbackgain would have

_. value,can resultin systeminstability. Therefore to be increasedto provideadequatesystemstabil-
e, there existsonly a smallrange of feedbackphase ity margins. On the otherhand, too largea gain
' angles,around¢=0, wherethe rotor/bodysystem can resultin the same roll and regressingflap

could be stabilizedthroughactivecontrol. Feed- mode instabilitiesfound with roll attitudefeed-
back of _c is thereforenot consideredto be a suit- back. Similarly,it was found that roll a_.'_lera-
able choice. Similarfindingswere made for _c tion feedbackat a feedbackphasebetween_0 and
and _s feedback. 270 degreescan stabilizethe regressinginpJane

, mode. Thus,both roll rate and accelerationseem
Figure 10 shows the influenceof sine cyclic to be suitablefeedbackstatesand will be studied

lead-lagfeedback(Cs) on systemdynamics. Again, in more depth.
dependingon the feedbackphase, the dampingof the
regressingand progressinglead-lagmodes can be Feedbackof pitchattitudewas found to have

_ increasedor decreasedfrom the baselinewlues, very littleeffecton dampingof the regressing
This time, however,dampingfor both modes is lead-lagmode. At the same time,dampingof the
increasedover approximatelythe sane rangeof pitchmode and regressingflap mode can be lowered

, feedbackphasevalues. As a resultthe systemcan to a point of considerableinstability. Results
be stabilizedfor feedbackphase between220 and from pitch rate and accelerationfeedbackalso show
270 degrees. The maximumincreasein damping no changein regressinglag mode dampingand, for

i occursat approximately240 degreesfeedbackphase largergains,can be expectedto exhibitsimilar
i and is directlyproportionalto the feedbackgain. pitchmode instabilitiesas for feedbackof pitch1
i It is seen that Cs feedbackcontro'Jchangesthe attitude. Pitch feedbackis thereforenot con-
, roll and regressinglag mode frequenciesonly to a sidereda suitablechoicefor eliminatingthe

limitedexte_t. For clarityonly the frequencies regressinglag/rollmode instabilityconsidered
for the baselinesystem (K=O)and for K=3, which here.
exhibitsthe largestfrequencychanges,are shown.
Furthermore,at feedbackphase anglesof approxi- Summarizingthese resultsfor the unstable
mately70 and 240 degreesthesemodal frequencies resonantoperatingconditionof 765 rpm, there
remainunchangedfor all valuesof feedbackgain. exist rotorand fuselagestateswhich can be used
This clearlyshows that the imprnvedsystem in a state feedbackcontrolapproachto stabilize
stabilityat @=240degreesis a directresultof the entlresystem. The statesmost suitablefor
increasingthe inherentregressinglag mode damping stabilityaugmentationare _c _s,_s,_xand Bx-
and not due to a changein coalescencerotor speed.
Inspectionof the roll mode and its modal damping Based on the above results,feedbackof _s and
indicatesthat the sourceof the increasedlag ex are furtherevaluatedin Figs. 14 and 15 by con-
dampingis a reductionin roll ._odedamping. How- sideringrotorrpm sweepsand varyingthe gain K
ever, the rollmode is well damped in the baseline while keepingthe feedbackphase@ constant. The
systemand this exchahgeof dampingis therefore value of ¢ was chosenas the phas_yieldingthe
beneficialfor overallsystem,_tability.Feedback greateststabilitj'augmentat!onat 765 rpm. The
of Cs is thus consideredto be a suitablecandidate feedbackresultsfor _s and ex are representative
for stabilityaugmentation. Similarfindingswere of the dampingaugmentationresultsthat c_n be
made for feedbackof _c at @_60 degreesand feed- obtainedwith _c and _s and with ex, respectively.
back of _s at _60 degrees. In selectingthe gains K, an attemptwas made to

obtainapproximatelythe same range of regressing
The influenceof flap feedbackstateson sys- lag mode dampingvaluesfor both feedbackstates.

tem dampingis shown in Fig. 11 for Bc and Bs feed- In both cases the systemcan be stabilizedat all
back. IVhileleadingto largechangesin dampingof previouslycriticalrotor speeds,althoughto a
the regressingond progressingflap modes, the lesserdegreewith roll rate feedback. For clarity
dampingof the re_ressinglag mode is not improved, only the regressinglag mode damping,which _,_
This same resultwos found for all o'her flap feed- governssystemstability,is shown in Figs. 14

back states (_c,Bc,_,Bs). Consequentlythe flap and 15. Feedbackof the lead-lagstate_s, Fig, 14,
statevariablesare not furtherconsideredfor adds considmable dampingto the regressinglag
rotor/bodydampingau_imentation, mode above 700 rpm and stabilizesthe system• Sys-

tem frequencieshave been changed,particularlyat
The effectof roll attitudeand rate feedback the coalescencerotor speed. Howevermuch smaller

is shown in F_gs. 12 and 13. Again,dampingof the feedbackqains (K<.5),which would adequately
regressingand progressinglead-lagmode is increased stabilizethe system,were _nund to have little
or decreaseddependingon the feedbackphase. In effecton the systemfrequencl_: At the crossover
addition,roll attitudefeedback(Fig. 12) can lead of the regressinglag mode with th_ _ody pitchmode
to considerableinstabilityof the roll mode and (600 rpm) this feedbackcontrolcan destabilizethe
regressingflap mode at certa_avaluesof feedback system,dependingon the valueof feedbackgain.
phase. Roll attitudcfeedbackcould be used to Feedbackof roll rate, Fig. 15, also augmentsthe
stabilizethe systemfor feedbackphase between45 dampingof the regressinglag mode above700 rpm
and 120 degrees. However,the frequencyplot shows and couldbe used to stabilizethe system. Roll
that in this range the roll mode frequencyis rate feedbackhas no effecton the regressinglag
raisedconsiderably. Any gains in systemdamping mode dampingat coalescencewith the pitch mode.
at 765 rpm would thus largelybe due to a shift of This is consistentwith the previousobservation
the coalescencerotor speed ratherthan an increase that pitch feedbackis not suitableto e11mlnate
in inherentregressinglag mode damping. Feedback the coupledregressinglag/rollmode Instabllity.
of roll attitudeis thereforenot furthercon- It 4_ furtherinterestingto note that feedbackof
sidered. Feedbackof roll rate (Fig. 13) at a feed- the body roll rate (and roll accelerationalso)
back phase betweengo and 120 degreesadds d_mping leads to considerableshiftsin the frequency,of
to the regressinglag mode while keepingthe the roll mode and thereforechangesthe coalescence
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Fig. 14 Effectof sine cycliclag (_s) Fig. 15 Effectof roll rate (Ox) feedback
feedbackgain on modal frequencies gain on modal frequenciesand

I and regressinglag mode damping regressinglag _ode damping iversusrotorspeed, versusrotor speed. I 'h

i

"i rotor speed. The stabilitygains seen in Fig. 15 In sugary, these resultsshow that the feed- I
I are thus attributableto a combinationof increased back gain K can be varied to obtaina specified

inherentdampingand frequencyshifts, level of regressinglag mode dampingat the coales-
, cence rotorspeed. The feedbackphase _ can then ;

be used to maximizethe regressinglag mode dampinqThe sensitivityof the systemdynamicbehavior
augmentationat other rotorspeedsor changethe |

with respectto the feedbackphase is exploredin roll _de frequencywhich indirectlychangesthe ; _.
Figs. 16 and 17 for feedbackof Ks and Bx, respec- regressinglag _de damping. Resultsalso show _..
tively. In each case,three phase anglesnear the that a differentchoiceof feedbackstate variables .,
previouslyobservedoptimumvaluewere chosen and controlparameters(K,_)would be needcdto :
while the gain was kept at a particularvalue eliminatean inplane/pitch'instabil_y.Quantita- '
representingapproxi_tely similarcontroleffort tive _sultb are given in Table 2. For _c,_s,_s,
in tams of active bladepitch angle amplitudes, and ex feedbackabout I percentof criticaldamping
These valueswere detemined from responsestudies
to be K=O.3 and g.O, for {s and Bx feedback, is introducedfor the regressinglag mode at a max-
respectively. For clarityonly dampingcurvesfor imumactiveblade pitch angle,_Am_x,of approxi-
the regressinglag _de are shown. Again, feedback matelyone third degreefor a cycllclead-lagampli-

tude of one degree. For 9x about 1.5 percentofof _s for the gain K=O.3keeps the systemfrequen-
cies unchanged. Dampingresultsshow that feedback criticaldampingis introducedwith the same con-

trol angle. The controlan_lesshown in Table 2
phase can be used to maximize the regressinglag are quite small in particularwhen consideringthe
_de dampingat each rotor speed. This indicates low frequencyof the contro]motion. These results

I that a phase schedulewith r_ could be used.
are very promising. They indicatethat severalways

Feedbackof the roll rate, Fig. 17, leadsto roll exist to aug_nt rotor/bodystability. The impor-
j _de frequencychanges. Hoover, the system is

stableat the new coalescencerotor speedwhich tant aspectof controlmechanizationcan thus be
means that innerentdampinghas been added to the approachedwith considerableflexibility.

regressinglag _de. Further_re, while the feed- Effectsof Rotor Confi_9_at__back phasehas littleeffecton systm dampingit
is seen to be a powerful_arameterfor changingthe Very importantrotor parametersin te_msof
rollmode frequency, controleffectivenessare the blade root hinge

9
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Table 2. Summaryof state feedback
results(_ = 765 rpm)._-

, _ i | Feedback ¢ o n 8Amax

" wl State K de_ rad/sec % critical decL__AIL

o _c I 60 -0.164 0.65 0.32

i .3 240 -0.137 0.54 0.29

' _s 3 60 -0.178 0.71 0.34

3x 9 90 -0.149 0.59 0.33
2 _ 27 270 -0.284 1 13 0.39

l_ 7o0 800 Neg I000 X "

ROTO_ PEED, flPM

O,W -'" I" I l f

_O_EUNE offset,precone,and flap spring stiffness. These
--- ,,x.o_.,-_ _G-, parameterswere variedfrom theirbaselinevalues

o,s _ - (TableI) to cover a rangeof valuesrepresentative
of articulated,hingeless,and bearinglessrotors.

.OLL At the same time the blade root springstiffnesses,
_o_ lead-lagdampingand body roll stiffnesswere

changedso that the modifiedrotor/bodysystems
9

me. would closelyapproximatethe baselinesystemdyna-
: _e mics, i.e. have the same coalescencerotor speed,

.__ roll frequency,and regressinglag mode frequency
', F_p- and damping. Thus, withoutapplicationof active

_;I o._ I I I I control(K=0),all the rotor configurationsstudied

!_i too 7oo _ moo _ in this sectionexhibitthe same instabilityat

"OTOR_IEO.R_ 765 rpm with n =-.58%criticalas the baseline
system (Table2).

•_ _ Fig. 16 Effectof sine cyclic lag (_s) feedback Investigationof active controlwith different!
regressingphase on modallag modefrequenciesand rotor designparametersis limitedto feedbackof

the sine cyclic lead-la]position(_s) and roll
damping

, versusrotor speed
" acceleration(ex) state variables. For these two

: -a I I I I I feedbackstates,the baselineconfigurationoptimalfeedbackphase anglesand feedbackgain levelswere

used. Tables3, 4, and 5 list the resultingsys-

-_- tem dampingvalues for the three rotorparameter '
variations. Resultsfor the variousroot hinge_ABL
offsets(Table3) and preconeangles (Table4) are

_tl obtainedby keepingthe activeblade feathering

o _ anglesconstant(eAmax: 0.29 deqreesfor _ feed-z back,approximately0.4 degrees_x feedback). It

i _O I IN6"rAgLI isseenthatthesvstemisstabilizedf°rallt_°" '"

I - •°¢'_° K-O differentrotor hub configurations. Increasesin

,oOj hinge offsetincreasethe dampinglevelseven _• K-O thoughthe flappingfrequencyis reduced.

2 i I J Similarly,increasesin preconeangle increasethe
6oo _ 7oo moo moo Iooo dampinglevels. When reducingthe flap spring

ROTOR_eO._m stiffnessto zero (T_ble5), largeractiveblade

o._ . _ I I I featheringangles (-2 degrees)are requiredto
obtainstabilitymarginsof approximately0.5 per-
cent criticaldamping. It shouldbe pointedout,

0.40 -- /LAO-_.. however,that typicalarticulatedrotorshave hinge

| .o_ _*'i_°°/ offsetslargerthan tKe configurationsin Table 5.

___--_--'_'-K-O These results,while being of a limitednature,o._ _e-l_ show that the root hinge offset,precone,and flap

J__i_cM _*'ea° springstiffness,have considerableinfluenceon
; _ the active feedbackcontroleffectiveness. This

,e-m# was anticipateddue to the actionof hub moments

i - and Corioliscoupling. It can be concludedthat

0.16 -- _ _ = 110°_LAP-_ activecontrolfor rotor/bodydampingaugmentation

o._m° I I I. T_'° will be particularlypowerfulfor hingelessandbearlnglessrotorswhich typicallyhave a large
7oo moe moo _m_ virtualhingeoffsetand flap spring stiffnessand

moto_mo.nm in many casesalso precone. Controllingthe aero-
Fig. 17 Effectof roll rate (ex) feedback mechanlcalstabllityof typicalarticulatedrotors

phaseon modal frequenciesand will be a more difficulttask. For these rotors it

I regressingl_g mode damping may be helpfulto use collectivebladepitch toversusrotor _peed. introduceadditionalsteadyblade coningdeflection.

1o
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Table 3. Effectof hinge offseton feedback sented. The free responseresults,Fig. 18, are
4 results,equivalentoynamic computedusing the regressinglead-lageigenvector

systems(_ = 7b5 rpm) from the stabilityanalysis,normalizedto a maxi-
mum lead-lagamplitudeof one degree,as an initial

o n* Bh,lax Feedback ¢ condition. Figure18a shows the responseof the
e_E_- rad/sec % critical _ State K de_ systemwith no feedbackcontrolsapplied. The

regressinglag mode is slightlyunst ble, with

0.10 -0.137 0.54 0.29 _s 0.3 240 criticaldampingof n = -0.58%. It'o nw)dalcompo-
nents consistlargelyof the cyclic lead-lag

0.05 -0.097 0.38 0.29 ;s 0.3 240 motions(;c,;s),the body roll degreeof freedom

0.02 -0.077 0.31 0.29 _s 0.3 240 (Bx),and lateralcyclic flapping(8s)- There is
very littlepitch and longitudinalflap motion.

0.10 -0.284 1.13 0.39 ex 27 270 The inherentstabilityof the rotor/bodysystem
with sine cycliclead-lagfeedbackcontrolat K=I

0.05 -0.158 0.63 0.45 Bx 27 270 and _ = 240 degreesis 111ustratedin Fig. 18b.

0.02 -0.I19 0.47 0.37 Bx 27 270 The time historyresponseof the regressinglag
mode shows thatwith feedbackthis previously
unstablemode is stabilizedand both cycliclead-

Table 4. Effectof preconeon feedback lag degreesof freedom,Cc and Cs, reduce signifi-
results,equivalentdynamic cantlyin amplitudein only ten rotor revolutions.
systems(D = 765 rpm, It is also seen that feedbackcontrolincreasesthe
= 0.02) participationof the flap and body pitch and roll

motionsin the regressinglag mode. This could be
one sourceof the increaseddampingof this mode.

Bp o n* BAmax Feedback @ The amplitudeof the actiw blade featheringin
deg rad/sec % critical deg State K deq Fig. 18b is o.g degreesinitiallyand reducesto

0 -0.077 0.31 0.29 _s 0.3 240 less than 0.5 degreesover ten rotor revolutions.

2 -0.116 0.46 0.29 _s 0.3 240 2 1' r i l r I
4 -0.157 0.62 0.29 _s 0.3 240 I _seut_ o_c m_, I

I ¢K-o) A_© 08, I

0 -0.119 0.47 a.37 _X 27 270 I _r, o*v J

2 -0.288 1.14 0.43 ex 27 270

4 -0.507 2.01 0.50 _X 21 270
o

Table 5. Effectof flap stiff4esson feedback !

results,equivalentdynamicsystems i

(_ = 765 rpm, _ = 0.02)

Flap !
Stiff- Feed-

ness _ n* eAmax back ¢ o 2 4 a i _o
N-m rad_sec % critical _ State K deg _O_O_,eVOLU_mONS

38.8 -0.077 O.31 O.29 _S O.3 240 ,)F_eS,EPONSEW_TMOUTF_eOmACK

19.4 -0.181 0.71 1.00 _S 1.0 240 _*

0 -0.132 0.52 1.83 _S 2.0 225 _I _ I _ ,
_tFEEO_ACK 0 _¢ • _m

38.8 -0.119 0.47 0.37 _x 27 270 K-i A_¢ _,
_m O# v

19.4 -0.232 O.gl 1.17 ex 27 270

0 -0.334 0.36 2.41 ex 27 225

*Withoutactivecontrol(K=O) systemdamping is
n=-0.58% criticalfor all rotorconfigurations.

Th!: shouldhave similarbeneficialeffectson con-
trol effectivenessas would introducingb'lade

preconear,gle. o
0 2 4 I | 10

Rotor Respor,,e ROTO_IflEVOLUTION_
Res_-_seresultsare intendedto be of a

qualitativenature,to give a betterunderstanding b_WITH$INICYCLICI.AO FI|nlACK.( I
0_ the rotor/body motion and gtve an indication of
the required control input _gnitudes. Fig. 18 Systm response using regressing

lead-lagelgenvectorfrom
Free responsefrom a set of prescribedinitial _tabllltyanalysisas

conditionsand frequencyresponseresultsare pre- initialcondition.

II
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Frequencyresponseanalysisis used to compare _ w t _ t
the effectof increasedblade lead-lagdampingwith
the applicationof feedbackcontroI. Frequency
responsewas computedby simulatinga one degree
bladepitch stick stir in the regressingdlrection. Io
For frequencyresponsethe nondimensiona]excita-
tion frequencyis variedfrom 0.1 to 0.7. Rotor
rotationrate is 765 rpm. Fig. 19 shows the _-Io-
influenceof increasingthe lead-lagdampingfrom _
n¢ = 0.52 percentto 2 percentand 8 percentcriti-
cal. No feedbackcontrolsare applied. Fig. 20 •
shows,in the same manner,the influenceof _s -_ o K -
feedbackwith increasinggain values,K = 0.3; 1.0, ,
3.0, and _ = 240 degrees. Here the dampingis held
at its nomihalvalueof n_ = 0.52 percent. In both ._ I I I I
Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 only the frequencyresponseof o.Io o._ o._ o_o oJo 1.oe
the cosinecycliclead-lagmotion is shown. Com- EXC.FREQUENCY_R
paringboth magnitudeand phase p10tsqualitatively,
it is seen that feedbackcontroland additional

bladedampinghave very similareffectsin terms of
systemdynamics. This i_ an additionalindication
that activecontrolcan be used to augmentrotor/ I_ ( km t

body dampingand reduceor possiblyeven eliminate _ _Q

the need for lead-lagdampersfor articulatedrotor _K-_3 1 24°°
K-I ¢" _

systems. 00 _ K-3 -

Conclusions _

This study showsthat activecontrolblade _ o
featheringthrougha conventionalswashplateis a E

lo_- - -t00 I _ t I I
0.10 0._ o.,lo o.eo _.8o I.oo

EXC. I:REQUENCY_R

Fig. 20 Effectof sine cyclic lag (¢s) feedback
i -10 gain on frequencyresponseof cosine

cycliclag motion;(he - 0.52%).

• -0._21k-2_,

-_ viable means to increase rotor/body damping levels
__ J I l l I I I I and to eliminategroundresonanceinstabilities.
o.Io o._ o.4o 0.00o.aoI.00 Stabilityand responseresultshave been presented

EXC.FREQUENCY_R using statevariablefeedbackcont.'olfor a model
hinge;essrotor. From these results,the followin£
conclusionscan be drawn.

I) Eitherrotor or fuselagestatesca_ be
I_ I I_ l I I I I I used to eliminategroundresonanceinstabilitiesby

specifyingappropriateclosed-loopfeedbackphase
o_-o.5_ _ and gain.

00 -- • -2_G t

-ew *_ 2) With the properchoiceof fecdbackphase,

,_ dampingof the regressinglag mode can be maximizedwithoutadverselyaffectingthe dampingof other

i systemmodes. The feedbackgain K can then be

O

_ _ adjustedto obtaina specifiedlevel of regressing
lag mode dampingat the coalescencerotorspeed.

*gO _

3) Approximatelya one percentaugmentation
_* in criticaldampingin the regressinglead-lagmode

-i_ I I_* I I I I I I can be obtainedwith an activeblade feathering
o.1o o._ o._ o._o o._i._ amplitudeof 0.3 degreeper degreeof blade cyclic

EWO.FREOUENOY/NR lead-lagmotion.

Fig. 19 Effectof blade lead-lagdamping 4) Increasedlead-lagdampingwith active
on frequencyresponseof cosin_ controlis due to severalfactors: (I) a reduction
cycliclag motion,no feedback in dampingof other,more highlydampedsystem
applied,(K-0). modes,and (2) an increasedparticipationby other

12
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THE USE OF ACTIVE CONTRCIS T(' ' , _gNT ROTOR/FUSELACE STABILITY
FrleC L:_ Straub

Willi&' ,'-mbrodt

_,_e_Hooper, Bo_in_ '/_rtol' I would ]ik: ;,_ra_ulateyou on an outstanding contribution.
_r the practi_a _ grovnd resonance case_ .._ " , e, you are concerned not Just with sitting
,'_.'.J_yon the ground, but with frock,net', .__ cover a wide range of situations from blown
t_r,-_no Lncnrrectly inflated olc(_:_ " .,_; [where you become] airborne and all your natural
f'_-eq_;e:.r.__w_iJ ge frum g_-ound , ',l,{es]approaching zero. So you have to prepare for
a wide r_,_ :f _]tuatlon:. _,/_ , , , .._at the applications of this system to practical
takeof_ Jit,_,J..n_

, Straub: No, i haven't looked at _'akeoffsituations at all so far. Lately, I have considered
some cases where the l'uselagem_ _a_ varied widely to simulate different payload configura-

: tions. Actually what I saw wa_ :nh_ even wlth one set of controls you c&n handle that kind of
situation. I haw not looked a_ _-_ happens when you increase the collective pitch angle and
simulate takeoff. That would c_rLainly be something to look into.

Bob Blackwell, Sikor@ky Aircraft: I also enjoyed your paper and look forward to reading it. I
_. have two questions. First, would you com_,ent on the k_nd of design philosophy that would allow

this approach in lieu of frequency placement and convertional damping--is it more weight effec-
t: tive, or perhaps a means of controlling ground resonance? Second, have you given thought to the
--, instrumentation to measure the lead-lag motion of all the blades or is that not necessary and so
_- what kind of redundancy requirements would be required of a potential system?

_ Straub: Well_ first, the idea is to even_ually replace maybe the lead-lag dampers on some of
m- our articulated rotors and that seems to be a feasible alternative. As far as the implementa-
_. _ tion is concerned the re2ult_ I presented here were mostly for the feedback of the lead-lag
: motion; _ think that the first choice of the designer is t_ use a fixed system feedback--either

the roll or pitch degrees of freedom. I think it would be possible to do that rather than use
i" the inplane motion. What I did here was to consider feedback of all degrees of freedom and
_ their time derivatives Just to see how good different feedback states would be. So the argument
" of how the control parameters were chosen was most easily illustrated here for the inplane model

feedback, but roll would be just as good.

Dave Peters, Washington University: You know when there is no initial lift on the rotor and
: then you plot the lift versus angle of attack It's not linear. It starts off flat and builds

up. There is no mass flow to build your lif_ up. And this means you make small c,,anges in

) pitch angle you don't get much effectiveness in terms of force. How do you think ':hatwould
affect your idea when you try to _.abilize ground resonance at zero lift conditions?

Straub: That is a very good question. I am not sure [ have an answer to it at this moment.
Certainly as you point out it is a very valid concern and also the aerodynamic model that I have
used is very simple. That probably could use some improvement too. For instance, what effects
do unsteady aerodynamics i_ave on this kind of phenomena because you are oscillating the blade at _.
half per rev or something like that. Even though it is a much lower frequency than vibration
control at 4 per rev, still the aerodynamics would definitely be something to look into further.

_.°

D_ickGabel, Boein_ Vertol: _r.these days when we deal with ground resonance qualification we
h=,e to meet failure conditions of everything--the oleos, tires, lag dampers, everything. Can
you foresee with such a system if you have to accommodate failures, what the approach would be
if the nystem was off and you were i=_ground resonance? That could be a disaster.

Straub: That is certainly true, but I think that in any kind of fly-by-light or fly-by-wire
" control system for the primary controls _,oudeal with these same kinds of issues. Your actu-
: ators have to be redundant; you have to bo able to deal wlch failures. So certainly that would

also apply if you use active controls ) replace some lead-l_g dampers. You would have to have
multiple sea,sotsand you would have to have a fall-safe e_eratlng mode.

Walter Gerstenberger, Consultant: B!ackwell'_ question and Gabel's question were well takm so

_ { I'll ask the follow-on question. We always try to c:uple lag motion _ith flapping motion o_
something; w_th inclined hinges. How would yo_ design the mechanical system to accomplish the

i! [feedback] that does these wonderful things thac you say. Have you thought about that? In

other words doing it mechanically by coupling; measuring lag motion and feeding it into your
cyclic pitch wlth a phase shift?

Straub: Well, you can add some ro)i accelerometers.

I
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Gers.tenberger: No, not electronically--mechanically.

$traub: How to do it mechanically q

GerstenberBer: Whiffle trees, mtxlng bars . . .

Straub: I thtrk maybe a better way of doing .. _t would be something that you just mer,tloned--
Inclined pitch links and other kinds of ktnesat._ couplings tt- . are designed Into the b._de
root end. Maybe I should add one thought we had when we did this leaper]. Obviously, when you
design a helicopter you _ke use of all the available methods to make it so .table as you can to
begin with. But then if you talk about a situation where you have a fly-by-wire control system,
you already have dynaL,c actuators on there for the vibration reduction, then it could be very
nice just to put an additional sensor on the helicopter--If required at all--and to put an
additional board into your controller and have a way of augmenting the rotor fuselage damping.

Gerstenberger: Well, let me rephrase the quesbion. I don't like you to sell m_ electronic
contr_l, but that's not the point. Iu your feedback--I don't understand the feedback com-
pletely--is the feedback simple enough so that it Is possible to design some pure mechanical
feedback to give you stability which nobody has been able to do in the past with a mechanical
tilting of a hinge oc something like that?

5traub: Well, I havep't really thought about it too much. I would suppose you could probably
do It If yot look at some of the early work that Bell had done on active control for the ;P
controlo They had a mechanical eontrol system on there and T think the amount of linkages they
had there was probably somewhat forblddinF. I don't know.

0¢
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Abstract are no limitations on isotropy of either
the rotor or fuselage. The results of this

_" A co_Lven_ent and versatile procedure study were quite revealing and demon-
for modeling and analyzing ground reso- strated that certain other approaches to
nanue phenomena is described and illus- this problem were not completely satis-

:- trated. A computer program is used which factory. Lengthy time integration proce-
"_ dynamically couples differential equations dures were shown to be difficul_ to inter-
_ with nonlinear and time dependent coeffi- pret and a co_on approximation which
_ cients. Each set of differential equa- averages the damping loss over the blades
"_ tions may represent a component su_:has a may be very nonconservative.
-_ rotor, fuselage, landing gear, or a failed
_ damper. Arbitrary combinations of such The Floquet theory has the general

components may be formulated into a model capability to determine the s_ability of
_ of a system. When the coupled equations any helicopter configuration, regardless
:_ are formed, a procedure is executed which of the number of blades, type of reten-

uses a Floquet analysis to determine the tion, blade positioning, number of rotors,
stability of the system, lllustrations of fuselage flexibility, landing gear charac- I
the use of the procedures along with _h_ teristics, ground characteristics (e.g., !
numerical examples are presented, ice), damage to blades (mass, damping,

stiffness) or landing gear, _nd the physi-
Introduction cal arrangement of rotors and other compo-

nents. Given the periodic equations _,f
: The mechanical instability due to the motion, the stability may be determined.

interaction of helicopter rotor and fuse-
lage, commonly known as ground res_,ance, A difficulty in this process is the
is a very important consideration in the determination of the equations of motion
design of rotorcraft. The classical anal- of a complex configuration. One possibil-
ysis of this phenomenon by Coleman and ity is to derive the equations for _ spe-

Feingold I still forms t_ basis for many cific physical system and write a program _ •_._ to evaluate the numerical coefficients.
_. of the analyses performed at the present Another scheme would be to derive the

time. The evaluatien of the mechanical equations for a complex system which !n-
stability characteristics of nonisotropic cludes options to allow the modeling of a

rotors, as may be due to a component mal- broad range of configurations. Either of
funutlon or combat damage, cannot readily these tasks would be extensive _nd the

be determined by these techniques, future analysis of a configuration not
previously provided for would involve a

The Floquet transition matrix anal- great deal of effort.
ysis was applied to lifting rotor stabil-

ity by Peters and Hohenemser 2 and was The purpose of this naper is to des- '!
shown to be a powerful tool for determi- tribe a procedure which provides a con-
ning the stability of periodic systems, venient means of assembling the equations _:

of motion for a large variety of rotor- !
In 1974, Hammond 3 applied this technique craft configurations prior to invoking a

%_ I _o analyze the effect of an inoperative• ! Floquet analysis, lllustrstions of sever-

:_._ blade damper on ground resonance, In this al appl_cations are presented.• analysis each _z_id hiaged blade is a

.-i completelySeparatedynamiCindependententityparameters.andthus maYTherehaVe Tbe Model Concept
_ The complete dynamic system to be

_I _resented at the Rotorcraft Dynomics analyzed is called a "model." A model isSpecial_sts' Meeting, Moffett Field, CA, described as a coupled set of "compo-

u I November 7-9, 1984 nents." Each component is considered to I •I "
1
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be represented by a set of second order the most appropriate mathematical repre-
differential equations of the form sentatlon for each component.

The remainder of this section is a

MX + CX + KX = F (I) brief description of the features of the
program relevant to ground resonance anal-

where M, C, K, F are mass, damping, ysis.
; stiffness matrices, and a force vector.

X is a vector of the displacements of the
degrees of freedom. In the implementa- %he Technology Library

tion to be described all matrix coeffl- Included in the technology library
cients may be functions of time and the are various representations of component
state .,ector. The degrees of freedom may equations. These modules are given a four

"_ be of any generalized form as long as the character name, each _tartlng with the
coupling to other components may be des- letter "C•" Those relevant to this study
crlbed as linear relationships between
the degrees of freedom of the components, are briefly summarized.

CRR2 - Rigid rotor• Up to nine rigid
The equations of the model formed hinges blades- with Optional flap, lag,

from a set of components are of precisely pitch degrees of freedom (rotating sys-
_. of the same form as Eq. (i) where tem). Up to six degrees of freedom of the "

hub (fixed system). Data required in-. M = _ T MIT I eludes: specification of degree of free-
_ dom options; radius, offset, spring and

"_ T damper rates; and all necessary mass para-
"_.; C = _ TICITI meters Up to four rotors may be included

_L (2) in any model.

_ K = [ T_KIT I CFM2 - Fuselage, modal. U_ to six
•_. rigid'body and six coupled elastic modes.

Automatic coupling to rotor hub(s) andr. F = [ T F I degrees of freedom of other components.
_' Data required includes: degree of freedom
: and where the subscript I refers to the options; locations of e.g., rotor(s),

ith component. The transformation matrix attachments to other components, mode i

TI is time invariant and relates the de- shapes, all necessary mass and inertia !|
• parameters and modal frequency and !

grees of freedom of component I to _.e damping. Up to four of these components
degrees of freedom of the model: may be included in any model. ,

X I TIX (3) CSFI Structure_ finite element.
Constant M', C, K, F model. Up to 40'de-

This transformation is identical to grees of freedom. Data required includes:
that of Hurty 4, but is used to couple any degree of freedom names and the coeffi-
generalized coordinates and it is recog- clent matricec. This module may represent
nized that the coefficiente in Eq. (2) a fairly complex structure or a single _.
need not be constant, spring. Any number of these components _-_

may be used in a model (maximum number of

Computer Implementation components in a model is 20).

A convenient implementation of this CLCI - Linear constraint. Allows the
concept is descrJbed in References 5 and user to specify'"any linear relationships
6. This program (DYSCO) has three main between degrees of freedom.
features: i) a "technology library"
which includes various component repre- In addition to the component teLhno-
sentations ("technology modules")! 2) a iogy modul_s, the library contains solu-
"data library" which contains specific tion algorithms which may be invoked after
sets of data to be used by the Lechnology the equations are formed. The solution
modules to compute the equation coeffl- modules names start with "S." Several of
clents; and 3) the capability to automa- interest are:
tically form the transformation matrices
and to compute the equations of motion of SSF3 - Stebility, Floquet. This so-

_ ' any assembly of components (a "model"). lution module uses periodlc shooting to
-"" , find the initial conditions which may lead
0"i The main advantage to the user is to periodic equilibrium condition for a
_'._ that he may obtain (and solve) the numer- linear or nonlinear model equation under
" , ical equations of any combination of com- specified control conditions. It then

_'I ponents with no mathematical deviation• perturbs about the equilibrium state to
Another advantage is that he may select form the Floquet transition matrix and

71 ,T
,I

b ..................... , _ ,/
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performs eigenanalysis to determine sta- Models may be conveniently edited to
; bility of the system. Data required in- delete, replace, insert, and add compo-

cludes: period of integration, initial nents.
' integration increment, parameters for

accuracy test of integration. RUN Command

STH3 - Time History. Performs a The program is command driven (See
time history integration on the model Reference 6 for details). The command
equations. Data required includes: "RUN" causes the program to perform the
length of solution, integration incre- following sequence of operations.
ment, initial conditions.

,_ l) User is requested for the name
SEA4 - E1genanalysis. Performs an of the model.

eigenanalysls on the constant M, K ma-
trices of the model. 2) Model definition is retrieved

from d&ta library.
The Data Library

" 3) Each component module and data
The data library contains data to be set is accessed to define degrees of

,i used in the formation of the model equa- freedom,
t tlons. When the data is input, it is

i automatically assigned a "data member" 4) Transformation matrices arename (DH) which is the name of the tech- formed.

ii nology module with _ich it is to be

use_. Also, an arbitrary "data set" name 5) Each component module is ac-
iDS) is supplied by the user, A data cessed to form ecuatlon coefficients.
unit is uniquely identified by its DS/DM
name. 6) Coefficient matrices are trans-

formed to system equations.
A particular physical component is

-!. represented by the name of the component During this process, data Js vali-
d| technology module and the DS name of the dated for existence and uniqueness and
' data, e.g., access is provided for computation of

nonconstant coefficients.
CRR2 ROT1

After step 6, the user has options
where the user had previously identified to print certain model details, such as
a set of input for CRR2 as "ROT1." degrees of freedom and constant system

matrices. At the completion of the RUN
The data library contains other data command the user is requested to name a

member types. Onc is the DM - MODEL solution module to be executed.
which contains a definition of a model

including component names and associated Coupling
data set names. The data sct n3me is a

"model name" supplied by the user. The 'l_e coupling is carried out by an _.
model definition is described below, automatic procedure in which the _emes of

the degrees of freedom are recognized and
Mode] Definition processed by the program. The degree of

freedom names consist of two FORTRAN
The user may formulate a model by words, formatted A4, I4. Certain names

specifying the component module names and are automatically formed, as for example
the apprupriate data set names which have
been included in the libraries. For some ZETA2300
components a rctor or structure number is
required. A sample model may appear as which is interpr_od as: lag angle, rotor
shown in Fig. I. 2, blade 3.

MODEL TEST I }_en the program recognizes the same
name in more than one component, these

INDEX COM____P NO_._=. DATA SET degrees of freedom are automatically
I CFM2 I FUSELAGE Joined. Linear relationships between de-
2 CSFI PAYLOAD grees of freedom are also futomatlcally
3 CRR2 1 }_INROT processed into the transformation matrices
4 CSFI MAINGEAR (See Reference 5).

5 CSFI TAILGEAR
6 CRR2 2 TAILROT As a simple illustration of an appll- J

7 CSFI VIBABS cation of this coupling procedure to model
a failed lag damper, consider s model

Fig. I. Example of a model definition, which includes a rotor with lag dampers
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whose damping rates have been input as I) CRR2, ROTOR1 - 4 blades, inplane
the numeric quantity, c. In order to degrees of freedrnn (ZETAII00, ZETA1200,
represent a failed damper, the model is ZETA1300, ZETA140:;), 2 hub translational
edited to add the followlng component, degrees of freedom (XHUB1000, YHUB10G0),

counterclockwise rotation, various rot_-
CSF1 FAILDAMP tional speeds, 6 degrees of freedom (DOF).

: wharf the data set FAILDA_ contains the 2) CRR2, ROTOR2 - Same as I) but
following information, clockwise rotation and DOF names are

ZETA2100, ZETA2200, ZETA2300, ZETA2400,
number of degrees of freedom = 1 XHUB2000, YHUB2000.

name of degree of freedom - ZETA1100 3) CFM2, FUSELAGE - 5 rigid body I
modes (XCG 1000, YCG 1000, ROLL1000, !

M, K, F - null PTCH1000, YAW 1000), automatically couples
to rotor 1 and rotor 2, mass _ I0000 lb.,

C - -c roll and pitch momer,ts of inertia = I0000,

15000 slug-ft 2.
The addition of this component

represents the addition of a negative 4) CLCI, REDUCE1 - Couples blades 2, *
damper on blade 1 of rotor 1 which can- 4 (ZETA1200 = -ZETAId00) and blade I, 3

_-I eels the original damping rate. No (ZETA1100 - -ZETA1300) of rotor 1
_4 further action is required of the user

except to execute the command RUN. 5) CLCI, REDUCE2 - Couples blade 2,

ExamFles and Discussions 4 (ZETA2200 = -ZETA2400) end blade 1, 3(ZETA2100 = -ZETA1200) of rotor 2.

In order to demonstrate the concepts
described, several analyses have been 6) CLUl, RED124 - Couples blade 2, 4
performed which include: I) comparison (ZETA1200 = -ZETA1400) of rotor I.

with the results of Hammond312) Vallda- 7) CLCI, RED224 - Couples blade 2, 4
tlon of a reduced model! 3) Coaxial rotor (ZETA2200 = -ZETA2400) of rotor' 2.

_onflguratlon! 4) Tandem rotor conflgura- i
tion. Throughout this study, the same 8) CLCI, COAX Couples hub degleesrotor parameters are used which are based of freedom of rotor q and rotor 2 to form

on the data of Reference 3. The param- coaxial rotor (XHUBI000 = XHUB2000, Ieters may not be realistic, but are used YHUBI000 = YHUB2000).
to illustrate the procedures described.

9) CSFI, LDGEAR - Equivalent damper
Table i. Rotor parameters, and spring rate at fuselage CG of landing

igear system, 5 DOF (XCG 1000, YCG 1000,
ROLL1000, PTCHI000, YAW 1000), null mass

matrix, diagonal damping matrix = [3500,

NumberBlade massof blades 6.54 1750 ib-sec/ft, 8333, 16666, 16666 ft-lb-slugs

see/tad], diagonal stiffness matrix = _ _.
Blade mass moment 65 slug-ft [168000, 16_000 ft/ib, 250000 666666, "Blade mass moment

of inertia 800 slug-ft I 666666 ft-lb/rad].

Lag hinge offset 1 ft I0) CSFI DAMPFALI Fa_led damperLag sprlng 0.0 ft-lb/rad ' I
Lag damper 3000 ft-lb-sec/rad of blade 1 of rotor I, f DOF (ZETAIIO0), ,

null mass, stiffness matrices, damping
matrix = [-3000 ft-lb-see/rad].

II) CSFI, D_{PFAL2 - Same as CSFI,
DAMPFALI but DOF = ZETA2100.

It is noted that in the rotor compo-

nent th_ blade degrees of freedom are in !2) CSFI, HUBNON - Nonisotropic hub,
rotating system and hub degrees of free- 2 DOF (XHUB1000, YHUBI000) diagonal mass
dom are in the nonrotating system. In

matrix - [552.8, 225 slug], diagonal damp-
the fuselage module components, all the ing matrix -- [3500, 1750 ib-sec/ft], dla-
degrees of freedom are in nonrotating gonal stiffness matrix - [8500, 8500

i system. Note also that the damaged blade Ib-ft]
is always referred to as blade I. "

13) CSFI, HUBISO - Isotropic hub, 2
The components used in this study, DOF (XHUBI000, YHUBI000), diagonal mass

I their associated data set names, and matrix = [552.8, 552.8 slug], diagonal
• their characteristics are described as damping matrix = [3500, 3500 Ib-sec/ft],

fo]' ws. They are used in various combi- diagonal s_iffne_s matrix = [85000, 85000
nations in the examples below. Ib/ft].
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Comparison and Validation

Four cases have been used to compare ,_
results of this study and those of Refer- | o._,,_ 3
ence 3. The first case is described as

tReferencean isotropic3,rotor on an isotropic hub in e _ °t t

The corresponding DYSCO model is g o o °*° o b o o+o o _ o o'0 o 6
shown in Fig. 2. .= _ _ o o+o o 8 o o'o o 6 o o*o o 8

,8 o °"° o 8 o o'o o ,_ o o"o o 6HODEL II
-3

e _:g oo* o o.o _e e_oo. o o.e e,
O+ 0 0IND_____ COM___PP NO____. DATA SET o

-4

I CRR2 1 R_T_P.:
2 CSFI F.UBISO

Fig. 2. Hodel definition for an isotro- _ -
pic rotor on an isotropic hub.

Fig. 4. Modal damping of an isotropic
_e details of each component can be rotor on an isotroplc hub.

s_:en in the previous sections, I) and
13). Note that the matched degree of
freedom names in these two components is
all that is needed to dynamically couple '"o.,[,e_E
them. - _,_,. STY,

The second case is a nonlsotropic o o , o., o . o o.o o •
rotor on an Isotropic hub and the corres- *

pondlng model is shown in Fig. 3. _ -' o o o*o o 8 o o.o ;MODEL NI -, S 8 o o,o °o _ °o o o 8*S

l 8 S °"°
INDEX COMP NO..__. DATA SET __ *

s 0,og ; oo.o o_se_o o. ° o.8_,
0_'0 0

i CRR2 i ROTORI 8
2 CSFI HUBISO "
3 CSFI DAMPFALI

-I

Fig. 3. Model definition for a noniso- _ i i
tropic rotor on an isotroplc hub. m_

Model NI is constructed by simply Fig. 5. Modal damping o__ a nonlsotroplc _4adding the component, CSFI, DAMPFAL1, rotor on an isotroplc hub.
which contains the negative damping rate
of the rotor blade lag damper and makes
the dampln5 rate of the first blade equal
to zero.

component CSF1, HUBISO is re- "If
placed by CSF1, HUBNON, in Mode_ II and - "
NI, then Model IN and NN are obtained °t o o'° o ,

which correspond to an isotropic rotor on _ o _ • o, °a nonlsotropic hub and a nonisotroplc • o TM o o

rotor on a nonlsotroplc hub, respec- _ o _ ......

iI

-: $_o
Each of the above models was formed o _.o o o_ • • o o.o o • o o. o • ,

and the Floquet stability analysis, SSF3, o *
was executed. The results are shown in • _.o o • • o °'° o *
Figs. 4-7. In these figures, the circles _ o,o o "
represent the results from Reference 3
and the crosses are the results of the _ _ d_ m
present study. As can be seen, the
agreement is generally excellent and the
validity of the techniques described is Fig. 6. Modal dampirR of an isotropic
verified, rotor on a nonisotropic hub.
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I

representing the sum of the motions does
not contribute to the hub shear force.

']o-,,e,e_c3 Therefore, for _irs of opposite iden-

!.-_,,s,_, o'0 tical blades, only equal and opposite
• _ :_: o . o o * o o • o " motions need'be considered. However, if

I o Q.o °-o o these blades identical then
two are not

• both modes contribute to the hub shear

-' o o_o o * o o'o o Q force.

0

0 0 TM •

__. B|SO_OO•OO*OO•OO'OO•

o _ o o'o o • Although the above-mentloned modes
J e 8 o. o o,o

. • o o * have no contribution to hub shear forces,
. o when the hinge offset is not zero these

-s: o _,o o 8, 0 o : o o°o o . o o,o o 9

_i 8 o+o o • o o o o.o o t modes can produce a yaw moment acting on !the shaft. This, in turn, may affect the i
O.o o _ hub displacement through the coupling

among fuselage degreeo of freedom. In
m' m _, we' general, however, this effect should be ,

m_ very small.
q

Fig. 7. hodal damping of a nonisotropic Two cases uses iv the last section
_-" rotor on a nonisotropic hub. (Models NI, NN) were used to validate the
_i reduced model. The action requJ£ed was to
_4 Reduced Model add one more component, CLCI, RED124 to

I the original models. The function of this

Eigenanalyses are often quite sensi- component is to constrain the motion of
tire to multiple or close roots. Higher blades 2 and 4 to reduce the total system
precision and greater computationa7 time degrees of freedom. The reduced models
may be required and sometimes a failure are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
to converge condition may arise for a
highly isotropic configuration. In order MODEL REDU_II
to make the problem less complicated,
numerically more stable, computationPlly I_EX COMP NO. DATA SET
more efficient and easier to interpret,
it would be desirable to remove any un- 1 CRR2 1 ROTORI

, necessary degrees of freedom. Consider 2 CSFI DAMPFALI
the method of multiblade coordinates. 3 CSFI HUBISO
The motion of the mass center of an iso- 4 CLCI RED124

tropic rotor Js proportional to the first
order cyclic motion of the multiblade Fig. 8. Reduced model of nonlsotropic

coordlnates. 7 For the ground resonance rotor on isotroplc hub.
phenomena, it is the motion of the mass
center of the blades coupling with hub MODEL REDUNN
translational degrees of freedom that
produces the instability. For this rea- I:_EX COMP NO. DATA SET _,
son only two degrees of freedom have to
be considered for an i&otropic N-bladed 1 CRR2 1 ROTOR1
rotor. For a damage analysis, however, 2 CSFI DAMPFALI
the above-mentloned technique fails. For 3 CSFI HUBNON
an N-bladed anisotropic rotor even when 4 CLCI REDI2_
one transforms the blade degrees of free-
dom to a multiblade coordinate system, it Fig. 9. Reduced model of nonlsotropic
is necessary to retain all the degrees of rotor on nonlsotropic hub.
freedom.

I

In the present study, the blade de- The results of the Floquet stability
grees of freedom are in the rotating sys- analyses are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
tem. For a four-bladed isotropie rotor They illustrate that the reduced model is

' two degrees of freedom can be removed by a good represene-i_n of the original
' satisfying two constraints: ZETA1300 - model and that the reduced degree of free-

-ZETA1100, ZETAId00 = - ZETAI_00. If dom may be decoupled from the system.

blade one 18 damaged, there is still one Note that the missing modes in th_se
degree of freedom that can be removed by tables must always be stable, based on the
setting ZETAId00 = -ZETA1200. The rea- previous discussion. In addition to the

i _oning is as follows. For an even number results shown in Tables 2 and 3, other
of identical equally spaced blades, one tests have also been conducted for more

%1 may describe the motion by modes repre- complicated models, some of them will be
sentlng the sum and differences of the shown below, which further confirm the

_; motions of opposite blades. The mode validity of the reduced model.
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Table 2. Eigenvalues of a nontsotropic To consider the case with one damper
",: rotor on an isotroplc hub and inoperative, one simply adds component

its reduced model. CSF1, DAMPFAL1, as shown in Fig. 11.

" MODEL COAXIAL2
RPM- 175

i_ MODEL NI MODEL REDUNI INDEX COMP NO____. DATA SET

' 1 CRR2 1 ROTORI
-,' FREQUENCY DAMPING FREQUENCY DAMPING 2 CRR2 2 ROTOR2

3 CSFI HUBNON
±5.36324 0.04882 ±5.36309 0.04881 4 CSFI HUBNON
±5.03417 -1.30844 ±5.03401 -1.30847 5 CLCI COAXIAL
±4.82731 -1.78823 XXXXXXX XXXXXXX 6 CSFI DAMPFALI
±5.86593 -2.04050 ±5.86574 -2.04051

e6.55204 -3.05332 ±6.55204 -3.05332 Fig. 11. Model definition for coaxial
±6.79967 -3.46174 ±6.79963 -3.46170 configuration with failed damper.

The unimportant degrees of freedom
may be removed Rs described earlier by

_, Table 3. Eigenvalues of a nonlsotroplc adding two components as shown in Fig. 12.
_-- rotor on a nonisotropic hub
", and its reduced model. MODEL COAXIAL3 :

_ RPM = 225 INDEX COMP NO____. DATA SET

_ I CaR2 1 ROTOR1
MODEL NN MODEL REDUNN 2 CaR2 2 ROTOR2L

3 CSFI HUBNON
FREQUENCY DAMPING FREQUENCY DAMPING 4 CSFI HUBNON

5 CLCI COAX
±6.68678 0.20268 ±6.68678 0.20268 6 CSFI DAMPFALI
±b.39124 -1.06817 ±6.39124 -1.06817 7 CLCI RED124
±6.37237 -1.78824 XXXXXXX XXXXXXX 8 CLCI REDUCE2
±8.88663 -2.30105 ±8.88663 -2.30105
_11.77885 -3.12293 ±11.7788_ -3.12293 Fig. 12. Reduced model for coaxial con-
±6.69736 -4.10262 ±6.6g136 -4.10262 figuration with failed damper.

To model failed dampers in both
Coaxial Model rotors, model COAXIAL4 may be formed as in

Fig. 13.
A reasonable coaxla_ model can be

easily obtained based on rotor and hub MODEL COAXIAL4
data used in the previous section. The
deflniclon of such a modal is shown in INDEX COMP NO. DATA SET _
Fig,'re 10. -- --

I CRR2 1 ROTORI
MODEL COAXIALI 2 CRR2 2 ROTOR2

3 CSFI HUBNON

INDEX COMP NO. DATA SET 4 CSFI HUBNON
-- 5 CLC1 COAXIAL

1 CPA2 1 ROTOR1 6 CSFI DAMPFALI
2 CaR2 2 ROTOR2 7 CLCI REDI24
3 CSFI HUBNON 8 CLCI RED224
4 CSF1 RUENON 9 CSF] DAMPFAL2
5 CLC1 COAXIAL

Fie. 13, Model for coaxial _rLsuratlon
Fig. IC. Model definition for coaxial, with two failed dampels.

nonlsotropic hub confisuratlon.

_st 14 shows the modal damping ofAs can be seen in Fig. 10 two the stable mode of model COAXIAL2
counter rotating rotor components are and its reduced model COAXIAL3. It is
used. Component CLC1, COAXIAL is used to saen that these two models show exactly
couple the hub degrees of freedom of the same damping ratio. As compared with
these two rotors. Component CSF1, HUBHON the result with those of the correspondin 8
is used twice to double the mass, damping single rotor model (model NN). in the un-
rate, and sprin8 rate of the nonisotropic stable region, the instability is less
hub used in the single rotor model, severe for model COAXIAL3, as Js to be
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expected. The case with two dampers dam-
aged can be seen in Fig. 15. It is in- c_,_r_2
teresting to see that there are two un- Cm2.mr_i
stable modes in this case. The elgen- _ /

vector of the mode indicated by I in the _\/ _

figure shows that this mode is primarily
due to the coupling among hub trsnsla- y
tional degrees of freedom and the two
damaged blades. That is why the damping _" ' _"

ratio remains nearly constant as rotating cs C_t. LO6EAR CFN2.FIFaELA_
speed is changed. The second mode, how-
ever, is the ordinary coupled hub-inplane Fig. 16. Geometric configuration of
unstable mode. tandem helicopter.

The data used in this simulation may
not be realistic but the main purpose is

: _--co_l_s to illustrate the modeling procedures and
x--COAXI_;=__.. the convenience of the substructure model-

: A_ Ing approach. The rotor hub _nd landinggear degrees of freedom are coupled with •

_ p the fuselage r_gld body degrees of freedom• automatically by the naming convertion.
. _, -_ The model definition is shown in Fig. 17.

_ _ _ _ MODEL TANDEM

INDEX COMP NO___. DATA
SET

_, --1 I CRR2 1 ROTORI

_& , ,m t= It ,_ _ m m ,_ _ _ _ 2 CRR2 2 ROTOR23 CFM2 1 FUSELAGE
Rp. 4 CSFI LDGEAR

5 CLCI REDUCE1

Fig. 14. Damping of the leas_ stable 6 CLCI REDUCE2
mode of model COAXIAL2 and its
reduced model COAXIAL3. Fig. 17. Model definition for TANDEM.

The model with one damper failed is

TANDFAIL and depicted in i'ig. 18.

o--cu._i _ MODEL TANDFAILA--CIRYE2

i I CRR2 1 ROTORI ,_

2 CRR? 2 ROTOR2

3 CFM2 l FUSELAGE
4 CSF] LDGEAR
5 CLCI RED124
6 CLC1 REDUCE2
7 CSFI DAMPFALI

Fig. 18. Model definition for TANDFAIL.

The two unstable modes of this vehi-

,pm cle are shown in Fig. 19. The elgenvector
of mode I reveals that It is primarily a

Fig. 15. Damping of two least stable coupled yaw, pitch, and lag mode. Mode 2,
modes of model COAXIALd. on the other hand, is due primarily to the

coupling of fuselage translational degrees
Tandem Model of freedom and in plane motion of the

blade. It is also demonstrated in Fig. 19
Fi£. 16 illustrates a model of a that the instability is more severe when

tandem helicopter, one blade damper is inoperative.

23 •
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DISCUSSION e 1

Paper No. 2
!

GROUND RESOI/ANCEANALYSIS USING A SUBSTRUCTURE MODELING APPROACH
Shyf-Yaung Chen IEdward E. Austin

• and
Alex Berman

Peretz Frled_nn_,Unlverslty of California I Los Angeles: I have a couple of questions so let's
start with the first one. The test wlth which you are currently correlating DYSCO results with
Ha,_nd's analysia Is a very good way to go. However, I was wondering why you didn't try to

• ! correlate the ability o£ this code to predict ground resonance with experimental data which Bill
Boussan obtained and which Prledrlch Straub showed In one o£ his slides a_ the beginning.!
That's a better test for the problm and a lot of ITR cumparisons have been done with that
particular ease. If the DYSCO program could reproduce these results, it would be a good refill-
cation of the code.

Austin: Yes, I would like to do that. Actually this paper was prepared entirely extracurrtc-
ularly. Nor a part of any given Job description. We took the expedient approach of going with
Haamond's results. Me felt that It was a pretty good verification of our implementation, not of
the physical model, of whlch oo_nents we had, because we were correlating with actually _hree
different methods of calculation. We would like to do some correlation wt_.; actual test data
also.

Friedmann: The second question I have Is more along the lines o£ a comment, then you starteO
describing DYSCOon the right hand side of the equations you will remember you had left ail the

nonlinear term In the constraints for Fc. The problem I have with these equations is that I
am not convinced that it has the capability of dealing with the nonlinear effects which might be
important. The correlation you have run Is for a ground resonance problem where everything Is
always linear. I would suggest that one of the future endeavors Is to look at the problem where
nonlinear effects [could be important).

Austl_____r:No question.

Jlr_ Yen_ Bell Helicopter: I have a very general question for you or for all of you. For
thirty years we've been working very hard to prevent the ground/air resonance problem. The
technical eoelunlty has been working very hard to Improve our prediction capabilities. From
your point of view, right now, how much confidence level do we have in the prediction tech-
niques? How much confidence level do we have now? In other words In the next ten years, when
we have our Third Decennial Neetlng here w111 we still be talking about the same thlng again?
How much confidence do we have right now versus the way we were ten years ago? This Is an open
question.

I

Austin: W_ll, personally, my confidence has not been real high because so often the data we
have been getting from you folks has been In terms of equivalent hub impedance. We would get a
scrambling of numbers--one Is for a landing gear failed, another one is for ice. I've never
really been able to find out from you where those numbers came from. Also, of course, these
numbers are very directly related to the rotor rpm and It has never been especially clear In the
material I have received In evaluations that you have actually gotten experimental data at the
right rpm for those Impedances. So my confidence Ims been pretty low. I think if we can move
to a point where we have more descriptive mOdels and then can verify their correlation with some

flight test data that we ought to be able to put this thing to rest.

Jerry Nlao_ SLkcrsk_ Aircraft: I heartily agree with your [com, ent] about getting those spring
rates. [They are herd to come by--stl_ness values for ground contact, concrete, turf, lee,
landing gear and so forth.] They are difficult to get. But I draw a different conclusion. My
conclusion Is that our analysis capability Is pretty good. We can predict ground resonance If
we know how to put those numbers Into It. Therefore, in the aircraft shake test normally we do

a ground resonance test to determine where the ground roll mode Is or pitch mode Is. [We canfind those numbers, but] _lnally, what is the tire stiffness, the oleo stiffness, or the grour_d
• surface contact stiffness.

Austin: I think the Army wlll probably continue to use analysis to try to lder, tify the mo_t
critical cases. I don't think the industry Is ever going to get away from the requirement of

_he transcript cf this discussion Is Incomplete because o£ recording problems. Areas o£
au_biguous or missing text have been dLseussed with the person asking or answering the question
and the text Is Indicated with brackets.
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actually de_nstratir.g those critical cases, even though It may mean bringing in blocks of Ice
on a hot summer day or whatever.

Bob Sopher t Sikorsky Aircraft: The type of blade that you used here, was It a non-elastic
blade?

Austin: Yes, It was. That was a matter of choice. We're working on a representation of more
complex blade elasticity models. It will then be Just a matter of basically selecting one or
the other and putting in some modal data for the blades.

_: So that the elastic blade Is not yet available?

Austin: No, but It will be very shortly according to the last schedule submitted to the Army.
It may actually In fact be a little longer than that.

Sopher: Well, that may explain why you hawn't tried to correlate with tl_e Bousman data base on
hingeless rotors.

Austin: Right. You _ould have to use equivalent springs if you were going to do It risht now.

i Bonson Tongue, Georgia Institute of TecbnololLy: My question is substructure modeling [decreased
! the cost] of the technique and so I was curious about that. What is the relative content of
i your cost [for calculations using Floquet analysis, modal analysis, and so forth?]

" _, Austin: The cost of the cases we ran for our machine was inconsequential. I'm not sure, it may o

_ have been ten times zero or twenty. That isn't a factor at all for us in the Army. It's your

""I tax dollars at work. No, really the solution does not take much time so I don't think It would

i i be a major obstacle for most folks. Alex, do you want to address that?
• _ Alex Borman, Kaman Aerospace: Yes. Actually there is no [particular special cost in running

DYSCO.] I/hatyou should have to do 13 compare the computational costs against the cost of

i devet_plng specific models [for a new configuration and modifying the appropriate code.]

Euan Eooper I Boeing Vertol: I was going to ask is DYSCO In the public domain? I see that it

I was published last year at [the 2qth SDN, Lake] Tahoe, but Is the FORTRAN coding available Inthe public domain?

Austin: That's a trick-] question. Our contract that Alex is working on now calls for the
program itself to be In the public domain. The source code for the Executive will, however, be
delivered in a binary form rather than a FORTRAN source. 3o you can't make changes to the
Executive, hut all the technical modules will be supplied and you can add technical modules
without reference to that Bxeoutlve.

H_per: And when will this system be available?

Austin: Make a new guess, Alex.

Borman: A few months or so.

Austin: Personally, I would like to encourage everybody to write me a letter and ask for it.
I'm hoping that we wlll be able to do ground resonance analysl_ using it in future acquisitions v
of interest.

H_per: If I could Just add. Ne've got some experience with using government programs. I
would like to emphasize that you don't shortcut the documentation process. Anything you can do
to not only document It well but annotate the c_dlng. Please, do what you can, but don't short-
out the process.

Austin: Ne try to encourage our contractors to do that. Some of you do It better than
others. But I think the documentation will be go_d for DYSCO.

p
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PARAMETRIC STUDY OF THE AEROELASTIC STABILITY
! OF A BEARINGLESS ROTOR

W. EUAN HOOPER
Director, Vehicle Technology

Boe_nt_Vertol Company
Philadelphia, Pa.

ABSTRACT 2. THE FLAIR ANALYTICAL MODEL

A trade study has been conducted to illustrate the The FLAIR program models the fuselage and blades
sensitivity of the aeroelastic stability of a as rigid bodies separated by the flexbeam
bearingless main rotor to the rotor hub coupling elements. The fuselage has 4 degrees of freedom
parameters that are _vailable for the designer. The (longitudinal, lateral, roll and pitch). Each blade
results are presented over the complete range of is rigid and is attached to a uniform flexbeam
rotor speed and collective pitch available and the extending from the hub offset to the b_ade attach-
effects on air resonance of thu 6 beam installation ment point. The 6 freedoms at the end of earn
angles are compared together with the results of flexbeam are:
offsetting the cuff snubber attachment. The major °
part of tho study was conducted using the FLAIR u axial
analysis which incorporates a uniform represen- v chordwise
ration of the flexbeam. Results are also shown for w flapwise
a modified version of FLAIR in which the uniform (; lag angle
beam is replaced by a member having the geometric I_ flap angle
tailoring resulting from structural optimization. 0 pitch angle

expressed relative to the axis system at the root
1. INTRODUCTION of the beam. In an air resonance case the beams

are the only springs in the system as *.he fuselage
The control of the stability of bearingless rotors freedoms are unrestrained to ground. In a ground
by introducing coupling between blade flap, lagpand resonance case, additional springs are inserted
pitch freedoms has been frequently addressed in between fuselage and ground to represent the
the literature in recent years. One of the most landing gear. The flex beams are axially loaded =J
powerful stabilizing parameters has been identified by the centrifugal forces and thus an iterative

as negative pitch-lag coupling, a powerful version solution technique is required for the resulting !of which was successfully demonstrated in full nonlinear equations.
scnle ground and flight experience on the

YUH-61A. The beam aPd control system equations are rigor- t
ously modelled making no small angle assumptions

In support of the Boeing Vertol/Army/NASA ITR and so the program was considered well suited to 1 "
Preliminary Design Program, a study was initiated the Intended trade study. The major modifications | ;.
to quantify in a consistent manner the sensitivity made to the program to facilitate the study lof the beam installation angles. This then served includeo:
as a base to evaluate an alternate concept of | ,. f
adding stability by introducing a vertical offset to 1. The Input and output were made dlmen- _.,-
the cuff snubber. This offset causes favorable sional since the study was conducted in
mechanical lag-pitch coupling while avoiding dimensional terms.
inducing unfavorable bending moments in the flex- _ i
beam. Further, since the coupling between blade 2. An additional control configuration _ J
freedoms Is ell important in detarmir, ing stability, a (config. 5) was added to the 4 described ' I
comparison of the effect of rigorously representing in Ref. 4, Figs. 4-6, to allow the cuff 2
the beam nonunlformlty, versus the assumption of snubber to be moved to points other _
a uniform beam, was also undertaker., than centered on the flex beam. '

The FLAIR program (written by Dewey Hodges of 3. Additional outputs were added to illus- i
the U.S. Army Aeromechar.;cs Lab) was chosen for trete the steady end vibratory deflected
the study because of the simplicity of represen- shapes of all freedoms.
ration of the major elements while employing an
accurately modelled, but uniform, flexbeem. The 4. A nonuniform beam was modelled to
program was well documented (Ref. 4) and thus assess the validity of the uniform beam
amenable to the modifications considered necessary assumption.
for the study.

The physical model used for the study was the
Preeen'tad at the 2nd Decennial Specialists wind tunnel model fabricated for the ITR program.
Meeting on Rotororaft Dynamics. In general arrangement the model w_s similar to
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA the model described In Ref. 5 In that it Is I 6 ft.
NOV 7-g, 1984. die.4 bladed beePIngless rotor d,'lven by 2 electric
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motors on a fuselage which is gimballed In pitch
end roll aaout the fuselage CG. The model Is
Froude scaled (I/8) from the Hughes AH-64 heli-
copter for which the Boeing Vertol ITR is NATURALFREQUENCIESWITH BEAMANGLES
designed. Unlike the Ref. 5 model the blades •re & CUFFOFF8ETS=0.0 COLL= 10.0•
attached by 6 inch long structurally tailored

flexbeams rather than localized flexures. In all 20 _" Y'i FaXSOHUSto]
. stability respects except the flexbe•m design the _ i ..wF_COMPLEXIFAaEOOMS

q

i fuselage and blades are conventional and the trade /.x f
F A_

study concentrates on the design parameters for 16 /
' the flexbe•m and cuff. Throughout the study _" /_ (8)

blade structural damping is assumed to be 0.5_ :_; I l,?.q'r
r critical and fuselage damping for ground resonance i _

is assumed to be ; }ro. _ 12 _ w /i /

/i / .,

i 'r,,",
/f J

3. THE "4ODESOF AIR AND GROUND RESONANCE /- m

To illustr•ta the modes which affect the stability of 4 - . ,- •

:I a beerlngleserotor the natur•,frequenciesversus _.-. _f _ °: RPM •re shown In Fig. 1 for 3 conflgurstlons. 0 "_'I_-_" " _':

it a. Fixed Hub no coupling into the 0 500 ago 1000

NOM.

fuselage and each blade is uncoupled RPM
from all other blades. Since each beam 20

has 6 degrees of freedom the generalized F_,_7 _RnDO._:OMp,E_PAretwt4_'t coordinate transformation from rotating // EERO FRIOI I
_ to fixed system axes, (Ref.2) omitting 10 'P" ./

the collective and differential modes, _ / (bl
results in 12 degrees of freedom for _ ,_c_.

FLAIR. The elgenvalue analysis then ___ ,_ /"gives 24 rootswhich occur in 12 complex _ 12 --
pairs and the 4 most significant i'oot$ '/

/I/ ,"are labelled in FIg. 1 a. S ,i" d , /
_ _

pP
b. Air Resonance to simulate air reso-

nance with a model, without being /
completely free flying, the fuselage Is 4 "* % /

glmballed in pitch and roll about the -,_, ....... F,_,E-m_r_,_fuselage CG. This adds 2 more degrees .... :::
of freedom to the equations (now 14 0 haiti -e_!-4_I'L-_-I_I-4F4_-[--'L---J ......... j "j
total) •Hd is • justifiable approximation 0 500 moo 1000NOte
for modelling of both air end ground RPM

resonance. Even In the I•ttar Cell, 20
when pitch and roll springs to ground , I_IOIRoONUAI_I"1
• re Introduced, the nodes of the roll and /._/r
pitch modes have to lie between the _r :OMPLlxFREEDOMSpAllqll1414I
fuselage CG and a point kl/h above 16 #

tho CG, whet. k Is the radius of _ -,_ b_,r_"__ i.,/ _,,_/ (0)gyration and h Is the height of the CG @c_

above the ground, Ref. (1). ! -_ .,/_7"_ /

With 14 degrees of freedom the elgen- _...,-I---,_/_2_1._°,_ L_ J.,,_

value analysis now gives 28 roots of _.'_-j_ _ -: -

which: _' /" i _'_

24 Occur in 12 complex p•Irs and 4 _., _l_ 2 _ _

, ofthefxedhubcee.o ...
0 600 moo I(

J 2 have zero frequencies, In the RPM ,o_.
, nomin•l RPM range, resulting from

the "_11and pitch freedoms having F_. I No_ _U,q_t._ _o_. _Xed k_b,
no ,pringa to ground c/J. ¢j_ _totuld _o_l_.e.
and 2 more occur In an additional
complex pair having • very low |
frequency. This root results from
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having 2 freodoms with dampers The air resonance case (Fig, 2b) shows the t'_picel
|, (aero) but no springs to ground, trend of a bearil,gl_-;._ rotor, with no ._rc_er_J

Since the rotor strongly couples the cot:pliqgs, to go _nstable with increasing Rr_4 _t2 freedoms, the two 1st order lag high collective pitch.
equations then result in one 2nd
order fc_t with a very low fra- The ground resonance case (Fig. 2c)shows the
quen_y. (For a fu,'ther discussion regressing lag rr.,:de briefly coupling with fuselage

._ of these roots see the Appendix). pitch to 3ive an instability at 600 RP_I and giving
a major instability at 900 RPM when coupling with
the roll mode.

Refererces have been made in earher
papers to 'the roll mode' and 'the pitch To u:,derstand the factors that ???ect the stability
mode' of the fuselage in air resonance of the equations the eigenv¢ctors from the FLAIR
analyses as modes additional to the analysis were transformed b=.k i,_to the rotating
regressing fl_p mode (which couples with syr" _ to illustrate the actu=; motion of the blade,
fuselage pitch and roll)identified in Fig. rei=,. _,_ to the hub plane, at every eigenvalue.
1 b. But this paper takes !ssue with Using the relationships defined in Ref. (Z), the
that char-Jcterization and i=_vites motion of the No. 1 blade tip is calculated from the
furthur discussion. 8 fixed system eigenvector cosine and sine

components.

c. Ground Resonance. By adding pitch and beam chordwise deft vc, vs
roll springs to ground, the 2 zero
frequencies are removed and the 14 beam chordwise slope _'c t_s
degree.,, of freedom now result i._ 14
complex pairs of roots all of which can beam flapwlse deft Wc, ws
be characterized as shown in Fig. 1 c.

beam flapwise slope IBc' _s
The values of the springs added to the hover
stability' _.,odel aphroximated a heavyweight T_c motion of No. 1 tip can then be portrayed as
operating condition of the AH-64 and ensure that a Li_'sajous pattern as v _wed along the blade
the pitch and roll mode crossings with the lag looking inboard towards the hub. b_ovemer: of the
regressing mode wPre within the RPM range of blade is _.c the right as shown by the horizontal
study for the purp2,.;s of test/theory correlation, arrows and the arrowhead o_1the ellipse shows the

_Jirection of rotation of the locus. Also shown is
Quantifying the stability of these equations pre- the location on the locus and the magnitude of the
sents a communication proL,!em because while many maximum nose up pitch angle (8) occurring. In Fig.
engineers can readily identify with '90critical' as a 3 these bla_e tip I_ +i are shown for the reference
measure of damping, this concept falls down when case of beam angles and tuft offsets = 0 and for
the associated frequency goes to zero. The lag collective = -2.5 dP.q= The data are normalized for
regressing frequency of a bearingless rotor blade 10° of the tip mot!.Jr_(flap or lag) expressed a= an /
is necessarily equal to 1/rev in the rotating system angle subtenc)d about the hub center. In the

I(zero in t_,e fixed system) at an RPM typica=ly lower LH corner of each tip locus bo× is shown the
below operating RPM. Thus 0_ critical' goes to rotating syste:n frequencies.
infinity at this RPM. This not only makes it _
difficult to plot out also gives a false sense of
sec:'rity.

Below each blade tip locus is shown a super-
An alternatwe measure of damping is the dimen- position of:
sional (1/sac) 'decrement _ given by the re_l part
of the complex root. This allows a smooth con- a. The inplane CG locus. I his is the fixed
tinuum of data to be plotted throughout t._e RPM system locus of the rotoz bled_ CG
range. To give a number which is independent of resulting from Inplane depatternlng of
scale the real part can b_ normalized by the the blades caused by the regressing and
nominal rotor ar,)ular velocity. This approach was progressing lag motions. (To simplify
selected for this piper =.nd _;,_ ratio of (_ real the plotting acal_s, which are all -_ 10° ,
pert)/(nomlnel roto.r, re.d/see) is called DECREMENT these loci are normallzeo to th_ magnl-
RATtO. tude of the blade tip leg motion above).

In Fig. 2 both measures ;f damping are portrayed b. The hub locus. This expresses the
for the 3 cases of Fig. 1. The mode of most motion of the fuselage which In _he lag
interest, regressing lag, Is seen to go to infinite mod_S results largely ,'tom the Inplane
'_ critical' at 400 RPM in each case, and this is CG coupl,ng.
avoided when plotting decrement ratio. Note that
the decrement ratio of both regressing and pro- The fixed system '96 criticr_P damping is
greasing lag are e¢]ulvalent for the fixed hub case. given In the CG end hub boxes together
As will be seen later the regressing flip mode is with the fixed system frequencies.

he_vlly damped and off scale.
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OI_U_L PAGEIS
OF POOR QUALIFY

Fig. 4 shows the same format for 10° collective, in
which the lag regressing mode now goes unstable

-" BEAMANGLES& OFFSET=C.O COLL=-2.5" above 600 RPM but no significant change occurs in
the mode shapes. Note -

RPM 2O0 4OO 6OO 800

,_ 6001_! _ _A2"22RZI - the general tilt aft of all the blade

: ,_o_" _1 QR ! j _;_ tippitch.lOcidue to the high collective

128R_I e3R43HzI_ 93Hz| z - still low (<1 °) pitch motion
u= inconsistently phased to lag and

_, Z_e" =o F'_-_=CG 0 0 flap.
Po _i..a, ,oo. ,,3R ,,,R

- t&l |4"@Hz 16%133Hz 19%193Hz 21%255Hz 21_ Later this same format will _e shown for a case

' _ at#.='"_e-_ _ _"0 24" _''024 that has been stabilized<0 __j ____._- _______ i BEAM ANGLES =00 °

_a 2.1R _R 1.12R .81R .66R COLL=IO*

_ j i

/|''R ,_2R _,S,R ) i10._-Iz 2.11 14.17Hz .2_1 18.12Hz .411 2"2._Hz .4%'

_.- 116R 71R 56R

_ ,| _:_ ,_ _:_z _ _;..9_,

I,eSRli .8 IR_I i,90R I;
811Hz4__,"J 55Hz,, 11194Uz

.OR ,,R ,OR¢1

_10o C_ 10o i

NOTATION: BLADE TIP VIEWED LOOKING INBOARD. |
IN PLANE CG & HUB MOTION IN PLAN VIEW. |
ROTOR ROTATION CCW 1

F_. 3 E_ez../:o_ ]_PM_,w£_o_ bZ_ mode, " _,

Generally the blade motions do not undergo major
changes of mode shape and points to note are -

- the largest hub motions are
associated with the regressing flap
mode. _o

IN PLANE CG & HUB MOTION IN PLAN VIEW

blade pitch motions are small (<1 ° ROTORROTATIONCCW
for 10° of tip motions) and ;,_-

I consistently phased to flap and lag. FJ,_j.4 E_ect. o_ RPM_weep o_t bt._e mocL_,
co_Zect_ve - +;0 de9.

_-t the largest inplane CG excitationsresult from the 2 lag modes, 4. THE EFFECT OF BEAM ANGLES ON STABI=ITY

i1 the predominant fuselage response Much previous literature and testing has

is in roll for all modes, estaolished that the coupling introduced by the
hub-to-beam and beam-to-blade mounting angles

the loci of the flap modes are tilted can strongly influence the coupling between blade
forwards as might be. expected from lag, flap_ and pitch freedems and affect stability.

l:I -2.5 ° collective. In oroer to have a consis'_ent display of the effectsof all 6 angles to use as a base for selecting the

iiill,. - ,, _: . . .,.. ._-_ _,_..... , _..---:" .'
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ITR design a systematic study was mede and the wh:_.h all 6 beam angles are zero and the cuff
results are presented below, offset is zero (i.e. on the center line of the ,

beam). At -2.5 ° collective the mode is stable
Since a knnwledge of the :tabili_.y was de_irs¢l over (pos.) throughout but with increasing collective
the complete available RPM range (0 to 1000) and the decrement ratio is seen to go unstable (neg.)
collective pitch range (-2.5 e to 10°) a surface plot above 450 RPM in typical fashion is as previously
was established portraying RPM and collective on seen in the literature (Ref. (3). Below the
the x-y axes and t.,ke damping 'decrement ratio' on damping _lot in Fig. 5 are _hown the beam deflec-
tive Z axis. Fig. 5 shows the baseline case in tions and the blade tip loci at the nominal 800 RPM

for the extreme values of collective pitch. Note

_, BEAM ANGLES AND SHEAR OFFSET-O.O that because of the uniform beam modelled by the
FLAIR analysis the pitch def!ection of the beam is

DECREMENTRATIO almost a straight line with unrealistically high

113; _::_1_ slopes at either end, while the flapping defIec-
STABLE tion shows more realistic curvatures.

.02 _oo__
.01_:L__-.,___.01 Fig. 6 shows the effect of individually introducing,°+.+_++++hu++o++hmn- Examination of the beam deflection plots shows

-- ._.__- _ NOM major changes it, the resultant coupling between
-_" "UL/_-f__ blade freedom_ and yet none of the cases show any

: significant change in stability, in the problem
_-/rp_. +o UNSTABLE region of high collective pitch.

"_" "IO_BEAM DEFL _ ___ - 0.5 Fig. 7 shows results of similar 5 degree clevises

___ _ introduced at the beam/blade attachments and now" _._ o _._" _'_ _'_ it is seen that outboard coning (OUTCON) has a

_ DE IN powerful stabilizing effect. Note that the bladepitch motion now exceeds 4° and that maximum

O_ _+_'_RD 0 nose up pitch occurs at max;mum lag.

- -_ Considering the nonlinear nature of the stability ,
equations the beam angle_ were next changed in

DAMPING-I._,% 'TiP 'LOCUS conjugate pairs to see if other effects were intro o
--.0062 duced. In Fig. 8 it is seen that both beam

deflections and blade tip loci are essentially

FUS .43R _____.__ superposi'icns of the previous 2 figures, takingFREQ 5.7Hz signs into account.

ROT .57R e-().l"
FIROEQ 7.6Hz 0.5, "_

. BEAM DEFL s. THE EFFECT OF OTHER PARAMETERS ON
STABILITY

DEG - IN In contemporary designs the inboard shear
restraint of the cuff has been typically located on
the flexure axis (UH-60 tail rotor, Model 680 main

O ..........'_LAp;C'_Rp 0 rotor). But offsetting this point vertically

__-___ __ provides a means of introduclnf, the desirable lag
pitch coupling observed from the use of outboard
coning in Fig. 7. Fig. 9 shows the re_.ult of

DAMPING 0.8% TIP LOC_US moving the cuff below and above the flexure by0.5 inch or 8.3t of the beam length. It is seen to
.0037 have a powerful effect on the stability at high

collective p!tch. Again note that with positive
FU8 .43R offset the maximum blade pitch angle occurs at

;_ ' O FREQ 5.8Hz maximum lag as with outboard coning.

'_-, ROT .56R e-0.2" Knowing the importance of the crossover of the lag
"; FREQ 7.SHz and flap regressing frequencies on stabllltyl the,cL.=-

_-- I effect of varying the lag frequency around the
_ -10 ° O° 10 ° nominal value was assessed. By arbitrarily

varying the chordwlse stiffness (EICHD) up and
"" Fig. 50oJ_pbtg ottd mod¢_ _o& bo_c£bte, down the coupled lag frequencies were changed

' ¢_. _.¢6o_u_at._.J_¢ from 0.57 down to 0.51/rev and up to 0.66/rev

-I 32
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ORIGh_ALPAGEIS

HUBSWP = +5.0 ° HUBCON = +5.0 ° HUBTHE = +5.0 °

DECREMENT RATIO DECREMENT RATIO i DECREMENT RATIO.04

.O3 _)_P_J_ _;)_p_ql_1000 1000
I

NOId.

-_ 10 ,10 10
I

BEAM DEFL

DEG

q

'AMPING- 1 TIP LOCUS - 1.6% 1

i -oo67 i
:} .43R .42R .43R t

5.7Hz 5.7Hz 5.7Hz !

e-0.2" .58R e-0.8' .57R e-o. 1- !
7.6Hz 7.7Hz 7.6Hz ;

BEAM DEFL 0._ t

DEG

FLAP i " '_'"
FLAP

+
t

TIP LOCUS 0.6%

e-0.3" .0030 e-0.7 .002, 8-0.1"
:us .44R
FREQ 5.8Hz 5.8Hz

ROT .56R
FREQ 7.5Hz 7.5Hz

3° -1 - 10 °

+_+ F,/.g. 6 E++e_ o+ _b-be=m a,mjZm oJ: doJ,pb_j +u_ modm, +,

33
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- OUTSWP = + 5° OUTCON = +5" OUTTHE = +5 °
J

MENT RATIO DECREMENT RATIO DECREMENT RATIO

i "
tO tO 10

" .10
BEAM DEFL

DEG

Ft,._

TIP LOCUS -1.!
-.( .0155 -.0065 •

FU8 .43R .43R
FREQ 5.7Hz 5.THz

ROT e=o.2. ,57R 6-4.3"
FREQ 7.6Hz 7.6H_

BEAM DEFL

FLAP

TIP LOCUS 0.5c_
.0042 .0020 e-4.2' e-O. 1"

FU8 \ .4,' .44R %
i FREQ 5.8Hz 5.SHz

ROT .SBR .57R .56R
FREQ 7.SHz 7.0Hz 7.SHz

- 10° 0 ° 10 ° - 10 ° 0° 10 ° - 10 ° 0° 10°

F_. 7 E_e_ o_ bc=m-b_e oatg2.u on doanp,_t8oatdrnodu

r_

J
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HUBSWP=+5° HUBCON= -5 ° HUBTHE= +5° i
OUTSWP= -5 ° OUTCON = +5° OUTTHE= -5 ° ,

DECREMENT RATIO DECREMENT RATIO DECREMENT RATIO ._

•03"04 _,_1_ 1000 .03'04 _)_ 1000

10 10 tO

s _

BEAM DEFL

DEG

DAMPING-a riP LOCUS 3.2%
-.'3037 "... .0014 -.0063

g

FUS .43R .43R |
5.7Hz _

\
ROT .56R .57R )-0.2"
FREQ 7.6Hz 7.5Hz 7.6Hz

BEAM DEFL

DEG

!
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!

I LOW OFFSET (-0.5 IN) _I:IA_:_I -ANOD.0 HIGH OFFSET (+0.6 IN)

i DECREMENT RATIO DECREMENT RATIO DECREMENT RATIO
.04

.o_ _v "_ _a _?_,ooo ---_1

.o, .o, "_.

_ m_ " 0-.04 .r/I/_. 10

P:
(=)iDA PI -7.1% e-5.6" -1.4% 5.7% e- 5.5"

LUi -.0311_ -.0062i :;/ .0249 ____j ,
o_)FUS .43R .43R .44R_FREQ 5.8Hz 5,7H2 5.6Hz

O ROT .56R .57R e-0.1" .56R
FREQ 7.5Hz TIP LOCUS 7.6Hz 7.5Hz

-- .10tBEAMDEF L 0.5 t
;¢_j DEG II,;

FLAPtCrlORD _ ___ _ _ -----'- ¢,, o --
DAMPING1.6% TiP LOCUS 0.8% 0.1%

.0037 .0005

.45R ,43R _ .43R
FREQ 6.0Hz 5,8Hz / 5.SHz
ROT .55R .56R e-0.2" ,57R •
FREQ 7.2Hz 7.SHz 7.6Hz

-10 ° 0 ° 10 ° -10 ° 0 ° 10 ° _10 ° 0 o 10°
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and as shown in Fig. 10 the effect on the damping
, decrement ratio was negligible although it does

I have the effect of noving the rotor speeds forinstability up and down.

OUTCON=+5.0 ° OFFSET= 0.5 IN
,t BEAM ANGLES AND OFFSET = 0.0i

: DECREMENT -
i DAMPING RATIO

:.o: s= .oo
I. 1

II "10 ,,_,,, _, _ 10.5 "

• 0
;T; O DEG _-,IN_.

1 07_,oo looo
.03 't- NO__1 DA_IF;ING 10.3_ j0-8.6"

1.02__500_ ! .0462, _ j
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F_j. 10 E_6e_o__o_e EZ_J_C_ o. _10= 0o 10o

o._ _o_._tc¢ _p_g FJ.g. 11 O_.p_.g o.ttdmode_ _o_ combJ._¢_

Concern for the nonlinear nPture of the equations
prompted evaluating the simultaneous application of S.7t from OFFSET from a base of -1,4_. Thus the
the 2 most powerful stabilizing parameters, out- combined effect is worth more than the sum of the

i board coning and positive beam offset. Fig. 11 parts. Fig. 12 shows the mode shape behavior In
shows the combined results and the resultant detail and the powerful pltch-lag coupling (8.6 °
damping Is 10.3t at high collective compared to the pitch for 10° of Inplane tip motion) causes about
individual contribution of 3.290 from OUTCON and 7° of flap motion and a major increase In stability.
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BEAMANGLE8_ 0.0_ EXCEPTOUTCON_ 5e
CUFFOFFSET"=0.5IN COLLam10°

RI 200 400 600 800 I obt,_ined for the beam properties shown in Fig. 13in which it is seen that the EIFLA D varies 6:1

D.1.31\ I from maximum to minimum and similar substantial

,-. |-1._ e-l:_ ....
R changes occur in the other properties. Although

there are major variations in beam rigidities,
complete matching of the actual ITR beam was not

i " " possible because of convergence problems. The

.iT" beam modelled in this paper represents a 1/2 way
FWD_*--" i _ _ O stage to the ITR propert;es but is still sufficiently

"CG I nonlinear to be useful for assessing the effects of
. leql 18.8% 18.2_ 18.e_ nonlinearity on stability.

,.,0-8.6'

q[_ ""-"_--_ -_ V -_ _ _ 800 , 3000
"--"--- ' EIFLAP \" EICHD

•.-------,--_ 400 E,C._<_:_ 2000
r on_ _ ,e-ae""_ _ , -"EfFLAP\)" 1000

0 !)-0.5" ! _ ......... _jl

- _ _ _:-'_ Y.. _. o , o

_ B 800 \ 1.0

- _ _ x 10-6

_-0"3.3" (L"_0 °2.4 LB'IN2 ¢:A-_ .... LB-INk
____, R - 400 UN0_ORM0.5

38R
! •• ¢ 1.3Hz _ .,._, , ,, /,-_HuB

-
©"J_lk s,lt,_ t_I_ 0 ! _UUNIF_ORHo

e2R I 0 0.5 1.o-
;t.lHz_/ a3%, _57% e7% rl_

-lO* _" . )o SPAN/BEAML
NOTATION:BLADETIPVIEWEDLOOKINGINBOARD.

INPLANECG& HUBMOTIONINPLANVIEW.
ROTORROTATIONCCW FJ.g. 1:1 R_ o_ _t¢ _ton-u_,_O_J,bP_m

combJaze,d¢ou.pt.,/.,ng

Finally a major objective of this study was to In Fig. 14 results for the nonlinear beam of Fig.
assess the degree that the results of the FLAIR 13 are snuwn for the b_se case of zero beam
analysis might be affected by the use of a uniform angles and offset : 0, the case of OUTCON = +5°,
model for the flex beam. In reality the flex beam and for the case of combining OUTCON : +5° and
is far from uniform as its geometry results from OFFSET = + 0.5 in. The effect of the nonlinearity
careful optimization to achieve maximum flapping Is immediately apparent in the 'S' shaped distri-
with minimum strain. Accordingly, FLAIR was bution of pitch deflection along the beam which has
modified to replace the beam by a 24 element hitherto been linear. Also the flap deflection of
section, defined in thickness and width, from the beam is more nonlinear. But despite these
willch the correct local Era, GJ and EA are substantial changes In the distribution of pitch
calculated (in contrast to the orlglnal analysis along the beam, an_ the resul:ant accumulation
which assures constant El's, GJ and EA along the Into lag/flap/pitch c_upling into the blade, the
beam). The modification to FLAIR was substantial blade tip loci and the damping plots are relatively
and the Increased degree of nonlinearity severely little affected. The most significant change
taxed the convergence end integration routines occurs in th_ _atural frequency locations and
usod_ making the analysis very sensitive to Initial resulting rotor speeds at which the Instabilities
conditions. Howover, Successful results wire occur.
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6. THE EFFECT OF BLADE COUPLINGS ON GROUND stability of the stable region and increasing the
RESONANCE instability of the unstable region. Going one stage

further and adding OFFSET = +0.5 in, Fig. 15c
In Fig. 15 the effect of those couplings found to continues the trend and now there is also a
be favorable for air resonance are evaluated for notable degradation of stability at negative
ground resonance (due to the changed nature of collective pitch.
the data the axes have been interchanged relative
to the previous figures and the vertical scale The pitch mode does appear to be favorably sta-
chang',d by a factor of 3). The baseline case Fig. bilized by pitch-lag coupling. But the roll mode
15a c, "ly shown the small pitch instability at 600 appears to be quite immune and remains to be
RPM a the major roll instabiiity at 900 RPM and either avoided completely (as was the case with the
a mooerate stabilizing effect of collective pitch YUH-61A) or suppressed by using large amounts
(opposite to air resonance), Adding OU3 CON + of damping as has been the practice for articulated
+5, Fig. 15b has the effect of both increasing the helicopters.

DAMPING
T

; _ .15DECREMENT R_,TIO 7. CONCLUSION

i UO ,_t_J_",fO (11) 5, trade study has been completed using a modified
= ..10 _i_,c A version of the FLAIR analysis for the aeroelastic

conclusions have been drawn:

Z_I 1. _ baseline soft-in-plane bearingless rotorno,   tht<CI-'=,_ . introduced by beam angles or any other
q=u_ =_ in air is stable all

==;V_<lj, _ NO, 10 _'-_ i_OP_ RPM's at low collective, but goes

LULl. unstable at oper._ting RPM at high
nrlC collective_ In ground resonance the

typical instabilities encountered at the

' '16 I_1_/_ B L_| al_I_i=IPBA?l/_i./1_._=pn r. ivlr. I1/ nn/i v pitch and roll crossings with theregressing lag mode are only slightly

:10 ,_" _._ _." ._ ,_1_., (b) affected by collective pitch.urJ-- 2. Of the 6 available flexbeam installation

II ii i O. _ negative lag-pitch coupling) is
powerfully effective in stabilizing air

=C)=_II! resonance at high collective pitch.
u_
)--iL 3. Vertical offse_ of the cuff shear pivot is
_14. shown to be equally effective in stabil-

_O izing air resonance, and the benefit is

cumulativ6 with outboard coning.

4. The offect _f lag-pitch coupling on
• ground resonance is small at low

._C/,_o_ t' collective, but at high collective theZ ..10 _ - effect is both to increase the stability i.
It) ^ = p (_l_ill_l__J_l_ the stable regions and to further

.I. d _ increase the instability in the unstable

II II regions.
Zl-- 5. The modification to the FLAIR program

OLU ".O_/I_NIOO_ to replace the uniform flexbeam by a

_O') geometrically correct tailored f!axbeam,
_1.1= with Improved representation of coupling
O0 terms, did not affect the conclusions

1OOO arrived at above for the uniform beam.

_0
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APPENCIX

++'_. I BEHAVIOR OF LOW FREOUENCY ROOTS

--[_l%-_J--I[! [-BE.AMANGLE8 O'- My special thanks are due to Ken Bartie and
.4 '_"_J I _'"_ ] 1 / i CFFSET 0 IN Dot Kane for their patience and diligence inpr¢paring this p; _er.
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DISCUSSION s

Paper No. 3

"4

PARAHETRIC STUDY OF THE AEROELASTIC STABILITY OF A BEARINGLE3$ _OTOR

W. Euan Hooper

Bill Weller_ United Technologies Research Center: Historically, I guess I've seer this before
to the degree that flap-lag stability and pitch stability by virtue of blade coning or flexure
inclination angle or whatever. I've seen it in some analyses and some test programs, But the
[Bell] Hodel 680 or [Boeing Vertol] BHR [didn't show that benefit] as far as the Final stabil-
Ity, I think this has to do somewhat with the physical characteristics of the model being used
to do these types of things as opposed to the full-scale a_tlcle. Would you care to co,lnent on
the applicability of this type of phenomenon to the BHR-type rotor -_,qtems?

e H_per: Well, I wouldn't agree with you that they did not show up on the BMR. The BHR had
2 1/2 degrees of outboard coning and I think that was the main feature that stabilized _t. The

_ BMR was a good stable rotor in every flight _'e81m_ except one and that was [partial power dee-
r cents at low forward speed. In hover and at nigh forward speeds] It was very stable, Just a

replica of the SO 105.

-_ Welle_.__r: The point more t8 the degree of the effect not that the outboard blade coning Is datrl-

ii mental. It's generally agreed that It Is beneficial to some degree, but your effect there lo .

proving somewhat significant. The model test that I have been associated with, the 680 system,
doesn't show anywhere near the benefit as far as the degree that your analytical studies would
imply.

_: Well that's interesting and we have yet to complete the correlatiun of our [o_ data]
with our test program. So far we have not been disa[_ol,ted In the tests; we'll find out In
full scale.

Bill Warmbrodt, NASA Ames Research Center: [Was there a reason for choosing the 5 degree

! angles] used in your ITR study?

Hooper: Just arbitrary, to give the sensitivity.

Jerry Hlao_ SikorsKy. Aircraft: Euan, I believe all the data you show [from using] FLAIR. I
believe when Fort Eustls sponsored the BHR program [there was a] lot of BHR test [data

I obtained]. There was [shown In that test a] favorable, stabilizing parameter [and that was pr*-
pitch or an orienting of the] fiexbes_ in the pitch sense. I believe there Is test data from
the BHR model test that [shows that effect clearly.] I believe that If ",ou look at modal

damping vs rpm with this inboard flexbeam pitch angle the stability of _..e air resonance [mode]
improved more than twice. Have you ever tr_ed to use FLAIR to [compare with these data?]

_ooper: No, I haven't and _ou raise a very interesting point. I mentioned that [we] did not l
get the degree of stability from the hub pitch setting that we expected. However, there is a
very significant difference with this rotor In that It is much more flexible In [flap] than _he
BHB or our previous YUH-61A. Chat may be the key to It. But It certainly surprised us [and so
we] al_o tr_ed it with the nonuniform beam analysis [and also found no effect of hub/beam _.
pitch. We're _olng to have to go] back through those cases with the FLAIR analysis [ano evalu- i _._
ate hub/beam pitch in combination with other parameters.] Even wJth the nonuniform beam that
[accurately represents] the distribution of [flao and chord bending and] pitch quite differently
[there was] no sensitivity [to hub/beam] pitch angle. So [the different sensitivity to hub/beam
pitch angJe] may be due to the lack of flap stiffness.

JlnK Yen r Bell Helicopter: I'd like to [back] up what Bill [Waller] said. The aeroelastlc
coupling will be very powerful for a hlngeless type of rotor, [The hlnselese rotor clearly
defines the location of the pitch axis. When we go to a bearlnglesa rotor, especially with a
soft hub, the location of the pitch axis and the coupling around the pitch axis Is strongly
affected by flexbea_ bending.] The floating of the pitch axis will In general reduce the Influ-
ence of aeroelastlo coupling.

Hooper: Well, the location of the pitch axis is obviously the key and we have the experience on
the YUH-_IA which hid zero precone, zero HUBCON In this context. That aircraft was extremely

; stable Ir that case the pitch axis was forced physically to be [in the disk plane.] The
coning [occurred] outboard of the pitch axis [and resulted In strong beneficial pitch-lag
co_pllng.]

_The P,r_m|crlpt of this discumalon Is Incomplete beomuse of recording probleu. Areas of
_blguoua or missing text ha'_e been discussed with the person uklnl or answering the question
and the text le indicated with brackets. %

®.1-* r
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_, InderJlt Cho_EraI University 0£ Nar_land: [Inaudible]

, H_._.p._: _e bas_J FLAIP Is a uniform beam.
_4

Chovra: [Inaudible]

" H_Vee: A single load path bea_, that's right. It's been subjected to a lot of eerutlny from
our poln_ of vte_:. Evhen Hychalowye_ and Pete Dixon have been very susnicloue that it's not an

, adequate representation o£ a bea_. ! have to say It has stood up to every examination. That is
_. why we were lcoklng at the very detailed _:stributlon of the flexibility alolg the beam to see

that _. behaves as it should. I've been _at_sfted that {gLAIR uses] a r.evcOUS representation
of the beam, There are no small angle asstuaptlons of the beam. That's one of the attractive
[points]. The beam representation and th, control system all use larg,, angles.

i Harry Runyan, College of Willis and H_-_: ! think your pitch deflection is correct. I don't
see why you are worried about It. T.'e a a_ond derivative In e. You only have two conditions
you can put on It. One would be _ zero _efle_._on at the root, [and the other zero torque at
the tip]. You have no Bore condt .ions you can put In. That's It. That's what you get.
Whereas in bending you have a £ol rth order equation. So ! think it looks correct within the

; 11mJ_s ot linear theory.

_ Cho__p._: {Inaudible]

8ooDer: We'll be In a better position when we [do that] test. o

• _ i

"r !
a

!

i
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NONLINEAR DYNAMICS OF A HELICOPTER MODEL IN GROUND RESONANCE

D.M.Tang* and E.H.DowelI**
Department of Mechanical Engineering

i and Material Science

\ .z Duke University, Durham, NC 27706

(C-model)
nx,i,z fuselage damping coefficients

_ An approximate theoretical method is Px,Pz natural frequencies of fuselage

v presented which determines the limit cycle _c hi_ed mass ratio
behavior of a helicopter mo_el which has nS H2/2I(J0+nmb H2)

_ one or two nonlinear dampers. The @fx,@fz angular motion coordinate of
relationship during unstable ground fuselage about X and Z_axis :

: resonance oscillations between lagging 8sx, esz angular motion coordinate of
motion of the blades and fuselage motion shaft about X and Z axis

is discussed. An experiment has been 8fx0,@fz 0 angular amplitude of fuselage
ca:tied out on using a helicopter scale about X and Z axis

-_. model. The experimental results agree with esxO,esz0angular amplitude of shaft )
:. those of the theoretical analysis, about X and Z axi_

: _k angular orientation of different : ;
_ _[olat/_n rotor blades _

_k angular deflection of k-th blade
__ H geometrical length of the mode, {Os natural frequency of rotating :
4' see Fig.1 blade relative to drag hinge

I mass moment of inertia of blade Pc distance of center of gravity of

_. relative to drag hinge the blade from drag hinge
_- Jfx,Jfz mass moment of inertia of fuse- _, _ coordinate of the center of gra-
_ lage about X and Z axis through vlty of the blade system in
.- A fixed reference frame

Jsx,Jsz mass momen_ of inertia of shaft _o nopdimensional blade parameter

: about X and Z axis through A JLv hS/I; I
Ksf coupling spring coefficient be- _ roto_ ,Fe=_ J

tween fuselage and shaft

& Lv. h distance from the axis of rota- i
:- tion center to drag hinge center _ /

Mh hydraulic damping moment coef- _
flclent Helicopter ground resonance is a

" mhx,mhz nondlmensional hydraulic damping self-exclted vibration phenomenon rather I

coefficients than a forced vibration. The safety I _
:- Md dry friction moment coefficient standards for helicopter strength require i

nondimenslonal dry friction that a helicopter with an articulated ! _:
mdx'mdz damping coefficients L3tor must have enough stable margin when _ _.Im_ mass of the blade it is in contact with the ground,
n number of blades especially, in case of rough landing. Such

_- n damping coefficient of blade standards are based on linear thoory, b_t I
Rb radius of the rotor blade in fact the most commoI_ design of the IS static mass moment relative to landing gear has nonlinear damping

drag hinge characteristics. How much of an effect on 1
t time ground resonance will be induced? Does the i
(A-model) nonlinear damping characteristic tend to
no fuselage damping coefficient increase stability or not? These questions !

:" PO natural frequency of fuselage are waiting for investigators to solve.
_a hinged mass ratio The present authors [I,2] and Tongue [3]

nS2H2/2I(Jsz+Jfz+nmb H2) have engaged in such research. The purpose
: (B-model) of this paper is to further stuo_ such

_2--;8 damping coefficients problems.

2--b 8 natural frequencies_, hinged mass ratio The nonlinear damping in the landing gear

_ nS2H2/2i(Jsz+nmb H_ of a helicopter brings into action both
:. roll and pitch motion of the fuselage. In
.._ a series of puolications [3-13j about
,_ helicopter ground resonance inst_billty,
" this aspect was not taken into account by
'_ * Visiting Scholar, Nanjing Aeronautical many ,_uthors. Also in the past, many
_ Institute, China. investigators have used Coleman' classical

•* beau, School of Engineering, Duke mul_i-blade coordinate theory to simplify

:i University, Durl,an_,NC. .

- PRKCEDING P_E BLANK _ _ _
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the study of the rotor blade dMnamics. 1. A model with a single noniinear J
Most previous authors have considered damper.

linear dynamic models. We suppose that the motion in the X

In the present paper, an approximate direction is constrained, i.e, 9s_ -Sfx -0,
method has been used to calaulate the and the subscript z in OszandufziS thus
limit cycle behavio_ of a given helicopter eliminated, and define that:
model which has a nonlinearity in the

_ landing gear such as a hydraulic _s=mhzes • @f=mhz9 f
resistance which is approximately
proportional to the square of velocity or _=_mhzSH/Jsz, _=_mhzSH/Jxz
dry friction resistance. An experimental
investigation has been carried out as Tau_ (I) becomes:

well. The test apparatus is an improved _.W._" 2 " f_
version of Bielawa's rotor model [4]. The _+2._+_-20(_4.%,)=s b-s

_" experimental results are in good agreement _ +2nj+_+2Q($+nb_,=Owith those of the theoretical analysis.

In the present paper, we study the effect _s+2n2_s+(P_+P_)_s-2n4_f-P42_f=_
(2)

of combined roll and pitch fuselage _f+2n6_f+(P6+P8)ef+_AeJ+_signSfrrmotions, and consider the relationship "" " 2 2 - _

between the lagging motion of the blades -2n8_ -P2_s=08and the fuselage motion. Also discussed
are the differences in the unstable

boundary between the linear and the where a=mhzmdz
nonlinear modal. We believe that these

_*_ results will be helpful in further
=; understanding the physical essence of For the nonlinear terms _J _! and slgn_
_ helicopter ground resonance instability, we apply an approximate procedure which is
_ and in protecting against such an called quasi-llnearlzatlon.
_ instabillty.

Let: _=,6flcosAt

"_ Apgroxlmate method of nonlinear analysis Representing the above nonlinear terms by

The analysis is based on a helicopter a Fourier series and retaining the first
_- model with an articulated rotor. A sketch harmonic produces(see Ref.[3],[14])

of this model is shown in Fig.l. We will I

assume that the blades in the plane of 8fl 8/3_*A218f/ sin_t Irotation are rigid but articulated; the 8fJ=-

spring and damping coefficients of the s!gn_f=-4/_*sin_t ; jfuselage and the shaft are isotropic, but
their mass moments of inertia are Let:
anisotropic. Nonlinear damping includes

hydraulic resistance which is proportional _ =_0 eiAt

to velocity squared and also dry friction _ =--elAte0resipt_nce; these can.be represented bYTheMhlele and Md sign@, respectively.

squatlons of motion for the model are six @s = @s0 e_At
nonlinear differential equations with _.
unknown functions _, g , 0ix, efz , e x and Once again let :
Osz. These are as follows (see Ref. [1_): iAt

fO e
_+2nb4 +_2s,-2_(_+_b_)=nSH_sz/21 f

+2ribi+_s;+2Ol_+nb,)=_nsH_sx/21 Substitute these expressions into Eqs. (21,and require the dete=mlnant of
•. • 2 2 • coefficients to be zero for nontrlvial
@s_+2n28sz+(P2+P4)Ssz-2n48fz solutions. The final characteristic

_p_%fz=SH_/Jsz equations are:

' realpart,
-P_efx=-Ss|/Jsx esx-2n3ezx a_,n^8-b_n "7-c_.nX6+ (d_+_b)^5+eg._ 4

, 8fx-2n78sx" 7Osx -(f_f0 +_d)^ -g_f0 A +_fA+h_f0"0 (3)

_-- +mhx_f_fxl+mdxsignSfx =0
•. 2 2 imaqinary uart:

.'i;'i @fz+2n6_fz+(P6+P8l@fz-2n8_sz-P_@sz

a1__oAe+b 1_ f0A7_ (C1_ _0 H)A6-d l_f0A 5"_ +mhz@f_fz! +mdzsign_fz =0

'_ 2 4 _ 3 2 2In order to simplify the probl_m, we will

discuss two special cases: -hl_f0A- gl=0 (4)

] 9860058 ] 0-057
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The coefficients a,b,c...etc, of the _bove Eqs.(6) is a set of nonlinear differetial

Eqs. are given in Appendix B of Ref. |I]. equations for determining four unknown
functions _, C , _x and 8z.

L" • For the case of Ksf_, gs=_f = _, i.e the

shaft is connected together with fuselage, Using the method of harmonic balance and

" the differential equations become a retaining only the fundamental h_rmonio,

simpler nonlinear mathematical model for we take

analysing hellcopter grotmd resonance.

C XO cOsAt

,h where :
are respectively the phase

_ - Here 5Oz , _ , If , _and _ with respect to Ox%=%/Po"no=n0/Po' =Q/P0 differenceof
_OW we consider the term sign%and _ I _I.

For this case, the final characteristic As .was mentioned previously [2], we can

equation is the same as in Ref[3]. obtain the following approximate result:

Eq.(31 or (4) is eighth order in A. Also, For A, _zo_O

°_- the _0 angular amplitude now eppears
expl ic_tly. This means that the llmit

_-_ sin_j_z"---.--_ "- " s_.=,_)_OzsCOS _t'@zc

_= cycle amplitude of the nonlinear system _sdirectly related to A , the frequency of
"_z0

oscillation, and both must be solved for
.,,_ simultaneously. I ez | @z" jji

=. , The Broyden method [15] was used to solve

the above simultaneous e_uations. Let Inserting Eq. (7) into Eq.(6) we obtain a

!_' functions fl(_fO,A) and f2{BfO, A) be equal system of eight simultaneous nonli,ear

to the lef_ hand sides of Eq.(3) and algebraic equations for determinin_ the

Eq. {4), respectively, quantities,_c,_s,_e, _s,_x0,_zc,_z_ and A.

fl(efO'A)=0 By elimination of the first four unknowns,

: _2 _ fO' _)=0 the equations can be rewritten more
' compactly as -a matrix~ equation with four

2. A model with two nonlinear unknowns, OxO;ezc,Szs, A-

, damper s. Let:

we suppose: [F} ;[U} +l[vl-]'{e} =(0._ (8)
Ksf=OO ' @Sx'efx=Ox ' esz=efz=ez where "_

: and define:

%= /2, l=ex, , -a c Izc
-. c le ""

|exO ".,

modelThegeneralaregivenequati°nSbyEqs. (6)of.m°ti°n for the (P2z/A2-1)_zc/63+2nz_zs/A£3+

- 8mhzezOezs/3_ _3+4mdze zs//T A2ezO 63

_'+ I "i'2n_+liilli (q'l'nb_)"-t!c_x (6) lU}: 8mh.lzOizc/3Xi_3_4mdzlzc/..r,_2izOi_3
'"'<"_' Ix+2nx_x+P2ix+mh_x| _x+mdxs£gnex'-_2 1

/';: t17

) _- _I I t ;.• , , . _'--" -"- t l_W'_'-; - ,_ j _" ""
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_s/A2_I)/EI [ The stability test needs an initiala=( fl disturbance, so two electro-magnets were

I
f2 mounted on the test equipment. Those are

b=2nb/flA {F| used to generate a disturbance in the
= f3 direction of roll or pitch of the

c=20_b/EIX" fuselage.
f4 M

d=2Q/EIA The device for angular amplitude
calibration is shown in Fig.6. An electric
motor with stepless variable speed

In order to solve _.(8), the elements of provides a vibration source, and drives a
_) must be zero. Here we also apply cam which can generate a sine wave, such
Broyden's method to solve the above that the relationship between output
equation° voltage from the transducers and the

R__geKtmenta1 Tnvestigatio n actual angle can be determined.

3. Frequency response test
1. Experimental equipment

The purpose of the frequency response test
An overall view of the test model and is to determine the natural frequencies of
recording equipment used in this study is the system, and to provide an independent
shown in Figs.2 and 3. The details of the check on the system parameters. Before the
various components of the model appear in test, the drag hinges are fixed, and a
Ref. [1] and [2]. The A-model has only one known block mass (3 oz) is put on a drag
degree of freedom for fuselage motion. The hinge. A centrifugal force caused by theB-model has two degrees of freedom for
shaft and fuselage motion. The C-model has bias mass will excite the system, and the
two degrees of freedom for the roll and frequency response versus rotor speed can
the pitch motion of the fuselage. The be found.
characteristic curves of the hydraulic and
dry friction damping ire shown in Fig.4(a) 4. Stability test i
and (b). The method of determining these !
parameters is described in Ref.[l]. Testing the model for _elf-excited

instability regions was accomp!ished by
2. Measurement system slowly varying the rotor speed until

instability was observed in response to an
The X and Z_ angular displacements and initial disturbance.
velocities of the fuselage and the shaft
are obtained by RVDT, R30D, velocity Results and Discussion
transducers located near the dry friction i
dampers, and a LVDT located near the Fig.7 shows the limit cycle behavior when
glmbal support assembly. The output only the hydraulic nonlinearity is present _ _
voltage of the transformers and velocity in the A-model. The figure shows that the _ t

! transducers is proportional to angular maximmu limit cycle amplitude occur_ near
! displacement and velocity of the roll and the critical rotor speed of the linear

the pitch of the fuselage and the shaft, system, and that the dominant response i {
The output from the transformers are occurs in the region, (1.7-2.0)*R
amplified and recorded on a multiple Furthermore, there is an abrupt change in _ :
channel tape recorder, _P3968A. response from (1.9-1.95)*_in Fig.7. This _

means that the amplitude response is very _ _ l
In order to obtain a one per revolution sensitive to small changes in rotor speed
slgnal and the lagging motion of the in this range of rotor speed. "
individual blades during rotation of the
blades, we mount a 13-ch brush and slip Fig. 8 shows the limit cycle behavior with
rln9 assembly on the shaft between the both hydraulic and dry friction
electric motor and hub, see Fig.5. One of nonlinearities. The curve has a shape
these sllp rings is not a closed ring. It similar to that of Fig.7, but the response
gives an impulsive signal once per amplitude is smaller than that in Fig.7.
revolution, so a very accurate measurement Physically the action of dry friction is
of rotor speed can be provided. Three to increase the equivalent viscous damping
angular transducers, R30A, are mounted on in the landing gear. The instability
the drag hinges. The signals for lagging region becomes narrower, and the response
motion of each blade were amplified and amplitude reduces.
recorded .hrough brush and slip ring
assemblies. The 8 channel signals were Fig.9 shows the limit cycle behavior of i
recorded simultaneously on a tape the B-model. There are two instability _
recorder, and further analysed by a regions in the figure. The first one is
Frequency Spectral Analyser, HP3582A. dominated by the shaft motion. Because the
Finally, the phase plane plots and effect of nonlinear damping of the
freque_cy spectral plots were plotted by a fuselage on the shaft is weak, the shaft
X-¥ recorder, has a large limit cycle amplitude (for
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some range of g beyond the measurable conclusion which is derived by classical
i angle). In contrast with the first region, linear theory• However, the individual
' in the second instability region there is k,lades have different amplitudes and phasei

• , not a large limit cycle amplitude because angles due to the actual small different
of the direct effects of nonlinear damping blade damping characteristics.
of the fuselage on the fuselage motion.

The equation of motion of the k-th blade
_/ , AS far as the C-model is concerned, Flg.10 _an be written as follows:

_ shows the results of frequency spectral
_ analysis of the fuselage motion at a rotor "" • 2

speed of 1.2(HZ) The mode shape cf the _k+2n_k +_)s_k=_-_-'" (_ sin_k'Zc°s_k)• _v.h

' unstable motion is dominated by roll of

the fuselage, and the os:illatlon The periodic term in the above equation
frequency is equal to the roll natural can be removed by using the Coleman
frequency of the fuselage. S;,aultaneously, co-ordi_ates.

• there is a small limit cycl_ amplitude in
the pitch motion; its oscillation n

_- frequency Is not equal to the pitch _ =_ksin_k
_ natural frequency, but is equal to the

roll natural frequency. The phase angle _
between roll and pitch is equal to 51_ _ _ _-_l_c°s_ k
corresponding to a frequency of 0.84(HZ).

The phase curve in the vicinity of If it is expected that q and _ are well
0.84(SZ) Is almost parallel to the represented by a fundamental harmonic with

frequency axis, and the phase angle Is oscillation frequency, A , then _k may bei quite insensltlve to frequency, defined as:

_'_i "ig. ll-12 show theoretical and _k= _cos (_t+2_k/n)
experimental results of the limit cycle

_ amplitude and phase angle behavior. A i.e the following conditions must be

_I reasonable experimental verification of satisfied:

the theory Is achieved. Because of the

experimental complexity and calculation * pm_- A
approximation, the quantitative accuracy * the amplitudes of the individual

_I of the verification is not very high. blades are Identlcal.
_i However, the general features of the * the phase angle of the k-th blade is
_t experimental results are well predicted by equal to 2kZ/n.

I the theory. For reference, in Fig.13 the

stability boundary r_sults from linear In the present experiment, only the first
theory are shown and compared to condition is satisfied• The modest ,

_ _ experimental data obtained with the violations of the latter two conditions
nonlinear dampers removed. The agreement are the main reasons for the error between

: between theory and experiment in this case theoretical and experimental results. ;
is good.

In order to provide a better physical i
_ Fig.14 shows a phase plane plot whicn is understanding of the unstable motion, we !

directly plotted by a X-Y recorder. The discuss the relationship between motion of i
measurement point of displacement and the hub center and the center of gravity

veloclty is located at the same position. (C.G) of the blades. In the fixed _
Their phase difference approximates to 90°, coordinate system XOZ, the motion of thethe pattern display_ an ellipse
approximately, and the higher order common center of gravity of the blade

" harmonic components are included in the system is expressed by

ellipse curve. From this pattern, we also _k=_'IL _k--
can see the transient process Aeading to Xc=X- sin

• the steady state llmlt cycle amplitude. _nk_l""l_k _k

Different disturbances h_ve different
unstable processes. In this case the roll Zc=Z+ cos
oscillation of the fuselage tends to a

limit after about 7 pseudo cycles, and the X= H _ cosA. t
transient process includes more higher i=l x0i
order harmonic components.

Z- H: rlg.15 shows the results of a frequency _z0iCOS(A_t" i)_.
: spectral analysis of the lagging motion of

the individual blades at a rouor speed of Fig.16 shows the tlme history of _ and2.04(HZ). It is found that in the
_I instability region the individual blades The test curves include components wlth

i frequenc_ (2_-A), and A , in addition, a- have an identical oscillation frequency, cos At component. Thls also can be clearly
" p, which is equal to the difference found from FigolT. The motion locus of the

between the rotor speed and the C.G of the blades is not exactly an
oscillation frequency, A, of the fuselage, ellipse, but a somewhat more complicated

., This result is in agreement with curve. The starting point at t-0 does not

,9

i®
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/; . coincide with the end point at t=2(sec.), unlikely, perhaps, that a helicopter
i however over a much longer time interval, resigner would rely on a nonlinear damper

i, the motion does appear periodic. The phase for primary protection against ground
angle between hub center and C.G of blades resonance. However, such a damper may be
is equsl to 46" from calculation, and 15: useful as a failsafe device to ensure a
from test. The phase angle depends upon benign £ailure mode should a primary
the damplngs o_ the fuselage and blades, linear damper become inoperablc or prove
as well as rotor speed, inadequate under some operating

_\ _ conditions.
Plg.18 shows the theoretical and
experimental results for a rotor speed of 7. It is expected that the design and
1.2 (HZ). The test curves are approximately opera_Ion of blade dampers will also be
cosine waves. The motion locus of the C.G very important for avoiding ground
of the blades approximates to an ellipse, resonance. Thls is a logical topic for

, and excellent agreement of calculation future study.
with test is achieved for the motion locus

_ of the hub center. As compared with Fig.17

and 18, we find that the difference AEJ__
• between theory and experiment for the hub

center motion mainly comes from the We would like to acknowledge to Mr.William
variation of blade motion from one blade Clayton of the Duke Mechanical Engineering
to the next. Lab. and the staff of the Structural

Engineering Lab. for their contributions
Figol9 shows the test results for a rotor to the experimental work. The experimental

_- speed of 1.96(HZ). _Jl higher order rotor system used in the present study is
___ harmonic components are included in the a substantially modified version of that

_i motion of th_ fuselage and blades. Their originally designed by professor Richard

motion locl have gulte complex shapes, but Hielawa of RPI fog his work on ground
they always tend to a limit amplitude, resonance (Ref.4). It was made available

to the authors through the generous
assistance of professor H.C. Curtlss,Jr.,

of Princeton University.
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i. Unstable motion of a hellcopter in technical monitor.

. ground resonance can occur only when the
rotor speed is within a certain region,

and at the same time a initial disturbance _eferences ,
acts on it. This conclusion is sultable

_ for both linear and nonlinear systems. I. Tang D.M and Dowell E.H, "Nonlinear
Dynamics of a Helicopter Model in Ground

2. During 'mstable motion the Resonance. Part I: Analysis and Experiment
o|icillatlon frequency is equal to the on a Helicopter Model with Single
natural frequency of the linear system, or Nonlinear Damper and Fuselage Motion",
approximately the natural frequency for a Duke University, Engineering School
nonlinear system. Report, March 1984.

3. The nonlinear dynamlc rotor system 2. Tang D.M and Dowell E.H, "Nonlinear
with multiple nonlinear dampers has more Dynamics of a Helicopter Model in Ground
complex motions than the system with a Resonance. Part 2: Analysis and Experiment
single nonlinear damper. The coupled on a Helicopter Model with Multiple
_tlon of roll and pitch of the fuselage Nonlinear Dampers and Roll and Pitch

is due to blade lagging motion. This Fuselage Motion", Duke Ur'versity,
coupling motion is important in Engineering School Report, M_y 19_
understanding ground resonance of an

actual helicopter. 3. Tongue,Benson H.,"Limlt _cl_ Oscil-
lations of a Nonlinear Rotorcraft Mo_el",

4. The agreement of theory with the AIAA Journal, to be published.
experimental results verifies that the

analytical method which is described in 4. Bialawa,Richard L.,"An Experime,_tal
this paper is useful and reliable, and Analytical Study of the Mechanical

Instability of Rotor on Multiple-Degree-of
_ 5. The different characteristics of Freedom Supports", Princeton unlversltyr
• individual lag blade dampers w!ll lead to_ M.S.E. Thesis, June 1962.

different limit cycle behavior.

5. Coleman, R.P. and Felngold, A.M.,
"; 6. The results show that a landing "Theory of Self Excited Mechanical Oscil-

gear with hydraulic nonlinear damping latlons of Helicopter Rotors with Hinged
characteristics and dgy friction damping
may be advantageous for protecting against Blades", NACA Report 1351, Feb.1957.

| ground resonance instability. It is

I so
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DISCUSSION
Paper No. 4

NONLINEAR DYNAMICS OF A HELICOPTER MODEL IN GROUND RESONANCE

D. M. Tang
and

E. H. Dowell

Jerry Miaot Sikorsky Aircraft: I would like to make a comment. Earlier Jing Yen said that we
may not be able to analyze ground resonance, but apparently Prom this paper we can see with a
nonlinear damper we can even calculate the _mplitude of the oscillation. Therefore, if you only
know what numbers to put into the analysis you will be able to calculate it. Thank you.

'I
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TEST RESULTS FROM A DYNAMIC MODEL DYNAFI,EX ROTOR

Charles F. NJebanck
Senior Dynamics Engineer

and
Robert K. Goodman
Dynami_ Engineer
Sikorsky Aircra't

Stratford, Connecticut

Abstract

A one-fifth scele dynamic model of reducing Coriolis effects resulting f_om
the Sikorsky Dynaflex rotor has been tip path plane tilt in articulated rotor
tested in hover and in forwald flight systems. The D_afle_ rotor _esi_. is
conditions in the United Technologies vezy clean aerod_lamically, _rovidinr/ low
Research Center Wind Tunnel. The Dynaflex drag, and a negative angle of zero lift so
rotor features an advanced composite that hub downloads can be avoided at
structure which flexes to provide a normal nose-dcwn cruise attitudes.
constant speed universal joint action.
Testing concentrated on confirming that Development o_ t.xe Dynaflex rotor is
the stability and dynamic resl,_;zseof _e de_criked extensively in Reference 1. Two
rotor were satisfactory. Lift conditions mode_ rotor co_figurations based on a one
of up to .11 Ct/sigma and advance ratios fifth scale _-76 were fabricated and
as high as .46 were =eached. Vibratory tested to demonstrate the Teasibili_y of
loads were comparable to those of the concept a,_ to evaluate the aero-
articulated rotors. The Dynafle.- ro r elastic stability of the rotor. The first
concept appears to be a practical concept was a stiff-inplan= configuration in which
from the standpoint of dynamic response the first edgewise blade frequency was
and stability, higher than the rotor speed. The second

configuration was soft-inp)ane, in which
the first edgewise blade frequency was
lower than the rotor speed. The stiff

in-plane model was tested in hover at i

Introduction reduced tip speed with nominal 100 percent I
rotor speed of 5C9 RPM. Rotor speeds

Motivated by the de:,ire to decrease ranged up to 650 RPM and collective pltch
to 13.5 degrees. The rotor wa_ stable 1complexity, weight, maintenance, and drag

of the main rotor head, Sikorsky has over the entire test range (Fig. 1).
I

undertaken the development of the 9ynaflex _ _!
rotor, a new concept for helicopter main
rotor systems. ?he Dynaflex rotor is Os_sc_cucSW_E_

characterized by a bearingless rotor _. 0-_o.
connected to the rotor shaft by a unique 0 o o

0
gi_bal joint consisting of a spherical _iz. 0 _ 0 0 0elastomeric bearing with comparitively o
flexible elastic restraint. The deaign £,o. 0 _ _ _ _ 0
hsu several advantages over articulated _ o O_8- o o o o o o
and pure bearingless rotor designs. _ o
Utilizing advances in composite material _ e- o o O o o O
development, it offers lower we_ight and Z o
smaller parts count than conventional _ _- o O o o _
articulated rotors, _.,hileat the same time 8
providing the option of a wide range of _" o o o o o o

hub stiffness unavailable in inherently Q _ 8 o o o o o o
stiff pure bearingless designs. The 0 0 _0 _0 4_o _0o _0_0

spheuical elastomeric bearJn_ provides a ,0ro._0,,_ Ca_a.
constant-speed universal joint, greatly

Prese,,ted at the American Helicopter Fig. 1 Scope of Dynaflex reduced spted
Society Specialists Meeting on Rotor- hover teat.
craft Dynamics, Moffett Field,
Calif_r_aia, November. 7, 1984. •
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, The soft-inplane Mach scale model was __B--._ Z ":

_" tested in hover at _he Sikorsky hover ... _ v
stand and in forward flight in the UTRC /
wind tunnel. Hover test conditions __
included rotor speeds in excess of 1500
.EPM (tip speed greater than 700 fps), and _ _-

collective pitch up to 14 degrees. _n_'-- -
, *. . -, Forward flight testing covered a range of _I

level flight conditions, with advance
rat+us up to 0.47 and Ct/sigma values up _ , i '

_.-_ to 0.ii successfully achleved. Partial + •
power descents and aut_rotation conditions

, up to 150 knots were also tested. The :
testing of the soft-inplane model is

described in this paper. Dynaflex rotor model without
? fairings insta"led

Description of the Model r. ___._: +T,'"- '

_ I A drawing of the Dyna'lex model rotor -- -- "

is shown in Fig. 2. The rotor incorpor- -- -'_"

ates composite twin C- flexbeams which ° "
accomodate flatwise edgewise, and pitch' _

change motions of the blades with respect _
to the hub. Blade pitch change is applied "-_ -_

through a graphite/epoxy, torsionally !stiff, torque shaft positioned between the
_! twin flexbeams. The torque shaft "s built " _"

_"I into the blade/flexbeam juncture at its Dynaflex rotor model with
outboard end and restrained by ball-joint fairings insta|led

- 'ith radial slip at its inboard end. The

flexbeams are rigidly fixed to the rotor Fig. 3 Dynaflex rotor mod_l with and
hub, which in turn is connected to the without hub fairings.

•_ rotor shaft through a spherical gimbal

,- bearing. Hub stiffness i& provided by the The model was designed to be a
graphite epoxy gimbal spring, which is Jne-fifth scale S-76 main rotor, with
attached to the furor shaft and blades.

FaiEings over the hub and flex_eams gimbr.l spring to provide approximately the'. same hub moment constant achieved with the
minimize the aer._,'namic drag (Fig. 3). 5-76 articulated main rotor with its four

percent flapping hinge offset. Existing
S-76 articulated rotor model blades were

/._ _ ._G .... IP.... modified for use on the model rotor. The _._•o,o,.,._ -. "" -CLA,,L*m,O modifications consisted of cutting off the .u
_'_ a_+__O I _ _ / o,.,_,,Na inboard end of the blade and locally

_R__ T_" ' "....... reinforcing the inner end of the remaining.- ' + ' .To!qou|TUIE

, ___ "J_ _ _ _A,,,,,¢. blade for a blade-to-flexbeam attachment

_'\'_, __',_, ._C=..._==_= clevis. The Dynaflex model attributes are. _-_--_ ! '_ show_, in Table i.

'_ J. i_.* I _ +5_ ,,_.._

" ,, RFDUC(D M_CH

/ ,_Em i I_ _ ' ,_.. ,,',ST ,(ST
/_o_o_ mc_ *_ ' \ "-_ _ "",. / . x_,_ ITTRtBUIT S/[[D SCALF

• \ \ __ / k. ($TIF F IN-PL_MEJ{SOF'I IN-PLANE)

. _ "_'_...._L _ ._OTO, .US tst F'I.ATWIS[ COLL(CTIVE FR(O, "_'l In I I0 t 08;'
PITCHARM. \ _ /

P TOROUITiIII_ _" / /- qOTORTILTSTOP Isl ( OQL;"WIS(FR[O ,WEII_+ 144 69
\ ......... _+_.._---t-.-_._ +

48

+ --+ ..... ,. ,o
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Fig. 2 Dynaflex rotor model. Table 1. Dynaflex rotor attributes. %
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i Description of Rotor Tests to the proper frequency, the force level
.,_ was abruptly terminated and the transient
t t Full scale speed testing of the responEe of the edgewise gage was passed 4

Dynaflex model rotor took place in two through a non-harmonic detector and
phases. The first phas: hover testing, recorded on an oscillograph. Damping was
was undertaken with the objective ot analyzed manually with the log decrement

J verifying aeroelastic and aeromechanical method.
; stability of the rotor concept for a wide

range of rotor sneeds, collective and After successful completion of the$

• cyclic pitches, fiJst phase of testing, forward flight
,_ testing began in the 18 foot diameter

Hover testing took place at the United Technologies Research Center wind

. Sikorsky Aircraft Model Rotor Test Stand. Tunnel. The primary purpose of this phase
The test rig incorporates a gimbal support of testing was to confirm that dynamic
for a rotor strain gage balance, with response and stability were satisfactory
adjustable springs and dampers across the over a range of simulated flight
gimbal pivots to provide detuning of conditions. In addition, the test pro-
support modes from unfavorable coupling vided an opportunity to assess the

with rotor modes. An electric motor behavior of blade, flexbeam, and gimbal
drives the rotor through a universal joint spring load and stress as a function of

coincident with the gimbal axes. The rig gimbal tilt at various flight conditions.
-. is mounted on a hydraulic ram to permit The test also provided data with which :
_i performance testing at various heights aeroelastic analyses could be correlated. .
_4 above the ground. Instrumentation was

_-_ provided to measure flexbeam assembly

_'.! flatwise and edgewise bending moments, _BIS CYCLIC SWEEP
_i forward and aft flexbeam tension, blade

14_ Q Q o:_. flatwise and edgewise bending moments, 0-7"
; pushrod load, gimbal spring tilt, and I_. gimbal spring strain. The rotor strain _ 12 Q Q Q O Q(9(D

-_i gage balance measured the six rotor force _ _ 8
' and nloment components. Rig vibration was Q Q O (X)

! measured by six accelerometers. _ 0 0 Q Q(9(DO _ ,

Rotor hover testing was preceded by a 6 0 0 0 QQQO00 0 06X_D i
_ shake test to determine rig natural mode _

properties. The G400 coupled rotor- _ 4_ Q Q Q QO0 i '

fuselage aeroelastic analysis program was _ _|1 Q Q 0 Q

used with these properties to assess rotor _ Q Q Q(gf)

and rig mechanical stability. Rig dynamic 8 _ 'properties wer_ improved by adding mass to 10
the rotor hub. 400 _0 _0 lO00 1200 ,40Of- 1600

ROTOR SPEEO,RPM --675_R
Test conditions consisted of a rotor

speed sweep at 4 degrees collective pitch, Fig. 4 Scope of Dynaflex Mach scale _. I
followed by collective pitch sweeps at hover test. - <

various rotor speeds, and cyclic pitch
sweeps at constant rotor speed and collec- G
tive pitch settings. The scope of the 1

hover test conditions is presented in Fig. I
4. Rotor stabllity was probed for each I
test condition. The general procedure
followed after proceeding to a new
operating condition was to drive the
support system with an electrodynamic
shaker, using a slow sine sweep between 2
and 50 Hz. Support system mode frequency

: and damping could be evaluated from the
shaker drive transfer function, as

_.-I supplied on-line by an HP 5423 Dynamic
_! Analysis System. Damping of progressing

_i and regressing edgewise mod_s was evalu-
ated by tuning the shaker to the fixed

":_ system frequency corresponding to the mode
_ of interest, ?uning was accomplished by

_ maximizing the response of the edgewise
"_.._. flexbeam gage as the shaker frequency was
._'_ varied in the neighborhood of the fixed
-_ system frequency. After tuning the shaker

" ¢

'_ : ..... _- _ I"_ - !
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/ The test plan called for a shake test

of the wind tunnel test rig, followed by
hover testing, and finally a series of
simulated flight conditions, including Fig. 5 shows the Dynaflex rotor as in-
level flight, partial powered descents, stalled in the UTRC wind tunnel. Sim-
and autorotation at a variety of lifts and ulated flight conditions were achieved by
forward speeds. Pitch moment variation, setting the model rotor spe_d at the
simulating fore and aft center of gravity, desired value with zero collective pitch,

' was also included in the test envelope, raising the tunnel velocity to that of the
_t The model configuration and instrumenta- simulated flight condition, and then

tion were essentially the same as for the iterating on shaft angle, collective
hover testing describe _ above. Modal pitch, and cyclic pitch until desired
properties of the rotor rig as installed levels of rotor lift, propulsive force,
in the wind tunnel are listed in Table 2. gimbal tilt, and hub moment were reached.

Probing of edgewise mode stability was
carried out as it was in the hover testing
described above.

i_1 IrREDUDCC7 MASS OaJWqNG Y ROLL prrCN

._| (um-s_..z_) (J_'r_mTm| v_m_ ILrrr) (upJ
3.15 0758 .042 O0 I0 O0 O0 O0
5 47 334 020 O.O I O 0 0 -D_ O C ?
6 "/5 261 049 1,0 0.0 O0 O0 0606

_6_ _27 02, ,0 o0 oo oo _562 O0
.149 _ ,136 O0 00! I 0

Table 2. Wind tunnel rig modal properties.

•"& _i

if(io_

Fig. 5 Dynaflex rotor installation at
UTRC wind _unnel.
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The test envelope achieved for n aR._74FT_
simulated level flight conditions is _

.- presenued in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows the
test conditions at which variations in

_ rotor pitch moment were investigated, n A _ n_
j Figs. 8 and 9 present the conditions for ,0

partial power descent and autorotation. ¢TT

The variations in rotor speed were not
' applied as originally planned, but were 0_"

the result of blade limitations at the

• higher forward speed conditions. The
_ limitations were manifest as a blade

i insl_bility which showed characteristics _ i i ! J
of those occurring for blades with aft o 2 _3 4 _ 6
chordwise center of gravity. The same

blade instability was encountered with the Fig. 8 _ynaflex model test condition -
blades mounted on a fully-articulated hub partial power descent.
in a configuration that had previously

" been tested and found to be fully stable.
Subsequent measurement of the model blades

_ confirmed that rearward migration of the a _._74_sE¢

__ center of gravity had occurred in the '_
course of their modification, use, and

\_; repair over a period of several years.
Despite the restrictmons imposed by blade _ _tO

o_ limitations a valuable body of data was

_ _ acquired. ¢'

O_
" O _R ,6_ FT/SEC

_ _R "6Ce FT/_C_R ,574 _/_C
_ 0 _R '539 FT/_C

3_ "10' 0 2 _ 6
O O d

_. ; 0 0
c o o o _ _ _ Fig. 9 Dynaflex model test conditions -

- c_ _ _ autorotation.
_0 -;- _ O O O O _ _ _

'_ 0_ Results

_ ' The Dynaflex model rotor was stable i
over the entire hover test envelope. I

- _ , _ , I 6 mode were low, hut positive. No control _ +_
°_ 0 , : _ _ _ Damping levels for the regressing edgewise

0 _o ,_ ,_0 _ _o difficulties were encountered when the tip _
_Ou_v*_N__o,w_,0_o._ path p_ ane wa _Ited by cyclic pitch ,

inputs of up t degrees. Figs. I0 ard S

Ii show the -iation in regressing

Fig. 6 Dynaflex model test conditio;.z - edgewise mode d_.1_ng ratio with rotor
level flight trim. speed for hover testing at the Sikorsky

test stand and at the UTRC wind tunnels }

respectively. Damping of the regressing !
_- _ _._,_c edgewise mode tended to increase slightly

with increased collective pitch. Pro-

_ gressing edgewise mode damping was higher
,0 than that of the regressing mode. Fig. 12

c, a _ a shows the variation in progressing edge-
-r wise mode damping with collective pitch.

Comparison of results from the G400

ii 0_ aeroe_astic analysis and test data reveals

similar trends in damping with collective
• pi_ch for hover. Attempts to correlate

I _ G400 with forward flight _ata from the
_ _ _ model wind tunnel test were not success-

ful. Resolution of mathematical diffi-

_ culties encountered during the execution
Fig. ? Dynaflex model test conditions - of tire G400 computer program is currently!

_i__ level flight pitching moment being pursued.! variation.

_, + _ _% '_,
_ _ ,,," . ."_ ,,, ,.
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TEST O _1R.675 FTI_'C

o2- .o_,. ST,_0 /, _. _74FT,SEC
CT/G ;R 06,09. e0

OAMPING 01- 03'
RS'n0

O-

-Or

,ooo ,,_o ,ioo ,3"oo ,_oo ,_oo i_oo oaRPI4

nAMPING O

_ Fig.10 Regressing edgewise mode damping eATIO ,
-- hover conditions Sikorsky o, o 8 _g o
hover stand, o u

o o _
L

0_4oo I I . _ ,, _ . i . f
931 O TEST P 2 4 5 6
O_J _ I1 tJTR¢WINOTUNNEl. P

• OtMPING "| __" M&SS&D_O
R:TIO _ ,,r" _ D,I" IP

.-, O_- . Fig. 13 Dyna flex rotor edgewise mode
_: ,o_ ,_o ,_ ,_o ,_o ,_o ,_ damping - level flight trimRPM

_-' conditions.

Fig.ll Regressing edgewise mode damping- hover conditions UTRC wind

_ tunnel.

03 11R,574 FrlSEC

GdO_CALCULATION 0 ZEROF);TCHINGMOME_',

0 T_T - _ t_ FITC_*IG_".$1_NT
02

0 CTjl' jO II CT/#"00_

08" J0_ RPM 0&MPING _RATIO 0 _._

,,2 o_- o
; _ ," 0 0 o;. ._

_' d, O 600 RR_

02

. o, _ _'-_; _ _ ,_ ,_ ,', _ Fig.14 Dynaflex rotor edgewise dampin_
C_LLIrCTIV_PITCH'XG -- level flight pitching moment

variation. _..

Fig. 12 Progressing edgewise mode
damping - hover conditions UTRC

wind tunnel. ,s. as._, _¢
/X _OTAT,_N, ¢I_#'0 tl

P_I&I. POW_IIOI[SCJ_T,Ct It IO,ll
I_wrl&L POWEROi[KEMT,CT/I',004

In forward flight testing, the o_,
regressing edgewise mode was the only _,e_,o
rotor system mode that could be excited ,_m
with reasonable consistency by the fixed

system shaker. Damping ratio for this o_ ,x A
mode is plotted against advance ratio for
various operating conditions in Figs. 13,
14, and 15. The damping variation with _ .* _ * _ '

i level flight lift, forward speed or , _ _ 4 _ •
rotational speed condition displays no
clear trending, although application of

positive pitching moment, partial power
descent, or a_torotation appear to cause Fig.15 Dynaflex rotor edge_,ise damping

damping to be generally lower. - partial power descent and
autorotation condi':ions.

i
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Steady-state records of each of the ,
simulated flight conditions were acquired
to permit the assessment of blade and

.: gimbal loads and strains, model rig
vibrations, and the appropriate rotor

: forces and moments. Rotor forces and
moments were non-dimensional and converted

to coefficients, facilitating comparison L£VE"FLIGHTCONDITION
with full scale and model data from other

rotor configurations. The operation of £_.s0: _ i i I '--
"'_ the rotor at reduced tip speed to avoid Q. CT/SiGM_"060 : CT/SIGMA" 08

blade instabilities altered the dynamic u 0 ' ET/SIGMA='I0
h i scaling parameters. At the 539 ft/sec tip _ z_ CT/SlGMA=.II

"_ speed, for example, the first edgewise m_200
blade frequency was .8 cycles per revolu- x
tion, rather than the .68 cycles per _ i."
revolution at the 675 ft/sec tip speed. -

... The principal effect of operation at the _
_ reduced tip speed is to simulate a rotor _ loo
_- with hi_ner elastic stiffness.

Data from simulated level flight O--
conditions with gimbal tilt essentially

_ zero are exhibited in Figs. 15 - 19. I 1 I I I
Nopdimensional one-half peak-to-peak 0 0.2 0 4

%_. pushrod load, flexbeam edgewise bending ADVANCERATIO
_. moment, and blade flatwise bending moment

are plotted against advance ratio in these Fig.17 Half peak to peak flexbeam edge-
figures. The factors used for nondimen- wise bending moment coefficient/

;_ sionalization are the conventlonal ones solidity, level flight trim con-
used in forming rotor blade loading ditions.

parameters such as CT/sigma and CPM/sigma.
Data from equivalent forward flight

• conditions taken during the S-76 dynami-
£ cally scaled model test conducted in 1976

are also presented in the figure_. These ! LEVEL I:,'_HTCONDITION

data show similarity in flatwise bending 300 , , , , ,
' ' moments and pushrod loads for the Dynaflex E-B SOLIDSYMBOLSAREFROMI_3MACH

• CT/SIGMA',06 SCALE S-'/_ ARTICULATED ROTOR
• and articulated rotor. This similarity O CT/SIGMA'08

suggests that the Dynaflex rotor mlade 250 0. CT/SlGMA'IO 7

. flatwise and torsion loading _utboard a:_e _ z_ CT/SlGMA"II Osimilar to those on an articulated rotor, ;E_o

and provides evidence that the Dynaflex _ _ _

rotor's outboard blade requires no special _150design considerations beyond those for an
_.. articulated rotor.

LEVEL FLIGHT CONDITION I_f _ •

' E!_ , , , , ----r-

O0 CT/SIGMA" .06 SOLID SYMBOLSARE FROM 1/5CT/SIGMA, .08 SCALE S-76

: CT/$1GMA, I0 MODEL TESTWlTH ARTICULATEO, CT/SIGMA,, II ROTOR [ I I I ,, I' o 02 04

'., _ -- I0 ADVANCE RATIO

t z
I _ Fig.18 Half peak to peak blade flatwise

bending moment coefficien t/
i _ - solidity at 0.37R, level flight

_ _ trim conditions.

l I 1 I I

_j, 0 0,_' 0 4 _i
ADVANCERATIO ,

Fig.16 Half peak to peak pushrod coef-
• _. fzcient/solidity, level flight

' trim conditions, k
63
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LEVEL FLIGHTCONDITION PARTIAL POWER DESCENT
30G i i , i i - 300 i I i i i
E-6 n SOLID SYMBOLS _R£ FROM I/5 E-6

CT/SIGMA = .06 MACH SCALE 5-76 MOOELTEST

CT/SIGMA''Oe wITH ARTICULATED ROTOR _ CT/SIGMA= 08250 _ CT/SIGMA, I0 250 CT/SIGMA= II 0

-. _ CT/SIGMA=. I I 0 C T/SIGMA" I I,- I0 LEVEL FLT

200 230 0 Z_

; _z

_ d= o o,,
0

(30"-'0 0

., I I I I L I I t I
0 0.2 04 0 02 04 "

:-i ADVANCERATIO AOV&NCERATIO

t'_j Fig. Z9 Half peak to peak blade flatwise
bending moment coefficient/ Fig.21 Half peak to peak blade flatwise
solidity at 0.54R, level flight bending moment coeffioient/
trim conditions, solidity at 0.37R, partial power

descent conditions.

Test data from simulated partial

_'-I power descent and autorotation conditions,
as well as comparative data from level
flight conditions are presented in Figs.

; 20 - 23. Comparison reveals no unusual
response due to partial power descent nor
due to autorotation.

-" P=RTIAL POWER DESCENT

" F AUTOROTATION =5 , I I ,

r
E-3

!:1• , , l i I 0 CT/SIGMA, 08, PPD

E CT/SIGMA, I I [g LEVEL FLIGHT A CT/SIC,_3A, I I, PPO

/. AUTOROTATION r'] CT/S_GM&, I I, LEVEL FLIGHT
A

_,o / d

I 1 I I J
o 0.2 04

I I _ j I I J ADVANCERATIO02 04
ADVANCERATIO

Fig.22 Half peak to peak pushrud coef-
ficient/solidity, autorotation
conditions.

FI,_.20 Half peak to peak pushrod coef-
ficient/solidity, partial power

_ij descent conditions.

6_

I
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_ LEVEL FLIGHT PITCHING MOMENTVARIATION
AUTOROTATION / 300 , , i, __ i i

(- 600 1 1 I I _ E-6 0 NOSE UP PITCHING MOMENT

E-6 0 : N(_INALLY ZERO PITCHING MOMENT

CT/SIGMA,O II r'l LEVEL FLIGHT E] . NOSE DOWN P1TCHING MOMENT
/%. AUTO ROTATION

_z C_'e=0 IO Cr.',',: 0 08
o:

¢'-----0 0--0-----0,1 . _ 300 L2

',t = [] ,,¢,IC

, O I'rl n A I ____ I J ________J____ .L.
LI 02 04

--{ I I I I I ADVANCERATIO
0 O2 04

_'-I ADVANCE _ ATIO

ii Fig.25 Inner gimbal strain, pltchlng

Fig.23 Half peak to peak blade flatwise moment variation. ;
_ bending moment coefficient/

solidity at 0.37R, autorotation 81i LEVEL FLIGHTPITCHINGMOMENTVARIATION

I I I 1
conditions. E- O : NOSE UP PITCHING MOMENT I

'_t Results from pitching moment varia- O NOMINALLYZEROPITCHINGMOMENTr] - NOSE DOWN PITCHING MOMENT

-_..l tion are presented in Figs. 24. - 27. Fig.
-_-._ 2,_ shows the gimballed hub one-per-rev - CT/_,'OI____.,O CT/,, =0 08i

tilt angle amplitudes reached during the o O
pitch moment variation test conditions, o O
along with the corresponding rotor shaft z £3

angle relative to zero pitching moment _ _
"- shaft angle. The gimbal t.lt is ruughly

uwo-thirds of the shaft angle increment, _ O ,
i.e. tip path plane tilt consists of
roughly two thirds gimbal tilt and one
third first harmonic blade bending. Fig.
25 shows one-half peak-to-peak inner I t l J . __-
gimbal strain amplitude as a function of O Z O 4
advance ratio. Gimbal strain is not ADVANCERATIO [

affected by forward speed or lift, rather Fig.26 Half peak to peak pushrod coef-

it appears to be a function of gimbal ficient/solidity, pitching mo- _ itilt. menh variation.
..

4 _(_ NOSENOSEUPDOWNPITCHpITcHMOMENTMOMENT LEVEL FLIGHT PITCHINGMOMENTVARIATION
O NOMINALZERO1_7CHMOMENT 300 ! 1 I I I

E-6

_ &IISOLUT1E _ ' NOSEUPPITCHINGMOMENT

SHAFT4HOLE

3 INCREMENT _ NOMINALLY ZERO PITCHING MOMENTNOSE DOWN PITCHING MOMEF, T

z _-T/_,O,O8

-- i
w 150_ ILl -

1 _ ABS_ <,,,:r _ 0 _GAGE 0
• , RES_NSE o

-,'" t i i I J t 1 1 i }
, 0 02 04

ADVANCE RATIO

Fig.27 Half peak to peak blade flatwise

< r'] Fig.24 Gimbal and thrust vector tilt, bending moment coefficient/

"i pitching moment variation condi- solidity at 0.37R, pitching mo-
tions, ment variation. ,
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_ Concl_dinq Remarks

_ : Wind tunnel testin_ of the Dynaflex
model rotor confirmed that the present
rotor concept is feasible, offering

, considerable promise for advancing the
i state of the art for helicopter main rotor

:" systems. Within the flight conditions
' boundary imposed by blade limitations, the

"'iQ rotor showed itselZ to De stable and
relatively insensitive to forward flight

t, condition. The rotor offerf simplicity
L and lower drag than articulated rotors

without sacrificing low blade loads and
good flying qualities. Edgewise mode
damping is quite low as no auxili_ _-
damping device nor advantageous flap 1
coupling provisions have been _a,
Contin_ling development will address th1_

_: issue.
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DISCUSSION

+,

,, Paper No. 5

. TEST RESULTS FROH A D_IAMIC MODELDYN_FLEX ROTOR
_: Charles F. Niebanck

and
Robert K. Goodman

4

Jtng Yen, Bell Helicopter: One thing is not quite clea, to me, that is, what is the advantage
_ of ust:_g a glmba!led hub versus a conventiona .rtlculated hub?

_:. = Goodman: There are a couple of advantages. The first is the simplicity of the design--there
,, are fewer parts Involved and some of the other design objectives were to reduce weight. There

+, are many composite materials which are incorporated in this design which haven't been [used] in :
conventional articulated rotors. In the design which we showed here, the hub fatrlng Is an

.i integral part of the rotor head and this decreases the download on the rotor in forward flight i

l where there ls a forward pitch angle. These are primarily the motivations for lt.
t

Bob Taylor, Boeln E Vertol: Did you obtain any test data to show the beneficial effect of con-
_ stant rotor veloclty on lnplane rotor loads? I

Goodman: Well, we did have edgewise damping or edgewise strain gauges on the model. We had

j quite a bit of problem_ with those. We lost them fairly early, rather, we lost several of themthroughout the test primarily because the strain levels in the blades were higher than the
! •

_t gauges could handle. We do have some vibratory information from the edgewise gauges and
basically it is comparable to articulated rotors. They dld not bear out substantl_l reduction
In force levels because of the Corlolls effects. They dld not support that at thin point.

Peretz Frledmann, Unlverslty of Callfornla, Los Angeles: I'm not sure I understand. That's
probably because I can't figure out your drawing precisely. What is the difference between the

"" Dynaflex rotor, a conventional htngeless rotor, a bearlngless rotor--could you please try and

_ explain? If there are any differences then which of" these is best in your opinion? J

G_odman: Do you have a copy of the proceedings? There is a fundamental difference--the most ,_

I unlque feature I suppose Is the glmballed Joint. It enebles you to have stlff flexbeams so that

you don't have problems wlth blade droop and yet it al_ovs you to have the hub moment of an
articulated rotor and then as I already discussed prevlously the advantages over an artlculated
rotor are lower parts count and aerodynamic conslderatlons for the hub. I -uess if that doesn't
answer your question, maybe we can talk about It afterwards.

Henr_ Velkoff, Ohio State University: Did you haw any measurements of the torslonal frequen-
cles of the hub itself? You are basically using a pseudo-Hooks joint which is taken out elasti-
cally and with that tilt you should be getting a second harmonic variation which Is analogous to
the Corlolls flapping trim. Did you see anything like that? There is always the argument +

whether the shaft takes It out or the blades take It out. D_+dyou happen to see what the second
harmonic torsion looked like?

Goodman: Let's see. I'm not sure I understand your question. I'm kind of new to this g&_e.

t Are you talking about a yawing vibration?

Velkoff: A torsional one. In any Hooks JointIt's not a constant angular velocity. You're

i going to get a first harmonic and a second harmonic. The second harmonic in a Hooks [Joint] is
Ideally the same as the second harmonic Corloll_ term of flapping. So the argument, to quote my
friends at Bell, [is] "you never see that," buc I'm Just curious to see whether you actually
flnd it in this case.

Goodman: I personally dld not see it, but I would not have known I was looking for it. Perhaps
Jerry can bail me out.

Jerry Mlao, Sikorsky Aircraft: Maybe I c_n help Bob out a little bit. Yes, we put in shear
+ gauges in the drive torque shell, but unfortunately they all ran out very quickly. So I cannot
+ answer that question, but I'm sure what you said Is true, Hank. I'm sure the two/rev probably

will come through, but it probably is a smaller order of magnitude [that] we cannot help.
:_ Another thing to answer Peretz's question a little bit. In this paper Bob has [given] he refers

to an earlier paper presented at the 1984 AHS Forum written by Fradenburgh and Carlson and they

discuss this gimbalZed rotor quite a bit. Essentially the major feature is you have a gimhaZ in
the center of the hub so you figure the rotor is going to have vibratory forces and moments
comln_ through that Joint. The moments are eliminated Just like for an articulated hinge; you
eliminate all the moment transfer across the hinge.

Bob Ormtston_ U.$. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory: I was interested In the question about
Corlolls loads and I'm surprised you didn't see a reduction. I noticed in the paper you did

6?
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/ have some measured inplane loads. Do you know ho'# those _ompare to, say, an articulated or
i other type rotor? Could you make an estimate of the comparison? Are they about the same?

_" Goodma..____n:I can't _nswer that off the top of my head. I'm trying to recall now whether or not
we did include any of the edgewise force level data in there.

c" Charl.esNiebanck: I think those gauges went out before we could really get very much.

Goodman: I guess the question would arise where do we get our edgewise damping calculations
from and we had a variety of edgewise gauges on the blade. For instance we had tension gauges
on each of the twin flexbeams so, for instance, when we would get edgewise motion going we would

_,. see this L1teraction of tensile strain on these two flexbeam gauges. So at times we would be
using log decrement of edge_lise[oscillation] on those gauges to establish damping levels and
yet the callbratlon was not accurate enough to be able to really establish what the edgewise

C vibration amr!!tud_ truly was. We were looking at relative amplitudes. _i

Ormlet_,: I Just want to close and jump into this controversy here. I think the rotor is
d_fferent from a Hooks joint situation, so I don't think you should get the kind of loads in =

there that Hank was saying we should. We've talked about this before, i think it should be a 1
• constant speed and you should show up with a reduction in the lnp!ane loads, but I would be very !
_ curious to find cut what actually happened if you ever _un the test again. L

Goodmann: Yes. Well we are planning on it.

il William Warmbrodtt N_A Ames.Research Center: Two questions. You showed that you acquired "

quite a bit of data at low collective pitch settings and yet the paper doesn't present any ii

stability results below a CT of 0.05 and I was wondering what was the trend at low thrust
on the rotor. Also are you pleased with the damping levels that you saw, on the order of
O.01 or less critical damping ratio, throughout the operational envelope?

Goodman: I'll answer the second part first. He are not completely satisfied with that and
currently we are working on a Dynaflex rotor, I guess as an ITR candidate, and the design of
that is introducing means by which edgewise _amping can be increased. The first part of your
questlon--why we didn't present stability results for lower lift conditions? It wasn't a part ;:
of our test plan. We wanted to establish a flight condition which was comparable to S-76 level
flight conditions. That was the basis for the flight condition we chose.

Bob Hansford, Westland Helicopters: I noticed from the clagram at the °nd of your report t:_at
you had a supercritical lag frequency of I.q4.

Goodman: That was for Froude-scale testing I believe.

/Hansford: But did you look at any variations of your lag frequency w!th blade pitch and cou-
plings between flap and lag motions?

Goodman: We didn't see a considerable amount. I don't have the exact _lacement of the frequen-
cies with pitch variation present, but there wasn't a large variation. We didn't look that
closely at it.

i._,J
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EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED FLUTTER FROM
TWO- AND THREE-BLADED MODEL BEARINGLESS ROTORS IN HOVER

William G. Bousman and Seth Dawson
Research Scientists

U.S. Army Ae_omechanics Laboratory -- AVSCOM
Moffett Field, California 94035-1099

Abstract the rotor torsional stiffness is reduced.

For the most part, flutter has not caused
A series of experiments was performed major developmental problems with recent

on a 1.8-m-diam model rotor in hover for rotor designs, although the exceptions _'5
the principal purpose of investigating the have been res.arkable in their complexity
lead-lag stability of isolated bearingless and belie the simple definition of flutter
rotors. Incidental to those tests, at _sed here.
least three types of pitch-flap flutter
were encountered; those flutter types con- In the desigr of bearingless rotors in
stitute the subject matter of this paper, general and of bearingless tail rotors in
Type I flutter occurred approximately at particular, a nu._iber of flutter problems
the second flap-mode frequency on both two- have been encou,ltered that appear to be
and three-bladed rotors for both small and caused partly by the low trzsional stiff-
large pitch angles and appeared to be a hess of those designs and partly by strut-
classic pitch-flap flutter. Type 2 flutter rural couplirg. Development of the YUH-61A
showed mnstly torsional motion and was seen bearingless _ail rotor revealed both flap-
on both two- and three-bladed rotors. The lag and flulter-type instabilities 6 that
flutter mode appeared to b the rotor first- although elimlnated during te,Jting were
torsional mode and the flu_ter occurred never understotd. Model ests of a

just above 3/rev for low pitch angles, similar configuration at Be]l Helicopter
This behavior is similar to wake-excited exhibited a number of instabilities that
flutter, but the flutter ,.lodewas in the showed flutter behavior. _ It is not clear

wrong sense for a flutter dependent on at the present time wheth.,r these recent r

lining up of the shed wakes. Type 3 flut- problems are funda/_ental!y more complex I
ter was a regressing flap flutter that because of the structur_.l coupling that is

occurred for only the three-bladed rotor inherent in bearingles_-rotor designs or I )

configurations and appears to be a wake- that designers are _:imply working closer to i
excited flutter. Although flutter flutter boundaries thJ_ have been t_ere i
occurred on a number of different config- all along.
urations, no rotor parameters were identi-

fied that were clearly stabilizing or A recent series of experiments has been I
destabilizing, performed at the U.S. Army Aeromechanics

Laboratory for the purpose of better under- _
standing design parameters that will a_fect iIntroduction the lead-lag damping of an isolated be_r- _
ingless rotor in hover. A number of dif-

In the co,.text in which it is used in f_rent types of flutter were encountered in
this paper, flutte: refers to inc_abilities these tests, some of the results of which

that primarily invulve pitching or flapping were presented in Ref. 8. Because the
motions of a rotor bl._dp and that are flutter encounters were incidental tc the

essentially unaffected by lead-lag motion, purpose of the tests, only limited data
The analytical efforts of Loewy and of were acquired to characterize these cases.
Miller and Ellis 2 have provided a good However, it is believed that sufficient
_nderstanding of pltch-flap flutter of data were obtained to provide a prelimlnary
articulated :otors, and the general fea- assessment of the flutter types that were
tures have been confirmed by experiment. 3 encountered, and it is the purpose of this
Flutter can be prevented in general if the paper to provide that assessment. _'he
blades are quarter-chord balanced (which is series of expez ments that has been _un

important for control loads as well} and if will be briefly described and the experi-
the control system and blade torsional mode mental procedures used when flutter was
are made relatively stiff. Stability is encountered will be described. The types
degraded with a rearward shift of the of flutter that were encountered will be
center of gravity (c.g.) of the blade with described and quantified, and some discus-
respect to the aerodynamic center or if sion will be provided on the sources of

the flutter types and the effect of
configuration.

Presented at the 2nd Decennial Specialists'
Meeting on Rotorcr_t Dynamics, Ames _
Research Center, Mo_fett Field, Californla,
November 7-9, 1984.
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'; Description of Experiments weights to the blade tip at the quarter-
chord location The frequencies of the

| " v
_i A 1.8-m-diam bearingless rotor was three-bladed test flexbeam/blade combina-
_I tested in hover in both two-bladed and tions following instrumentation and instal-

! three-bladed configurations in a series of ]ation on the model matched within 0.3% for
experiments. An overall view of the two- lead-lag and 0.4% for flap.

I bladed model is shown in Fig. i; the three-
bladed model is shown in Fig. 2. Because Each flexbeam was instrumented with

identical blades and root hardware were strain-gage bridges to measure flap, lead-
" used in all the experiments, the only dif- lag, and torsion bending moments. The

ference between the two- and three-bladed signals were transferred fzom the rotating
_ configurat±ons is th6 rotor solidity. Model system, using a 40-channel slip ring for2

properties are tabulated in the Appendix. the two-bladed tests and a 65--channel slip
ring for the three-bleded test. Fixed

: An exploded view of the flexbeam and system instrumentation included a i/rev pip,
root hardware for a single blade is shown an accelerometer to measure the upper stand
in Fig. 3. The flexbeam has a uniform rec- motion, and a clamp signa_ to indicate
tangular cross section along its length and locking of the upper stan_. The resulting
is made of Kevlar fibers in an epo_ry matrix, data were digitized for or-line analysis .
The flexbeam is fastened to the hub with a and stored on disk; in ino_.t cases they were
root socket that allows the flexbeam to be recorded on analog tape a:; well.
inclined at any oitch angle 8f and a pre-

i cone adapter that gives the flexbeam a pre- The same stand, drive system, and
cone angle _f. The flexbeam is connected excitation system were u_.ed for the two-
to the blade through the blade root fit- and three-bladed tests. The blades and

i tings, the torque tube, and u plug socke_ hub were mounted to an upper stand that was
i that fits inside the torque tube. The free to pivot on flexures when unclamped

blade can be pitched with respect to the and that was locked solldly with air clamlps
flexbeam at the blade root fittings; the before data were taken. The normal pro-
angle between the flexbeam and the blade is cedure for obtaining lead-lag frequency and

! _b. The blade can be drooped either up or damping was to free the upper stand, oscil-

down (by an angle £b) using an angled shim, late the hub and stand at _ + _ or at
and it can be swept (angle _b) usirg a dif-. _ - _ (where _ was the lead-lag fre-
ferent shim. Two pitch lJ ,ks may be used quency and _ the rotor speed) with a
as shown in the figure or a single pitch shaker and, once sufficieFt lead-lag motion
link may b,_ installed on either the leading was obtained, to turn off the shaker and
or trailing edges. The radial location of clamp the stand. The frequency and dampingJ

the pitch ]inks may be ch_._ged to a number were obtained from the resulting transient
or intermediate positions between the flex.- decay using the moving-block _nalysis.
beam root and the flexbeam tip; this change
in the location of the pitch links affects The design of the experiment did not

the pitch-flap coupling. The ends of the consider the possibility that flutter might
pitch links are small flexures that repre o- be encountered during testing, and there-
s_nt a frictionless rod end bearing that is fore neither the experimental setup nor the
very stiff axially, but very soft laterally, on-line data analysis procedures were well- _'
The blade pitch angle _ was set by rais- suited for an investigation of the varioub

_ inq oz" lowering th6 Fitch links by hand, types of flutter that were encountered.

with the blade supported such that there Th_ genera] procedure that was used when a
was no flap deflection, flutter was encountered was to appzoach the

flutter bounder I, in small increments of

I Initial testing of the three-bladed rotor speed, taking both digital records
rotor configuration indicated that the and analog tape records. Test points at
determination of lead-lag damping was very which the rotor w_s unstable were recorded,

sensitive to _is_imzlarities in the mass unles_ _he loads increased too quickly in
and stiffness of the blades. As a result, which case the rotor speed was reduced to a
a major effort was made to make the blades stable condition. Considerable time was
and flexbeams as unifomn as possiDle. To spent during the first flutter encounters
this end, 20 flexbeams were built and indi- in attempting to understand the character
vidually tested for stiffness by attaching of the flutter. When it was t_ough_ that
a 0.63-kg weight to the plug socket and the flutter was caused by coupling .f the
measuring the lead-lag frequencies. The second flap and first torsion modes, the

flexbeams that showed the closest match uppez stand was oscillated at the appro-
were then modified by removing 0.001-0.002 in. priate frequencies to excite thuse modes.

of material, and a final set of matched This was a fairly successful technique for
flexbeams was oLtained whose lead-lag fre- exciting the second flap mode, but it was
quencies were within 0.1% of each other, ineffective in exciting the first torsion

No #ttempt was made to match the flap fEe-- mode. This is not surprising, considering
quencies. In a similar way, the blade that the blades were quarter-chord balanced
irertias were tuned by adding t_ntelum and could not be inertially excited with

%
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hub shaking. A recording oscillograph was Description of Types of Flutter
used for examining particular flutter occur- ,
rences and to infer the mode shap£ of the Twenty-eight different combinations of
flutter and understand its behavior, rotor configuration, blade number, and pitch-

link radi_l location were tested duriD_ this
Unfortunately, these procedures were series cf experi'_nt_; they are described

time consuming a_d detracted from the in Table i. Of " _ 28 cor,binations there
original objectives of the experiments, were 3 in which p±Lch links were installed
As additional flutter incidents were on both the leading and trailing edges
encountered, less effort was expended on [designated (la), (6a), and (6c)]. This
documenting the flutter; this was particu- simulates a vertJcal shear restzaint at the

_ larly so _ : the flutter endeared to be simi- root of the blade and substantiall_'
l_r to tfat observed in a previous encoun- increases the torsional stiffness of the
tar. At the start of the three-bladed tests, rotor to above 10/rev. No indication _f
a systematic effort was made to avoid con- flutter was ever noted for these torsionally
figurations that had produced _lutter in stiff, two-pitch-link cases. Of the remain.

: the two-bladed tests. This approach was der of the combinations tabulated, the run
effective in maximizing the use of avail- logs _ndicated that flutter w3s encountered

_.. able test time, but did not develop the on _5 of the 28. However, following the "
data that would allow a bettgr understand- analysis of all ,)otential flutter cases

_: ing of the flutter incidents that had some form of flu_ter was seen and documented
been e+'amined ir the two-bladed tests, for 12 of the cases Jn Table i. (Of the

i three undocumented cases, two appear to have
_-;I been a flutter, and the other a 3/rev

_ _ Data Analysis Procedures response.) The flutters encountered zppear
_:+, to fall into three gener_l categories, as

/[ • The run logs from various experiments shown in Fig. 4. Type 1 flutter occurred
with the bearingless-rotor models were et rotor freq1,encles between 2/rev and 3/rev

_+ examined, and test points were selected at an_ was seen .or both two- and three-bladed

_ which a _lutter was encountered. Jn addi- rotor configulations. It appears that it
+_ tion, supplemental test points were chosen occurred at all pitch angles, although most
: for stable conditions that were proximate of the records are for a pitch angle of
i in rotor speed or pitch angle to th_ flut- 0° SubstaDtial flap and torsion motions

tar conditions App_-_imately 170 cases of the blade were involved in all .'ases,
for 13 dlf_ _+_ _figuraticns were and the unstable modal frequency was near

selected _ ._ ; , _ analysis, the expected second flap mod_ frequency.
In this sense, the Type i flutter appears

The data . .:crdeu on analo 9 tape were much like a classic pitch-flap flutter.
sampled at 800 h+ to provide an ample band-
width for analysis and time-histories wlth Type 2 flutter was also encountered on
qood resolution. The flexbeam straln-gage both the two- and three-bladed cunfigura- _
bending-moment data were converted to angu- tions, but at frequencies above 3/re,.,.

lar deflections at the fle_beam tip to pro- In all cases, the flutter appeared to occur i

vide a basis of comparison for the flap, at the first torsion-mode frequency, and _ ,_+_lead-lag, and torsion motions. The con- the modal conten_ was almost purely torsion.
version used static calibration factors This flutter could only be found at pitch :
and, therefore, introduce_ _,,me error in angles of O" and 2° which suggests that_°

that the effect of the centrifugal force coupling with the.wake is important.
on the bending-mode shape was ignored. Neutral stability or limit-cycle behavior
However, those errcrs are not considered was observed over a range of rotor speeds
important to obtaining a better understand- rather than at a specific stabilit l, b_undary I

ing of the model rotor flutter characteris-
tics. For each case, approximately 5 sec Type 3 flutter was a regressing f]ap-
of data were obtained and _he time-histories torsion flutter that occurred just abc;e

+" were _xamined for unstable behavior. The i/rev. It was found only for the three-
frequency spectrum of an appropriate =oor- bladed configurations and only a. a pitch
dinate was examined to ,Jatermine what angle of 0°. It occurred over a b_oad
modes were involved, and damping wa_ range of rotor speeds and, as with the
estimated using the moving-block analysis. Type 2 flutter, it appears to be related
Vector plots were obtained at the spprop- to the wake.

+_ riate modal frequencies to determi,,e the
r, amplitude and phase of the modal behavior Type 1 Flutter
_" in the physical coordinates.
..' Flutter that was classified as Type I
" occurred on four configurations [(2a), (2b),
, (2c) (two blades); and (17=) (three blades)].

[Hereinaftcr, the rotor configurationl will
be referred to by their number and letter

designators - e.g., (3a), (14c).] An %
%
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example of a Type 1 flutter for (2c) is effect is seen on the torsion frequency.
shown in Fig. 5 which shows a segment of As is shown in Table 2, the effect of pitch-
the flutter time-history and a vector phase flap coupling is to shift the initial
plot. From this figure it can be seen that flutter point to higher rotor speeds; that
the flutter mode shows approximately the is, the flutter point is 700 rpm for nega-
same flap and torsion deflections and that tive pitch-flap coupling, 980 rpm for no
for each blade the flap and torsion motion pitch-flap coupling, and ii00 rpm for posi-
is out of phase. Looking at the time- rive pitch-flap coupling. Despite this
history, the motion betweer blades appears shift in the flutter point, the basic char-
to be approximately in-phase and, hence, a acter of the flutter is unchanged; that is,
collective motion; this is quantified on the flap and torsion motions are out-of-phase

_' the vector plot which shows that blaJe 1 regardless of the pitch-flap coupling.
leads blade 2 by _bout 40 ° .

A closer examination of the (2c) flutter

An example of a flutter point for each encounters raises _.ome additional questions
of these configurations [(2a), (2b), (2c), about the cause of this flutter and suggests
and 17a)] is given in Table 2 which shows that the situation may be more complex than
_he parameters that characterize the con- it first appears. Figure 7 characterizes

i figuration; the pitch angle e and the the flutter behavior for pitch angles of 0°
rotor speed _ of the flutter point; and and 8° . At 0°, the modal damping is essen-
the modal frequency w, damping c, and tially neutral fro_ 700 to 750 rpm. It is
mode shape. Not_ that the first line of not until the 762-rpm point is reached that

i the mode shape _efers to the modal uupli- the fluhter shows substantial unstable
tude for blade ], :he second line for behavior. However, at each higher rotor
blade 2 and so forth. For (2c), unstable speed the modal amplitude increases. This

4 or neutrally stable conditlons existed suggests that over the initial rotor-speed
over rotor speeds f_om 709 to 7_2 rpm at a range the flutter is showing li_it-_-cle
blade Ditch ang]o of 0°; this is indicated behavior, and it is not until 762 rpm that i
in Table 2 by shc_in£ both 2he low and the destabilizing effects ar6 _ufficient

high ends of the roto_ spe6d range. Also to cause a normal exponential instability. •
note that there is no i_ad-lag motion for It is also possible that even the 762-rpm
any of the flutter po_ntJ. All the Type 1 point would have eventually shown limit-
flutters encountered with two blades and at cycle behavior _f it had not been necessary
0° snowed an approxlmate in-phase behavior, to shut down the rotor because of excessive
with _lade I leading blade 2 by 5°±5 ° for loads. At 8 °, a different flutter behavior

(2a) (mean±standard deviation, s_aple of 7); is seen in that the damping changes rapidlyby 13°±9 ° for (2b) (sample of I0)/ and by from negative to positive values in a clas-
39o±4 ° _or (2c) (s_mple of 7). However, sic stability boundary fashion, and there iF
different phase _ .vior was seen for (2c) no sign of limit-cycle behavior. More inter
at a pi_ch angle ; & ° and for (17_), as is esting, still, the behavior of the flutter
discussed below, change_ from an apparent collective second-

" flapmod_ to a differential second-flaD mode
.'nf _a_ions (2a), (2b), and (2c) (see Table 2).

_er_ _de _ except for the radial loca- "

tion 3f the pitch link on the leading edge. The data analysis program is able to _
The major effect of this change in pitch- examine the flutter condition in either con-.

link 1.oc_ion is a chaDge il, the pitch- ventional blade coordinates (as in Fig. 5) %
flap coupling. At the inbGard location, or in mult_blade coordinates. For the two-

the pitch-flap cot_ling is positive with bladed rotor, the flapping multiblade coor-
t more amplitude in flap than pitch for the dinates are simply collectzve and differen-

? first flap mode under nonrotating conditions, tial coordinates, and they allow collective
For (2b), with the pitch link located and differential behavior to be more easily
radially at about the midspan of the flex- observed. For the 8° case, two frequencies
_eam, the pitch-flap coupling is zero. In were evident and they appeared primarily in
the outboard location [configuration (2c)] either the collective or differential coor-

the p_c_-flap coupling is negative. The dinates. Where a lightly damped or unstable
i effects o_ these differences on the pre- condition was observed it was always the

dlcted modal frequencies is shown in Fig. 6 d_f_erential mode. The collective mode

_I which is taken from Ref. 8. Th_se predic- appeared to be stable for these conditions,

:ions were made using the FLAIR anal_sis. _ but because of its proximity to the differ-
The flutter-mode frequencies have been ential mode, no acceptable estimate of its

added to this figure; they indicate the damping could be made. In hbe 0° ca3e, oDly
approximate location of the second flap acollective-mode behavior was observed w_th

mode which is not predlcte, _ by the FLAZS no sign of a differential mode. In inter-
analysis. As the predicted frequencies preting these differences, however, it is
show, the m_jor effect of the differences necessarf to recognize that the blade
in pitch-flap coupling is on the location second-flap-mode frequencies are not known
of the first-flap-mode frequency; little to be identical and that a two-bl_ded

rotor w_th dissimilar properties can I

.......... i®,:
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show apparent collective- and differential- blade 2 lags blade ! by 39°t3 ° (_[ipie

mode behavior that may not be representa- of ii). For (4a) and (5a), amplitude ,
tire of rotors with identical properties, and phase information are not shown because

_" In addition, even though the collective of signal calibration problems, but the
mode is uncoupled from the stand, the dif- phase angles, which were unaffected by the
ferential mode will appear in the fixed calibration problems, showed blade 2 lagged
system at about 50 Hz and may couple with blade 1 with phase angles from -i ° to 33 ° .
the first stand mode, which has a frequency As with Type i flu_ter, no lead-lag motion
of 77 Hz. Further investigation is required is observed at the flutter frequency.
to understand the different behavior of the Unlike the Type 1 flutter cases, however,
collective and differentill modes. Type 2 flutter was only seen for the inboar_

._ trailing-edge pitch-link position, which
Flutte. boundaries were noted at other results in negative pitch-flap coupling.

pitch angles for (2c) in the run logs. both The difference between the three configura-

in the two- and three-bladed tests, but no tions Jn this case was the presence or
other unstable conditions were recorded on absence of flexbeam or blade precone, and

_ analog tape. For (2a) and (2b), flutter this seems to have had only a minor effect
was not encountered at pitch angles away on the occurrence of Type 2 flutter.
from 0 ° within the rotor speed limits of
the model. Flutter was encountered on (3a) over

_ a wide range of rotor speeds and for both
_* A flutter or near-flutter case was the two- and three-bladed cases. Figure 10

documented for a three-bladed configuration shows the frequencies calculated with
[(17a)] that was classified as a Type I FLAIR for this configuration, e The flutter

_; flutter on the basis of the modal frequency, frequencies have been added to this figure,
_ However, in other respectc this flutter and it can be seen that they agree very
--- case appears different from those that have well with the predicted first-torsion fre-
% been discussed so fer. A segment of the time- quency. The flu_ter encountered with (3a)

history and the vector plot are shown in is further described in Fig. ]i, which
Fig. 8. Unfortunately, two of the three shows the modal amplitudes, damping, and
flapping bridges have failed (this was the frequencies for both the two- and three-

last configuration tested), and the behav- bladed tests. For the range of rotor speeds
ior must be deduced from the remaining over which the flutter was examined, the
flapping bridge and the three torsion rotor showed neutral stability or limit--
bridges. The torsion amplitude is greater cycle behavior. Howevez, as rotor _peed
than the flap amplitude in this case and, increased, the modal amplitude increased
where the previous zero pitch angle cases as well. That this is related to the
showed that instability was essentially a flutter and not just a response to 3/rev
collective mode (both blades il, phase), excitation is shown by the plot of the 3/rev

: the apparent mode herp is a progressing or response in torsion, which does not change
forward whirling mode. These differences noticeably, over the range of rotor speeds
suggest a different type of flutter behav- investigated. As shown in Table 3, the
ior or mechanism, but the lack of addi- two-bladed Type 2 flutter is mostly torsion
tional flutter data makes this unclear, amplitude, with the two blades nearly in

phase. For the three-bladed case, this _
Type 2 Flutter behavior is changed, as shown in Fig. 12

in which the vector phase plots are com-
c" Flutter that was classified as Type 2 pared. Although blades 1 and 3 are not

occurred on four combinations [(3a) (three far apart in phase, blade 2 is of opposite
blades); and (aa), (4e,, and (Sa) (two phase. There is significantly more blade

blades)]. A sample time-history and its flapping now than was seen in the t "o-
associated vector phase plot for (3a) are bladed case. (Note that if a response in
shown in Fig. 9. Unlike the Type 1 flutter, a degree of freedom is less than 10% of
which was characterized by significant the largest component, it is n,__ _ho_,n in
amounts of flap and torsion motion, this these vector phase plots.) Unl_xe the

_' case shows essentially all torsion motion, two-bladed case in which the phase rela-
The flutter f_equency occ'irs at the first- tion was invariant with rotor speed, sub-
torsion-mode frequency which is slightly stantial differences were s_en for the
above 3/rev. The time-history and phase three-bladed rotor for different rotor

! plot show that the blade motions are essen- speeds as indicated in Table 3.

-i tially in phase, with blade 1 leading blade
2 by 38 ° , hence a collective torsion flutter. Configurations (4a) and (5a) were

ii tested at a pitch angle of 2 ° (the normal

Sample flutter points are given in increment in pitch angle was 4°_; they too
Table 3 for each of these configurations, showed the Type 2 flutter. However, no
As before, when flutter was observed over incidence of flutter was documented for any
a range of rotor speeds, both th_ low and configuration at larger pitch angles. This

high rotor speed are shown. For (3a), absence of flutter at higher pitch angles

L!
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suggests that the flutter is related to the Discussion
wake and is perhaps wake-excited.

_, Wake-Excited Flutter
Type 3 Flutter

• At low blade-pitch angles and induced
Type 3 flutter was encountered on four velocities in hover, the spacing between

three-bladed configurations [(7c), (14c), the shed wakes can become quite small, and,
(15a), and (16a)]. An example is provided if the frequency of a_ oscillation is such
in Fig. 13 for (15a). The sample time- that the shed wakes reinforce each other,
history shows a low-frequency flutter that a flutter can occur that is termed wake-
is only slightly above i/ray. For each excited flutter. It often appears as a
blade, the flap and torsion motions are in single-degree-of-freedom flutter. Wake-

w phase, with flapping roughly twice the excited flutter may occur for a single
magnitude of torslon. Blade 3 lags the blade or for a rotor with any number of
motion of blade 2, which in turn lags blades. In the latter case, the actual
blade I; this represents a regressing or frequency will depend on the particular
backward whirl mode if viewod in the fixed mode of the rotor that is involved.

system. Figure 13 gives the appearance of Anderson and Watts _ provide a good discus-
a coupled flap-torsion flutter; however, sion of how the wakes will line up for the
the flapping mode at this frequency appeazs various modes of a four-bladed rotor. The
in both flap and pitch coordinates, and same principles can be applie4 for the two-
because of the positive pitch-flap coupling and three-blade rotors that were tested in
the motion appears in phase. Thus, it the experiments reported here. Depending

_ appears that the Type 3 flutter is a single- on the blade mode involved, a particular

_ degree-of-freedom flutter, as was seen for frequency ratio _/_ will result in the
-4 Type 2 shed wakes, reinforcing and causing a wake-
_| excited flutter. The frequency ratios for

Sample flutter points are provided in _otential wake-excited flutter for two- and
Table 4 for the various Type 3 flutter three-bladed rotors are shown in Table 5.
cases. Except for (16a), the flutter was If, for an example, a blade torsion mode
encountered over a range of rotor speeds or flap mode is near a 4/rev resonance with
and it gave the appearance of neutrally rotor speed, then there is a potential for

stable or limit-cycle behavior. For all a wake-excited flutter in the collective

; configurations tested, the mode shape was mode for a two-bla_ed rotor or for the
the same with the blade flap and torsion cyclic regressing mode for a three-bladed
in phase and a 120 ° phase difference rotor. With the use of this table it is
between the blades. Note that as in the possible to examine the experimentally
other flutter cases, there is no motion in determined flutters that occurred near per-

: the lead-lag coordinate, rev crossings and determine if they can be
_ categorized as wake-excited flutter.

More detailed information on the

Type 3 flutter is provided in Fig. 14 for The Type 2 flutter was essentially a :
° (7c) and {14c). Thes_ configurations differ pure torsion flutter, and it occurred on

only in the additLon of a boundary-layer both two- and three-bladed rotor configura- _._
trip to the outer 5 in. of each blade on tions near the 3/rev crossing of the first
the upper surface at the 25% chord location, torsion mode; it was not observed at pitch
The trip used a 1/16-diam twine that was angles greater than 2". In this sense,

: glued on. The trip was added to see if the flutter acts like a classic wake_xcited
boundary-layer disturbances could signifi- flutter. From Table 5 it can be seen that
cantly affect the observed flutter behav- a wake-e_:i%ed flutter at 3/rev should occur
ior, as has occurred in previous model in the difZerential mode for a two-bladed
investigations, l_ Conflgurations (7c) and rotor and it. the collective mode for a three- :
(14c) show essentially iden:ical behaviors bladed rotor. However, the experimentally

and, although the rotor-speed range for determined flutter mode is close to a col-
.. neutral or limit-cycle behavior is shifted lective mode for all the two-bladed encoun-

to higher rotor speeds for (14c), the use te_'s whereas for the three-bladed case no
of the trip does not eliminate the flutter, fixed system _node could be defined. This

: Both configurations show a rel_tively wide suggests that the Type 2 flutter is not
range of limit-cycle or unstable behavior, wake-excited in the classic sense of a
with the amplitude increasing as rotor flutter induced from reinforcement of

_ speed increases. No flutter was encountered previous wakes.
for these configurations for pitch angles i

_i of _4 °, which suggests that the flutter is The Type 3 flutter appeared close to
wake-coupled - behavior similar to that a I/rev crossing near the first-flapping-I

_ seen in the Type 2 fJutter cases, mode frequancy and was not observed awayfrom a pitch angle of 0". Zt occurre_
# only foz the three-bladed rotor conflgura- ,

tions. From Table 5, a i/ray wake-excited

I flutter should occur only for the regresbing _
%
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mode of a three-bladed rotor, and this is The Type 2 flutter cases all had nega-
what was seen in the experimental measure- tJve pitch-flap coupling, and the only other

/ ments for all four configurations in which two-bladed configuration with negative pitch-
this type of flutter was encountered. In flap coupling that did not show Type 2 behav-
this case, then, it seems clear that the ior was (2c), which went unstable at a lower
Type 3 flutter is wake-excited and occurs rotor speed with Type 1 flutter. Of the
because the first flap mode is crossing the three-bladed configurations with negative
i/rev because of positive pitch-flap pitch-flap coupling that were tested, one
coupling, showed Type 2 flutter, but the other two

did not.

L In some cases, the fype 1 flutter
> encounters showed behavior that appeared Type 3 flutter occurred only for three-

as though they might be related to wake bladed rotor configurations with positive
reinforcement, although in no cases were pitch-flap coupling However, these cases

_ the flutter frequencies as close to a per- included configurations with droop, precone,
. _ rev crossing as in the Type 2 and Type 3 sweep, and t_e pitch link on either edge.
_: encounters. However, it may be useful to Similar configurations with positive pitch-

look upon Table 5 as a means by which the flap coupling showed no instability. The

i Type 1 flutter encounters might be better absence of an obvious dependency of a
understood. For (2c), the Type 1 flutter specific flutter type on configuration sug-

:: showed limit-cycle behavior over a range gests that future design must continue to

ii from 700 _ 750 rpm. The flutter mode fre- be guided by detailed analysis and model

quency _n this case ran_ed from 2.8/rev to test.
2.7/rev. This would suggest an excitation
of the second flap mode by the coalescence

• of wakes at 3/rev; however, from Table 5 Conclusions

this should in differential
occur only a

mode, whereas experimentally the observed A number of different flutter types
mode was a collective one. For (17a), the were encountered in a series of experiments

_$ observed mode was largely a torsion response undertaken to determine the lead-lag stabil-
at 2.4/rev, and from Table 5 for a three- ity in hover of a bearingless rotor mounted

_I bladed rotor this suggests excitation of on a rigid hub. These flutter cases have
the second flap mode by 2/rev wake rein- been analyzed and the followiDg conclusions i

, forcement, which should occur in a pro- made. I
gressing mode. Interestingly enough, this

._[ i" what was seen in the measurements, I) Three distinct types of flutter were
_ although the lack of additional experimen- encountered that may be separated on the

tal cases for (17a) makes any conclusions basis of the flutter mode frequency, a) A
, impossible, flutter mode that occurs at a frequency

between 2/rev and 3/rev which corresponds to
Effect of Confiquration the model rotor's second flap mode (Type i);

this flutter was seen on both two- and three-

As shown in Table 1, 28 different bladed rotors and showed significant flap

configu;ations, blade n_'_bers, and pitch- and torsion motions, b} A flutter mode that _..
%! link radial locations were tested and only occurs at a frequency above 3/rev and cor-
! 12 showed a documented case of flutter. In responds to the model rotor'_ first torsion
.! looking at those cases that had flutter and mode (Type 2); this flutter mode was seen

thosL that were flutter-free, it may be on both two- and three-bladed rotors, and

asked if there are any definite conclusions the motion was mostly torsion with very
L that can be made about the effect of con- little flapping. And c) a flutter mode that

figuration. Clearly the configuration_ occurs at a frequency close to i/rev and
"i with two pitch links were without flutter, is a regressing mode when seen in the fixed
I but this is not surprising, considering system (Type 3); this occurred only for

that the torsional stiffness was above three-bladed rotors.
! 10/rev. The Type I flutter configurations

i seemed to show the largest variation in 2} Type 1 flutter was observed at pitch
parameters, with no particular parameter angles greater than 0_ for the best docu-

! obviously dominant. This flvcter occurre_ mented configuration and in this sense repre-
for pitch-fl,p couplin_ of a._proximately sents a classic fla_-torsion flutter that is
-0.5, 0, and +0.5, with the pitch link on not directly dependent on unsteady wake
%he 3eading edge, but in none of the case_ effects.
with the pitch link ".n the trailing edge.

• he least stable configuration was (2c}, 3) Type 2 flutter was observed on four
with the pitch link on the leading edge configurations at pitch angles at 0° and 2°,
and negative pitch-flap coupling. Because but not at higher pitch angles. _ts occur-
this configuration was purposely avoided in rence near the 3/rev crossing at low pitch
subsequent tests, it is difficult to deter- angles suggests the flutter is wake-excitedt
mine if these results were in any sense however, it oczurs in a collective mode

typ%cal, rather than a differential mode for t_ , %
%
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two-bladed tests, and it does not appear damaging the rotor. Mr. Jan Drees, Bell
in any clearly defined rotor mode in the Helicopter Textron, Inc., is acknowledged

o three-bladed tests, for pointing out the early Dutch experience
with single-degree-of-freedom flutter

_. _ 4) ?ype 3 flutter was observed on fou_ encounters.
configurations at a pitch angle of zero

.'. degrees, but not at higher pitch angles.
It appeared only for three-bladed configura- References
tions in a regressing mode near the I/rev

crossing which corresponds to the expected 1. Loewy, Robert G., "A Two-Dimensional '_
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Table i. Bearingless model rotor configurations

N_Qber of Pitch-link Radial _ b _f, 0b ' 8f, _b, &b' Flutter

Configuration blades position location a _ deg deg deg deg deg type

la 2 LE/TE I0 0 0 0 0 0 0 None
2a 2 LE 10 + 0 0 0 0 0 1

2a 3 LE i0 + 0 0 0 0 0 None

2b 2 LE 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

2c 2 LE 90 0 0 0 0 0 1

2c 3 LE 90 - 0 0 0 0 0 (c) ,
3a 2 TE i0 - 0 0 0 0 0 2

3a 3 TE 10 - 0 0 0 0 0 2

3D 2 TE 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 None

3c 2 TE 90 + 0 0 0 0 0 None _ :

3c 3 TE 90 + 0 0 0 _ 0 None

4a 2 TE I0 - 0 0 2.5 0 0 2 i

5a 2 TE i0 - 0 0 0 2.5 0 2
6a 3 LE/TE i0 0 0 0 0 0 -2.5 None

6c 3 LE/_E 90 0 0 0 0 0 -2.5 None
7a 3 TE i0 - 0 0 0 0 -2.5 None __ _. :

7c 3 TE 90 + 0 0 0 0 -2.5 3 _ _'
8a 3 LE I0 + 0 0 0 0 -2.5 None :

8c 3 LE 90 - 0 0 0 0 -2.5 (c)

9a 3 LE i0 + 0 0 0 2.5 -2.5 None

10c 3 TE 90 + 0 0 0 2.5 -2.5 t_one

11a 3 LE i0 + 0 0 2.5 0 -2.5 None

12a 3 LE 10 + 0 8 0 0 0 None

13a_ 3 LE 10 + -8 8 0 0 0 None

14c d _ TE 90 + 0 0 0 0 -2.5 3

15a 3 LE 10 + 0 0 _.5 0 0 3

16a 3 LE 10 + 0 0 0 2.5 6 3

17a 3 LE 10 + 0 8 0 0 -2.5 1

NOTE: Symbols are defined in text. Abbreviations in pitch-link-position column refel to

leading and trailing edges.

apercent of flexbeam length from flexbeam root.

bpitch-f3ap coupling, positive pitch-flap coupling is flap up, nose up.

CType 1 instability noted in run logs, but no documented record.

dsame configuration as (7c) except with bou. _ary-layer trip on top surface.

%
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Table 2. Type I flutter cases a

Mode Shape b_

Flap Chord Torsion

Ampl_- Ampll- Ampli-
Pitch-link Number of 0f, 8b, 0, ;, _, _, tude Phase rude Phase tude Phase

Configuration p_sltion blades de c deg deg rpm Hz i/sac deg deg deg deg deg deg

2a LE, 2" 0 0 0 1100 43.77 +0.30 0.22 0 0.01 -8 0.18 174

inboard 0.16 5 0.00 -53 0.13 -178 '

2b LE, 2 0 0 0 980 40.17 -0.05 0.72 0 0.03 -12 0.69 178

. . center 0.46 18 0.01 -131 (c) (c)
2b LE, 2 0 0 0 1011 40.72 +0.64 0.87 0 0.04 -11 0.84 178

center 0.55 17 0.01 -135 {c) (c) |
2c LE, 2 0 0 0 700 32.85 -0.00 0.84 0 0.02 -34 0.92 179

outboard 0.42 42 0.02 -124 1.44 -137

2c LE, 2 0 0 0 762 33.44 *0 35 1.68 0 0.05 -36 1.96 -179 ;

outboard 1.30 35 0.06 -120 1.41 -145 {
_ 2c LE, 2 0 0 8 889 33.97 +0.87 1.06 0 0.04 -137 1.45 -178 '

_ outboard 2.56 -160 U.26 i0 3.34 18

_ 7a LE, 3 8 -2.5 0 999 39.96 -0.4] (c) (c) 0.el 155 0.12 0

_. inboard (c) (c) 0.01 62 0.23 -i18
_ 0.08 136 0.02 -78 0.30 109 •
L

_ aAll conflgurations have zero flexbeam and blade preccne.

" bValues I_ first horizontal llne fJr _ach configuration are for blade _ thos_ in second llne are for blaie 2;
those in third llne are for blade 3.

CFalled strain gage.

Table 3. Type 2 flutter cases a "I

Mode Shape b

Flap Chord Torslon -_

Am| i- Ampli- Ampli- t'_i
N_mber of 8f, 8 b, 8, ,q, ,, o, tuae Phase rude Pha_e rude Phase

Configuration blades deg deg deg rpm Hz i/sec deg deg deg deg deg deg

3a 2 0 _ 0 851 47.57 +0.02 0.04 -8 0.01 170 0.51 0 _-,"

(c) (c) 0.03 44 i .06 36
3a 2 0 0 0 936 4R.82 +0.27 0.02 -91 0.03 172 2.33 0

(c) (C) 0.05 54 2.08 38
3a 0 0 0 804 46.71 +0.02 _ 06 -159 0.01 12 0.46 0

0 102 0.00 100 0.19 -79

0.12 -12 0.00 125 0.69 166

3a 3 0 0 0 900 47.33 +0.33 0.03 -155 0.0] 3 0.35 0

0.13 -11 0.01 11 0.26 -]78
0.06 -166 0.01 16 0.27 -42

4a 2 2.5 0 0 878 47.31 +0.98 -

4a 2 2.5 0 2 940 47.95 +0.5 - - -

5a 2 0 2.5 0 883 47.67 0.00 - - -

i 5a 2 0 2.5 2 89_' 48.14 +0.10 - -

_ aAll configurations have the pitch llnk at the inboard location on the trailing edge and are without

I flexbeam pitch or blade sweep.

b_jaluee in first horizontal line for each corfiguration are for blade I; those in second line are for blade 2;
thole in third line ar_ for blade 3.

CFs_led strain gage.

k
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_i: Table 4. Type 3 flutter cases a

i Mode Shape_-

'!" Flap Chord Torslon

Ampll- Ampll- Ampli-

Pitch-llnk _f, Sb , _b, 0, !., _ _, tude Phase tude Phase tude Phase

| Conflguratlon position deg deg deg deg rpm Hz' i/sec .'_g deg deg deg deg deg

7c TE 0 0 -2.5 0 302 5.70 +0.08 0.51 0 0.01 166 0.29 0

outboa" 0.56 122 0.01 -71 0.29 122

0.56 -121 0.00 -5 0.34 -116

7c TE 0 0 -2.5 0 407 7.30 +0.50 0.73 0 0.01 132 0.43 1

outboard 0.68 127 0.01 -8 0.35 126
0.91 -118 0.01 68 0.58 -120

14c c TE, 0 0 -2.5 0 401 7.20 -0.16 0.55 • 0.01 156 0.33 1

outboa_d 0.50 _2 q.01 -49 0.Ii 126

0.58 -l:t _I 68 0.36 -115

14c c TE, 0 0 -2.5 0 603 10.41 -0.02 0.93 0 t 148 0.60 1

outboard 0.85 123 0.06 -98 0.20 123 !

0.73 -118 0.01 157 0.45 -118

15a LE, 0 2.5 0 0 402 7.25 +0.02 0.30 0 0.01 -134 0.13 -9

inboard 0.32 129 0.01 64 0.14 129

0.54 -122 0.01 -29 0.26 -122

15a LE, 0 2.5 0 0 451 7.94 +0.09 1.20 0 0.02 -158 0.54 -8

inboard 1.27 124 0.02 -30 0.55 125 ,

1.52 -121 0.01 -104 0.73 -120

16a LE, 2.5 0 0 0 402 7.12 +0.05 0.13 0 0.00 -79 0.06 8 I

0.13 122 0.01 2 0.06 123

i ............. -_ _ 0.12 -121 0.00 -21 0.06 -120
aAll configurations have three blades, no flexbeam pltch, and the pltch llnk locatlons result in posltlve i

" pltch flap coupling.

in first hozizontal llne for each conflguration are for blade I; those in second line are for blade 2;
_alu_s
those in third line are for blade 3.

CTrip stzlp added to outer portion of blades.

.{

r

I
Table 5. Frequency ratios for wake-excited flutter

i

_/_ 2-Bladed 2-Bladed 3-Bladed 3-Bladed 3-Bladed
collective differential collective regressing progressing

1 --- X --- X ---
2 X ......... X
3 --- X X .......

4 X ...... X ---5 --- X ...... X
j 6 X --- X ......
?J i , , | ,

I

.I
l
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Table 6. Rotor geometric properties 4

Property Value

Radius, m 0.902 !
Blade chord, m 0.0419
Soli_i_y per blade 0.0148 _.
Flexbeam length, m 0.1016

: Flexbe_m width, m 0.00RI3 i
Flexbeam _hickness, m 0.00361
Flexbeam tip distance from center, m 0.1782 i

?

i

Table 7. Rotor mass properties
.... - ' • .. .- i

, Property Blade/torque-tube Blade

Blade mass, kg 0.460 0.102
! Blade spanwise c.g., % radius 27.6 56.7
i Blade chordwise c.g., % chord from leading edge 25.1 26.2

Blade flaFping inertia about flexbeam center, kg.m 2 0.02358 -
Blade pitch inertia, kg.m _ 1.59 x i0 -_ - ,

• Lock number 8.26 -
!

Table 8. Blade nonrotating frequencies a

Blade mode Modal frequency Modal frequency

; (pi_ch link installed), (no pitch link installed),
Hz Hz

First flap 4.88 4.69
Second flap 24.81 24.81

First lead-lag 11.13 10.94
First torsion 38.28 19.73

i i i i _ i iii i

! aMeasurements made on isol_t,_d blade of (3a).

i k
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DlSCU_ION
' P_per No. 6

_'." EXPERI_NTALLY D_E_INED FLVrTERFROM TWO- _D THREE-BLADEDHODEL
BEARINGLES$R_O_ I_ HOVER

WilliamG. _ueman
and 4

_- Seth Dawson '

- JlnA Yen, Bell Helleo_er: Is _,lereany way we can look at thesemode shapes. For the _pe I
you _ve is the _de a predominantly beamwise modeand is Type 2 predominantly a torsion mode?

_um_an: Type 1 for almost all cases had roughly comparable _Clons In flapping and torsion. I
_uld say it was a mixtureof secondflap and first torsionmode behavior. It's fairlynear '-
t_t crossing.

Ye___n:It looks llke the frequencyIs a strong_nctlon of rpm.

_ueman: ¥es. That frequencyIs occurring,as best we can tell,at the second flap mode,
! although we don't have any calculations, because FLAIR doesn't do calculations of hl_..er modes.

Yen: My second question, Bill, do you still have the model parts around the lab? Can you put
themback together again, run up and blow somewind?

i
_usman: Blow s_e wind? <

Yen: Yes. In other words could this be a wake flutter?

_usman: Oh, you mean particularlyfor the one that we think is a wake flutter. Could we blow i
some w!nd and Just see If it goes away. Yes, that'sa good idea.

!l_I "

"2

J _
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'i LIFTING SURFACE THEORY FOR A HELICOPTER ROThR IN

• ! FORWARD FLIGHT

H. Tai
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_i Hampton, Virginia 23665 w

_ I Harry L. Runyan
,_ Ccllege of William and Mary
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I Hampton, Virginia 23665
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_' ABSTRACT

_.

_: A lifting surface theory has been developed with a stationary observer, whereas the lifting
; for a helicopter rotor in forward flight for surface theory is essentially concerned with the

compressible and incompressible flow. The details of the near-field case for a co-moving
L'i method utilizes the concept of the linearized observer as well as the satisfaction of certain

_-! acceleration potential and makes use of the of certain boundary conditions. Runyan (1973)
I vortex lattice procedure. Calculations demon- utilized the acceleration potential approach to

_trating the application of the _thod are given obtain a solution to the oscillating propeller
' : in terms of the lift distribution on a single in compressible flow. Dat, (1973), has derived

_I rotor, a two-bladed rotor, and a rotor with a general expression for an acceleration doublet "
swept-forward and swept-back tips. In addition, for any motion. Pierce and Vaidyanathan (1983)
the lif% on a rotor which is vibrating in a have treated the helicopter rotor in forward
pitchin_ mode at 4/rev is given. Compressibi- flight using the method ef matched asymptotic

lity effects and interference effects for a expansion for _he _ncompres_ihle case. Thetwo-bladed rotor are discussed, procedure developed here involve_ the precise
• numerical integration over the surface of the

i! rotor in a time frame. The method sets forth a

INTRODUCTION formulation of a fundamental three dimensional,
compressible, unsteady aerodynamic then_y for

Rotating lifting surfaces are an integral propellers and helicopter rotors.
part of the propulsive unit of every aeron-
autical and nautical vehicle, from the The next section contains a brief

compressor and turbine blades of jet engines, derivation of the fundamental equations, i_clud-
the pumps for rocket engines, to propeller and ing a discussion of some implications of the
helicopter rotors. The aerodynamics of these equations. The third section contains a

rotating elements has been under extensive study description of the method of solution. Finally, ,
since the advent of the airplane and with a the results of some calculations for the several
combination of experimental and analytical specific examples a e yiv_n.
approaches, succcessful designs have been
achieved. In many cases, two-dimensional theory SYMBOLS

has been used, usually modified by an assumed /
spanwise distribution, and inflow velocities. A' rotor blade area
This paper presents a compressible, lifting Anm aerodynamic influence
surface method for a helicopter rotor in forward coetficients
flight within the limits of linearized theory. An,Bn Fourier coefticients _.

c speed of sound _w_-c
The method is based on the concept of the C chord of rotor

acceleration potential, originally introduced by CT thrust coefficient per blade

Kussner (1941). The method was first applied to vector distance(thrust/w°_2R*4)from doublet "an oscillating wing in uniform translatory _ to

motion including effects of compressible flow by downwash point
Runyan and Woolston (1957). The acceleration 1) absolute value of _

potential approach has now become standard for D = _/D unit vector of _ (
; the determination of the unsteady aerodynamic
¢I forces for flutter studies of lifting surfaces I value of singular integral
I in rectilinear motion. K kernel function
I

unit vector at downwash point,
I The first use of the acceleration potential normal to wlocity vector

iI approach for a rotating system was made in _ _o unit vector at doublet point,

paper by Hanaoka (Ig62) for the loading on a normal to velocity vector
marine propeller in incompressible flow. The
acceleration potential has been used in the past £,m,n direction cosines of

_J in studying the propeller noise problem, but in _o, me, no direction cosines of _o
I a11 of these noise propagation cases the problem p pressure

was specialized early in the analytical develop- _o position vector of doublet
ment to the so-called far-field case usually from inertial frame origin

position vector of downwash

•J point from inertial frame origin
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I
"'_ q sourceor doubletstrength liftingrotor is assumedto lie in the skewed
"_ Rt rotor tip radius helicalpath taken by the rotorblade. One
_:; Rs rotor root radius reasonfor adoptingthe accelerationpotential

r distanceof downwashpoint approachis that the pressur_discontinuity
.'; along the span occursonly on the surfaceof the blade and thus
_; ro distanceof doubletalong the the boundaryconditionsneed only be appliedon
_ span the blade surfaceand not throughoutthe wake. 4

The blade is treatedas a very thin surfaceof
_. ru upper limitof spanwlsepanel discontinuityacrosswhich a pressurejump
_ rL lower limitof spanwisepanel occurs. Th effectof cnmpressibiityis taken

into accountby utilizingthe complete
_i'i r0 distanceof doubletalong linearizedpotentialfor a liftingdoublet,

span at singularpoint time
_i t field time along with the effects_f retardedtime.

'_ U velocityof rotorsystem, As shown in Fig. I, an inertialcoordinate
parallelto x-axis,positivein systemhas been used in which the originof

Yl negativex-direction coordinatesis fixedto a point on the ground.I,, The helicopterrotoris moving in the negative

V velocityat downwashpoints x-directionwith velocityU, in the positive

iil + z-directionwith velocityW and Is rotating

Vn velocitycomponentof V at :ounterclockwisewith a constantangular
the downwash pointnormalto velocityft. A pointof intereston the rotor
the rotor leadingedgeVo velocityof doublet blade is designatedby the radiusvectorXo(1) •

W velocityof rotor system, from the origin of the groundbased coordinate
parallelto ; axis system.

wn downwashvelocity
xa distancefrom pitch axis to Let ¥ be the accelerationpotentialof a

downwashpoint source(or doublet),the perturbationpressure
x,y,z Cartesiancoordinatesof is then given by

downwashpoint
xo,Yo,Zo Cartesiancoordinatesof p = -pY (1)

doubletposition
a twist angle at downwash point This expressionrepresentsthe pressure p at
ok) twist angle at doublet +

position point X due to a singlesource

ar angle of axis of rotationrelativeto z-axis (or doublet)locatedat Xo. The potentialY

a constant"q" which representst_e

B Vo/c strengthof the sourceand thus the ma_:,itudeof ,

B*oV the pressure, in this form,there i_ no
i _ 1 boundaryconditionavailableto deter,,.i-_theo/_ = c _ valueof "q" and the resultingpressure.(
.! e angularpositionof blade at Recoursecan be made to the velocity potential,

time t since the spatialderivativeof a velocity
:-: eo angularpositionof blade at potentialrepresentsa velocity. The

time T relationshipbetweenthe pressure and velocity
0w blade _ngle of attack potentialfor an inertialcoordinatesystem is

eB blade angle relativeto plane _ I

of rotation _t- p advanceratio p - - (2)
p air density
T,I0 time where_-_+is the substantialderivative.
A

time at which integrandin Eq, Droppingout the secondorder terms
(24) becomessingular and integratingwith respectto fieldtime

¢ velocitypotential resultsin
Vs sourceaccelerationpotential t

_ YD doubletacceleration ¢(t) = _ Y(t')dt' (3)
potential

"L i _ azimuthangle --
•I _ rotationspeedof rotor

_ m vibrationfrequencyof rotor The accelerationpotentialYs satisfies
the wave equation

1 _2YS =
BASIC FORMULATION V2ys - _ _ -4, f(_,t) (4)The formulationof the aerodynamic

equations Is based on the llneartzed *
accelerationpotentialapproach. The fluid is where f(X,t) is a sourcedistribution. Further-
consideredperfect,with no separationand the more, if the path of an isolatedsourceis a

upon the assumptionof functionof time variable,_o(t), thenformulationis based
small perturbations.The wake createdby the f(X,t) • _(_ " _O) where 8 is the delta function.

90
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acceleration potential expression for a moving the flight path at the location of the downwash
source, Ys can be _.rittenas (Morse and point, as follows

Feshbach, 1978, p. 841) @¢D
_i awn = =

'! . _ q(Io,T)

L:! Is(X,t)..: tO obtain

; : , °o+C),) n 4wcD2[1_6 • _3 " �no"

# �_c+_. (b) +(_o" g _" _ " -'Co _';
where Xo(_) designates the position of the

' ') + " _ 6 6 _ • 6 + _ 6 6 _ • _)/(1 - 6 • _) (9)"; source at time T, X is the position of the

i + " _ _ " D[I'B2+- " + )I(I-6. _)}IO

Cl field point at the time t, Vo(T) is the -(n o
velocity of the source point at time T, c is
the speed of sound and q is the strength of

the source. An auxiliary equation which relates /To(ro) _ -_o 3_o'-_" _
the time interval (t - T) to the distance 1 " -

between the two _ints is + _ -. q [ D3 ] dT

1 J "= Eq. (9) gives the downwash at a field pointt c,> (x.y.z.t>duetoadoubletplacedatapoint
• (xO,Yo,Zo,T) having a strength q. In

which is usually referred to as the causality order to represent a lifting surface such as a
condition. Eq. (5) expresse: the potential as rotor, it is necessary to distribute the
an explicit function of T, and only through Eq. doublets over the lifting surface and integrate

over the surface to obtain the downwash at a

(6) as an implicit function of tans 3. From field point. If the downwash is known, the

Eq. (3), the velocity potential due to a moving quantity "q" can be determined. Letting K be
_ source is the expression on the RHS of Eq. (g), the final
- equation is

t t q(_,) dr' w : K dA' (10)

Cs(t) = I _s(t') dt' = I 4wLD _ • (7) n _/...... gJt'

_ where A' is the area of the rotor surface.

The LHS, Wn, represents the known boundary ,LI : _ dT', condition and is the velocity normal to the

where _ = _ - 0 = _ the no flow condition for the velocity

_. perpehdicular to the blade surface, the velocity
component in the _ direction is Vn tanOw or

_] Wn(r,t) = VntanOw = K dA' (II)

The quantities T', t' and t, _ satisfy Eq.
(6) where Vn is the velocity component of V _t the #_._

• downwash point and is normal to the rotor
leading edge and 0w is the angle of attack.

By definition, the doublet velocity Thus the problem requires setting up a method of

potential _ of a _oublet aligned along _o solution of Eq. (II) from which a value of q,
• can he written a_ the unknown doublet strength, can be determined

which satisfy the known velocity boundary

"I : B wn.

i CD(t) _ Cs(t) : to • V_o¢s : - no • V_ ¢s
This represents a rather formidable

_ (R) computing task and the history of lifting
') _ • _ T _ , _ surface theory even for non-rotating wings has
;i :L o o

JT + y q--_._di' centered on devising approximate methods to4wc(0-_._) -- ___ accomplish the integration in an economical

manner. One method, termed the vortex lattice

Note that for incompressible flow, c + ®, the meth.d, has been very successfully applied to
first term and the integral remains aircraft wings, and is probably the more

• unchanged except for the upper limit where c - economical procedure of the many variants. This
t. method was first demonstrated for the unsteady

' case by Runyan and _oolston (1957) and was later
To obtain the final equation for downwash expanded by Albano and Rodden (196g). This is

AWn, a second directional derivative is the method adopted in this paper and the
application will be discussed later.

)
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. Specificationof CoordinateSystem W(U + roO sln(QT)+ (C/4)_COS(OT)COS_0)
L0

l The blade has the cord C and length Rt - ' /W 2 + V_2
_i Rs' Rs being distanceto the the root of Vo

the blade,Rt is the distanceto the tip of

1 the blade. Let the blademomentarilycoincide W(ro_ cos (_t) - (C/4)_sin(_T)COSao)
",! with the coordinatesystemalongthe positive = (16)x-axlsat t = 0 and executea counterclockwise mo -{

I rotationwith angularvelocity_ while moving V
._ with velocity U along the negativex direction o o

i_t and velocity W along the positivez V '
;4 directidn. Since the vortex latticemethod has = o

_ been adopted,the doubletpoint lies C/4 ahead no /W; '2
and the downwashpoint lies C/4 aft of the + Vo•_ sectionmidchord. The positionof the doublet
pointas _II as the downwashpointcan be

• establishedas follows. The Cartesian where
componentsof the doubletpositionare

\
VO'2 = (U + ro_ sin(gt)+ {C/4)_cos(Qt)cosao)2xo = -Ut + r0 cos(_t)- (C/4)sin(Qt)cosOk)

' YO = ro sin(_t)+(C/4)cosSeT)cosoo

z0 = Wt + (C/4) sin % (12) + (togcos(gt)- (C/4)_sin(_t)cosao)2 (17)

-. where ro is the radi_ldistanceof the doublet
_" along the span. With the substitutionof + + �C + -C, ro t + t the positionof the By the same procedure,n = _i + mj + nk,

downwashpoint is given by where

4 x = -Ut + r cos(_t)+(C/4)sin(_t)cosa t = W(U + r_ sin(_t)-(C/4)_cos(_t)cosa)

= r si,1(_t)- (C/4)cos(_t)cos _ (13)
Y
z = Wt - C/4 sin a V'/W 2 + V'2

(18)
In Eqs. (12) and (13),the angles a,_o are the -W(r_ cos(Qt)+(C/4)_sin(_t)cos_)
twist anglesof the velocityvectors_ and _o, m =

°/ ,2respectively,definedby V W2 + V

W

; tan _ = U sin(_t)+r_ V'
i n -

W (14) _

:anao = U sin(_t)+ro_ and

The referencepl_)_ definedby the doubletsand V'2 (U + r_ sin(_t)- (C/4)_cos(£t)cosa)2
downwashpointsis a twistedsurface. From = .:_:

,L Eq. (12) the doubletvelocitycan be computed, + (r_ cos(_t)+ (C/4)_sin(_t)cos¢)2 (Ig) /_
namelythe time derivativeof the position
vectors. + +the vectorD = X-Xo definedin Eq. (7) can be -%

+ expressed as• "T ;; "Vo = Xo + 0 + Zok
" D " {[U(t-t)+ r cos(_t)- r0 cos(_t)

The unit vector_o is chosento be + (C/4)(sln(_t)cos_+ sin(_t)cos_o)]2_" perpendicularto the twistedsurfacecreated
• by the velocityvectorVo which is a function + [r sin(_t)- ro sin(_t) (20)

of ro, throughEq. (14).

-(C/4)(COS(gt)COS _+ cos(nt)COS _0)] 2
Express no as

+ � �)]_11/_
no = _01 + moJ + nor (15) + [W(t-t)-(C/4)(sln_o+ sin a

m

"'i With the substitutionof the quantities,the
:_ integralEq. (11) was solved for the unknown

where _o'mo'no are the directionalcosinesof q(ro,t)by using a collocationprocessbased
¢ the unit vector no . It can be shown that

92 _'_
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on the vortex lattice assumption. The kernel Is singularity. The Integration domain was divided ) C_
stngular whenC • O, and this was handled by use tnto area_ as shown in Fig. 2. Areas 1-4

i i I of the finite part technique. (hatched) were computednumerically using a
"_I tv_-dlmonsionalR_berg Integration(Davisand"@ Pablnowltz,1967) and the contrlbutlo_of the

_/. SOLUTIONOF INTEGRALEQUATION singular region (unhatched) was obtained in
'_,_ closedform by considerationof the finitepart

In followingthe vortex lattlcetechnique as shown in the next section. 4
_,T the rotoris dividedinto a numberof J

_ predeterminedpanels,both spanwlseand Treatmentof SingularTerm it,Integral- The
,;j chordwise, In each chordwlsepanel,a line of integralin the downwashequation,Eq. (11), is

doubletsof unknownstrengthql Is locatedat singularwhen D+O and producesa complication
-_ the 25% chordwiselocationof the particular which must be treatedproperly. It shouldbe

_ panel,and the downwashis evaluatedat the rememberedthat the integrationpath along "T"point locatedat 75% chordwlselocationof the is the path the doublethas taken in arrivingat
panel. Therefore,a collocatinnprocedureis the finaldoubletpoint at (c/4, rob measured
used to obtain a set of equations in terms of in the local blade coordinates and can be

i_t theunknown loadingsqi • Itisalsoassumed consideredasthewake. Theintegration takes

that the spanwlseloadln9ql is constantalong place along the path from -- to the final ,i
:_ each of the panels. A set of equationsis thus doubletpositionat To• The distanceO is the
• obtainedas shown below, distancefrom the integrationpoint at time T to

_] Wn'_Anmq m (21) the downwashpoint at _•
r There is a particularset of valuesof ro

. / u dro ano where n refersto and T for which the denominatorD approaches
where Anm r_ Knm zero, thus resultingin an infiniteintegrand.The singularpart of the Eq. (11) is

| ._r

the downwashpoint and m refersto the vortex ru z2 _'_o " + + ;_"

I whichlattice'involvesThekernelanintegrationKIs a complicatedoverT. function I = JrL Jxl - 3(D.n)(D • no) dT dro (24)
:4 u3

The term q(ro,i)representsthe strength As _ at the downwashpoint,D becomesof the doubletlocatedat ro and at time T, ° j
and is proportionalto the unknownloading. In perpendicularto _, therefore,at the singular
orderto accountfor unsteadiness,a solu_lon point,the _econdterm is zero and will be
was formulatedto take into accountthe time neglectedin the treatmentof the singularity _
variationof the strengthof the wake• This was However,this secondterm is retainedin all of ,
done by assuminga Fourierseriesof the form the numericalintegrationsinvolvingAreas I-4 _ _'

m since it representsan importantcontribution _
particularlywhen the blade is passingover a _ ":_

q(ro,T)" Ao + _ (AnCOS(nOi)+ Bnsin(n_T))(22) trailingwake.I
The time and distanceat which the integralI

M M

If q(ro,T)Is assumedtu be a functionof ro becomessingularare designatedby T and ro.

alone,which mans that the w_ke strengthdoes The do,rainof the integrationin Eq. (24) _
not vary with time.the Fourierseriesreduces consistsof a rectanglein which the duration .r .:_

to q(ro) - Ao. A solutionobtainedwlth 12-11 Is kept extremelysmall. In other _,

thls approximationis termedthe quasi- words, the integrationIs performedalonga slit ___steadysolution, in ro. over which the 2nd term in Eq. (24) is
) negligible. Thereforethe IntegralI can be .,-"

L i This series was inserted tn the basic approximated by
equation and integrated with respect to _.

; However, there were more unknownsthan jru ix2 _ " _o
?i simultaneous equations to solve for the I - _ dr o (25)

unknowns. The additional required equations r[ _1 d_!
were obtained by evaluating Eq. (11) at a number
of azimuthlocations. For instanceIf m • 1, Furthermore,noticingthat D2 is quadraticin
then ro, if _ is independentof ro, then the

q(ro,l) • Ao + A1 cosnl + BlstnO_. (23) integration on ro can be performed
analytically. Thls can be achievedby

The azimuth was divided into equal segments of recognizing that tn the vortex lattice method,
120o and the proper boundary conditions the rotor is divided into spanwise panels from

_! applied at + • 0O, 1200, and 2400 thus r_ to r u. If these spanwtse panels are
providing the necessary additional equations, small then the variation in aots small.

d% . _n
4 Numrlcal"Integrationof Kernel _ " (U sineo+ron)2 + W2 (26)
• The integration was performed by numerical

integration, except for the area surrounding the If the value of is approximated by its mtd
panel value, it _ possible to Integrate Eq.
(24), in closed form in the ro direction.
Thts ts quite acceptable tn the helicopter modem
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because dee/dr o is in the order of as At is kept large because the very large
values of the integrand near the singularity are

magnitude 10-3 or smaller. The value _o is avoided. On the other hand, regarding the
also a functionof ro, hut in the reglonof fin4tepart integration,the denominatorwas
the singularity it has a very small variation expanded in a Taylor sertes about the
and is evaluated at the singular position,

- singular point, ¢. Therefore, tt is desirable
(_,_o). Performing the r o integration to matntaia A_ as small as,possible to keep
results in the form wtthtn the ltmtts of the applicability of the

T2 _ series expansion. Numerouscalculations were
I = JT1 .k_l dz (27) made, varying Az until a reasonable

convergence was found. This value was found to
A

where _j(T)is a functioncontainingall the be .Ol(t-z),i.e. I% of,the time difference.
non-singularpart afterperformingthe re Actually,there is very littledifference
integrationand t(T) - O, at betweenI% or 10% of the time differenceand the

- - computing time and cost is considerably reduced
T=T (Z1 < Z < _). It can be argued by using 10%. For trend studies 10% is

,I physically that since the quantity D(T,Po; recommendedprincipally to reduce computer
t,r) as well as its modified form f(T) (after costs. Flowever. for final design type analysis,

tegratton over ro) represents the distance a smaller value of time difference &T is more
betweentwo points in space it must be positive appropriate.
and real for all its arguments,and ne_erbecome

negative. Denote the value, of ,ro and T at For the spanwise direction, Aro is also
which D becomeszero as ro and To. Thus, in an integrationlimitvariable. The finitepart

integralwas obtained by approxiraatingthe angle
the neighborhoodof T the functionf(T) behaves of twist of the velocityvectoracrossa segment
like a parabolicfunctionand has a secondorder by assuming it constantacrossthe segment,
zero. havinga value as determinedat the centerof

segment. Numericalexperimentationindicates
Expandingf(_) in a Taylor seriesabout the that for a helicopter,Aro = 0 is satis-A

singularpoint T resultsin factory.

f(,) = f(;) + f'(;)(,-;) + f'(;) (z - ;)2/2 +...
(28) APPLICATIONTO SPECIFICEXAMPLES

Since T is a second order zero
4 The foregoinganalysishas been appliedto
" severalspecificexampleswhich are given in

and f(_) = f'(_) - 0 (2g) Figs. (3) and (4). The followingsection
presentsresultsfor severalpaneling

.; Eq. (29) has been verifiednumerically. If only configurations;e.g. 5 spanwiseand I chordwise
the squareterm is kept in Eq. (28),Eq. (27) panels (designated(5-i))and 7 spanwiseand 3 ,
can be writtenas chordwlse(designated(7-3)). The rotor blade

was maintainedat a constantpitch settingof
j_ 2 + g'(z) + J dT (30)I " _ f"(_) [(T-T) (T-r) BB = .I radiansfor all the calculations.

In Eq. (30), if T2 and TI are chosen Sln_le Blade
)A

symmetricallyabout T, then the odd derivative In order to investigatethe convergenceof i

terms integrateto zero. Futhermore,the third the methodwhen using the vortex lattice I _'.:._procedure,the programwas run for several 1
te*m can be neglectedsince g"(_) is small. The chordwiseand spanwiseelementsfor the incom- _
majorcontributioncomesfrom the firstterm. presslblecase. The thrust coefficientCT
Then usingthe standardintegrationtechnique vs. the azimuthangle is shown in fig. (5), (In
{Mangler,1952)the final resultfor the all of the followingplots for thrustcoeffl-
integralis clent vs. azimuthangle,the thrustwas )

I • - g{_)4__4_... (31) calculatedfor 16 uniformlyspacedazimuth i
f"(T) &_ anglesand each curvewas fairedusing acubic spllne). The rotor was firstdividedinto

. 5 spanwiseand one chordwise([.I)panel and the :
:= where 2AT • T2 - TI and TI < T < _Z , resultsare shownby the solid line. The

chordwtse division was increased to (5-2) and
A numerical problem arises because the the results are shown by the long dashed line.

finite part integration results in a negative It can be seen that very little change has taken /number which is close to the total of the place. The spanwtse divisions were increased to
I surrounding numerical integration areas which (7-1) and the largest change occurred at

are positive. Thus, it is necessary to take the $ • O O where the difference in CT ts about

difference be_weeh large numbers, and the final 11%. Increasing the chordwtse divisions to 3 i
! integration accuracy ts depend_t on the (7-3) showsconvergence of the (7-1) case to be

accuracyof the two integrations. On the one very good.
hand,the numericalintegrationis more accurate

An Interc:tingphenomenaoccurs in the

_i region of small azimuth angles. For SmOtO
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_ ! 37o, the lift increases to a local maximumat Blade Oscillatin_ in Pitch "
;_', ,,i )-37o then the ltft abruptly falls to a local

v;_ i mtntmumfor _.60o and then rapidly increased An example of unsteady loads on a rotor '_" to a maximumat _-100o. t A simtlar phenomenon blade wlth (5-12 paneling which ts oscillating
_, , is shownanalytically by Eglof and Landgrebe in a pitching modeabout the mid-chord at a

._ (1983)In Fig. 60 of that reportwhere a frequencyof 4 per revolutlon(120 cycles/sec)
localminimumand a localmaximumoccur in the is given on fig. 11. For thls case a 17 ter_ 4
same range of azimuthangles,even thoughthe Fourierseries(m=8) was used to simulatethe t
geometryof the two bladesand the flight oscillatlngload,which was comprisedof one
conditionsare different. Also, in Fig. 93 of constantterm, 8 cosineterms,and 8 sine
the same reportsome test data shows a similar terms, The steadyand unsteadyrotor blade
variationof loadingin the same azimuthrange, loadingis given for one revolution. The blade

was oscillatedthroughan angle of .1 rid. )
The chordwisepressuredistributionsfor about a mean angle of .1 rad. The effectof the

the (7-32case are presentedin figure6. It oscillationis readilyapparentas comparedto
shouldbe rememberedthat in using the vortex ;he steadycase. With the harmonic
latticemethod,the loadingis concentratedat representationof the loading,the magnitudeand

the locationof the vortexwhich for the (7-3) phaseof the severalharmonicloads are easily !
case is locatedat .0833C,.416C,and .75C. The determined. The magnitudesare plottedin
pressurewas fairedusinga cubic spllnethrough Fig. 12. The only harmonicloads that were
the threevortex locationsand the known value significantlychangedfrom the steadycase were !,
of zero at the trailingedge. The distributions the 3rd, 4th and 5th. Both the 3rd and 5th Lr
are given for 7 spanwisepositions. In general, harmonicswere inc ,_;_d and the 4th harmonic
the curvesexhibitthe expectedshape,having was dramaticallyincr.,sed. Anothercalculation •
the largestvaluesas the leadlngedge is was made for the non-oscillatoryunsteadycase ....
approached. For the span distributionthe and comparedto the quasi-steadycase. _.

values at r/R T - .8t are slightly largerthan Virtuallyno differencewas observed,indicatingthe valuesat r/RT ,%,, indicatinga falling that, at least for this case,the rate of change '
off In the tlp region, of loadingin a revolutionof the blade is small _;

enough so that the effectof a variablewake is
From theseconcentratedforces,the section negligible.

pitchingmomentcan be calculated. Figure7
presentstheseresultsfor _= 90 degrees. The
sectionmomentwas taken about the I/4 C and a CompressibleEffects (5-i) " J:
nose down moment is taken as positive. The
pitchingmoment showssome ratherdramatic For a one-bladedrotor,the effect of _
changesalong the span. The moment is nose up compressibilityis illustratedin Fig. 13, in _
near the tip (r/RT - .95),changesto a small which the CT is plottedagainstazimuth
nose dOwn value,then becomesnose up for most angle. The incompressibleresultis included _" _'

._.
of the Inboardregion. Integrationof the for comparison. As expected,the compressible j .
momentwould resultin a total pitchmoment up load is largerthan the incon,pressible
at _- goo. throughoutone revolution. The effect is ,

greatestin the regionof the advancingblade
and smallestin the retreatingregionas would

SweptTIp be expected. _.

The segments used for the vortex lattice
for the swept tip studieswere(5-1),where two Two-B'adedRotor in CompressibleFlow (5-1 per _"
equal segments were used in the tip region and _ @" ,
three equal segments were used tn the unswept _
inboard sectton. In Fig. 8 the lift is shown The method has been extended to the
plotted against azimuth for the two sweep two-bladed rotor for the compressible case and '
conditions and for zero sweep. In general, the the results are shown in Fig. 14. The thrust
three results show little difference. The coefficient CT per olade is given vs. azimuth i
sweptbackconfigurationhas a largerllft from angle for a singlebladed rotor and for a

- 3000 to 400. For _ - 100o to 2400, two-bladed rotor. For azimuth angles from
the swept forward configuration has a slfyntly _ • 200 to 1200 the single blade rotor has a

: larger lift. It appears that the total lift for larger CT. For _, 1200 to ?600, the CT
_ one rotation for the swept-back case and the on the one and two-bladed rotors are

sweptforwar_ case would gtve about the same ltft approximately the same. However, for _ • 2600 (
l_ as producN by the unsweptrotor. In Fig. g to _U o a dra.atlc reductionin 11ft occurs

the ltft distribution along the _otor span Is for the two-bladed rntor as compared to the one {
_'_ _tven for _- 0o. The major effect of sweep bladed results. The lowest lift occurs at ;

ts concentrated at the tip, where the swept-back _- 2920 which places the other blade of the
_1 ttp load Is greater than both the unswept and two-bladed rotor at _- 112o, the point of

sweptback cases . In ftg, 1U, _'- 180°, maximumlift on the other blade. Apparently the )
Comparing to ftg. g, the swept-back tip load Is htgh lift on the blade at ) • 1120 creates a i
larger than bOth the unswept and the very unfavorable induced velnctty on the second

._ swept-forward tips, blade at _, 2920 which re_Jtres the loading t
,_ to go to Zero tn order to satisfy the boundary ,

conditions at @- 2g2o.

)
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iil CONCLUDINGREMARKS Pierce,G. A.; and Valdyanathan,A. R. 1983:

HelicopterRotor Loads Using -_
A llnearlzedliftingsurfacetheory DlscretlzedMatchedAsymptoticExpansions, '

includingthe effectsof compressibilityhas NASA CR 166092.
been developedfor a helicopterrotor in forward

flight. The method utilizesthe conceptof the Runyan,H. L., and Woolston,g. S. 1957: Method

accelerationpotential,and makes use of the for Calculatingthe Aenodynamlc
vortex-lattlceprocedurefor performingthe Loadingon an OscillatingFiniteWing in
requiredintegrations. In addition,the method Subsonicand Sonic Flow. NACA TR 1322. 4
has been extended to includethe effects of ,
unsteady flow. Runyan, H. L. 1973: Unsteady Lifting Surface

Theory Applied to a Propeller and

Samplecalculations have been done for Helicopter Rotor, /h.D. Thesis,
several cases. These include the effect of Lou_nborough, University of Technology.
swept-backand swept-forwardtip. The effectof +
thesetwo tlp configurationswas minimalon the (
total loadingfor one revolution. However,the
loadingdistributionchangedconsiderablyfor

several azimuth positions. A comparison of the Z
thrust coefficient, CT, of a one bladed rotor
and a two bladed rotorwas made. In the I
azlmuthalrangebetween20o and 12flo, the Ione bladedrotor showedhigherlift. However

rotor indicateda lower CT. Compressibility
was investigatedfor onP configuration.As

expected, the effect was greatest in the + X-O(T)/j// ... advancingblade region ( $= goo) and was i'"-- %
minimal in the retreating blade region. The / J _/s"

'+' effect°n CT °f a bladu°sclllatingIn pltch t _" "at 4/rev ts given. The effect on the total _...._..
:_l blade lift is shownand the effect of the ill

oscillation iS readily apparent. The harmonic _y
.)_ contentwas calculatedand the greatest

differencebetweenthe oscillatoryand

harmonic.n°n'°scillat°rYcases was found in the 4th _ j/l
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+1
DISCUSSION

•, _ Paper go. 7

;_+'.] Bob SophermSlkorsk_j Alrorat't: Just a couple of questions. One, you had a rigid :otor In this
_! analysis?

_ Tai : Yes.

J Sophar: There is no aeroelastlcity and you went up to a , of .177

Ta___l:That's correct.

/_ Sopher: First of all, I think that as soon as you put aeroelasticlty In you are going to see
_ different trends whenyou put sweep on In comparison without sweep.

+. Ta__li:Oh, sure. _

++ t+is+_o.+.n--.----.--not+-_; be a very good approximation to the actual wake, which will be substantially distorted--more
"_] like a wake that you would get under hover conditions. So I question the utility of' assuming a
_J skewed h_£1cal wake.

processes. You can go back and calculate the wake and put it back again. Hopefully, that
procedure would -4re you a better result.

So,her: The third question is what advance ratios do you expect to apply the analysis up to?
"'-=..

Tal: The answer Is I don't know. However, I wouJd think Uhat the higher forward speed would ;^+-.

i_I probably have a better answer. Because you don'_ depend on the wake that much. _

Sopher: [ question that because as you go up to higher speeds you are going to find that you __._._*._;_l_:
run into si_,uatlons where you get transonic flow on the advancing blade and I do not believe _ +_+_.
that the linear analysis will apply accurately under those conditions. I_-+

Ta___l:Perhaps you are right. : -_

_" Sopher: As a matter of" fact this research center has developed transonic flo_ analyses which _; _=_-
apply to three dimensional lifting blades so I would say that the primary utility that I would i.'_..
see in this analysis is for hover applications where the linear analysis is valid, but you would L_
have to use a distorted wake. _',""

Ta_._l: For hover cases you would really expect the wakes to stank up and then you end up with a _'_ '-/ •
very dltTicult mathematical problem. However, I guess _'rommy past experienoa you probably can _/

_.. get the loading by s,_e numerical procedure. For example, you can do extrapolation. Assuming a
certain W and then you extrapolate for _ : O. I don't know. _e don't have a olmar under-
standir,_. I admit that.

i Jim HoCrosksymU.$. Ar_ AeromechunicaLaboratory: You have made somenice progress on this ,..
,- approach since you talked w_th us a year or so ago. It's interesting; it's nice to see some i

results being generated %r some _e_lls_:lc oases. I wanted to ask a couple oP minor questions.• I presume this blade is untwisted, is tha_ right? " "' "

I• HcCroskey: Howdid you treat the reverse t],_w region?

Ta..._l: The twist can be added on very easily because [we only have to] add on the boundary condi-
tion. T_ avoid a reverse phenomenon we deliberately use very larle outo_'P. You can see [that
it is]jix rest. We try to avoid that region.

,_ _: the sketch the book is a little misleading because the output is more "_.
In tact in

like 30_ instead o_ the 10 or 15_ [that appears in the Pi_ure]. 30 you Just avoided It by
having a root out out. _

Ta_.!i:Yes. , +,_,

;co ++-:+:;:"., _+,;+_.<+
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i NoCroskey: The flnsl thing Is on the Influence of compressibility. Bo you have some Idea of r

what you predict In Wlgure 13; Is that a luger effect than you would predict It" you Just used
m kind of Prandtl-Glausrt scaling on the Incompressible solution?

"4 Tale Well, T guess we should be blamed for not making the abstract very elmer. We used a very,'i_ very honest way of doing that. We didn't use ,-ny approximation at 411. In other words, as I
pointed out, you Elnd the • as t_notlon of" r_. In other words, you give It the radius or" the

_it doublet [and] you go there and find the T wgl_h serves as your upper limit--which is not a 4

trivlal matter. To answer your question we say that we use true, honest compressibility et'fect.

HeCroskey: But the question is how goo_ would the Prandtl-Glauert type approximation be to what
you actually calculated?

Ta.11: Well, to honestly answer that question--we don't know. We didn't check [it], but I think
it Is not very easy to check It out.

I Bob OmIst_n_ U.S. Army Aeromeehanfus Laboratory: I want to comend your results. It looks

like you have made some pretty good progress in the last year or so. The methods we are using
now for routine rotor loads analysis are usually based on some fairly primitive assumptions like
strip theory and 2-D airfoil ooefElolents and so forth and what we ultimately have to get to Is
very, very sophisticated t mmybe, 3-D CFD kinds of" analyses. It looks like what you've got Is an
lntemediate type of analysis which ,my be very practical. My question Is do you think there Is
a practical way to generalize the results you have gotten, say, to com_ up with generalized
forcing flalotions for specific loading distributions, a family of" loading distributions that you
might be able to calculate and then not have to repeat the integration problem for each particu-
lar oonflsuration that you are analyzing? Is there a practical way to do that?

Ta.I: Well to answer your question, the answer is yes. I did not mention that when we break the

blade Into dit'ferent segments. Apparently the matrix Is highly diagonal. In other words ot'E _ _
di_onal matrix you can use less accurate methods to generate. Beyond that, to answer your
questl_,l, I think in a practical sense we can generate those matrix elements and store them and
only change the boundary conditions to do all the types or" calculations. In other words, the

- answer Is indeed It can be very practical.

• i
I

t

_o_ %_
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,_. Santu T. Gangwant
"_ . Sentor Engtneer ,

- HughesHelicopters, Inc.
_" Culver Ctty, California

L_" Abstract theory (Reference 6) to account foe the a|rfofl
_' .__ pitch-plunge motton and also to represent the

. A reltable rotor aeroelastJc analysts opera- affects of ttme-varyh,g free stream velocfty. The
_) ttonal at HughesHelicopters, ]nc. that correctly airfoil shape and thickness effects are normally

predtcts the vtbretton levels for a helicopter ts accounted through.replacement of the fiat plate
utt|tzed for the present study to test varfous 11ft curve slope (2w) by an appropriate afrfot1

- unsteady aerodynamics mode]swtth the objective stattc l|ft curve slope. Blade section unsteady
_, of Improving the correlation between test and lift and pitching momnt coefftcfents nonaally
_. theory. Thfs analysfs called Rotor Aeroelasttc tnvolve a 11ft deficiency functton C'(k); where k

Vibration (RAV]B) computer program ts based on a fs the reduced frequency. For royalty wtng appllca-
" frequency domain forced response analysfs which ttons, where blade sectfon experf._r,ces arbitrary

_ uttltzes the transfer mtrfx technfq_es to model motions, use of reduced frequency 1_ hfghly 1nap-
"-- helicopter/toter dynamtc systm of va_fng proprtate. Therefore, tn rotor eeroelastJc analy-
-_- degrees of complexfty. The analysts ts a non- ses, ttts practfcal to model unsteady aerodynamics
;. modal analysts and tt fncludes effec;s of perJod|c of alrfot1 arbitrary mottons preferably tn both

coefffctents for the forward fltght cor.dtttons. Laplace and t|me domafns. Thts ts Sfml_ly achieved
:" The ftrst new eerndynomtcs model Incorporated Jn by convertfng the generellzed 11ft deficiency func-
_ the analysts was based on the current state-of-art tton tnto Pade" form (e.g., Reference 7) where ft

_ of unsteady aerodynamics. The results based on |s directly available tn Laplace domatn. For the
_ this aerodynamicsmodel for the AH-]G helicopter time-domain appllcatfons, Pade° form can be eastly

rotor were comparedwtth the fltght test data due- converted into htghly practical tndtcJal fomula-
._- Jng h|gh speed operation and they |ndfcated a t|ons, such as tndtcfal form of Wagner functton for
_;_ reesonably good correlation for the beamwtseand the oscillating flat plate.
__ chordwtse blade bendtng mounts, but for torsional

momentsthe correlation was poor. As a result, a Oesptte availability of the above-n_nttoned
newaero(_ynamtcsmodel based on unstalled synthe- methodology for unsteady strip theory, most of the

"_ stzed data derived from the large amplitude osc|l- rotary-wing dynamtctsts find tt convenient to ;Just "
lattng atrfoJ1 experJmenta was developed and replace the 11ft deftc|ency function by a constant _
tested wtth RAV]Banalysfs. The results tndJcate number. Convent|onally a value of 0.8 to 1.0 for
a significant Improvementfn the correlation for C'(k) |s used. To date, an uncertainty extsts

: the torsional moments, regarding the benefits of these more sophisticated
ursteady aerodynam|cs theories. However, the pre-

]ntroductfon sent study clearly tndfcates that conventional

aerodynamics models are htghly Inaccurate tn pre- _The rotor aeroelasttc stability and response dtct|ng certatn blede sectton atrloads, such as
analyses (e.g., Reference 1) Invariably Involve unsteady pttchtng moment. Hore specJffcally, a
computation of a|rloeds through use of unsteady newbut conventional unsteady aerndynam|cs model
strtp theories. To a slgn|ftcant extent, accuracy (Jnclud|ng aerodynomtc spring-damper mortices)
o.¢ analytically predicted parameters, such as aero- based on current state-of-art of the rotary-wing
dynamfcdamptng, blade oscillatory bendtng and tot* aerodynamics (Reference 8) was developed and tt :"
stone1 momentsand hub vibratory loads, dependson was tncorpurated tnto a rellable rotor aeroelasttc
the correctness of the unsteady aerodynamics model analys|s operational at HughesHe! icopters, Inc.
uttllzed tn the analysts. Recently there has been (Reference 1). The computed results (atrloads and
significant effort (References 2-5) to develop new oscillatory blede bendtng and torsional moments)
unsteady aerodynam|cs models for the rotary-wing for AH-1Grotor blade were comparedwtth the avat1-
appltcat|ons wtth a correct emphastson tncorpore- able fltght test data corresponding to htgh speed
tton of prectse nature of w|nd and rotor blade flight conditions. The correlations obtatned for
mot|ons. But tt has not been fully demonstrated the beamw|seand chordwtse bendtng momentswere
(through correlation with test data) the kind of good but for torsional moments, the correlation
tmprovemeotswe can expect by utilizing these was poor. As a result, a newunsteady aero-

• more sophisticated unsteady aerodynomtc models, dynamtc_ model based on unstalled osc|llattng alr-
;,,e present study was undertaken to test vartous fotl test data was developed and tncorparated tn

_:- unsteady aerodynamics models with the prtmary the analysts. The results tndtcate a significant
_ objective of Improving the correlatfon between the |mprovementtn the correlation of computedosctl-

i_ '_ f11ght test data and theory, latory torsJona| momentswtth test dcta.

;t_. Background Descrtptfon of Aeroelasttc Analysts

_.'i! Host of the unsteady aerodynamics models The aeroelastfc analysts uttltzed for the

_'_1 tnvolve extension of Theoderson's fiat plate present study ts called RAVIB(Rotor ReroelasttcVibration) computer programand ttts a modtfted

_:i_ Presented at the End Decennial Specialists' Neet. and tmproved version of a computer program
tng on Rotorcraft Dynamics, AmesResearch Center, (References 1 and 9) originally developed by

Ca11fornta, November1984. Rochester Appl| ed Sctence Associates, Srtefly, •
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the RAVIB computer program is based on a frequency Most significant of these modification_ are listed
L.., domain forced response analysis which utilizes below:

the transfer matrix techniques to model helicopter/
• rotordynamicsystemsof varyingdegreesof com- 1) An Iterativeprocedurewas incorporated

plexity. The analysisis a non-modelanalysis in the analysisto obtainthe compatiblesteady
_ and it involvesapplicationof a standardmatrix stateelasticdeflectionsof the blade. A number d

processin which the transfermatricesassociated of sourcesof blade vibratoryexcitations(for
_." with successivecharacteristicsof the modeled example,blade aerodynamicpitchingmoment)vary
,; blade are combinedto form the transferor associ- in a highlynonlinearfashionwith the steady

._. ate matrixrelatingthe shears,moments,slopes, state elasticdeflectionof the blade. Inclusion
• and deflectionsat a positionon the blade to of this proceduresuccessfullyminimizesthe error

thoseoccurringat the tip of the blade. The due to these nonlinearities.
i blade mass and structurecharacteristicsare 2) The RAVIBanalysiswas modified to couple

._ representedin a lumpedparameterform. The analy- the blade root motionswith fuselagethrougha hub
sis includesaerodynamicinterharmonicblade impedancematrix and thus to accountfor the fuse-
coupling (periodiccoefficients)and interhar- lage motion effects. It is assumedthe impedance
monlc couplingdue to fuselagemotion. Only a matrix can be convenientlyobtainedby exercising

_" few featuresof the analysiswill be breiflydis- NASTRAN.
cussedhere. More detailsare given in Refer- 3) Unsteadyaerodynamiceffectsof higher
ence I. Briefly,rotor/helicoptermodelconsists harmoniccontrol(HHC) inputswere incorporated
of a rotorsystemwith flexiblebladeswhichmay in the analysis.

__: be articulated,gimballed,teeteringor hinge- 4) A new unsteadyaerodynamicmoJel based .
_-+ less type. The rotormay be connectedto fuselage on the currentstate-of-artaerodynamicswas

_j througha fixed systemrotorsupportconsistingof developedand it was successfullyincorporated.-, gearboxwith roll and pitchflexibilityand a in the analysis. Furtherdiscussionsof this
flexibledriveshaft. Fuselagemay be modeledas unsteadyaerodynamicsmod(l is providednext.

a flexiblebeam (similarto blademodel but non-
rotating)or fuselageeffectsmay be represented Descriptionof Unstead_AerodynamicsModel

:! by a hub impedancematrices. The programhas

I capabilityto modela detailedswashplate-type The aerodynamicforcesactingon a bladecontrolsystem. The basic rotorblade structure sectionin time-domain,as it goes around azimoth,
is representedby a lumpedparametermodel in can be representedin matrix form by the follow-
which the blade is subdividedinto a finitenum- ing relationships:
ber of blade sections. Each blade sectionmay

have (see Fig. I) arbitraryorientationand chord- {FA) = {FAD} + [MA](*q*}+ [CA] (_} + [kA] {q} (I)
wise locationof shearcenter,arbitraryspanwise
distributionof mass and inertias,twist,chord, where {FAD} is a six-componentvectorof aerody-
mass C.G. location,bendingand torsionalstiff- namicforcesand moments in an appropriatecoordi- :.
nesses,chordwiseaerodynamiccenter location, nate systemdue to all known motionsof blade and
The aerodynamiceffectsincludeaerodynamic wind. The matrices [MA], [CA] and [kA] represent
inertia,dampingand springrateswhich vary azi- mass, dampingand springrates respectivelydue
muthaliy(periodiccoefficients)in forward to aerodynamicforces. The vector{q} is a six-

> flight. Radialand azimuthalvariationsof wake componentstatevectorof unknowndeflectionsand
inducedvelocitiesmay be included Also, rotations. In general,for steadystate hell- "_'i_
deformedfree-wakeeffectson hellcopterrotor copterflightconditions,the matrices [MA], ._

" systemdynamicresponsemay be includedin the [CA] and [kA] vary periodicallyaround the azimuth.
: analysisin an iterativeprocedurewhich couples Furthermore,if Theoderson-typeunsteadyaero-

RASA free-wakeanalysis(Reference10) to the dynamicsare utilized,these matricescontain
blademotions, lift deficiencyfunctionC'(k) in one form ,r

another. Becauseit is not possibleto precisely
• describethe reducedfrequency k for the blade

section,some approximationsare requiredto ew'_-
• LUMPED __AERODYNAMIC ate C'(k)during the computations. The most cot

• MASSANO_-_ SPRING-DAMPER men approximation tnvolves assuming a constant
_NZRnA |/ valueof 0.75 to 1.0 for C'(k). The other common

_ I v_'---___ procedureInvolvestransformingC'(k) into

- ELASTICAXIS indiclalform (Reference7) and computingthe air-
_I loadsin time-domaln. This procedureis highly

• "" practicalfor computing[Fao],where tlme-hlstory
•' of aerodyn_mlcangle of attackis completely

known. The most commonlyused indicia]form for
C(k) is the Wagnerfunctions(Reference11)

v, Fig. 1 Gener__ blade sectionmodel derivedfrom the flat plate theory,

_ Recent Improveme_ Frequm,cyDomainFormulationfor Airloads

As menti:med earlter, the RAVIB _nalysls has TPe present study requires development of
been developedby modifyingan existinganalysls aerodynamictransfermatrices In Laplaceform

J developed by Rochester Applied :cience Associates th;¢ can be used in the frequency-domain analysis
(Reference 1). A number of these modlftcations of Reference 1. Except f_r a small magnitude
or improvementswere absolutely necessary for terms Involving the function [1-C'(k)], each of

,-I obtaininga good correlatlonbetweenpredlcteo _hese perlodlcallyvaryingmatrices [MA], [CA]and
• [KA] can be expandedin a Fourierserl_s form.

For example,
results and test data. A few other m_d;Tlcattons
were carriedout to enhanceits ra_abllltles.

Io_

I
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procedure,more accurateairloadscan be computed[CA] = [Cn]ein_t (2} duringa final "pass"using EquationsS for fullNp valuesof n. Thus, an iterativeprocedurewill
n=-® reducethe errordue to the truncationto a mini-t

mum. Thereare a numberof additionalfactors

: Similarly,the periodicmotion of the blade which may make it necessaryto followthe iterative 4
aroundthe azimuthcan be representedas follows: procedurein order to obtainmore accurateresults.

Theseare discussednext.

PossibleReasonsfor ItPrativeProcedure

-; {q} = [qk] eikat (3)
_ ; I) As _lentionedin the previoussection,the• k=-_ periodiccoefficientmatrices involveterms pro- i

portionalto [1-C'(k)],which cannotbe conve-
i : nientlyaccountedfor under the presentprocedure;Thus the aerodynamicforcesgeneratedby elastic

I deflections{FAq} involvemultiplicationof two unless,of course,C'(k) is given a cons-t-antvalue. ;
infiniteseriesresultingin interharmonic Even though these termsare small,they can be

," _' couplingas follows: appropriatelyincludedif an iterativeprocedure
( is followed. Duringeach iteration,vector{q}
I correspondingto previousiterationcan be used _.

_'= (qk}e_k_t'l and [1-C'(k)]can be replacedby an indicialform , .
!) /_ [M ]ein_t\/d2-,-_- equivalent(for exampleindicialform of Wagner

{FAq} =_/__ /\at function,Reference5, Page 15). Thus, the result- ,:
_") -n=-- n k=-_ ing time-domainforcescorrespondingto [l-C'(k)]
i_ ) can be computedand thesecan be includedin the .
_.I vector {FAo}of the EquationsI.

k____ ) 2) If the elasticdeflectionsof theblade+( ___.[Cn]einIlt)<d__ qk}e ik_t are significantlylarge,suchas largetorsional
deflectionsduring dynamicstall,the matricesin

n - EquationI may be in error due to presenceof
significantnonlinearities.But, if an iterative
procedureis followed,the aerodynamicforces

(_ • _)(k=_j ) correspondingto largeblade elasticdeflections
+ [k ] eIn qk} eik$1t (4) (estimatedfrom previousiteration)can be directly
_n=-® n includedinto forcingvector {FAo}of EquationI.

This procedurewill minimizethe errorsdue to the
nonlinearities.

Thus, due to periodiccoefficients,for example 3) For correctblade dynamicresponse,it is
duringhigh speed forwardflight,a significant necessaryto use nonuniforminducedvelocitydis-tributionover the rotor disk. This nonuniform
amountof interharmoniccouplingoccurs. inducedvelocitydistributionis normallycom-

The Laplacetransformis used to transform putedby using a free-wakeanalysis(Reference10,fur presentanalysis),whereinstrengthof wake
the differentialequationsinto a set of algebraic vorticesdependon blade dynamicresponse. Thus,
equationsas follows: deformedfree-wakeeffectson rotor dynamic

responsecan be correctlyaccountedonly by fol-
® lowinga solutionmethodwhich involvesiterative

w. )IF I = _ (-ik_-in_)2 [Mn] + (-ikQ- in_) [Cn] procedurethat couplesthe free-wakecirculations _k_,_
# AqJk to the blademotions.

Applicationof New ConventionalUnstead_Aero- I
d_namtcs Model i

l| _ I
[kn]j _qk+nl (5) The existingunsteadyaerodynamicsmodel in (

+

Reference1 analysiswas foundto be highly inac-
for k = -®..... I, 2, 3, 4 ...m curateand limitedin scope. For example,it

assumedthe aerodynamicmass matrix [MA] in
EquationI to be equal to zero. A new unsteady

Here vector{qk} representsLaplacetransformof aerodynamicsmodel based on currentstate-of-art
k{n componentof the deflectionvector {q}. In was developedand incorporatedin the RAVIBanaly-
principle,EquationsS can be used to solveany sis (ReferenceI). The basic equationsutilized

. numberof harmonicssimultaneously.But in prac- were similarto the ones given in ReferenceG
tlce, it is sufficientto truncatethe summation (Section11-8 on Page 596). The effectsof

:J (n t -I, O, +I) for each valueof k. For example, radial flow,lift deficiencyfunction,dynamic
w if aerodynamictransfermatrixcorrespondingto inflow(optional)were appropriatelyincorporated

4 per rev (k=4)responseis desired,the blade in the model. The developmentessentially

harmonicmotionsat 3, 4 and S per rev involvedaccurateformulationand programmingof
(q3 q4 qB) have to be simultaneouslycomputed the aerod_namic_forclngfunction{FAo}and the
under thls procedure, The error involved is pre- matrices [MA], [CA]and [kA] (see EquationI)
sumed to be smalldue to the exclusionof higher in the RAVIBanalysis. The resultlnganalysis
order interharmonlccoupling in>2). Moreover,if was utilizedto carryout a correlationof com-

_J desired,once all the desiredharmonics!Np) putedblade aeroelasticalr!oads,bendingand •
' have been computed(qk, k • I, 2,...Np)oy aDore torsionalmomentswith flight test data with an

105
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objectiveof establishingthe airloadsmodel. 1000 0 TEarDuring an earlier study (Reference 12), the fre- _ A THSORY
quencles and mode shapes obtained from the Ref-
erenceI analysiswere comparedwith those from mBO0
other independentanalysesand the two results _ •
comparedvery well. Thus, the analysisto be _ 0
utilizedfor the presentstudy is a validated

n
computerprogramthat is believed to represent _ ann
dynamicsof helicopterbladequite accurately. E 0

0 0
Applicationof Analysis !

400-

The RAVIBanalysishas been used to compute •
blade airloads,bladebendingand torsional I I ! I I
momentsfor the AHI-G helicopterflyingin
steadystate flightconditions. For the AHI-G z
helicopter,flighttest data are readilyavail- 9

able (Reference13) throughDATAMAP(Reference _ 014). Therefore,it was found convenientto use
_P _ ZIthe Reference13 flighttest data for the present uzpw 0

correlationstudy. _u o
The AHI-G blade structural,geometricand _- 0 0

aerodynamiccharacteristicswere obtainedfrom j
References13 and 15. These blade characteristics 8 +o
may not correspondexactlyto the AHI-G helicopter

m I I | I
bladeused in the flighttests. Becausethe main m _ i_ 1_ 1_ 1_
objectiveof the presentstudywas to demonstrate TRUEAIRSPEED.KNOT$
relative improvements in the correlation between
test and theory through the use of better unsteady
aerodynamics mndel, an approximate but representa-
tive model of the AH-IG bladewas consideredto be Fig. 2 Comparisonof measured and computedlevel J
adequate. The bladewas modeledby approximately flightperformanceparameters,AH-1G
twentynonuniformelasticsegments. The effects helicopter,8300 pounds,GW
of parameterssuch as controlsystemstiffness,
underslingand drive shaft torsionalflexibility Figs.4a and 4b show the bladeosclllatory ,.
were appropriatelyincludedin the model. The beanwisebendingmomentcorrelationbetweenthe
effec_ of hub impedance and drive system damping test and theory based on the conventional aerody- )
were neglected in the present computations, namics model. For 114 knots flight condition

(Fig. 4a) the theory predicts peak to peak value
Results with Conventional Unstead_ Aerodynamics quite accurately, but for 142 knots case (Fig. 4b)o

the theory underpredtcts peak to peak value by
The conventional strip theory was used for 30 percent. Time histories of measured and cos-

computationof alrloads. The bladewas represented puted chordwlsebendingmomentsfor the same ;;
by nine nonuniformstrips. At the center of each flightconditionsare comparedin Figs. 5a and
strip (aerodynamicload applicationpoint),the 5b. From the resultsshown in thesefigures,It

nonuniformazimuthaldistributionof induced is seen that very good agreementbetwegntest and _:velocitieswas computedby utilizinga rotorwake theo_ has been obtainedover completerangeof
analysis(modifiedversionof Reference10). The azimuth.
computationsfor the AH-IG helicopterrotorwere
carriedout at two level flightconditions(114 The correlationsof the test blade torsional
knotsand 142 knots)for which the flighttest momentswith the predictedresultsare shown In
data were available(flightnumbers610 and Figs.6a and 6b. The peak to peak variationin
614 in Reference13). The gross weightfor both torslonalmoment Is highlyunderp-edlctedby the
the flight conditions was 8,300 poundswith theory based on conventional aerodynamics model. .:
CT/O - 0.006. A thorough analysis of these results indicated that

a new aerodynamics model was needed to improve the
A correlation between computedand measured correlation between computed and test torsional

performance parameters is shown tn Fig. 2. As moments.
the results indicate, the predicted values of
shafthorsepowerand collectiveare within flve Descriptionof New Unstead_AerodynamicsModel
HP and withinhalf a degreerespectivelyof the
test values (Fig. 2). For a radial station cot- An analysis of results from two-dimensional
respondingto r/R = 0.75, correlationbetween experiments(e.g.,Reference16) involvinglarge
calculated and test atrloads ts shown tn Ftg. 3a amplitude oscillations of airfoils (under unstalled
for a representative flight condition (114 knots), conditions) Indicates that conventional earn-
Even though there are significant differences dynamics (based on Theoderson's theory) is unable
between test and theory when the blade ts tn car- to predict the unsteady aerndynamtc characteristics
tain segments (e.g., near _ • 270) of rotor disk, of the atrfo11. This ts partly due to the fact ,._
overall correlation between the two ts reasonably that Theodersnn's flat plate theory is based on i: ,_

good. The stmllar results for the 142 knots small amplitude oscillations. Durtng htgh speed 1:_ ifl+;nt conottton are showntn Ftg. 3b. forward flight, helicopter blade secttons are o
L_ _

106 i %_
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expectedto go throughsignificantlylargeample- closenessoF the computedCL from the two aero-
_de oscillatorychangesin angleof attack, dynamicmodels,Figs.8a ann 8b show similar
Thus, it was found necessaryto includethe resultsobtainedat one more radialstationcor-
effectsof finiteamplitudeoscillationsin the respondingto r/R = 0.86. A close analysisof the
new unsteadyaerodynamicsmodel. More specifi- results,however,indicatesa smallbut sign!fi-
refly,the new unsteadyaerodynamicsmodel util- cant improvementdue to the use of synthesized
izes empiricalm. synthesizeddata. The syn- data, but only for 142 knotsflightcondition
thesizeddata are derivedfrom the test data; (Figs.7b and 8b). Thus, improvementsin the
by curve..Fittingthe appropriateanalytical correlationof beamwisebendingmoments,if any,
expressionsto the measuredunsteadyairfoil can be expectedonly for 142 knots flightcondi- 4
characteristics,obtainedfrom the oscillating tion. For completeness,Figs. 9 and 10 show the
airfoilexperiment=.The presentmethod used correspondingcorrelationof chordwiseforce
the analyticalexpressionsestablishedin Ref- coefficientsfor the two radialstations(0.75
erence5. For example,as describedin Ref- and 0.86). Becausethe resultsfor the chordwise

erence5, the unsteadylift coefficient,under force coefficientfrom the two aerodynamicmodels
unstalledconditions,is representedby differonly slightly,no significantvariations

in correlationfor the chordwisebendingmoments !
is expectedwith changein the aerodynamicsmodel.

CLu = CLs (_) + QIA + Q2aw + Q3a + Q4_2 (6)
(a)

1.2

Here C is the staticlift coefficient;(A, _w,a) _EST _ iLS . _ CONVENTIONAL AERODYNAMICS
are the Instantaneousvaluesof dynamicparameters _.___ SYNTHESIZED DATA _ ,.

(seeApPendixf°rdetails)andQI'Q2'Q3and 1 I I I \Q4 are the empiricalparametersor the _yntEesized l.O _" R

data. Becausethe empiricalparametersQI through // \ i _ •Q4 are based on real airfoilsexecutinglargeamp- z f_ "_
lltudeoscillations,the Equation6 correctly _ 09

//simulatesgeneralunsteady1Ift characteristics _ _4 KTS \of a helicopterblade section. Furthermore,it _ os

,( -\shouldbe noted that liftdeficiencyfunction _ I,effectsare representedin Equation6 throughthe 8 0.7

decay par_meter_w'which is derivedfr°ma mode" _ _ ' _\ ifeedWagnur function(Reference5). In fact, =

in future,th_ _rameters such _ QI throughQ4 _ o6
can be obtainedfrom some reliableanalyses.

0.5 %
Finally,in unsteadyaerodynamicsthe ques- z _\ ; //

tionof what constitutesa largeamplitude

motion,dependsto some extenton the magnitude o4 ._ /of the Mach number. An amplitudeof one degree _'"/_w,_.4
_: in transonicflow is consideredhigh amplitude; o3 _ •

whereasat low subsonicMach numbers,a three

degreeoscillationmay be considereda small amp- o2 _%_="_ :

)

litudemotion. Studiesare continuingto es_b- 40 m _20 _= _ _0 _ 3_0 3_
ltsh thesecriteria. @

Next, the resultsbased on this synthes(zed (b) i
unsteadyaerodynamicsmodel are discussed.

Resultswith S_ntheslzedUnsteadyAerod_namlcs _
W. l

..... CONVENTIONAL AERODYNAMICS _C
Equation6 describesthe unsteadyIeft i4 SYNTHESIZEDDATA . l_#i'_

coefficient,CLu, of an airfoilin the time z
domaln. Slmll_requationforunsteadypitchln_ u I I J J I/t \ _

momentcoefficientIs glven in Reference5. _" ' / ,_ IThese two equationswere incorporatedin the z ._K'rS ,'_k
RAVIBanalysis. The modifiedanalysiswas _O _o J i . "_" ,

utilizedto recomputethe earlierresults _ / r,," w _ (
obtainedfrom the conventionalunsteadyaero- § oa \ _ -_

dynamicstheory. Thus, the variousImprove',nts _ /,_ , _ )
in the correlationbetweenflighttest data and _ oe _
the analytical computations can be systematically _i_ _
demonstrated.

0,4 •
Y

First,the variationsin the predictedair- z __ _"
-:. loadswith aerodynamicsmodelare shown In Figs. o_ "_ - /

7 throughI0. Fig. 7 has beer repeatedfrom _-,_-_

_'_i Fig. 3, but with the additionof computednm'mal o
forcecoefficientbased on synth*tizeddata. _o so _o _ao _oo ),o )_o _o _ao

° ; The differences between the two analytical
_.,_ results are small and these d _fferences are

malnlyconfinedto the retreatingblade region Fig. 7 Correlationbetweencalculatedand test

of the rotordisk, To further111ustratethe alrloads,AH-IGblade, r/R = 0.75

_w
109 _,,
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-o._o--':'- Fig. 11 Comparison between measured and computed '40 so _zo _0o 20o 24o _so z_o z_o
oscI l l atory beam_tse bendl ng moment, /

-i r/R = 0.39, AH-1Gblade i
-I Fig. 10 Correlation between calculated and _

1 test alrloads, AH-1G blade, r/R = 0.864 Torsional MomentCorrelation

_]" Bending MomentCorrelations Measured and computed torsional momentsfor

"i Figs. 11 and 12 show the comparison between 114 knots flight condition are compared in Figs. *_the test and the predicted bea,_tse bending 15a and 16a for two different radial stations,
,l r/R = 0.3 and r/R = 0.5 respectively. From these;l momentvalues described for two different radial

' stations, r/R = 0.39 and r/R = 0.80 respectively, figures, it is seen that very good agreement

ii An analysis iJf these figures indicates the two between test and new theory based on synthesized
aerodynamics models predict similar results at data has been obtained over the complete range

: 114 knots fltght condition (Figs. 11a and 12a). of azimuth. The computed torstona_ momentsbased
,I However, at 142 knots flight conditions, the on conventional aerodynamics do not correlate well

predicted results based on synthesized data with the test data. The similar correlations are
.i (Figs. 11b and 12b) seem to compare better with obtained at 142 flight conditions as Indicated by

the test data than those based on conventional the results showntn Figs. 15b and 16b. Thus, the
aerodynamics, resu]ts showntn Figs. 15 and 16 imply that for

!. correct computations of pttch link loads, the
The similar variation of oscillatory chord- unsteady aerodynamics model has to oe based on

wise bending moments for various aerodynamics large amplttude Incidence oscillations Inherently
models are shown in Figs. 13 and 14, correspond- encountered by a helicopter blade sectton.
fng to bvo radial stations r/, • 0.39 and
r/l_ • 0.8 respectively. Unltl_e beam_tsebending
moments, the computed time hlstortcs of the chord- Ftnally, tt should be mentioned that use of
wtse bending momentsdo not showsignificant var]- synthesized data will make tt easy to extend the
atton with the unsteady aerodynamic model. It atrloads computations tn the stall region. As
should be remembered, however, that the meln put- established in Reference 5, the unsteady aero-
pose for developing the present synthesized data dynamics characteristics of blade sectton during
_xlel was to improve the correlation between pre- dynamic stall are eastly obtained by adding more
dlcted torsional momentsand the tes_ data. tems to the right-hand stde of Equation G.

111 i
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, Ccqc)udJno Remarks Use of a new a_?r:.,_v,.._.i,:s model based on unstalleC

'*._ synthesizeddata, .'e:,*,dfrom the largeamplItude
RotorAeroe;.ast"" ration (RAVIB)con,- oscillatingairf_,_'Is_ is, significaintlyimproves

puter programis a c _sive,elegantand the correlationof '_....)mputedbladetorsional
_ efficientanalysisw,_ch seems to predictblade momentswith the t_.cL.ata. Furthermore,this

oscillatoryloads rca_,J','_ab_.ywe11, The con_.n- ne'"aerodynamics,.,..J.is such that it can be
;. ; tionalunsteadyaerodyna;ni:sr,lod__lbasedon small eas;lyextende_.;',..,,o._utethe criticalpitch-
r. amplitudeairfoilosc4._'ationsseem to highly link loadsof _ ,:, 'p_ratingunder dynamicstall

underpredicthelicopter_;ade 21tchingmon_ents, conditions.
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_'!I (a) Becausethe motion of a helicopterblade is "

not known_, the blade sectiondynamic
parametersare evaluatednumericallyin a step-

°'41 I , I wise manner by utilizingthe followinorecursive

•r=" o2 /I 7"_. I li4_ relationshipsat step n.

0 ..... T ,....--" -0.2 /_ ""
z o = e + _no n n (A-l)

-04, •.  llIWI= A "= _ 9)n/'(_s) n., o - o.s -- n

"_1 ..... CONVENTIONAL AERODYNAMICS )/(AS ) (A-2)
--_ SYNTHESIZED OATA

o_ -o., + (1.5@n. 2.0_bn; + 0.5¢n/:i 0 40 gO 120 i(lO 200 240 2111] 320 380 - - 2 n

• V,

:! (Ow)n = Xn + Yn (A-3)

(b)

_- _ 0.6 I'EST
_ _ .... CONVENTIONAl. AERODYNAMIC3 where' f

Z_. 0.4 k.._ . --. SYNTHESIZED OATA

! _ _ Xn e (AS)n" o.2 / ,4_
;_ _ ,° Xn'l

_- ".,' % + 0,165 (on - _n_l) (A-4)
:, _ -0.2

_ _O.30(I_M2) (AS)n> -0.4

o _. Yn = Yn-I e

0 40 iO 120 16_ 200 240 _ 320

2Un
(z_s)= ----_@) (A-6)

:. Fig 16 Comparison between measured and _zc :
_ co_.puted oscl I I atoryton ion -'"

moment,rlR • 0.50, Here_@ is azimuthalstepsize,_zis rotor )"
AH-IG blade speed,c is chord length,and Un is tangential

velocitycomponent.

The instantaenous angle of attack, _n, is
APPENDIX described in the tip-path-plane system, On and Cn "_(

.: being the pitchangle and inflowangle,respec-
The dynamicparametersutilizedin the tively. It shouldbe noted that the time deriva- (

synthesizeIdata aerodynamicsmodel are: 1) the tive of pitch angle in Eq. (A-Z), (AO/AS),may be l
Instantane,)usJngleof attack,-; 2) the nondi- computedanalyticallyfrom the knowncyclicor !
menston_l )itchrate A; and 3) the decaypara- harmonicinputs,while the time derivativeof _ |
m_terew, ,,hlchaccountsfor the time history has to be computedby the backwarddifference
effectsof the changeine, and is basedupon the scheme. The derivationof Eqs. (A-1 thru A-6) for

Wagnerfunction. Ow is describedin Reference5.
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] DISCUSSION _/

I Paper No. 8

I DEVELOPI4EL]TOF AN UNSTEADYAEROD_IAHICSHODELTO IMPROVE CORRELATION

OF CONPUTEDBLADE STRESSES_ITHTEST DATA
Santu T. Gangwani

|

Jin B Yen T Bell Helicopter: I have two questions. Number one: Does your unsteady aerodynamics 4
model include lift, drag, and moment--everything?

G_ani: The conventional model, you know, it includes only lift coefficient and pitching
eoefflclent, and drag is computed mainly from the lift. In this model you still use the static

: data and most of the unsteady drag comes from the unsteady lift or from the static drag.

' Yen: I know from r] experience that the conventional or well-known unsteady aerodynamics model
• can give you close to good correlation--the moments and everything else, but is very poor in

power, and the dra 8. Your unsteady aerodynamics model here includes everything, including the
drag?

/,
Gambol: I showed you the correlation on horsepower.

Ye.nn: Yes, it was very good.

Gandhi: Edgewise stress correlation is also very good so l don't see any problem in ccaputing
"_ the edgewise pulses really.

Ye_._nn:My next question is _ere did your _ynthesized data come from?

Gan_i: The synthesized data I obtained as I told you from the oscillating airfoil test. Now
your question is how did I get [the data] for a particular airfoil?

1 Ye..nn:That's right.

! ,,. GanR_anl: Well, I sort of took it frum other airfoils since your airfoil was a sywmetrle air- 2
foil. So most of the data corresponds to a [NACA_ 0012. It's not an absolute correlation, it's

Just qualitative to demonstrate that we do need soe_.different aerodynamics models to e_pute
the aerodynamic pitching moments.

Bob Black_ell a Sikorsky Aircraft: I want to ask one question. I wasn't completely clear about
_ whether this model truly handles stall conditions or could it be extended so that it would? The

that 3CT/O,
; second part of that is were the conditions sho_n at 142 knots and so forth, at did

they represent conditions that really would design the control system? In other _ord were
those loads the high loads for the system?

Gan_ani: The highest data available are at 142 knots and there was no stall. The stall

results that I showed were Just computational results at _r/O of o.1. There was no test data ':
at that point. They were Just computational data. Host of the test da_aare at, C_r/o much
lower than that. _"_
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".I AERUELASTICCONSIDERATIONSFUR TORSIONALLYSOFT ROTORS
: / I C

)
-_ Wayne R. Mantay& WilliamT. Yeager,Jr.

NASA/LangleyResearchCenter
" Ar_ StructuresLaboratory
:: Hampton,Virginia

4

_, Abstract the identificationof which parametercaused
each load or performancechangewas elusive.

:'-i A researchstudywas initiatedto This was due, in part, to multipleparameter
systematlcallydeterminethe impactof selected variationsoccurringwith each tip change.
blade tip geometricparameterson conformable Nevertheless,the conceptof passivecontrolto

_I rotor performanceand loads characteristics, achievebetter rotorperformancewhile reducing
._ The model articulated rotors included baseline loads was encouraged by these results and
,! and torsionally soft blades with several conformable designs were pursued. The

i Interchangeable tips. Seven blade tip destgns resulting studies (refs. 7-8) considered

were evaluated on the baseline rotor and six variations in blade torsional stiffness,
tip designs were tested on the torsionally soft airfoil section, mass distribution, and
blades. The designs incorporated a systemmattc trailing edge tab deflection, as well as tip
variation in geometric parameters including geometry, in the design. The wind-tunnel tests

sweep, taper, and anhedral. The rotors were of these ACRconcepts produced encouraging
evaluated in the NASALangley Transonic loads and performance data, but the aeroelastic
DynamicsTunnel at severaladvanceratios,llft mechanismfor desiqnsuccessor failurewas not •
and propulsive force values, and tip Hach obvious.
numbers. A track sensitivity study was also
conducted at several advance ratios for both Expanded testing and analysis of the
rotors. Basedon the test results, tip configurations of reference 6 resulted in

• parameter variations generated significant identification of several key issues for future
rotor performance and loads differences for ACRapplication and development (ref. 9). For
both baseline and torsionally soft blades, the baseline torsionally stiff rotor used in
Azimuthalvariationof elastictwist generated that test, the parametricvariationsof tip
by variationsin the tip parametersstrongly sweep,taper and anhedraldid measurablychange
correlatedwith rotorperformanceand loads, "the elastictwist and integratedperformance,
but the magnitude of advancing blade elastic but there did not appear to be a strong

I twist did not. In addlt;._,fixedsystem connectionbetweenelastictwist and
vibratoryloads and rotor track for potential performance.Additionaltestson the bladesof

! confonr.blerotorcandidatesappearsvery reference8 which incorporatedlarge tip spans
! sensitiveto parametricrotor changes, and trailingedge tab deflections(refs. 10-11)
) showedperformanceand loads variationswhich

_i were not easily explainableby individual "
.:I Introduction parameter effects.

Reducing helicopter vibratory loads while The parameters most effective in imroving
: improving performance through passive control conformable rotor performance and loads ..

has been the goal of the Aeroelastically characteristicshave thus not been ,
ConformableRotor (ACR)concept. InitialACR systematicallydetermined. Although it has . _
studies(ref. 1) examinedthe potentialof a been shownthat changesin adjustabletrailing

-' conformablerotor to alter the unfavorable edge tabs have significanteffectson -@
, blade s_aowlseand azimuthalload distributions conformablerotorbehavior (ref. 11), the rotor _
I which lead to increasedvibratorybendingloads blade tip operates in a very influential

:') and power requirements. Those test results on portion of the rotor disk and thus providesi

( a model htngeless rotor indicated that elastic significant research impetus. This ts I-' twist measurably changed blade loads on a especially true if ACRsuccess is dependent on I
}') torslonallysoft blade. The incorporationof elastictwist control. Consequently,the

time varyingelastictwist,as a promising researchstudy describedhereinwas initiated
method of achievinga passivecontrolconcept, to systematicallydeterminethe effectof
has bean identifiedanalytically(ref.2). selectedblade tip geometricparameterson ACR
Blade doslgnfeaturesproducingthat desired performanceand loadscharacteristics.This
elasticcontrolwere suggestedin reference2 data is presentedfor a_vanceratiosof .35 and
for an articulatedrotor. .40 at one rotationaltip Mach nunher.

The effectof blade tip shape o, rotor In addition,the utilizationof a
r performance and loads has received much conformable rotor concept should be evaluated

attentionfor applicationto ,Jltl-bladed not only for the measureof successwith which

i helicopters (refs. 3-5). Experimental data it achieves its performance and loads goals,
have also been obtained(ref.6) which but alto how well it can be "fielded." That is

Inltiatedidentificationof blade tip shapeas how much change,if any, in current
a promisingpassivecontrolconcept. The installationand rotor tuning is necessary
reference6 test utilizeda modei rotor blade for the new rotorconceptto he employed.
wlth conventionaltorsional_._ffness,and Rotor controlsensitivityis an exampleof such
while the resultingloads and performanceof a cnncern(ref.II). Anotheraspectof this

m the configurationswere tip-shape-dependent,
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transition for the conformable rotor ts rotor p mass _ nstty of test medium, slug/ft3
tracking characteristics and the implications

;" for rotorand fuselageloads. Inltlalresults a nomlnalrotor solldltyratio,bc/_R =
from the presentstudy (ref. 12) provided some .082
insight tnto the mchantsms involved tn

_" conformable rotor behavior. The results of the _ azimuth angle of rotor blade, deg
_ completedtest programare Includedhere. _,

rotorrotationalspeed,rad/sec
_ Notation

naturalfrequencyof rotatingblade,
a speed of sound,ft/sec rad/sec

. _, b numberof blades Abbreviations

") CD rotordrag coefficient, D R rectangular !,_ S sweep
- p_R2(_R)2 T tapered '

A anhedral
'_ L

CL rotcr llft coefficient,
_" pwR2(gR)2 Apparatus

_L rotor mean llft coefficient
_- Wind Tunnel .

,J,

- CQ rotortorqu_coefficient, _ The experimentalprogramwas conductedin •t pwR3(gR)2 the LangleyTransonicDynamicsTunnel (TDT)
shown in figure 1. The TDT is a continuous

_ c bladechord, in. flow tunnelwith a slottedtest sectionand is- c_pableof operationup to Hach 1.2 at

e.g. measuredsectioncenterof gravity stagnationpressuresup to I arm. The tunneltest sectionIs 16 ft squarewlth croppedlocation,in.
cornersand has a cross-sectlonalarea of 248

_! a.c. computedsectionaerodynamiccenter ft_. Eitheralr or Freon-121may be used as a
location,in. test medlum in the TDT. Becauseof its high

density and low speed of sound, the use of
D rotor drag, lb. Freon-12 aids the matching of full-scale

Reynoldsnumberand Mach number to medel-scale
H rotor force perpendicular to control values. Also, somerestrictions on model

axis, lb. structuraldesignare eased,while dynamic
i similarityis still maintained. The heavier '

11/4c blade tip torsional mass inertia test medium permitsa simplifiedstructural
about 1/4 chord (ft-lb-secz) designto obtainthe requiredstiffness

characteristicsand thus eases the design
le blade sectiontorsionalmass inertia and/orfabricationrequirementsof the model

per foot about pitch axis (Ib-secz) (refs.13, 14). For this invest,gation, _Freon-12at a nominaldensityof .006
L rotor llft, lb. slug/ft_ was used as the test medium. _

MT rotorblade tip Mach number, _R Model Description _._a
The experimentalbladesdescribedherein

Q rotortorque,ft-lb, were testedon the ae..oelastlcrotor
experimentalsystem (ARES)shown In Figures2

r blade radlalstation,ft. and 3. The ARES has a generalizedhelicopter
• fuselage shape enclosing the rotor controls and

R rotor radius, ft. drive system. It Is poweredby a varlable
frequency synchronous motor rated at 47 hp

V free-stream velocity, ft/sec output at 12,000 rpm. The motor ts connected
to the rotor shaft through a belt-driven

i as angle of attack of rotor shaft, two-stage speed reduction system. The ARES
•i postttve ttlt aft, deg. rotor control system and pitch attitude (=s)• l
f are remotely controlled from within the

AS1 elasttc twist angle, positive wind-tunnel control room. The ARESpitch

nose-up, deg. attitude ts varied by an ulectrtcally
controlled hydraulic actuator. Blade

V collective pitch and lateral and longitudinal
cycltc pitch are input to the rotor through the

_ rotor advance ratio, fiR swashplate. The swashplate ts movedby threehydraulic actuators.

JFreon-12: Registered trademark of E.I. du
Pont de Nemours& Co., Inc.
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i, Description of Rotor Blades modern helicopter rotors. Figure 5 presents
the geometry of the tip designs, while Table II

The rotor models u_ed in this lists the measured tip characteristics and
investigation were O.I75-scale, four-blade compares them to the design goals or controlled

i articulated rotors with coincident lead-lao, constants.

_i ! and flapping hinges. The blade geometry was
+he same for both rotors tested (Figure 4). Test Methodolc_ _• I

1_ '_ lhe blades were designed so that the tip

_ configuration could be changed at the 89
_ I percent radius. The rotor planformwas a Procedure for Performance and Loads Data

O.175-scale representation of a current Acquisition
I fu11-scale utility-class rotor system.
! An SClOg5 airfoil was used on all blades from Each rotor configuration was first tracked

• :i the root cutout to 49 percent radius and from and balanced in hover to remove first harmonic
; i 91 percent radius to the tip. Between 50 and fixed system loads. At each forward flight

*,! 90 percent radius, a cambered SCI095-R8 airfoil test point, the rotor rotational speed an_
)J i was used. Adjustable trailing edge tabs of 6.5 tunnel conditions were adjusted to give the

percent chord were provided on both sets of desired tip Mach number and advance ratio at a
-\ ! baseline and ACR blades from 50 to 89 percent given shaft angle of attack. _iade collective

radius, pitch was changed to obtain the target rotor
• lift and propulsive force; and at each

The baseline blades were aeroelastlcally collectlve pitch setting, the cyclic pitch was

! representative, but blade structural and used to remove rotor flrst-harmonlc flapplna
_i inertial characteristics did not precisely _ith respect to the rotor shaft. Data were , °

:_1 match any specific full-scale rotor. The ACR thc_ :ecorded for each rotor task. The maximum ,

blades differed significantly from the baseline value of collective pitch attained at each
blades in torsional st,ffness over the outer 55 shaft angle of attack was generally determined i

_ percent of the blade span. The blade physical by either blade load limits or ARES drive :

properties and the natural frequencies are system limits.
presented in Table I.

Model deadweight tares were determined

i! Instrumentation throughout the shaft angle of attack range with

the blades on and with them removed.

Instrumentation on the ARES allows Aerodynamic rotor hub tares were determined
continuous displays of model control settings, with the blades removed throughout the ranges
rotor forces and moments, blade loads, and of shaft angle of _ttack and advance ratio

pitch link loads. ARES pitch attitude is investigated. Both deadweight and hub
measured by an accelerometer, and rotcr control aerodynamic tares have been removed from the
positions are measured by linear potentiometers data presented herein.

• I connected to the swashplate. Rotor blade

• _ flapping and lagging are measured by rotary Procedure for Rotor Track Sensitivity Data
potentiometers mounted on the rotor hub and Acqulsltlon

_T__ geared to the blade cuff. Rotor shaft speed is
! determined by a magnetic sensor. One blade of For the configurations tested for tracking

• } each blade set, baseline and ACR, was characteristics, the procedure for tracked

"_ instrumented with four-arm strain-gage bridges rotor data was slmilar to that above. During
;. to measure loads and deflections at several out-of-track conditions the instrumented blade

blade radial stations. Flapwlse (out-of-plane) was driven out of track with tra111ng edge tab

moments and chor_dse (In-plane) moments were deflections, and allowed to fly out of trim _w_ I
: measured at 26, 39, 53 and 81 percent radius, wlth the shaft, Flapping for the remaining

while torsional moments were measured at 29, three blades had flrst°tarmonic content removed
37, 52, and 78 percent radius. The rotating through cyclic pitch.
blade data are transferred through a 30-channel
sllp-rlng assembly. Rotor forces and moments Accuracies
are measured by a slx-component strain-gage
balance mounted below the pylon and drive Based on controlled data points, the
system. The balance is fixed with respect to repeatability of the data for constant shaft
the rotor shaft and pitches with the fuselage, angle of attack, control angles and advance
Fuselage forces and moments are not measured by ratio has been estimated to be within the
the balance, following llmlts:

Description of Parametric Tips CL + 0.0025
0

Seven blade tip designs were evaluated on
the b_sellne rotor and six of the tlp designs
were tested on the torsionally soft (ACR) CD + .0005
blades. The tip designs incorporated a _-
systematic variation in geometric parameters o

Includlng sweep, taper, and anhedral. The_e CQ + .00025parameters were varied while tip inertial __
properties, airfoil contour, and twist were o
target constants. The magnitude of parameter
variations chosen for ACR appllcatlon were The accuracy for angle measurements is

.I representative of current design values for estimated to be within +_0.25°. '
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: The value of solidity do) used throughout this soft and stiff blades, higher torque
, ' reportfor normalizlngperformancecoefficients requirementswere shownfor the conformable

is 0.082, based on a blade nominal chord of rotor applications.
3.625 inches and a radius of 56.224 inches.

Rotor Loads

TLst Conditions
Blade oscillatoryloads are importantnot

Data Obtained only from vibratoryfatigueconsiderationsbut
also becausethey provideinsightinto the i

All the Sip configurationsshown in Figure bladeloadingenvironmentand el_stlc
• 5 were testedfor the targetconditionsshown deformationtrends. Torsionalloads and

in Table III. The magnitudesof lift and flapwlseoscillatoryloadsare associatedwlth
_. propulsiveforce parametersand advanceratio local blade loadingand twist (ref.AS. Figure

were chosenas representativeof a modern 8 presents1/2 peak-to-peakflapwlseloadsat 4
utilityheliccpter. The tip Mach number spanwisestationsfor the configurations )
variationrepresentsthat possibledue to full tested. These oscillatoryloads are data
scale ambientenvironmentchangesand also pointstaken at the u, MT, CL/o and as
representsan attemptto evaluatethe effectof valueslistedfor each tip configuration. The I
changesin advancingtip Mach numberon the tlp configurationsare also ranked In Figure 8
airfoiland planformbehavior, accordingto their performanceat the CD/o

valuesshown. Examinationof Figure 8 shows a
The ACR and baselinerotorswith swept configurationvarianceIn flapwlseloads at

tips were subjectedto a rotortrack each test conditionas well as a significant .
sensitivitystudywhich includedthe target relationshipbetweenperformanceand ..

_- test points shown in Table IV. oscillatoryflapwlseloads. Specifically,the ,
:. configurationswhich exhibitedthe lowest

Data for Analysis flapwiseloads had the best performance
_, characteristicswhile the poor performance

: Within the scope of this paper,the configurationshad the highestflapwiseloads.performanceand loadsdata presentedfor
analysisemphasizesthe targetllft and ElasticTwist }
propulsiveforce parametersof Table Ill, but

? is limitedto one rotationaltip Mach number Spanwlsedistributionsof blade torsional ./
(0.65),and two advanceratios (0.35and momenttime historieswere convertedto elastic
0.40). The exceptionto this is the rotor twistdistributionsthroughmeasuredblade
track sensitivitydata analysiswhich includes torsionalstiffnessproperties. The
advanceratiosof 0.20, 0.30, and 0.40. deflectionsare shown In Figure 9 for all

configurationstestedat the p, MT, CL/_
Results and as values listed. Some interpolation of

the inboardtorsionalloadsoccasionallywas

RotorPerformance necessary. The elastictwist Is
configurationdependent for each rotor task and

Fixed system forcesand torquewere conditionand, as might be expected,varies
obtainedusing the proceduresand limits with rotorenvironment. The elastictwlst
describedearlierfor all tip configurations waveformsare con@rlsedof severalharmonics,
for the test conditionslistedin Table III. but are dominatedby the one per rev torsional
Parametricperformanceresultsfor selected component.
conditionsare presentedin Figure6. The

advanceratiosand lift parameter,CL/o, The amountof azimuthalactivityin the +' J
elastic twist plots Is of interest, especially _'v'

conditionswere selectedfor presentation when it is co_q)aredwlth the integratedrotor
becausethey showedthe most significant performancefor each configuration. The figure
differencein rotorperformancebetween " {g waveformshave, In fact, been arrangedin I
configurations.Below an advanceratioof .30, order accordingto each conflguratlon'storque
rotorperformancedifferenceswere smaller for coefficientfor the rotor tasks shownwlth the
a given task. lowest torque configuration appearing first,

and the highest torque configuration last tn
The parametric effect of tip shape on each case. A correlation between rotor

rotor performancefor the completeset of tlps performanceand elastictwist Is evidentIn the
is shown in Figure 7. These diagrams present data shown. Specifically. the configurations
the percentreductionor increaseIn torque which exhibitedsmallazlumthalactivityIn
coefficientfor a given rotor task for each tip elastictwistwere the best performers.
shape. This method of presentation of rotor

performanceallows the seoaratlonof parametric Anal]sts of Results
geometryeffectsto he easilyquantlfled. AS

_i an example, for the baseltne blades tested and General
the conditionsshown,the rotor'sperformance

was enhancedby the addition of anhedral to a The performance and loads data for the
rectangular planform and the addition of sweep baseline and ACRconfigurations were examined
to the tapered planform. Tip taper improved to provide insight Into the mechanism by which
rotor performanceat w • .35 conditions hut not the ttp planform and torsional stiffness

,_ at higher speeds (, - .40). Figure 6 shows parameters affected the aeroelasttc behavior ofthat although ttp configuration changes had the rotor blades. The destgned differences
measurable performance effects on torsionally between configurations were evaluated for the ' _'

-I 12o
I
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_, fundamental changes they caused tn the rotor's but for what these angles reveal about the
, performance and response tn ]lght of past and rotor behavtor for these tip shapes and
_J current conformable design concepts, for torsional sttffnesses. Specifically, the

"" example, elasttc twist. Rigid blade analyses differences in elastic twist measured for
have been employed on thts data (ref. 12). several configurations, shown in Figure 11a-c

. . Although tip soltdtty effects on rotor are offset by control input differences of
performance were predicted fatrly well using a nearly the samemagnitude tn order to remo_'e a

• "_ non-uniform inflow analysis, the effects of the ftrst harmonic flapping with respect to the
certain ttp parameters, such as anhedral, were rotor shaft. There wer2 exceptions to this
inadequately predicted wtth regard to trend, notably for the swept tip (Figure 11d).

' ,_; performance trends.
Another interesting connection was

', _i Blade Elastic Twist Magnitude observed in both the pitch control required to
', i trim the rotor and the rotor task achieved, in

Past conformable rotor design concepts particular, the rotor propulsive force. For a
i have considered the magnitude of advancing given advance ratio, ttp Mach number, force
) blade elasttc twist as a solutton to a normal to the trimmed ttp path plane, and shaft

I potentiallyunfavorableangleof attack angle of attack,the torsionallysoft rotorenvironment(ref.2, for example). Depending configurationsconsistentlyexhibitmore
:) on the tip atrfoll section and advancing blade positive rotor drag. This can be seen in the

Mach number, a nose-up elastic twist was performance data uf Figure 6. Examination of
thought to be desirable to achieve lower rotor the rotor balance forces reveals that this
torqueand blade loads. Figure10 presents increasein rotor drag occurs for _vo primary

._ elastictwistmagnitudeson the advancingside reasons. First, the controlaxis for the
(_ = 90°) for each configurationand rotortask torsionallysoft rotor has tiltedaft due to

-' shown. Figure10 also containsthe total the changesin longitudinalpitch mentioned
geometricpitchangle for the above conditions, above. Secondly,the rotor longitudinalforce

_ which is comprisedof elastictwist,bullt-in perpendicularto the controlaxis (H-force)is
;:.; twist,collectiveand cyclicpitch anglesat greaterfor the torslonallysoft blade. The

$ = go=. Both types of bladeangle data are controlaxis aft-tlltis due to the test
also rankedaccordingto their configuration's methodologyused and the nose-downelastic
performance, twist magnitudeobserved. The H-forceincrease

for the ACR configurationsis probablydue to
As is evidentfrom Figure 10, thereis no integrateddrag loadingincreasesaroundthe

strongcorrelationbetweenthe magnitudeof azimuth. This would also manifest itselfin
each configuration'sadvancingbladeelasticor decreasedrotor efficiency,a fact which was
total pitchangle and the performanceof the shown earlierin thls paper for these
rotor. It is recognizedthat configuration configurations(Figure6).
performanceand loadsdependon local angleof
attackwhich is affectedby inflowdistribution Blade Loading

as well as pitch angleand that non-uniform I'inflowvelocitycan be very sensitivet: It is well known that the radialand
planformconfiguration. Nevertheless,the azimuthaldistributionof rotor blade _dading
designof a conformablerotorhas received can affectboth performanceand loads. The
attentionfor achievingspecificazimuthal potentialof the conformablerotor conceptto
placementof elastictwistmagnitudes. The tallorthese alrloadshas, in fact, been viewed j '
presentstudiesdo not supportthis as an ACR as a key to the optimizationof rotor Idesigngoal. performance(ref.2). Specifically,a

redistributionof airloadswhich avoids sharp

ConformableRotorControl radialand azlmu_halgradientsin loadingand _;,,.v
generatesalrloadsymmetryhas been

Conformablerotorswhich experience Investlgatedfor rotorperformancel_rovement
significantblade torsionalresponse may (ref.IB).
gone,aterotor controlcharacteristicswhich
shouldbe evaluatedfor theircontributionsto As previouslysho_n,the rotor
rotorstabilityand control(ref.8). configurationsdescribedIn this paperwhich
Throughoutthe test programdescribedherein, exhlhltedgood performanceand low vibratory
all configurationswere easily controlled loadsgeneratedthe least activityin elastic
throughthe model actuator-swashplatesystem twist aroundthe azimuth. Becauseseveral
for all test conditions. The amountof control configurationsprovidedsignificantaerodynamic
needed to achieve each rotor task was cente--elasttc axis offsets, the elastic twist
configuration dependent however, especially variations observed m_y be primarily due to
when comparingthe torslonallysoft rotor tip osclllatorytip llft. Althoughsection
configurationswlth their corresponding pitchingmomentvariationsmay add to elastic
baseline counterparts. Figure 11 shows, for a twist perturbations around the azimuth, these
representative rotor task, the longitudinal would also be lift dependent.
cyclic pitch required to remove first harmontc
flapptng with respect to the rotor shaft It is therefore possible that the success
for several configurations which differ tn of those configurations which exhibited low
blade torsional stiffness, vibratory loads and increased performance is

based on a redistribution of lift either
The differences in longitudinal cyclic radially or aztmuthally, or both. This Is

pitch for these conflqurattons is significant reinforced by the previously mentioned rigid

not so muchfor control travel considerations, I " _'
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I
bladeanalyticalresults(ref.12) which would he expectedto resultin _ean elastic
correctlypredictedno markedperformance twistdifferencessimilarto the trends
variationsdue to the small solidity observedearlierIn this paper. The addition

:" differences between configurations. The cause of tab deflection produces more nose down
of the apparent atrload redistribution my be torsional moment for the ACR.
found tn the parameter combinations _htch
complementeach other. For example, as has The oscillatory torsional momentof the
been shownpreviously tn Figure 7, anbedral ACR is comparable to the baseline rotor for 0 °
seems to aeroelasttcally help a baseline blade tab deflection, but ts more sensitive to tab
rectangular ttp planformmore that tt does a deflection than the baseline rotor's torsional

: swept-tapered planform, Furtherrmre, the load (Figure 1Z c,d). The elastic twist
addition of sweep for the baseline blade seems resulting from these load perturbations would
to enhance the aerodynamic environment of a be expected to change the track ond vibration
tapered planform more than tt does a characteristics of these rotors.
rectangular ttp for the configurations tested.
The use of an aeroelasttc analysis would be Blade Flapptn_Due to Tab Deflection
necessary to quantify thts observation, but the
test results included herein encourage thts The flapping response of the instrumented

- loading hypothesis, blade to tab deflection tc shownin Figure !3
for both rotors. As me:,tioned previously, the

Conformable Rotor Track Characteristics other three blades of each rotor were trimmed
to the rotor shaft for all conditions, so that

General the flapptng OF the instrumented blade, above
the mean coning, is a measure of out-of-track

The utilizationof a conformablerotor sensitivity.
concept should be evaluated not only for the

; measure of success with which it achieves tts The ACRconing for both O° tab and 4° tab
i performance and loads goals, hut also how well shows the effect of large mean elastic twist

it can be "fielded." That is, how much change for this rotor as well as the increased
J (if any) in currentinstallation,maintenance, sensitivityto tab deflection. The baseline

and rotortuningIs necessaryfor the new rotor rotor exhibits,as expected,less mean elastic

t concept to be employed. One of this twist, and hence, less effect The
aspect on conlng.

transition ts rotor tracking sensitivity and one-per-rev flapping (Figure 13 c,d) for the
its implications for rotor and fuselage loads. ACRblade showsa large (3.5 degrees)

l out-of-tracksensitivitydue to tab deflection,
Becausethe resultsof this study and compared to that of the baseline. Thls

: others have indicated that the response of phenomenonmay also be due to the large ACR
torsionallysoft rotorsto parametricchanges oscillatoryelastictwist producedby tab
can be significant,a track sensitivitystudy deflection.
was initiatedIn which baselineand ACR blades
with representativeswept tips were subjected FlapwlseBlade Loads Due to Tab Deflection
to a test matrix (TableIV) designedto perturb
the track of one blade in the rotor. The The effectof elastictwist changesto
perturbationwas accomplishedby use of inboardblade loadingIs of interestfor blad_
trailingedge tab deflection. Specifically, llfe and fixedsystemvibratoryloads
the outermost two tabs (85-8g percent radius) implications. Figure 14 shows the effect of
were deflected 4 degrees downon the blade configuration and tab deflection on the
Instrumented blade, inboard flap loading. As mtght be expected

from the steady elastic twist and coning data _,
The use of trailing edge tabs for shownpreviously, the ACR loadtng shifts _,

conformble rotor use has been described tn inboard wtth tab deflection and the mean
ref. 8 for porfomance and ref. 16 for inboard flapwtse moment sharply drops.
vibration. The use of trailing edge tabs
tn this Ctudy. was for tracking sensitivity. In like manner Figure 14 c,d shows the
Initially the tabs were undeflected and the effect of oscillatory elastic twist, caused by
rotor tracked in hover. One-per-_ev tab deflection, on the oscillatory flapwtse
longitudinal and iatera_ ftxed-syste_ loads loads for both rotors. The ACR flapwtse moment
were minimized through standard balance appears more sensitive to tab deflection than
techniques. The rotors were then subjected to that of the baseltne rotor. These loads should
the forward flight conditions of Table IV. The mentfest themselves In fixed-system vibrations
forward flight procrss was then repeated for Is discussed tn the next section.
the deflected tabs ahd data acquired until
either the test matrix was completed or loads Fixed S_stem Vibrations Due to Tab Deflection
becameprohibitive.

The blade torsional respoqse to a
Blade Torsion Due to Tab Deflection parameter change such as tab deflection has

thus been shown to affect blade track and blade
The torsional blade loads are showntn loads. Bcth blade track and loads are

Figure 12 for the tracking conditions. The transferred to the fixed system, an obvious
datJ was chosen at a blade station Just inboard prattle., consideration to the vibration
of the deflected tab locations, The 0" tab of th¢ helicopter during tracktng procedures.
cases show ACRmeannose-down momentsgreater Ftgure ;S shows that the one-per-ray vertical
thee the baseline. The differences tn loads load in t_ r_xed system ts muchmore sensitive

to the 4 degrue tab deflection for the
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torsionally soft rotor than for the baseline. 4. Stroub, Robert H.; Rabbott, John P., Jr.;
Thts was also observed (but not shownherein) and Ntebanck, Charles F.: Rotor Blade Ttp
for the fixed system in-plane loads. It is Shape Effects on Performance and Loads From
also interesting that the undeflected tab Full-Scale Wind-Tunnel Testing. Journal of

i configurationfor the ACR producedmore fixed the AmericanHelicopterSociety,Volu_ 24,
system one-per-rev vertical loadtng than the No. 5, October 1979, pp. 28-35. 4
baseline. Thts occurred even though the ACR
inboard oscillatory flapwtse load for 0° tab 5. Philippe, J. J.; and Vutllet, A.:
was only sltghtly greater than the baseline's. Aerodynamic Design of Advanced Rotors with .

New TIp Shapes. 39th Annual Forum ,
: Althouqh the reduced torsional stiffness Proceedings, American Helicopter Society,

of the ACRaffords greater torsional deflection May 1983. )
for a given tab :nput, the tmpited increase tn
trackingcapabilityshouldbe weighedagainst 6. Weller,WilliamH.: Experimental
the above results. These results indicate a Investigation of Effects of Blade Tip t
potential coupling of blade torsional Geometry on Loads and Performance for an
deflection, blade oscillatory loads, and fixed Articulated Rotor System. NASATP 1303, 1
system vibration which results from a htgh 1979. )
sensitivity of the conformable rotor to
practical tracking procedures. 7. Sutton, Lawrence R.; White, Rtchard P.,

Jr.; and Marker,Robert L.: Wlnd-Tunnel /.
Conclusions Evaluation of an Aeroelasttcally

ConformableRotor. USAJ&VRADCOM-TR-81-D-43,
Based on the data obtainedfor the test 1982....

conditions and model configurations '
investigated,the followingconclusionshave 8. Blackwell,R. H.; Murrlll,R. J.; Yeager,
been reached: W.T., Jr.; and Mirlck,P. H.: Wind-Tunnel

Evaluationof AeroelasticallyConformable

I. Significantperformanceand loads Rotors. PreprintNo. 80-23,36th Annual
differenceswere generatedby tip Forum Proceedings,AmericanHelicopter
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2. Torsionallysoft rotor (ACR)applications 9. Yeager,WilliamT., Jr.; and Mantay,Wayne J
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! T_BLE IA. Model Blade Properties

• BaselineBlade

-'. INBOARO SECTION SECTION I
, SECTION LENGTH MASS STI___FFNESS(Ib-ftz) (_b-secz)

r/R (ft) (slugs) FLAP CHORD TORSION
, XlO-3

.0534 .322 .051 101,944. 104,166.1 6,763.9 .57

_ .1222.166 .011 9,326.469,444.41i,269_6.143
I

.1577 .333 ,U062 9,326,4 2,777,8 432.1 .05

.2288 .333 .0062 74.3 2,777.8 236.1 .05

-: .2999 .333 .0062 74.3 2,777.8 88.9 I .05
_' .375 .333 .0062 74.3 2,777'8 88.9 .08

.4421 .333 .0062 81.3 2,777.8 91.6 .08

.5132 .333 .3062 75.7 2,777.8 93.1 .08

.5843 .333 .0062 81.3 2,777.8 94.4 .08 j

,65o4 .333 .0062 81.3 2,777.8 94.4 .08

.7265 .333 _0062 81.3 2,777.8 94.4 .08

.7976 .333 .0062 86.8 2,777.8 92.4 .08

.8687 .207 .0054 33.3 694.4 95.4 .117

.9128 .073 .0024 33.3 : 694.4 27.1 .117

.9283 .336 .0045 21.5 347.2 22.0 .117

RotatingNaturalFrequenciesat _ = 68.07 rad/sec

MODE w/_

Flap 4.98
Chord 5.08
Torsion 6.14
Flap 8.17

i

I

, 4
I _ _
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:c_" I TABLEIB. Model Blade Properties

_ _ ! ACRBlade

_• "I INBOARD SECTION SECTION I
". SECTION LENGTH MASS STIFFNESS(lb-ft_) (_b-sec z)
_, fir (ft) (slugs) FLAP CHORD I TORSION

XI0-3
I

.0534 .322 ,05111 102,083.3 104,166.7 6,763.9 .57

.1222 .166 .0111 9,326.4 69,444.4 1,269.6 .143
• ., i •

.1577 .333 .00618 9,326.4 2,777.8 432.1 .Q5

.2288 .333 .U0616 75.7 2,777.8 230.7 .05

.2999 .333 .00616 75.7 2,777.8 85.4 .05

.371 .333 .00612 75.7 2,569.4 85.4 .08

.4421 .333 .0061 78.{ 2,569.4 68.6 .08

.5132 .333 .On61 75.0 2,569.4 33.5 .08

.5843 .333 .0061 71.5 2,569.4 24.1 .08

.6554 .333 .0061 71.5 2,569.4 22.9 .08

.7265 .333 .0061 71.5 2,569.4 22.9 .08

.7976 .333 .D061 88.9 2,569.4 26.2 .08
/

1 .8687 .207 .0054 59.7 694.4 27.8 .117 J

i .9128 .073 .0024 59.7 694.4 33.3 .117

.9283 .336 .0045 20.8 347.2 22.3 .117

Rotating Natural Frequencies at g = 68.07 rad/sec

MODE w/g @_

Torston 4.48
• Flap 4.93

Chord 4.98
Fla_ B.17

I

•.,i t25
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Table II. Model Rotor BladeTlp Characteristics

• I

:_I Parameter Tip c.g. location(in.)Tip weightTip twist c.g.-a.c.(pos.c.9. 11/4c z
",_, (grms) (deg) c forward) (ft-lb-sec)

DesignTarget Chordwise Spanwlse
] 1.236 2.774 71 1.35 .96R .98R 1.OR x 10-5

_ .955Rto R
: Tip Configuration

*'_'. Rectangular 1.30 2.75 73.1 1.2'7 .028 -.OB .02 .448

_i Tapered 1.24 2.82 73.4 1.27 -.014 -.056 .007 .197

: Swept 1.50 2.85 73.6 1.27 .096 -.04 .019 .56

_i Swept Tapered 1.31 2.94 71.4 1.27 .og6 .017 .008 .371

_I :Rectangular Anhedral 1.31 2.75 71.1 1.14 .028 -.C5 .02 .448

;1 ....SweptAnhedral 1.48 2.96 70.4 .g3 .096 -.04 .019 .56

]-] Swept Tapered Anhedral 1.25 3.00 71.8 1.27 .og6 -.017 .008 .371 "

Rotor Solidity

!| TaperedConfigurations Non-taperedConfigurations

Area soltd_ty .08127 .08252

Thrust-weighted solidity .07905 .08263

Torque weighted solidity .07793 .08259

: , Table III. TargetTest Conditions ,

I- CL CL CL
|u MT % _ % T % T

.30 .65 -6.0°_-7.8° .06 -4.5°,-_.g° .08 -3.6°,-4.7° .I0
.68

,o I I I
" .35 .67"65-8.2 °_-10.5 ° .06 -6.1°_r-7T'9° .OR -4.g°+,-6.3 ° .lO

.40 .b3 -10.6°,-13.6 ° ,06 -8,0°,-10.3 ° .UB -6.4°,-8.3 ° ,10

+ + +
@

Table IV. Track Sensitivity Test Conditions

_ u as _'_CL TIb Deflection MT

* .40"30"0520-10"5"0"0_ .I:5 0". 4i down .6i

J
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Fig. I LangleyTransonicDynam4csTunnel. Fig. 2 Aeroelasticrotor experimentalsystem
(ARES)model in l.angle)Transonic

i........ B.37........._ DynamicsTun,el.

_ _ _,_OTr s:,_ A,R_O.I IF-

__ f __ _ i ........ AXIS M'SC lO_ AIRFOIL,,tt,,-0 5 TIP JOINT-_ I l

FLAPPING

I l , l_-sc,.-.Ai,,omr_| "

' ._._4 I -
_N'r[ROF
ROTATION

L N')TE:LINEARBUILT-INTWIST, BI : -|_Fig. 4 Rotor blade geometr). Blade dimensions
are in inches.

Fig. 3 Schematicdiagramof a_'roelasticrotor
experimentalsystem. A;l dime_.sionsare
In feet.
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Fig. S Geometry of tips tested, Dimensions are tn inches unless otherwl_e tndicat_.d. * _,
w.'
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I DISCUSSION
• Paper No. 9

ill AEROELASTIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR TORSIONALLY SOFT ROTORSWayne R. Hantay
and

'I William T. Yeager, Jr. d

•: _I Bill Wellerj United Technologies Research Center: In going from good to bad on your scales, the
decreased elastic twist activity seemed to be at 2 per rev and above in harmonic order. But on

'_,' the best performing rotor system you still had a I per rev activity, elastic twist activity that
_I was nose up on the advancing side?

J
• henley: That's correct.

_] Weller: Did you decompos_ your data to find out that perhaps higher harmonic elastic twist

ii activity is bad, but that the I per rev activity might be beneficial, particularly the sin

type activity?

Mantay: We have tried to look at that in every way that we can. Let me tell you what we did
do. We decomposed the waveforms, the energy in those gauges, before we integrated. We decom-
posed them into the first eight harmonies. Everything that you see there has all of those eight
harmonics in it. In other words, if it was there, Bill, it would have bitten us. We didn't see .

: it in most of our good performers. That's not to say they wouldn't be there and wouldn't be
great contributors in other configurations, but for ours we didn't _ee it. There was mainly a
I per rev.

Weller: That's what I'm saying. Is there some kind of correlation that I per Per activity
might be particularly beneficial where higher harmonic activity is detrimental?

•I Henley: We don't know that to be sure, but in the paper you will see if you look at some of the

i_ figures that ha_e these waveforms there does seem to be a trigger level. The first two or threeconfigurations that did well seem to be predominantly I per rev. On the performance groupings,

come when that harmonic trigger was triggered. Of course, all we saw in addition to the I per
rev was the 2, but that may be thp culprit, I don't know. And yet looking back historically
at 10, 15 or more years ago to some o: the start of this ACR, cos 2_, tha_ was being advocated
as a way to. I'm not sure I'm getting this right, but I think that was for propulsive force

enhancement and that didn't show up with us. We stumbled over a lot of anomalies I guess.

Charlie Frederlckson v Sikorsky Aircraft: I see did some work on the blade tao bending for one
blade only and not surprisingly got a tremendous increase in your IP vertical forces. Did you

"i do any work at all in tabbing all four blades and see what effect that had on the 4P vibratory

• forces?

Mantay: We did not. I might mention that some of the _ests that preceded oc-s by a year or two _"
• did deflect all tabs on all four blades for torsional twist-tailoring. There have been some

fixed system q per rev data published by Bob [Blackwell], Bill Yeager and others which have _.
shown some trends there. But to answer your question directly, no we did not bend Just the two _.'

• tabs on all four blades and look at the 4P in this study.

Jim BIKRers, Naval Ship R&D Center: [You have] a really good se_ of correlations there [and]
detective work on your part; you are to be co,ended for that. I want to ask you to dig a I
little deeper and see if there isn't also a correlation, particularly in the loads area with
coupling of other blade modes like coupling of the torsion with a second flap bending and things i
of that nature. !

Mantay: We have not looked at that,

_: Let me encourage you to look for that.

Hantay: Okay.

_il Peretz Friedmann, University of California I Los Angeles: I think your endeavor is a very com-

mendable one. This data base as you call it is probably very useful. To somebody who might
..: want to try to compare an analysis which has a swept tip capability with the data which you have
,_ generated, I have a very basic question, Is the test which you have conducted, one, where if
_! you took four isolated blade analyses and combined them would give you a good analytical tool,

or due to the nature of the model which you have used [does] one have to use a coupled rotor]
-, fuselage-type model?

"--_,I Hantay: Peretz, let me tell you what we intend to do analytically. I'll answer your question
directly, but I would like to expand on it a _lny bit. I don't think we need a coupled rotor
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fuselage analysis for It. We are trying to pick apart some of the causes and effects. Some we
are doing on our own and some we have contractual arrangements to do. We are looking at, for
instance, VSAERO to try to look at the aerodynamics. We have used a rigid blade analysis which
was more of something to check off what we did. It was fairly useless. The solidity changes
between the tlps were well predicted, but in terms of the response In the integrated performance
for some of the more exotic tips, that analysis which was a rigid blade, was abysmal. It was
pretty useless. So we recognize that we need to pick apart some of the causes and effects
analytically. When we do combine them, and we may within this next calendar year, we In all
likelihood will not incorporate a coupled rotor fuselage analysis to do it. Certainly not as a
first step; maybe not even as a second.

Bob Jones, Kaman: Naturally, we have worked with soft rotors for many, many years and, yes, it t
is a very sensitive rotor. Therefore, as Bob pointed out, you have many design parameters thati

"i you can use to achieve your total performance of the rotor. One thing I do want to point out is
don't be discouraged from the standpoint that maybe the performance and even vlbrat_on went to

t pot because if you change your modal content of torsion you can get entlrely different results.

.y So you can still have a soft rotor, but you should fool around maybe with your GJ distributionsand things like this and you can optimize from that standpoint. Ball_sting of the blades can
" affect these results tremendously because of th!s type of coupllng, co Just let's not throw out

soft rotors because you have got poor results Is really what it comes down to. It takes a lot
of analysis and a lot of flight testing to optimize a system llke this. Tracking is going to be
a very major problem. We've run Into that at Kaman and you w_ll too in soft rotors.

.o'_ Hantay; I guess my comment to that, Bob, is that I wouldn't disagree with you and certainly we
i are not giving up on soft rotors. I hope my last comment reflected that. But I would say,

=_ wntch may add to what you said, I hope, that we saw the need to well-control some of the param-.!
_,; eters we looked at to make sure we knew what was there. It was Just for the configurations we
A_ looked at and on that same rotor from the tip inboard, Bob [Blackwell] was Involved, in fact, in
,._
_ some tests at Langley that indicated that up tab deflections of 8 degrees or so actually did

;r fairly well in terms of loads and performance.

"_ Bob Blackwell, Sikorsky Aircraft: I want to comment about that the [statement] that says that
_F the torsional softening of the blade would do . . . the statement [was] never really intended

that softening of the blade by Itself would do anything. Anhedral, or swept tip, or taper on a
=r_: soft blade presumably would allow it to do Just more of what it wanted to do which was to twist

nose down on the advancing side; none of those things particularly tried to arrest that. So
Wayne's efforts to try to correlate the twist on the advancing blad. or the pitch on the advanc-
ing blade, whatever--I have been through the same fruitless exercise in trying to understand
exactly what causes what. The point was that these blades were soft and as such they twisted

', more nose down. Despite the fact that I agree there weren't clear trends, if you step back far

enough from the data you can say that softer blades sort of twisted down on the advancing side
and throughout the second quadrant; maybe 90 degrees is the place to quote but maybe 150 If I
looked at some of your plots. That might be a better Indicator. But the blade basically had , '
more drag on the advancing side, hence the H-force, hence the increased torque and that's ; ..

entirely in keeping with what we said. If we could arrange a way through some parameter--and
. camber [and] airfoil pitching moment was an effective one--to in fact prevent that from happen- ,

ing then that's what we set out to talk about before. We have proven that if the blades twist 1 ._
down more [then] they will do worse than they would if they h=dn't. That's clear. -."

BOb Hanafordj.Westland Helicopters: In moving to softer torsional blades, how important do you
:. now think it is that we should be able to predict the shear center of the blade properly to get

an accurate prediction? This can cause us some problems when applying it to production blades.

_n__: I don't know. I wouldn't want to venture on _ guess on a design guide, but I would say
I think it would depend on how exotic the tip aerodynamics was. In other words, how much aero-
dynamic center-elastic axis offset you had. We were concerned about that and that's why we
didn't get more ambitious than we did In terms of tip shape. We wanted to keep the shear center
that was on the inboard section constant. I guess what Bob Jones was suggesting GJ and other
tailoring inboard of that if it's done well--terrific, that adds to the data base. If it's done
poorly as I imply _rom your comment, then we could Just have another parameter in there muddying
waters.

_ BO_bHansford: That's right, This could be an extra parameter, now, that you could consider

-. Just as imFortant as e.g. arid s.c. offset.

!
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"I OPTIMAL DESIC,N APPLICATION ON THE ADVANCED
, "_ AEROELASTIC ROTOR BLADE

:. _ Fu-Shang Wei

; i Senior Aeromechanics Engineerand
"il Robert Jones

.i ( Assistant Director of Aeromechanlcs

I Kaman Aerospace Corporation
i Bloomfield, Connecticut 06002-0002

Abstract dynamic and aerodynamic effects are
coupled within the design range of inte-

The vibration and performance optl- rest. Separation of these effects during
_ mization procedure using regresqlon ana- th9 design procedure may not be possible "
_. lysis has been successfully applied to an to obtain the best result that one ex-

advanced aeroelastlc blade design study, pacts. Therefore, the approach which can
The major advantage of this regression be utilized to optimize dynamic and aero-
technique is that multiple optimizations dynamic effects is stro: fly recommended.
can be performed to evaluate the effects
of various objective functions and con- Vibration and performance data gene-
straint functions. In this application, rated from C81 and the coefficients of
the data bases obtained from the rotor- modal participation factor (CMPF) of hub
craft flight s_mulation program C81 and shear and hub moment generated from Mykle-
Myklestad mode shape program are analy- stad can be analytically expressed as a {
tlcally determined as a zunction of each fmlctlon of each design variable using re-
,eslgn variable. Those predicted results gression analysis (References 14 - 20).
from regression equations, ouch as per- Regression equations not only directly
formance, vibration, and _odal parameters, provide the sensitivity of each blade de-
when compared with C81 anl Myklestad out- sign varlabl_, but also combine both dy-
puts, correlate exceptlonally well. The namic and aerodynamic effects within the
regresslon equations also predicted the overall design procedure. Furthermore,
minimum of 4/ray total vertical hub shear reFresslon technique need not be performed
based on the coefficients of each equa- in a contIDuous run; it may be carried out
tion. This approach has been verified for individually or in _roups, as convenient.
various blade radial ballast weight loca- This technique can also treat numerous
tions and olade planforms. This method design variables, objective functions,
can also be utilized to ascertain the constraint functions, and various combina-
effect of a particular cost function which tions of several objective functions in a

is composed of several objective functions convenient manne_. After the data base is .fwith different weighting factors for obtained from the technique program, the _

various mission requirements without any optimization criteria can be varied, based
additional effort. Utilization of this on various mission requirements. There-
technique can si_ificantly reduce the fore, a significant savings on computer i
engineering efforts and computer time to time and engineering efforts have been i
optimally design a high performance and achieved.
low vibration blade.

The optimization procedure of the re-
Introduction gresslon analysis was first used at Kaman

in its analytical studies of the Control-
It is highly desirable for most hell- fable Twist Rotor in developing secondary

copter engineers to design a vehicle control requirements to minimize vibra-
having high performance and low vibrations fish, with constraints on horse-power,
(References I - 13). With a best dynamic angle of attack, and blade bending ms-
blade as an input to the alrloads program, ments. This control optimization was done
the blade having minimum vibration and for both steady and one-per-ray controls,
maximum performance under certain con- as well as for higher harmonic controls
straints could be determined by using an (Reference 20). Blade controls on the
existing optimization code! or vice versa, full scale Hulticyclic Controllable Twist
from an optimized airloads distribution to Rotor with higher harmonics were optimized
find a desired blade planform. Blade experlmenta)ly by using wind tunnel re-

sults for the data base (Reference 17).

t _ted at the 2nd Decennial Specialist The optimization procedure was also
Meeting on Rotorcraft Dynamics, Moffett used to investigate the effects of several

Field, CA, November 7 - 9, 1984 blade design parameters as independent i_
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variables in a study of an advanced flight 18 are used for the baseline blade. Blade
, _ research rotor (Reference 18). All pre- torsional control spring is pre-determined
A vlous results are obtained either from as an input to Myklestad coupled mode

Kaman's program, 6F, or from the wind tun- shapes program such that the blade clamped
_" nel test, on the hinged blade. The input torsional frequency is 25.6 Hz. Only the
_, mode shapes for the 6F are uncoupled modes first out-of-plane mode shape is used as

_" with pitch horn control and servo flap an input in C81 for the performance study,
control degrees of fr _dom. Bingham RC 8%, 10%, and 12% airfoil tables.+

are used to look up blade local aerody-
• The main rotor An this study is a namlc lift, drag, and pitching moment co-

_ hingeless, 4°bladed General Purpose Re- efflcien?s. Blade built-ln twist, sweepsearch Rotor (GPRR) (References 18, 19) angle, percent tip taper, and taper ratio
which weighs 287.5 ibs per blade and has are treated as independent variables input
27 ft radius, 25.5 in. thrust weighted to C81 to vary blade alrloads dlstrlbu-
chord, 256 rpm angular speed, and 723.8- tlon. QS trim in C81 uses the first flap-
ft/sec tip speed. Bingham RC airfoil ping mode; therefore, blade sweep angle
tables are used to determine blade aero- gives no dynamic coupling effects _nd only "

_i dvnamic coefficients. The fuselage has has aerodynamic effects on Nach No. reduc-
18,400 ibs total gross weight and 23 tion_ and aerodynamic effects on pitching i

_i square ft flat plate drag area. C81 was moment variation due to aerodynamic center 1
_+ modified to incorporate variable sweep shift. The blade sweep station starts at

i stations along the blade /adial direction, that point at which the Mach No. is the
same as the Mach No. on the blade tip.

_ Thirty-slx C81 quasi-static (QS) trim There are four independent variables in

: cases as a function of blade built-in the analysis, and the range of interest of
_, twist, sweep angle, percent tip taper, and these variables is listed in Table I.
_ [ taper ratio have been generated to find

the regression equations for performance Table 1. Independent variables for
_+ analysis at five different airspeeds from performance analysis.

hover to 160 knots. The predictions of
the horsepower from regression equations, ' Independent f
which are not inc],_ded in those 36 QS trim Variables Levels
cases, compared with C81 are within 1.5%
of the total range of interest. Built-ln Twist* -8°, -12 °, -14 °, -16 °

Sweep Angle** 20°, 0", -20 °, -300
The regression equations of the modal Perce.lt Tip Taper 15%, 25%, 50%

parameters also have been generated using Taper Ratio I.I:I, 2:1, 3:1
+ 84 Myklestad cases by adding blade ballast

running weights along the blade radial
stations. The predicted results from re- *Built-ln Twist: + Nose Up
gressiot_ equations, compared with the **Sweep Angle: + Forward Sweep

Myklestad, are in excellent agreement up _.to the first six modes. The quadratic regression equatJon of the
independent variables is written as

Thirty-flve C81 QS Trim, followed by follows:
Time-Varylng Trim (TVT), cases as a func-
tion of blade built-in twist, percent tip N N

taper, and taper ratio are used for vibra- Y ffiAo + ;_ Ai6i + __ All6 _tion analysis, The multiple correlation i 1 i 1
factors for horsepower, 4/rev vertical hub N-I N
shear, oscillatory beamwise and chordwlse + _
bending moments, and torsional moments are _ [ Aij616jcorrelated at least 95.4%. The excellent i i J- +I

predictions from regression equations for Where Y is the dependent variablel 6 is
the vibration data are also presented, the independent! and A is the coefficient

of regression equation.
With the exceptionally well-fltted

regression equations from C81 and Mykle- There are 144 different combinations
i_ stad, the blade can be dynamically con- for these variables. Only 36 combinations

,_ trolled by controlling each individual are randomly selected as inputs for C81 QSCMPF, or its product with MPF, to achieve trim at each flight speed. The regression
the design goal under certain constraints, equations having linear and quadratic

terms which are generated from these data
" _ Performance Analysis are shown in Table 2 for 5 different

:_peeds. These equations give multiple
In order to determine blade charac- correlation coefficients of 97.5% or

_i] terlstics for the performance analysis, better at each different speed from hover '

blade physical parameters from Reference to 160 knots. Wlth the cxlstlng data _+
138 i
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Table 2. Regression equations for performance analysis at 5 different flight speeds.

I iCoefficient Vartable Hover 40 Knots 80 Knots 120 Knots 160 Knots

i '=' t

A0 1975.08 1324.90 1038.82 ]316.16 2054.82 1

Al 61 - - - o.e5 (9) .... 0.45 (7) -1.31 (7)
A2 62 12.13 (5)* 17.96 (4) 18.89 (7) 32.23 (3) 44.88 (3)

A3 63 -77.59 (7) -47.36 (8) -27.60 (8) -28.33 (10) -27.88 (4) i

A4 64 ...... { -11.31 (3) 20.65 (5) " " " i

ij A11 61"61 -0.067 (2) -0.04 (2) -0.04 (1) -0.05 (]) -0.08 (1)
A22 62*62 - - - 0.52 (6) 0.74 (6) 1.46 (2) 2.078 (2)
A33 63*63 19.43 (6) 10.91 (7) 5.45 (9) 2.84 (]1) - - -

;| A44 64*64 - - - 130.55 (1]) 63.80 (10) 106.75 (12) 140.25 (g) "
A12 61.62 - - - 0.04 (10) -0.01 (4) -0.05 (6) -0.10 (6) _

A13 61"63 .... 0.11 (12) .... 0.08 (13) - - -

AI4 61,84 ......... 0.43 (14) 0.61 (I0)

A23 62*63 1.26 (]) O.lO (1) -0.29 (5) -l.39 (9) -1.84 (5)

A24 62*64 -7.0 (3) 0.75 (5) - - - 6.68 (e) 9.12 (8) i

A34 a3"64 -106.88 (4) -77.88 (3) -38.14 (2) -22.17 (4) - - -
l

!

H.C.C.** 0.987 I 0.991 0.982 0.975 0.978

I5.E.E.*** 11.7 5.8 4.7 7.2 9.1
I

_! 61 Sweep 62 Built-in Twtst 83 Taper Ratto 64 Z Ttp Taper
I * Sensitivity ** Hulttple Correlation Coefffctent *** StandardError of the Esttmate

Table 3. Regression equation for performance analysis with airspeed as an "

independent variable.

Coefficient Vartab|e Horsepower Coefficient Variab]e Horsepower

A0 ?063.68 i,
kl 61 - " • A12 61"62 " " " l

A2 62 36.55 (8)* A13 61"63 " " " i
A3 63 -21.58 (4) A14 61"44 - - -

A4 64 - . . A15 41"45 - . . :

A5 65 -22.76 (2) A23 42*43 - - -
All 61'41 -0.06 (3) A24" 42*64 2.01 (6) j

A22 62*42 1.06 (11) A25 62*45 -0.17 (7)

A33 43*43 - - - A34 43*64 -57.54 (10) !

A44 44*44 - - - A_5 43"65 0.23 (6)

1 A55 65'45 0.13 (1) A45 44*65 1.03 (9)

l_lttple Correlation Coefficient: 0.999 i

Standard Error of the Estimate: 18.4 i
!

m

41 Sweep 43 Taper Ratto 65 Airspeed _ ;

62 Sutlt-tn Twtst 64 % Ttp Taper * Sensttfvtt¥ • ;

t
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"' 4
*' base, the regression equation for perfor- taper ratio blades at all flight speeds of ,

mance as a function of airspeed has also interest, except at 160 knots.
been analyzed. The multiple correlation
coefficient from the equation with air- 4. For the blade having-16 ° built-

r'., speed as an independent variable is cot- in twist and 50% tip taper, the 3:1 taper
relat¢_ at 99.9%, shown in Table 3. ratio blade uses slightly more HP than a

_', I.l:l taper ratio blade at 160 knots, and :
' 7.he sensitivity results from re- saves 150 HP in hover and 40 HP at 80

! gresslon equations show that each design knots, i
variable has a clear performance trend at
each airspeed and for the airspeed sweep• 5. For a high negative built-in
_he independent variables in these regres- twist blade, -16 °, the best performance
sion equations have not been normalized, is at hover, with very little effect on
Therefore, the physical parameters are performance at 160 knots. The best per-
treated as the input to these regression formance at 160 knots is with the blade
equations. From Table 2, blade sweep which has approximately -10" built-ln
angle squared, built-in twist squared, and twist. -
built-in twist are the three most impor-

t7 rant terms at 160 knots from the per- The prediction of the horsepower from :
__ formance regression equation sensitivity regression equations compared with C8]

result. Also, the product of taper ratio trim results is exceptionally good. The
and built-ln twist, sweep angle squared, difference between the two resu-'t-, is

" the product of built-in twist and percent within 1•5% o_ the total range of inter-
tip taper, and the product of percent tip est. The comparison is shown on Tables 4 :
taper and taper ratio are the four most and 5.
important terms in hover. Blade sweep

y angle squared, the product of taper ratio The regression equations for horse-

_ and percent tip taper, percent tip taper power at 160 knots, 80 knots, and hoverand the product of sweep angle and bu._it- are used for the performance optimlzetlon
in twist are the four most important terms study. Power limits from C81 QS trim are
in the regression equation at 80 knots, treated as constraints at 160 knots and 80
From Table 3, the regression equation knots. Those constraints for maximum
shows that airspeed squared, airspeed, power available are assumed to be 1740 HP
blade sweep angle squared, and taper ratio at 160 knots and 840 HP at 80 knots. The
are the four most important terms in the minimum horsepower from 36 QS trim cases
whole airspeed sweep region. Also from used as the starting point for optimi-
Table 2, the regression equation shows zation is the blade having s plan. rm 30"
that the constant term has the minimum aft sweep, -16° built-ln twist, 3:1 taper
value at 80 knots• All the design varl- ratio, and 50Z tip taper. The optlmlza-
ables have either sn increased or a de- tlon code KAOPT (Reference 21) is used for
creased contribution to the constant term performance optimization There are two•

at each flight speed, depending on the minimum points detected using the KAOPT _. i
combination of each individual design volume search technique. The first oolnt _._
variable, is the blade having _0° aft sweep, -_5.8 °

built-ln twist, 50g tip taper, and 3:1
In order to gain a better under- taper ratio• The second point is 20° for- I

standing of the effects each independent ward sweep, -10.4 ° built-in twist, 44Z
variable contribution to performance, the tip taper, and 3:1 taper ratio. The per-
plots of horsepower vs each independent formance results are 1740 HP, 822 HP,
variable at different speeds (Fig. i to 4) 1500 HP for point l; and 1740 HP, 841 HP,
are described as follows: and 1616 HP for point 2 at 160 knots, !

80 knots, and hover, respectively (also
1. For a blade having -I0 ° built- shown in Table 4). The contour plots of

in twist and 25Z tip taper, results show power at hover, with and without con-
that a 3:1 taper ratio blade saves 20 HP straints, are shown in Fig. 5. For
over a 1.1:1 taper ratio blade at 160 1740 HP available constraint applied to 1
knotsi saves 25 HP at 80 knotsj and saves g thrust, 160 knots and 1.5 g thrust, 120
80 HP in hover, knots, level flight conditions, the mini-

mum power at hover within constraints is
2. Results also show that a 30 ° _Et 1516 HP, and the blade has 30' aft sweep

_w:_ps blade saves 75 HP and 35 HP at 160 -14.54" built-ln twist, 3:1 taper ratio,, 60 HP and 35 HP in hover, and 35 HP and 50g tip taper.
and 25 HP at 80 knots over a non-swept
blade and a 20 ° fcr_aard sweep blade, .M.od.a.1Analysis
respectively.

The elastic rotor uses seven indepen-
a 3. The 3.1 tape, ratio blade has dent modes representatiou in the C81 air- .

better performance than the 2:1 and 1.1,1 loads analysis. The time history of rotor
-- %

!40 1

61

i_ _ _ - ., •
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Table 4. Performance predictions for regression equation vs C81 at

three different speeds.

61 62 63 64 V • 160 KNOTS V = 80 KNOTS V " 0 KNOTS
BUILT

IN TAPER$ TIP REGRESSION C81 REGRESSION C8I RFGR[SSION CBI
SWEEPTWIST RATIO TAPER (HP) (HP) (tiP) (liP; (HP) (HP)

t - 20" - 130 2.5:1 20t 1753.65 1776.25 849.69 " aJ" " I I624.?] 1618.44o 30° ° 9" ?.5:1 30; 1712.66 1715.82 838.?6 839.81 _643.57 1629.31

I - 110 - 9.4" 3:1 46I 1766.10 1764.91 881.47 847.61 1624.22 1677.86

- 30° o 11.8' 3:1 461 1698.0 1709.82 816.0 814.16 1559.0 1540.03

- 30" - 13" 2.5:1 303 1111.29 1714.56 830.20 829.73 1590.81 ]581.85

o 20e o 9° 2.5:I 301 1750.94 1752.02 857.88 861.98 1676.96 1678.20
20" 13" ,!2"5:1 301 176].53 1768.76 8_4.52 852.3? 1624.21 1618.01
20" 9° J2.[:1 3OZ 1742.53 1748.47 861.27 862.08 1676.96 1677.67

30" 15.8" I 3:1 50S 1740.0 ]743.76 822.0 820.66 1500.0 ]508.61
i

- 30" - 13° 1.5:1 301 1715.24 1715.92 843.64 839.34 1639.]5 1616.54

- 30" - 9" l.fl:l 301 1723.97 1724.64 853.37 848.83 1686.86 ]662.44

- 20" - 13" 1.6:1 30g 1757.60 177_,04 _63.13 865.69 1672.55 1662.93

- 20" - 8" 1.6:1 305 1762.26 ]760.44 872.50 875.68 1770.26 ]740.64

20e - 10,4° 3:1 445 1740.0 ]749.87 841.0 839.35 1616.0 1604.04

20" I" 9" 1.5:1 301 1783.85 1755.93 875.84 875.93 ]7?0.26 ]719.92

ZO" I- 13" 1.5:1 30Z 1765.49 1767.46 867.96 865.14 ! 1672.55 1667,34

I

Table 5. Perfor=mnce predictions for regression equation vs C81 with airspeed as
an independent variable.

61 _? 63 _4 65 HORSEPOMER l --
• ,,

BUILT ,
IN TAPER I TIP ."RSPEEU REGRESSION C81

SWEEP TWIST RATIO TAPER (KNOTS) (HP) (HP)

- 30° 9.0" _.S:l 305i I60.0 1716.38 1724.64 i
- 20" • 13.0" ;?.5:1 305 160.0 1765.17 1776.75 I

- 16" - 13.6" 3:1 44t 147.0 1507.30 1518.51 ]

12° - 14.4" 3:1 4($_ 80.0 845.81 850.0?

- 11" - 9.4" 3:1 46I 114.0 1034.92 1023.69

20" - 10.4" 3:1 q4S 0.0 1624.13 1604.04

- :_0" - 9.0" l.S:l 301 0.0 1733.79 1720.MI

- 30* - 15.8" 3:1 505 160.0 1761.64 1743.76

12° - 14.4'_ 3:1 467. S7.0 887.70 880.?0

- 20" - 13.0" l.S:l 305 0.0 1677.99 1667.93

16" - 13.6" 3.; 44I 11].0 ]001.60 1013.S0

20" - 9.0" ?.6:1 3_ 80.0 875.04 867.08

• 16' - 13.6" 3:! 445 63.0 8/9.24 863.93

ZO* - 13.0* 1.6:! 305 160.0 1766.93 1767,46

12" - 14.4" 3:1 465 137.0 1344.1_1 13S7._
- 30° - 11.8° 3:1 46_ 160.0 ]719.79 1709.87

• 11" - 9.4 ° 3:1 46S 97.0 909.68 900.60

• 'b__ .
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hub shear and hub m_ment at any given sta- and third modes correlate better than
± _ tion can be computed from the modal parti- 98.5%. For CMPF of hub shear and moment
_" clpation factors (MPF) for the last rotor of the first four OP modes, the MCC cor-

revolution in C81. Multiply the MPF for relates at least 96.1Z, and correlates
each given mode by the hub shear or the torsion mode at least 95.1Z.
hub moment coefficient of that mode at any

:_ station and sum over all modes to get the The regression equation sensitivity
value at that time point. Those coeffi- results are also concluded as follows:

,_ cients of MPF can be obtained from the
Myklestad coupled mode shape program, i. Blade outboard stations 16, 17,

• Regression analysis can be used to tune 18, and 19 are very sensitive to the first
_ the coefficient of the modal participation three OP frequencies. The intercepts of

factor (CMPF) or its product with MPF for these OP frequencies are 1.0896 P, 2.5074
aeroelastic blade design technique. P, and 4.5889 P, respectively.

The baseline blade is divided into 2. Adding ballast weight in these
_-, nineteen 13-inch-long equal segments, with four stations (16, 17, 18, 19) will de- "
="" segment treated as an independent crease the first OP frequency and increase

variable in the regression modal analysis, the second and third OP frequencies. How-
The regression equations of the first ever, adding weight at" the first blade

-__i three out-of-plane (OP) frequencies, station will increase the first three OP
second and third OP deflections, static frequencies; and adding weight at station
moment, flapping ineltia, Lock number, and 8 will decrease first and second OP ire-
the CMPF of hub shears and moments of the quencies and increase the third OP
first seven independent modes have been frequency.
generated by adding blade ballast running

• weights of I, 2, or 3 Ib/in., with a total 3. The values of static moment and
constant ballast weight of 39 Ibs on each flapping inertia are increased by adding
baseline blade, ballast weight in blade outboard stations

18 and 19. However, by adding weight at
There are 6,859 possible combinations inboard blade stations I, 2, and 3, these

for putting ballast weight in a blade with values are eecreased. Reverse trend is
U 19 independent variables and 3 I. els for obtained for Lock number by adding the ,

- _ each. 84 cases are randomly _ _ected to same ballast weight at the same stations.
_ provide enough data for linear regression

analysis. The linear regression equation 4. For the second and third OP mode
! with 19 independent variables is written shape deflections, putting ballast weight

•. as follows: at stations 18 and 19 will make minimum

deflections of these modes more negative
. and maximum deflection of the third OP

19 mode more positive. However, adding bal-

-. Y = Ao + _ Ai6 i last weight at stations II, 12, 13, and 14 _,
i-I gives the reverse trend of the second and _'-.

third OP modes minimum deflections and the
'. same trend of the third OP mode maximum

The out-of-plane components of the CMPF of deflectign.
hub shear and moment have been curve fit-

"- ted up to 7 independent modes based on a 5. The CMPF of hub shear and moment
l-lnch tip deflection, or I0 ° tip torsion, of the first OP mode are decreased by
Since C_F of hub shear of the first in- adding blade ballast weight. Adding hal-

plane mode is either 0 or I, from Mykle- last weight at stations 17, 18, and 19
stad, no regression analysis is needed for gives the second and fourth OP mode CMPF
that mode. At least 250 more cases are of hub shear and moment more negative and
required if quadratic regression equations the Ist torsion mode less negative. Also,

_ are considered in the modal analysis, adding ballast weight at stations 18 and
19 increases the CMPF of hub shear and

_.i The regression equations for the moment of the third OP mode.

'-_I modal analysis are shown in Table 6. The
• multiple correlation coefficients (MCC) The predicted results from the re-

:<d from the regression equations are ext- grescion equations, compared with the

i!I' remely well-fltted and correlated from Myklestad, are extremely well as shown on
94.5% to 99.9% for Myklestad modal data. Table 7. The first three out-of-plane
For the first three OP frequencies, MCC frequencies, static moment, flapping
correlates those frequencies from Mykle- inertia, and Lock no. are within I%. The

stad output at least 98.7%. For static predicted second and third OP deflections
moment, flapping inertia, and Lock no., are within 2.5%. The predicted coef-

"1 the MCC correlates no less than 99.7%. flcients of hub shear and moment for the •

The mode shape deflections of second first 6 independent modes are in excellent \

t "
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. agreement, except for the fourth OP hub root oscillatory beamwise and chordwise
._- shear and moment. Higher order terms in bending moments, and torsional moments.
:" the regression equation are required in

_. order to have better prediction for the The coefficients of the regression
modal parameters higher than the seventh equations and the multiple correlation
mode. However, the seventh mode, or coefficients are shown on Table 8. The

higher than seventh modes, normally gives multiple correlation coefficients for
2 very little effect on blade performance horsepower, 4/rev vertical hub shear,

j and vibration analysis; therefore, the blade root oscillatory beamwise and chord-
linear regression analysis is an appro- wise bending moments, and torsional mo-
priate approach for future blade design ments are correlated at least 95.4%.

: study.
The predictions between regression

. Vibration Analysis equations and C81 TVT results are shown in
Table 9. The prediction of performance,

Thirty-five C81 QS Trim followed by bending moment and 4/rev vertical hub
Time-Varying Trim (TVT) cases, each having shear are correlated very well with C81 •

-+ two ballasting configurations, as a func- TVT and the regression equation results.

_4 tion of blade built-in twist, percent tip

il taper, and taper ratio are used for vi- The best performance blade obtained

+ bration analysis at 160 knots, from the regression equation prediction is
a 3:1 taper ratio, -I0 ° built-in twist,

During the TVT, only flapping angles and 50% tip taper blade. The 1.1:1 taper
of the time-variant rotor are allowed to ratio blade has lower 4/rev total vertical
vary; the fuselage and control positions hub shear than those blades which have 211

the QS trim. The hub shear, hub moment, regression analysis. Z
horsepower, and modal participation factor
are obtained after the rotor reaches Also, three different planforms com-
steady state within 8 rotor revolutions, bined with various ballasting configura-

• Linear and quadratic terms are adapted to tions along the blade span have been
determine regression equations for horse- investigated. There are twelve different

! power, 4/rev vertical hub shear, blade ballas_ weight locations chosen from the
t

I Table 7. Regression equation prediction vs Myklestad for modal results
i

-. BASEI.INE 4..0 ll:lfn. BASELINE + .S Ib/in. 8AS[LINE 4..7 Ib/tn BASELINE + .R 1hi'In. BASELINE + ,5 1b/In. BASLLIN[ • .itlblin.
B Ste 103, 142 $ Sta 116, 220, 246 f St* 142, 220 246 @ St* 103, 129 _ Sta 116. 207, 2_3 (i Stl 103, 142, 220 "
• 1.4 Ibltn. _. 1.S Ib/_n. * 0.9 Iblln. + 1.4 Ib/|n. * 1.S Ib/|n. + 1.0 lb/tn. _-
P Sta 280 ff Ste 212 ff St* 205 (D Sta 272 P St, 259 $ Sis 23]

REGRESSIOH RECRESSION RECA[SSION B[CRES$ION RLGRESSION [ R( CRESSION ._

HYKLESTAOEQUATION NYKLESTAIDEQUATION MYKLESIA_ EQUATIOel MYKLESTA[ (QUATI(.W HYKL£bIAD E(_JATION HYKIESTAD1 EQUATiON

[ 111 QP Freq. I 1.0791 1.OOQ 1.0767 1.077 I.O776 1.078 1.O805 1.081 1.O7R4 1.079 1.O811 ' 1.082 _.
2rid 0P Freq. 2.8544 2.831 3.0018 2.969 2.8911 2.910 2.809] 2.857 2.9202 2._15 2.7849 2.277

":. )rd OP Freq. S.26_ S.273 5.1019 5.175 5.1992 5.255 5.01RS IS.046 S.07% 5.064 4.89G5 S.OQ$ "_

1st OP H. 5. 2 214 214.109 22k 224.183 22) _222.565 212 1211.705 221 221.305 216 216.085

lit IP H.S. 0 .-- 0 -0- O --- 0 --- 0 --- I --- I
. . 2rid GP H.S. -6OS -$08.4&1 -477 -429.024 -408 -46t.022 -559 -532.$34 -kll -411.O61 -SS8 0344.QC_

i I11 lot H.S. -1774 -1786.01) -18t0 -1810.98k -1807 -1812.116 -1780 -1796.245 -1629 -1829.988 -ISSS -1651.264 I

)rd OlD H. $. §39 628.265 902 098.196 964 10_1.$Z3 700 690.42b 900 IOOO.S 1105 1181.704
2.d it' S. $59 560.664 590 597.69_ 543 547.6)4 STR 576.658 556 559.369 S09 S02.102

4th OP . S. -1971 -2104.009 -2_12 °2161.O17 -2520 -2011.589 -2010 -203].212 -24(_ -2782.17 -2944 -2790.805

.i

!
lit OP H. M.) 6800 6_0.998 7041 ?040.226 7014 70_1.024 G81il &80_.477 6995 6995.117 _899 6897.413

11_ IP ft. M. -367 -366.102 -3f_ 0362.947 -364 -363.62 -3E7 -366.414 -264 -364.O_4 -)64 -304.514

• |,d OP H.N. -170_3 -17241.222 -13810 0131106._06 -13307 013364.227 -16096 -15679._2 -12020 -12043.$7 010617 -10296.409

lit Tot H.M. 018666 -lI_JOO.S91 -19441 -19404.002 -19422 -19492._53 -19038 -19330.908 -20008 *19c_81.741 -20959 -20740.929

_rd GP H.M. 2S073 22578._38 20043 _5070.833 27544 29398.0S4 20726 204_1.421 _774k 29242.885 32142 j)q627.7(A
_.._ 2rid IP It. 14. 13819 13840.247 1433(. 14_;_.965 11296 13349.1> 1_315 14304.5_ 13543 13500.914 12437 12173.862

..++_ 4th CP H.M. -40079 1-50321.$15 *S_J_O -S_496.604 -5711? -63R94.336 -R?30) -47719.0_ -57038 -6351_.&43 -C_130 -63200.90k

i_ 2nd GP HIn Oefk .0.0313 -0.610 -O.SOSS -0.$12 °0.5111 -0.507 -0.5749 -0.562 -0.4520 -0.451 -0.412 -0._07

3rd OP Mix Def ).4574 0.467 0.S454 0.539 0.5044 0.617 0.4196 0.421 0.6028 0._25 0.7329 iO.TS4

_rd OP HIn Oef .O.SSg? -O.SSS -0.445_ -0.4_1 -0._207 00.519 -0.4929 -0.4_27 -0.461 -0.475 -0.5428 *0.540

s Sb (llug'ft) IS).)O) _3.0S8 _.lS2 97.214 _o]13 _.108 92.42 92.720 95.760 95.742 S_. 7_1 93.601

I_ (l|uQ-ft 22 1&67.03 t670.27| 1750.084 1709.054 1235.098 1736.909 t&22.54_ 1623.57 1214.527 1713.713 15',2.370 1_12.611

;._ | Y 9.221 9.41 |.74J 8._63 0.005 |.923 9.420 s.eB .- b.975 9.019 9.369 9.5
(12 per roy (22 lb (3) |n-lb (4) _n. -- .

-- _k,

I_6
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T! 1 Table 8. Regression equation for C81 vibration results.

Chordwise Bearmetse

_- BendirJg Bending Torsional 4/REV.

~_ Coefficient Variable Horsepower Moment Homent Mome#,t Hub

_' (in-lb) (in-lb) (In-lb) Shear (Ib)

:_i ....

_ A0 2709.16 I00148 -3109 3866 -1543
Al 61 795.00 (8) .... 236752 (61 24108 IS) 16042 (4)

A2 6? 113.66 (9) 16775 (7) 99279 (S) 6232 (1) 4121 (2)

A3 63 121.88 (61 -1157 (4) -9539 (?) ......

All 61"61 -1499.2B (2) 40948 (2) -514400 (3) -45008 (4) -22194 (11--

_- A22 62*6_ -65.48 (5) -4865 (6) -5238 (8) -626 (6) -805 (3) .
A33 63*63 4.35 (11 -144 63) 18/ (g) .... l] (6)

__. A12 61"62 -40g.90 (3) -46075 (1) 75817 (1) 2911 (3) -3457 (5)

i l A13 61"63 -58.48 (7) -2241 (8) -6583 (7) -307 (7) -161 (8)

A_ 6_'61 -21.79 (4) -612 (5) 6121 (4) 171 (2) -79 (7)
Multiple

Correlation 0.965 0.966 0.972 0.959 0.954
Coefficient

Standard

Error of 45.64 2673 8362 615 334 J
Estimate

61 %Tip Taper 62 Taper Ratio 63 Built-In Twist * Sensitivity -_

Table 9. Regression equation prediction vs C81 TVT results.

61 • 50% 61 • 15% 61 ma 50% 61 • 25_ 61 • _5% _-, [

62 • 3:1 62 • 2.5:1 62 • 2.5:1 62 • 2.5:1 62 • 1.5:1 .l_._

63 • - 10" 63 • - 14° 63 • . 14° 63 . . 12o 63 . . 10o

_'_ REGRESSION !REGRESS!ON REGRESSION REGRESSION REGRESSION
C8l EQUATION C81 EQUATION Cgl EQUATION C81 EQUATION C81 EQUATION

I HORSEPOWER 2094 2030.2 2526.8 2546.4 2400.3 2411.4 2445.7 2425 2342 2372.3i
4/REV1

VERTICAL

HUBSHEAR 2959.7 2971.8 4890.2 5349.3 3299.4 3678.8 5547.4 5507.5 4693.9 4673.3

OSCILLATORY2
BEAMWISE

"_ BENDING14OMENT 261804 286507 200099.7 206572 270584 ?71004 259239 236343 198050! 200266

,,%';1 OSCILLATORY2CHOROYI_E

:;_*- ', 8ENDINGHOfENT 72751,5 74817 107091.g 109607 89002 89630 !01425 103857 111012 111684

_ OSCILLATORV2
TORS!ONAL

HOMENT --I 17054.8 18489 13463.5 13874 15413 16124 17791 16349 't3621 14308

t 11) Ib
-,_ (2) In.-lb

lq7 '_
%
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no ballast blade by putting the ballasting aeroelastlc blade design study, the fol-
at maximum and minimum deflections and lowing conclusions can be obtained from
nodal points of the OP mcdes, the results:

5'

_ The regression equations obtained I. With the exceptionally well-
_., from the combination of CMPF from Mykle- fitted regression equations from C81 and

stad and MPF from C81 provides the sensl- Myklestad, regression technique can be
tivity of each design variable, and also used for vibration analysis, modal anal-
predicts two local minimum points of _/rz_ ysis, and performance analysis for de-
total vertical hub shears from the coef- signing future advanced aeroelastlc rotor
ficients of each equation, shown in Fig. 6 blades.
and 7. From these figures, the inboard
minimum 4/rev vertical hub shear ballas- 2. Multiple optimizatlons can be

? ting location is between station 129 and performed to evaluate the effects of
155, and the outboard minimum h_b shear various objective functions and constraint

I ballasting location is between station 246 functions, or to evaluate the combinations
and 272. of several objective functions with dif-

ferent weighting factors for various mls-
Because the GPRR blade has a large sion requirements.

third OP modal component contribution to
the 4/rev total vertical hub shear from 3. Regression technique can dl-
the modal analysis, the inboard ballasting rectly determine the sensitivity of each
location does not have strong coupling blade design variable and analyze the dy-
between modal forces and mode shapes, namic and aerodynamic effects during the
Therefore, the results show tha the best entire design process.
vibration and performance blades for each
of the three inboard ballasting config- 4. The predicted results from re-
uratlons have converged to the same blade gression equations for performance analy-
planforms, respectively, for each ballas- sis, modal analysis, and vibration analy-
ting location. For the inboard converged sis are exceptionally good when compared
point, the unLapered blade predicts a with C81 and Myklestad outputs.

i higher power requirement and less vibra-

tion, compared with tapered blades. How- 5. For the GPRR blade, the combina-
ever, this trend is reversed for the 50Z tion of CMPF from Myklestad and MPF from
tip taper, 3:1 taper ratio, and -I0 ° C81 predicts the same converging points
built-in twist blade, for different blade planforms and differ-

ent ballast weight configurations along
I For the outboard minimum, the data the blade.

shows that there is a strong modal force
,_ and mode shape coupling which signifl- 6. The best performance blade ob-

cantly reduce the third OP modal compo- talned from the best ballasting configura-
nents. For the outboard minimum point, tlon has at least 2.5 times the reduction
the best performance blade has a similar of vibration level when compared with

, vibration level compared with the unta- original conf_guratlons and the power +'
pered blade, but the performance is 15% requirement is at least 15% better than _"
better than the untapered blade. Further the untapered blade.
study is required to investigate other
possible local minimum vibration locations. References
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_ ! DISCUSSION

.I Paper No. 10

I OPTIMAL DESIGN APPLICATION ON THE ADVANCED AEROELASTIC ROTOR BLADE

Fu-Shang Wel
_ i and

Robert Jones

-<

_"t Dave Peters, Washington University: Do you have some feel for a comparison like this: How manytimes would I have to run, say, C81 or Myklestad to get the regression analysis as opposed to
how many times I would have to run It if I Just hooked it up to an optimization program and Justt reran it every time? Do you understand the question?

_ We___l:I'll tell you. It depends upon how many design variables you are using. Right now we are
using four independent variables. Normally we are using the quadratic regression analysis and
here we have 36 eases. I personally believe that if we have less design variables and directly

i hook onto the analyzer combined with the optimizer, we are going to save time. If you have a

tremendous [number of] design variables the regression analysis could be beneficial. I thine
the tradeoff here in independent variables Is around seven; [this] would be a nice number.

. Bob Blackwell, Sikorsky Aircraft: I might ask If you could comment on whether the blade model
and the inflow model and so forth that are used for your study are really sufficient for predic-
tion of vibratory shears and prediction of blade response. Is It your [opinion] that a model
as simple as this and able to be run for 36 times Is sufficient or does the model have to get so
detailed It Just becomes cumbersome even wlth that?

We___i:I personally feel that the present model still has to be improved so that we can use It
for future design. Right now we only deal with four different independent variables and more

independent variables are required in the future if we are going to do more In a real study.
i However, one thing that I can mention Is that the people at Kaman [are] using the optimization
-i technique to design for the SH-2 and they are using it now. How good are the results going to

be? I don't have any answer at this moment. But we are going to see.

Bob Taylor, Boeing Vertol: Just a quick question. Do you have any plans to do any testing to
back up your theory?

i1 We.___l:That's what I am saying. We are going to do the SH-2 composite rotor to hook on the SH-2

helicopter.

Taylor: That's how you are going to prove your theory? Build a full-scale blade?

Wel: No, I can't give you an answer for that.

Bob Goodmanw Sikorsky Aircraft: It seems that the only way that you can really check this kind
of thing Is to run a variety of cases--Isn't that true? I mean, really you need a baseline.

Ne.___l:We need e data base to generate equations. I think, Bob, you can give more details.

Bob Jones_ Kaman: The regression equations are never going to be any better than the data
base. If you have no faith in C81 then this ts lousy. If you have no faith In something else
then it is lousy. What you are doing is fitting statistical [variables to the] data base. If
you have a good fit then It's a good equation, but it's no better than your data base, however.
And you can do this with testing. I can get a data base with testing, fit a curve, [and do some
interpolating]. This [fit] is really wh=t lt's based on. So there is no proof of theory If you
want to look at it from that standpoint. We are wor_ g on methods where we have our regression
equations based upon analysis and change them as we gem testing results.

Jlng Yen, Bell Helicopter: John, I am Just curious to ask you what kind of inflow model you
used here.

We.__l: We Just used the simple one that you see in the C81.

Yen: You did not use the Dr. Gene Sadler's free wake [analysis]?
l

We__!:No.

i
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'_" DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF A TIME-HISTORY ANALYSIS

i FOR ROTORCRAFT DYNAMICS BASED ON A
COMPONENT APPROACH

', Robert Sopher
. Supervisor, Dynamics Methods

°'- Daniel W. Hallock

Dynamics Engineer

" Sikorsky Aircraft Division
, United Technologies Corporation, Stratford, CT

Abstract

•_ This paper describes a time-history [c] (i) = dampzng matrix for i-th
analysis for rotorcraft dynamics based on substructure

;"_ i dynamical substructures, and non-struc- (i)
_. : tural mathematical and aerodynamic com- {f] = vector of external forces

,i[ ponents. The analysis is applied to for i-th sub-structure,
predict helicopter ground resonance and representing forces and
response to rotor damage. Other applica- moments.
tions illustrate the stability and steady

vibratory responses of stopped and gim- fxl fyl fzl = components of force ap-
._ balled rotors, representative of new plied to a substructure

technology. Desirable attributes expected connection node, Fig. 2,
from modern codes are realized, although Ib
the analysis does not employ a complete

• set of techniques identified for advanced h = time interval in Newmark-

% software. The analysis is able to handle Beta method, Eq. (i0), ,
a comprehensive set of _teady state and sec.

- stability problems with a small library of
components. It has responded to new F = independent coordinate
technologies with timely solutions b} system force Vector, N x 1

" limiting the effort required to implement

new capabilities through its component FD = dependent coordinate ;'
_" structure. Opportunities were taken to system force vector,

reduce development costs by addressing ND x 1
more than one type of problem with a _,

T single component, such as using a minimum F' = matrix, Eq. (21), N x N _._
L- variance controller for trim and vibration

reduction. I = unit matrix, N x N

Notation K = independent coordinate
system stiffness matrix,

B = matrix, Eq. (20), N x N N x N

C = independent coordinate KD = dependent coordinate
system damping matrix, system stiffness matrix,

; N x N N D x ND

CD dependent coordinate [k] (i) = stiffness matrix for
_" system damping matrix, i-th substructure

ND x ND
_- M = independent coordinate

Ct = rotor thrust coefficient system mass matrix,

i NxN

c_ D = matrix, Eq. (15), N x N

_. Paper presented at "Second Decennial MD = systemdependentmassC°°rdinatematrix,

Specialists' Meeting on Rotorcraft Dyna- N D x ND
mics", American Helicopter Society, NASA
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, [m] (:') = mass matrix for the

California, November 7-9, 1984. i-the substructure ,
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i

= components of moment _* = Newmark-Beta factor _
:_ i mxl myl mzl applied to a substructure

connection node, Fig. 2, _o,_i,_2 = transformation matrices !
ib-ft from which _ is construc-

,' ted, Eq. (9)
1 n = integer step number in

time-history solution, 81 82 83 = angular displacements at
Eq. (i0) a connection node,

Fig. 2, rad. I

_t N = total number of indepen-
dent coordinates in the o = rotor solidity I
assembled system.

* p = rotor advance ratio, non-

ND = total number of coordi- dimensional
nates in the dependent
coordinate vector (ob- _ = rotor azimuth angle, rad
tained by summing the
coordinates for all Q = zotor speed, rad/s " {

substructures) |
[0] = matrix of zeroes

�P= matrix, Eq. (16), N x N

Subscripts
_; Q = matrix, Eq. (17), N x N

_:. n = time index ;
_, {r} (i) = vector of reaction loads

applied to the i-th sub- D = dependent coordinate !
structure system variable

_._[ rxl ry I rzl = components of reaction Superscripts .i
_" force applied to a
/ substructure connection i = i-th substructure !

: node, Fig. 2, ib
T = transpose

= components of reaction

rmxl rmyl rmzl moment applied to a sub- = first derivative with
structure connection node, respect to time

Fig. 2, ib-ft I
= second derivative with

R = matri_ Eq. (_3), N x N respect to time :_

RD = dependent coordinate !
system reaction load

L
vector, ND x 1 Introduction _ _.

t = time, sec In the 1970's dissatisfaction with first

u v w = displacements at a con- generation computer programs for predict- }
nection node, ft ing helicopter performance and dynamic I

behavior motivated the development of the

: {X} (i) = vector of coordinates for Second Generation Comprehensive Helicopter
i-th substructure Analysis System (2GCHAS). The project is

funded by the U.S. Government and is

Xl Yl Zl = rectangular coordinates, managed by the 2GCHAS Project Office at
" Fig. 2 the NASA/Ames Research Center, and in-

volves the participation of industry. The

XD = vector of dependent co- 2GCHAS system aims to provide results for
ordinate_ for the system, several helicopter related engineering

ND x 1, Eq. (3) disciplines, as well as helicopter dyna-mics.

XI = vector of independentco-
_" ordinates for the system, Several approaches were identified as
"_J N x 1 being of potential value for overcoming

,._{ first generation deficiencies. These
= transformation matrix approaches consisted of the use oi a

_I reiating dependent coordi- unifying mathematicai basis, executive-

nares to independent co- based software, and software design and

ordinates Eq. (4), N D x N management methodology.

,a
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.'_, One promising ma1:hematical approach is to Basis of Analysis
separate the d_ami._i structure into

'i several components, or substruct-res, and The helicopter dynamical system is assumed
! subsequently to combine these into a to be made up of dynamical substructures
l system of second order differential and these are automatically assembled into

: i equations. Coupled with automated a coupled system represented by a second
assembly of the components, substructuring order differential matrix equation.

i is expected to enable many problems to be Figure 1 shows a typical substructure
•_ modeled, over_:omJng the lack of breakdown of a helicopter. The method is

versatility cha_:acteristic of first able to assemble components into many

_I ,jeneration systems. Substructuring should combi,.ations and orientations. Coupled
reduce the difficulties of verifying the system response is obtained by integrating
code Dy dividing .he system into easily the differential equation with respect to

:i verifiable parts. Activity can be focused time.

I on areas of new code during the process ofadding new components, making the system

i| more responsive to changes. __ -/ m2,-m_"
In parallel with this, a software execu- ® ENTI-kA_

tive would be used to enhance system _-_,,_,_,o_m
! v_rsatility and usage for components which "_ _m

could not be handled as d_n.amical sub- _ _-O-_E_E.ENr@-mF,LAn _N_LU.
structures, such as post-processing "_ ""
modules and certain types of aerodynamic /_/_/m _

components. // _ , _® ,

Application of _.le techniques o: struc- _//__ _ /'7
tured design, developeu in the software
industry (Ref. I), would help to improve

architecture, and coding standards would \
make code legible. As a result, a secon4 m
generation system would become more pro- _ ,

ductive by being able to lead a _nger L CLCUE_TO-_USE_
useful life _nd would become more credible

because it could be more easily verified.
Finally, software management methodology,

including automated software tools, would Fig. 1 Sample Substructures Used
be u:_d for configuration control of in the RDYNE Rotorcraft
versions of the system by protecting Dynamics Analysis
versions from untested and undocumented )

"'r changes. '!

" ! The cost of applying all the approaches Substructure Assembl_ Method

! mentioned above to create a system with _, }

"i the scope of 2GCHAS appears to be beyond The substructure method employed is the _ _'• the resources of any single helicopter Hurty method of Ref. 5. The coordinates

i manufacturer. On the other hand, recog- or degrees of freedom of a substructurenizing that benefits might result from (also called physical component) are
application of a part of these approaches, physical and generalized displacements,

I the U.S. ,ndustry developed experimental such as modal amplitudes. The matrix
codes utilizing some of the new concepts equation of motion fcr each _ubstructure

i and limited to solution of dynamic pro- is expressed in mas_, _amping, and stiff-

:"I blems (Refs. 2 to 4). Sikorsky has ness matrix, and force vector _orm.
developed two component-based codes con- Properties o£. the i-th .sub-structure are

misting of the Simplified Vibration [m]_1_q [c]_ I_, [k]7 i,, {f} [i[, and
{. Analysis (SIMVIB) of Ref. 2, and the {r} _ '. These are respectively mass,

I Rotorcraft System Dynamics Analysis damping, and stiffness matrices, and
(RDYNE) described in this paper. Both external force and reaction force vectors.

._ methods utilize the same code for sub- The submatrices for the substructures are

:_ structure assembly, but component collecte4 into _ partitioned diagonal
libraries are diffe.'ent, providing matrix equation which represents the
solutions which differ in technique and system. This partitioned d_agonal matrix
sco@e. In contrast to SIMVIB which equation is
emphasizes harmonic balance solutionr,

• time-historyanalysis. + + = -
the purpose of the paper to describe

":I RDYNE, particularly with a view to its
second generation attributes.

%
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The matrix Mn illustrates the typical form Substitution of the transformation Eq. (4)
of the diagonal matrices as: in E_. (I) _n_ premultiplicatlon of ,

_ _ equation (i) by 8- yields t,:e final equa-

' _! MD = |[m](l[)](2) | tion of motion for the coup.led system. :

L )_. (2) This is[m](i _I + CXI + KXI = F (5)

, The vector of coondinates Xn illustrates The matrices in Eq. (5) are typified

_ the form of the vectors FD _nd RD in Eq. by
(i),_ is N --pTMDP (6) I

i XD =I {X}(1)X 8TFD o_ i

i (3) and the load vector is

{x}(21 F = (71 )

{-}(i) The component displacements X_ may be • ._

_2i recovered from the solutien t Eq. (5), ;
XT, by mapping Eq. (41, and component

- The coordinate vector XD contains uncon- v_locities and accelerations are derived

nected (or internal) coordinates and similarly. With XD and its derivatives
connection node coordinates. When com- Junown, connection node or interface

ponents are to he connected to each other, reactions (e.g., rotor hub shears) may b_

redtmdant coordinates occur in Xn. Fig. 2 determined from Eq. (I). i
shows the translational and _otational
aisplacements, and forces and moments on a = -(M._ + "
connection node. RD FD uu CDXD +

_8)

_:, $m'' The transformation matlix 8 is t2e productof three transformations (Ref. 2) which

it ([x'r[RNAL _PLI[D FONf,I[)
: assemble cou._ed systems from _, _,pon,nts

___, whose prope ties are defined in cempoy,ent
f local axes ..,d allow for the use oi modal

"; _ /'y, coordinates. The transformation 8 is

,, , 8 = 8o B1 P2 (9)

" "" /"--. The transformation from dependent co- -.
_ ordinates resolved to local axes with :'
i _ arbitrary angu._ar orientations to depen- !

/ _'0 dent coordinates resolved to a global I
_, N0a "_e "_ reference axis if 8^. The transformatlon _'_,,,,

_ &'_%, from dependent coordinates, referred to a
f%' # global reference axis to coordinates from

,qe" %t (nlK_'tloNIrOttC[) which _edundant coordinates at cornection

nodes have been removed is _s. The trans-formation from physical domaln independent
'm, coordinates to coordinates which include

Fig. 2 Displacements and Forces modal coordinates, XI, is _s.

Acting on a Connection Time History SolutionNode of a Substructure

The solution algorithm yielding _lle time

history response is the Newmark-Beta
The synthesis of the equations of motion method descrlled in Ref. G. Displacement
for the coupled s_stem is accomplished by responses are obtained from displacements
a mapping relating the dependent co- known at prior t.im*.s, a_,d from data
ordinates, X,, to a reduced (or indecen- defining the magnitudes of known external
dent) coordinate set, X,. Redundant co- forces acting on the system.
ordinates are eliminst_d by requiring

component displacements to be equal at The vector of coordinates _atisfying Eq.

: connections. The transformation matrix (5) at time step n is denoted (Xl)n. The
relating Xn and X, is denoted by _, and corresponding time is:
th_ mapping" of coo£dinate8 is

XD = B XX (4) tn = _n-i + h (i0)
%
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-_ In Eg. (I0) h is the step size. The P = M + (h/2)C (i/2-8 :_) h2K
integer step number n ranges from one to

" _! the number of steps in the calculation. - (I/4-8*)h3CM-IK (16)
Time t is the initial tlme. Corres_ond-

I ing i_itial conditions are (Xi) O and Q = [M - (1/4 - _*) h2CM-Ic] h (17)(XI)o"

.I When (X,), aPd (X*Jo are specified the R = [(1/2 - 8")I + (1/4 -8")

+ Q(XI)o + + (11) I = unit matrix

B = 2M - (I-28"j h2K (20)

Matrices D, P, Q and R are functions of M, F' = M - (h/2)C + 8*hZK (21)C, and K in Eq. (5), time step h, and

factor _* (tee equations (15) through The dimensions of matrices in Eqs. (15)
(21)). They have dimensions NXN where N through (21) are NXN where N is the

is the size of X_ in Eq. (5). The factor dimension of the vector of independent

8" is the Newmar_-Beta Factor. Values of coordinates X I8" ranging from 0 to 0.25 can be input to
the program. The zactor 8" is used to
control the variation of acceleration Main Features of Computer Program

_. assumed in the time interval (see remarks
| in Ref. 6). A numerical solution with 8* The top-level structure of the computer

program reflects the component basis of
= 0.25 is unconditionally stable. Force the analysis. Dynamical components are
vectors F. and F are known external substructures which obey second order
forcing functions a_ to and t I. differential equatio.,s which can be

After the solution (XI) l is known, suc- assembled into coupled dynamical systems.Non-dynamical components include several
' cessive solutions are Obtained from the types of section aerodynamic and inflow

recursion formula: models, and a component for trim and
vibration reduction.

= D-I -F'

(Xl)n+l [B(X1)n (Xl)n'l Top-Level Structure of Program

The top 16vel structure of the RDYNE
I + _*h2 (Fn+I + (I/_-2)F n + Fn_])] (12) computer program is shown in Fig. 3 and

reflects the component basis of the
The NxN Matrices B and F' are known program, showing a separation into com-
functions o_ M, C, and K, step size h, and ponent-dedicated and component-independent
factor 8" (_e Eqs. (20) and (21)). areas. This organization is responsible _. I
Equation (12) may be used to restart for several desirable attributes. _ "
solutions from solutions calculated up to :.

++° [ I I i-- READ INPUT READ iNPUT
FOR FOR

The additional assumption is made in the COMPONENTI COMPONENTZ

program code that the force F.+ 1 linearly _ _
extrapolates the forces Fn an_ F, I" For

intervals of time h this a,s_mption ,.o_us.¢.. ,_) } .oR_s.c.x," 'equal AND F FOR AND F FOR
reduces to : [ JCOMPONENT I [ ]('_M_NT 2

7 ---7---

Fn+l 2Fn Fn_1: - (13) 1 i i_,eL,
S,C,K _0 (_

end Eg. (12) becomes: F

= D" 1 TIM( I
] (Xi)n+] [B(XI)n - F'(XI)n.1 + h2Fn] (14) LOOP n_UCF.SET ITO IND(#_rND(NT _)

t COOROS IOOF's) I

Eq. (13) allows for the insertion of I

I s_'v( I
aerodynamic forces w_ich are functions of COU_'LZO ®
x. and X,, by assuming F to be a function IrOUATION

of X I and its derivatives at a prior time. i

Matrices in £qs. (ii), (12), and (14) are: @I ,

D = M + (h/2)C + _*h2K (15) Fig. 3 RDYNE F,_in-line Program _'
Flow Cha:t .
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_| Component routines are required for each storage requirements are limited to the
dynamical component listed in Table i and components selected, allowing resources to

i a typical organization is shown in Fig. 3. be tailored to each problem and to be less
! Component input and processing blocks form than the resources for the most comprehen-

mass, damping, and stiffness matrices and sive problem. Verification, modification,
aerodynamic and g_avitational loads at the and addition of components is confined to
component level. Component-independent component routines, making the system more
code performs assembly of substructures responsive to change requirements. User
into a coupled system, reduction to and programmer experiences and data on
independent coordinates, and solution of execution sp_ed have confirmed the above z
the equations. An interpretive routine attributes. !
(not shown in Fig. 3) reads names of
selected components and corresponding Dynamical Substructures I
input, and is followed by processing which
utilizes component element numbers and All dynamical substructures, except modal i
connection node numbers (Fig. 1) and structures (see text below) employ co-
component orientations to assemble com- ordinates which are unconnected (or
_onents into a coupled system, internal) coordinates, and connection :

coordinates '_hich enable the substructL..'e
Non-dynamical components include several to be assemEled with other substructures
types of section aerodynamic and rotor through the equating of displacements at

inflow models, and a component for trim the connection. With the exception ofand vibration reduction. The components modal structures, it is necessary for each
resemble dynamical components by having substructlre to include six equations of

°J dedicated input and processing routines equilibriu_ corresponding to the six

but otherwise do not behave like dynamical displaceme:.ts at the connection node shown
substructures because they c_mot be in Fig. 2, to enable it to be coupled to
assembled into dynamical systems by th_ any other _,ubstructure.

assembly method described previously. :_A noteworthy difference between dyn_nical

_! Usage and uI_derstanding of the program are substructures (Table i) is that the blade
_I faci!_tated by ability of the program to models contain matrices which are explicit

limit input data to components selected by functions of time while the fuselage and
the user for his particular problem. This matrix structure in Table 1 have constant
contrasts with first generation systems matrices. Explicit time dependence occurs
which required an understanding of the from a resolution of blade hub loads to a
input for the most comprehens±ve problem non-rotating axis system (Fig. 2) to
even when preparation of only a part of derive the connection node equilibrium
this input was required. Processing and equations. This allows the transformation

Table 1 - Dynamical Components in the RDYNE Analysis
!

Component Description _'_
l

Elastic Blade Normal modes elastic blade with flatwise,
edgewise, and torsion elastic modes (Ref. 8), !

!

augmented to include six hub displacements,
and expressed in M, C, K, and F forms.

!

Articulated Blade Simplified model containing a subset of the !.
coordinates applicable to the elastic blade.

Modal Structure Structure expressed in terms of normal
mode coordinates.

Matrix Structure Generalized structure with fully populated
_" M,C, and K matrices.

*:I Prescribed Force Substructure providing for the application i

t¢ any component of a harmonically varying }

force of specified amplitude and phase. I

Fixed Absorber Vibration absorber which may be attached
to any other substructure in the non-rotating J

J system. !
i
I
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J matrix @ in Eq. (4) to be independent of

"I time, and can be shown to justify the
i transformation of the dependent cocrdinate
l Eq. (I) to the independent coordinate Eq.

I (s). _ /, ......

!. The theory of Ref. 8, available in older //__

, codes at Sikorsky, was used as the basis
l of the elastic blade model (Fig. 4) to

minimize the labor required to code and
check *he model, and because this model

ha_ been substantiated through extensive

comparisons with test data. Although the /_J_ _/

, blade model is available in older codes, ,.m.u_.,,_ \\,,I completely new coding was written to con- ,,_c,_
form to the component basis and legibility
requirements of RDYNE. The equations for
the internal coordinates were augmented Fig. 4 Schematic of Elastic Blade
with six hub equilibrium equations corre- Substructure
sponding to hub connection node coordin-
ates. The equations also were reduced to
M, C, K, and F forms.

Table 2 - Mathematical and Aerodynamlc Components

Component Description

Ti.,_ History Component used to integrate the equations
• Integration Method of motion with respect to time which

employs the Newmark-Beta finite difference

method of Ref. 6.
Trim Controller Minimum varzance controller used for rotor

trim and coupled system vibration
reduction (Ref. i0).

Environment Input Component defining the properties of the

_I atmosphere.
._I Aerodynamic Model simplified formula-based section aero- ;

Type 1 dynamic model for conventional airfoils.

Aerodynamic Model Table look-up section aerodynamic model '"
Type 2 for conventional airfoils. _

,I
j Aerodynamic Model Simplified formula-based section aero-

Type 3 dynamic model for circulation control

] airfoils (Ref. 7).

!J Aerodyramic Model Table look-up section aerodynamic modelType 4 for circulation control airfoils.

Rotor Inflow Type 1 Momentum-based uniform rotor inflow
•i component.

I Rotor Inflow Type 2 Variable rotor induced inflow component,
using a matrix of wake influence co-
efficients, calculated by the method

: described in Ref. 9 and transmitted to
RDYNE.

Rotor Inflow Type 3 Momentum-based annulus inflow for hover
applications.

Rotor Inflow Type 4 Glauert inflow consisting of steady and
first harmonic azimuthal and linear radial
variations of inflow.

1 159 •
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i
._ The modal structure is an exception to the achieved of variable inflow to rotor re-

coordinate classification for other sponse in RDYNE without having to rely on
substructures. Thls substructure employs a procedure involving iterative coupling
the normal modes of a substructure as of large programs, such as that used for
coordinates and has constant mass damping, SIMVIB in Ref. 2.
and stiffness matrices, and can be used to

represent fuselages, and other systems, Trim and Vibration Reduction
described in the applications. Each such
structure is allowed to have up to five A departure was made with older derive-
connection nodes, at which elements of the tire-based trim determination methodology

_t modal matrix for each r )rmal mode are by treating the trim problem as an opti-
defined, comprising three translations and mization problem, and the opportunity was

three rotations, with the directions shown taken to solve both the trim problem and
in Fig. 2. The substructure is coupled to the vibration reduction problem. The code
others by expressing physical displace- for the controller was derived from the
ments at a connection as a summation of vibration reduction program described in

• modes, to deline _2' in Eq. (9). Ref. I0.

A minimum variance controller was imple- i
_i The aerodynamic generalized forces in the mented which utilized an unconstrained

' blade components are obtained from appli- minimization formulation to reduce dif-
_ cation of blade element theory and by ferences between a target trim state,
L|
_. invoking the section aerodynamic and corresponding to specified steady hub :,c_

_._ inflow components listed in Table 2 to loads, and components of steady hub loadsdefine aerodynamic properties for the actual rotor state. The transfer_.|

_ matrix relating hub loads to control

_I Aerodynamic Components inputs is initially calculated by a
I difference method from the results of

_ Four section aerodynamic and four inflow perturbations to the control vector and
r., models are available, and are listed in subsequently is identified by a Kalman
_ Table 2. The section aerodynamic models filter procedure, which is able to

" include formula-based and table look-up speedily identify the transfer matrix. A !
methods. Input to the formula-based scalar performance index embodies tb.e
section Aerodynamic Model Type 1 consists objectives to be minimized and differenti-

- of lift curve slope, maximum lift coeffi- ation of the performance index with re-

cient, and coefficients required in spect to the control variables yields an
expressions for drag and moment curves, optimal control state vector. Controls
This simple model is used when data on are updated according to the optimal
section characteristics are not accurately formula at user-specified intervals.

known, such as in blade damage simula-
tions. Aerodynamic Model Type 2 is used Figures 5 and 6 show the effects of
to provide bivariant tables of charac- application of the method to a four-bladed
teristics expressed as functions of conventional rotor on a rigid support.

angle-of-attack and Mach number, obtained The simulation employs a single elastic _ Ifrom wind tunnel tests, blade and multiplies the steady loa _.v a

_- factor of four to define the rotor ds.
To link an aerodynamic component to a Figures 5 and 6 show that sever_ "Jm
blade component, _%e user specifies in the objectives may be specified and b .II- I
input to the blade component the element taneously achieved. Jnumber of the aerodynamic compoDent, which

is followed by corresponding input data or
file names defining the location of data.
The linkage procedure provides consider-
able latitude for using different aero-
dynamic components on different b_ades and
blade sections, and has been well received

by users.
e

i ; Rotor induced variable inflow is embodied

J in geometric influence coefficients trans-
mitted to a file from an existing program

t_ I external to RDYNE (Ref. 9). The wake form

_'_, is a skewed helix and its geometry is
' _ assumed to depend on advance ratio, RDYNE

_! determines by an iterative method wake

circulations which are consistent with the

inflow influencing blade section aero-
dynamic loads. A strong coupling is

'I 160 _,
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HURLOAO The same app:oach lends itself to vibra-
LI.OR tion reduction, with the vector of con-

Le._. trolled variables containing coefficients
_'_ • /LI_ of vibratoly loads or accelerations at the

blade passage frequency or at multiples of
this frequency. Figures 7 and 8 show the
effects of blowing controls on vibratory

I hub loads for a circulation control rotor,

I0._ I and the corresponding control state for

l selected blowing harmonics. • A single
PROPULS,VE blade analysis was used for this appli-

l n ./ FORCE cation although RDYNE is not limited to a

L<.,.j/I ¥ single blade and can be used to reduce
, _, i (_ elastic airframe vibrations for a multi-

o 'I _ ' [! _-J _ blade rotor system.

i 1! ROTORREVOLUTIONS

/ --
I ROLLING MI ' [ J

I MOMENT ! /

-_ INITIAL TRANSFER IN. I I

-20.0_1 -- MATRIX CALCULATIONS

Fig. 5 Effects of Minimum Vari- , ! I/ b%_ .K
ance Controller on Steady '* I "
Hub Lo_.ds For A Conven- _I .-_
tional Rotor .-_-_-.-I

.lio, IATRIX LATERAL_ COI_NI[FOflCl
_CUtA_OW

CONTROL t
ANGLE .. )

DEG. A0 ..

10- i

LOAD

i 811 u_

@ --

i AI l _,U0 . TICALO MN! FOItCl •

I
I

'I ' ' ' I o
0

I

, / / .o,o..o,ooo.
.l,llll - MATRIX

CALCULATION

•5 i (I I VIIIITICAL 4P ¢OIWNI fO_C|1 ,o/s I
4L_ I

-10

Fig. 7 Effects of Minimum Vari-
INITIALTRANSFERMATRIX ance Controller on 4 Per

CALCULATION Rev Hub Loads For Cir-
culation Control Rotor

Fig. 6 Effects of Minimum Vari-
ance Controller on Trim
Control xlariables For A
Conventional Rotor
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" _ The analysis is configured to hermit
. °p_ selection of rotor load or vibration

F objectives, singly on in different com-
/ hinations, and Figs. 9 and I0 show the

_ / L _mbined effects of application of
/ ,J mechanical controls to achieve trim and

"" I vibratory hub load reduction.
/

A

_. 0 _"_% K, ._ .....

Io I.../

_t_ J /_\

I \ ' I

• . , , ,
• - m

I
-_4-_ Fig. 8 Effects of Minimum Vari- _ ........
_7 ance Controller on Control -_._"'_

Variables For Circulation ' _ _I _.

Control Rotor t

.le

I|| ,

Vu

• 1,Jim _

I '

• " '" " I:',_ ' " " ,_, " '

" " _,,._,m Ii, VVI/_ . _-,_,,";_.'^ , 0, ,_
4] _mm J v I" II % I "%s _" ......... mm

•L_ I

""' ! _ /'}_ Fig. i0 Control Input History for

_j k_ v--_0 , - "" Simultaneous Trim and
_.. I , , Vibration Reduction on a

_ Conventional Rotor

I _ _ ,_

_'_ -F;._-_E';,,,,,, I ...._..

"J i''I
.._,, _ _ v

Fig. 9 Simultaneous Trim and
Vibration Reduction on a

_'JJ Conventional Rotor
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It is seen that a comprehensive solution
/ such as the use of a single minimum

variance controller for trim and vibration

_ reduction can be used to reduce develop- RDYNE ANALYSIS
merit costs by addressing more than one O STABLE

• type of problem. • UNSTABLE FLOOUETAN_YSIS

_.pplications

,50 Applications a_e described which show the 9000.- comprehensive ability of RDYNE to handle

stability and steady state vibratory load !

:" problems using a small number of elements

and a time-history basis. Applications to [• • O O O
new technologies are described. _ _ 6000. O O

-. Ground Resonance Stability _ STABLE _; UNSTA8_ STABLE
in early 1979 RDYNE was evaluated for its _ 3000, O O _"• • • • O O

=? ability to predict ground resonance sta-

_ bility involving the coupling of several *_- 2_ _ _ 3_ ;%' articulated blades of the type shown in
_ Table 1 to an elastic airframe. The ROTORSPEED, RPM

elastic airframe was represented by a

_, modal component (Table i). The values of
_. damping of the coupled systems were Fig. 12 Stability Boundaries !

_ calculated from the decay in the responses Predicted by RDYNE And A
:" of modal displacements in the airframe. Floquet Analysis For A
'- FFT processing was not used. Figure ii Rotor With A Failed Lag

_ compares the percentage damping predicted Damper
/ by RDYNE with results from a linear

stability analysis (Ref. Ii) and shows
very satisfactory agreement. Figure 12

compares stability boundaries from RDYNE Non-symmetric Rotor and Damage Simulation
with a Floquet solution (Ref. 12) for a
rotor with a failed lag damper and again

_: The advent of RDYNE created new oppor-
shows good agreement. The analysis is now
used in a routine manner at Sikorsky to tunities for studying non-symmetric rotor
determine the stability of systems with and failure/damage simulations. %

failed lag dampers. It is seen that the
tlme-history method can comprehensively The program was applied to a BLACK HAWK _i

rotor to simulate the response of a

treat problemSand whichFloquetweremethods.SOlvedby rotor/drive train system to lightning
!

eigensolution
induced damage to one of the blades. The _.:_

effects of lightning were determined by
,_- passing electric currents through a

portion of blade in ground tests. The

am.-. aerodynamic characteristics of the blade

u_,,,,,u, after damage were estimated from its
o,_,_, appearance and were loaded in as input to

t._ the simplified section aerodynamic model
listed in Table 2. The normal modes of

:. "_" the drive train were inserted in the input

• [ 0 to the modal component to represent the
_ i ,_ seven comporLent drive train. Results from

u,,,,_ _ the program without blade damage were used

• J as initial conditions for a restart

solution with the damaged blade. Figures
i 13 and 14 show blade and drive train re-

\: i _,_"_ sponses be:/ore and after the damage. A_- ; drive train schematic is also _hown in

,,_ -,. Figure 14. The transition from four-per-
.. _ rev to once-per-rev responses is evident.

_t.! ii Ground Resonance StabilityFig.

_.._ Comparison Between RDYNE

._, _ and L_near Stability

._2_I Analysis

_2;'_:I 163
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4.1 , , , i ILl Villi, U¢OIIO _1

Fig. 14 Drive Train Responses to
•_ Fig. 13 Effects of Blade Damage on Rotor Damage For A Coupled
1 Time Histories of Blade Rotor/Drive Train System "_"

_ i Responses For A Ccupled _-,
L-! Rotor/Drive Train System

The use of the modal component for the the first elastic flatwise mode of a
. drive train in this problem and its use as hingeles_ rotor blade stopped at 135

an airframe in the ground resonance degrees azimuth. At the divergence speed
problems shows that versatility and the frequency of the mode is zero and the

; reduced development cost can be achieved modal damping becomes infinite. The
,' through using a single type of component divergence speed agreed well with results

for different types of problems, predicted by the doublet lattice theoTy in
the NASTRAN analysis. The abili'_y of

_, Stopped and Gimballed Rotors RDYNE to successfully model fixed lifting

._-! surfaces by means of an elastic blade
Stopped an_ gimballed rotors are new component, originally derived for rotary

techno._.ogies to which RDYNE has been wing applications, is the result ofapplied and for which it has provided designing this blade component for mul-
timely solutions, tiple applications. In contrast to the

original derivation in Ref. 8, which
Rotors which are stopped have no centri- non-dimensionallzed variables by rotor
fugal stiffening and have to be checked speed, the ne_ equations were left in
for bending divergence when in the swept- dimensional f_rm, allowing the non-
forward position. Figure 15 shows the rotating case to he treated without
increase with forward speed in damping of difficulty.

\
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coriolis forces. Lower blade loads and

!_' design is an exceptionally clean aero- •
• ! dynamic form.

Tests have been conducted with a 4.4 ft

i _"_ i radius model. Comparisons shown below areD_ for a stiff inplane rotor tested in a
" _ hover rig from 350 to 650 rpm, and for a

• ms,_-_ soft inplane rotor tested at advance

•.i i _) ratios between .15 and .45, and Ct/c

J_ ! b_ between .06 and .ii.
, , _" RDYNE was applied to this rotor to evalu-

"\ i at, its stability and vibratory load

i v._,wnmm, be! _vior. The analysis was modified zn a

("'q period of two weeks to include the matrix

Dig. 15 Divergence of a 45 Degree substructure listed in Table 1 to simulate
Forward-Swept Stopped the gimbal. The short development was

i Rotor Blade evidence o " hhe responsiveness of a •

: _ component-b_ method to new technology.

%_i /__ The rotor/support system used in modeltests wa_ reprebe,'ted by means of fourFLEXIBLE BLADE
/ / \\ ,.TER,AL /--,OOTFA,R,NG elastic blades, a _aatrix substructure with

__ two connection nodes representing the

gimbal, and a n_rmal mode structure
_i representing the support (Fig. 17). The

upper connection node of the matrix
substructure was attached tc the elastic

_. blades, and the lower connection at the
pivot bearing was attached to the normal
mode support. The properties input to the

• F,XEDP,TC" matrix substructure were established by i

/ __:*";._.APE deriving gimbal mass, damping, and stiff-
_. ______ _,t_,_,,_._..._...= ness elements by the Lagrangian method.

_/ _ Stability results were obtained by means i '_: of a moving block method, and a single
blade simulation was used to calculate the

.UB*ND_O. trim state of the gimbal rotor in level
¢

• flight.

I_ GIMBAL
• I _ SPHERICAL PIVOT BEARING _ (MATRIX STRUCTURE)

Fig. 16 General Arrangement of J
Dynaflex Rotor Hub and
Schematic of Elastic

'_' Gimbal

. _ The Dynaflex gimballed rotor is a new /

<.i concept under development at Sikorsky _^,._ _ _ MODAL

• SUPPORT

:.-i which incorporates unique features (Ref.
-_._, 13). Utilizing composite materials, the

central hub is gimbal-mounted relative to

,_j the shaft achieving a universal joint //_ //
action with a spring restraint to the

, tilting motion (Fig. 16). The arrangement Fig. 17 Substructures Used to
is less cumbersome than a mechanical Represent the Dynaflex

.:J universal joint, and greatly reduces Rotor

165 _,
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"" Figure 18 compares test and analysis _ ' rAe • _...... 'm u] '
predictions of gimbal system frequencies o,_,._.o_ ,._., am,-

Iand dampings in hover. Figure 19 compares o,_,._-0,, u ir ,._.,.,.m
test and analysis results for bending n o o ,._,_ mCrC_r ,mfrm_T*. im,,_m

moments in level flight. Edgewise mode _ cr_ ,_,.m_

dampings established from a gauge on the
moving blade are compared in Fig. 20. The _

hover stability comparisons are quite good l i
' as are flatwise bending moment variations ,_-

_i° with forward speed. The edgewise bending _o,"m_ _a [ t

moments and stability in forward flight =" n'_ ' . _are overpredicted. _'.,,_L _I_ i

O.E O.4

-. M, _ | | O_ ! RDYNI[" ITStF: I l |

O I CTI _I3MA" 0M /k O _ ' TF.JITDATA ,118_ FT/I l

_/_ r'h ¢T I _GAiA - 0 tl

?! !)

' o_,.,.e 100 -;

,_ 0.? 0.4

ADUe_CER_TI0,,U

_'- • am 750 e I I

:. O *CT_tAA-OOI /% O (_, _EI_*OATA, STSFI_

O tl_

_IAAD

m, wm _ ,_,.uasoo • .

OIM|N_IONAL • • _

, . _ {3 _ • ,',;- _ _

°' ' ' ' 9 '_etl _ (DI;G)

0,a 0,4

' o o o Fig. 19 Comparison of Vibratory
o o o o oO , o o _ Bending Moments for a

: ,I Dynaflex Model Rotor in
.... _, ' ,_ Level Flight.

Fig. 18 Comparison of Predicted

:_:j Frequencies and Dampings

ii with Test Data For a Dyna-

_ flex Model Rotor in Hover.

=.

iii ,
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i , i American Helicopter Soclety, Vol 25,
• O._'_T""U'm"_ NO. 3, July 1980, @p. 22-28.

40 • _ ,TE_ _T_ Tm P_ED _ _71Si TE_ _ ,_ Tm _EEO S74FT_--
• 5. Hurty, W.C., "Dynamic Analysis ofE_m l

_,_ Structural Systems Using Component_T_

Modes," AIAA Journal, Vol. 3, No. 4,
• 1965, pp. 678-685.

_ • 6. Chan, S.P., Cox, H.J., and Benfield,
o a W.A., "Transient Analysis of Forced

I0- _ _ % o _ Vibrations or Complex Structural -
Mechanical Systems," Journal cf the

o a Royal Aeronautical Society, Vol. 66,
' ' July1962,pp 457-460_ ' o!, I o., • •

7. Chopra, I. and Johnson, W. , "Flap-
Lag-Torsion Stability of Circulation

Fig. 20 Comparison of Blade - Controlled Rotors in Hover,"

Edgewise Stability fo! a American Helicopter society 34th
Dynaflex Model Rotor in Annual National Forum, May 1978.
Level Flight.

8. Arcidiacono, P.J., "Prediction of
Rotor Instability at High Forward

Concluding _emarks Speeds - Volume 1 - Steady Differen-
tial Equations of Motion for a

An analysis utilizing dynamical substruc- Flexible Helicopter Blade with
tures and non-structural components has Chordwise Mass Unbalance," USAAVLABS
confirmed several desirable attributes TR 68-i8A, February 1969.
expected fr m modern codes. These attri-
butes include the ability to handle a 9. Landgrebe, A.J., and Egolf, T.A.,
comprehensive set of problems with a small "Rotorcraft Wake Analysis for Predic-
library of components, zupported by the tion of Induced Velocities," USAAMRDL
ability to treat steady state vibratory TR 75-45, 1976.
and stability problems within a time- i
history framework. The analysis has i0. Davis, M.W, "Development and Evalua-
responded to new technologies with timely tion of a Generic Active Helicopter
solutions for advanced rotor concepts, by vibration Controller," American
limiting the ef_-;t required to implement Helicopter society 40th Annual
capabilities through its component struc- National Forum, Arlington, Virginia,
ture. Comprehensive solutions, such as May 1984.
the use of a single minimum variance con-

troller for trim and vibratioD reduction, ii. Johnston, R.A. and Cassarino, S.,
have reduced development costs by address- "Helicopter Rotor Stability Analy-
ing more than one type of problem, sis," USAAMRDL-TR-75-40, 1976.
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DISCUSSION

Paper No. 11

DEVELOPMENTAND APPLICATION OF A TIME-HISTORY ANALYSIS FOR ROTORCRAFT DYN_ICS
BASED ON A COMPONENT APPROAUH

_, Robert Sopher
and

Daniel W. Hallock

Marty Schroeder, Solar Energy Institute: You have talked about the modularity of your code and
the flexibi!ity of it--can you give some indication of the size of the code--RAM and ROM?

Sopher: It's actually 4 megabytes now. We are upgrading the IBM System to 8 megabytes so we I
.,_ are not that concerned about the size. We are not interested in overlay. At some point in time ,

we may be interested in an executive which brings in only the routines that a user is interested
in applying wb_ch would compile and link-edit the routines in object time to create a module

_" which he was interested in using. So that's something we are interested in. i'

Ed Austin, U.S. Army Applied Technolog_ Laboratory: I have just re_m_ of questions I would like
to ask. I'll try to cut it down to Just a few. First, with regard to the aerodynamics. Have J
you given any consideration to the way your executive might handle aerodynamics that are not

just a function of the current state but are dependent on previous events, maybe values of the
state vector or other dependent parameters?

_,j Sopher: We have given some consideration to that. For example, if you take the case of a

"_] general response in two-dimensional linear flow to an arbitrary impulse _ngle of attack change ,_
the response is provided by the Wagner function. In order to calculate the resulting lift you

_._" need to retain a history of what has happened to the motion and then you apply the kernel func- }
tion to that. It's a very simple thing, actually. So as far as I can see in that particular !.

_" application all you h_',eto do is store the hlst_ry of the motion somewhere in the prog.am. In !

_i regard to other types of application I haven't _lly thought about anything other than that.Are you concerned about, say, a time-history representation of variable inflow?

Austin: Something like that, yes.

So___: [I have] not really thought about that very much.

Austin: Another question regarding your algoritPuns for your controller. You showed all your i
t variables as nice continuous functions of time. Do you actually treat them that way or do you
-_ only look at them once per revolution?

So___: No. They go like this. They are uiscontinuous so really what I should have drawn was
a set of . . . it would look something like a bar chart, but I Just drew a smooth curve through ,,
that.

_ustin: But what kind of algorithm is it that actually performs your convergence? _ {,

Sophe£: Well, the objective function is a weighted square of the things you want to minimize.
For example, say, you want to achieve a certain level of lift. It Is the square of the differ- I

"" ence between the target value of the lift and the actual llft as harmoniJally analyzed in the
program, say, a steady value of lift. Now that is weiEhued by a weighting function. In addi- |

tlon to that we have weights that are applied to the control vector as well and the purpose of I
that _s to try to limit the magnitude of the excursions of the controls because this is an
unconstrained minimum optimization _pproach. We haven't tried to use a constraint optimization
approach because if you go to any of those programs llke COPES/CO_'MIN or ADS it's an incredibly
large code and itself would equal the size of this program. So tt s was the simple approach

. [that was] adopted. The relationship between the change in the state of tl,evariables which are
being used to control the system and the controlled state is obtained through what we call the

! T-matrlx. That's identified subsequently by a Kaman filter method. As a matter of fact, I
should make some acknowledgements here. Originally the controller was developed by John

_ Molusis; Bob Taylor, who Is with Boeing Vertol, wen_ into further developments on it; an..
then our research labs carried out further developments. We had to reconflgure it considerably

i before it could be usefully used in RDYNE.Austin: How often is that controller updated?Sopher: Well, as often as you like. The user has the ability to define how often he wants to
do it, but I believe in applications that we have typically it's after each revolution or after

._ 2 revs or something llke that. There are people who use the program who are more experienced in
answering that question. It's undergoing falrly intenslve use now.

Austin: You show some Floquet results. Do you use the one-pass or the N-pass approach?

, i. ®i
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Sopher: No, those results were obtained by means of a tiue-history response. But ! compared
i with Gene HammOnd's Floquet solution. We Just use log decrement on that. In order to get the

stability of the Dynaflex System we used a moving block method. As a matter of fact we haven't
built the moving block into the program. Bob Goodman developed his own little post-processor.
I think what would happen Is you can eliminate some of the concerns about respo_siveness in
terms of time for providing stability results by building a post-processor into the program.

:., That would address some of the conJerns people have about the comparative efficiencies of aero-
ela_tlc stability methods versus time-history methods.

1 Atlstin: One fi)_l question. Do you have your aerodynamics and dynamics integrated _nto one
program or they separate programs coupled by JCL?

i So, her: They are integrated into one program.
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RESTRUCTURING THE ROTOR ANALYS_S PROGRAM C-60

.' i P.G. Phelan end F.J. Tarzantn, Jr.
" Boeing Vertol Company

t

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

¢

: i

; i Abstract A Boeing Vertol rotor analysis program (C-60) is
. currently being restructured. Large complex _:

The continuing evolution of the rotary wing indus- blocks of multi-functional code are ceirlg broken +'+
try demands increasing analytical capabilities. To down and reorganized into succinct functional
keep up with this demand, software must I_- modules. Related pieces of code, previously t

..- structured to accomh_clate change. The approach scattered throughout the program, are being :
discussed in this ;_aper for meeting this demand is gathered to form functiol al modules. S,andardized t

_-+ : to "restructure" an existi'_,g analysis. The motive- formats for variable definitions, input d:;ta, output

_;_._ tional factors, basic principles, application tech- data, and docL.mentation are being implemented.
nlquas, and practical lessons from experience with Even though the restructuring process is not yet

_:.. i this restructuring effort are reviewed, complete, code performing a given task is now• easier to find, u :derstand, isolate, and modify, i
Introdg...._.ctio.__nn Variables, input data, and output data are also

½; + now easier to identify, understand, and modify -s
_s the rotary wing industry matures it is getting n_,eded. The ovaraI' result is that new capabilities Y¢:?. :

=: increasingly difficult _o extract the next significant may be implemented in less time, _t lower cost,
_-" ; technological advanc,. Improved understanding of and with improved reliability.

the ;Jhysical phenomena of rotary wing aircraft
.; requires more complete analytical representations. Background !

Advances in computer technology are allowin.q |

larger more sophisticated analyses than were P;+:'_vaticn for More Capable Analyses ipreviously pracbcal. As a ='esuJ.*. t:.,, demand for

complex analysis capability =_ ,_:c+,,,,: -apldly, Physical understanding is expanding rapidly in _
with increasing emphasis _ : , plinary areas related to analytical modeling of nonuniform
analysis. TI_e changing and :_ ,,ir.. _,_.._nds of downwash, _otor/fuselage coupling, vibration, 1
rotary wing analysis necessitate ._,'=o_-oftwara be noise prediction, rotor airloading, and co-nposite
structured to quickly and efficiently accommodate material behavior, among others. There is
change if it is to take advantage of c._ntinuing corresponding demand for improved analytical
developments in this dynamic environment, capability to reflect these advances More sophis-

ticated designs, such as JVX and LHX, and ex-
Software

may be designed with structure ernphasiz- panded flight envelopes push many analyses !
Ing malnta=nablllty and modifiability. Software beyond their present bounds of application, into
structured toward this goal provides reduced regions where simplifying assumption= such as

modification and maintenance costs, reduced time small angles, lineerity, and low coupling break-
delay for adding new capabilities and Imp='ovtd down.
r_labillty through a reduction in the number of t
undetected errors. This may be accomplished Compounding these demands for expa,,deo analyti- !
through judicious partitioning of soft, are into cal capabilities Is the pressing need for more
functional modules, provision of well-defined paths accurate analytical predictions to facilitate finely
of data flow, and adherence to e control tuned multi-variable d_cign benefic trade-off
hierarchy, studies. Many of the straight-forward one or two

dimensional design problems have been sowed.
The p='nposed approach t_ obtaining a w,=ll strut- The largest pot,=ntlal rotorcraft improvements
tured rotor loads program Is to "ra_t.',Jcture" ai_ require ¢on'l_lex trade-offs involving different=

' existing analysis. Restructuring can be a t..ne- technoh_les having a consistent level of complexl-
saving and cost-saving altarnatlve to developing ty. _s incremental isc_ated technology design

+ new _tructured software. It consists eeHntially of benefits become smaller, the need for more corn-
-- , reorganlzln 3 the code of an existing analysis to fit plate, complex inter-disciplinary models increases.

i_ a structured design, while maintaining the theo- This view is supported by Kerr, Potthast, and

'i" ratlcel basis for the analysis. Anderson'. Eventually, the requirements of more
..... , ,, demanding interdisciplinary trad=offs will increase
Presented at the Second Decennial Specialist's to the point where specialized analyses in isolated
Meeting on Rotorcraft Dynamics, AhS/NASA Ames, disciplines w!=l become inadequate and possibly
Moffett Field, CA, November 7, 1984. even misleading.
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Advances in computer technology and software styles. These trends are compounded by a lack of
development add fuel to the movement for mo-e adequate, acrurate, current documentation and the

"-" capable analyses. These adva:tces provide ex- growing innate complexity of the analysis due to
panded resources and/or reduced cost in terms of expanding requirements. Excessive complexity
CPU time, memory usage, and I/O (input/output) reveals itself in highly unpredictable and often
capacity and sophistication. Approaches which excessive person-hour costs for program main-
were previously beyond practical resource limita- tenance and modification, and time delays tor new
t,ons are now viable current or near-future op- capabilities.
tions. Curr:nt computer systems now allow pro-
gram structure to be independent of memory As analytical capability is expanded, additions are
constraints, in contrast to the memory o-'erlay made to program input and output. Additions for

_. structure restrictions of the past. Increasing expansions of capability are often made quickly
sophistication of computer tools (such as shown in and without thorough coordination. Additions to
Table I) al___ m-tivate raore capable analyses, input ana output are often made more expediently

than analytical revisions, and are sometimes left iP
" Practical Limitations of Current Programs "temporary version" form. The result is input and

output which are not clearly defined, are possibly
The development of more capable analyses is easier redundant, are not well organized, and are prone

•. said than done. There is a history of difficulties to error. This situation results in the expense of
with the development and upg;adino of complex, extra user-hours for preparation of progrem input

._ multi-disciplinary analyses, and the prospect of and : lterpretation (sometimes deciphering) of
_ developing even more sophisticated programs witn program output, and an increased probability of

the requirement for continuous updatin£, projects undetected input error and/or output misinter-

an image of long development time, high costs and pretation.
questionable results.

_;; (_ther symptoms of saturation of comprehensibility
._, The primary factor contributing to th_ difl;culty of are less obvious, but have the same root cause.
__ analysis development today is the tendency of For example, poor correlation may be an indication

large mult,-user multi-analyst programs to _vo've of undetected errors within the ana:ysis, un-

_I and grow in complexity beyond ;:he comprehension detected misuse (such as input error), or un-of any single user/developer. It is as if such detected misinterpretation of analysis cutput.
_ , analyses follow a specialized law of entropy, tend- Compromised reliability is a[_other w, .*ning sign of
":. ing toward ever increasing disorder until reaching excessive comolexity. An analysis which behaves

"saturation of comprehensibility". Program mainte- very wel; so.'aetimes and very badly other times is
nance and modification become increasingly difficult providing a warning. Growth of analytical corn-

.= as clarity and understanding are gradually re- plexity is often acco;,panied by increased depen-
; plac*d by obscurity and misund°rstanding, dence upon the specialized experience of experts

Bergland 2 presents two ob._ervatmns w ,on summa- associated with specific anal_'ses (described by
rize this behavior of large programs., "The Law Kerr, Potthast, and Anderson i as "Sam's Program
of Continuing Change" ard "The L .' of Un- Syndrome"). This development implies poor or
structuredness" as sho_,',, in F;_l,_r¢ 1. nonexistent documentation and very complex code,

- so that others are unable to understand tl_e
Eventually, at least on_ toc ,W irreversible or analysis.
untraceable revision =. is made. Correlation and

reliability falter suddenly. Previous analytical - A Solution: Structured Program Design _predictions car no longer be reproduced. Things
_.. that "worked" now mysteriously fail and the anal_,- The solution to this problem is the development of

sis "dies" suddenly. If a reliable bac,,up vers;rn analysis programs which will start out and remain
exis,s the analysis may enjoy a tomporary reprieve clear and understandable throughout a long life-
but eventually it is like,y to follow the path to cycle of maintenance and modification. This may
ext!nction. Therefore, the IDrogram with chronic be achieved by using "Structured Program Desigl]"
"stturation of comprehensibility" will eventually techniques to design software for maximum main-
reach the point at wh!ch no further cost-effectlve tainability and modifiability.
growth is possible because revisions can no longer
be fully understood or d _ ugged. Structu,.-d program de:,ign is a formal methodology

for software design which was developed in an
The tendency toward disorder causes serious attempt to deal with the rapid expansion of soft-
, roblems long before the analysis actually reaches _sre associated costs which began in the 1970's.

a. II
complete "saturati¢_ of comprehensibili W , that is, Bergland 2 provides some historical perspective in
the point at wnich revisions can no longer be "A Guided Tour of Program Design Methodologies"

_- made. Complexity grows with each expansion of in which the author outliP_s general trends in
",' capability, as change is added to change without software development from "Cottage Industry
;, an overall plan or global structure. The ahalys=; Programming" of the 1950's through "Heavy Indus-
..- evolves gradually via the work of a variety of try Programminn" _f *_^ "ng0's to the birth of

programmers, analysts, and engineers, with a "S_ructure_J Programming" i.: the 1970's. At one
_., corresponaing variety of individual styles and point, over one percent of the GNP (gross national
_ pref_renres, (se_' _'able 2). Cumplex t_. and product) was being spent on software2. This

I_ apparen' disor_'er re-ult as the natural subtle stimulated early attempts a_ formulation of design
accumulation of the .,ffect_ o_ m(4ding individual criteria and programming techniques.

I?E
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Today, a great deal of effort is be!ng expended in of analytical capability and very-long-term ac-
i attempts to formalize and standardize software cumulation of maintenance costs. In _,ddition,
_, design procedures to yield more maintainable, coincident improvements in utility (i.e. : 4

modifiable, and user-friendly programs. Struc- user-friendliness) and computational efficiency
tured program design is being applied in the are anticipated from restructuring of input and
rotorcraft field, including a government develop- output functions and elimination of redundant
lent program named 2GCHAS (_£=cond Generation and repetitious calculations. However, improve-
Comprehensive Helicopter Analysis System). ments in these attributes are to be achieved only
Documentation has become a large part of most at no expense to malnt<_inability and modifi-
program development efforts. Efforts are being ability.
made to standardize, streamline a _ nearly autr-

:'t mate the generation of both code and documenta- Two options exist for development of wall struc-

" tion. Some examples of this are specification of tured analyses. These are (1) build a new analy- I
FORTRAN coding standards 3, development of a sis from "scratch", or (2) restructure an existing
"generic" architecture 4, development of programs production analysis. Restructuring is reorganize- i
which generate diagrams directly from code s, and tion of an already debugged, validate;d, correlated,

: the propose; of formal program design procedures "mature" analysis. It is the impositic._ of struc-
such as data flow design or programming cal- ture on an existing analysis. This approech
culus 2. utilizes current analysis theory, incl_Jding deriva-

tion of equations, and solution method, and keeps
__ An Approach to Structured Program Design current correlation it=tact. It utilizes information l
= from current documentation in the new documenca-
._ +

Development Strategy tion. Checkout or validation consists of comparing _+
L:=_: results of the curr_nt poorly structured analysis _'

_.-_ : Structured program design is a general term with the new restructured analy._is and implicitly

+'± i referring to an application-dependent design takes advantage of all prior validation and correla-
k ' _ procedure. It may be defined as "design for the tion efforts. While restructuring doe3 not, in
_" : best solution". The key to this approach is a well general, include provision of any new capability it

+ chosen definition of "best"; one that is well may be coincident with provision of new capability.
_+ : matched to the specific application. The pro- An additional benefit is that the progra_ remains •
¢ _ ced_re begins with the selection of a general operational and useful throughout the restructur-
- goal, followed by a trade-off of benefits to ing process, thereby providing immediate gains.

prioritize different design criteria. A variety In contrast, development of a new structured
of terms have been defined to serve as design analysis from scratch begins with approach deve:
criteria. Terminoiogy varies, as illustrated by the opment and derivation of equations and thus may
list of terms prov;ded as tables 3 and 4, but include new capability. However, starting from

7. similar concepts are defines in references 1, 2, 4, scratch does not utilize results of prior correla-
: and 6. Design criteria used in the present study tion, documentation, etc., and the program does

are efficiency, generality, maintainability, .,_od- not become useful until the long validation/
ifiability, reliability, & utility as defined in table 5. correlation effort is complete.

The ge;leral goal (or measure of goodness) chosen Restructuring is the preferred approach if a i
for the software design discussed here is mini- "mature" analysis is available which is minimally _ _.
mum total lifecycle cost. This lifecycle includes organized and has been validated and correlated, i _

development, checkout, release, operation/ The most difficult, costly, and time-consuming i _maintenance/modification, and maturity, as shown tasks to perform before a large program becomes
6 rin Figure 2. Yourdon and Constantine desc ibe useful are validation and correlation. Validation is

_" the ideal program as "cheap to develop, che=.o to assuring that the analysis program computes what
operate, cheap to maintain, and cheap to moc6fy", it is supposed to compute (as defined by the
The relative cost and ;mporta.lce of the different equations and method of solution). Correlation i_.
phases of a program's lifecycle vary from appli- comparison of the analysis results with the
cation to application. The resulting prioritization "real-world". Validation and correlation require
of design criteria should vary accordingly. For substantial effort for a large sophistocated analys_s
example, the strategy for development of a payroll to exercise multiple-option combinations for multiple
prog-am might differ dramatically from that for a configurations. Utilization of prior effort is

_" technical analysis in a volatile field because of possible by direct comparison of restructured
different prioritizations for different aspects of the modular input and output with the szme quantities
program lifecycle (i.e., efficiency for operating from the I:_orly structured analysis. The trade-=

.:, costs versus modifiability for modification costs), off is the effort required to identify these inter-
As another example, execution time and reliability mediate values in the poorly structured analy,,is

+:! might be most important for a real-time simulation, versus the effort saved in validation ard correla-

In each case, the goal of minimization of total tion. This potential savings is one of the most_. lifecycle cost is reflected in th_ application-specific significant benefits of the restructuring +approach.
prioritization of criteria.

".'_ Utilization of Information in existing documentation

_'i For our design, maintainability and modifiabil;ty provides another potential reduction of effort for
_' were chosen as the most important design criteria, the restl_ucturlng approach. Since restructuring
== This priorltization results from heavy weighting utilizes the approach and derivation of the current

_j applied to person-hour requirements ¢or expansion analysis, the documentation pertaln;ng to theoretical
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development is still valid and may be utilized in allow and in fact plan for review and revision of
generation of new documentation. In addition, use initial structural att,:_L==, coding guidelines, and
of an existing method allows the development team documentation standards is advisable to provide a 4
to concentrate on the program structure. Thus, better final result. Initial testing (by example or
restructuring is favored if the current analysis tr;al) of guidelines, particularly documentation and
approach is relatively well documented, coding guidelines, may provide answers to critical

questions such as 'Are the restrictions realistic?,
Another major benefit of restructuring ;s potential Will they be complied with over a long program
implementation of improvements in the near-term, life-cycle by a variety of program,_ers/analysts/
Incorporation of at least partially restructured users?, Will the documentation be maintained? Is
modules into the original program prior to temple- it too cumbersome, or incomplete?, Will this struc-
tier of restructuring is possible. Small changes ture still work if we add more coupling considera-:t
are simpler once a restructured module goes into tJons?' Though not explicit in the plan outline,
production. Errors in the existing analysis may flexibility for refinement of guidelines is assumed.

._ be uncovered and corrected, and new capabilities
may be implemented in the restructured moGutes A first-cut "S,rawman" design of the overall

• prior to completion of restructuring the whole program structure begin._ the actual design pro-
program. Any benefits which may be incorporated cess. (This step was actually performed, as was
into the new module are thus ootential near-term ,-equired, in the mapping exercise which illustrated

; benef!ts as well. suitability of C-60 for restructuring. See Figure
-' 3). A first-cut design of the Main Control Execu-

Determination of the suitability of a currently tive is obtained by viewing the analysis as con-
available analysis for restructuring requires an sisting of only its top level "global" functions

examination of its structure. (All programs have (e.g.: Velocity, Airloads, Trim, Response). The
structure, though some have very bad structure main design loop may then be executed on a func-
in terms of maintainability and modifiability). The tier by function basis until all global functional
current analysis structure must be compared to a modules have beer. designee, built, tested, and
desired analysis structure, which of course, documented. The restructuring process is corn-
requires at least a first-cut design of a "good" pleted by final refinement of the Main Control
structure. The goal of the comparison is a map- Executive design, system integration testing, and
ping of functions, and the connections between completinn of system documentation. Major stages
functions, from the poor structure to a good of the restructuring process as outlined above are
structure. The mapping is not likely to provide a desc-ibed in more detail in the paragraphs which

"T one-to-one correspondence, but will provide an follow.
indication of the effort needed and trade-offs

! required for restructuring to be successful. Design principles were selected to >lace the de- ,
sired emphas0_¢ on high priority criteria. To

A functional mapping exercise indicates that C-60 improve mai:,tainability and modifiability, design
is a good "target" analysis for restructuring. A principles are seJected which minimize the human ._
first-cut design of "good" structure and a first- effort required to identify anc; correct program
cut mapping of components from poorly structured errors, and to define and _mplement changes to

C-60 to "well" structured modules has been per- program requirements• Yc'Jrdon and Constantine 6 i_
formed. The first-cut design of "good" structure define desirable characteristics of the harts of a
with clearly defined functions is shown in Figure system for maintainability and mocfifiability:
3. Tile mapping of corresponding functions in the _.
current C-60 is illustrated by Figure 4 as a struc- " .... the cost of maintenance is minimized _._'
ture chart with functions distributed throughout when parts of the sy.ctem arJ:

.- *he analysis. While the structure of current C-60 - ea.cily related to the applicatic,n ]I
, is clearly in need of reorganization, the mapping -manageably small t

exercise indicated that validation, correlation, and - correctable separater,, '
near-term improvement benefits of restructuring
should exceed the cost of efforts to identify, " .... the cost of modification _f a system will

• isolate, rmmove, replace, and reconnect pieces of be minimized when its parts are:
analysis. In addition, the existence of ,'elatively - easily related to the problem i
complete and well-written documentation makes - modifiably separately."

•" program C-60 a good candidate for restructuring.

Ti_e Restructuring Process Th_ design procedure should provide partitioning
or organization of the analysis into pieces which

_I The fir._t task in the restructuring process is are manageably small (for human comprehension),
; deve!cpn,_.nt of a plan. A general outline of the clearly defined, well documented, and which reflect

plan ._r restructuring program C-60 is Frovided as the "real-world" partitioning of the problem.Table 6. The initial tasks define desired attri- Similarly, these pieces should be connected to one
4 bute •. for overall program strl_cture, data struc- another in ways which are clearly defined, well

ture, and control ,_ructure, and provide ceding documented, and which reflect only "real-wet!d"
guidelines and dncumentation st,_ndards. .se relationships without extraneous links. Design
tasks lay the groundwork which Is esse,,t_=u to the principles utilized in the present effort to build
restructuring design process, and thus merit long such a program structure are functional decompo-
end serious consideration. However, flexibility to s0tion, hierachal control structure, and data trace-

\
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; ability. These principles, which are described and guarantee consistency of all option selections.
individually in the following p_ragraph_, are used Involvement of engineering personnel in definition

: _,. to promote simplicity and clarity in the way the of the Control Hierarchy will provide additional
d

program models the solution it represents• insight ,nto anticipated future analytical options
._nd/or vehicle configuration.

Functional decomposition is a top-down approach
composed of repeated subdivisions from "big pic- Data traceability is the characteristic of having

: ture" functions to code level functions. It is the clearly d_-fined single-source paths of data flow.
judicious partitioning of a problem into cohesive This characteristic is desirable for maintainability
decoupled units or module_. (Detailed discussions and modifiability because it eliminates redundant
of intermodular cohesion and intramodular coupling and/or inconsistent variable definitions. This

• -_ are presented in References 2 and 6). The tricki- characteristic also tends to minimize extraneous
_' est aspect of this concept is determining 'func- connections by eliminating unnecessary and/or

tional decomposition with respect to what?'. "The misplaced calculation of variables. The debate
-I choice of what to decompose with respect to has a over transfer of information by argument list

major effect on the goodness of the resulting versus transfer by common "global" data is an
program and is therefore the subject of much example of an issue of data traceability. Argument
controversy. "2 If the definition of functions is list transfers can become cumbersome and may
derived from a data flow diagram the result is data consume extra program execution time, but gener-

i flow design. If the design is built on the basis of ally provide better data traceability. Th=s issue is
i data structure it is data structure design, addressed specifically in definition of coding

Bergland 2 describes data flow design (pseudonyms: guidelines.
-__ transform centered design or composite design), in

t its simplist form as "nothing more than functionat The third step in the restructuring process (out-

decomposition with respect to data flow. Each lined in Table 6) is the definition of a data struc-
block is obtained by successive application of the ture. This refers to the organization of data flow
engineering definition of a blaLk box that trans- from input parameters to output data. It consists
forms an input data stream into an output data of the division of program input data, variable

"-1 stream". Another analogy is an engineering parameters, and output data into categories and
! system block diagram with transfer function rela- subcategories which reflect "real-world" defini-

tionships between input and output for each block., tions. Data structure is reflected in the organi-The art or magic of functional decomposition is in zation of documentation, particularly "data

definition of a model of the real world as func- dictionaries" which provide symbolic nomenclature,tions, physical definition, units, sign convention, and
t FORTRAN name. The categories used for restruc-

i It is in regard to th,. task, of judiciously break- turing C-60 input data are trim, structural prop-ing an analysis into functions that model the erties, aerodynamics, geometry, downwash para-
"real-world", that the ro!e of engineer/analyst and meters, and controls. (Program control pa-ameters
the role of programmer/analyst have a critical are treated with a parallel structure (e.g.: trim
interface. Careful partitioning may reflect not controls, input controls, etc.) under the topic of
only the "state-of-the-art", but also the areas of Control Structure). Parameters which are corn-
anticipated expansion of capability. Careful func- puted as functions of only input data, and which
tional partitioning should take care to explicitly could, in fact, be treated as input data in that
represent all functions, including simple approxi- they remain fixed throughout the analysis are
mations of functions. This is necessary if the grouped with inpu_ data to form "extended data". _.
program structure is to accurately represent the Examples of additional parameters included in _. ;
structure of the "real-world" problem, and be "extanJed data" are lumped physical properties
easily identified and modified to improve the ana- derived from distributed physical property curves.
lyrical model. The importance of good functional
decomposition makes the ePgineer/analyst a criti- Organization of variable parameters (i.e. : parame-
cal, though often unused link in the software ters which change in value during the analysis) is
development/maintance/modification chain, based on functional decomposition. Variables are

first defined either as "global" results of a speci-
Hierachal control structure attempts to define clear fled function (e.g.: the results of the "response
traceable lines of decision-making power. This is module" are deflections, slopes, loads, etc.) or as

t accomplished by requiring that decisions be made local internal values appearing only in subordinates• only once, and by placing decisions immediately of the specified function (e.g.: transfer matrix
above the highest level module effected by the elements, unsteady stall time delay, etc). The
decision, thereby limiting authority of resulting categories of variables thusall lower reflect the
level functions. The result may be likened to a top-level global functions. Refinement to re-
human organization, in wh,'.h "decision-making" peatedly lower level functions provides similar
power is graduated from to_-Ievel oxecutives to organizatior, of local var=ables tu parallel data flow
re!d-level managers to b'_'_om level "number through the analysis.
c_'unchers", as shown in Figure 5. A simil._r
concept is defined by the term "decision-hiding "4, Output data structure duplicates the structure of
in which decision infn_-mation is accessible on a variable parameters, illustrating the concept that
"need-.to-know" basis. Hierarchal control struc- any resulting variable quantity may be considered
ture tends to minimize extraneous control or deci- an output. Highest level function output, or
sion connections, eliminate control redundancy, global output is collected for summary information.
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The "output" function is otherwise distributed duction usage are essentiel. Documentation must

throughout the analysis by activation or "calling" provide enough informatton to provide needed ,6
of output utility routines or subfunctions. This understanding without providing so much informa-

l treatment provides standardization of formats, tion that needed information is obscured. In
t simplified revision of standard formats, and simpli- addition, the inforn=ation must be structured so as i

fled identification, tracing, addition or deletion of to be easily modified and quickly retricvad and to
output parameters, prevent conflicting or redundant information.

Definition of control structure refers to the organ- First-cut designs of overall structure and the Main
iz +lion of "dec=stun-making'''" parameters or program Control Executive reflect the interaction of globalJ:

;_ controls. The organization of control parameters functions. Refh_ement of the design is achieved
reflects the levels of decision-making defined by by iterativc functional decompositton based pri-

_' the control hierarchy as well as the functional marily on data flow. The top-level second-cut I
breakup defined by functional decomposition, design is shown in Figure 7. An essential element
Controls are "decomposed" first by global function of the design iteratior, is that it involves in- t
classifications: Input, Velocity, Airloads, Trim, dividuals represent_rig computer technology, the ,
Response, and Output. Successive subdivision engineering developer, and the user community.
from high-level decision-making to low-level The main design loop is then activated to design,
decision-making is performed on a !'need-to-know" build, test and document functior.s on a module by ,_

':j] basis to minimize coupling of program controls, module basis. A second-cut deta'l design of theInput function is shown in Figure 8.
_.l Coding guidelines are defined as the next step in

the restructuring _..ocess to provide standardiza- For each module, requirements mJ.st be defined in "_
_ion, to improve clarity, tu enforce data trace- the form of a first-cut modu'e specification or
ability requirements, and to maintain data and "module spec" including _ first cut detail
control structures. Standardization is needed to "strawman" design. D;scussion of a design is }
provide consistency across a variety of pro- much more fruitful when based on a strawman. It j
grammers/analysts/engineers with a corresponding helps to ooint out the more subtle and obscure
variety of programming styles, nomenclature ,_.-ef- requirements and restrictions. It is also useful in +:
erences, etc. The attributes of this standard will establishing, illustrating, and clarifying special
have a significant impact on future maintenance nr_enclature. However, too large a._ effort should ;.
and modification costs. The most tempting trade- not be expended in putting together the
off in coding practices is short-term expediency at "strawman" spec, or natural reluctance to "waste"
the expense of long-term clarity. The provisions effort may compromise the design effort by dis-

= made in coding guidelines may deter _uch prac- couraging changes to the strawman. The itarative
: tires. Standards of particular interest from the design-change/review process, starting with the

perspective of maintainability and modifiability are strawman design is performed until a satisfactory
those which influence data traceability. These detail design results.
standards are any rules or guidehnes which pro- c
mote the identification and understanding of a Steps of module-building, validation, and documen-
source of information. Some _xamples of standards tation may begin upon completion of the module ._
which promote data traceability are prohibition or design. A mapping of the module function to the ;'_
restricted use of "EQUIVALENCE" statements, current analysis code is required to identify code
FORTRAN variable naming conventions which connections for va!idatmn. There generally will

reflect the meaning and source of the data and not be a one-to-one mapping of new module code _'_, t
restricted use of FORTRAN COMMON blocks for and original analysis code. The original analysis ""
variable data storage, will contain d_plicate code (possibly inconsistent

near-duplicatu sections), have some functions
Usage of common block data storage is a particu- unrecoverably distributed (in practical terms), and
larly controversial issue because the trade-off of have some functions which do not exist as iunc-
benefit _- is significant. Two main drawbacks of tions at all. Coding guidelines define standards
COMMON block usage are the difficulty in tracing for the module-building process, includ!ng specifi-
the origin of values, and the danger of inadver- cation of the format for in-line documentation
tent and undetected redefinition or "over-writing" which should be included as comment statements in
of data. A major benefit of COMMON block usage the code of the new module• The module is then

+: is the ease and simplicity of multi-point access to tested by comparison with the current analysis
information. Common blocks of information may intermediate and final calculation output. This can

! best be utilized a_ single-source, multi-destination be achieved by adding namelist or write statements
vehicles of information transfer and storage to as temporary modifications to the original program.

"_'_] achieve major benefits and avoid main drawbacks of (The required variables from the original analysis

;j usage, as illustrated by Figure 6. were identified in the mapping step above).
Documentation of tl_e _l¢_bal module, including

Definition of documentation standards is one of the global function executwe --_,ci all subordinate
most difficult and time-consuming tasks of the func*ions is then finalized.
restructuring process. Repeated review/revision
iterations involving p,_rsonnel with different per- The Main Control Executive design is finalized after

:_ spectives are essential to d=.inition of useful completiun of design of all tlobal functions. This
! documentation. Insights from p_.rspectives of is necessary because design r3visions of even

programming, analytical develoument, and pro- global level functions may occur during the itera-
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tive design loop process. Testing ,jf the main production program was reduction of total CPU
cof_trol executive is performed by e-orcising all execution time by 17 percent for _ typical
combinations of global level control options with case.
'dummy" global functions. ReDtacement of "dum-
my" functions with completed functional modules Previously undetected program errors may be
constitutes system integration, which is followed uncovered in the process of va!idating restruc-
by integration testing, completion of system docu- tured modules. During the val;dation process,
mentation, an.3 finally, incremental release of the differences in answers provided by the eestruc-
restructured program for production use. tured module and the original program were found.

Usually, this was the result of a coding error in
_-_ Current Status the new module, which illustrates the primary

purpose of the validation effort. However, some-
We are in Lhe process of executing this restructur- times it was found that the original program was
ing plan for program C-60, and are presently in incorrect. Most of the time these corrections were

: the global function design loop. 2,es_ructured not significant, but in at least one instance, the
functions which have been implemented in the error correction significantly improved correla-
production program are Downwash (subGrdinate of tion. In the past, the vibratory hub lead
Velocity), Coupled Flap-Pitch Response (subordi- calculations sometimes depended upon the accuracy .
nate of Response), Aerodynamic Coefficient Deter- of the initial trim guess. After ar_ error was
mir, ation (bottom level subordinate of Airloads), uncovered in the wake update routine, the depen-

d; and various standard utilities of Input and Output. dence of the hub loads on initial trim
_ Some general observations we have made during was dramatically reduced. In addition, the correl-.L_,
2._ this activity are (1) that n_oodesign is ever final ation with measured pressure data was sub-

and therefore flexibility must be built in, (2) stantially improved, as shown in Figure 9.
-':'! review with other interested parties improves the
;=i resulting design, (3) definition of documentation Another restructuring benefit is that it has been
1_._ standar'Js is at least as difficult as the actual significantly easier to incorporate new analytical.,

'_i desigr, process, and (4) the potential near-t_rm capability. A number of improvements have been

benefits from implementation of restructured mod- added, including the addition of a nonlinear
• ul_.s into production are extraordinary. A discus- multi-load path flex-beam capability, even though

_ s_on of these points is given below, the Response function was only partially
= structured. Having a data map, control flow and

The program design structure, even at the top partial restructuring reaUy reduced the effort
global-function level, evolves during the design required. A number of similar improvements were

.-. process, and beyond. Top-level functions of the attempted in the lat_ 70's, but they had to be
_: current design, as shown in Figure 7, contrast abandoned since the change could not be checked

the t'riginal design which was shown in Figure 3. out with a reasonable effort. Restructuring of
Additional functions, such as nonlinear forcing, the Response function made a similar contribution

_, summary report, graphics, and rotor-airframe to revisions to add nonlinear pendulum flap ab-
coupling, _ere added as a result of multi-person sorbers and consolidate calculations for load
review, anticipation of future needs and insiohts and frequency pred:ction capabilities.
from ongoing design refinement. Further revision
is anticipated. Output capabilities have been expanded and made

more user-friendly. Restructuring has _acilitated _.Documentation standards evolve in the design development of flexible, centralized output modules
process, similar to the actual program structure from which the user can select any of 152 output
evolution. Initial elements listed in Table 7 were .'ecord names representing different output arrays

; revised to a scheme employing three documents (each array is converted into one of three stan-
with items listed ;n Table 8. The division, though dard formats). Each of these arrays can be either
still in work, is similar to that suggested by Kerr, not output or output to paper, microfiche, on-line
Potthast, and Anderson': model formulation, printer plots and/or tape. The tape can then be
user's manual, and programming manual. This automatically transformed into the required form

: I resulted from trial generation and revision of for a number of display devices (both video and
-'r

documentation, which proved to be too cumbersome hard copy plots). In addition, all output is
in =ts original form. Again, multi-person review completely labeled with a description, units and
provided major insights. Documentation completed sign corvention.

" thus far, including the input data dictionary and
_I input structure definition, has been very useful Reorganization of input data and input processing

in reducing user errors in input preparation, has reduced input errors and the time required for
_i user preparation of input data. This was accom-

Restructuring c_ _ improve efficiency as a side- plished by development of centralized input mod-
"_'! effect. Restructuring of the Aerodynamic Coeffi- ules with options for using standard data files

cient Determination function, a bottom level sub- established for each aircraft and the ability to
" ordinate of Airloads, revealed inefficient loop input either distributed or lumped physical proper-

"J structure resulting in unnecessary recalcu'ation of ties. Scaling factors are provided for each of the
] values. Restructuring of the function Lo improve physical property characteristics. Finally, the

clarity, maintainability and modifiability also pro- input data is printed out in both standard loader
1 vided more efficient operation. The end result of format and logically grouped, annotated and for-

implementing the restructured _unction in the matted arrays, with description, units and sign
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convention to allow the user to easily check the level of correlation cannot be reached, the old
input, version is not replaced.

Restructuring aids development of interdisciplinary Conclusion
analysis by simplifying the incorporation of

• analysis components from other technical areas. Experience in the effort to restructure C-60 indica-
This capability was demonstrated while performing tes that restructuring a "mature" analysis is a
the restructuring of the Downwash function in the viable and worthwhile remedy for the maintenance
C-60 program. The restructuring of C-60's non- and modification problems of a current poorly

: uniform downwash function resulted in the de- structured rotorcraft analysis. The success and
finition of the functional data connections so that productivity of the restructuring effort in terms of

:_ any 'generic' downwash function (that used air- capability-gained for effort-expended depends to a
;cads and geometry as inputs and provided velocity large degree on the organization and documentation
distribution as output) could be used. Next, a of the current poorly structured analysis. Many

'_ non-uniform downwash analysis from the L-02 near-term benefits are possible from incorporation
program was restructured and then transplanted of restructured functional modules into the pro-

" into C-60. Currently a third downwash analysis duction program. Near-term benefits achieved
_ (from the B-65 performance program) is in the thus far for program C-60 are listed below. ,

-; process of restructuring for inclusion in C-60 by
.-- year's end. It should be noted that this tech- - Reduction of program errors

1 nology interchange works both ways. Since the - Reduction of user errors (input and output)
C-60, B-65 and L-02 wake functions were re- -Reduced run-time

il structured to the same criteria, these interface -Simplified incorporation of new capabilities

boundaries are defined identically. Therefore, it - Enhanced technology transfer
is possible for both B-65 and L-02 to use the C-60 - Improved correlation
downwash function and each others' as well. The

- value of this exercise is to show that it is reason- In addition, some important lessons were learned
-E able to transfer tecl-nology from disciphne to concerning the procedure or process of re-

discipline and to demonstrate the value of good structuring, and are outlined below.
_ (and consistent) program structure in aiding the
• transfer. Other technologies :_lanned for near- -No design is ever final, and therefore

.._ tern; cross fertilization include unsteady aero- fl'-exibility must be built in.dynalnics, free flight aircraft trim, and dynamic
;_ flight =ontrols. - Reviews of design and documentation stan-

_! dards by representatives of programming,

Another benefit of this technology interchange is computer technolog;', analytical develop-
that the three restructured Downwash functions in ment, and user communities provide sur-
C-60 will allow the ability to evaluate different prising insights _nd better "final" results.

_-t analytical _rmulations for the same function.
• Different analytical models of such concepts as -The definition of standards for documenta-

shed wake, vortex sheet, roll up, lift�wake corn- tion is at least as diffir'dt and as important
patibility and wake convergence, etc. can be as thc actual design process.

• investigated with identical external fo. mulations, (a

physical impossibility when these routines were References "_
located in different p-ograms). Using similar
strategy, functional structuring also allows multiple 1. A.W. Kerr, A.J. Potthast, and W.D. Ander-

;.. levels of complexity for a single function. For son, "An Interdisciplinary Approach to inte-
.- example, C-60 currently has three levels of corn- grated Rotor/Body Mathematical Model", AHS

plexity for blade pendulum absorbers: ,n ideal- Symposium on the St. s of Testing and
ized absorber (useable for preliminary design), a Modeling for V/STOL Aircraft, October 1972.
linear absorber (with couplings and offsets), and a
full non-linear absorber (with large angles). 2. G.D. Bergland, "A Guided Tour of Program

Design Methodologaes" ", IEEE, October 1981.
As discussed above, our experience to date shows
that restructuring works, and provides extensive 3. FORTRAN Program .Jing Standard for BCS
near-term benefits with production implementation. Scientific Systems tVSD), Boeing Computer
It has been possible to develop a hybrid program, Services, Inc., February 1983.

• partially structured and partially unstructured,
._, that can be utilized as a production analysis in 4. C. Berggren, "Development of a Generic

parallel with its restructuring. Of course, after Architecture", AHS 40th Annual Forum Pro-
each significant restructuring effort, a new pro- ceedings, pp. 429-437, May 1984.I

' duction module is developed, which has the same
or improved capability of the previous version. 5. H.H. Hyndman, Jr., "TOTAL FLOW" Comput-
(A modification index is kept in the front of the er Program, Boeing Computer Services, Inc.,
output to summarize each change, as shown in July 31, 1981.
Figure 10). When substantial differences in the
calculated results between versions occur, correla 6. E. Yourdont anti L.L. Constantine,
tion is performed to show that the new version is Structured aesign, Yourdon Press,
at least as good as the original version. If this New York, 1975. '
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Table 1. Table 3. '_

SOPHISTIC _,TED COMPUTER TOOLS SOFTWARE ATTRIBUTES AS DESIGN CRITERIA

-- CLARITY -- GENERALITY
-- GRAPHICAL DISPLAY PACKAGES

-- COHESION -- INDEPENDENC_

'/t -- OPERATING SYSTEMS -- COMFLEXITIf -- MAINTAINABILITY
_' - COMPILERS

-- CONNECT|VITY -- MODIFIABILITY

' -- DEBUGGING AIDS
-- CONSISTENCY -- MODULARITY

- DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
;- -- CONTINUITY -- PORTABILITY

-- FLOW DIAGRAM UTILITIES
-- CORRECTNEEB -- RELIABILITY

, - CHART GENERATION PACKAGES
-- CORRESPONDENCE -- REUSEA_IL

-- WORD PROCESSORS
'_.-- - COUPLING - ROLE ADA@TABI'

-" - EFFICIENCY -- TESTABILITY

_ -- EXTENDIBILITY - TRANSPARENCY

-- FLEXIBILITY -- UTILITY

._.i

g

" Table 2. Table 4.

_' INDNIDUAL PREFERENCES IN PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES

-- ABSTRACTION

-- BOTTOM-UP DESIGN
-- NOMENCLATURE

-- COMPOSITE DESIGN

-- FORMAT -- DATA ENCAPSULATION • _a, ,;

-. -- VARIABLE NAMER -- DATA FLOW DEEIGN

--DATA STRUCTURE DESIGN
-- uNrrE/NONDIMENEIONALITY - DATA TRP.CEABILITY

- SIGN CONVENTIONS -- DECISION HIDING
-- FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION

-- IN-CODE COMMENTS -- HIERARCHY

- ARGUMENT OR COMMON TRANSFERS - HIERARCHAL CONTROL

-- HYBRID (TC_P-DOWN/BOTTOM-UP) DESIGN
-- IMPLIED OR EXPLICIT LOOPS

- INFORMATION HIDING

-- IrXPI,ICIT OR VARIABLE DIMENSIONS - PARTITIONING BY OBJECTIVE

-- INTEGER OR REAL PROGRAM CONTROLS -- PROGRAMMING CALCULUS
- BTEPWIBE REFINEMENT

- VARIABLE PRECISION - TOP'DOWN DEDIGN

. - TRANSFORM-CENTERED DESIGN
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Table 7. "_

Table 5.
/ ORIGINALDOCUMENTATIONREQUIREMENTS

DESIGNCRITERIADEFINITIONS MOOULESPEC(FOREACHSUBROUTINE)
I. SUMMARYSHEET

• r (FUNCTIONNAME&N'_DESCR_TIOM.II'JEOADWtATI_E
ANDEUPEROHDWATrm,NqJT ANDOOTPUTPARAMi_TI_HII)

EFFICIENCY _ OVERALL COMPUTATIONAL IL LOCAL MODULEMAP (_,IAGRAM)
EFFICIENCY (iiHOWiiilUliORO*NATrii,mUPENOAD*NAT[E,

_qOUM_NTLIT r/o, UOMMONliD)

Ill. MODULE SrRUCTURE DIAGRAM

GENERALITY _ BROADNESS, SCOPE, OR _sHowiiWTERNALiiTmJCTtmRSU|PUNCI,:_II)
!'_ ABSTRACTNESS OF TASK
_' DEFINITION Iv. 8EOUENCEFLOW DIAGRAM

(CLAIIiIICALFLOWCHART)
"_ MAINTA'NAEILITY -- EASE OF DETECTION AND
"*- CORRECTION OF PROGRAM v. CONTROL DECISIONS

ERRORD (PRliliiNTiiORTJ0NFANDTiiiiTiiMADEONCONTROL J
; PARAM|TIIAN) I

(
MODIFIABILITY -- EASE OF ACCOMMODATING VL EQUATIONS

NEW REQUIREMENTS
Vii, OERIVATION OF EQUATIONS !

VIII. FORTRAN VARIABLES

REL_ ARILITY _ CONSISTENCY AND REPEATABILITY (FO_TAANNAMSii,iiYUliOU_:NFFLqENCES, ;
"- OF CORRECT PERFORMANCE ANDOsF_rr_Nii)

__ _X. CODE (WITH COMMENTS)

'_' ' UTILITY -- EASE OF USE OR (LISTINGor ACTUALFORTRANC(SOfWrrHP4-LWII
_; USER-FRIENDLINESS coMMiiNTii) 1

_*_ X, ADDITIONAL NOTES t
"_'- (ANYADO_K)NAL¢OMMENTII,AOUCHAE NOT_G

_, EXCEPTK)NIITO DODiNGQUIOeL_EII.AEIIUMPTIONII
_, ORANTICIPATIONOF FUTURENIVISK)NI)

"_'_" DATA _ICTIONARIES " INPUT, VARIABLES, OUTPUT

'_- - ALPHABETIZED AND CROSS-REFERENCED ,_

- PROVIDE 8YMSOLfC NOMENCLATURE. PHYEICAL I

-_---" i BEt,NIT,ON, UNITS. 8'GN GONVENT'ON, FORTRAN ._
_. N '4ME,AND DERIVATIONREFERENCE

?

* Table 8. !
_- Table 6. i
:" REVISED(2ndCUT) )
; PLANfOR RESTRUCTURINGC-S0 DOCUMENTAlIONREQU=,,_EMENTS

1. PRIORITIZE DESIGN CRITERIA DERIVATION DOCUMENT *

-o - MAINTAINABILITY - CONTINUOUSI_EMI-CONTINUOU8 DERIVATION 't-*

t

- MODIFIABILITY (NOT DROKEN INTO SUBROUTINES) _ _;|

2. DEFINE DEEIGN PRINCIPLES - GROE_-REFERENCIO TO EUBROUTINES,INPUT
DATA. OUTPUT DATA, AND FORTRAN VARIABLES

- FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOIIT*ON l
- HIERARC.HAL CONTROL PROGRAMMING MANUAL

.. * DATA TRACEABILITY - MOOULESPED"

I. DEFINE DATA 8TRUCTUR| i. IIUMMARYiiHiillY
it. LOCALMODULE_u4P {

4. DEFINE CONTROL STRUCTURE .i.MOOULIiiTm_e_UlllimACNA, t

8. DEFINE CODING GUIDELINES fjl !UI_UENO*_LOWCtA_A_DONTNOLDSD_N_

e, DEFINE DOCUMENTATION STANDARD| v; FONTAANVAm_II_|*(WAIIV.)
VIL GODIIW_rHCOMMENTII(WAlli_)

7. DESIGN 1e_- _UT OVERALL STRUCTU#IE ('STRAWMAN') ¼_,.ADCmoNALNOTS*(WAITiT)

8, DESISN _iit'CUT MAIN CONTROL _XECUTIVE - _IIOARDWe¢O0|

" D. GLOBAL FbNCTION DESIGN LOOP - DATA DICTIONARY - VARIAELEE

- DE SIGN/REVIEW ITERATION USER'8 MANUAL
" BUILD MODULE - MODULESPECs*
- TEST MODULE L |UMMA:'IYii"llT
* COMPLETE MODULE DOCUMENTATION ,. IOUAT_ONI(WAITVII

'_' - (NEXT GLOBAL FUNCTION) ,i A0ilTIQNALN¢}_lii (WA* xl
" F*(IAMOIN(Ii_AT_NI

* .. ) 10. COMPLETE MAIN CONTROL EXECUTIVE
- DATA DICTIONARIEE-INPUT AND OUTPUT

"' 11. EYSY|M INTEGRATION TEETING
) .
"'"_ 1 _1. COMPLITI SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION ,AIIINILIO _'ROMPlilelli O_
:,_) ORiSlNALMOt_LI IPIO *1ANDARC
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Figure 2.

ii °Figure 1. COMPUTER PROGRAM LIFE CYCLE
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; Figure 4.

FUNCTIONALMAPPING FOR CURRENT C-(_O PROGRAM "_
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Figure 7. Figure 9.
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Paper No. 12

RESTRUCTURING THE ROTOR ANALYSIS PROGRAM C-60i
! P.G. Phelan

.I and
1 F" J" Tarzanin, Jr.

Wayne Mantay, U.S. Army Structures Laboratory: [ have two questions that I think are related, I
hope you do too. When you restructured you said you uncovered at least one major problem. Was
it in fact that error In the downwash, was that the one?

,,' Phelan: That showed nne of them, yes. Part of the improved correlation was that. That wasn't
the total improvement in correlationl we also had improved capability.

J

Mantay: No, I understand about the correlation, but the error that you uncovered in C-60, was
that the major error you alluded [to]?

Phelan: Yes.

_i Manbzy: That was in the downwash?

i• Phelan: Yes, that was in the downwash.

Mantay: I dldn't pick it up on your slide for that corrulation, but was that the high speed
case from Euan Hooper's data base that he had trouble with; was that the problem child that you
set straight?

J

Phelan: Yes.

Ma_rtySchroeder, Solar Energy Institute: Your presentation was [very good] and I think the work
in structured programming is sorely needed. I'm not familiar with C-60 though. What language
is it wrltten in?

Phelan: FORTRAN.

Shroeder: Have you considered looking at other languages like PASCAL or C for a structured

progrem? i

Phelan: We are working on restructuring ar existing analysis for a lot of reasons that I didn't

! really get into, but are in the paper. We haven't looked at also changing languages, but yc_
:i could do that. We haven't looked at doing that.

Wendell Stephens, U.S. Arm? Aeromechanics Laboratory: I wanted to thank you for your paper,
also. I have notlced that your paper, the one prewous to it by Bob Sopher, a related paper
[on] DYSCO involving Kaman, [and] perhaps, even the paper by Gangwani at Hughes when he spoke
about a new program all have tended to go th_s direction which I applaud. My specific question

to you is when you begin restructuring this program have you come across any executive-type _
utilities that you have had to build in FORTRAN that have helped your ability to transfer data
from module to module. It sort nf relates to the previous questio, ._cX here of perhaps going

• to a different language for certain structures for your executive functions. I was wondering if
you found that you had to develop any utilities for data transfers?

- Phelan: We haven't yet, but I think part of that is maybe tha_ our final main control executive
design is . . . the first cut comes at the beginning of the process--the last final design comes
at the end after you have decided and really finalized what your global top level functions
are. So we've discussed different ways to impl}ment a main contro_ executive quite a bit, but

'_ we have not implemented it as of yet. So, we will see.

i Ed Austin, U.S. Army Applied Technolog_ .,aboratory: I think it's very interesti,,g the approach
"_ you have taken to conceive of restructuri,_gan entire program and then to work from kind of the
"_ bottom up. Do you have any speculation_ about what will happen on that day when suddenly the

master pregram is the only thing left to change ano _,n,,have all these pieces and you haven't

{ designed apparently the f_nal master program? It doesn't sound to me Ilk. you have anyway.

Phelan: You mean the maln,control as far as the . . .

aus.in: I saw this incredible diagram of the program the way it wa= _t',)_ you start=C =nd
wires go every which way. t saw your final version which is a _-" s_mple wiring dia_r_, [
guess I don't see how you plan to go from this complicated set down _9 just a few wires. It's
kind of like the time my wife decided to rewire our car and sh_ took ul] _he wires off the

s distributor at the same time.
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Phelan: I don't see it as a big problem because the reason why Ghe design is . . . we have done
a lot of work on laying out a first out executive, but the problem _s you cannot implement the
executive in a piecemeal way because that defines . . . on_ of the very last things is how you
are going to make these eo_on blocks all well structured. Wet1, when you start out with one
that is connected everywhere, you can't do that first; you have to wait until you have consoli-
dated things. I can't take the eonneetions from airloads that go everywhere and eliminate the
eonneetlons until I've brought all the pieces together and once they _rp in one pleee then VOU
have identified your slngle sou_2e. Do you see what I mean? Do you have a better explanatie'?

Frank Tarzanin: _e have done _ome partial module restructuring and then we have done_ actually
completing the downwash moJule restructuring and oree you connect those wires you e_i.isolate
the downwash as a kind of structured subprogram. We're going to slowty build structured sub-
programs then build the total program on top. In fact we are learning and _.hatwe started to dc
was take one thing in alrloaos, in fact that routine that saved a lot of time was an experiment.
Can we grab a routine out of the middle of this mess and restr,,cture zt and put ic back In and
iave it _ork. And it diu. You've got to find the eonnect_ong, and define the interface.

Phelan: I think that another thing that is important too is when you do that the eonnectlons
are reduced Because what started out as a ball with a whole bunch of strings attaehed--you can
eliminate the strings. You have identified a single source that can go everywhere as you con-
solidate all through; they kind of connect.

Tarzanin: Eaeh step makes it simpler.
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Abstract p flapping frequency, per
revolution

A review is given of the relationship }

between experimental data and the develop- r distance from rotor center, m
ment of modern dynamic-inflow theory.
Some of the most interestinj data, first R blade tip rad_.s, m
presented i0 years ago at the Dynamic

_ Specialists' Meeting, i_ now reviewed in t time, sec °
_! light of the newer theories. These nure

blade-flapging data correlate very well _T] tr_nsform for tip loss

with analyses that include the new dynamic
inflow theory, thus verifying the theory. .' inflow mass-flow parameter,

i Experimental data are also presented for

damping with coupled inplane and body (A+Lo) (A+2_o)+_ 2
motions. Although inclusion of dynamic !

inflow is often required to correlate _/(_+_o)2+ 2 Jthis coupled data, the data cannot be

used to verify any particular dynamic V T total velocity at rotor, _inflow theory due to the uncertainties _

modeling the inplane degree of freedom. _^_'_o)2+ ?
For verification, pure flapping is
required. However, the coupled data do
show that inflow is often important in a disk angle at rotor,

suchcomputations, tan-l(A+__o) ,

Notation as,_ c hub angles, advancing blade :

a slope of lift curve, rad -I down, nose up, rad ,

B tip loss factor B flapping angle, rad i

CL roll moment coefficient y Lock number ; "i_1
collective and cyclic pitch, i • I%o,Bs,Sc

CM pitch moment coefficient
rad _

CT thrust coefficient _ normalized free-stream velocity i

root cut-out divided by R perpendicular to rotor disk

ep c
k reduced frequency based on _ normalized free-stream velocity

free-stream velocity, _/v in the plane of rotor disk ._

Km normalized apparent mas% v induced flow perturbation, !
= _o+_s sin_ + 9cCOS_

:_ normalized rotary inertia _o steady part of induced flow

L gain of Hohenemser inflow law
Uo,_s,_c induced flow perturbation

[L] matrix of inflow gains harmonics

_] [L] normalized on V 0 blade solidity

[L(k)] complex [L] matrix T time constant, Hohenemserinflow law

[M] apparent mass matrix
[_] matrix of time constants

l c"5 :
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blade azimuth angle, rad The above narrative describes the .
development of the static theory of vari-

frequency of oscillations, per able inflow. In 1953, Carpenter and
revolution Fridovitch noticed that there was a time

delay in the development of induced flow
rotor speed, rad/sec (RPM in following rapid changes in blade collec-
Ref. 20) tire pitch, Reference 6. They formulated

a time constant for induced flow that was 4
., ( ) d( )/dt based on the apparent mass of an imperme- ,

, able disk, and they showed that this time
:_ _ ( ) d( )/d_ constant accounted for the measured

transients in induced flow. In 1972, new
Introduction experimental data (Reference 7) spurred

the incorporation of these time delays
From its inception over 30 years ago into the variable inflow theories, Refer- !

to its full development today, the theory ence 8. Reference 8 compares theory and
of dynamic inflow has been driven con- experiment for the oscillatory response
stantly by the impetus of experifl.ental (magnitude and phase) of roll and pitch

J- data. In 1950, Ken Amer noticed that the mcments due to oscillations of eo, @s,
theoretical pitch-roll damping of heli- 0c" _s' and _c" These results show that }
copters did not agree with flight meas- t/_e variable inflow theories of Reference
urements, Reference i. 5, while giving good static correlation,

give poor correlation as _ is increased.
Although most of the differences Furthermore, the data show that the cause

could be attributed to the angle between of the poor correlation is that the
, thrvst and tip-path plane, there remained effect of variable inflow decreases with

_ a discreFancy that Amer attributed to a increasing _. In other words, the induced
variation in inflow over the rotor disk. _low does not have time to respond to

_.. Sissingh provided a mathematical model to rapid changes in loads, which points back
_ explain this phenomenon, Reference 2, and to the need for time delays such as those
_ his model initiated the study of dynamic in Reference 6 As a result of this new

_ (or variable) inflow. In short, Sissingh information, the apparent mass terms were
._ showed that the side-to-side thrust per- incorporated into both the empirical and
_ turbation (created by a roll rate) could momentum-theory variable inflow models; :
_ create perturbations in the induced flow and thus was create_ dynamic inflow
_ field that substantially affected roll theory, Reference 8.

_ ! damping. It was essentially this inflow
: model that was later simplified and ex- Back@round

tended by Curtiss and Shupe and applied
extensively to problems of flight dynamics Before going on to the further

via an "equivalent Lock number" to account developments in dynamic inflow, it might
for induced flow perturbations, References be good first to review the form of the

3 and 4. dynamic inflow theories• First, dynamic

inflow assumes a limited number of in-
_n 19_i-]972, Lockheed performed duced flow distributions of unspecified

some wind tunnel tests that would change magnitude. The relative amounts of each

the course of the theory of dynamic in- distribution (that _,ight be present at a
. flow. These tests, on a 7.5 ft. diameter particular instant in time) become degrees

rotor in NASA's 7×10 ft. wind tunnel, of freedom in the dynamic analysis. AI-

measured 15 static rotor derivatives (CT, though several alternatives have been _*_. I.CL, CM, with re_Dect_ to 0_,u _s, 0c _s' tried through the years, it is now be-
c_c) as functlons of advance ratio from lieved that the most useful is

= 0 to 1.4, Reference 5. The results r
revealed major qualitative differences v(r,_,) = vO + _s R sin_ + _c _ cos_
between conventional rotor theory and the

experimental data. Most importantly, (i)
these differences could not be explained

by classical excuses (reversed flow, Some investigators have used only the _s 1
blade elasticlty, dynamic stall, etc.), and _c terms, References 9-10; and some
As a result of this comparison, a vari- have added second-harmonic terms, Refer-

able-inflow theory was included in the ences 11-12. However, in forward flight
equations, based on momentum developments for rotors with 3 or more blades, the
similar to those in References 2-4. The model in Eq. (i) has proved to be the
results were very interesting. In hover, most useful.
the momentum-theory model of uynamic in-

flow provided beautiful correlation with In dynamic inflow theory, the air
. the data. In forward flight, however, mass degrees of freedom (Vo, _s, Vc) are
.I the model was of little use in aiding the described by differential equa£ions as

_ correlation. As a result, the authors of follows.

.._ Reference 5 formulated other theories in
_ I forward flight based on simple vortex

_ considerations. Finally, they formulatedan empirical inflow model based on the

_| best fit of the static data.
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Ill} I°1Uo Vo CT Km i

[_] us + us = [L] L (2a) [M] = -K I (6)

l_cJ _c lCM_ero 0 -K I
_ where Km and KI are the nondimensional

or mass and moment of inertia of the partici- 4
,- pating air mass. Thus far, no one has

i I* I Iv _Iu°l liMl a considered the explicit effect of tip l

• v° CT loss on the _] and [M] matrices. A
theoretical case can be made for replac-

[M] Vs + [L]-l_s_ = CL (2b) ing Ks bY B3Km, _I bY B5KI, and for trans-
forming _] h" T_T where

lVcJ c ero

[!°:ISeveral explanations are in order for Eq. B2
(2). First, the quantities in Eq. f2) IT] = (7) i
are perturbation values (_o' Us, v_, CT,
CL, CM). Thus, the theory is formulated 0 B2
for a linearized analysis. Second, the
thrust, roll, and pitch coefficients The transformation in Eq. (7) assumes

refer to the aerodynamic components only. _.at only the radius BR is effective in

Thus, they may be obtained from inte- dynamic inflow, but this has not been o
grated air loads; or they may be obtained verified experimentally. Thus, we con-
by correction of total hub loads for tinue to use [M] and [L] uncorrected for
inertial effects. The matrix [L] is the tip loss.
static coupling matrix between induced
flow and aerodynamic loads. The matrix Correlation with Flapping Data
[M] represenus the apparent inertia of

_I the air mass, and [_] = [L] [M] is a With the form of dynamic inflow •
matrix of time constants, theory now set forth, we can proceed to '

outline the development of the [L] and

_ Sevez_l different definitions of ILl [M] matrices and of the V parameter. In .5
have been used throughout the years. For Reference 8, presented at this same

example, some have used < CT -C L -C M > on conference 10 years ago, the experimental
the right-hand side since this avoids data from Reference 7 are compared with
negative apparent mass elements. Also, results calculated from new dynamic
some have factored out of [L] the mass inflow theory (including both [_] and
flow parameter, V, [M]). In hover, _] and [M] are taken I

1 from momentum theory and are diagonal I "
[L] = _ _] (3) matrices. _

in order to make _] a function of disk _ii = _' 2 = 3 = -2. V = 2_o t

angle only and not of free-stream veloc- }
ity. In addition Reference 13 outlines a 8 -16
nonlinear version of Eq. (2) in which _o, MII = _' M22 = M33 = _[_ (Sa-e) j
_S' _c' CT' CL' CM are total quantities

rather than perturbation quantities. The results are extremely interesting. 1 l

This is accomplished with the replacement Fig. 1 gives the magnitude and phase of ; _' |

. of V by VT in the C T terms, both roll and pitch moments in hover due _ _'_
to oscillations in 0s. The frequency

[_ ] is given per revolution. The theory

V T
0 0

without dynamic inflow is not even quali-

[L]= [_] V :J (4) tatively accurate. When quasi-steady in-

I 0 flow is included (no apparent mass) the

data are precisely captured for _ < .2.

where VT is the normalized flow at the For larger _, the quasi-steady theory is
rotor and V is a weighted downstream inaccurate; but the unsteady theory (with
velocity, apparent mass) captures the effect. Fig.

2 presents a similar plot from Reference

j_ 8 but for oscillations of shaft angle.VT = 2+(A+_o)2, V = _--c-d(_oVT) Because of the theoretical symmetry in
d_ ° roll and pitch oscillations, data for

(5a,b) both excitations are presented together.
_ove w = .3, the twc sets of data diverge

The detailed formulation of the ele- due to stand resonances. For _ < .3
ments [_] and [M] is the essence of the both agree. Once again, we find that the

theory of dynamic inflow. All investi- theory with no dynamic inflow is qualita-
gators, however, have chosen [M] to be a tively in error but that momentum theory
diagonal matrix of the form completely captures the response for

< .3. It is hard to look at Figs. 1

and 2 and not be impressed that dynamic

189 k
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I inflow is not only a true physical eccur- Pitt Model
fence but that it is also well-modeled in

hover by momentum theory with apparent- The first serious attempt to develop
mass time delays, a forward-flight dynamic inflow theory is

i found in Reference 16. Here, Ormiston

_I At the srme time as Army scientists began to sort out the various induced-
4

were discovering that dynamic inflow was flow components of an actuator disk. The
necessary to correlate the Lockheed data, effort fell short due to the complexities

an Army contractor at Washington Univer- of blade motion that are coupled into the
sity made the identical discovery in an lift-flow problem. It became clear that

"_ entirely different test, Reference 14. one would have to isolate the induced

__ Fig. 3 presents the data of Hohenemser flow from the bl_de dynamics in order to
and Crews for pitch stirring excitation, solve the problem This was soon done;
Rather than momentum theory, they used and, in 1981, Pitt and Peters introduced
parameter identification to determine a a new formulation of dynamic inflow,
gain L and a time constant _ for an in- based on fundamental principles and a

_ flow theory. Amazingly, the values of L rigorous actuator-disk theory, Reference
and T they obtained turned out to be ii.
within a few percent of the similar

_ values from momentum theory; and the This theory provides a smooth tran-
"_: correlation with data was excellent, sition from hover to edgewise flow and
! This is further verification of the has no singularities. In hover, it is

i validity and universality of dynamic identical to classical momentum theory .
inflow. It should be noted that the (both for [M] and ILl); and, in forward :
researchers in Reference 14 (along with flight, it develops similar character-
D. Banerjee) also attempted to identify a istics to those of the empirical model.
full [L] matrix from transient blade In the absence of direct experimental
dynamics. However, because their rotor inflow measurements, the model has been
could not be excited in collective pitch, compared to numerical wake computations,
they were unable to develop an adequate Reference 17. For the static case, com-
response to identify [L]. parisons are made with the Landgrebe

prescribed wake model applied to a
The good news from the experiments 4-bladed lifting rotor, Reference 18. ._

in _efereJ,ces 7 and 14 was that momentum Figs.'4-6 show this comparison for the

theory is nearly perfect in hover. The nine inflow derivatives, Lij , as func-
bad news was that it is nearly useless in tions of disk angle of attack (0° =
forward flight. To be more specific, edgewise flow, 90" = hover). Results I

experimental data in forward flight also from Landgrebe's computer program are I
showed large deviations from conventional labelled "WAKE" on the figures. Clearly, !
theory, but n_omentum theory could not the Pitt model gives reasonable results
make up the difference. There was one at all disk angles, r

bright spot, however. The empirical

mode], which had been identified based on For the dynamic case, the Pitt modelstatic (_=0) derivatives, gave very good has been compared with a Theodorsen-type
I agreement with dynamic data for all _ actuator-disk theory for frequency- _

provided that the apparent mass terms response calculations, Fig. 7. In the
were added. This implies that the same results of the Pitt model, labelled _'

apparent mass terms are valid at all ad- "superposition of pressures", the formu- _.
vance ratios and that the empirical model lation assumes that the harmonic induced A&._

is not far from accurate. There are, velocities are all in phase. Conse-
however, several major problems with the quently, these velocities create pres-
empirical model. First, it is inconven- sures that add _s in Eq. (2b): i) in-

xently formulated in terms of tabulated phase loads due to L, and 2) out-of-phase
_oefficients. Second, it has no funda- loads due to M. In the other results,
mental basis in aerodynamics. Third, the labelled "superposition of velocities",
[L] matrix shows singularities at _ = .32 the formulation assumes that the oscilla-

and _ = .80. Fourth, and the most seri- tory loads ar_ all in phase. The resul-
ous, the empirical model is formulated tant in_-_-6_edvelocities are then calcu-

only for edgewise flow. Therefore, there fated by an involved, Theodorsen-type
is no accounting for the transition from integration over the entire wake, Refer-
hover to forward flight, ence 17. One must assume that true rotor

behavior would be some mixture of the two

In summary, the aforementioned ex- results. Therefore, th_ agreement be-
perimental data clearly show that, al- tween the two results is confirmation

though moment_ theory is adequate in that the simple formulation of Eq. (2b)
hover, a different theory is required for is adequate. Thus, Figs. 4-7 attest to
forward flight. Other experimental data the reasonableness of the actuator-disk
and theories were also developed during model even for modeling a 4-bladed rotor

this time, e.g. Reference 15, but none with flapping dynamics and wake contrac-
provided an adequate theory for forward tion.

flight.
The exact formulation of the Pitt

model is given below.

%,
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With respect to the [M] matrix, the
elements in Eq. (6) are also derived from

- _-i 0 |_T the unsteady, actuator-disk theory. When
__ a uniform lift distribution is used for

2 _--_ _ CT, the elements are identical to those
' of momentum theory. When the lift is

--4 forced to be zero at the rotor center,
' [_ " 0 _i_ $i_ 0 however, then Mll "becomes 7-_128(= .54)

8

_._ 0 -4SJ,a rather than _- (= .85); while M22 and '
I 64 _l_$JnG I 
ìremain identical to the values from
i - _ momentum theory (i.e., from an imperme-

I (9a able disk).

Thus, the Pitt model provides all of

- 128 - the important ingredients for a good

0 0 dynamic inflow model:

--16 i) Simplicity of closed-form expres-

[M]= 0 45--_ 0 si°ns2) Recovery of momentum theory in

--16 axial flow
-- 3) Reasonable behavior for edgewise

' 0 0 45. flowm

4) Correlation with wake calcula--
(9b) tions.

Several comments are in order. First, u The only missing ingredient from the Pitt
is the wake angle at the rotor model is a direct comparison with experi-

mental flapping data, and that will be

<_) given in 'his paper.u = tan -I (10a) Experimental Data for Rotor-Body Motion

Therefore, _ = 0" corresponds to edgewise

flow and u = 90" to hover or axial flight. In the previous section_, we have
Second, the V parameter from Eq. (5b) is described the role of experimental data

I taken from momentum theory, in the development of dynamic inflow.All of this data has been associated with

(_+_o) (l+2_o)+_ 2 purely flapping degrees of f" _edom and
V = (10b) with loads normal to the blade disk (8,

j(A+_o) 2+_ 2 CT, CL, CM) which relate directly to thenormal flow of induced velocities.
However, early on in the development of

Thus, in edgewise flow V = _ and in axial dynamic inflow, investigators realized
flow V = _ + 2v o. Because of this, the that dynamic inflow could have an in-
[L] matrix in Eq. (8a) exactly reduces to direct effect on rotor body and inplane
momentum theory at e = 90 °. The elements motions, thereby influencing lead-lag
for _ = 90 ° are consequently identical to damping and helicopter pitch-roll dy-
virtually all of the previous work in namics, Reference 22. Here, again, the
dynamic inflow, References 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, experimental data played a key role.
and 9. [It should be noted, however, _. f

that Eq. (9a) for _ = 90 ° differs signif- Reference 23 describes detailed fre- %&._
icantly from the corresponding matrix in quency and damping measurements for a
References 19 and 20. In particular, model rotor with inplane and body degrees
there is a difference of the factor of 2 of freedom. This data did nct agree with

j on the L22 and L terms. A detailed theory and motivated the work in Refer-
; discussion of th_ difference is given in ence 24 which shows that dynamic inflow

Reference 13.] It follows that the Pitt can explain many of the phenomena found
model provides the identical good correla- in Reference 23. It was Wayne Johnson,
tion in hover as does momentum theory, however, Reference 20, who provided the

first direct correlation with this more

Another interesting aspect of Eq. sophisticated data. Reference 20 includes
(9a) is the (3,1) element. This element 12 figures, and almost every one of them

provides for a fore-to-aft gradient in shows a strong effect of dynamic inflow.
induced flow due to thrust and is identi- For the sake of completeness, we would

oal to the Coleman equation for the like to reproduce two of those results
claseic_l Glauert constant, Reference 21. here. First, Fig. 8 gives a comparison

This L31 term is also one of the more of measured and calculated frequencies as
important terms found from the empirical a function of _. In particular, we note
model. The other elements of L behave a theoretical frequency branch in Fig. 8a

similarly to the empirical model. Of labeled _, which implies that it is
special importance is the fact that dominated by dyn_,_ic inflow, although it
L33 - 0 (at s-0} for both models, is certainly coupled with regressing

191 J ,
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flapping (_R) and body pitch (8). The In these results, we compare the Pitt
experimental data agree very well with model to the Lockheed-Ames data of Refer-
this branch for _ > 400 RPM. In compari- ence 7. The first comparison concentrates
son, the theory with no dynamic inflow, on the nine static derivatives analyzed

I Fig. 8b, does not have such a branch; and in Reference 5. The derivatives are for

I it can**ot, therefore, even begin to match p = 1.17 and are given as functions ofthe data. advance ratio for 0 < _ < .5. Comparison

is made of the theory without dynamic in- d
! The second result from Reference 20 flow, momentum theory, the Pitt model,

is given in Fig. 9 and is a comparison of and the experimental data. All coeffi-
experimental roll damping wi_h results of cients are normalized on oa.
the Ames analysis (both with and without

dynamic inflow). The results show tha_ We begin with the' CT derivatives,
dynamic inflow gives a substantial im- Figr. 10a-c. For CT/8 o, momentum theory
provement in correlation. Also shown in and the Pitt model give equally good data

i the figure is a similar analysis by Bell correlation. For CT/Ss, the data show an 4
Helicopter (with and without dynamic initial sign reversal followed by a
inflow) which was presented at the ITR return to a more conventional response.
workshop, Reference 25. One can see that The Pitt model also gives this sign

_ both the Ames and Bell results show the reversal, which is not predicted by
; same improved correlatlon due to dynamic momentum theory. For _ _ .2, however,
i inflow. In general, the ITR results momentum theory is a little better. For

: (which included many such comparisons) CT/G c, only the Pitt model gives any
1 show that dynamic inflow often has a derivative, but no data is available for

large effect on rotor-body and inplane comparison. We now turn to the C L deriva- •
damping and that modeling it generally tives, Figs 10d-f For CL/8 , momentum" " O

improves correlation. On the other hand, theory is little different from the no-

the ITR results also show that, for some inflow theory; and neither gives even a
modes and frequencies, dynamic inflow has qualitative correlation. The Pitt model,
very little effect. Furthermore, there however, is nearly perfect here. For

remain discrepancies between theory and CL/SS, momentum theory is again completely
experiment that cannot be accounted for inadequate while the Pitt model is very

by dynamic inflow. Therefore, the major good. In CL/8 c, both inflow models do
conclusions from such comparisons are: fairly well for _ < .4. The theory with-
i) Dynamic _nflow can have a pronounced out dynamic inflow is not satisfactory.
effect on lead-lag and rotor-body damping, Next, we consider the CM derivatives,

and 2) Rotor-body data cannot be used to Figs. 10g-i. For CM/8o, only the Pitt
validate or invalidate a particular model predicts the large increase in the
dynamic inflo_ model. The justification derivative for _ < .2; but momentum

for the second conclusion is straight- theory does better at higher _. For

forward. Our predictive capabilities in CM/SS, momentum theory is slightly better

rotor-body dynamics are not sufficiently than the Pitt model; and, for CM/8 _, the
refined to isolate the effect of one Pitt model correctly predicts the increase /

single phenomenon. On the other hand, in derivative for p > .i. For _ _ .i,
our predictive capabilities in flapping however, momentum theory seems better.
response are much better. Therefore,
once we identify dynamic inflow as a true The above static comparisons have a _
physical phenomenon based on flapping mixture of judgements with momentum

response, we have no choice but to: theory sometimes better and with the Pitt _,

i) believe that it has an effect on model sometimes better. To obtain a _ Iinplane and body dynamics, as shown in quantitative measure of the relative
Reference 25, and 2) to include it in merits of the models we define the fol ....

such analyses, lowing scoring system for correlation of
experiments with theoreticn_ results.

C0mparison of Pitt Model with Static Data

0 - no better than "no dynamic
The previous sections of this paper inflow"

have dealt with the history of dynamic i - moves theory in correct qualita-
inflow. In particular, we have: rive direction

2 - substantially improv_ data
i) Reviewed the development of correlation

dynamic inflow theory and its close ties 3 - excellent correlation with data

to experimental data_
2) Described the most promising The first two columns of Table 1 give a

inflow model, the Pitt model; comparison of methods under _his scoring
3) Shown that, although dynamic in- system. Numbers given are average scores

flow is o£ten important for inplane over the above 8 static derivatives. The

dynamics and rotor-body problems, only empirical model, not shown in Figs. 10a-i,
pure blade flapping response provides an is included based on the results in
appropriate data base to verify a partic- Reference 5.
ular inflow model.

With this as background, we are ready to
introduce some new results in this paper.
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Table i. Comparison of methods, increased. For example, at all 3 values
of _, the no-inflow and momentum theories
show a nearly null point at _ = .4 accom-
panied by a near discontinuity in phase
from 90 o to 270 °. The data and the Pitt

Static Data .]namic Data model, however, do not follow this pattern
Model Data p ffi1.17 p = 1.15

and show a level amplitude and smooth
phase change through the region. (Recall

.i Momentum Theory 1.6 0.8 that 8 = 0° and 8 = 360 ° are identical.)
' Pitt Model 2.5 2.1 Another note here is that momentum theory

! Empirical Model 2.7 2.2 provides virtually no improvement in
i theory, whereas the Pitt model provides a

positive influence.

In Figs. 14-16, we examine _CL/30 s
The Pitt model is an overall winner over at the same three advance ratios. The
momentum theory, the former averaging phase at p = .36 is representative. Un-
between "substantial improvement" and like _CL/_eo, this derivative is nonzero
"excellent correlation" while the latter in hover (Fig. i) so that we truly have I
averages a whole category less. Sur- four advance ratios to compare. In
prisingly, the Pitt model is almost as hover, momentum theory and the Pitt model

good as the Empirical model which was are identically good. As advance ratio
identified solely on the basis of best increases, however, the data begin to

fit of this static data. In the follow- change dramatically while the no-inflow
ing section, we will be able to compare and momentum theories barely budge. The
at a different value of flapping fre- Pitt model on the other hand changes with |
quency, p = 1.15. the data and provides nearly identical

_i static correlation (_ = 0). Similarly, i
Comparison with D_namic Data as _ increases, the Pitt model causes the

" theory to follow the data well up to

We are now ready to compare the Pitt _ = .6. Be_'ond that, the data seem to
i model with the dynamic measurements of fall below _iI three theories. In terms

_ I Reference 7. It is interesting that the of phase, the Pitt model does well except
! original attempt at correlation of this for the rapid change in phase at _ = .4

data was pz sented at the First Decennial associated with the antiresonance. Thus,
Dynamics Specialists' Meeting, ten ye&_s the Pitt model does well at all advance

ago. This data, for p = 1.15, is nearly ratios from 0 to .51. For the remainder
the same configuration as that of the of the derivatives, we will present only
static data. Thus, the w = 0 results the p = .36 correlations since these are

closely resemble the static data of fairly representative.
Fig. i0. The original dynamic data in

Reference 8 was presented only for Fig. 17 gives _CL/_0 c. For compari-
; p = .51. Here, we expand the data base son purposes we can agazn refer to Fig. 1

to include three advance ratios: p = .27, since, in hover, CL/e c is analogous to
_ .36, .51. Thus, we present entirely new _CM/_0 s. At _ = 0, the momentum theory

data correlations and provide a broader and Pitt model are equally good (being _!
and fairer comparison. Only roll and identical); and they show the large drop
pitch moments are given because no in static derivative followed by a peak
dynamic thrust measurements were made. and return to no-inflow values. At

Consequently, the following figures are _ = .36, both theories still show the "_ i
for the 6 dynamic roll and pitch moment proper reduction in static value, but the
derivatives (magnitude and phase). For Pitt model does better at reproducing the
the sake of brevity, phase angles are not return to no-inflow theory. Both theories
presented for all derivatives. However, do well on phase angle (not shown).
the phase angles that are given are
entirely representative of those omitted. We now turn to pitch-moment data.

Fig. 18 provides CM/_a with 0o. This
Figs. 11--13 give CL/aa due co _o derivative is zero in hover but is quite

at three advance ratios. The po_nt_; near large at p = .36. In this case, momentum
_ = 0 correspond to the static data in theory shows too much reduction in the

I Fig. 10. We give the magnitud_ of the static value while the Pitt model isresponse as a function of _. Phase is nearly perfect. (Recall that the momentum

given only for p = .36 (our reference theory was better at p = 1.17.) One
advance ratio) but is typical of the notices two ripples in the data (at _ = .4

I other advance ratios. Several items are and _ = .7). These are stand resonances
noteworthy. First, the static results at and introduce some contamination of the

p = 1.15 (inferred from _ = 0) show the data. It is possible that these reso-
_I same deviations as do the derivatives in nances account for some deviations in

i Fig. 10d. In particular, the derivative roll-moment data, especially the nullfrom the Pitt model is smaller than the point in _CL/_8 s. The phase angle for
data, anu the null point is shifted. _CM/_8 c (not shown) is insensitive to

Despite this, however, the theory does a inflow model, and all models show equally
good job of data correlation as _ is good correlation.

%
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In Fig. 19, we have _CM/38 s at identical to momentum theory in hover.
= .36, which can be compared with the Thus, it stands as the premier model for

hover value in Fig. 1. The stand reso- rotor analysis.

i nance is clearly seen at _ = .4 as an 5) Although dynamic inflow is often
anamolous data point. Both the Pitt important for problems of inplane and
model and the momentum theory do well at rotor-body dynamlcs (and often improves

= .36 with the slight edge going to correlation), such studies are not reli-

momentum theory. CM with 8s is the only able for the validation of inflow models.
i derivative for which momentum theory is Dynamic inflow theories must be verified

consistently better than the empirical on the basis of flapping response and
and the Pitt models. Once again, all inflow measurements.
models give good phase correlation.
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DISCUSSION
Paper No. 13

A REVIE_ OF D_IAHIC INFLOW AND ITS EFFECT ON EXPERIHENTAL CORRELATIONS
Gopal H. Gaonkar

and
David A. Peters

Wa.fne Johnson_ NASA Ames Research Center: In your conclusions you discussed the qualitative
ratings you gave for momentum theory and for the Pitt _del, but you neglected to mention that
the empirical model you rated best of all. Perhaps you would llke to comment on that.

Peters: It would be surprising t£ the momentum theory did better than the empirical model i
because th3 empirical model was identified to give the best possible fit o£ that data that you
could witP nine elements in an L matrix. All right, so if I got better I think, well, I must
have identified wrong. So ,_hat It says is [that] that wasn't good enough because it had these i
singularities in it and it had the other disadvantages. Now the question is with the Pitt
model, which comes from basic principles, how close can I get to the old optimum and it's pretty I
close. I do Just about as good as the empirical model so I'm almost to the optlmum that I can

ii get. Chat is, 1£ you try another tweak to the Pitt model and try to make it better you don't

have that much more better that you can get because we already have got about as close as we
can. •

Dev BanerJee, Hughes: I was curious in your comparison between the empirical model and Pitt's
model dld you identify the singularities that you saw in the empirical results through Dale
Pitt's model?

Peters: The Pitt model does not have these singularities. There were basically two in the

empirical model. One was at an advance ratio of 0.8 and we sort of think that that was justthe i
dynamic inflow model trying to explain other things. In other words since you are trying to
match the data exactly, the L matrix has to do everything, so we sort of feel that somewhere
at 0.8 the reverse flow region is getting so large that maybe we're Just not doing that well.
The other slngularlty--I don't know why the emplltcal model has a singularity at u of 0.32. '_
That Is, at the one place L exists, but L inverse doesn't. At 0.32 it is the opposite.
L inverse exlsts but L doesn't. I have no idea why the Pitt model does not show that. It Just
shows smooth transitions, the determinant is always positive, it never goes through zero, and I
don't know If that's Just a numerical coincidence or why the empirical model has that slngu-
larlty In It. I take it back, there may be one possibility. There was a stand resonance that
shows up in some of the data that you can see--you couldn't see it in this too well, but some of _

the others right around a certain frequency range. You wouldn't think that that would be Just
at one advance ratio where that would show up as a singularity. I don't know.

Bob Ormiston_ U.S. Army Aeromechanles Laboratory: An interesting paper Dave and Gopal. Hy
comment Just has to do with one of the conclusions about the use of experimental testing to
validate the models. I would think in my opinion that the rotor-body flapping dynamic experi-
ments would be excellent for correlating with dynamic inflow. I tend to agree with you when you
say that maybe the inplane measurements aren't the best for correlating this type of aerodynamic
analysis, but I don't think you need Just pure flapping data say, as opposed to coupled flapping _. I
and body motion data. The latter is a lot easier to get In an experlm_ t sometimes as we have _
found out. Haybe I misinterpreted what you said, but I think that two degrees of freedom are '"

okay. i

Peters: I partially agree with you. ! think that as we get better that will happen. But here I
is an example: in the next paper you are going to see that if you put a factor of 2 in some of _!
the terms of the L matrix you can get maybe a 15 to 20 percent change in the damping of roll and
pitch and maybe get a slightly better correlation. All right? But If you put a factor of 2
Into this flapping data you are going to throw that beautiful correlatlon completely off. So
that makes you scratch your head and say, now wait, if I have to do that much to get this much
senritlvlty in roll and pitch maybe the other is wrong. But someday we should he able to verify
it on any data if we are good enough at predicting.

Euan Hooper, Boeing Vertol: i'd like to ask the chairman if he has _ " plans to incorporate
this Pitt model In CAHRAD? Nouldn't it be useful for tilt rotor stability?

Johnson: Not for tilt rotors. Tilt rotors, the ones that peor,_eare looking at now--not the

Boeing design of 15 years ago--but the ones they are doing n_, are really low equivalent flap
binge offset, low flap frequency. So they do not generate much in the way of hub moments which
is where we really see the large dynamic inflow effects. _;ost of the stuff that Dave was show-
ing [had] flap frequencies of 1.15 and the like. Real]'/ for tilt rotors you only have to worry
about the thrust component and Itts in axial flight _,. we've got that one as good as we prob-
a%y need It. Now probably somebody will design a tilt rotor someday that Isn't true about, but

right now I don't think that is quite the most important area. i
k
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IV

i H_per: But it's in the frequency range isn't it, Dave? Do you agree aith Wayne's comment? .;

Peter.__.__s:Yes, I guess ] have two comments. One in Wayne's defense--if you look at who has come
, _ ,-f into the dynamic inflow fold through the years--he was one of the first. He has dynamic inflow
• " in CAMRAD and llke you say it wouldn't be hard to change that. But remember when you look at

the right hand side of the equations it's the aerodynamic component of roll and pitch moment.
Even though you've got zero hub moment in roll you've got inertia and aerodynamics that are
canceling, right? The inertial moments are pushing on Newton's law, but the aerodynamics parts

• are pushing on the wake. And that is why Sisslngh could find out there was an effect on roll 4
damping even for an articulated blade. Because it's the aerodynamic parts that go on the side.
Although somehow for hingeless rotors I think it is bigger than for articulated. But it's still

, an effect.

_ Johnson: I think what we are talking about are two different things. The Pitt model is really

'. for forward flight [in the] helicopter mode and in the tilt rotors you will have as much an
effect there as you would on any other helicopter. But in axial flight for the tilt rotor you
are really back down to momentum theory which does pretty good. There the thrust one is domi-
nant. in support of that I will simply say that I have looked at it. Even the thrust perturba-

tions in dynamic inflow don't seem to matter much in tilt L_tor dynamics. I think it's Just i
largely because the other aerodynamics in tilt rotors Just overpower things like that. t

Jack Landgrebet United Technologies Research Center: Dave, just so there is no misunderstanding

in the audience here, you are talking about dynamic inflow and there is also what we eonslder
variable inflow. You are working with the perturbation inflows required for the stability
problem. There is also of cG:rse the major area of the actual inflow required to compute the
airloads and so forth. In some ways they are connected and in some ways they are two distinct i

problems. Is there anything that you can glean from the Pitt model that would be helpful in

;- wlmt we call the variable inflow airload prediction sense or do you feel it's strictly
_ applicable to the stability problem?

Peters: I think the latter. I think it's not applicable to loads o_ things like that. It is a
very gross, crude approximation to the induced flow field. In fact, it you l_ok at how it

- developed, when Dale Pitt first came as my student I said, "Let's take Lanogrebe's prescribed
wake program and develop the dynamic inflow equations by averaging and gettln_ those gradients." i'

But he did a literature search and anybody that did variable inflow he thought was a candidate-- ._
he has about 150 references in his thesis. And one pulled up this old stuff that he used which
was the Kinner distribution. So really we come from you. We've gleaned from those the gems
that we needed for dynamic inflow.

Landgrebe: That is what I thought. I had heard from you earlier and I Just wanted to make sure
there was not a misconception in the audience that the variable inflow problem has been solved
through this.

Peters: That is a common misconception, too. A lot of people say, "Wait a minute. People did !
all those inflow distributions before." They really did and we are thankful they did. We just
picked from that the things we needed.

_. !
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4 _i Abstract _ - total inflow, _ = _0+_; also inflow i
mod_ in figures only i

The aeromechanical stability of a helicopter

in ground resonance was analyzed, by incorporating ll,llc,Ais - inflow variables
five different aerodynamic models in the coupled
rotor/fuselage analysis. _e sensitivity of the 6_ - unsteady wake induced perturbational
results to changes in aerodynamic modelling was inflow }
carefully examined. The theoretical results were
compared with experimental data and useful con- _ - modal frequency, imaginary part of s _i
clusions are drawn regarding the role of aerodyna-
mic modeling on this aeromechenlcal stability _ - rotor R.P2i.
problem. The aerodynamic model which provided the
best all around correlation with the experlmen_al _ - body roll mode #

_ data was identified.

:- _ - azimuthal angle or nondlmenslonal time

__ Nomenclature _ = _t

_ a - lift curve slope 0 - density of air

C - llft deficiency factor o - modal damping, real part of s

C1 - coefficient in inflow equations, C1 - _ - solidity ratio
0.5 or 1.0

O - body pitch mode

CT - Thrust coefficient
8 - collective pitch setting of the bladeC

CMx,CMy - moment coefficients in roll and pitch
_Ic,_Is - cyclic lag coordinates ,,

I [L] - induced flow matrix

_P'_R - progressing and regressing lag modes
- mass flow rate respectively

M - rotor aerodynamic moment i. Introduction

M I - apparent inertia Unsteady aerodynamics have a significant in- "
fluence on the aeroelastic and the aeromechanlcal

r - radial location of a typical blade stability characteristics of helicopters. The
; section mathematical sophistication of refined unsteady _

aerodynamic models is sometimes prohibitive to in-

R - rotor radius corporate in the aeroelastic analyses and therefore '
it is quite frequent that rotary-win, aeroelastic

s - eigenvalue a_mlyses ate based upon qua_isteady aerodyvamic
theory. Fortunately, there are some relatively

dT - differential thrust simple unsteady aerodynamic models, known as inflow
models, which can be conveniently incorporated in

_lc,81s - cyclic flap coordinates the aeroelastic and aeromechanical studies of hell- !
copters. These simple models are based upon the

_P'_R - progressing and regressing flap modes definition of certain inflow parameters which re-
respectively present essentially the unsteady wake-induced flow

through the rotor disk. A number of such inflow
y - Lock number models are available in the literature; however the

, applicability of a particular model to a given rotor
:. y - equivalent, reduced or effective Lock dynamic problem and the sensitivity of the stability

number boundaries to the choice of the inflow model and

comparisons with experimental data have not been

_0 - steady or mean inflow considered in detail in the literature. Bousman 1
has carried out an experimental study of the aero-

meche_ical stability of a hingeless rotor supported*This research was supported by NASA Grant NAG on a special gimbal which simulated the pitch and
2-209, funded by Ames Research Center, Moffett roll degrees of freedom. The availability of this

'#, Field, California high quality experimental data provides an
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opportunity;(a) to test the validity of mathemati- along the rotor blade, in the blade fixed, rotating

_ii_ i cal models representing the coupled rotor/fuselage coordinate system. On _he other hand, the inflow

• _ dynamics and (b) co OeLermine the influence of models represent the global effects of the un-
various aerodynamic moaels on this aeromechanical steady wake and therefore they are applicable to
problem. Bousman attributed some of the dlscrepan- the complete rotor. The various inflo_ models are

.| cies, found between the theoretical results presen_ described below. A
_.- x ed in his p_psr and the experimental results, to
_t dynamic inflow. This conclusion was examined by Perturbation Inflow Model

Johnson2, in a recent study, where the unsteady
aerodynamic effects on the rotor were represented Prior to describing the perturbation inflow

: by a dynamic inflow model3. Johnson's2 results model, it is useful to clarify certain aspects of
•I with _he dynamic inflow model3,4 indicated better the terminology used in the literature which deals•- . i

' i agreement with the experimental data than the w_th this subject. In some cases, the perturbation
_, results obtained using the quasi-steady aerodynamic inflow model is referred to as quasi-statlc inflow

model. Using the coupled rotor/body model5,6 with model2 and in other cases as quasi-steady inflow
simple quasl-steady aerodynamics, the authors7 model9.

,_ also obtained good agreement with the experimental
results generated by Bousman I. Based on the agree- The induced flow-fleld acting on a helicopter
ment with the experimental datat they concluded rotor affects both rotor equilibrium (trim load-

\ that the coupled rotor/fuselage model developed, inl;s)and rotor response (transient loading).
was reliable. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the

induced flow will also be affected by the oscilla-
The purpose of this study is to extend Ref. 7 tlons of the rotor. This assumption is the basis

and study the sensitivity of the results obtained of both the perturbation inflow models and dynamic
_- to changes in the aerodynamic assumptlcns used. inflow models. A detailed derivation of these
--__ To accomplish this obJectlve_ five different nero- inflow models can be found in Refs. 3 and 9.

_~ dynamic models were incorporated in the mathemati-
L. cal model representing the coupled rotor/fuselage In these models the total induced velocity on
2 dynamics and the sensitivity of the stability the rotor disk due to the w_ke is assumed to con-

boundaries tc changes in aerodynamic modelling was sist of two parts: (I) a steady inflow, _o, (for

determined. The theoretical results were compared trim loadings) and (2) a perturbation inflow, _).,
with the experimental data and based on this com- (for transient loadings). Therefore, the total
parison, conclusions are drawn regarding tea induced velocity norm/ to the rotor disk is ex-
selection of the para_,etersused in defining these pressed as
aerodynamic models.

:_ _ = 10 + 81 (I)
2. Aerodynamic Models Used in the Analysis

Assuming that the perturbation inflow, 6_, varies

The aerodynamic models, incorporated in this azimuthally as well as linearly along the radius,
aeromechanical stability study representing a the total inflow can be wrltten as
coupled rotor/fuselage system, were: (a) quasi-

r r

steady aerodynamics, (b) two different perturbation _ = _0 + _I + Xlc R cos_ + _is R sln_ (2)
inflow models and (c) two different dynamic inflow

models. A brief description of these aerodynamic where the inflow variables It, _Ic, _Is are func-
. models is provided below, tlons of time. These inflow variables are related

quasi-.s_eadyAerodynamic Mode.l to the perturbational thrust, roll and pltah
moment coefficients through the following relation. ,,

in the analysis, is based on Greenberg's8 formula-

tlon of unsteady aerodynamic loads on an oscillatory = '_
airfoil in a pulsating flow. Greenberg's theory [L]-I Xlc -CMy (3)
is a modified form of Theodorsen_s |
dynamic theory. The quasl-steady model is obtained P.A
by assuming C(k) = l and neglecting the apparent

mass terms (nonclrculatory terms). In this model, where P.A stands for perturbational aerodynamics.
the assumption of C(k) - 1 implies that t':_unsteady The elements of [L] can be obtained either theoret_

wake effects are totally neglecte_" cally, by using momentum theory3,9 or experi-
mentallyI0.

Inflow Models

In ground resonance type of aeromechsnlcal
The inflow models represent the unsteady wake problems, the inflow variable _i does not couple

effects in a simple form. In these models, the with the body and cyclic blade degrees of freedom
unsteady wake-lnduced flow through the rotor disk and hence it does not have to be considered in the

is defined by a set of inflow variables and these analysis. Thus only the equations for thq inflow

variables essentially provide a corr_:tion to the variables _ic and _Is are relevant to this specific
inflow assumed in the quasl-steady aerodynsmi problem and these can be written as

• theory. When inflow models ere used in the analysis

' be calculated from the quasi-steady aerodynamic
expressions. An importunt fact to be noted is that [L] "l = (4)
the quasi-steady aerodynamic model ts a two dlmen- _is} { CMx P.A
slonal local model and hence it is applied at a

typical cross section located at a spanwiee station ° _'

_08
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For axial flow through the rotor, which cor- where the mass flow is defined with respect to the

respon_to the present case, the elem_ts of ILl total _duced velocity _, the inflow equations for
can be obtained by applying momentum theory9, _'e _1c and _Is become
differential thrust on an elemental area dA

(= rdrd_) of the dlsk Is related to the inflow by Ix: O] l_ic I I-CMyl

the equatic_
• = (13)

dT = m 2I_R (5) _0 (lls _ CMx]P.A 4

It should be mentioned that by relating the total Comparing Eqs. (ii) and (13), it is evident that
differential thrust (steady and perturbation) to depending on the definition of mass flow rate, i.e.
the total induced velocity (steady and perturba- i
tion) in the form, given in Eq. (5), it is ass,'ned Eq. (6) or (12), the coeffiGients of the elements
that the thrust-lnflow relation is the same for of [L]-I matrix differ by a factor of two.

steady as well as perturbational conditions. This Equations (Ii) or (13) are complete only after
basic assumption implies that the variation of the
forces on the rotor is sufficiently slow so that the identifying the right hand side. This is done by

classical actuator disk theory is valid for both obtaining expressions for the moment coefficients I
steady and perturbational inflow velocities, using blade el_t theory. Once these have been

obtained, a relation is established between the I
Therefore, this inflow theory is also recognized to
be a low frequency approximation te the unsteady inflow variables and rotor blade motion. It wasshown In Refs. 3, 9 and ii that _corporation of

aerodynamics of the rotor, a perturbational inflow model, as represented by

Following Johnson2, the mass flow rate in Eq. (ii) or (13), in rotor dynamic problems yields
a modification of the aerodynamic loads acting

Eq. (5) can be written as on the blade which can be represented by a reduced ,

m = p_0_RdA (6) or effective Lock number

It is important to note that the mass flow rate y = Cy (14)
is defined with respect to the steady or mean value

If Eq. (Ii) is used in the rotor dynamic problem,
of the inflow _0" the lift deficiency factor C becomes

The aerodynamic pitch _d roll moments on the
L

rotor disk, acting at the hub, can be obtained hy C i (15)
taking moments of the elemental thrust about the _a
hub center and integrating over the complete rotor ! + 8_--
disk. The pitch and roll moments are O

R/02_ This factor is found to be equal to the low fre-Mpitch = -r cos_dT (7) quency approximation of Loewy's lift deficiencyfunction for harmonic loadlngs3. On the other

hand, Eq. (13) produces a llft deficiency f_ctor

Mroll = r sin_dT (8) C = -l---l-- (16)

Substituting Eqs. (2) (5) and (6) in Eqs. (7) and 1 + 16%----_
(8) and integrating,the pitch and roll moments
become which is higher than that given in Eq. (15).

0R3_0_Ic(_R)2 (9) The two perturbation inflow models, u_ed in _,,_'
-Mpitch " _ the present analysis, can be written in a general ,

form as _ |

rMroii = _ (10)

Cl 0 0 Xlc -CMy

inflow variables and the perturbational aerodynamic CIXO _ his CMx P.Amoment coefficients becomes

0 llc -CMy when CI = 1.O it corresponds to Eq. (13).

= (ii) The concept of equivalent Lock number in the

_Is_ CMx P.A coupled rotor/fuselage type problems appears toinvolve a c_rtain inconsistency. The fuselage

equations of motion in pitch _d roll contain terms
On the other hand, if the mass _I_ rate m, is de- due to both aerodynamic hub moments and aerodynamic
fined as (following Peters and Gaonkar9) huh forces. When using the perturbation inflow,

one can make the observation that only the Lock
_i- 0A_RdA (12) number associated with the aero_ynamlc moment terms

is modified, however the Lock number associated
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with the aerodynamic force terms remains unchanged, model2
Of course, the reason for this inconsistency lies

in the formulation of the equations for the inflow Case (d): perturbation inflow model with CI=I.0
variables which are related only to the hub moments,

i as given in Eq. (4). Case (e): dynamic inflow model with Clffil.0and

MI=0._132
_amic Inflow Models 4

These aerodynamic models can also be viewed
The perturbation inflow model does not account as a special case of a general dynamic inflow

for the time lag between the aerodynamic load and model. When MI=0, the general inflow model be-
the time variation in inflow. The dynamic inflow comes a perturbation inflow mode] and when MI _ _,
models represent an extension of the perturbation the effects of inflow perturbations are totally
inflow model by taking into account the time lag eliminated and the resulting model is a quasi-_tea_
between the aerodynamic loading and the response, aerodynamic model.
When using the dynamic inflow model the equations

for %ic and lls can be written as 3. A Brief Summary of the Experiment

+ = up, used for simulating the fundamental aspects of

M1 _Als CIAO _Xls _ CMx } P.A t]e aeromechanical stability of a hingeless rotorhelicopter, was presented in Ref. i. The rotor

(18) consisted of three blades and five different con- J
figurations were tested. The different configure- * i

where M1 represents the nondimensional apparent tions represent different blade parameters char-
inertia associated with the inflow and the quantity scterized by the nonrotating natural frequencies i
C1 is either 0.5 or 1.0, depending on the definition of the blade in flap and lag, pltch-lag coupling
of mass flow rate. The value of M1 can be obtained and flap-lag coupling. The rotor was designed i
either theoretically or experimentally. Tuckerman12 such that most of the blade flexibility is concen-

evaluated the apparent inertia associated with an trated at the root by building in root flexures.

impermeable disk subject to an angular acceleration. The rotor assembly was supported on a gimbal

The nondimensional value of the apparent inertia which had pitch and roll degrees of freedom. In I
was found12 to be M1 = 0.I13_. This theoretical this paper the analytical results obtained are com-
value is also supported by parameter identification pared with the experimental results, presented by
studiesI0. In Ref. 13,it was noted that M1 can also Bousman, for rotor configurations I and 4, where
be influenced by the pressure distribution on the the designation of these configurations is consist-

rotor and hence M1 could be also assumed to be a ent with those in Bousman's paperI. A brief
function of rotor loading distribution. In Ref. description of these configurations is presented

! 14, the identified value of MI is found to vary for the sake of completeness, additional informa-
between 0.05 to 0.2. In the present analysis, the tion can be found in Refs. i, 2 and 7. Configura-

value of MI is assumed to be the theoretically tion i had different stiffnesses in flap and lag
evaluated value i.e., M1 - 0.1132. The implication respectively; the corresponding nonrotatlng flap
of using Eq. (18) in rotor dynamic problems 15, frequency was 3.13 Hz and that for lead-lag was

under harmonic loadlngs, can be shown to be equl- 6.;0 Hz. Configuration 4 was a matched stiffness i
valent to a modification of the Lock number, which case where the nonrotating flap frequency was 6.63

can be written as Hz and that for lead-lag was 6.73 Hz. The pitch-

[ ] flap and pitch-lag coupling for these two config- '_,

i urations was zero. For cases where the pitch

y* = y I - 16C_- 16Ml(i_) (19) Langle was nonzero, the experimental rotor was i
14----: U +--_ designed such that pitch changes were introduced _

_a _a outboard of the flexures and therefore the struc-
tural flap-lag coupling for these cases was zero.

" yC The blade was also designed to be very stiff in
torsion.

iEquation (19) indicates that addition of an apparent
inertia teE= to the perturbation inflow model intro- 4. Method of Solution
duces a phase lag between the aerodynamic loads and
the response. Furthermore the value of C is now The degrees of freedom considered in this
different from the previous values given in Eq. (15) aeromechanical stability analysis are: the funda-
and (16). mental flap and lag modes of the blade and the

pitch and roll degrees of freedcm of the body• In
The five aerodynamic models, described briefly this class of problems, it has been established

above, were selected for incorporation in this that the collective flap and lag modes do not
study. Using these theories, the sensitivity of couple with the body motion and thus, these modes
the aeromechanlcal stability problem to changes in are not considered. Since the inflow variable AI
the aerodynamic assumptions was investigated. For also has the role of a collective mode, it need
convenience, these five aerodynamic models are not be considered, Therefore, the total number of
concisely suz_artsed below_ degrees of freedom governing the aeromechanical

problem are six. They _re: cyclic flap (81c,81s),
Case (a)_ quasl-steady aerodynamics cyclic !eaJ-lag (_1_,(Is), body pitch (8) and

body roll (_). F_ the cases when the dynamic
Cna (b)_ perturbation inflow model with C1-0.5 inflow models are used, two additional degrees of

freedom, namely Alc and Als, are also present in
Can (c)z dynamic inflow modal with C1"0.5 and the problem.

Mi-0.i132 which corresponds-to _ohnson's •
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The solution of the coupled rotor/fuselage and absent in configuration 4. This root moment
problem follows essentially the procedure outlined acts as an exciting moment for the body pitch and
tn Refs. 6 and 7. The procedure for obtaining the roll motions.

i stability boundaries of the system consists of the

i following steps. The numerical data used in the analysis is
,I 1. Evaluation of the equilibrium position of theblade, presented in the Appendix. It should be mentioned

2. Linearizatinn of the nonlfnear equations of that the roll inertia used in the present calcu-
motion about the equilibrium position, lations is slightly higher than the value

3. Transformation of the linearlzed equations with (183 gm.m2) provided in Ref. I. The value for roll
periodic coefficients to equations with constant inertia used in our calculation is 194 gm.m2 which
coefficients by using a multiblade coordinate is 6% higher than 183 gm.m2. This value of roll
transformation, inertia was obtained by using the body spring

4. Evaluation of the eigenvalues of the llnenrlzed stiffness in roll, provided by Bousman16, such that
system with constant coefficients to obtain the the calculated nonrotating coupled roll frequency
stability boundaries, matches the measured frequency.

The eigenvalues appear in complex conjugate 5.1 Results for Configuration I
1 pairs, s = o+ i_. The real part of the eigenvalue

represents the modal damping and the imaginary part The results for Configuration I are presented
i modal frequency, respectively. The mode is stable in Figs. 1-8. The variation of various modal fre-

if o is negative and it is unstable if o is posi- quencies with _ are shown in Figs. 1-2, together
I tlve. with the experimental data, taken from Ref. i. It

can be seen from Fig. i that the analysis with
In the present problem, the n,mber of complex quasi-steady aerodynamics predicts the moda! ire- *

eigenvalue pairs depends on the type oE aerodynamic quencies which are in excellent agreement with

model used in the analysis. When quasl-steady the experimental results. Figure 2 presents the
aerodynamics or the perturbation inflow models are calculated modal frequencies for Case (b), pertur-
used, there are only six pairs of complex elgen- batlon inflow with CI-0.5 , and Case (c) dynamic
values, each one representing one of the six degrees inflow model with CI=0.5 and Mi=0.i132. With the
of freedom, namely, _Ic, Bls, _Ic, _Is, @ and _. perturbation inflow model, the predicted frequen-
The modes corresponding to the rotor degrees of cies for roll (_) end pitch (8) are over estimated

freedom (Blc, Bls , _ic, _Is) are referred to either in the range _ > 300 R.P.M.. On the otherhand,
progressing or regressing mode depending on the by incorporating a time delay in the inflow model,
numerical value of the rotating natural frequency. Case (c), the calculated pitch and roll frequencies
A more detailed description of this terminology are in good agreement with the measured values.
can be found in Refs. 3 and 7. When the dynamic However, the predicted pitch frequency is still
inflow model is used, the six elgenvalue pairs are slightly higher in the range _ > 300 R.P.M. A
augumented by one additional pair of eigenvalues similar trend was also observed in the results for

corresponding to the inflow variables. Since the Case (d), perturbation inflow model, with CI-1.0,

equations for the inflow variables Aic and %is are and Case (e) dynamic inflow model with CI-I.O and
given in first order state variable form, Eq. (18) MI=0.I132 ,
the stability analysis will yield only one pair of

eigenvalue corresponding to these two inflow vari- It was mentioned earlier that the analysis
ables. The _ode corresponding to this elgenvalue with dynamic inflow model produces an additional
pair Is designated as the "inflow mode", (_), elgenvalue corresponding to the inflow mode (_).
following Johnson's2 terminology. For Case (c), there are two elgenvalues with

frequencies below 0.6 Hz in the range _ > 200 R.P.H.
5. Results and Discussion as evident from Fig. 2. The frequency correspond-

ing to one mode remains almost constant (:0.5 Hz), @, j
In the present study, aimed at predicting the while the other decreases to zero and thcn increas- _¢

aeromechanlcal stability of a model helicopter, the es. It is difficult to identify which one of
behavior of the model is studied at various values these two corresponds to the flap regressing mode

of rotor speed _. Two rotor configurations are (_R) and which one should be associated with the Ianalyzed. Configuration i, in which the nonrotatlng inflow mode (_). The mode with the constant ire-

flap frequency is lower than the nonrotating lag quency, in Fig. 2, is identified as inflow mode ]

frequency, and conflgutation 4, in which these two (_) end the other mode is identified as flap re-
frequencies are almost equal, which corresponds to gresslng mode (_R). Johnson 2 also identified the
a matched stiffness configuration. These different mode wlth a constant frequency as inflow mode (_)
configurations have an influence on the dynamic and the second mode as flap regressing mode (_R)'
behavior of the coupled rotor/fuselage system. In Some additional comments on this identification
a matched stiffness configuration the structural pcocedure will be made later.
flap-lag coupling is eliminated. Furthermore the

root torsional moment due to the combined flap-lag Figure 3 presents the variation of damping in
motion, which is somewhat similar to an effective flap regressing mode (_R) and inflow modl (k) with
flap-pltch and lag-pltch coupling, is also elimin- R. It is evident from Fig. 3 that the damping in
ated. It should be mentioned however that these the flap regressing mode increases rapidly with
effective flap-pltch and lag-pitch couplings are not _ for the analysis with qua,l-steady aerodvnamlcs.
structural couplings. It was mentioned in the The introduction of the perturbation inflow model
previous section that the experimental model was with Ci-0.5, Case (b), drastlcally reduces the
designed so as to eliminate structural flap-lag damping in _R mode. This reduction in damping is
coupling, for these configurations. Therefore, the caused by reduced aerodynamic damping with pertur-
difference between these two configurations con- batlon inflow. For this case the relevant

slats of the root torsional moment due to combined quantities are: solidity ratio _ - 0.0494; llft
flap-lag motion which is present in configuration i curve slope a - 5.73 and steady inflow _0-0.014.
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Therefore the deflci_ncy function C, based on Eq. range _ < 500 R.P.M. and too high for the range
(15), is C=C.284. Hence, the effective Lock number _ > 600 R.P.M. Calculations with the dynamic in- '!
y*=0.284y. This shows that perturbation inflow f!cw model, with C1=1.0 and H1=0.1132 , Case (e), "
reduces the magnitude of aerodynamic forces by also overpredict the damping in the range _ > 700
approximately 72%. In the case of dynamic inflow R.P.M. It should be mentioned, that in the range
with CI=0.5 and MI=0.I132 , Case (c), the damping _ > 700 R.P.M., when using dynamic inflow models,
in the mode which is identified as the inflow mode the percentage increase in roll damping as a re-

(1) remains relatively low, but the damping in suitof increasing C1 from 0.5 to 1.3 is 5% to 12%.
flap regressing mode (8R) increases with _. These
results indicate that the damping in flap regress- Based on the results obtained for the damping 4
ing mode reverts to the value obtained in the in the pitch and roll modes, it appears that the
analysis with quasl-steady aerodynamics, as a con- theoretical results are quite sensitive to the
sequence of the time delay present in dynamic inflow value selected for CI. It is also evident that
model. This seems to contradict the earlier results introduction of a time delay In the inflow model
published in Refs. 9, lO and 17. It was mentioned seems to be an important factor. Based on the ovem
in Ref. 17 that flap regressing mode damping is all agreement with the experimental data, it ap-
substantially decreased by dynamic inflow for small pears that the dy_amlc inflow model with C1=0.5
values of collective pitch setting of the blade, and HI-0.I132, Case (c), seems to be somewhat

Furthermore, it was found in Ref. i0 that dynamic superior to the dynamic inflow model with CI-I.O
inflow reduces the damping in flap regressing mode. and Hi-0.I132 , Case (e).
This raises a question whether the inflow mode
identified in Fig. 2, and also identified as such Figure 8 presents the variation of regressing
by Johnson 2, is a flap regressing mode and the mode lag mode damping with _. The predicted damping
identified as the flap regressing mode is really levels are in good agreement with the experimental
an inflow mode. To ascertain the reliability of results in the range _ < 700 R.P.M. and _ > 900

this identification procedure, the elgenvectors R.P.M. for all the aerodynamic models used. For the ,
corresponding to these modes were also analyzed, cases analyzed with perturbation inflow models,

Table I shows the eigenvectors corresponding to Case (b) with Cl=0.5 and Case (d) with CI=I.0 , the i

the mode identified as the flap regressing (_R) and value of _ at which the resonant peak occurs is !
the inflow mode (A) at _ - 900 R.P.M. It can be shifted from 760 R.P.M. to 800 R.P.M. This shift
seen that in the flap regressing mode, the flap is associated with the fact that when using both
motion has a higher participation factor than the models the roll frequency predicted is higher than
inflow variables. In the inflow mode, the flap and the experimental result and as a consequePee, the _q

inflow variables have almost equal participation resonance is also shifted to a higher value of _.
factor. Also in this (_) mode, the pitch end roll Calculations with quasi-steady aerodynamics predict i

motions have substantial participation factors, correctly the value of _ at which resonance occurs,
However, from these results, one can conclude that however the stability of this mode is overpredlcte_

the flap regressing mode and inflow mode are highly In the analyzes wi_h dynamic inflow models, the
coupled modes, predicted damping levels are in excellent agreement i

with the experimental results, including the damp-
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the variations of ing at resonance. The level of agreement with

damping in pitch as a function of _. Using quasi- experimental data found in this case is somewhat
steady aerodynamics, a higher damping, in the range be=ter than those shown in Refs. 1 and 2. This
200 < _ < 800 R.P.M. is predicted as evident from result seems to support the statement made in Ref.
Fig. 4. However when dynamic inflow, Case (c_, 7, that the coupled rotor/fuselage model derived

with Ci=0.5 and MI-0.I132 is used the damping is in Ref. 5 is a reasonably accurate model for the
predicted very well in the range 200 < _ < 800 configuration tested in Ref. I.
R.P.M., however the damping is somewhat under pre-
dlcted beyond _ = 800 R.P.M. Figure 5 shows that 5.2 Results for Configuration 4 _:_
using the dynamic inflow model, Case (e) with
CI=I.0 and MI-0.1132, the damping predictions are The results for Configuration 4 are presc_ted i'!

in very good agre ot with the experimental results in Figs. 9-16. Figures 9 and I0 show the variation _..{_
over the complete range of _. When the value of of mod&l frequencles as a function of _. It can
C1 is inc-eaeed from 0.5 to 1.0, in the dynamic in- be seen from Fig. 9 that all the frequencies except

flow models, one finds that the corresponding damp- the one corresponding to 0.7 Hz are predicted well
ing in pitch increases hy i0% - 25% for _ > 400 by the quasi-steady aerodynamic model. In the JR.P.M. It is also evident from Figs. 4-5 that range 250<_<350 R.P.M., the pitch, roll and flap
perturbation inflow models do not seem to predict regressing modes undergo a change in their charact-
the correct damping Jevels. eristics. The flap regressing mode (8R) becomes i

a roll mode (_) and roll mode (_) becomes a pitch
The variation of damping in roll mode is shown mode (8) and the pitch mode (8) becomes a flap

in Figs. 6-7. When ualng quasi-steady aerodynamlc_ regressing mode (gR). In this range of _, the pre-
the damping, in the range of _ • 500 R.P.H., is dtcted roll frequencies are higher than the measur-
over predicted as evideut from Fig. 6. Using the ed values. Quasi-steady aerodynamics is incapable
perturbation inflow model, with C1=0.5 , Case (b), of predicting a frequency close to 0.7 Hz in the
the damping in the range of _ < 600 R.P.H. is under range 300 < _< I000 R.P.M. Figure I0 illustrates
estimated, beyond this range of _, the predictions the results for the cases where the perturbation

are good. The damping levels predicted using the inflow model, Case (b) with CI=0.5 and dynamic
dynamic inflow model, wlth CI=0.5 and MI=0.I132, inflow model, Case (c), with CI=0.5 and MI=0.I132,
Case (c), are in good agreement with experimental were used. Although calculations based on the
data over the whole range of _, as shown in Fig. 6. perturbation inflow model are capable of predicting
It can be seen from Fi_. 7 that calculations with a frequency close to the experimentally measured
the perturbation inflow model, with Cl=l.0 , Case frequency of 0.7 He, the pitch and roll modes
(d), yield damping levels which are too low in the frequencies are overpredicted. With dynamic inflow
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'i model, all the frequencies are predicted well. c._mbin_tlonof the value_ of CI and MI, bettzr cor-
However, in the range 250 < _ < 350 R.P.M., the roll telethon _It'_the experimental results could have

mode frequency is still overpredict d. In this bee_ _chleve:,. However, among the aerodynamic

range of _, none of the aerodynamic models used in model_ _m[.',yedin the present study, the dynamlcthe present study, is capable of._orrectly predict- in_]cw with C!-O.= and MI-0.I132, Case (c),
ing the roll frequency, Johnson 1_ attributed this ylel_= _.st agreement with toe =xper£_ental

i discrepancy to either the oeficiency of the aero- resul_ than the other aeroay._emlc models.
4

dynamic model or the presence of some higher mode

I of the rotor or bod_. In any case, this problem The:v_rlacion of lag regressing mode damping

I remains unresolve_ In the range _ > 400 R.P.M., the with _,:_s shown in Fig. 15. The resonant frequency :
mode with a frequency close to 0.7 Hz is identified obtained ,"b tL,eperturbation %n_low models ex-

I as inflow mode (%) and the other mode with a ire- hlbits a _h"tt _',a hlg_er value of _ than the one
quency which is lower than 0.7 Hz is identified as observed in _:_ experiment. Calculations base6
flap regressing mode (8R). This identification is quasi-steady ae=odv1_mics predict the damping
based on the analysis of theeigenvectors correspond- levels and the re_:_ant f,,,que_cyvery we_l, ,
ing to the_e two modes. Table II shows the eigen- the mode is more stable a_ r,._o_ance, than tb_
vectors of the identified inflow mode and flap stability indicated _n t_c test, Calcu!_tlo_
regressing mode, for _ - 900 R.P.M. In this case, with the dynamic inflow model_ yield _a_ults ''_i'.,. I

as in Configuration I, these two modes are highly are in excellent Pgreement with the experim_ _ i
coupled. However, in the 8R mode, the flap data.
m(tion has a higher participation factor than the
participation of the inflow variables. In the _ Figure 16 shows the variation of regres_i:g 'ag ._

mode, the body pitch has the highest participation mode damping as a function of colleccl"e plt_in
factor, with the flap, body roll and Inflow having settlng of the blade, at _ = i000 R.P.M. Calcu- o
almost equal participation factors. As a result lations with the dynamic inflow model, using

of thls identification procedure one finds that Ci-0.5 and HI-0.i132, yields damping values which |
using the dynamic inflow modal the damping for the are in very good agreement with the measured values.
flap regressing mode is predicted to have a value
comparable to that obtained when using quasi-steady 6. Conclusions
aerodynamics. This seems to contradict some
results which have been published earlier in Refs. The aeromechanlcal stability of a helicopter
9, I0 and 17 where it was found that using dynamic in ground resonance is analyzed, using five differ-
inflow yields a substantial reduction in regressing ent aerodynamic models and the analytical results
flap mode damping, are compared with the experimental results. Based

on the comparison, the following conclusions can
The variation of roll damping as a function of be drawn:

is illustrated in Figs. 11-12. Calculations
based on quasi-steady aerodynamics overpredlct the (i) For the aeromechanlcal stability problem
damping in the range _ > 300 R.PM., as evident in studied here, .he perturbation inflow models do
Fig. II. Calculations based on the perturbation not predict correctly the modal frequencies and

inflow model, wlth Ci-0.5, under predicts the damp- damping.
ing in th_ range _ < 800 R.P.M. _he damping levels
predicted by using the dynamic inflow model, with (2) Quasx-steady aerodynamics p,edicts the modal

CI=0.5 and Mi=0.1132 , are in reasonable agreement frequencies very well for Configuration i, but is
with the experimental values. From Fig. 12, it incapable of predicting a frequency of 0.7 Hz
is evident that using the perturbation inflow model measured in the experiment, for Configuration 4. %
with CI-I.0, ylelds a damping prediction which is The damping in body roll and Ditch modes are over ti
too hlgh for _ > 700 R.P.M. Using the dynamic in- predlc_ed. The regressing lag mode damping is .

flow model, with Ci=1.0 and M1-0.1132, yields damp- predicted well. f
ing level predictions which are in reasonable agree- *_ *
menL with the experimental results. (3) The dy_amlc inflow models predict the modal

frequencies and damping values which are in very
The variation of damping for the pitch mode good egreement with the experimental results.

(O) and the mode wbich has bee,_identified as the This implies tha_ for the present problem the time
inflow mode (_) are presented in Figs. 13 and 14. lag is an important ingredient in the dynamic In-
It is evident from Fig. 13 that predictions based flow model.
on quasi-steady aerodynamics yield higher values
of damping than the measured values. Calculations (4) The predicted damping levels for the lag re-

based on dynamic inflow, with Ci=0.5 and MI-01132, gresslng mode, using dynamic inflow models, are in
predict the pitch damping well, but the _plng excellent agreement with the experlnental results
associated with the inflow mode (I) is lower _han including the value at resonance. Tt_l$indicates
the experimental values. Figure 14 shows t'_t t_at the mathematical model for the c_upled rotor'

using the dynamic inflow model, wlth Cl=l.0 and fuselage system is accurate.
Mi=0.I132 , yields a higher value of pitch damping
than measured In the test. The damping in inflow (5) From the cases studied with dynamic inflow
mode is _lso higher than the experimental values. _odels, it is evident that the predicted damping
From the results shown in Figs. 13 and 14, it is levels for the body modes, increase when CI is

evident that an increase in the value of C1 from increased from 0.5, Case (c), to 1,O, Case (e).
0.5 to 1.0 increases the pitch mode damping by For both rotor configurations, the pitch damping
about 25%. Therefore, It can be concluded that for increases by i0% to 25% and the roll damping In-
Configuration 4, as well as Configuration I, the creases by 5% to 12%.
predicted damping _evel_ in pitch and roll modes
are quite sensitive to the dynamic inflow model (6) Based on the comparison of results obtained
used in the analysis. By using a different wlth various ae_odynamlc models, it seems that the
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dynamic inflow model with CI=0.5 and MI=0.I132 is Helicopter Society, Washington, D.C., May 1971.
the most suitable aerodynamic model, for the speci-

fic aeromeehanical problem studied in this paper. 12. Tuckerman, L.B., "Inertia Factor of El]Ipsolds

for Use _n Airship Design", NACA Report No.

(7) Identification of the flay regressing mode 210, 1925.

and the inflow mode proved itself to be quite

complic_ ed. These modes were identified by using 13. Pitt, D.M. and Peters, D.A., "Theoretical

the frequency information together wl h a careful Prediction of Dynamic Inflow Derivatives",

examination of the eigenvectors. The results based V sertic______a, Vol. 3, No. !, 1981, pp. 21-34.
on this identification procedure seem to indicate

that when u_ing she dynamic inflow model the pre- 14. BanerJee, D., Crews, S.T. and Hohenemser, K.H.,

dieted values ef damping for the regressing flap "Parameter Identification Applied to Analytic

mode are comparable to those obtained with quasi- Hingeless Rotor Modelling", Journal of the

steady aerodynamics. American Helicopter Society, Vol. 24, No. I,

Jan. 1979, pp. 26-32. }
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DISCUSSIO_

P_per No. 14

INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICMODELSON THE AEROMECHANICALSTABILITY
OF A HELICOPTER IN GROUNDRESONANCE

P. _. Frledmann
and

C. Venkatesan 4
!

BIll Bous_n, U.S. Army Aeromeehanlcs Laboratory: Jack Landgrebe put a perspective on dynamic
inflow _s not really contributing to the 'cads problem and I think that the conclusions from the

first two papers show that although it has a strong effect on the flapping degree of freedom, {
from tme designer's point of view, it Is not really important for the lag degree or freedom. I

guess my 4ue:_ton Is to all three of these guys. Are there applications for dynamic inflow In
som_thln_ llke the handling qualities area where simulation needs the speed of the model and has i
any work been done In here or are there paths that we should be going?

Fr._dm_nn: I'll tell you I was expecting this question so I have a slide. "Can I have the
slide, vlease?" The last slide [Fig. 3J Is something which in your experiment you might have
data, but it kasn't in your paper so I don't know whether you have data or not. It shows the
flap regressing mode damping with various kinds of aerodynamics. What It really shows you Is
that the damping with quaslsteady aerodynamics is here. It you put in the pertu-batlon inflow
it knocks down this damping In the flap mode very significantly. And when you put in the

dynamic lnflow with C1 of 0.5 it brings It up again to almost where the damping was with the ..
quasisteady a_rodynamics. You ran also see how the damping of in£1ow mode changes as a function

_-i of Q. So 1_ relation to the first question which you have asked I think that the better test "
• _ for how much global t-uth Is in dynamic inflow should really be based on the behavior of the

i flapping u_e as has teen indicated by both Dave Peter_ and [Gopal] Gaonkar. Haybe In the ::

future some ealeulatlo_s associated with that type oC examination could be revealing. _

Dave Peters, Washington University: On the q'_estlon about handling qualities, I think It
definitely has an effect. There was one figure In the paper we didn't show which shows the

pitch and roll moment on the rotor due to a roll osclilatlon or a pitch oscillation. As you go j
to an w of zero the slope of that curve then is the roll rate or piteh rate moment as a
function of e. or e_, like a control derivative. There's more than a factor of two

1 difference wlt_ or without dynamic inflow; almost a factor of three in one ease. I think If you _"
are going to do handling qualities, anything in the less than once per frequency range then the
dynamic inflow 1_ going to have importance. That's a great paper, Peretz. l think we snould
have an altar e_ll and everyone who wants to put dynamic inflow in their analysis should come
forward or something after a paper like that because it's really good. One question I had--on a J
model like yours, how much extra complexity does it take to put the dynamic inflow In? Is it 2_
or 10%? Naybe you can give us a feeling for that.

Frledmann: It may be 10_ additional work. It's not really very difficult to do. Particularly
Ir you have somebody as good as Venkatesan who does it. .'_;Y

Bob Loewy, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute: Hy question pertains to the off-diagonal terms in
the L Batrlx and really takes up a little bit on Euan Hooper's earller q_estion on the earlier
paper. And that Is it seems to me that swirl would make those kind of terms nonzero and that _ _.: '
particularly In tilt rotors and high speed forward flight you would expect more swirl than we a_._
are used to. I wonder if you have thought about these things?

phrase this very carefully. I am essentially somebody who uses dynamic i
Frledmann: I have to

inflow. I am not a person who has ambitions of Improving dynamic inflow. I am a believer in
unsteady aerodynamics and as a consequence you might be aware a year ago one of my students
completed an arbitrary motion type of unsteady airfoil theory in which you can essentially do
the same things you do with dynamic inflow, but for hover and forward flight. It is based on
essentially an assumed wake. (It has) all the mathematical complexities and maybe mathematical
fundamentals which an unsteady aerodynamics theory provides you and you don't have to use the
assumptions which are embedded in dynamic Inflow and cannot be removed. We have used this
particular arbitrary motion theory to essentially extend the so-called Loewy llft deficiency I
function, which you might be tamlllar with, to arbitrary motions. In that AIAA paper which was
given last year we have not been very successful. But since then Dr. Venkatesan has managed to
do an arbitrary motion approximation to the theory and that theory can probably be used to
capture the same behavior which Is predicted by the dynamic inflow model and you might be able
to see whether based on such _ theory you do get off-diagonal terms or not.
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• _ Abstract c = chord, m

•he _mbined effects of blade torsion Cdo = profile drag coefficient
I and dynamic inflow on the aeroelastic sta-

_-_ bility of an elastic rotor blade in forward Cmx,Cmy = rotor steady pitch and roll °
_ I flight are studied. The governing sets of moments, Eq. (II) _
_-I _uations of motion (fully nonlinear, line-

ii arized, and multiblade equations} used in CT,CH,Cw = rotor steady thrust, drag force,

this study are derived symbolically using a and weight coefficient, Eq. (11)
program written in FORTRAN. Stability

results are presented for different struc- CT,CM.C L = harmonic perturbation coeffi-
tural models with and without dynamic cients of thrust, pitching ;
inflow. The study shows that symbolic and moment, and rolling moment,
numerical programs written in FORTRAN can Eq. (3}

be conveniently used in a complicated
helicopter-rotor aeroelastic modeling and D = partial derivative matrix,
analytical process. It is observed that Eq. (14} _._
for a large number of degrees of freedom
and for fully nonlinear models, the amount f = flat-plate area
of data needed for the symbolic program
increases exponenti_ily, making it incon- F = forcing function, Eq. (6)
venient to consider the multiblade equa-
tions explicitly. However, a combination J = number of points used in har-
of symbolic and numerical programs at the monic analysis, Eq. (5)
proper stage in the derivation process

makes the obtainment of final stability KA = blade cross-section polar radius ::
results an efficient and straightforward of gyration, m
procedure. The symbolically generated _

equations are subsequently used to investi- Km = blade cross-section mass radius
gate the influence of elastic torsion modes of gyration, m _. ,
and dynamic inflow on isolated rotor _

inplane stability in forward flight. Km,,Kmz = principal mass radii of gyration,
ReLults are presented for both single- m

rotor-blade models and multiblade rotor i
systems. For both soft inplane and stiff L = number of harmonics used in the

inplane hingeless rotors, the elastic tor- harmonic analysis, Eq. (i0) |
sion mode significantly affects the pre-
dicted inplane damping. Dynamic inflow [m],[£] = dynamic inflow matrices
does change the magnitude of the predicted

damping, but the influence on damping [M],[C], = constant mass, damping, and
trends is generally small with varying [K] stiffness matrices, Eq. (6) I
advance ratio or elastic coupling parameter. 1

n = number of the harmonics in har-

monic analysis, Eq. (9)
N_otation

N = total number of blade modes used
a = lift-curve slope, 2w/rad

I q = perturbation degrees of freedom,

b = number of blades Eq. (15)

Presented at the Second Decennial Special- qo,qc,qs = vectors of collective and cyclic
ists' Meeting on Rotorcraft Dynamics, Ames modes, respectively

Research Center, Moffett Field, Californ£a,
November 7-9, 1984. R = rotor radius, m . i
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j ] u = dynamic inflow quantities, Introduction 4
Eq. (19)

_ Hingeless rotor blades are less com-
,* UT,U P = tangential and perpendicular plex mechanically and provide more rotor

velocity components, m/sec control power and damping than articulated ,
rotor blades. However, the complex aero-

; v i = induced velocity elastic behavior of hingeless rotors !
_ requires a rigorous analysis for an effec-

w,v,_ = flap, lag, and torsion tire design procedure. The modeling

2 deflections requirements of hingeless-rotor-blade
_ aeroelasticity have been studied for many .

_,_,_ = steady flap, lag, and torsion years and are briefly reviewed here.
', deflections, Eq. (2) }

Initial analyses focused on the inves-
x = blade coordinate along the tigation of flap-lag stability of torsion- ;

radius ally rigid blades with spring-restrained ._
- hinges at the hub to slmulate bending

z = first-order variable degrees of flexibility. The stability of this type °
freedom, Eq. (15) of model was analyzed for both hover I and

_- forward flight. 2 Flap-lag stability of
__ _ = rotor-shaft plane angle of elastic blades with uniform properties was

attack, Eq. (ii) studied by Ormiston and Hedges, I based on
_: a derivation of nonlinear partial differ-

aR = wake skew angle, Eq. (4) ential equations suitable for elastic
hingeless blades. Similar equations were

Bpc = precone angle, rad studied by Friedmann and Tong. _ Efforts
were also made to investigate the complete

7 = Lock number blade problem by including blade torsional _:
deflections. Friedmann and Tong s approxi-

Aw,_v,_ = perturbation flap, lag, and tor- mated the torsional deflection by rigid-
sion deflections, Eq. (2) body pitching motion (root torsion); they .:

found that torsion motion was important
_K,_K = real and imaginary parts of the and that the stability characteristics I

• characteristic exponent were sensitive to the number and type of _ ,
assumed bending-mode shapes used. Flap-

ni,_i,Si = mode shapes for flap, lag, and lag structural coupling was not included. ,
_ torsion Hedges and Ormiston _ presented extensive
• numerical results for the stability char-

8 - pitch angle, red acte_istics of elastic hingeless blades
with flap-lag-torsion motion in hover.

AK - characteristic exponent They found that torsional deflections of
hingeless rotor blades are strongly influ-

= steady inflow (free stream plus enced by the nonlinear structural moments +. .
induced flow) caused by flap and lead-lag bending. This _._

bending-torsion structural coupling is
- advance ratio proportional to the product of the flap

and lead-lag bending curvatures and to the [
- inflow parameter, Eq. (5) difference between the two bending flexl- I

bilities. This study also showed the
_o,Vc,_s = uniform, longitudinal, and fat- effect of precone, structural coupling,

eral inflow components and torsional rigidity on the isolated
blade stability boundaries. I

o - solidity ratio - bc/_R ]

Frie_ann and Kottapalli _ analysed the
- azimuth angle, nondimensional coupled flap-lag-torsional dynamics of i

time hingeless rotor blades in forward flight.
They noted that nonlinearitles are impor-

_w,_v,_ - nondimensional rotating flap, tent in an aeroelastic stability analysis
lag, and torsional frequencies and that forward flight is strongly coupled

_* with the trim st&re. However, only flap- '
C _ - blade rotational speed, rad/sec ping motion was used in calculating the

,- rotor trim condition. It was observed i
;_ (') - nondimen_ionalized quantity, that forward flight (increasing advance

'_" equilibrium deflection ratio) is stabilising for soft inplane
rotors and destabilising for stiff Inplane

(') - time derivative rotors. In all these s_udies, the aero-

_ dynamic forces were obtained from strip

%,
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theory based on a quasi-static approxima- erning equations of motion for an elastic ,-
! tion of two-dimensional, unsteady airfoil rotor blade in forward flight. A Lagran-
. theory, gian formulation is used to obtain the

equations in generalized coordinates. The

i Simultaneous efforts have been made to program generates the steady-state and
i improve the aerodynamic model used in these linearized perturbation equations in sym-

! analyses by including unsteady airflow bolic form and then codes them into
effects. One approach is to model the FORTRAN subroutines. Subsequently the

i induced velocity as a time-dependent, coefficients for each equation and for

i three-degree-of-freedom system. This each mode are identified through a numcri-
dynamic inflow theory has been applied to cal program. The harmonic balance equa-

i rigid-blade flap-lag analyses, both in tions, if required in the calculation of
hover and forward flight, 6-I and to the the deflected equilibrium position of the
coupled rotor-fuselage problem in hover. 9,1° blade, can also be obtained from the sym-
It was observed that the dynamic inflow bolic program. The governing multiblade
increased the lag regressing-mode damping equations are deriveC explicitly using
and reduced the body pitch and roll damping HESL. This is the first ulm& that multi-
for the parameters considered. These ana- blade equations are derived explicitly
lytical results correlated well with exper- using this symbolic formulation approach
imental results, x° However, the conclu- to study the stability of an elastic rotor
sions presented in Refs. 6-10 were based blade in forward flight. The multiblade

on several restrictive assumptions; for equations are capable of accommodating any
example, zero elastic coupling, fixed number of elastic blade modes. Because

solidity ratio, and rigid flap-lag rotor- the complete analytical process, from

blade models with no torsional flexibility, derivation to numerical calculation, is
The effects of dynamic inflow and torsion automated, it is an efficient and accurate

flexibility on the aeroelastic stability means for analyzing helicopter rotor
of an elastic rotor blade in hover to a aeroelasticity. 2
number of parameters was recently pre-

sented, x_ It was shown that for torsion- The present study differs from previ- .
ally flexible blades, the dynamic inflow ous ones in the following respects:
effects depend on the elastic coupling I) symbolic manipulation with FORTRAN is
parameter. For certain values of elastic used to derive the governing equations in
coupling, the dynamic inflow effect may in forward flight for an elastic rotor blade; _
fact be negligible. 2) complete elastic flap-lag-torsion blade

degrees of freedom are used for the trim
In summary, general nonlinear differ- calculation; _) explicit multiblade equa-

ential equations for the elastic rotor tions are derived symbolically for stabil-
blades (used in the above analyses) have ity calculation to compare with the single-
been developed by several researchers. 12-1_ blade solution; 4) dynamic inflow is

These models have elastic flap, lead-lag, included in the aeroelastic stability /
and torsion degrees of freedom, with non- solution of an elastic blade in forward

linearities owing to moderate elastic flight; and 5) damping data in forward ,_ _deflections. In those studies, it was flight are presented for varying elastic
observed that for a given ordering scheme, structural coupling.
the final equations differed by a number of

small nonlinear terms. These differences To demonstrate the usefulness of this
depend in part on the stage at which, in analytical capability, stability results J
the process of derivation, the ordewing are presented for several hingeless-rotor-
scheme is applied. The application of the blade structural models. The influence of

ordering scheme at a later stage in the dynamic inflow in forward flight with an
derivation process requires much time in elastic hingeless rotor is also investi-

deriving and independently checking the gated. The hingeless-rotor stability
final equations. This has led to attempts results presented in this paper using the
to share the algebra with computers through symbolic program reflect the combined
symbolic processors. Both general and effect of an improved structural model
special purpose programs have been devel- (by including torsion} and an improved
oped and are available. _! The program aerodynamic model (by including dynamic
_'_ icopter Equations for Stability and inflow). Results are presented for elas-
Lu_s (HESL}, appropriate to rotary-wlng tic blade flap-lag-torsion analysis and
aeroelasticity investigations written in for flap-lag analysis with and without i
FORTRAN IV, was presented in Ref. 16. The dynamic inflow.

approach used in developing this program I
and its use in analyzing the aeroelastic
stability of an elastic rotor blade in Formulation

hover was presented in Ref. 11. _
Figure I shows an elastic blade with

In the present paper, the HESL pro- the coordinate system used in this study. . t
gram has been extended to derive the gov- The blade has uniform mass and stiffness,

a23 _ ,
r
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no twist, and no chordwise offsets of the NF

: elastic axis, tension axis, or center of
mass. The elastic axis is coincident with w = _ Rwi(_}ni(x)

the x-axis of the x,y,z coordinate sys- i=I 4
tam rotating with a constant angular veloc-
ity (_) about a fixed point at the origin. NL

The y-axis lies in the plane of rotation, v = _ Rvi(_)_i(R) (la) 4
and the x-axis is rotated through a small i=i

angle (Bnc) from the plane of rotation.

The defl_ctions of the beam are u (axial NT !
deflection), v (lagwise bending), and w

(flapwise bending} of the elastic axis ¢ = _ ¢i(_)8i(R)
parallel to the x,y,z coordinates, i=i

respectively. A second coordinate system, and by expressing the induced velocity as '
x', y', and z', is fixed to the blade, with
y' and z' axes parallel to the principal }
axes of the deformed blade cross section, vi = _ + Vo + vcR cos _ + VsR sin

This coordinate system moves wit), the blade (Ib)
cross section as it undergoes bending, tar- ,
siena1 displacements, and pitch a;_gle (e) where _ = _t, R = x/r, and _i,_i,8i are
rotation. Before deformation, the princi- mode shapes; R is the blade radius; and °

) pal axes of the blade cross section are NF, NL, and NT are the numbers of flap,
rotated with respect to the undeformed lag, and torslon modes, respectively, used
coordinates by the pitch angle. After in the analysis. In this study uncoupled
deformation, the elastic axis is displaced rotating modes evaluated et zero pitch are
by u,v,w, and the blade is twisted through used. This yields N nonlinear, non-

the angle ¢. The aerodynamic inflow homogeneous ordinary differential equa-

dynamics couple with the blade dynamics as tions in terms of modal generalized coor- I
a feedback loop (Fig. 2). The total inflow dinates wi, vi, and _i, where N is the
(vi) is assumed to consist of a steady total number of flap, lag, and torsion
value (_) and dynamic inflow components modes used in the analysis. The equations 3
(re, Vc, and vs ) that vary with time. have periodic coefficients in the mass,

damping, and Stiffness matrices. These
In this study, the entire problem equations ;Are then linearized for small

formulation is performed by the computerl perturbation motlens about the deformed
there is minimum user interface other than blade time-dependent equilibrium position
specifying blade geometry and the desired by expressing the generalized coordinates n

blade model representation. In general, in terms of the equilibrium quantities and
the formulation of the rotary-wing aero- small perturbation quantities:
elastic problem consists of the following:

writing the transformation matrices between wi = wi(¥} + Awi(_)
the coordinate systems before and after

deformation; calculating the position vec- v i = vi(_) + Avi(_) (2)
tar of a mass point of the deformed blade

section; forming strain disnlacement rela- ¢i " _i(_} + A¢i(_)

tions; and calculating stresses and air @
velocity components in the flap, lag, and Two sets of equations are obtained _._
torsion directions (see Refs. 12-14 for from this operationr a set of N non-

more details). These expressions include linear equations in %i, Q$, and _i, which #geometrical nonlinearities owing to the define the deflected equillbrium position I

assumption of small strains and moderate of the blade, and a set of N equations I
deflections which give rise to numerous obtained by subtracting the equilibrium
higher-order nonlinear terms. So an order- equations and discarding all nonlinear !
ing scheme, based on assigning orders of products of the perturbation quantities, (

magnitude to the various physical parem- Aw i, _v i, and A¢ i. Three more equations !
eters, is used to reduce the number of are obtained for the dynamic inflow cam- i
terms. The governing equations of motion ponents from rotor perturbations in aero- !

are then obtained using Hamilton's princi- dynamic thrust (CT) and in pitch (CM) and i'

ple. Those equations are nonlinear, par- roll (CL) moments (see Dynamic Inflow,
tial differential equations in u,v,w, and be_ow). The coefficients of these aqua-
e deflections. These ere converted to tions are also functions of the equilib-
ordinary differential equations using rium solution.
Galorkin'| method by vxprosslng the bend-

"_ ing and torsion defleetion_ in terms of
generalized coordinates and mode-shape

functions, i

224 •,
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D_namic Inflow cally, the program assigns numbers to the
variables forming the required expressions 4

The dynamic inflow equations are and then manipulates those numbers to
related to the blade degrees of freedom obtain the required algebraic quantities.
through the variations in thrust, pitch- The integration, differentiation, pertur-
ing, and rolling moments: bation, and multiblade coordinate trans-

formation are performed by substituting

{_o} lUol ICT} known relations required for these opera- {

tions. The symbolic program can handle
[m] _c + [£]-1 _c = CM (3) both individual expressions and matrices.

The program generates the steady and per-
us &,Us2 CL turbed equations in a single operation and i

outputs them individually. This is con-

The elements of (m] and [£] define the venient in the case of forward flight
various dynamic inflow models that can be because of the large number of terms pres-

ent in each equation; it is also convenient •
included in an analysis. Reference 8 pre- for the different analytical processessents a hierarchy of models having uiffer-
ent elements for [m] and [£] from actuator required for the steady and perturbed sets
disk theory in forward flight. The ele- of equations.

_" ments of [£] depend on the wake skew angle '
_ at the rotor: The inputs to the program are the

I relations, in alphanumeric format, for the

[_] position vector, for the strain expres-uR = tan-* (4) sions, for the air-velocity components,
and for the transformation matrices as

where _ is the steady inflow, given b_ Kaza and Kvaternik. *_ The inte- )
gration relations (if known), differentia-

Of the 13 models presented in Ref. 8, tion relations, the order of the variables, ._
the partially constrained model gave good the ordering scheme to be used, and the

variables for which coefficients are to be
i results. In the present paper, this par-

tially constrained theory is used to collected are also given as data. In the
obtain the dynamic inflow results. The present paper, the order of the variables I

and the ordering scheme used are the same
elements of [m] and [£] are given by ias those followed in Ref. 4. All the

128 -16 0(e) _ terms, compared to 0(I), except ! '

, m:, = 75---_' m2z = m3s = 45----_' those that contribute to lead-lag and tor-
sion damping, are negleched. Nonlinear
rate products (_, _2, etc.) are retained

mij = 0 , i # j since they contribute to the linearized

_ stability analysis. Although any general _ i

/i _I/2 ordering scheme could have been used to !

i 15_ - sin aR

!_ £z, = _ ' £:s = _ L1 + sin _R/I , obtain the final equations of motion, this
ordering scheme is considered representa- +, I
tive and adequate for demonstrating the _

i £22 = 1 -4 capability of the symbolic analysis pro- _ .
i aR cess. The program calculates the strain ,

+ sin

energy, kinetic energy, and generalized

-4 sin _R forces for a given orderin_ scheme in gen-

£sl = £*s ' £_s = 1 + sin _R ' eralized coordinates using Eq. (I). The
perturbation relations as given in Eq. (2)

£I_ = £s: = _2s = £s2 = 0 are substituted to obtain the steady andp_rturbed terms. The program generates
both the steady-state (nonlinear) and

1 _2 + _2_ - _ tan a) linearized perturbation equations and the

£ij " _ £ij ' _ = (U2 + _2)_/2" loading terms necessary for an aeroelasticstability and response analysis. The
rotor-thrust, pitch-moment, and roll-

(5) moment equations required in the dynamic
inflow equations are also obtained using
the perturbed aerodynamic forces. The

Equations from HESL equations are written into FORTRAN sub-
routines for subsequent numerical calcula-

The governing equations of motion of tions. A numerical program subsequently
the rotor blade are derived using HESL with identifies the mass, damping, stiffness,
two modes for each blade degree of freedom, and forcing coefficients for each general-
The principles involved in the development ized degree of freedom. For the results
of the symbolic program HESL are described presented here, it took about 300 sec to

in detail in Refs. 11, 15, and 17. Basi- symbolically derive both the structural .

%.
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and aerodynamic equations on a VAX 11/780 librlum position and the trim settings.
_;" computer. This procedure 16 consists of the follow-

ing. An iterative inner loop in wh%ch the
A brief description of the program solution for the periodic motion is

input and output follows. Figure 3 is a obtained with fixed values of the trim
flow diagram of the aeroelastic a_alysis variables is nested within an outer loop
using the symbolic and numerical programs, in which the solution for the trim vari-
Table 1 shows the FORTRAN _ymbol defini- ables is obtained. The rotorcraft motion

_ tions used for the original variables, is solved for the periodic motion by the
Table 2 shows the input required to calcu- harmonic analysis method, which directly

-' late tangential and perpendicular blade calculates the harmonics of a Fourier
cross-section velocities UT and Up, using series representation of the motion. The
the transformation matrix T__FP(REAb MATRIX} procedure advances the rotor around the
and the air-velocity vector VEL(READ azimuth, calculating the forcing functions

i MATRIX}. By multiplying the two matrices in _he time domain and then updating the
(FORM MATRIX) with ordering scheme *E2DI, harmonics of the response. The forcos and
the recto: AVEL is obtained, which gives moment_ acting on the rotor are calculated

i the components of the velocities in radial, from this response and the controls are
_ tangential, and perpendicular directions, adjusted until the eguilibrlttm of forces f

f
The vector components are redefined as and moments required for the specified

_i expressions by command MATRIX EXPRESSION. operating state is achieved.

The actual velocity components are the neg-

ative of the original expression, and are For the harmonic analysis method, the

therefore negated by calling the NEGATE governing equations of motion are written,
command, thus giving the actual velocity with all the time-dependent and nonlinear
expressions. This procedure is slightly terms as a forcing function, as

i different from the one presented in

Ref. ii, where manipulations were per- [M]{X} + [C]{X} + [K]{X} = F(X,X,_) (6)
formed at the expression level. Here the -;
manipulations are extended to include where matrices M, C, and K are the con-

matrix operations. It should be noted stant mass, damping, and stiffness
that for a hingeless rotor, the axial dis- matrices and x is the vector of degrees
placement can be solved for a priori as a of freedom. The function F is evaluated

function of flap and lag bending. In the at J points around the rotor azimuth
present paper, expressions for axial dis-

placement and axial velocity are taken Fj = F(_j) (7)
from Ref. 4 and supplied as data to the

program, and the harmonics of a complex Fourier
series representation of F are given by

Trim and Periodic Equilibrium Solution j

The nonlinear periodic coefficient Fn = _ ._ Fj e-in_j (8)

equations obtained earlier can be solved ]=z _.
for the periodic response in the time _
domain using a Floquet method or in the Then the nth harmonic of the motion is
frequency domain using a harm6nic balance given by
method. Either will yield the time- i
dependent equilibrium position about which Xn = Hn_Fn (9) j
the nonlinear equations can be linearized
for an eigensolution. In forward flight, where
this equilibrium p_sition i8 coupled with
the entire trim state of the helicopter. H = K - n2M + iCn !
The trim state is the steady-state condi-
tion achieved by the system as time The iterative solution proceeds as follows. !

increases without bound, with the controls At a given azimuth _ the blade motion I
fixed and no external output. Calculation is calculated using current estimates
of trim position requires establishing the of the harmonics:
control settings for a given flight condi-

tion. The control settings are collective L ein_ _
pitch, longitudinal and lateral cyclic X _ _ X n
pitch, and the rotor-shaft angle of attack, n--L j

(lo) i
The induced velocity, which depends on the L , !

generated thrust and advance ratio, is also _ . _ Xnin ein_jcalculated. _ t
I na-L i

Ir thl| paper, the harmonic analysis
method, coupled with an iteration on the where L is the number of terms used in !

Ill trim state, is used to calculate the equl- 225 the complex expansion of X. The forcing _ii " _!
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Then the change in the harmonics owing to D = _-_ = . _v i
the change in the forcirg function is cal-
culated and added to the harmonics calcu-

lated in the last revolution. After every [ M(vi) - M(vi - Avi) ]revolution, the old and new harmonics _re .... _v i --. (14)
c_ecked until convergence.

After obtaining the harmonics of the where vi is the ith control variable
blade motion, the equilibrium uf the and _v i i_ its increment. The conver-
forces _nd moments is checked. If equi- gence is checked when the tolerance level,
librlum is not satisfled, the trim set- as specified by the parameter E, is met. i
tings are increased and the procedure is For more details on this procedure see
repeated until equilibrium is met. The Ref. 18. In the present paper, all the I
following assumptions are made in arriving degrees of freedom- blade flap, lead-lag,
at the equilibrium of the forces and and torsion degrees of freedom - are used

moments. The helicopter is in straight in calculating the trim state and periodic _
and level steady flight; the rotor-hub response.
moments are trimmed to zero; and tail,

I fuselage moments, and side-force compo- The periodic response can also be •
nents are neglected. Then the equilibrium obtained using Floquet methods. 3 A review i
forces and moments are given by of the use of these methods to obtain the

initial conditions, forced response, and

CT cos _ + CH sin _ = Cw , stability data is given in Ref. 19. ._

-CT sin _ + CH cos _ = -C x (ll) Aeroelastic Stability Solution:

Single Blade i

Cmx = Cmy = 0.0 Once the time-dependent equilibrium
position is determined, the nonlinear

where C x = (1/2)_p 2 and s is the angle equations are perturbed about this equi-
b of attack of the shaft, librium position, as given by Eq. (2). As

mentioned earlier, the symbolic program
In calculating thrust, horizontal generates the perturbed equations and

force, and the hub moments, the steady writes them into subroutines. It should

inflow appears as a parameter that in turn be noted that squares of the perturbation

depends on the rotor thrust and shaft quantities are neglected by the symbolic
angle of attack. In this paper, the program by employing the ordering scheme•
steady inflow is taken as an equation of The final system of equations for stabil- i
constraint and solved along with the four ity is
equations above:

[P]{_q) + [0]{_} + [r]{_q} = 0 (15) '_

- _ tan a - CT/[2(_ 2 + _2)I/2] = 0.0
or

I12_ '_.j
{_} = (As]{Z}

The increments in the trim settings are

calculated using a modlfied Newton-Raphson The stability of this linearized sys-
method. 18 If v is the control variable tem is determined from Floquet theory by
and M is the target to be achieved, then evaluating the characteristic exponents

a first-order approximation of M(v) is of [As] '
_M

M(target) = Mn+ _ = M n + _ (Vn+ _ - Vn ) (13) AK = _K + i_K (16)

or The mass, damping, and stiffness terms are

identified by a numerical program for each
Vn+ _ - vn + D'*[M(target) - Mn]F time-step. The linearized system is stable

when _K < 0.

where v n and Vn9 _ indicate the current
and new estimates of v, respectively, and
F _ i is included to avoid overshoot Multiblade Coordinate Transformation

oscillations in the trim iteration by
reducing the step size. The partial deriv- To provide a better understanding and
ative matrix D is to include dynamic inflow effects, which

are referenced to the _ixed system, it is
necessary to convert the equations into a
fixed coordinate system. In the case of

%
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hovering f]ight, this transformation can be part_, with the coefficient of each bar-
easily performed by rearranging the coeffi- monic separated, and writes them into sub- 4
cients of the equations, s_nce the coeffi- routines. In this manner, the constant-

cients are constant. For forward flight, coefficient approximation is easily done.
the degrees of freedom, as well as the In the present paper, the perturbed gov-
coefficients, are periodic. Hence, the erning equations of motion and perturba-
multiblade coordinate t_ansformation (MCT) tions in thrust and moment equations are
is more complicated. The MCT or Fourier converted into multiblade coordinates.
coordinate transformation is a linear The multiblade solution was checked for

transformation of the degrees of freedom acc racy with a single-blade solution
from the rotating to nonrotating frame, without dynamic inflow. It should be
Let X be a degree of freedom (dimension- noted that the trim-value harmonics enter-
less) in the rol ring frame for the ith ing as nonlinear contribution_ should be

blade. Then, for a three-bladed rotor, defined as symbolic data. The input data
the relations increase as more nonlinear terms are taken

into account in addition to the data given

Xi = Xo + Xc cos _i + Xs sin _i for the multiblade expansion of the
degrees of freedom. However, the output

Xi = Xo + (Xc + Xs)C°S _i + (Xs - Xc)sin _i may be smaller since only terms that are
multiples of the number of blades are

Xi = Xo + (Xc + 2Xs - Xc)C°S _i retained. Since this is a feasibility
study undertaken to obtain explicit multi-

+ (Xs - 2Xc - Xc)sin $i (17) blade equations using a symbolic program
in FORTRAN, the nonlinear quantities are .,

give the ith blade degree of _reedom, assumed to provide only first harmonic
using multiblade coordinates in the non- forcing contributions. For the results

rotating frame. The variables XQ, X c, presented here, the p_:ogram was rut on a
and Xs are the rotor degrees of freedom, VAX 11/780 computer. It took about
and describe the motion of the rotor as a 250 sac to de:ire tb_ multiblade equasi_ns

whole in the nonrotating frame, for each blade dearee of freedom, and
about 120 sec to write these into subrou-

The MCT involves the following tines for numerical analysis.
steps2°: i) expansion of each degree of
freedom into multiblade coordinates; It should be noted that by giving the J
2) multiplying the resulting expression expansion of each d_gree of freedom into

its harmonics and by giving the trigono-
with multiblade functions like i, cos _, metric relations as data to the symbolic tsin _, cos 25, sin 2_, etc., depending on
the number of blades; 3) replacing products program, explicit harmonic balance equa-
of sines and cosines as sums of sines and tions can also be derived. However,

cosines, using trigonometric relations; and because of the amount of input required

4) deleting terms that are not multiples of to perform a syn_bolic formulation of the "_
the number of blades (stmm,ation rules), harmonic balance and multiblade equations, J

Using the symbolic program, this is the program HESL is convenient for |

as follows. The multiblade expan- explicit_ 7 considering the symbulically *_,_
achieved

sions of each degree of freedom and their derived equations only if the number of
time derivatives are given as a table of degrees of freedom is small. As pointed
relations (Eq. (17}). The multiblade func- out in Ref. 20, numerical schemes are
tions like i, cos _, sin _, cos 2_, sin 2_, bettur suited to general models for effi-
etc., requirel in transforming the equa- ciently obtaining the harmonic balance
tions, are read as data (or can be gener- equations and multibla_e e%uatiors after
ated within the program). The trigonomet- the steady and perturbed equations are
ric relations givinq the product of sines obtained from the symbolic program.
and cosines as sums of sines and cosines

are given as a table of relations. These The symbolic program separates the
require that the equatJon derivation be terms containing the periodic variable
several runs until all the required rela- cos N_ and sin l_t and writes the equation
tions are included in the table of rela- as
tions. Then the ¢omr_and PERFORM MULTIBLADE

TRANSFORMATION multiplies the equation with A(t) - A o + AN cos Nt + BN sin Nt (18)
each of the multiblade functions, substi-

tutes the multiblade expansion for each In subroutine form they are referred to a_

degree of freedom, substitutes the trlgo- A(1), A(2), and A(3). This allows for

nometric relations (from the given tables direct elimination of the matrices A(2)

of relstions), and checks Eor the multiples and A(3) for a simple constant-coefficient
of the blade ha_monlo8. Only terms con- approximation analysis.
talning multiples of the number of blades
are retained. The interface routines sep-

arate the terms into constant and periodic

2_8 "
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] Stabilit_ Solution: Multiblade and for a flap-lag model are 24 x 24 and

i Dynamic Inflow 27 x 27, respectively.
j
( The final governing equations of

{ motion can be written as Results and Discussion

! [P]{q} + [Q]{_} + [R]{q} + [T]{u} = 0 Pesults are presented for a uniform '

blade with zero built-in twist, zero pre-
! (19a) ccne angle and zero blade offsets.

Reversed-flow effects are neglected. A i
+

for the blade equations, and as three-bladed rotor is considered. Two
rotating modes for each flap, lag, and

[A]{q} + [B]{q} + [C]{q} + [S]{u} torsion degrees of freedom are used in the :
• calculation. These modes are calculated

ffi[m]{6) + [£]-I{u} (19b) at zero pitcL and are obtained from five
nonrotating modes. Results for both a

for the dynamic inflow equations, where single-blade solution and a multiblade
solution are presented for dilferent blade /:

{q} is {qc,qc,qs ) structural models. All results are for
a propulsive trim condition, specifie_ "

{qo } is vector of all collective modes for a weight coefficient of CW/O = 0.07 _"
and an equivalent drag area ;

{qc } is vector of all lateral cyclic modes D/q = f = 0.: "(_R2), where D is the
drag force, 1 q is the dynamic

{qs } is vector of all longitudinal cyclic pressure.
modes

In the derivation of the equations,
{u} is {Vo,Vc,gs} the order of magnitude assigned for each /

parameter is the same as that followed in
Ref_ 4. The o_her p_rameters used for the '_Defining _ = {u}, Eqs. (19a) and (19b) can

be combined as rumerical study are

[oP (X} + {X} c/R = 0.07854; _ = 5." o = 0.I;

LA B (G - £-I)J a = 2_; Cdo = 0.01; Bpc = 0.0; ,

[: :] Km_IKm2 ffi0"0; KmlR = 0.025;+ fX} = 0 (20) (KAIKm)_ = 1.5

I,ead-]ag damping values (real @art of ,,.
where {X} is the characteristic exponent) are presented

_ for a soft inplane "md a stiff inplane

q rotor with and without dynamic inflow.

_ The results are presented for investigat- _,
ing 1) the effect of degrees of freedom _ %_._

The final stability equations in state used in the _rim analysis on the lead-lag
dam_ing, 2) the effect of using only one

vector form are torsion mode, 3) the inclusion of a I
{Y} - [As]{Y} (21) dynamic inflow model, and 4) the differ-

ence between periodic and a constant- ' I
where coefficient approximation. , .

Sin_le-Blade Results

{¥} " The effect of the number of degrees
of freedom used in the trim analysis on

The stability results are obtained by cal- the lead-lag damping is shown in Figs. 4

culating the eigenvaluea o_ [As], in a and 5. Figure 4 shows the lead-lag damp-
manner similar to that use_ in the single- ing plotted versus advance rat_ . for a
blade case. soft inplane rotor (_v " 0.7). It can be

seen that a flap-lag-torsion stability

The size of the state matrix depends analysis from a flap-trim analysis under-
on the number of modes and blade_. For the predicts the lead-lag damping. The second

flap-lag-torsion model with two modes each, mode shows the same trend with the differ-
the size of the state matrix is 36 _ 36 ence in predicted damping increaainq with
without dynamic inf ow and 39 _ 39 with advance ratio. Figure 5 shows the lead-

dynamic inflow. The correapondlng values lag damping plotted for a stiff inplane

%
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rotor (_, = 1.4) as a function of advance while varying the elastic coupling param-
ratio. The results also show an increase eter fol a stiff inplane rotor. Here a 4
in damping when a f_ap-lag-torsion trim flap-lag model predicts positive damping

/ ana]ysis is used. It is also noted that for all values of R, whereas for a flap-
for an advance ratio of 0.37 < U < 0.41, l_g-torsion model the damping varies with

_ the first-mode roots separate and one root the elastic coupling value, increasing

., becomes less stable and the other becomes with the elastic coupling parameter.
more stable. The damping does reduce as
the advance ratio is increased. The second Multiblade-Equation Kesults
mode remains stable at all advance ratios
considered. The following figures present the

-' lead-lag regressing mode damping results
_t The increase in damping observed above obtained from multiblade equations. The

for both soft inplane and stiff inplane multiblade equations were explicitly

rotors is @erhaps a result of the differ- derived using the symbolic program. This
ent time-dependent equilibrium positions required explicit definition uf all non-
used. A full flap-lag-torslon trim analy- linear contributions and degrees of free- /
sis is consistent in that the blade model dom in terms of their harmonics. The
has the same degree of complexity in both result was a significant increase in the

, the trim ano the stability analysis. It amount of data required by the symbolic _
should be noted that qualitatively the same program. Since this is a feasibility

type of trend w_ reported in Ref. 5, for study on the use of symbolic programs in

_--i both soCt inplane and stiff inplane rotors. FORTRAN, only first harmonics were con-
., This verifies the symbolic and numerical sidered in the nonlinear contributions.

_i p_ograms for the single-blade results and consequently, damping data determined from
_ _ ferms the basis for checking tha symboli- the multiblade equations may differ from "
_-_ cally derived multiblade equations (and the single-blade solution. Additionally, '

nu_.erical results) subsequently, the multiblade results are obtained by
retaining only one torsion mode, although

Figures 6 and 7 present the lead-la_ the nonlinear contribution from both tor-
damping plotted versus ae',ance ratio from sion modes is used. This significantly
a flap-lag model, flap-lag-torsion model reduces the time required for the Floquet
(tw_ modes for each degree of freedom), and stability analysis.
flap-lag-torsion model with only one tor-
sion mode, for a soft inplane rotor The damping values were first checked

,_v = 0.7). Figure 6 presents the damping with those obtained from a s_ngle-blade
results for full elastic coupling (R = 1.0). solution obtained previously to validate
It can be seen that the flap-iag model the multiblade equation derivation pro-

: underpredicts the lead-la_ damping. The cess. It was found that the approximation
model wi%h only one torsion mode increases cos 8 = 1.0, used in deriving the explicit

the damping above _hat of the model with multiblade equationL, will predict slightly
two _odes each. Figure 7 shows the lead- higher (but less than 2%) damping for stiff ":,
lag damping value plotted for zero elastic inplane rotozs with full elastic coupling

coupling (R = 0.0), The damping levels.are parameter; this is because the approxima- _i_
very m" =h reduced compared with those in tion has its greatest effect on the cou- __:
the fu_l elastic coupling case. However, pling elements. For all other values of
the flap-lag model is again the least the elastic coupling parameter, this

damped, approximation does not affect the resul-
tant damping values. Where required for I

Lead-lag dampig is plotted for a comparisons, the single-blade damping
stiff inplane rotor (_v = 1.4) with varying values are recalculated using this approx- I
advance ratio in Figs. 8 and 9. Figure 8 i_ation; this is done to avoid the rederi-

presents the damping results for f_'il ration of the multiblade equations.
elastic coupling. The same trend that was

observed for the case of soft inplane Figures ii and 12 show the lead-lag
(Fig. 6) exists. Here, it is to b_ noted regressing mode damping plotted for a
that root splitting for high advance ratios varying advance ratio with and without
occurs even when only o_e torsion mode is dynamic inflow from a flap-lag-torsion and
used. Figure 9 presents _he lead-lag damp- flap-lag model for a soft inplane rotor.
ing for increasing advance ratio for a Figure ii shows the damping for full elas-
stiff inplan_ rotor for zero elastic cou- tic coupling (R - 1.0). For the flap-lag-

_ pling parameter. Although a flap-lag model torsion model, the dynamic inflow reduces

,_ predicts a stable system, the rotor is the damping at practically all advance i

_! unstable. This demonstrates the importance ratios. Its effect is negligible at i
of elastic blade torsion in a forward- advance ratios of 0.15 to 0.25. For the
flight stability analysis, flap-lag model, the dynamic inflow

increased the damping up to an advance
Figure I0 shows the lead-lag damping ratio of 0.33_ at higher advance ratios it _-

plotted for an advance ratio of _ - 0.25 reduced the damping. Figure 12 presents o i

%,.
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the damping results for the zero elastic Conclusions
coupling (R = 0.0). It is seen that for
the flap-lag-torsion model, the dynamic A symbolic manipulation program
inflow again reduced the damping in hover, written in FORTRAN wa_ used to derive the
Yet at intermediate advance ratios, dynamic aeroelastic analysis equations of an
inflow increased the damping, and at higher elastic blade with flap-lag-torsion
advance ratios, it once again reduced the aegrees of freedom in forward flight.
damping. For the flap-lag model, the The feasibility o_ using the program to

dynamic inflow increased lead-lag damping obtain explicit equations in a harmonic
for all advance ratios. This is consis- balance method and multiblade equations

t tent with the flap-lag model results of was studied. Numerical results were pre-J
previous studies (e.g., Ref. 7). sented, with and without dynamic inflow

i for a propulsive trimmt_ rotor. Both a• The lead-lag regressing mode damping flap-lag-torsion model and a flap-lag ;
J is plotted for a stiff inplane rotor for a model were analyzed. Soft inplane and

I varying advance ratio in Figs. 13 and 14. stiff inplane rotors were considered.!

| Figure 13 is for a rotor with full elastic J
!• coupling. For a flap-lag-torsion model, The following conclusions were drawn

the dynamic inflow reduced the damping up from this study of the use of a symbolic
| to an advance ratio p of 0.41. For program for predicting rotor aeroelastic

> 0.41, this model slowed a slightly stability.

| increased damping value. The flap-lag o
model with dynamic inflow shows a small i) The symbolic program can be used

-7 increase in damping. This damping incre- to obtain explicit equations.
ment gets smaller with hlgher advance

ratios, Figure 14 is for a rotor with 2) With the present program capa-
zero elastic coupling. For this config- bility, the amount of data to the sym-

i! uration, the dynamic inflow increases bolic program increases greatly with the

damping for all advance ratios. Conse- n_mtber of harmonics and degrees of
quently both the flap-bag-torsion and freedom.
flap-lag model show the same t2end.

3) In deriving the explicit harmonic
Figure 15 shows the lead-lag regress- balance equations and multiblade equations,

ing mode damping plotted for a stiff the following should be noted: a) to
inplane rotor at an advance ratio of 0.25, obtain the harmonic balance equations, a

I for varying elastic coupling. For the numerical method is suggested since an

flap-lag-torsion model, dynamic inflow arbitrary number of harmonics can be used
reduces the damping for R > 0.3, but it without increaslng the input data to the

increases the available damping for symbolic program; b) to obtain the multi- '
R < 0.3. However, this increase is not blade equations, the perturbed equations
sufficient to stabilize the inplane mode. in their Fourier series form are derived 1

! With the flap-lag model, dynamic inflow using the symbolic program. Then the
shows an increase in damping for all values multiblade equations themselves are

of elastic coupling. This is the same obtained numerically. _ _
trend as was observed in Ref. II for the !

case of hover with both flap-lag and flap- It is recommended that a selective I

lag-torsion blade model_. (judicious) combination of symbolic and I "" }%-,

numerical programs is required for an I _._
Constant-Coefficient Approximation Results efficient derivation and numerical-study

process.
The effect of a constant-coefficient

approximation (CCA) is presented in Fig. 16, The following conclusions were drawn ;
where the real part of the exponent is from the numerical study of a single-blade '
plotted for a stiff inplane rotor with full solution.

elastic coupling thr._ did show a splitting
of roots with a full periodic coefficient I) A flap-lag-torsion stability
analysis (Fig. 13). The CCA ._oes not show analysis from a trim procedure in which
this splitting, since the frequencies are enly the flap degree of freedom is used
very much away from the real axis. For underpredicts the lead-lag damping.
this analysis, the regressing and collec-t

_--_I tire modes did predict the same damping 2) In the case of stiff inplaneF trend with advance ratio as shown by the rotors, high forward flight speed is
_ full Floquet analysis. However, the pro- destabilizing. At high advance ratios, a
:_ gressing mode showed poor agreement between splitting of the roots is encountered, '
.w_, a CCA analysis and a Floquet-theory analy- yielding two real-part characteristic

_ sis. This is because the constant- exponents a' '.he same frequency.
coefficient approximation will only be

•_ good for low-frequency modes, !
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3) Using only one torsion mo_o usu- 5. Friedmann, P. P. and Kottapalli,
ally increases the damping value f.om the S.B.R., "Coupled Flap-Lag-
flap-lag structural model. Torsional Dynamics of Hingeless

Rotor Blades in Forward Flight, =

4) The damping values for a stiff Journal of the American Helicopter
inplane rotor are very sensitive to elas- Society, Vol. 27, No. 4, Oct. 1982,
tic coupling parameter Depending on this pp. 28-36.
parameter, the rotor c_n be either stable

or unstable. 6. Peters, D. A. and Gaonkar, G.H., _
=Theoretical Flap-Lag Damping with i

The following conclusions were drawn Various Inflow Models," Journal of

from the numerical study of a multiblade the American Helicopter Society, :
solution with dynamic inflow. Vol. 25, No. 3, 1980, pp. 29-36.

i
i) For a flap-lag model, and for both 7. Gaonkar, G. H. and Peters, D. A.,

soft inplane and stiff inplane rotors with "Use of Multiblade Coordinates :
zero elastic coupling, the dynamic inflow for Helicopter Flap-Lag Stability
increased damping at all advance ratios with Dynamic Inflow," Journal of
considered; with full elastic coupling, the Aircraft, Vol. 17, No. 2, 1980, "

d_namic inflow increased the damping at low pp. 112-118. _
advance ratios, but reduced damping at high
advance ratios. 8. Gaonkar, G. H., Sastry, V. V. S. S.,

Reddy, T. S. R., Nagabhushanam, J.,
2) For a flap-lag-torsion model, and Peters, D. A., "The Use of

dynamic inflow slightly reduced lead-lag Actuator-Disk Dynamic Inflow for
regressing-mode damping for full elastic Helicopter Flap-Lag Stability,"

coupling. The same trend was observed for Journal of the American Helicopter

both soft inplane and stiff inplane rotors. Society, Vol. 28, No. 3, 1983,
pp. 79-88.

3} For a given advance ratio, the

variation of damping with elastic coupling 9. Gaonkar, G. H., Mitra, A. K., Reddy,
parameter for a stiff inplane rotor showed T.S.R., and Peters, D. A.,
the same trend as did tF_ hover case. "Sensitivity of HelicoTter Aero-

mechanical Stability tJ Dynamic
4} The constant-coefficient approxi- Inflow," Vertica, Vol. 6, No. i, •

marion for the stiff inplane rotor does not 1982, pp. 57-59.
show the splitting of the roots, since the

f.:equency of the lag mode is away from the I0. Johnson, W., "Influence of Unsteady
re_l axis. Aerodynamics on Hingeless Rotor

Ground Resonance," Journal of Ai_-
craft, Vol. 19, No. 8, Aug. 1982,
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Table I. FORTRAN symbols

Original FORTRAN Original FORTRAN -
variable symbol variable symbol

R RAD v' VS

u U vi LAMB
UD w W

UT UT w' WS
Up uP _ WD
VF UF x XCOR 'i
UF UF_ 8 THTA ._
v V _ PHI

VD _ OMEG

i

I

IF
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Table 2. Typical input to HESL and output to 4t
. calculate tangential and normal velocities

(UT and Up}

READ MATRIX _ 02
#LAFP0303 -i.0 PHI THTA

_ 03 1.0 IEFUR
• 1.0 READ MATRIX

-0.5 VS VS #VEL0301
-0.5 WS WS 04 i
01 -1.0 UD
I. 0 VS i. 0 UFD
01 1.0 OMEG V
I. 0 WS i.0 MU OMEG RAD CSCY
02 03

-i. 0 VSIEONE -I. 0 VD _
-i. 0 WS%ETWO -i. 0 tXUUF OMEG

! 03 -I.0 MU OMEG RAD SNCY .
"_ 1.0 ,ETRE 02 ._.

il -1.0 PHI THTA -1.00MEG RAD,LAMD
-i. 0 VS WS THTA -I. 0 WD
02 FORM MATRIX

I. 0 PHI |LAFF J VEL#AVEL*E2D1
1.0 %EFUR THTA MATRIX EXPRESSION

02 02#AVEL
1.0 VS%ETWO % UT0201% UP0301
-I. 0 WS_EONE NEGATE EXPRESSION
03 % UT " ._
-1.0 %ETRE THTA NEGATE EXPRESSION
-i. 0 PHI % UP
-i. 0 VS WS --

Note: %EONE, _ETWO etc. are expressions read

earlier in the program. •

!

Output of UT

******************************************* _

* DETAILS OF THE EXPRESSION UT *
* NUMBER OF TERMS 22 *

******************************************* _)

1 1.000" VS*OMEG* V*
2 1.000" VS*OMEG* NU* RAD*CSCY*
3 1.000*THTA* WS*0MEG* NU* RAD*CSCY*
4 1.000" PHI* WS*OMEG* MU* RAD*CSCY*

5 1.000" VD* I

6 1.000*XCOR*OMEG* i
7 1.000" U*OMEG*
8 -i.000" UF*OMEG* *
9 1.000*ONEG* MU* RAD*SNCY*
I0 -0.500* VS* VS* VD*
11 -0.500" VS* VS*XCOR*OMEG* I
12 -0.500* VS* VS*OMEG* MU* RAD*SNCY* !

13 -0.500* PHI* PHI* VD* i
14 -0.500* PHI* PHI*XCOR*OMEG*
15 -0.500* PHI* PHI*OMEG* MU* RAD*SNCY*
16 -i.000" PHI*THTA* VD*
I? -i.000" PHI*THTA*XCOR*OMEG* i

18 -!.000" PHI*THTA*OMEG* MU* RAD*SNCY* }

19 1.000" PHI*LAMB*OMEG* RAD* J
20 1.000' PHI* WD* !
21 1.000*THTA*I_MB*0MEG* RAD*

22 1.000*THTA* WD* _ i
i i i

t
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: I INPUT BASIC RELATIONS 4I

A 1

I SYMBOLIC DERIVATION OF

NONLINEAR AND
LINEARIZED EQUATIONS

1 '; AXIS OF ROTATION i

" MULTIBLADE EQUATIONS :

Pig. 1 Rotor-blade coordinate systems and Fig. 3 Flowchart of the aeroelastic _
deflections, analysis,

I

I v
"_.-.o16

o FLAP-LAG "sURSiON TRIM

'" • FLAP TRIM
z -,014 s

INFLOW INDUCED _ O _ 1ST LEAD-LAG MODEFLOW THEORY L
X ------ 2ND LEAD-LAG MODE /_mU,I

-.010 ""
M,I

ANGLE OF LINEAR I
- _ _ -.o08 _;...

ATTACK QUASISTEADY l - ¢
> _ AEROFOIL I CIRCULA-_ < .:i

AERODYNAMICS I TION _ -.006
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I

LOADS __ -.004 L "O_g'_r_" "_//
ROTOR

-." _ _ - STABLEDYNA.,_,S _ 0 0E ,_ ,? 2'0 is Ao _ 10
¢ ADVANCE RATIO, p

Fig. 2 InfZow dynamics. Fig. 4 The effect of the number of
degrees of freedom used in trim analysis
on lead-lag damping versus advance ratio:

soft inplane, _v = 0.7, R = 1.0, propulsive

trim. i

%
%
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_ Fig. 5 The effect of number of degrees of _ig. 7 Lead-lag mode damping versus
freedom used in trim analysis on lead-±ag advance ratio for a flap-lag-torsion model

__ damping versus advance ratio: stiff and a flap-lag model: soft inplane,
inplane, _v = 1.4, R = 1.0, propulsive _v s 0.7, R t 0.0.
trim. i

NUMBEROFMODES ! j
-.06

o 2 FLAP_ LAG,2 TORSION

2 FLAP,2 LAG,1 TORSION /#_

' _-,016 r NUMBEROFMODES _" a 2 FLAP,2 LAG ] _1' "'

-.014 _ 2FLAP, 2LAG, 1TORSION .. ._ , ,.,..,.,. w f . , , .

LO _" O 2 FLAP.2 LAG // _ _,_ _,

-.o,2I // io ,TORSION

' _ _ X _ STABLE
_" I _ 2TORSION _ 0 I I I I ,_ I UN_TABt_E :

r '_'_o._,-c--'-_ LAP-LAG ¢<

...-,00,_
I STABLE

"" " o .o's._'o._'s._o._'_._'o._'_.k .o, .........o .DE.,o.,s.,o ._s.so.ss.,o.4,
_" ' ; ADVANCERATIO,/_ ADVANCERATIO./_

,,P

r_'_ Fig. 6 Lead-lag mode damping versus Fig. 6 Lead-lag mode d_pLng versus
advance ratio for a flap-lag-torslon model advance ratio fo= a flap-lag-torslon model

_I and a flap-lag model: soft inplane, and a flap-lag model_ It_ff inplane,
_ _v _ 0.7, R - 1.0. _v _ 1.4, R - 1.0.
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2 FLAP, 2 LAG, 2 TORSION
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,_1 2 FLAP, 2 LAG
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i
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_ -.04 :

Z _

O . "
X ':

1 TORSION
NUMBER OF MODES ¢n MODE !

o 2 FLAP, 2 LAG, 2 TORSION o:uJ
k-

zs 2 FLAP, 2 LAG, 1 TORSION (j

_'_ -.02 o 2 FLAP,2 LAG _ -.02 :
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,.z, ----- 2ND LEAD-LAG MODE, FLAP-LAG-TORSION o
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UJ "J
p. < !
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° jw .02

a, .,,"

<C .04 .02
w 0 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 ,30 .35 .40 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
g_

ADVANCE RATIO,/; ELASTIC COUPLING PARAMETER, R

Fig. 9 Lead-lag mode damping versus Fig. I0 Lead-lag mode damping versus

advance ratio for a flap-lag-torsion model elastic coupling for a flap-lag-torsion
and a flap-lag model: stiff inplane, model and a flap-lag model: stiff inplane,

t_v = 1.4, R = 0.0. my = 1.4, 1J = 0.25.
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Fig. ii The effect of torsion and dynamic Fig. 13 The effect of torsion and dynamic
inflow on lead-lag regressing mode damping inflow on lead-lag regressing mode damping
versus advance ratio" soft inplane, versus advance ratio: stiff inplane,

_v = 0.7, R = 1.0 (multiblade equations). =v -- 1.4, R - 1.0 (multiblade equations).

, _ ,_--.o2 o FLAP.LAG.TORSION

-,014 o FLAP-LAG-TORSION ,z, n FLAP-LAG

o FLAP.LAG _ i -- WITHOUT DYNAMIC INFLOW _"
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----- WITH DYNAMIC INFLOW _ "----_" ...... -- _'
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" ' 'o ii ' ' ; ' _ o,0 ' ' ,E ' i ' ' ;<1: O .05 .1 ,I .20 ,25 .30 5 .40 e_ .05 .10 .20 § ,30 .35 0
¢ ADVANCE RATIO, # ADVANCE RATIO. #

_ Fig. 12 The effect of torsion and dynamic Fig. 14 The effect of torsion and dynamic
"_ inflow on lead-lag regressing mode dam_Ing inflow on lead-lag regressing mode damping

versus advance ratio: loft inplane, versus advance ratio, stiff inplane,
"_l _v " 0.7, R - 0.0 (multiblade equations). _v " 1.4, R - 0.0 (multiblade equations).
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DISCUSSION
Paper No. 15

THE INFLUENCE OF DYNAMIC INFLOW AND TOP_IONAL FLEXIBILITY ON ROTOR DAMPING IN FORWARD FLIGKr
FROM S_BOLICALLY GENERATEDEQUATIONS

T. S. R. Reddy
and

' _ William Warmbrodt

J
Peretz Frledmann, University of California, Los Angeles: I'd llke to congratulate you on a very
nice paper. Obviously I have a vested interest because for the last three years I have been

" waiting for somebody to redo the problem to find out whether Kottapalli and I have done It
correctly. Now that you have shown these results and Neelakanthan has shown some results at the
last European Forum where also the same trends were exhibited I guess I can sleep In peace.

What I really wanted to emphasize are two things. One is the contribution you have made Is a
really significant one because as somebody who has derived equat ,-s by hand for a long time I
definitely believe that the way to go Is to use a computer. The - end comment which I have--
and it is In the form of a question--Is if I correctly understanO one results you have shown
then It see,_ to be that dynamic inflow doesn't have an awful lot of Influence In the case of
coupled flap-lag-torsion In forward flight. I was wondering If you would agree with this
statement? ,

Reddy: Yes, that's what our results show, "_
e

Wayne Johnson t NASA Ames Research Center: Following along these lines of what Peretz was dis- ._
_" cussing about using the computer: In dealing with this subject, If you were going to do the ! -_
_ same work, but do It over again were there any pieces of the problem that you did with pencil _-
_I and r_per, [that you] did by hand that lr you had to do It all over again you would automate '

it thes_ pieces also. In other words, was there anything left to put Into the computer?

Red__: Yes, we are now finding that the required Input data has increased tremendously so we
will have to change the program to minimize data Inputs.

Friedrlch Straub, Hushes Helicopters: How long did It take you to Include the forward flight In _.
the equations coming from the hover results?

Reddy: I attended the SDH Conference on the 14th to the 16th of Nay. Then we came hack to this
area and submitted the abstract--that was the end of Nay. We finished the paper by August, but
most of this time was spent on developing _he trim and response solution program, so It took
even less time.

J

BIll Warmbrodt, NASA Ames Research Center: You might point out that the original derivation was
done Including the influence of forward flight; ,.owever, the program was first exercised to
develop the hover results presented at the SDM Conference.

240 _
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• _ FLAP-LAG-TORSIONSTABILITY IN FORWARDFLIGHT

; BrahmanandaPanda
"" GraduateStudent

and
,:',_ InderjitChopra

"_i Associate Professor

Center for Rotorcraft Education and Research

Departmentof AerospaceEngineering
University of Maryland
College Park, MD20742

L_ ABSTRACT Cr,Crp = dampingmatrices in response
__ and perturbed equations
_ respectively
_ An aeroelastic stability of three-degree CT - thrust coefficient, T/wp_2RW

flap-lag-torsion blade in forward flight ts
examined. Ouasisteady aerodynamics wtth a Cw - weight coefficient, W/_p_2R_
dynamic inflow model is used. The nonlinear
ttme dependent periodic blade response is Cd_,C_=,Cma - differential aerodynamic
calculated using an lterattve procedure based coefficients wrt
on Floquet theory. The periodic perturbation 0 - drag force of the helicopter
equations are solved for stability using e - hinge offset divided by
Floquettransitionmatrix theoryas well as rotorradlus
constant coefficient approximation tn the f - equivalent drag area of
fixed reference frame. Results are presented hel.icopter ,
for both sttff-lnplane and soft-lnpla,_e blade _NL • nonlinear force vector in
configurations. The effects of several pare- response equation

_ters on blade stability are examined, I b = moment Inertial of blade
Includlngstructuralcoupling,pitch-flap and , (flap)
pitch-lag coupling, torsion stiffness, steady If • ratio of torsional inertia
i,fflow distribution, dynamtc inflow, blade to blade flap tr_ertia _.
response solution and constant coefficient h - distance of hub from hell-
approximation, copter c.g.

H = rotor drag force, positive _. i
rearward _-_"

NOTATIONS KpB,Kp{ • pltch-flapand pitch-lag
couplings ,'especttvely

_Krp • stiffness matrices In_r, response
a - 1tit curve slope and stabllty equations ,

• matrix in first order Kx, Ky - coefficients In Drees model
equations In rotating system _, m = coefficient matcices in

_f • matrlx tn first order " dynamic Inflowequatton
equations tn fixed systm _r' M.rp • mass matrices in response

_1'_2 - matrices tn dynamic inflow and stability equations
Pquattons Mxf, Myf - Aerodynamic rolltng and ,

c - blade chord pitching momentsrespectively

Cd • blade section drag coef- MS, M¢, Me - aerodynamic flap, la9 and
flcient pttchmoments respectively i

C_ • blade section lift coef- :b - numberof bladesftctent -matrtx t_ ftxed system i
_T

Cm • blade section momentcoet. defined by eqn, (29) ,
ftctent _ • transition matrix '

R , rotor radius

' _resented at the 'Se_ond"O_:enntel Rs • structural coupling papa-
S_clallsts' _etlng on RotorcraftOynamlcs meter
at Ames ResearchCenter,_ffett Field,CA,
NovemberT-g, 1984.
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,! T - rotor thrust force For deslgn and analysis of a helicopter

Up, Ut = blade section normal rotor, tt Is essential to analyze Its
and Inplanevelocity aeroelastlcstability. For this. a study on

V = blade sectton resultant the dynamics of a single blade forms an

; velocity, /Ut2 + Up2 understanding of the rotor-body dynamics. The
Importantfundamentalstep to the complete

_" • *orward speed blade stability analysts consists of three '
: W • helicopter gross weight major phases; vehicle trim, blade steady

x = blade radial coordinate response and stability of perturbation
(nondtmenslonaltzed wrt motion. The vehicle trim solution determines

:"_ radius) controlsettingsfor per_rrlbedflightcon-

XA = chordwJse offset of blade dtttons and Is calculated from the vehtcle
" aerodynamiccenterbehind overallequ111brlumequatl_ns. Th_ blade
: pitchaxis responsesolutionconslstsof tlme L1ependent

_t XI = chordwtse offset of blade blade posltton and ts calculated fron the
centerof gravltybehind bladeequ111bnlumequatlons. In the calcula-
pitch axts ttons of blade response one needs the vehtcie '

Xr • vectorconslstJn_degreesof trlm solution. For stab111tysolutlon,a i
freedomIn rotatingsyst_ perturbationis glven to the blade at Its

Yr = statevectorIn rotating equ11IbrlumposltJonand the sut,:equerJt i;
system response a_11tude ts tnvestt_aLed fur stabJ- _

• Y = rotorslde force,posltlve 11ty. For stabJlltycalculatlo;is,one needs
towards advancing stde tne vehtcle trim solution as well as blade "

.; Yf • fuselage stde force response solution. These three phases of
I = • blade section angle of attack study are inherently coupled. A complete

"_ =k . real part of kth charac- coupled solution ts very involved and there- i
j terlstlc exponent fore most of the researchers uncouple these ,

_._,e • angular deflections (flap, three phases and study each phase sepanately.
lag, torsion) It is possible howeverto achlevea certain

B = precone angle degree of coupling between three phases '
xp • blade lock number, pacR_/Ib through an Jteratlve process. ¢

1 - collective, lateralcyclic,

°O'elc'els longitudinal cycltc pitch The simplest form of a rotor blade
angles representation is the rigid blade model with

- rotor inflow rstto spring restrained hinges. Hany researchers

tk - kth characteristic exponent have examined the aeroelastic stability of
, - advanceratio,V cos a/_ this simpleblade configuration. For

• rotatlng flap, lag and torslonal example, Peter4 and Kaza and Kvaternlk G
* vB'v_'v° frequencies investigatedthe aeroelasttc stab111tyof •

i _B' _' _e - nonrotattng flap, lag and tor- two-degree flap-lag blade tn forward flight.• stonal frequencies An improvement for thts type of modelling _s

, p - air density to Introducea third degreeof motion,i.e.,
' o • solldltyratlo,Nhc/.R featherrotatlon. A better representation

- sectton Induced affgle, tan "1Up/U t for a htngeless blade is to treat tt as an

• lateral tilt of shaft elasttc beam. As an example, Frtedmann and [s - azimuth angle of the blade Kottapa1116 have Investigated aeroelastJc

_k • imaginary part of the kth exponent stability of flap bending, lag bendtng and• speed of rotation torston of an elasttc htngeless blade tn for- _.
_() • perturbation quantity ward flight. In the present paper, a simple _;

blade representation consisting of three
degrees of motion, flap, lag and feather

iNTRODUCTION rotations,Is used to studythe stab111ty I
phenomenaIn forward fllght. *

I
Several researchers have examined the There are many forms of vehl_le trim

aeroelasttc stabiltcy of a helicopter blade solutions available In literature. Johnson7, {
In.hover and forward flight (see recent reviews for example, presented tn a summry form
-a). The phenomenonis complex Involving non- many trtm options. For free fltght con-

linear structural, inertial and aerodynamic dtttons, the control setttngs and the
forces, With a forward flight, the equat!ons vehicle angles are determined from the
of blade motion get more involved because of satisfaction of three force and three moment
the presence of many periodic terms. Due to equilibrium equations. One of the popular
the complexities of formulation and analysis trim procedure Is to neglect altogether
of rotorary-wlngdynamics problems, most of ya_,tng momentequilibrium equation and
the analytical studtes are of limited scope; thereby neglect the influence of tall rotor
more so, tn forward flight conditions. The on solution. Thts form of trim so]utlon ts
objective of the present paper ts to examine used in the present pa_ero The next simple
aeroelasttc stability in forward f11ght, form of trtm procedureO ts to neglect the
including the effects of dynamic Inflow on lateral force equilibrium equation, and ,
stability results. For thts a stmple flap- thereby exclude the detemlnatton of lateral
lag-torsion blade model consisting of three shaft ttlt angle (¢.) from equilibrium
degrees of motion wtl1 be studied, equations. GeneralTy, thtS may cause

only slight Influence on trim and • _

2_2
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, stability solutions, because the shaft the fixed reference frame. It Is assumedthat
lateralt11t angledoes not Introduceany the rotor Is trackedand aXl the bladesare Iden-

. verttcal flow component on the blade. Some tJcal. The blade equations In the rotattng
.' _ researchersd,5, 8 have simplified the trtm reference frame are transfor,-ad to the fixed

procedure further by assuming that the reference frame as rotor _guatlons using Fourier
vehiclecenterof gravity11es at the rntor coordinatet_.ansformatlon_%In the present
hub, and therebyneglectthe equillbrlumof paper,these transformatlonsare performednumerl-
pltchlngand ro11ingmomentsof the vehlcle, cally and thus the workingthroughthe ]aborlous 4i
Thts wtl1 cause cycltc flap angles Blc and algebraic expressto,s ts avoided. In the second
Bls (withrespectto h _ plane)to be zero. approach,the rotorequationsIn the fixedframe I
Here, the controls_ Ingsand shaft angle are solvedusingF1oquettransitionmatrix theory.

'. _s are calculatedfrom the verticaland Throughthe coord,_te transformation,many

1ongltudlnalforceequlllbrlumequations, periodicterms presentIn the rotatingframeget i
1 Thts may again have a small Influence on trim cancelled out tn the fixed frame. Therefore, the

solutionfor free level fllghtconditionsat rotorequationsIn the fixed framecontainonly ,
, low forwardspeeds. At hlgh forwardspeeds, selectedperiodicterms,for example,_hlrd I

the cyclic flap angles are not small end harmonic for Lnree-bladed rotor and second and
thereforemust not be neglected. Another fourthharmonicfor four-bladedrotor. In the i
farm of trim procedurecalledmoment trlm Is third aoproachl4,a constantcoefflcl_ntapprJxl-
often used by many researchers4,g,lO,and for matlonIs made by averaglrgout periodicten s :

I thts the solutton ts calculated from the and solving the resul*tng equations.
rolltng momentand the pitching moment
equlllbriumequations. The forceequilibrium In all these three approachesan elgen- }
equationsare not considered. Here, the analysisIs made and the natureof elgenvalues
rotorcycliccontrols(Olc and ets) are explainsthe stabilityof the blade. Anothertom- ..

: calculated for a prescribed shaf[ angle %. monly used methodlSts numerical integration of
_. Some peoplerefer it as a wlnd tunnel trlm completeequations. This approachis though
% and It can be quite differentfrom propulslve slmpleIn implementation,but ts quite heavy from

trlm4,6. computationpoint of view.

The blade time dependent positon ls For trtm and response solutions, the quasi-
calculatedfrom bladeequilibriumequations, steadyappro_imatlonis used for the determlnation

:. These are coupledequationsand contain of aerodynamicloads. For the pertur_tlon
nonlineargeometrictermsas well as p_rlodlc solution,the unsteadyaerodynamicseffect_nan ._
terms. The objectiveIs to calculatesteady be Importantand these are Introducedin an
periodic response solutto,. In the present approximate manner, through a dynamic inflow
paper, the nonlinear equations are solved tn modelling. The effect of dynamic inflow on
the rotatingframeIn an iteratlveprocedure coupledflap-lagtwo degrees:,fmotion In forward
based on Floquet theoryll. A somewhatsimilar flight has been Investigate.: earlier g-lO and has

type of quaslllnearlzatlon_rocedurewas used been showntr be quite Impo.tant for blad stabi- ,-
by Frledmannand Kottapa111. The solution llty. In the presentpaper,the influenceof "
contains all harmonics for flap, lag and tot- inflow dynamics has been Investigated for a
sion response amplitudes. Another popular coupled flap-lag-torsion motion wtth improved trim
method, ha,_onlc balanctngl2 (Fourier Series) and response solutions. The dynamic tnflow
ts quite commonlyused to calculate the blade modelling is based on the actuater disk tneory.
steady response where response ts assumed This necessitates the transformation of blade

perlodlcand consistsof sum of finitebar- aerodynamicforcesto the fixed referenceframe _
monlcs. Thls proceduregets quite involved and thereforeonly secondand thirdapproachcan
for coupled systems wtth nonlinearities, be conveniently used to analyze blade stability.
Qutce frequently, researchers 4 have obtained _
simple response solution using harmonic In the paper, the effects of several pare- ..
balance method where the flap response is meters on bl de stability ts examined, including, ,
assumedto undergo a single hamontc metlon structural cqJpling, pitch-flap coupling, pitch-

lag coupling, lag stiffness, torsion stiffness, i(BO, 61c and Bls) and the lag and torslgn"
responses are ne,lected. In ltterature;,Z, steady inflow distribution, dynamlc Inflow, blade
the Importanceof accuratedetermlnatlonof responseand constantcoefficientapproximation. :
bladeequilibriumpositlonon bladestabl!It¥

has been pointedout, includingnot,llrer E_UATIONSOF NOTION "J
terms as well as higher blade harmonics.

The blade is assumedto undergo three degrees
For stability 3nalysis, t- -, ,urbation of motion: rigid body flap, lag and feather rote-

equations of motion are ltnea_ -,,)out the tions about hinges at the D_ade 3ot, with hinge
blade equilibrium position anG _,,_e equations sprtngs to obtain arbltrar_ natural frequencies.
contatn manyperiodic terms. Thes_ _tnearized The hinge sequence is fl_p tnboaro, lag, an_ then
equations are solved using three different feather outboard. The flap angle _ is pns_ttve up

approaches tn the present paper. The first the lag angle ¢ ts positive aft (opposite [o
approach Is to analyze the stability of the rotation) and the feather angle e ts positive nos_ ,

_ blade tn the rotating reference frame using up. The equations of motion _re derived for thts
Floquet transition matrix theory. This approach configuration, and in general, tams up to second

* is applicable tf the tnfiov; is assumedto be order ere retained in the flap and lag equations
_l steady. The second and third approach analyze and tams up to third order a,'e retatned tn the
; the stability or rotor perturbation equations tn feather equation. The equations are

t "
1

- _-, _ ,,_ m_._._._"x_ ........_ :.
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Flap Equation: Rs K_ . K__B where K6 • KBBKB_ H . K¢ =
K_B K¢H

K_B KBB K_B+KBH K_B+KCH

** vB2 B * * 3 X[ **._ e+ + 2%¢ss - 28¢ - _-_ (e + o)
KS, Kr are the combined hub and blade stiffnesses

i; in f_Ep and lag directions. The Rs=O represents

i r* (¢_*+ è2. the configuration with blade part as rigid and all 4+ I Co) _,B2) sin e cos e the flexibility concentrated at the hub. The
structural fully coupled is represente_ by Rs=I
and this idealizes flexible blade wtth rigid hub.

NB _B2Bp= _+ The intermediate values of Rs represent the case
Ib_2 (1) where both blade as well as hub are flexible.

Lag Equation: Q.asisteady airfoil characteristics are used
tu obtain the aerodynamic forces. The pertur-
bation sectionaerodynamicforcesand pitchmoment i

.', ** v2_ * * 3 XI *+ + 2¢{_L¢+ 2SS - ---- (O_*+2Be) (in the shaftaxis) are i

2R

Ut2

. Rs 6Fz = _ pC[6Ut{.Up (UtCt _ UpCda)+_C_ + C£V
+ Ifee+- (_ 2 . mS2) sin e cos e.B = M¢/ibfl2 2 V V

UpUt Ut UpUtc_-ca_} + %{- _-(utc_-UpC%)+v

}i FeatherEquation:
.i " cdv " UP2/v Cd} + 6B{V(UtC_ " UpCda)|] ;

If(B + ue2e + 2ue;e_ + ;e + eC) 6Fx =_ KEIut{UPv(UpC_ + Ut Cd ) + UpU_ C¢ + CdV
** ** ** . Me 2 V .

+ 3 XI (-B{ + 2 XI 8 - , + 2B; - B) =- Ut2 Cj}+ 6Up{-Ut_R- R- Zb.2 +_ -- (UpCt_+ UtCd=) + UP2 C£V V V /

UpU-----_-tCd)+6B{V(UpC¢_+ UtCd )}]
+ _f%__ con + C_V+ v

* 1 X.AA X._A
) where If Is the ratioof the featheringinertiato _a =--2pc [8Ut{ZUt(Cm - c Ct)+UpCm=" c UpCt }i flapping inertia; X_ is the chord_ise offset of

the centerof gravityfrom the pitchaxis x_A xA
I: (positiveaft),the ¢B EL and ¢e are the viscous + 61JP{2Up(Cm" c C_) - UtCm=+--Utc ct } ;

dampingcoefficients;the u-, u and us are the
: nonrotatingnaturalfrequen_les{ofthe blade

(dividedby rotationalspeed_) and B. is the pre- + 6s{V2(Cm - X-_Ac¢=)]] (2)cone angle. The MB, Mc, Me are +he a_rodynamlc _ c _.
flap,lag and feathermomentsr-s_ectlvely,For a
uniformblade the nondimensionatrotatingfrequen-
cies are givenas where XA is the chordwiseoffsetof the aerodynamic . ,

centerfrom elasticaxis (positiveaft),c Is the _.?

Rs chord, V is the resultant velocity and Up and Ut .-,
(=f12 + RS(m2 . uB2)sin2e) are airflowvelocity-omponentsIn tangential

vB2 = I +_ l-e a normaldirections(Fig.1(b)).The steadyand andper-
turbationflo,_cnmponentsfor forwardflightare

v{2 = _° e+l.e _'Rs(u2 - RS(m{2 - uB2)stn2e) Steady:

Ut = {x(I-e) - x(1-e){ + p sin _ - _u cos $}

vB1 : 1 + _2
Up = {X - x(1-e) _¢ + x(1-e)B + pS cos ¢}2 2

uB "=_
A = 1 + Rs(1-Rs)_sln2e Perturbation: (3)

uB _ *
_Ut " {6¢,, COS$ - x(1-e)6{}

The e is the hinge offset (dividedby radius of *

the blade) and.Rs is +hastructural coupling para-, 6Up- [-x(1-e)S6¢ - x(1-e)¢6B + x(1-e)6a +
meter. _ simple meansor representing strucfur._
coup_tn9 effect tn the rlgtd blade representa_;on
Is Illustrated In Fig. l(a). It ts used to charac- _6B cos ¢ -_ (_+ XA) _;}
terize the hub to blade stiffness and ts defined as R 2 c

2q_ •
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The perturbation aerodynamic momentsrequired for The perturbation inertia matrix MrP, damping
the stability analysis a,e written as matrixCrP , stiffness matrix KrP also contain

periodicterms. To determine'bladestabilityone 4
B needs blade responsesolution. To calculatethis

_0 = / x • • - dx blade responsesolutionone needs the vehicletrim
e z solution.

B

_1 = f x • (iFx dx (4) VEHICLETRIM SOLUTIONe
The propulsion trim which is described here i.

B B simolates the free flight condition. The tr';m '

6Me= e_ _a Ux + e_P_(Cdx solution in forward flight involves the calcula-tions of pilot-controlscttingas well as the )

vehicle orientationfor a prescribedflightcon- i
ditions. For a specifiedweight coefficient

where MNC is the noncirculatoryaerodynamicpitch C and a fixed forwardspeed (u) the trim solutionW

momentand is expressed as evaluates &j, alC, Sis, aO, elc, els, aHp, ¢s and

X. The trim solution is calculated from the

Hnc = _ xplI2c3RC + _ 1 c 3 "= vehicle equilibrium equations. F4g. l(c) shOws

• cX__A 1 C 2XA + 3 Vertical force equilibrium:
+ S 1.cos $(¼+ ) " _R ( c 8)} W-T COS (=- OFp)cos ¢s + O sin eFp - H sin

• ½ _ (=- eFp) + Y sin ¢s = 0 (g) :- e {(x+usin $)( + )} (5)
Longitudinalforce equilibrium:

X__A
+c ) . sin _)] D cos BFp+Hcos (a-aFp)-Tsin (=- eFp) = 0 (I0)

8I

Lateralforceequilibrium:

where x is the nondin_nsionaldistancefrom the Yf + Y cos ts + T sin ts = 0 (II) :
hub and u is the advanceratio (? cos _s/_). _

Pitchingmoment:
The finalbladeequationsof motionin for-

ward flightcan be writtenas My + Myf - W(Xcg - h sin =) - D cos :.
•. * I '

_Mr($)X_r+ Cr(-SlUr-+~Kr(_)xr~= FNL($,Xr,.r) (6) (0+ OFp)h- D sin (a + eFp).Xcg=U (12) j _.

where the inertiamatrixMr. the dampingmatrix Rollingmoment: _ '
_r and stiffnessmatrix Kr containperiodicterms, j

. + + Yf,h cos ts + Yf Ycg sin +sThe vectorXr consistso_ three states;flap, lag Mx Mxf )and torsiondeflectlor.sin the rotatingsystem.

The (*) shown in the equationsrefersdifferen- + Wh sin +s " W Ycg cos +s = 0 (13)
tlatlonswith respectto _band kbis the azimuth i
angle (nondimenstonal time, _¢). A11 the
geometricnonllnearitiesare put into the force WhereT is the rotorthrustand Y and H are the _.
vector FNL. The blade response is calculated side and drag forces. These are five vehicle
from the solutionof aboveequations, equilibriumequations. For trim solutionone

also needs rotor equilibriumequationsin
For the stability solution, the flutter simplified form. These are

motion is assumedto be a small perturbation 1 _xabout the blade equilibrium position, _ (Flapping equation) d_b= 0 (14)
U

_Xr"_Xr + _r (7) I _w (Flappingequations)cos kbd kb- 0 (Ib)
_oThe final llnearlzedperturbedequatlonsare

obtal ned as

I j21 (Flappingequations) sin kbd _b• 0 (I6)•* * * * _ 0
_rP($)_r+CrP(*'_r'_r)6_r+_rP:*'_r'-Xr)_r • 0 (81

2q5
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CT

: _ = _ tan _ + (l+kx.X cos _+Ky.X sin _) i
2¢"2+x2 (I7)

where Kx and Ky are obtained from Orees So a new set of initial conditions for the nonli-

_ model[3 and is expressed as near analysts are obtained :
1

":. Kx = 4/3[(1-1.8u2)_ - (_u) 2- X/u] _(0) =_e(O) + [ ! -Q] -! (Ye(2,) - Ye(O)) (21) !

_t K = -Zu

Y This procedure is repeated till a converged set of i

For hover Kx z K = 0 inittal conditions is obtained. Typically it
takes about 2 to 3 iterations to obtain converged

These are nine equations with nine unknowns (_j, solution. Once the initial conditions _(0) are

BIc' _s' eo" e]c' els" x, a,_) and these are obtained, then the total response _(_) for any i
solved numerically by iterative method, time in a revolution is calculated numerically ,

.-. using time integration (Run9e Kutta). This gives |
•_- us the nonlinear equilibrium deflection of the

_-) BLADERESPONSESOLUTION blade along the azimuth. )

1 The blade response solution involves the FLUTTER SOLUTION

time dependent blade position and
determ nat i on of

_-i is calculated from the blade equations (6). For

_'.-'I the calculation of response solution one needs The llnearized perturbed equations of motion4 vehicle 'rim s_!utton. The nonlinear response (8) is written in the state vector form as
solution is obtained from nonlinear periodic
equations (6) using Floquet theory 11. These .

equations are expressed in the state vector form 6_r = A(_r' _r" +}6_ r (22)

t ; At,)vr Gr(*,Zr,"- = Yr ) (18)
~r .... where _r' r are the blade equillibrtum posit_on

! where _r is the state variable vector involving in the rotating reference frame and 6Y and 6Y
: six states, are perturbation states. These linear_zed r :

equations are solved for,_tabJlity using Floquet i
_ First a linear solution is calculated after transition _trix theory so. Here the eigenvalues

dropping all nonlinear terms. For this the of transition matrix of A c'_ be written in _
-. initial conditions are calculated from Floquet characteristic exponents _.'m l :_

theory as I )

V(O) (L 9(2*)) "1 Ye (2") (19) _ " ak + i_k (23) ) i

- and the mode in stable when _O. _where Ye(2_) is the complete solution after one !

revolution with rest initial conditions and _(2w) For the perturbation solution the unsteady
is the Floquet transition matrix. For numerical aerodynamics effect can be important and these are
integration of the equations, a fourth order Runge- introduced inan approximate manner, through a
Kutta algorithm is used. The next step is to dynamic inflow modelling. The wake inflow is
obtain The tnittal conditions for the complete perturbed about the steady inflow X
nonlinear prob]em. This is done tn an iterative
manner. As a first guess, the above linear solu-

tion is used as an initial ..;tor _=(0)for the A • X + 6X (24)
nonlinear so]ution and the co_lete_response

_e(2,) after one revolution is calculated. The where 6_ ls the perturbed inflow
updaced Floquet transition matr4x Q is function of component,
response amplitude and ts calculated by perturbing

i the estimated initial conditions _e(01 by a small A 11near variation of perturbed inflowperturbation vector _. is used

I O(2,) . [_I.l(_([)(Z,) . _e(2,)), _ (_(2)(Z,) 6X - 8_ + 6_iC x cos _ + 6_[s x sln , (25)
- c1

__ld6)(Z_).ye(2,))] The dynamic inflow components _XO,
- _e(2_)) .... (20) _XlC, _Xls are related to rotor unsteady

aerodynamic forces and moments

Where _(l)(2e) ts the response with initial con-
ditions of

Eq6

®.,i
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m6_ + [-I 61 - 6F (26) I (Differential equation 2 cos v/m = U
_::i Nb m=l _2 sin ,
., ((_1)m ,

m _ eCmx I 1281-" _ where _F- _ 6x = ._Xls

• I i-l _eC I Thesetransformationsare carriedout

•i " numerically. The finalequationsof
motion in fixedco-ordlnateframe can be

; The _T' Rm x, _my are the perturOed writtenasT

C thrust,roll momentand pitchmoment and
these are obtained for the lth olade, •

The m and _-1 matrtces used here are _F " Af(#) _'F + Nf(t) 6), (29)
'_, evaluated analytically based on the

actuator disk theory t n Ref, 16, The
r nonzero elements of m and _ are The unsteady force eF In dynamic inflow
, equations ts given as

• 128 16 .

roll 7--5"; mZ2" m33 " " 45---; _ " BI( *)_F + B2(*)6_ (30)
53 4 1

Zll = {r_ _12 • s-Tn_= " TTETn__ Putting togetiler the rotor equations
with the inflow equation, one gets

15w 1-sine 1_.

=L.[111 M'IB*'M-Iz'l 6_ cwherev - "2+X(X+Xl) and a = tan"1 (_X) .....
/u2+l 2 u

i (31)

_i is the Indu'edInfIowdue to steady
rotorthrust. Thls model gives a quite The above equationsin the fixed frame ,
accurate description of dynamic inflow contain only selected harmonics, for
Cs concluded in reference g. example third harmonic for 3 bladed

rotor, secondand fourth for 4 bladed
;.. The disk loading ts approximated tn rotor. These iinearized periodic

terms of the blade loading, 6Fz as equations are solved using Floquet tran- ;
sltton matrix theory and constant coal-

:" I( flcientapproximationapproach. In the
_T " oa Nb e_ _Z)k (:Ix constantcoefficientapproximation "_; _b k'L1 approach the periodi c terms are averaged - __..!

out by applying the operator.,

I

6CI4x-._--k.[: L (61_Z)k xdx sin , 2.1_._/ (......) d, (32)t ,,.b -- _
(Z7) 2, 0

"! Nb_l and then solved as an elgenvalue problem. "

' Z ('z)kXdXC°S 1-t %"I RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

_I Wlth the inclusionof dynamicInflow,it The aeroelasticstabilityis examinedfor
is convenientto analyze blade stability
in the fixedreferenceframe. The a four-bladedrotorwlth Lock numbery • 5.U.

• solidity ratio 0 • 0,0_, featherinertiato
j coupled blade equations are transformed .
, to the fixedreferenceframe from flap ratio Ie-O.UOU3and wlth zero precone.

rotattng frame.gslng Fourier co-ordinate The blade offsets such as the Xl, the chord-
transformationlJ, For four bladed rotor wise center of g vltyoffset from pitch axis ;

(Nb-4) in terms of radiusand XA aerodynamiccentre ;offset from elastic axis are set to zero, The

%.

®.
l_ _,; ....
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• _ fuselage centre of gravity lies on the shaft
axis and is assumedto be at a distance0.2R that,for same parasitedrag (fora given for

_"" below the rotorcenter. The aerofoilcharac- ward speed)the shaft has to tilt less to
terlstlcsused are balancethe parasitedrag as the thrustmagnl-

tude is more. It is also observed that trim
_. calculated from linearized equilibrium

C_ = 5.7_ equations (small angles assumption) is quite
close to the above nonlinear solution except

_, Cd = O.U1 for large advance ratios. The influence of
.' inflow distribution is primarily on longttudi- ,

Cm = -O,OZ nal and lateral cyclic pitch els , B1C. The i

"'. The helicopter drag coefficient in terms of effect of uniform inflow for _=Cw 0.1 is shown
flat plate area ratio (f/wE) of .01 is used. o

-' The blade flap and torsion frequencies by dotted line in Fig, 2(b). The effect of
(rotating) are 1.1S/rev and 5.O/rev respec- inflow distribution on other tnlm parameters
tively. Two different lag frequencies are is quite small.

". used; O.57/rev for soft inplane rotor and
1,4/rev for stiff inplane rotor. The soft Figs. 3(a)-(c) present time dependent
inplane rotor configuration was taken as a equilibrium position of blade for one

matched stiffness case (mE = m¢)" complete revolution. The response solution "
in terms of flap, lag and torsion deflections

_ First, results were calculated for some (angles) is calculated tterattvely from nonlt-
_ s_lected cases to make comparison with those near blade e_uations (rotating frame) using
: of ether authors for identical conditions, the floquet theory described earlier. These
b_- Th_ vehicle trim was calculated for uniform

_ inflow conditon with the center of gravity results correspond to a --=cw 0.1 and advance
lying at the rotor hub (h=O) and the results o :

_=. obtained were identical to those of Ref. 18. ratio u = 0.2. For comparison, the linear
_: The blade stability of two-degree flap-lag response solution (dotted) is also presented. !

blade was calculated using simple response The geometric nonlinearities are important for
_ solution (single flap harmonic) and for uni- ;ag response and play less lmportan_ role in
: form steady inflow condition. The lag damping flap and torsion response calculations. _
% values calculated for various flight con- -

ditions were quite identical to those of Ref. For numerical results, a convergence
4. The inclusion of dynamic inflow on the study was conducted to determine time steps
stability of this two-degree motion blade was needed in one revolution for time integration
checked with the results of Ref. 9, and again, (Runge-Kutta) for both response as well as
the comparison was quite satisfactory. Then, stability calculations using Floquet Theory. "
the flap-lag-torsion stability results were It was concluded that 120 time steps are quite
calculated for soft and stiff tnplane con- adequate for well converged (four
figurationsfor steady inflowconditions, slgniflcant-diglt)responseand stability
For perturbation solution, a nonlinear solutions, For stability results, only the
equilibrium position was used. The stability lowest damped lag mode is presented, The flap
results showedsomecomparable trends with and torsion modes are comparttlvely high

those of Ref. 6, in which results are obtained dampedmodesand are not presented here. The !with impmovedstructural modelling for the damping in terms of real part of complex ::

blade (elastic beam), etgenvalue, a¢ ls shown, Note ac - CL_, ""
where eL d_mptng ratioof lag mode and _/o Is

Figs. Z(a) and Z(b) showthe vehicle trtm frequency of lag mode nondtmenslonaltzed wlth i
solutions for C__Wof.Z and .1 respectively, respectto rotationalspeed. |

0

The propulsivetrim parameterseo, BIC, els, In Fig. 4, the effectof torsion
_HP, cs, _, BO, BIC, 81s are plottedfor dif- flexibilityon the blade stabilityis
ferent forwardspeeds(in terms of advance shown.For these solutions,the simple
ratio u_/_). The solutionis calculated blade responseIs used and the stability
iteratlvelyfrom nonlinearequilibrium rootsare obtainedin the rotatingframe)
equations (large angles). The flight path with steady uniform inflow conditions.

t angle eFp is assumedto be zero. For stead? There is a disparity between two results,
t inflow, b ltnear distribution model (Drees) is clearly showing the importance of Inclusion

used. These trim parameters are defined in of torsion flexibility for blade stability
the hub plane axes system and so the cyclic analysis. Thts has been pointed out by
flap angle B_r is small for even large u. For other authors6.
larger p, the%haft has to tilt more to com- t
pensate the increase in parasite drag and Fig. 5 shows the effect of blade 1
hence aH_ increases wtth u and thereby cause response solutions on statlllty. The lag I

inflow x to increase. For large thrust levels modedamping is calculated using three i
Cw/o, control requirements are large but the types of blade equilibrium solutions; these
angze %p is small, The reasm for lower are complete nonllnea_ solution, linear )
shaft a_ble at high Cw/o is due to the fact solution and simple solution. The linear i

2_8 _, ';:
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and nonlinear solutions contain all har- Rs-1 and this Idealizes flexible blade wtth
monies for flap, lag and torsion modes rigid hub. The value of Rs less than 1
whereas the simple solutton consists of represents intermediate cases where both
stngle flap harmonic only. These solutions blade as well as hub are flexible. The

T', are obtained in the rotating frame wtth stability results are obtained using
,' steady uniform inflow conditions. Though it Floquet theory with dynamic inflow effects

Is co_putattonally less involved to use included. The structural coupling has an
stmple response solution, the results are important effect on blade stability for
poor in accuracy. For accurate results tt stiff inplane rotor. In fact with large
is needed to use a complete nonlinear blade structural coupling the blade becomesmore t

__ response solution, stable. This is because with a large

structural coupling Rs, the weakly damped
Fig. 6 presents the influence of lag modegets coupled with well dampedflap

', steady inflow distribution on the blade modeand thereby stabilizes the lag mode. i
_. stability. These solutions are obtained tn The effect of structural coupling is neglt-

the fixed frame with dynamic tnflow included, gible on the soft lag configuration and
_ In the figure the damping of the lowest this is because the configuration con-

damped, low frequency cyclic lag mode stdered is matched stiffness case. On
I (regressive mode) is presented. Twotypes these ftgures the results are also plotted

3f steady inflow model are used; uniform with steady linear inflow aerodynamics.
distribution and linear distribution For stiff lag rotors, the effect of inclu-
(Drees). The uniform distribution sion of dynamic inflow is large for con-
underpredtcts lag damping. For subsequent figurations uith zero structural coupling,
results, the linear inflow model (Drees) is and the influence ls quite stabilizing. "

used. With large structural coupling Re, theeffect of dynamic inflow is less and it is
Ftgs. 7 and 8 present the damping of destabilizing.

low frequency cyclic lag mode for different
advance ratio u. Three sets of results are Figs. 11 and 12 showthe effect of
shownand these respectively represent torsional stiffness on lag modestability
dynamic inflow Floquet results (full line), for stiff tnplane and soft inplane rotors
dynamic Inflow constant coefficient for Cw/o of .1. Results are obtained for
approximation results (btg dots) and steady three different torsional frequencies and
tnflow results (small dots). In Figures these are 2.5, 5 and 10 per revolution.
7(a) and 7(b), the stability results are For both soft inplane and stiff inplane
shownfor stiff tnplane rotor for Cw/o - ,1 rotors, increasing torlonal stiffness
and .2 respectively. For this case the low increases lag damping (more stable) for
frequency mode ls a regressive mode. The lower forward speeds (low u) and decrease
constant coefficient approximation Is qutte lag damping (less stable) at higher forward
satisfactory for small advance ratios u. speeds.
The inclusion of dynamic inflow is impor-
tant for low forward speeds. Thts shows The effect of pitch-flap and pitch-lag
that for large forward speeds unsteady coupltng terms on blade stability is
aerodynamic effects are not important and studied by modifying the feather angle in

quaststeady approximation is quite adequate the flap-lag equations ,_
for blade stabilityanalysis. At large (two-degree-of-freedom)
thrust levels the Influence of dynamic
Inflowand constantcoefficientapproxlma-

tlon is largebecauseof largeraerodynamic ._ff - e - Kps B - Kp{ _ Wx?forcesinvolved. Figs.8(a) and 8(b)

show the blade stability results for soft The pitch-flay cc;pllnq K is positive
inplanerotorfor Cw/o of ,I and .2 respec- flap up/pitch down, and _) pitch-lag m"
tlvely, For this case the low frequency coupling is positive lag back/pitchdown. I
mode Is a progressivemode, Again for the These couplingsare causeddue to torsion Jmatchedstiffnessconfiguration,the dynamicsor kinematiccouplings. Figs.
results are quite Identical to the stiff 13(a) Pqd 13(b) show the Influence of
configuration.Constantcoefficient pltch _g coupling on lag mode stability 4
approximationless satisfactoryfor high for stiff inplaneand soft Inplanerotors "(
advanceratios,the dynamicinflowInc; - respectivelyfor Cw/o of 0.I. The positive
slon Is more importantfor low advance pitch-lagcoupling stabilizesthe low fre-
ratios, guencycyclic lag _ode for stiff inplane

rotors,and destabllzesthis lag mode for

.I In Figs. 9 _nd 10 the effect of struc- soft tnplane rotors. The opposite effect
tural coupling on lag modestability Is Is seen with the negative pitch-lag

i presented for stiff inplane and soft coupling. A stmllar type of observation ts

tnplane rotors respectively for CW/oof made for hovering blade stability in Ref.
0.1. The earlier results were calculated 17. Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) show the effect
for blades with no structural coupling of pitch-flap coupltng on lag modestabt-
(Rs-O). Thts idealizes the configurations lily for stiff lnplane and soft lnplane
wtth blade part as rigid and all the flext- rotors respectively for Cw/o of 0.1. A
biltty concentrated at the hub. The struc- negative pitch-flap coupltn¢ reduces the

I turally fully coupled is represented by flap frequency, and it produces a

249 _
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.. , stabilizing effect on lag mode for low for- 3. Frledmann, P.P., "Formulation and
_J ward speeds and a destabilizing effect at Solution of Rotary-Wings Aeroelastlc

• L higher forward speeds. A positive pitch- Stability and ResponseProblems,"
_ flap coupltng raises the flap frequency, Vertlca, Vol. 7, No. 2, 1983,

,, and it has a comparatively small effect on pp. 101-141.
lag modestability. Also. it can be seen

"_-. the effect of pitch-flap coupling on blade 4. Peters, D.A., "Flap-Lag Stability of
_e: , stability is muchsmaller as compared to Helicopter Rotor Blades in Forward
; that of pitch-lag coupling. Flight," Journal of the American

_ Helicopter Society_ Vol. 20. No. 4,
! Oct. 1975• pp. 2-13.

CONCLUSIONS

):" 5. Kaza, K.R.V.and Kvaternik,R.G.,
An aeroelasticstabilityof a simple "Examinationof Flap-LagStabilityof (

three-degree-of-freedomblademodel tn for- RigidArticulatedRotor Blades,"Journal
ward flightis examined. The nonlinear of Aircraft,Vol. 16, No. 12, December )
time dependentbladeequilibriumposition 1979, pp. 876-884.
is calculatedusing a quasllinearization i
procedurebased on Floquettheory. The 6. Frledmann,P.P. and Kottapalli,S.B.R., t

/,\ perturbationsolution is obtainedusing "CoupledFlap-Lag-TorsionalDynamicsof i
F1oquettransitionmatrix theoryas well as HlngelessRotor Bladesin Forward
constantcoefficientapproximationin the Flight,"Journalof the Amerlcan .
fixed referenceframe. The stability HelicopterSociety,Vol. 27, No. 4,
resultsare calculatedfor both stiff- Oct. 1982, pp. 28-36. J

. inplaneand soft-inplaneblade con-
L figurations.The inclusionof torsion 7. Johnson•W. "A ComprehensiveAnalytical

, degreeof motion is importantfor blade Model of RotorcraftAerodynamicsand
-_-i stability. The nonlineartime dependent Dynamlcs:PartI," NASATM81182,
_) periodicblade responsehas a significant USAAVRADCOMTR80-A-5,June 1980.

_I influenceon blade For (stability. steady
R_ inflowdistribution,the linearvariation 8. Friedmann,P,P. and Shamie,J.,
_C( (Orees)is somewhatstabilizingfor lag "AeroelastlcStabilityof Trimmed 4

mode dampingas comparedto uniform distri- HelicopterBlades in ForwardFlight,"
)_ bution. The effectof dynamicinflowon Vertica,_ol. I, No. 3, 1977,pp. 189-211.
_ lag mode stabilityis small at high forward

speeds (p>.3). The constantcoefficient 9. Gaonkar,G.H., Sastry,V.V.S.$.,Reddy,
; approximationappearssatisfactoryfor low T.S.R.,Nagabhushanam,J., Peters,D.A.,

forwardspeeds (u<.2). The structural "The Use of ActuatorDisc Dynamic Inflow
couplingproducesstabilizingeffecton for HelicopterFlap-LagStability," '
blade stabilityfor stiff lag rotors. For Journalof the American Helicopter :
matched-stiffnessconfigurations,there is Society,Vol. 28, No. 3, July 1983,
no effectof structuralcouplingon blade pp. 79-88.

}:- stability, Raising of torsional stiffness
increaseslag mode damping(morestable)at 10. Peters,D.A. and Gaonkar,G.H., ;
lower forwardspeeds (u•.15) and decreases "ThoretlcalFlap-LagDampingwith Various ) _

- lag damping (lessstable)at higherforward DynamicInflowModels,"Journalof the _ )

speeds (u>.15). A positivepitch-lag A_rican Helicopter Society,Vol. 26, _.[icouplingstabilizesthe low frequency No. 3, July 1980, pp. 29-36.
cyclic lag mode for stiff lag rotorsand
destabilizesthis mode for soft-lagrotors. II. nugundji,J. and Wendell,H., "Some
An oppositeeffectis seen with negative AnalysisMethods for RotatingSystems
pitch-lagcoupling. The effectof pitch- with PeriodicCoefficients,"AIAA
flap couplingon Ia9 mode damningis small Journal,Vo1. 21, No. 6, June 1983,
as comparedto pitch-lagcourlin9effect, pp. 890-897.
The negativepitch-flapcouplingstabilizes
lag mode at low forwardspeedsand destabi- 12. Peters,D.A. and Ormlston,R.A., I
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r DISCUSSION

I Paper No. 16

, FLAP-LAG-TOP.ION STABILITY IN FORWARD FLIGHT
Erahmananda Panda

and 4

InderJit Chopra

.°

Wayne.' nnson, NASA Ames Nesearch Center: Could you describe again the _nner in which you
tri_eO _he rotor in forward flight? ! noticed in your plot of flapping ¢o_lon that you had
about one degree of I per rev flapping motion, so could you tell us how the rotor was trimmed
for these results?

Panda: First, :re obtained the vehicle trim equations and calculate the control Co, 01_ , and
els. And using that with the coupled flap-lag-torsion blade equations for solving t,e-_rlm.

J_hnson: Did you trim to zero moment about some center of gravity of a helicopter below the
rotor hub, i_ chat what you did?

P_nda: Yes.

Peretz Frlsdmann, University o£ California, Los Angeles: I wanted to be sure that I understand
what kind of model you are using. You have an offset-hinged, spring-restrained blade model with
flap, lag, and torsion degrees of freedom, is that correct?

"- Pand__.__aa:_es.

Friedmann: Then I Just wanted to con_nentthat at the European Rotorcraft Forum this August a
gentleman by the name of Neelakanthan did exactly the same problem. He also did the elastic
blade with two flap, two lag, and two torsional degrees of freedom and his results indicated
that the model you are using is not safe at all times, so I am just suggesting that maybe you
should qualify your conclusions. "_

Bill Bousma_, U,.S.Army Aeromechanlcs Laboratory: I haven*t had time to look at these last two
papers, but I think that most of the stuff Peretz has done over the years and other people--Dave
Peters--hat not shown an 'nstability at high speed and thers is none shown here in the lag
mode. It's Just the continuing stabilizing effect as the inflow increases. Dr. Reddy showed
Ploquet splitting roots and a destabl'_zing effect and I guess it's an open question [whether]
this is something new. Was it Just thdt hzs torsion [frequency] was 3 per r_v or what?

Friedmann: I Just wanted to say. Bill, that the instability that Reddy has sJzown is one which
appeared for a stiff Inplan? case in the paper which kottapalll and I have wrxtten and he Just
checked it out and he got the same instability.
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-: DYNAMICST_ILITY OF A BEARINGLESSCIRCULATIONCONTROL ,J

ROTORBLADEIN HOVER

J

Inderjit Chopra
Center for Rotn_craft Education and Research

Oepartmem of Aerospace Engineering
/ University of Maryland

College Park, MO2074Z
J

Abstract d pitch link location from torque
tube center, m

The aeroelastic stability of flap
bending, lead-lag bending and torsion of a O blade section drag force, N

• beartngless circulationcontrolrotor blade In i

hover is investigated ustng a flnlte element ed aerodynamic center offset from
formulation based on Hamilton's pr'nctple. The elasttc axis, postttve aft, m

; flexbeam, the torque tube and the outboard
blade are dtscrettzed into beamelements, eg center of mass offset from elastic :
each wtth fifteen nodal degrees of _reedom. axis, positive forward, m
Quaslsteady strip theory ts used to evaluate
the aerodynamic forces and the alrfotl I b blade mass moment_f inertia about

_._ characteristics are represented either tn the flap axis, N-m-see" - {,
; form of simple analytical expressions or tn I

::i the form of data tables. The unsteady aeno- L blade section lift force, N
i dynamic effects are introduced approximately

ii tarough dynamic wake induced inflow modeling.

The nonlinear equations of motion are solved Lu,Lv,Lw aerodynamic force per unit length
_% for steady blade deflections using an itera- in u,v,w, directions, N/m ,

tive procedure. The flutter soluti_- is
calculated assuming blade motion to be a m mass Den unit length of blade, !
small perturbation about the steady solution, N-sec_/m2
and the normal mode equations are used to

reduce the numberof equations. A correlation mo refer_nc_ mass per unit length,
study of analytical results with the experl- N-sec /m

_-I mentaldata Is attemptedfor selected
. bearingless blade configurations wtth conven- M5 blade section aerodynamic moment
" tional alrfol] characteristics. Then stability about mtdcbord, N-m
" resultsare obtainedfor circulatloncontrol

beartngless configurations consisting of a Mt aerodynamic momentper untt length
slngleflexbeamwith a wrap-aroundtype about elasticaxis, N /

: torque tube and the pttch links located at
both the leading edge and the trailing edge n number of elen_nts

of the torque tube. The stability is exa-
mined at various thrust levels and collective s constant defining blowtn9 distrl- .
pitch settings, button

NOMENCLATURE R rotor radius, m • i

ar reference Itft curve slope t time, sec

(5.7/rad) i
"" u,v,w, elastic displacements tn the x,y,z

i c blade chord, m directions respectively, m I
I

i cd blade sectlon drag coefficient Up blade section normal velocity,l

. _/sec I
i c_ blade section lift coefficient i.
t uT blade sectton inplane velocity,

} blade section momentcoefficient m/sec
Cm.s about mldchord

i V blade section resultant air
! velocity, m/sec

I 'CT rotorthrustcoefficientp(. )z R_

vI induced inflow, m/sec

Cu blowing _omentumcoefftctent_mVJ

]/2pV2c Vj Jet veloctty (blowing), m/sec

"" Presented at t_e Second Decennial Specialists' Wp pitch link displacement, m !,_eetlng on Rotorcraft Dynamicsat AmesResearch
enter, Moffett Field, CA, November7-g, 1984, x,y,z, undeformed blade coordinates, m i

¢
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blade section angle of attack, rod With the availability of improved
• materials, recent rotor design trends are

_p blade precone angle, rad leaning towards hingeless blade con-
-_ figurations. A bearingless rotor is one such

example where flap and lag hinges as well as
Lock number _arCR*/I b pitch bearing are eliminated, and these are

replaced by a root flexure consisting of
_" o air density,N-sec2/m_ flexbeam(s)and a torquetube (Fig.2). The

torsionally soft flexbeam(s) extends from the
hub to about 15-40Z of blade radius where it

6T,eV variation of kinetic and strain is connected to the main blade. The pitch
energies respectively control to the blade is applied through the

torsionally stiff torque tube by rotating it
_W virtual work done due to aerodyna- with the pitch link which elastically twists

mic loads the flexbeam(s). This result_ in a multiple-
_" load-path structure because of the redundancy
e e blade pretwist, rad of 1 _d paths at the flexure. This causes
J however a more involved dynamic analysis.

k rotor induced inflow ratio, vi/_R
: The objective of the r:esent paper is tO

examine aeroelastic stability of flap bending,
_,n,¢ deformed blade coordinates non- lead-lag bending and torsion of a circulation

dimensionalized wrt R control bearingless blade in hover. -'

o solidity ratio, blade area/disk A general review on aeroelastic stability °
/_ area of a rotating blade with conventional aerody-

namics is given in References 1-2. Chopra and
_ ¢ elastic twist about elastic axis, Johnson3 formulated and analyzed the flap-lag-

rad torsion aeroelastic stability of a CCRblade
/_ in hovering flight. Tnree degrees of motion
_-; $ geometric apparent twist about were considered: rigid flap, lag and feather

deflected elastic axis, due to rotations about hinges at the blade root. The _..

_ coordinate transformations, tad CC airfoil characteristics were represented in

::' the form of simple analyticalexpressions. It .!
_:' was shown that the trailing edge blowing can
_:; $ dimensionless time, fit have a major influence on blade aeroelastic
_ stability. Recently Choprak analyzed the

aeroelastic stability of flap bending, lead-lag
fundamental coupled rotating lead- bending, and torsion of a CCRblade in hover

Uv'Uw'U_ lag, flap and torsionnatural using a finiteelementformulation. The CC
frequencies respectively airfoil characteristics in the form of data ,

; tables were used. Results were presented for
rotor blade angular speed, rad/sec several hingeless blade configurations. Again, /

it was shownthat the blowing has an important
influence on blade dynamics which must be con-

ratio of modal damping to critical sidered in rotor design. _-
damping

Sivaneri and Chopras applied a finite ele-
nt torque tube center offset from ment formulation to analyze the dynamics of a

elastic axis, positive forward, m bearingless rotor blade in hover with conven- _, J
tionalaerodynamic characteristics.Each of _G,._

nf flexbeam center offset from the flexbeams and the torque tube were modelled
elastic axis, positive for._ard, m as individual elastic beams. The displacement t

compatibilityconditionsat the clevis, between )Introducti,)n the inboard flexure beamsand the outboard
blade, were satisfied. Results were also calcu-

A circulation control rotor (CCR) utilizes luted using a simple equivalent-beam modelling I
circulation control (CC) aerody_,,mlcs for m_l.w wherein a bearingless blade is represented as a "l

rotorblade oesign. A CC airfoilis typically singlebeam with equivalentpropertles. |
of quasi-ellipticprof:!e,Ith 'oundedtrailing Comparisonof the two sets of resultsshowedthat
edge, and a thin jet of air is 'Iownfrom a the equivalent-beammodellingcan be quite
spanwise slot (Fig. 1). The air Jet remains erroneous for some cases.
attached over the curved profile because of

, Coandaeffect '"alance of centrifugal force In the present paper, the above finite
and suction pressu,-e). In a CCR, the thrust element formulation is modified to study the

_: vector can be controlled by modulation of aeroelastlc stability of a bearingless CCR
- blowing as w_ll as geometric pi_ch. _ith a blade tn hover. The multtbeams of the flexure,

_,_ CCR, a high thCust is possible at reduced :ip and the outboard blade idealized as an elastic
.... speeds and also the hub design can be beam, are all dtscrettzed tnto beamelements,
'_ simplified because of elimination of cyclic _ach element with fifteen nodal degrees of

pitch. The applicatlonof CC technologyis freedom, There is a continuityof axialcurrentlybeing evaluatedIn the designdeve- displacementu, flap bendingw and w', lead-lag
Iopment of a full-scale rotor. One concern is bending v and v' and geometric twist $ between

-! the influence of blowtng on the _ynamics of elements. Quaslsteady strip theory is used to

the rotor blade, evaluate aerodynamic forces. The airfoil
260 _/
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t

-: .,,.. characteristics are represented In the form of The aerodynamic coefficients Ct, Cd and
- l data tables. The influence of unsteady aero- Cm.5 are taken from data tables, and the

• dynamics ts introduced by using dynamic Inflow numerical values for these coefficients are
modelling. The formulation is madequite given at small steps: 6_ of ]/2° and AC. of

I general for nonuniform blades keeping In view l/Z00. The C is blowing momentumcoefficient
• • the application to different types of defined as u

bearlngiess configurations. First, a correla-
tion study of analytical results wlth the _v. 4
experimental data ts attempted for selected C - "-'J (5) '
bearlngless co_figurations with conventional u ]/2pV2c
airfoil characteristics. Then, stability

_ resulty are obtained for circulation control where _V_ is the jet momentum,1/2pV2 is the
beartngless configurations, dynamic _ressure, and c is the blade chord.

The wake induced inflow is assumeduniform
Formulation along the length of the blade and the steady

component is calculated from the momentum
• The formulationdetailscan be seen In theory

_e References 4-5. The blade ts treated as an

" elasttc beam and undergoes axtal displacement XO= Kh(CT/2)I/2 (6) i
u. lead-lag bending displacement v. flap t
bending displacement ward elastic twist $ where Kh is an empirical factor and is assumed

: about a deformed elastic axis. Fig. 3 shows to be 1.15 and "T is the steady thrust coef- ;
' the deformed as well as undeformed blade posi- ficient. With blade vibratory motion, ,

tions. The rectangular coordinate system unsteady flow environments are created and
:. x,y,z is attachedto the undeformedblade, which will naturallyresult in dynamicinduced l
-- whereinthe x-axlscoincideswith the elastic inflowcondition.For hover,a simpledynamic •
_ axis. A point P on the undeformed elastic inflow model is used

axls undergoes displacements u. v. w in the

__ x.y.z directions respectively and occupies the * K_
_.._. ' position P' on the deformed elastic axis. zx =-- (7)
_ Then the blade section containing point P' 4X0

_ undergoes a rotation e1 about defo_d
_ ; elastic axis. where T is the time lag in arc radie_ and can

- ! be approximately taken as .85/x O. The X is a :
eI = e + ¢ (la) time inducedinflowcomponent,a perturbation

= _ about the steady component xO. The _CT is the
:_ and pertL-bationthrustcomponentcaused by blade

; x motions. The blowing momentumcoefficient
# = $ - [ v%'dx (lb) Cu lS not uniform along the length of the

' 0 blade, and a general distribution is used for
the formolation

where e is pretwtst, 0 is the geometric twist

with respect to the undeformed axts C = C T/Es (8) ;(compatible with u,v,w) and $ is the elastic u f
twist about the deformedelasticaxis ¢. The "

formulation ts based on Hamilton's principle where s is a constant, _ - r/R and CuT is blowing
coefficient at blade tip. For simplicity of ana-

t lysis, it is assumedthat the blowing coefficient -
/Z(6U - 8T - 6W) dt = 0 (2) is constant within each element {based on mid-

tI pointof element). _

where 8U, 8T and 8W are respectivelythe
variation of strain energy, the variation Finite Element Discretization
of kinetic energy and the virtual work done.
These energy expressions are made independent
of the time derivativesof virtualdisplace- The finiteelementformulationis basedon
ments, 6u, 8% _w and _$ and hence Eq. (2) can energy principles (Hamilton). The fiexbeam(s),
be writtenas the torquetube and themain outboarublade _re

all dlscretlzedinto a numberof beam elements.
eU - 8T - 6W= 0 (3) Each element (Fig. 4) consists of fifteen degrees

of freedom. There Is a continuity of u, v, v',
The aerodynamic forces are obtained using w, w' and _ between e]e_nts, and there are three
quaslsteady strip-theory approximation, internal nodes, two for u and one for $, The
Forcesof non-clrculatoryorlginare also distributionfor deflectionsover an elementare

; included. The section lift. drag and moment represented In terms of ele=,¢nt degrees of freedom

_t about the mid-chord (per unit span) are and shape functions; a second order polynomial for$ and cubic polynomialsfor u, v and w.

_ L - { pV2c Ct(_, C ) Hamilton's principle in dtscretized form for
n elements Is expressed as

O .1_ pV2c Cd(a' CU) (4) n

• { pV_c2Cm (=, Cu) i_l(aUi- ITI- (,i) - 0 (g)M,5
,5
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;, where 6UI, 6TI and 6Wi are vlrtualenergy SolutionProcedure
contributionsfrom Ith element. Ourlng the

_.. assembly of element matrices, one has to use
the displacement compatibility conditions at The ftrst step ts to determine blade steady
tnterelement boundaries to form global matrt: equilibrium position. For a known thrust level,
ces. A simple analytical model of bearingless the collective pitch is calcu)dted. For thts

,_ blade is shownin Fig. 5. The displacement collective pitch, an approximate value of pitch ._
compatability at the clevis is link position Wp is determined. Nowwtth a k_olvn

wp as a boundary condition, the blade steady
dbflected position is calculated from the nonlinear

ut = uf = ub equations (12), after dropping time dependent
: terms.

vt = vf = vb
The second step is to obtain the coupled ;I | t

. vt = vf = vb natural vibration (rotating) characteristics of the i
(10) blade about its steady c_uilibrtum position. Then,

wt - nt_ t = wf - - *f = wb the flutter solution is obtained by assuming vibra-
tory motionto be small perturbationaboutm i

) wt = wf = wb equilibrium position. For this, the normal mode i
equations are obtained and an eigen analysis is

_t = _f = _b made. The nature of the complex eigenvalues
explains whether blade is stable or not. ,

where subscripts t, f and b respectively
represent torque tube, flexbeam and b_ade. Results and Discussion

Fig. 6 shows the root end of the torque

:_ tube with the control actuator located at the Numerical results are calculated for
leading edge. The blade pitch is changed bearingless blade configurations, consisting of
through the up and down movementof pitch single flexbeam with wrap-around type torque tube

link. The torque tube typically is very stiff (as shown in Fig. 2). For calculations, the bladetorsionally as compared to the flexbeam, is discretized into seven elements; three elements
_l Therefore any vertical movementoY the pitch for main blade, two elements for flexbe_m and two
_ link results in ncarly rigid body pitch for elements for torque tube. The normal mode stability
¢I the torque tube and an elastic twist distribu- solution is calculated using six coupled rotating
y- tion for the flexbeam. To obtain different modes. For analysis, the flexbeam and the torque
? blade pitch angles, one has to adjust the ver- tube are modelled as individual beams. At the root

tica] position of pitch link, Wp. The pitch end, the flexbeam is rigidly fixed, whereas for the
link flexibility is represented by spring torque t_e there are no constraints on displacements it
stiffness Kp. Because of the pitch link except for a spring restraint in the pitch link t
flexibility,therewill be an extra strain direction. A limitingcase of rigidpitch link will '
ener_ contribution for the last element of result if_ complete displacement constraint at the _ y

the torque tube, say Vp. pitch link location. !

1 Wp]2 i '
:. Vp =_ Kn [w1 + _1 (d + nt) - (ll) First, a correlation study of analyticalresults with the experimental data is attempted for

selected Oearingless blade configurations with con-
This will modifythe elementstiffnessmatrix ventionalairfoilcharacteristics.The experimental i (
and the load vector. The relationship between stability data for a model rotor ts taken from Ref. t _<

: blade pitch and pitch link displacement Wp ts 6. The model rotor characteristics are Lock number
"" calculated iteratively, y = 5.g, solidity ratio o = 0.03, three-bladed, and

zero precone. The airfoil characteristics used are:
The assembly of n elements yields the

equation of motion in terms of nodal displace- CL - 0.15 + 5.73_
n_nts {q) as

Cd = 0.0079+ 1.7g_2

[M(q)]{q)+ [C(q)]{_} + LK(q)]{q} = {Q} {12) Cm = -0.012

These are nonlinear equations In q. The next The idealized nondi_enstonal structurel properties
step is to a_ply geometric boundary conditions, used for elements ar_ gtven in Table 1. Three differ-

_ For the torque tube end, the axial and lead-lag ent beartngless rotor configurations are considered
displacements are freely permitted and the pitch depending oa the pitch link location. The pitch links

1_ link joint ts pin-ended. Therefore, there Is are located at a distance of 0.085R tn the radial
_;_ no geometricconstraintsfor the torquetube. dlrectlonfrom the rotationaxis. Fig. 7 presents

On the other hand, the flexbeam is cantilevered the lag modestability results for case I, where the

at the hub and therefore the displacements u, pitch link is located at the leading edge of the
v, v', w, w', and _ are all zero at the root torque tube. This positioning of pitch link wtll
of the flexbeam. The boundary conditions are cause a positive pitch-flap coupltng (flap up

_ applied to the global equations (12) by canceling causing nose downpitch). In the figure, the
out ,he rows and columns corresponding to these dam_tngof the fundamental la_ modeIn the form of

J constraintdisplacements.
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ferent collective pitch angles, For this lag whereas the table data covers the complete
• mode, a structural damping Idealized by an range of angle of attack and blowing coef-

*" "i equivalent viscous dampingratio of I% is used. ficient.
Based on the experience of stability corre]a-

_! ttons of other authors, it appears that the Fig. 11 shows the damping ratio _ for
_. , _) present analytical results are in good three modeswith less damping as a function of

agreement with the experimental results. Fig. thrust level for a case with zero collective

; 8 shows the lag mode stabilityresultsfor case pitch (eo = 0). These less dampedmodes hap-II, where the pitch link ts located at the pen to be fundamental lead-lag, funoament_]
i i trailing edge of the torqu_ tube. This will torsion and second lead-lag modes. The other

ctuse a negative pitch-flap coupling. In Fig. mode; are more dampedfor this as well as for
,. g, the results are presented for case Ill, subsequent cases and hence are not plotted.

, where one pitch ]ink is located at the leading These results are calculated using the airfoil
" t edge and the other at the trailing edge of the tables. The negative value of dampingrepre-

torquetube. This wll] not cause any pitch- sentsthe instabilityconditionof a mode.
flap coupling, but it will raise the torsional The lag mode is stable at low thrust levels

i frequency of the blade. Agatn, the agreement and becomesunstable at high thrust levels.

._ of analytical results wtth the experimental The torsion modeand the second lag mode are I
_: data appearsquite satisfactory. It is also moderatelyunstable. All three modes can be

noted here that the Inclusion of dynamic inflow easily stabilized with the inclusion of small i
has only a slight influence on lag mode amount of stnuctural damping in these modes. :
stability. Host rotor designs inherently have enough

: structural damping to stabilize these levels

' The subsequentresultsare obtainedfor of instability.A similartype of stability
oearingless CCRblade configurations. These characteristics were observed in Ref. 4 for

_ results are calculated for a CCRblade with hingeless CCRblades with zero collective
. 1 Lock number y = 7.2: solidity ratio o = 0.13, pitch. In Fig. 12, the stability results are

four bladed, and zero precone. For simple shown for the sameblade configurations using
__ airfoil characteristics, the following analy- the simple analytical expressions presented
_:_ ticalexpressionsare used: previouslyfor the _irfoilcharacteristics. :

Though this approximation is quite gross as seen

in the trim solution (Fig. 8), the stability }
.67 results are quite reasonably predicted. The

_/ Ct = 0.3 + 6.7a + 16.1Cu Inclusionof dynamicinflowhas a slight
.67 influence on lag modestability,in fact, a

_ Cd - O.OZ6 - 0.3Cu destabilizing effect at high thrust levels..67

- 0.06 + 1.34= - 0.644CuCm.5 Fig. 13 shows the stability^resultsfor a
negativecollectivepitch of -I0_ usingthe

and these are gross representations of the data table aerodynamics. For this pitch setting,
in Ref. 7. For table aerodynamics, the air- one needs a larger amount of blowing to acheive ,

- foll characteristicsof a typicalCC airfoil certainthrustlevel, The fundamentallag mode
wlth singletrailingedge slot are used. The becomesunstableat low thrust levels,and
slut heightto chordratio is takenas 0.002 becomesquite stableat high thrust levels. In
and the airfoil thickness to chord ratio is fact, at low thrust levels one needs a larger
taken as 0.15. The chordwise offsets of the amount of damping to stabilize this mode. The

center of mass, the aerodynamic center, and effect of negative pitch on torsion and second {;
the tensioncenterfrom the elastlcaxis are lag mode is comparativelyless, it stabilizes ;
considered to be zero, and the elastic axis is the torsion mode somewhat. The effect of post- I

assumedto be at mid-chord position. The non- tlve collective setting on blade stability is _ _,dimensional structural blade properties for shown in Fig. 14. For thiS pitch, one needs a '
different elements are given in Table 2. For small amount of blowing to achieve certain
stability results, the inherent structural thrust level. Here, the fundamental lag mode

1 damping is assumedto be zero for all modes, gets very stabilized. The influence on the" )

* Results are calculated for the CCRbearlngiess other two modes is again small.
configurations,case llI only, for which thet

I pitch links are located at the leading edge
and the trailing edge of the torque tube. Conclusions (

Ftg. 10 shows for trim solutions In hover, The aeroelasttc s,ablltty of a bearingless
the blowingmomentumcoefficientat the blade circulationcontrolrotorblade in hover is
tlp plottedas a functionof rotor thrust for examinedusing a finiteelementformulation.
severalcollectivepitch angles. It ts Airfoilcharacteristicsare representedin the
assumedthat the blowing coefficient varies form of simple expressions as well as in the form
inverse to the square of the radial position of data tables. The flexbeam, the torque tube
(Cu • Cull(2). Resultsare calculatedusing and the maln blade are modeled individuallyas i"

• simplee_presslonsas well as airfoiltables, elasticbeams. Numericalresultsare calculated (
With airfoiltables,an Iteratlveprocedure for a circulationcontrolbearlnglessrotor |

based on Newton-Raphsonmethod is used to configuration consisting of a single flexbeam i
calculatethe trlm solutlon.There Is a con- wlth a wrap-aroundtype torquetube and the .
slderabledisparitybetweenthe two results, pitch 11nks locatedat both the leadingedge |
Tnls Is understandablesincesimple and the trailingedge of the torquetube.
expressionsare only gross representatlv,of
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:.-"" Table I. Structuralprbpertlesof elementsfor rotationspeedof _I00 RPM.

_, ! " ' _ " " I .....

Element Length Flapwtse Chordwlse Torsion [ Mass Torsion inertia
"+ "" L/R Ely/mo_2R_ Elz/mon2R_ GJ/mo_2R_ m/m0 K_/R2

" 1 0.367 0.0055 0.1501 0.0029 1.0 0.C?091 Blade "

2 0.367 0.0055 0.1501 0.0029 1.0 0.00091 Blade

3 0.069 0.1216 0.1216 0.2433 39,6 0.0105 Blade

4 0.113 0.00158 0.0052 0.00021 0.299 0.000029 Flex beam

, 5 0.085 2.099 2.099 9.150 72.6 0.0346 Flex bear4

6 0.0564 4.257 4.257 1.815 7.63 0.0020 Torque tube

7 0.0564 4.257 4.257 1.815 7.63 0.0020 Torque tube

Chord/radius - .0465
_#

Pitch ]tnk spring --_ - 171.06
.... mo_2R

offsetfrom torquetube center_ = .040gPitch llnk

:_i nt = nf = 0

Table2. Structuralpropertiesof elementsfor the clrcul_tioncontrolbearinglessblade.

: E1ementLength Fl_pwlse Chordwise Torsion Mass Torsloninertia

i UR EIy/mo_2R_ EIz/mo_2R_ GJ/mon2RW m/mo K_/RL
k .,

I 0.2 0.0186 0.2303 0.0297 0,7067 0.000739 Blade

; 2 10.2 0.0372 0.3938 0.0557 1.0 0.000832 Blade 7
I

3 10.2 0.0929 0.7133 0.0929 1.624 0.001068 Blade : t_
I

'! t !0.2 0.1858 0.2303 0.00297 1.383 0.000099 Flexbeam z'

5 I0.2 0.5573 0.6687 0.00297 1.556 0.000279 Flexbeam _._
I

6 [0.13 0.0817 0.5201 0.1560 1.398 0.001397 Torque tube

"_ _.13i 7 0.1485 0.3901 0.2823 1.549 0.001366 Torque tube

Chord/radius - .1034

Pitch link spring _p - I0000

mo_2R

Pitch link offset from torque tube center _ • .033

nt " nf • 0
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DISCUSSION

_ Paper No. 17J

DYNAMIC STABILITY OF A BEARINGLESS CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTOR BLADE IN HOVER

' _ Inderjlt Chopra
]

Jack Ntelsenj NASA Ames Research Center: I have a serious question with regard to the funds-
- mental aerodynamics of the problem. You have assumed you can calculate the flutter using steady a
'_ aerodynamic results. Now we have a boundary layer on the Coanda plate and it isn't clear at all

that at the frequencies of flutter that the boundary layer isn't _oing to have very important
unsteady effects; we really don't know. But I don't think we can a_ume the quasisteady assump-
tion offhand. Letting the amplitudes get small doesn't get around thls problem if the unsteady
effects are coupled into the flutter. So I would be interested to know since we don't have any

data how you can be sure that you have really solved the real flutter problem for the CC air-
: foil.

_ Chopra: Are you posing the question [to me]? I do recognize that the unsteady aerodynamics for
J CCR is very important and it's not there. This is something that has to be looked at in the I

future. I am very much interested [and would] like to work on that proclem if you give us the i
money.

Bill Warmbrodt, NASA Ames Research Center: The results that you showed for the circulation !
controlled airfoil showed damping ratios that were an order of ma6nitude lower than the hinge-

less configuration that you first showed the results for. You made mention that structural .
damping, had it been included, would have stabilized some of those mod_s. I think everybody in

I

_J the audience here has a pretty good feel for what the influence of structural damping Is for a i

hlngeless rotor configuration. Would you say that you saw that same iegree of sensitivity for

the bearingless conficurations that you analyzed?

Chopra: I think your first question is . . . let's look at it this way. You get lower damping
here than you see in the hingeless [rotor]. I think that [you] have to go back and look first }

:I at the perturbation aerodynamics. Keep in mlnd that you are keeplng your elastic axis at the i
half chord• Your perturbation aerodynamics has two components--[one] due to blowing, [one] due
to conventional. The conventional part of the aerodynamics still has the quarZer chord as the

_1 aerodynamic center and that wlll be destab_llzlng particularly for the torsion mode. So you

tj expect co see lower damping. [This] means the people who have to design the X-Wing/CCR Rotor,
.,I they do need to--what should I say--add more structural damping or some sort of damping to

stabilize these modes. I hope you may be agreeable to this point.

Jing Yen, Bell Helicopter: I understand that you used the normal modes approach to solve the

,z, problem. Would you like to tell us where and how you obtained the normal modes for the redun-
dant or multiple load path hub? Also how much confidence [do] you have in [the modes]?

Chopra: The confidence is I00%. This is something [that is] a routine classroom problem.
What "'edo is we look at first to the steady deflected shape and at that stage we solw the
global equations. Solving the global [algebraic, eigenvalue] equation is very routine these ._
days. it doesn't take any extra time. But when you are trying to solve the compl_x eigenvalue '"
problem It is no good to use, say, a 1OO by 1OO equation, but it ls good to use a 6 by 6
equation. There are two reasons for that--one is the computer and the second is the physical.
You don't want to look at a hundred eigenvalues, you want to look at Just five or six and see |
what is happening to [the major] mode shapes. Reducing to normal modes is the same [as] if you ;"
had got the mode shapes using the Myklestad method and reduce them to normal modes. I don't see

"" an_ difference from the . . . if you were to [m_del] a beam [using], say, the Mykle_tad approach

Iand 20 elements, you may be using only four or five modes. So the procedure is just the same.
Did I satisfy?

Yen: This was a finite element model? i

Cho_: It's a finite element model, yes. To start with it's a finite element model. Wf get _"
the natural mode shade of [the blade] usin_ flnlte elements. Redundancy doesn't come IntJ the
picture anywhere. This Is only the way you are arranging the equations.

Peretz Friedmanu: I think I misunderstood his question because I had the same concern about
the redundancy. I think that when you have a redundant structure which is what [Jlng] Yen
alludec to you don't know exactly what _he boundary conditions are and you might get incorrect

: mode shapes if you _re not careful about the boundary conditions. I am not sure what those
boundary conditions are because you have the cuff and you hace the redundant load path and you
really don't kno_ what exactly the boundary condition is at the root. I think that's what he

i.i meant.

Cho__: I think that [is true with] any problem. If we don't know the boundary conditions we
can make an error in any analysis. Some of the configurations I've seen, the pitch links seem

( to be . . . you can easily [get] the moment there and the only really important displacement is
I
|
•
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the vertical displacement. _u+ le did make a parametric study where we tried to constrain the

_,_ pitch link. We tried to put variou_ types o£ constraints on the pitch link. It is not very
sensitive on _tabllity.

Wayne Johnson: Aren't your normal modes, though, calculated after you find the deflected solu-
/ tAon using th_ full finite element. 4

ChoDra: That'a right.

Johnson: So the ,_ormal modes are found after you have identified the boundary conditions.

Cho._: That's right, aft tdentlfying the boundary conditions, that's right.

Johnson: I think modes in thls case is slmply a way to reduce the dimension o£ the state vec-
tor. I don't think It really Cobs anything more than _hat.
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Abstract _ Averabe duct height

Numerical and experimental simulation of un- k _,ermal conductivity

steady airflow through the control va]_e and slot-

ted air duc _ of a circulation control rotor is de- L Length of duct
scribed. The numerical analysis involves the solu-

tiov of the quasi-one-dimenslonal compressible _ Mass flow rate

fluid-dynamic equations in the blade air duct to-

gether with the coupled isentrop_c ti_w _quations m Mass flow rate per tnit area in duct

for flow into the blade through the valve and out

of the blade through the Coanda slot. Numerical m I Mass flow rate ,er utit area computed from
sulutions are compared with basic experimenta] re- isentropic flo% _neorj

s, lts obtained for a mockup ol a circulation con-

tz_! .otor and its pnet,matic _alving system. The ms Mass flow rate per unit ,'tea through slot
pneumodynamic phenomeo/ that were observed are dis-

cu_scd with particul_r emphasis on the charactoris- m Mass f_ow rate per unit are_ through valve t

tic system time lags associated with the _orponse v

of the flow variabl-s to ,tansient and periodic con- p Static pressure in duct _
trol valve inputs. ,i

Notation Pe_t External pressure at slot exit ]i "I

PO Total pressure i- ct i

A Cross-sectlonal area of duct _
T Duet static temp_ .ure

Effective expansion area at valve exit %

l0 r ,. tO temperature
A Valve area

v T Dt,,t wall temperature

f Du, t friction factor w
t Ti_e

C Slot discharge coeffici, it

s U Vector of depende*_ variab)es

[ G Valve dischalg,, coefficient
v V Vecr-r of diffusion terms

c Specific heal at constant volumev
V Average Ouct velocity in spanwlse or x

D}, Hydraulic diameter of duct x direction

e Total energy per unit vohm_e v Approximate average duct velocxty in c.&= _-

Y wi_,e u: y direction

F Flux times area veztor

w Slot width

Vector of nonhomogeneous terms in flow s

equations x Spanwise coordinate

h H_at transfer coefflcxent x Coordinate au duct e._trance
e
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Xend Coordinate at duct end The present paper reviews the modeling techniques
described in Reference 1 and presents results ob-

; y Chordwise coordinate rained by applying the code to a simple experimen-
tal mockup of a model rotor blade and its pneumatic

" "¢ Ratio of sFeciflc heats valving system. The discussion of the results,
from both the HFPA predictions and the experiment,

0 Density focuses on the dynamic response of the flow vari-
ables to periodic and transient control valve in-

w Angular frequency puts. These response characteristics, particular-
ly with reference to the characteristic system

Subscripts time lags, have implications for the performance
)_ of actual rotor system_.
¢ I Variable computed from isentropic flow

at valve exit

pg Variable in pressure supply plenum or The modeling technt ,es employed _n the pre-
rotor hub sent research are described in Reference 1 where

emphasis is on the details of the theoretical
Prefix formulation and numerical technique. The theory

is presented here in abbreviated form; a more com-

_ Peak-to-peak value of variable plete discussion is contained in Reference I.

rntroduction Basic Equations

::d
_ CirculaLzon control rotor (CC) technology The HFPA code solves the quasi-on, dimension-
__: applied to rotary-wing aircraft or stopped-rotor el, compressible fluid dynamic equations for un-
• 7' vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft, such steady flow in a spanwise blowing air supply duct

as the X-Wing, offers several distinct advantages internal to a rotating CC rotor blade, together
"._ over conventional rotor technology. For rotary- with the coupled isentropic flow equatJonS for

vlng aircraft, CC .ethnology provides a solution flow into the blade through the control valve and
_ to such problems as high vibration levels, retreat- out of the blade through the Coanda slot. The
" ing bled_ stall, hub/pylon drag, and implementing duct flow equations have the conservative form

hig,terharm._niccontrol. For stopped-rotor air- representation
_aft, the hls-orlcal limitations of aeroelastic i

divergence, flutter, blade dynamic instabilJty, U,t + _ F,x + G + V = 0 (I)
and critical resonance conditions during rpm re-

duction are eliminated. Both types of aircraft where the vector of dependent variables is
: use a shaft-driven rotor with blades having circu-

lation control airfoils which generate lift through

rounded trailing edge with a thin jet of air tan- U =
gentially ejected from a spanwise slot adjacent to

the rounded (Coand=) surface. The jet of air sup- I
presses boundary ] ver separation and moves the _
rear stagnation streamline toward the lower sur- and the flux is given by _"
face, thereby increasing lift, Lift is increased "_'

noooooomp1"" air in the act. Pitch and roll control require-

• ments are obtained by cyclic modulati,n of the F = + p)
mass flow rate with valves in the nonrotatlng
system. Higher harmonic cyclic control can be

slmilarly applied for reducing blade stresses, _e + p)_AJ• transmitted shears, vibration, and power require-

ments. The vector of nonhomogeneous terms, which includes
the effects 6. blade rotation at angular velocity

The design of CC rotors ond their pneumatic _, wall skin friction fac_:- it(x), wall heat
control systems requires an understanding and transfer coefficient h(x), and mass flux through

appreciation of the phenomenology involved in the the slot ms(X,t) iscontrol and distribution of airflow to the Coanda

slots in these rotors. A capability for analytl- msWs
_ cal prediction of rotor Coanda airflow is also

essential. The term "pneumodynamics" has been A
":':" coined to refer to the aerodynamic response char- 2
"%_ dA msWsm 2cfm 2
.. acteristics of CC rotor sys,em internal airflow. G = _ _-_ +_ + _- P= X
, , oho
_ In a recent paper, Watkins et el.I describe

the modeling techniques employed in the HFPA (high mSWs(e+P) 2 4h (T_Tw)
frequency pneumodynamlc analysis) computer code AO -i,10 x + _H

:_! developed for CC rotor pneumodynamlc analysis. - ,_
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"" For completeness, the vector of axial diffusion Figure I shows the idealized representation _dopted

_" terns iq included, a!thouyh it is insignificant in for the cam type valv= of inLet=st in Lh_ present

the present problem. It is study. The controlled value of the valve opening

is designated as Av(_) , and Ae is the flxea effec-

0 ] tire opening at the duct entrance. Like the slot
flow, one-dimenslonal isentropic flow theory with

4 (_) a dlscharge coefficient is used to represent flow
V = _ "xx through the valve. The valve mass flux is

where p and T are the total p-.essure and tempera-0 0
The equation of state is ture, respectively, in the air _upply plenum in the

rotor hub and P(Xes=) is the back pressure in the• i 2
2 duct entrance downstream of the valve. When the

p - (y-l) (e m vy ) (2) flow is choked, the dependency on P(Xe,_) is eli-
- _- P 2 u:_nated.

. In the above relations, the conservative variables The other boundary condition, at X=Xend, is_i m and e are defined as
_] the s,_agnation of the flow at the end of the duct. :

ii m = pvx "_e discliarge coefficients Cv and Cs, used as

:orreLation parameter_ for a glve_ system relate
2 2

v v the gzometric area of a system to the effective

_=_ e = P(CvT +-_-- J Y ) area. For simple configurations such as orifice I

• 2 plates or venturi tubes in a well conditioned sys- j

!_ tem where the airflow is well behaved, the discharge

and Ws(X,t) and ms(X,t) are the local (with respect coefficient value can be obtained from a standard

to spanwlse x location) slot width and blowing mass engineering handbook.
flux, respectively.

I The small average chordwise velocity component Finite Difference Method

I inside the duct can be crudely approximated as If. applying the theory of the previous section

. _' w sms to the analysis of a rotor blade, the entire blade,
v " -- (3) including the transition duct (ducting from hub

Y 20HD valve exit to airfoil portion of rotor blade), is

dlscretized by dividing it into spanwlse (radial)

ir which _(x) is the local effective height of segments. The governing differential equations,the duct.
Eq. (_), are solved by the implicit, "delta form,"

_le mass flux distribution through the Coanda finlte-dlfference procedure of Beam and Warming 2 at

slot is assumed to be w_ll represented by one- the grid points located at _egment boundaries, in- ._

dimensional isentropic flow theory with a discharge cludlng the valve exit as shown in Fig. 1 and the

coefficient Cs(X); duct end. The solution of the duct flow is active-ly coup_._d io the flow through the valve an_ through _. [

the upstream boundary condition. With the exception

,., ms(X,t ) = Csml(P0,To,Pext) (4) of the upstream boundary condition for flow into _he

duct from the valve, the numerical analysis is rather

The above functional relationship is the usual ex- standard and is described fully in Reference i.

presslon for isentroplc flow expanding through a

nozzle from a plenum (in this case the duct in- In Reference i, expressions are presented for

terior) to ambient conditions (in this case the an approximate numerical upstream boundary condi-

exterior of the rotor blade). Po(X,t) and Tn(x,t) tion based on deriving for various valve types an
are the local (internal) total pressure and fem- auxiliary relationship by ignoring the time depen-

v I perature,respectively,and pe__(x,t) is the external dent term in the momentum equation between theLpressure a .he exit of the _oanda slot. Depen- first two grid points (grid point 1 and 2 in Fig.

dency upon ezternal pressure is eliminated when I). The approximation for the idealized valve of

_[ the flow is choked. Fig. i is

2
Boundary Conditions (PI+P2) m 2

•_li PlAe + 2 (A2-Ae) = 0--_ A2 + P2A2At the _pstream boundary x = x , a plenum

_uppllee blowLn_ air to the duct through a valvlng (Ae-A2)_2_2 2 2 Cfm22_(Xl_X2)
] system. The valve opening area has constant and + 4 (xl-x2) - 2

(6)
rotor-azimuta-dependent components regulated by tL_

I coLective and cyclic components, respectively,
. the aircraft control system. The mass _low and "f Approximations such as in Eq. (6) were applied be-

cause the investigators were unsuccessful in aply-
• duct pressures are thus determined by these valve

| settiugs in concert with the duct/slot configuration, ing the more standard, an_ less approximate, pro-cedures for inlet boundary conditi=ns of applying
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_- one-sided differencing or the method of character-
lstics. The presence of the valve poses speciaI

-" difficulties in the application of these standard
techniques. In a recent communicatlon,Anderson of
United Technologies Research Center india=Led that

he was successful in applying the method of char- --_ A, lt]
acteristics to derive inlet boundary conoitions \

for the HFPA code for a sudden expansion or gate- N

. t_,pevalve. The extension of his procedure to the \
_ cam valve type shown in Fig. I, is not straight-

forward due to the 90 deg change in flow direction. \
Since this valve is "he type considered in the pre- \

sent investigation, Eq. (6) was retained. \ • A. •' ! ='I='Numerical Solution procedure \

merical solutions to control inputs, consisting of

_k constant (collective) settings or constant collec- ---4 A,|tl
_. tlve settings with superimposed constant amplitude

cyclic inputs, is to obtain the steady state or
:_[ time periodic solutions by allowing them to evolve

from a transient. Fig. 1 Idealized valve

_" The solution starts with the system essential-
_" valving system) rotated. The pipe incorporate_

ly at supply pressure conditions. _,e initial
valve position is assumed to be full_ open as speci- several pressure taps distributed along its length.

The model is shown in Fig. 2, which is reproduced
_, fled by the sum of its Fourier components supplied
_ from Reference I.
._ as input. The solution is then advanced with time

as the flow in the blade adjusts itself to reach

steady state flow conditions for the fully open _.... _ ' ' --":_._'_,'/_',
valve. If cyclic components are to bc considered, '_
the _yclic input is imposed after fully onen steady : " ""'""...... _-_--._
state flow conditions are achieved. The solution ,o,.,,._

T is thereafter advanced further with time until _---_-----?___ _ -_ , ....- ....
periodic conditions are attained. A harmonic "_*

analysis of pressures, temperatures_ and mass flow ":i
rates is performed on the results £rom the final i.
cycle. - _n '. italt_ma,_ - _ _wmA

_nt T ' :
I _,_,_, _ " ' _ I1 I !

lhe analytical formulation and the numerical _2 _-'_'::::-'':-_:c-_::--:i} "6 ' ""--[ti"'!'i_''' I ', "_,¢;
methods described _n the previous sections were I _ I '_ .... T'
validated by applying them to a basic experiment ii _ ,_

-'" and comparing the results with the experimental
• data3. The experiment was performed using a mock- Fig. 2 Experimental model

up of a rotor b_ade pneumodynamlc system incor-
porating a v.._vesimilar to the idealized valve of Dynamlc measurements of pipe pressure were ob-

• Fig. I. The model consisted of a supply plenum talned for a range of cam rotational speeds. Iz:
and two rotating cams with different profiles addition, quasi-dynamic results were oh,ailed by
mounted on the same shaft allowing either a one- positioning the cam at discrete incremeats of 30

t:. per-rev or two-per-rev profile to be selected by deg. Average mass flow data were collected from a
axially positioning the cams on the shaft. The venturl tube located upstream of the plenum.
flow was modulated by means of the cams from the

plenum through a single nozzle into a stationary Figure 3, also from Reference I, shows the

plugged pipe with a slot. measured valve area formed by the one-per-rev and
_wo-per-rev cams spaced at a minimum distance of

•_ The pipe with a full-length slot represented 0.01 in from the nozzle inlet. The points shown
: a 3ubscale circulation control rotor blade. The were calc,_lated from the measured gap between the

_,_ _ experiment was or_glnally performed3 to establish cam profih, and the nozzle; the area variations are

._,_..._ the feasibility of modulating the weight flow in a intended to approximate slnusoids as shown. The
; one-per-rev and two-per-rev manner and to show that two-per-re_ cam profile is a rather crude approxi-

_ I the three components of the airflow were additive, marion and contains a significant higher harmonic :

j For simplicity, the correct relative motion was es- content. The measured values w. rc used in the nu-_" tablished by interchanging the rotating ana non- merical predictions.
: ,--| rotating components. The plenum and pipe (hub and

rotor blade) were stationary, and the cams (the I .
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O 0.011 _-. -- - COMPUTATION (Cv C$ = 0.9.5)
I 0.9 _ COMPUTATION (CI - Cs= 0.75)

oo,o0.8

ooo, , If. 0.7 ._ / :

o., ,,_70°s.0.00E '

., ' 0.5 "E 0.007 !

.2 Pp_" 8.84 Ib/in. 2 .
0.4 _ ;"

i 0.3 _ /_/C_ o.oos ,: _
-- 0.2 m I'J/ /

" 0 _ 0.004
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_o._ j../" _-. ¢ / 0.003
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Fig. 4 Mass flow variation

o.1 ':
_ q Mass Flow and Pressure Comparison

00 60 120 180 240 300 360

AZIMUTH POSITION (dog) Figure 4 shows the sensitivity of the discharge
coefficients Cv and C_ for a wide range of valve

Fig. 3 Valve control area areas. Also shown is the effect of assuming con-
stant values of 0.95 and 0./5 for both the valve and

Results and Discussion slot discharge coefficlents in the numerical solu- .._
tlon. The results obtained for the higher _alue "_

Numerical results were obtained for the exper%- Cv - Cs = 0.95 agree more favorably w_ch the expf:ri-
_.ncal configuration of Fig. 2 by dlscretlzlng the mental results, although the lower discharge roe :fl-

. pipe into 16 segments of approximately equal length, clent is lik,..ly to be cealistlc physically. That a _ {
The pipe was assumed to be adlabatlc, and the fric- concept as simple as a discharge coefficient can b_ --%

tlon coefficient was represented by the formulas used to correlate the mass flow and pressure losses %

for fully developeo flow. The integration time- is very encouraging; th'.s is discussed in _eoth in

' step for the calculations simulating the quasi- Reference 4. For the remainder of the theoretlc_l

dynamic experiments was 5x10 -4 _c. For the dy- results Cv = Cs - 0.q5 were used without trying for

[ namlc calculations, valve cycling _as imposed a better correlation. As indicated in Reference I,

after an elapsed time of 0.25 oec. and the time- strict interpretation of Cv and Cs is probably not

step was reduced to 1200 steps per revolution there- desirable since the various deficiencies and appro_i- _

after. In general, the results were qualitatively matio_s in the computer model can, to some degree,

similar for the one- and two-per-rev cams. There- he absorbed by adjusting them. Moreover, the con-
fore, the results presented here are, with one ex- cept of a constant nozzle discharge coefficient is

• ception, for Lhe one-per-rev cam. unly a first approximation for the actual flow loss-

es which occur ove_ a range of mass flow rates in

Typical quasl-dynamlc numerical and experim_n, the analysis. Recent experience with the HFPA code

".:. tal results, indicating the dependency of mass flow indicates that more physically realistic discharge 1

rates on nozzle control area at a constant slot coefficients can be obtained at the expense of de- ;

._,. height of 0.042 in., are displayed for the one-per- creased resolution of wave reflection phenomen& by

rev cam in Fig. 4. In this figure, the mass flow including second-order numerical damping in the

"" rate is presented as a function of total valve area HFPA algorithm.

at a set plenum pressure. ,.a the valve area in-

creases, the data show that mass flow rate tends co- Figure 5 illustrates the numerical and experi-

ward a constant value, indicating that the flow has mental cycllc variation of total pressure for a

become controlled by the slot opening, typical dynamic case. The numerical results of

_ig. 5 were obtained with C_ - Cs - 0.95. The "'u-

merically computed pre_sure profiles have an " %'
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azimuthal phase lag from the valve area profiles of (The cxpe_imeutai pressure phase shifts given in

._ Fig. 3 of an approximately 35 deg phase shift. For the table have an arbitrary reference). The magnl-
tillsconfiguration, the phase shift is principally tudes are all normalized with respect to the peak-

._ . due to the finite speed of wave Fropogation, and to-peak values.
is referred to as "sonic lag." A smaller portion
of the delay is due to the "capacitance lag" effect Table 1 shows that the _ummation of the higher
caused b_ the finite pipe volume. The phase dif- harmonic contevt of the mass flow rate output is a
ference between the valve area setting and the pres- rather significant 20 percent while the one-pec-rev
sure response to it has been eliminated from Fig. valve control input contains only approximately I0
5 because the experimental phase angle results were percent. Therefore, the mass flow exhibits some

" not accurate, nonlinear amplification. The higher harmonic con-

*- 5.0 , , w , teat of the pressure response does not exhibit s_-
Q_ _ J-- EXPERIMEt4T,DYNAMIC mlia.-ampllflcation.

O--'-_--COMPUTATION, DYNAMIC pp_ffi8.841b/in.2
x/L= 0_04 The phase shift phenomenon is clearly illustra-

_" 4.0
_:]_ . Cv -C$ = 0.95 ted by the data in the table. The first harmonicI

ofthemassflowra,elagsthevalveopon*nghy.deg. The first harmonic pressure at, x/L = 0.524,

._ 3.0 / \ this lag increases to 42 deg. due to the finite i

i //f _'\ wave propogation speed or sonic lag. Because of i
':he specification of a zero numerical integration

_ _ 2.0 / / _ _ dissipation parameter in the numerical algorithm
_ / / _ \ used for the cyt ic calculations, computed results

"_ _ P _ _ l rental::sllght, stable spatial numerical oscilla- }- tions which make it difficult to place confidence

ted between loc_'.ions. Ba_,edon the speed cf sound,

X'\I the pure sonic lag between the two points shown_ _ should amount to only about one-half the lag shown._ O0 I t ! -- The remail[ng lag may be due to a physical phenomenond 0 60 120 180 240 300 360
AZIMUTHPOSITION(deg) or to numer;cal uncert _inty. Although, as discussed

previously, th o problem of spatial oscillations can

" Fig. 5 Total pressure va£iatlon be reduced by employirg numerical damping, this ,
da=plng suppresses _.'tlple wave reflections and

£ renders the code less a_le to predict resonance !Table 1 contains data obtalned from a harmonic
phenomena. Fortunately, :he computed mass flow

_" analysis of the dynamic numerical results of the rate is the resul_ of a spatial integration which i
case for _tich the pressures are plotted in Fig. 5, has the effecL of smoothing the spatial oscillations
The numerical phase lag has been retained. A bar- and should be fairly accurate.
monic anal_':ioof the experimental pressure data _

_. obtained from the experimental curve' presented in Peak-to-_eak Pressure Comparison
Fig. 5 is also shown for comparison. Magnitude and

phase for the valve opening area, total mass flow Figure 6 su_arizes the results from the dyna- _.¢
rate, and total pressures at two locations are given mic calculations in the form of peak-to-peak total
from the numerical results where the phases are re-

_. ferred to the maximum valve opening at zero deg. pressures versus frequency for the one-per-rev cam.

Table i. Harmonic analysis of typical results

AnldA _n/d_ P0n/dP0 o0,,/dpO
At x/L = 0.804 At xlL 0.524 ,

i¢ (dA-0.8904 IN21 |d_..0,00031 SLUG/SECt COMPUTATION EXPERIMENT COMPUTATION

EXPERIMENT
-,_ dP0-3.71 LE/IN2 dp0ffi3.99 LB/IN2 dP0-3.77 LB/IN2 dP0-3.78 LBIIN2

: ¢ (APPROXIMATE) (APPROXIMA'(E)
MAGiPHASE,DEO) MAG{PHASE,DEG) MAO(PHASE,DEG) MAG(PHASE,DEG) MAGIPHASE,DEG) MAGIPHASE,DEG).i

[t 0 0.8'4 0.088 0.42, 0._1' 0.432 0.'37

"! 1 0.§09(353) 0.488 (32) o.8_, _35) o.494 (350) 0.523 (29) 0.500 (380)

2 0.C27(197) 0.086 (241) 0.016 (5§) 0.034 (176) 0.017 (131) 0.043 (171)

3 0.01§(128) 0.0,4,100) 0.031 {262) 0.o19 (205) 0.007 (27S) 0021 (203)

4 0.006(2,| 0.008 (2,_) 0 002 {179) 0.o07 15l o.o03 (78) o.005 (4§)
f

8 0.004 i322) 0.002 163) 0.002 (17g) 0.01 ! ;347) 0.003 (346) 0.007 (30)

NOTE: _1_ - 49,7 H_ AND pp|- 8.89 LBIIN_. •
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" i In Fig. 6 the numerical solution is able to prc- 4
dict fairly well the trends and magnitudes of the

_! pressuce response. One possible source of error 70 ' '_,o'_ ' ' N-r--_T ,in the numecical calculations is the assumption of _/2-{Hzf SlI EXPERIME

constant discharge coefficient for the wide range so O--- O-----.COMPUTATION /_
of area variation. Somewhat more remote are the _ cv-c,-o_s_/s

possibilities for experimental error, m .IL=0 245 , +,/r/_+,,,/_J _50

-j"_ JR0 | E}'--" EXPERIM'kNT 1 1 | _ /.'/_'*

7 5_" _ COMPUTATION - t

/ Cv-Ci-O9s _ 3 0 ,,_/"

-- • p_= 137 _. O-._ _ 20

%: _o %-
:. ,,, , oo i _ ; ; ,'o' ,i ,4
_" i 4 5 C]-...__ P, = 8 B4 Po| = 8 8 PLENUM PRESSURE Ub/m 2)

_-_- ., 40 "u..| _-

$_="' _ 3o Fig. 7 Effect of plenum pressure-,"

='J _ 20 Pp = 304 = 80-
_. X: _ .... oJ----o c>:--- EX_R,ME_'T

.. _ COMPUTATION x/L = 0.804
_'_ I 5 0----_.8_.__.4 C..Cs.O.SS
_"_ I 0i 7 0; q pp.= 0 96 Ppt= 137SIb/Ina

0 0 1 I I f I ._

20 40 60 0 20 40 60 _ 5 C_. ROTATIONAL FREQUENCY IHz) qOTATIONAL FREOUENCY (Hz_ ,%

pp_ = 8 84 Ib/I, _

"'. Fig. 6 Peak-to-peak Coral pressure _ : ._

; Figure 7 plots the dynamic results of the peak- _

to-peak total pressure near the beginning of the _ 2,o
slotted portion of the pipe against plenum pressure _ [ pp_= 3.041blin' ' "_ I

" for the one-per-rev cam at two different frequencies. _ _ _ ........ _ ......

The agreement between the measured and numerical re- _o p_=0_S_b/i.'

sults in this figure, in general, is seen to be
fair. As shown, the peak-to-peak total pressure at so - , ,
the entrance of the pipe is dependent on the fre- o 10 20 30 40 _ _0 _0 BOROYATIONAL FREQUENCY. (HI)

quency of rotation of the cam. The data _hows a i
droop in the peak-to-peak value of pressure at Fig. 8 Peak-to-peak static pressure

i high plenum pressure and high frequencies ; these

i trends wlth plenum pressure and frequency are pre- presented for two different plenum pressures for
."_ dicted by the computer code. The peak-to-peak to-
\'+! _al pressure at the entrance of the pipe is shown both one- and two-per-rev cams. These curves demon-

I to be dependent upon the frequency of rotation of strafe the presence of a quarter-wavelength reso-nance pnenomenon in the pipe. This phenomenon is
I the cam. better illustra_ed in Fig. 9 for the two-per-rev

: t Figure 8 displays the peak-to-peak static pre- cam where a resonance peak occurs at a frequency
sures versus rotational frequency for various of approximately 44 Hz for the numerical solution

!i at the higher pressure and around 55 Hz for the

plenum pressures for L,m one-per-rev cam. The ex-
perimental and numerl _ curves generally show corresponding experimental data. The differences
good agreement and the computer code predicts the in ,'heresonant frequencies between the numerical

and experimuntal results are likely due co the ex-
trends, perlment having a shorter characteristic pipe length

Figures 9 and .3 are p]ots of the ratio of because of wave reflection from the end of the noz-
pipe end-to-entrance pressure versus cam rotational zle expansion section in the pipe entrance. The

quasl-one-dlmenslonal modal is unable to simulate

/I frequency for both cams. The two-per-rev cam re- ._hlsreflection and instead reflects from the pipesults are included since the two-per-.revcam ex-

tends the frequency range two-fold. Results are entrance itself. It is interesting to -ote that k
%
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the resonance effect is much more pronounced at frequency on the computed mean and peak-to-peak
/ the higher pressure. For the one-per-rev cam plot mass flow rates, respectively, for the one-per-rev

shown in Flg. i0, no experimental data were obtain- cam at several different plenum pressures. No ex-
ed at the expected resonant frequencies of twice perlmental data are available for comparison with
the resonant two-per-rev cam frequencies. However, the peak-to-peak data. The experimental lines

•- the numerical results again show a resonance ar shown for the mean mass flow rate represent an ex-
= around 75 Hz for the higher pre:sure and 80 Hz for perimental average since no significant changes in

the lower pressure. These resonant frequencies average mass flow rate with frequency were obtain-
;" are somewhat less than twice the two-per-rev cam ed in the experimental data. Likewise very little
::-' frequencies. The more pronounced resonant peak for change was observed in the numerical results.
_ the higher pressure in Fig. I0 is consistent with OO10 c

the two-per-rev cam results. _... m---EXPERIMENTALAVERAGE Pp_, = 13 75 Ib/inJ
'. 0 009 F

Z 0 008 o.----'--

11_0 007 L.... Dp, = 8 84 Ib/in'

. 18[,., ' ...... I ._0 006 r_ _ --, l_(IblbJl 13.75 6.88

_"I 1 S_-! OO • .... EXPERIMENT t _w
e-- COMPUTATION 0 005l

0 O04_S Pp_' = 3 04 Iblin a
_.1 _n, o /"" __---_o------¢

1 I / " 0 003f1_... PO_ = 0 982 Ib/mJ
" _ 0 001 I O--,.,-O COMPUTATION

_i "u 0000 ..... Cv=Cs=O'950 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
ROTATIONALFREQUENCY(Hz)

Fig. ii Mean mass flow rate

MP' 0 O13 , , ," , , , ,

- i _ 0011

.., _. 0 0_0

.., oo --I .... i= ____L.__J__ _L__ _±_ _ 0 009 pp_"= 8 O._,...
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 _

ROTATIONALFREQUENCY(H_) rr 0 008

"-. 0 0 007
Fig. 9 Resonance phenomenon in pipe; two-per-rev u.

0.006
< _ O C

ooo5 Pp_= 3041b/in _ _ 118 , , , ,

1 e [_----- _-----EXPEmMENT _ 0.003 _ '
.. _ O---_ COMPUTATION I-- 0.982 Ib/in _

" _ _, 14 Cv=C='O'n <_"0 002 pp_ =

: _ _ _ _ 0001 COMPUTATION

oooo , , , . Cv=Cs.O.,/ ]i_ 0 1'0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 I
I

1 ROTATIONALFREQUENCY(Hz_

!i::" Fig. 12 Peak-to-peak mass flow rate
#

Figure 13 bhows the effect of rotational fre-

quency on the phas=.of the first harmonic of the
_0_ mass flow results _hown in Figs. II and 12. fhe

phase shift increasas wlth _ncreaslng plenum pre-

i o2 sure (and increasing mass flow care) and increases• almost linearly with frequency over most of the
' ' ' range examtne,_. The linear trend indicates that"_ O0 ,'0 2'0 3_0 A r'_ So 7o sO ,o

ROTATIONALFREQU|NCY(HH within this range there is a fixed time uelay, r'-
most independent or trequency, associated with a

FIg. i0 Resonance phenomenon in pipe; one-per-rev given set of system parameters such as plenum pre-
sure and bladP internal geometry. At the higher
pressure, capacitance lag Is controlling, while at I

Effects of Rotational Frequency on Mass Flow Rate the lower rre,sure, _he lag should be principally

Figures Ii and 12 show the effect of rotational sonz_,lag. ' _',
%
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No experimental phase shift data are available control the rise or decay. Figure 17 shows the pro-
' _, for comparison because it is very difficult, if not pagation of the incident pressure wave created by

1 impossible, to measure dynamic mass flow containing sudden valve closing. To smooth these transient
"_ f higher harmonic_ and obtain phase information, results, second-order spatial numerical dampii,g has

|
been added to the numerical algorithmI for computing

In summary, the comparison of the numerical the incremental or "delta" solutlon for a given time

calculations with experiment, indicate that, even level from the solution for the preceding one. Thls 4
with a simple constant discharge coefficient model, was done by computing the increment from the weighted ,
the computer code satisfactorily predicts the sys- average of the second-order (in time) Beam and
tem performance over a wide operating range. It is Warming algorithm and the flrst-order (in tima) al-
able to predict the trends and magnitudes of the gorithm of Lax5. The weighting factors applied to
total and static pressures as well as the mass flow the Beam and Warming method and the Lax method were
rate for plenum pressures from 0.98 to 13./5 psig, 0.98 and 0.02, respc_tivel_.
fo_ rotational frequencies from 15 to 120 Hz, and
for valve area variations from 0 to approximately

• 1 in. I
it

o011 I

'4 _ _15 COM_JTA_ON

< Cv=Cs=0.95 i-30 I

_" ROTATIONAL FREQUENCY (Hz) !

Fig 13 Mass flow rate phase angle

Theoretical Transient Response

For pneumatic control system design, in addi- !!!!_

"i tion to a knowledge of the periodic response of the '
system to periodic control inputs, the transient

dynamics are also of interest. In th_ present study i [ _ _'_"_

an independent numerical investigation of transient oou I - _ _ _-o.12_'
dynamics was conducted. This investigation simula- -

ted the pneumodynamic response _f the _odel system OOlOf / _ [

to step inputs in control valve settings. This was _-
accomplished by suddenly opening the control valve _ o._* ._

and allowing air to flow into a blade at atmospheric i _
0,0_ SUDOENVALVECLOI.NG

ani then suddenl> shuttxng off the flow, allowing

the pressure inside the pipe to return to atmospher- o.oo,[j_,._
ic pressure, o0_ __._

The resul_s of this investigation into _he o.ooo__ i

system's transie_,tdynamics are shown in Figs. 14 o o,_ o_ o._ o._ o._ o.* o._ o_ o.# I

to 17. Figure 14 shows the behavior of the mass 'rw_l,lO-'_ t
flow rate in response to the two control actions
for two plenum pressures. The rise or decay time

for the mass flow is approximately 0.003 seconds Fig. 14 Theoretical transient mass flow rate [
and dces not change significantly for the two
plenum pressures. This suggests that in these Conclusions
cases tee c_aracteristic time phenomena are princi-

pally related to the time it takes for a pressure Th_ results presented indicate that quasi-one-
disturbance to propogate the length of the tube, dimensional unsteady flow theory can be applied to

since this Is also about 0.003 seconds. This ex- predict, _iCh reasonable accuracy, the pneumodyna-
planation is reinforced by examining Figs. 15 and mic response of an idealized circulation control
16 which are plots of the pressure distribution _L rotor model to cyclic control valve inputs.
various elapsed times after the sudden valve open-

ivg. Fig. 15 s_'owsthe propagation cf the incident The results also Fhow that, for a g_ven set of

pressure wave created by the valve opening and Fig. system parameters, the phase lag in the respons_ 'f
16 shows the propagation of the wave after its re- the system to cyclic control input is a fixed time

flection from the end of the tube. The sonic lag delay almost independent of frequency. Higher hat-
is apparently controlling the transient response monic content of the mass flow rate output exhibits

to the step input. However, for a system where some amplication due to nonlinear effects, but the

_he capacitance lag is much higher or lower than higher harmonic content of the pressure _esponse
the sonic lag, the capacitance 1 g would tend to
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Fig. 15 Theoretical incident transient pressure Fig. 16 Theoretical reflected transient pressure ,rwave ",,ave ,!

,leesnot. Reader, K.R., "Evaluation of a Pneumatic Valvlng '

System for Application to a Circulation Con- :_
L A resonance phenomenon is predicted by the trol Rotor," Naval Ship Research and Develop- ,+

numerical results at approximately the frequency ment Center Report 4070, May 1973.
"" for quarter-wave acoustic resonance in a pipe. Reader, K.R., "The Effects of Cam and Nozzle Con-

The predicted resonant frequencies are slightly flguraclons on the Performance of a Clrcula- _._i_; i•different than the experimentally observed resonant tlon Control Rotor Pneumatic Valving System,"

" frequencies. A possible explanation for this is David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Develop-
" the inability of the quasi-one-dimensional theory ment Center Report ASED-393, Nov. 1977..°

to predict wave reflection from the exparslon in Lax, P.D. "Solutions of Nonlinear Hyperbolic Equa-
the entrance section of the experimental model, tlons and Their Numerical Computation,"

Communications on Pure and Applied Mathematlcs_
• Numerical investigation of the response of Vol. 7, 1954, pp. 159-193.

the flow variables to step inputs .*,,the control
• valve area indicate that, for the cases examined, "I
.: the response time is controlled by the characte.r-
,,. istic time for wave propagation (sonic lag).
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• { DISCUSSION
Paper No. 18

DYNAMIC RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF A CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTOR MODEL PNEUMATIC SYSTEM
Charles B. Watkins

and
Kenneth R. Reader

_'" and
Subash K. Dutta

Andy Lemnios, Kaman Aerospace: First, an observation. On the bench test that we did on the
half scale model of the CCR several years ago I believe we observed about a 20 to 30 degree

- phane lag between the control input to the control valve to the actual buildup of pressure in

• the plenum chamber. We also observed that the duct of the blade itself charged and discharged I
_ as a plenum. Basically there was very little phase lag relationship between the root end of the

., bl._deand the tip end of the blade as far as pressure buildups were concerned. Those pressure _
variations have been documented. I was very pleased to see that in your high freqeuenoy pneumo-
dynamic analysis you have included flexibility in there. I was wondering if you have any plans
to validate the analysis? i

Reader: Yes, Andy, over the years we have done that. We've used the H2 data [that] I had to
a limited extent. The problem there is that all the tests that we've run so far we've always

•"-i found we didn't have all the information we needed. In that rotor system we had total pressure " i
• , at the inboard, [but] the outboard was very questionable. I've had very good results with this
=_ code with the H-2 experience, that is, if I look at the components I was able to look at the _
_| weight flow, the one per rev and two per rev component at the inboard station and get good

I correlation if I did a parametric stuey to identify it. We've looked at the Boeing Vertol data _'

which was tested _n Boeing's tunnel about two years ago. We've looked at fixed system results
similar to these; half-scale [tests] that were done at UTRC about 3 or 4 years ago. We have not 't
been fortunate enough to get this type of correlation across a large range of parameters, but we i
can always trace it to some unknown that we haven't been able to measure. One of the big prob- _,

LJ le,,,awe end up with the flexible slots is identifying what that slot area really is. The "_
:I. 25-foot rotor system, w6 ran correlation with that and we came back to the same position. Most

"c'. of the time you end up measuring weight flow which goes into all the blades and you have to
•_. assume what it is for one blade and then the area variation. I think looking in the box we've .{
- i

worked with most of the data that exists and were fairly reasonable based on engineering level. {
!

Lemnios: Getting back to your co,ment on the H-2, Ker, the half-scale data I was referring to
was the one that was done at Honeywell under a subcontract.

Reader: Yes, I'm aware of that.

Wa2ne Johnson: I would llke to put Andy's question a little bit differently. You describe what
you have done in the past and described the capabilities of the analysis that you h&ve. If you
were making a list of the things that you didn't know about the duct aerodynamics and tha_ ['_u ."
would really like _u know next, where would you start?

Reader: First of all I think the code gives us a good representatio,_ analogy. It is a fairly _ j}g_od design tool. The [major] problem is we need more instrumentation on the blades; we need

to know more specifics at different radial stations and that is being done.
o

Johnson: So until you do another round of experiments you really don't Kno_ . . .

Reader: That's right. We are using it as a design tool now based on our experiments up to
now. The next thing we need is more data. I think we will be getting that, probably in the
next year.

i Johnson: Since [ have the microphone I'm going to ask another question. To make a connection

i with some of the things we have heard earlier--the dynamic inflow [models) for all their sim-plicity are extraordinarily useful because they are a discrete state model of the dynamics. I
know, at least I think I've seen in some of the earlier work on circulation control rotors that

people have developed rather heuristic models of duct aerodynamics, mass-spring type models,
which I think they just sort of guessed at Do you think there is a chance that one mig t start
with the kind of model you are using and then use that as a basis for _ more solid foundation
for a discrete state model for the aerodynamics that then could be a little uit more useful? I
think that with a two-dimensional Beam-Wmmipg type solution that y_u are dealing with fairly
significant computation _ime. I wa_ Just wondering if there are ways o._ that sort _hat you
might ,q' to _ke a better, but faster model,

Re,. . There'_ one way _nd it was addressed _arlier with Bob Jones' work. If y_u believe
tI-__/de then you can resress a model that you need to operate with. But the thihg of it is !

yo. need to identify all of your parameters up front, There's been some work done on that. i
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That is, you take the code, you can design a system, get it set up, and then you can linearly
regress out of it a faster working model. One of the problems that we have had historically and
what has led us to this code is that if you use your analogies to develop [the code] you end up
with a lot of constraints on it. Now we had that with the SUPERFLOW code, that is. where we
tailored it for specific configurations so that it's good for that specific configuratirn and
it may run a little bit faster--not a whole lot--a llttle bit, but you ended up without a good
design tool. If you go to a real simple model like we had done in the past f_r stability and

_ control then you end up without the higher harmonic capability. So you end up with two codes ,_
and now you have to start keeping track of two codes. I think you are probably better off using

, a code like this and comL up with a regressed model out of it for your actual application.

Bob Woodr Hughes Helicopters: I was interested in your model--the traveling wave [going] down
the blade and then reflected back. I didn't really see the thing coming to equilibrium. In
other words, is that wave--my question is in several parts, does that wave then come down and
then travel back? Essentially, what is the amount of time that's required for a step input
before the flow comes to equilibrium?

_,
Watkins: In actuality it's going to reflect back and forth any _umber of times, but the phe-
nomena tends to be obscured by the flow itself. But essentially it only takes one complete
reflection for the flow in the duct to pretty much distribute itself evenly over the length.

Reader: I'd just like to m_ke a comment on Wayne's question Just a minute ago. I just h_d
another thought. One thing that we f_nd, for instance right now, to do this work we've run
16 :_ements in it and it has taken the cost up for running the code. However, if you back off
the number of elements, depending upon what you are using it for, you may not need th_ fidelity,
sc if you back off the elements your time goes way down--probably a factor of 4 to maybe 5

, depending upon the number of elements. Kaman did some of that work earlier with their codes
_ and they found that, for instance, for some cases they needed 4 to 6 elements, but for general

handling quality-type stuff they only needed one. I think that is wn_t Andy was alluding to

earlier. Depending upon what you are 1olng with the pneumodynamics and what you need out of
_ It--If you only need one per rev cyc!zc in order to do stability a_idcontrol you can come up

with a fairly simple model for that.

2
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AN EXAMIN#,ZION OF THE RELATIONS BETWEEN RO/OR VIBKATORY LOADS
: AND AIRFRAME VIBRATIONS

Charles F. Niebanck

Senior Dynamics Engineer

Sikorsky Aircraft Division
United Technologies Corporation

Stratford, connecticut

_" Abstract

Analytical investigations such as
Harmonic rotor hub loads and air[rame those presented in Reference 1 have

"_ interactions in steady flight are re- predicted that substantial reducticns in
'_ _iewed, with regard to the objective of helicopter rotor vibratory hub io_ " _ay

achieving lower airframe vibration by be obtained by modifying the distributions
modifying blade root loads, of structural properties such as blade "_

_. bending stiffness _d mass, with little or B

_ Fligh_ -_t and wind tunnel data am e re- no penalty in blade weight _ structural '

v_ewed, along with sample fuselage re- complexity. The _.mplied corresponding
spunse data. Trends which could provide reduction in airframe vibration, was

_-_'! a generalized approach to the above objec- v_rified by coupled rotor-airframe aero-
•_;i rive are found to be very limited, elastic analysis.

•_'. This method of reducing vibration is
_j Recent analytical and corresponding
_, experimental blade tun_c_ modifications quite attractive, since it .can reduce or J
_i are revzewed and compar_. Rotor vibra- eliminate the need fcr other vibration
'_ i tory load modification and substantial contro_ measures such as vibration ::
_'. vibration changes were achieved over a absorbers or higher h:_-monic control.

-_ wide range of rotor operating conditions. These other measures are effective, but
. _ entail additional cost, added parts,
" It is still concluded that improvement of weight, and maintenance.

blade tuning has *h potential for reduc-
tion in airframe vibration. Current This paper examines the trending of

- analytical methods are found not accurate rotor hub loads as indicated by various ,
enough to confid, _tly predict effects of flight and wind tunnel test programs, and

"_ blade tuning on v_bration, the typical airframe vibratory response to '
' these loads, to assess the possibility of

" Test-based development of favorable blade creating a generalized recommendation for
configurations is shown to be feasible, modification of hub loads. Some recent

- and will also generate data to guide analytical and corresponding experimental _'
further development of analytical methods, efforts to exploit the blade ruling

concept are reviewed. These resttlt_ of
: these attempts are diagnosed, and an +.

assessment made of the feasibility of _-_

.. Introduction applying the concept analytically, through
ccmplete system experimentation, or from

Reduction in helicopter airframe sap-rate dynamic model and airframe }
vibration enhances crew and passenger testing. I
effectiveness and comfort, and reduces

vibration-related problems with the Background
airframe structure and in_talled equip-
mant. Higher speed operatin_ regimes are The reduction of helicopter blade
planne_ for future helicupter_, which will vibratory elastic response in zorward
create a strong tendency for increased vi- f_ht has long be,_n intuitively
bration. Furthermore, vibrate.on levels recognized as a poten_i_ _ means of reduc-
even lower than those of presently opera- ing vibratozy ht_ load_ _*_4 their conse-
tional helicopters are des'_red in the&e quint airframe vlbratiun. Historicall>,
higher speed reqimes. Therefore, the de- this objective has been addressed dur_nc"
velo_ment of improved vibration control the design stage simply hy providing blade

measures is receiving continued attention, designs whose elastic natural frequencies
were well-separated from resonances w_th
the _armonics of the rotational frequency.

•_J _.._ at the American Hel!_copter
- Society 2nd Decennial Spe_.alist'8 Meeting

on Rotorcreft D_n_micE, Ams8 Research
.I Center, Mo£fett Field CA, November 8, 198_.
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The development of sophisticated Explicit consideration of blade pitch
_" analytical models and the computer pro- control loads and ]ag damper loads are

grams to implement them provided a means ignored, as is the effect of hub motion on
" for further understanding of the complex the rotor loads. These restrictions do

phenomena involved in the motions of a not result in the exclusion of any funda-
•: helicopter blade and the resulting forces mental concept, and permit a simplifica-
_ transferred to the fuselage. The hell- tion of the discussions to follow. The
_- copter rotor math model a=scribed in discussions herein are centered on the

Reference 2 is an example of a number of blade tuning concept, they do, however,
such tools available, have more general application to other

_ means of altering blade vibratory re-
,: Analytical and experime_+al work sponses or hub loadings.
- described in References 3 and ._ indicated

_,_ that passive tuning of the normal blade Basic Relatior_hips
structural parameters was worthwhile

_'; pursuinL. Reference 5 is a concise The fundamental relationships that
analysi_ of blade be_nding mode response to exist between the blade hinge loads and
harmonJ, loading_ The traditional the vibratory response at an airframe
resonant amplification factor was point are reviewed in this section. *

_ considered: in addition, a Modal Shaping
Parameter _;as developed which considered Transfer of Loads Between Rotor and
the moaa_ generalized mass, the modal Fuselage
inertial shear integral, and the modal

aerodynamic generalized fore.. The The resolution of vibratory loadings

product of the resonant amplification and between the turning rotor and the airframe
the _odal Shaping Parameter provided a has the well-known result presented in
g_,_itity which reflected the response of a Table i. The rotor applies vibratory

._ given blade mode root shear to a given loadings to the airframe at the blade
harmonic. It was shown that the modal passage frequency onlj (the rotational J

shaping parameter is et least a_ important frequency times the number of bla_as).
_! as the natural frequency in determining These airframe loadings are caused by

the root shear for a given mode and vibratory loadings in the rotor system at
harmonic forcing frequency, frequencies equal to the blade passage

" frequency, the bla_e passage frequency

" The work of Reference 1 exploited the minus the rotational frequency, and the
availabillty of advanced rotor and -a1_ blade passage frequency plus the rota-

frame mathematical modeling to pursue tional frequency. In the case of the
further refinements in rotor blade dynamic four-bladed rotor, the four per revolution
tuning. A detailed consideration of the airframe loadings are caused by three,

_ various factors involved in the harmonic four, and five per revolution loadings in
forcing of the individual blade modes was the rotor.

,.. conducted, along with the influence of
these factors on blade root shears for Generalizations related to the reduc-

each harmonic. This analysis led to tion in airframe loads and vibration that _..
recommended design improvements aimed at can be drawn from the relationships in _._
reduction in the amplitude of modal root Table 1 are limited. The vertical force •
she',rs. These design improvements were FZ4 has a straightforward relationship
the removal of blade mazs from blade with the A4 vibratory hinge force, so that

, _span, an increase in blade mass at the a reduction in A4 has a co_responding
t_p, moving the mass center of gravity reduction in FZ4. All the other airframe

_i forward at the blade tip, and increasing load components have the possibility of
the blade edgewise stiffness. Rotor- beneficial cancellation among the con-
_irframe coupled response calculations stituent components. Therefore, a redu_-
with the method of Reference 2 verified a tion in the load component H3C, for

_, substantial decrease in airframe vibra- example, may result in an increase in the
tion, amounting to better than 50_ reduc- in-plane loads FX4 and FY4. A generalized
tion for the higher amplitude vibration decrease in in-plane hub loads will result

: components, if all the radial and tangential 3 and 5
per revolution hinge load components are

_, reduced in the same proportion. Another
obvious generalization is that the hinge

_ Sc_sg__eof Present Considerations offset distance a controls the magnitude
I of the in-plane and torsional vibratory

This paper considers the hub loads moments, and the relative importan-_ of
and airfr_,me interactions of an articu- the vertical 3 and 5 per revolution hinge
fated four-bladed rotor. The rotor is in forces which give rise to them.

steady flight, and has identical blades.
The blade hinge and rotor shaft hub loads

| considered are shown in Figure i.

.... C _
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Airframe Vibratory Response to Loads (2) Data from the Reference 6 report
of a 5-bladed S-61F rotor flight test.9°

:_ A presentation of representive vibra- Hinge load data were obtained from differ-
• tory responses of an airframe point to the ences between s_rain gage readings of

rotor load components is provided in blade bending moments at two stations near
Figure 2. This figure shows the cosine the blade root. Corrections were applied

: _d sine response of the cockpit floor at in accordance with hinge motions, cyclic
__ the pilot location in the vertical direc- pitch, and blade mass distribution in the

. % tion for a set of rotor load components, root area.
J A graphical vector addition of the compon-

ents is shown, along with the resultant (3) Data from the Reference 7 report
pilot vertical vibration. These data are of a 6-bladed CH-53A rotor flight test.
purely analytical, but do illustrate the Data were obtained essentially in the same

man_er in which the various component manner as for Ref rence 6.
responses combine. The vibratory response
at a point is generally dependent to some (4) Unpublished d_ta from a 1983
degree on beneficial cancellation between test of a specialized 4-bladed set of
various components. In the example of model blades with adjustable mass distri-
Figure 2, a reduction in vertical vibra- bution. Hinge load data were obtained!

"_ tory force would cause very little change from a superposition of blade modal hub
in the vibration level at the pilot floor, shears. Blade bending mode amplitudes were

• Furthermore, a reduction in in-plane obtained from a least squares fit of the

I moments (dependent on vertical hinge blade mode shapes to the measured blade

forces) would cause an increase in vibra _ harmonic vibratory bending moment distri-
tion at that point. Note that this bution.
example is purely illustrative; other
points in the same aircraft, different (5) Unpublished data from 1983
aircraft, and actual test data would show flight testing of an S-76 aircraft with
different response results. One general modified main rotor blades. These modifi-
modification that can be applied to the cations were increased edgewise stiffness
vibratory rotor load components that will and the addition of a 10-1b tip weight.

_! result in a reduction in vibratory re- Data obtained by the same method as for

sponse is to reduce all of them in the item (4)above.
same proportion. An increase in the
number of blades provides a generalized (6) Data from Reference 8. Ai

_! decrease in the amplitudes of the loads 4-bladed model rotor was provided with a
and this decreases airframe vibration, specially instrumented hub for .he

_ measurement of blade hinge loads.

Review of Hub Load and Fuselage
Response Data In Figure 3, the 3, 4, and 5 per

revolution hinge loadings per blade are i
Survey of Vibratory Hinqe Load Test Dat_______aapresented in non-dimensional form by

dividing by rotor lift and plotting
In this section, a collection of against advance ratio. Hinge loading

measured hinge load data will be presented phase angles are also presented for the _'_._--
! _:d examined, with the objective of more important of the hub loadings. •
: searching out any evident general Perhaps the most prominent trend visible

-I tendencies which could be useful in the is the relatively large magnitude of the 3
I development of _uldes or judgement for the per revolution vertical load response A3.

j application of beneficial blade tuning. Most of the model and full-scale data for
I this parameter are reasonably ccnsistant.
I A total of six sources were used in Exceptions are the data from the flight
I preparation of this collection of data, testing with the edgewise stiffened S-76
l which is presented in Figures 3 and 4. blades, and the adjustable mass model

_I These are briefly described as follows: blades. Adding tip mass to the stiffened
S-76 created large A3, while the stiffened

I blades without tip mass had small A3.

(1) Unpublished data from the 1977 These changes in A3 itself, however, are
test of a prototype 4-bladed S-76 rotor in believed to have had little effect on
the Ames Research Center 40x80 foot Wind airframe vibration because of the rela-

I Tunnel. Hinge load data were obtained tively small hinge offset and consequent
from calibrated strain gage readings of small in-plane moment. Note that the
hub and shaft bending, behavior of the A3 load will be of greater

importance with 4-bladed hingeless rotors
with larger virtual hinge offset.
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Generalized trends which apply to the such as phase angle are peculiar to the
_. other loading components are not individual blade configurations. Some
_ immediately evident, beyond the tendency evidence of resonance with harmonic

of all load amplitudes to rise steeply loadings is present, but it is also clear
_ after an advance ratio of .3. Some of the that other phenomena have an important

:_ edgewise load ¢ _ display a tendency contribution.
toward lower o-.plitudes at moderate
advance ratio, similar to rotor power Variability in Airframe Dynamic Response

' :equired loadings. Data from the
individual rotors does show individual In this section, a limited sample of

"j trending as a result of increasing advance calculated and test airframe dynamic
ratio. Except for the A3 amplitudes, response data will be reviewed, _n order
however, the data vary widely between the to present the extent to which variability

!_ various rotors, occurs in the airframe response to dynamic
_ loading components, and show a sample of

r; Figure 4 presents a crossplot of the the predictive capability of current
same hinge load data against the ratios of finite element methods.
the natural frequencies of the various
blades to various harmonics. The objec- Figure 7 presents the cosine and sine
rive of this figure is to exhibit the parts of the pilot vertical response due

_ extent to which the hinge loadings depend to a i000 ib vibratory hub force at the 4

_ on resonance with harmonic frequencies, per revolution frequency in the longi-
_ tudinal direction. The contours are

_I In general, it appears that blade formed as the frequency is varied to
resonance with harmonics is a significant reflect rotor rotational speed variations

_I factor in the hinge load component magni- between 90 and ii0_ of normal. Calculated

tudes. It can also be seen that other d&ta are shown for three aircraft. Also

influences are significant. The A3 shown is a data point available from an
_ loadings for the S-76 wind tunnel and S-76 shake test for a normal 4 per

flight test configurations appear to be revolution frequency. From data of this
responding to classical resonance with 3 nature, one can c_nclude that the phase
per revolution airloadings. The earlier response of an airframe point can be
S-61F, CH-53A, and Reference 8 model data anywhere in the sine/cosine plane. The
have, however, have relatively high A3 corresponding calculated data from finite
load response for their conventional flat- element methods has at best a rough order
wise frequency _lacement, suggesting that of magnitude correspondence with the shake
the aerodynamic spring effect discussed in test data.
Reference 1 may be active in moving the
aeroelastic flatwise modal frequency Review of Experimental Blade Tuning

closer to 3 per revolution for these Results -_
rotors. As mentioned previously, the A3
load in itself does not strongly influence The foregoing generalized considers- i c
airframe vibration for 4-bladed articu- tions show that the application of blade
fated rotors with conventional hinge tuning znvolves some uncertainty. Variou_

offsets. Further examination of Figure 4 loading components, as well as various :_'_.¢--
shows that other influences such as the blade aeroelastic effects have opposing

modal shaping effects discussed in effects on vibration. Therefore, reduc-
Reference 1 are apparently influencing the tion in a load component or comlonents is
response of the individual hinge loads to not a sufficient condition for the reduc-
a greater extent than the resonance tion of airframe vibration level. N_ver-
effect. The H5 1oadings, for example, theless, analytical results showed that
becom_ smaller for the adjustable mass and reduction in blade mode harmonic response

the s-76 flight blades even though the or a generalized reduction in the hub
tu_ing attempts resulted in edgewise shears would usually lead to a reasonable
mode n_tural f_equencies closer to 5 per reduction in the airframe vibration.
revolution. Therefore, it was worthwhile to attempt

i experimental verification of the bladei
General tendencies which appear in tuning concept.

Figures 3 and 4 may be summarized by
stating that the 3 per revolution flatwise Mass-Tuned Mod_l Blade Wind Tunnel Test

_q load is by far the largest, and this may
_ dominate for larger virtual hinge offset A dynamically scaled model blade set

._ rotors and airframes sensitive to in-plane was provided to NASA/Langley by Sikorsky
moment forced vibration. The other load Aircraft under Contract NASI-12671 in

components range from very small up to 1976. The blade set was specially
71 about one-half of the 3 per revolution designed with removable and replaceable
. flatwlse loading. Trends of amplitude couD_erwelght segments, such that a
, with forward speed are upward beyond an variety of blade mass and chordwise center i

._} advance ratio of .3, but other details of gravity distributions cotld be provided , !

290 _.,.
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_" .) for testing of their effect in the wind These distributions were constrained when ,'
"_ I tunnel. The blade set is a traditional a physical limit was reached at any one

_._._ 4-bladed, untwisted, articulated design of counterweight zone. The third distribu-

I

4.58 ft. radius. The blades were con- tion was practically the same as the
structed with forward and aft counter- first, so this was modified by adding or

!__ weight tubes along the blade span. Up to subtracting mass in the favorable
--_ 80 counterweight segments, each 1/2 inch direction in each zone until the physical
_, long, may be inserted in the tubes and limit was reached. Figures 8 and 9 show

:_i removed or replaced as desired by dis- the spanwise mass and center of gravity. assembling the blades from their cuffs, distributions resulting for the baseline
Alternate tungsten and aluminum segments and the number 3 mass distribution. It
are available to provide a variety of was noted that this mass distribution was

_ spanwise and chordwise distributions. The qualitatively similar to the favorable
detailed physical properties of the blade mass distribution resulting from the

"_" set are described in Reference 9. Reference 1 study, with mass removed from
: blade midspan and placed at the tip, and

I The design analysis used to provide with the center of gravity moved forward

_ favorable mass distributions for the model at the tip. °

c. i blade utilized the Reference 2 mathe-matical model as its major element. It When the tL,_ing mass distributions

_( was applied to the dynamical system were defined by the above analytical .
comprised of the adjustable mass model procedure, they were input to the coupled

rotor system coupled to a modal represent- rotor-airframe analysis to confirm that an _.
ation of the model rig and its support improvement had actually been obtained.
system. An objective function to be Samples of the analytical results are
minimized was defined as the sum of the provided in Figures 10 and 11. The large

squares of the individual hub load com- in-plane loadings are reduced by about :
ponents (i.e., the three forces and three 25_, and the vibratory response at the hub "-'

_ moments - the moments were divided by is reduced by a much ±arger percentage. .
twice the hinge offset distance). It was In a purely analytical _ramework, the _-

noted that the moment components had a blade tuning optimization was shown to be _.,
q relatively small contribution to the successful. _ /

objective function. It was felt that this

was a reasonable situation for the articu- The model blade set was mounted on -_ _:_
lated model rotor, the Sikorsky Aircraft Basic Model Test

Rig, and tested in the United Technologies
A baseline configuration was defined Corporation Main Wind Tunnel. A n_u_ber of L

with essentially constant mass distribu- duplicate flight conditions were tested
tion and quarter-chord center of gravity for the baseline and each of the three _

over the mass-adjustable portion of the "optimized" mass distributions. Sample _ '
• blade. The mass-adjustable _ortion of the test results are shown in Figures 12 "_:

blade was divided up into eight spanwise through 14. Figure 12 shows the response
zones, each including a forward and an aft of a certain accelerometer on the model "_

counterweight inc£ement, for a total of rig, indicating the blade passage fEe- " "_._
sixteen design variables, quency lateral vibration component

:. amplitude as a function of advance ratio
and nondimensional rotor lift. The blade ' !

At a defined rotor operating condi- tuning had a fairly substantial effect l
tion, uniform mass increments were added which extended over a wide range of flight

i in turn to each of the sixteen counter- conditions. The effect of the blade

weight zones. The change in the objective tuning, however, was to worsen vibration 4
function was noted and a finite difference instead of improving it. Figure 13 shows
partial derivative formed with respect to the vibration level from the same acceler- i
each of the design variables. The favor- ometer _s a function of mass distribution
able mass distributions were formed by and advanc_ ratio. The baseline distribu- !

adding or subtracting mass to the counter- tion had essentially constant mass versus )
weight zones in proportion to the span and a quarter-chord center of gravity !
negatives of the objective function over the mass-adjustable portion of the )
partial derivatives. The amount of mass blade. The number 1 distribution removed I
that could be added or subtracted was mass from the blade midspan, increased )

" constrained by the physically available mass at the blade tip, and moved the ;
counterweights. Favorable mass distrib_- center of 9Isvity forward at the tip. The
tlons were derived in this manner fo£ a number 2 distribution a_ded mass to the }

total of three operating conditions. The tip area. The number 3 distribution was i
first of these dictated the removal of based on number I, with further mass )

mess from the midspen region to the blade increments added or subtracted in each of .i

tip, with the blade cente:_ of gravity the local zones where this was possible, i
forward at the tip. The secor,d was Figure 13 shows an orderly relationship ." • ,
essentially the addition ¢f t_ r _a_' between the different mass distributions, _)
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which extended over a reasonable range of blade from 4.73 to 5.24 cycles per revolu-

.. f]ight conditions. Figure 14 shows the tion. These modifications represented ,
effects of blade tuning on harmonic hinge practical modifications to the existing

J

_ load amplitudes, as estimated from a blades which approximated the findings of
summation of bending modal shears. The Reference 1 with regard to favorable mass

• various bending mode amplitudes were and stiffness changes. These specific
_. estimated from a least-squares fit of the modifications were also investigated with
._ experimental blade bending moment the blade aeroelastic analysis with the i

distributions. The vertical 3 and 5 per results shown in Figure 16 for hub
:._ revolution loads were raised, but this is ioadings.
-" not considered to have had a large effect

on the rig vibration. The in-plane 3 per A sample of the flight test results

revolution hinge load was raised, while appears in Figure 17. The aircraft i
\ the 5 per revolution load was lowered, vibration was generally increased rather
:. The loss of phase information during data than decreased by the analytically favor- ,,

processing is presently precluding a full able blade modifications. _
diagnosis of the manner in which _eri-
mental hinge load components changed to
create higher vibration. It is reasonable : ._

_' i to expect the completion of data process- Figure 18 presents the effect of the i _"

_- i ing will show that the 3 and 5 per revolu- tip weight on the vibratory hub load 1 r
_:- i tion in-plan,, loading are the source of amplitudes for the stiffened S-76 blades
_I increased vib. ation, only. The addition of tip weight signifi-

_/} cantly increased the 3 per revolution
_ _ loading_, the 4 per revolution edgewise
_ Figure 15 presents a comparison of loading1_, and decreased the 4 per revolu-

! test and analytical blade bending moment tion vectical and 5 per revolution edge- i "
coefficients for pertinent harmonics and wise loadings. These hinge loads were ._

-_ as a functi>n of mass distribution, with obtaine_ from the blade modal fit and
; the objective of evaluating _ne rotor shear superposition method described

aeroelastic analysis as a tool for deter- earlier. Baseline aircraft blade bending
mining favorable blade tuning adjustments, moment data were not available to develop

? In the flatwise sense, the qualitative comparative data. It appears that the tip
trending of the vibratory bending moment mass modification did create a substantial
is quite faithfully predicted by the ch&nge in the blade response, although in

analysis, but the amplitude level is the unfavorable direction. Common trends
underpredicted by a factor of about of tip mass addition and mass-tuned model
one-half. In the edgewise sense, the blade distribution number 3 include

loadings are also generally under- increases in the 3 per revolution flatwise
•. predicted, and the trending of the 3 per and edgewise loadings and a decrease in ,_

revolution and the 5 per revolution the 5 per revolution edgewise loading. .,
° amplitudes is reversed. A detailed

quantitative analysis of the results of Figure 19 presents a comparison of _.
these differences on the predicted hinge flight test and analytical bending moment _,_
loadings has _ot been conducted. It is coeffi_$ents for the stiffened blades.
sufficiently evident from consideration of Agreement between full scale analysis and
the relationships shown in Table 1 and test is lacking, especially the large
Figure 2 that much greater accuracy will increase in 3 per revolution loadings
be needed from the analysis before it can caused by the addition of tip mass.

be uonsldered a reliable design tool fnr
use in blade tuning. Figure 20 presents test data for

fixed system hub loads from the stiffened

Tuned Blade Flight Test S-76 blades with tip weight on and off.
These data are supplied by a resolution

The success of analytical bla_e into the airframe system of the rotating
tuning considerations such as thorpe system hinge loads from the blade modal
described in Reference 1 also provided fit and shear superposition method. The
rationale for a flight evaluation of the addition of the tip weight creates a

"' concept conducted in the same time fram,_ substantial increase in lateral shear load
as the model test described above, and in-plane moments, but decreases t,he

_I vertical shear loads.

_j The main rotor blades of an S-7_5

_ helicopter were modified by adding a i0 ]D Figure 21 compares the analytical and

tip weight at approximately the 9_ flight test hub lo_ds applied to the
radius. The edgewise bending stiffness airframe, It can be seen that there is no
was also increased by approximately _7_ agreement between analysis and test that
by adding boron strips to the trailing would allow reasonable use of the analysis
edge. This stiffness change raised the as a tool for blade tuning tO decrease .

_| first edgewise bending frequency cf the airframe vibration. %
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:. Figures 22 and 23 are vector addition flight tests with trial blade configura-

diagrams which illustrate the manner in tions. As an alternative to this flight 4
_ which hub load component responses combine development stage experimentation, it may

_ i to create the resultant vibration ampli- be advantageous to develop a favorable
_- ," rude at a point in the airframe. The configuration by combining dynamic scale i

_"' _ I various vector contributions are labeled model wind tunnel experimental data with
, with their corresponding force components, airframe shake test da_a as described

'. :; The factors p, q, m, and n represent below. This latter method would also }
2 : transmissibility factors. The data used yield a more organized body of detailed

to construct these diagrams was obtained data on rotor loads response to blade
i from S-76 airframe shake test results at modifications and of airframe dynamic

the pilot seat, for in-plane vibratory response. These data could be used for
i force inputs at the rotor head. The shake the improvement of the analytical methods,

test results showed an insensitivity to with the ultimate objective or improving I

i the vertical force, so this was not them to the point where they could be used
: included in the vector diagrams. These early in the design process.

shake test data also do not include the :_

_ effects of the main rotor bifilar absorb- Development of Favorable Mass Distribution
_- ers and the nose absorber which were from Model Test Results

active during the tuned blade flight :
_- testing. Despite this, the flight test The current series of model tests are ;

data shows qualitative agreement with the basis of an improved vibration-tuned
_[ these figures, mass distribution for the mass-tuned model

discussed earlier. Note that these

Inspection of Figures 22 and 23 and results are, strictly speaking, peculiar
use of Table 1 show that even for the to the model and its _upport system
simplified case considered here, wherein itself, and the mass distribution derived

the radial force amplitudes are small, may not be suitable for any particular
both the H3 and H5 force components are full-scale aircraft.
involved in the development of the result-
ant vibration level. Furthermore, Figure The process of developing a favorable
18 shows that the 3 per revolution and the vibration configuration started with the
5 per revolution in-plane load components selection of a performance index. In the
are of the same order of magnitude, case of the model, a single accelerometer

reading was sufficient, namely the top
This highlights a potential diffi- lateral accelerometer response presented

culty of making a straightforward choice earlier herein. Application to a full- r
of blade tuning modifications for vibra- scale aircraft could use a performance
tion reduction. A modification of blade index comprised of the weighted sum of the
mass distribution which, for example, amplitudes of a number of accelerometers
reduces the 3 per revolution amplitude at various points in the aircraft, i_
response, may create an unfavorable change
in 3 per revolution response phase angle, Each of the three mass distribution

or in the 5 per revolution response ampli- modifications tested had been scaled by !tude and phase, the constraint of the maximum counter-

_- weight change which physically could be _
It appears that an attempt to predict accommodated. The change in the accelero-

: even the qualitative result of a proposed meter response from baseline for each ' I

_" blade tuning modification must consider distribution at a certain flight condition I
the airframe response to the hub load was then considered as a partial deriva- i
combinations, unless the modification tive with respect to that distribution. A

creates a profound reduction in all _e combined distribution was formed by
hub load components which have a signifi- subtracting the three test distributions

"_ cant effect on airf ame vibration, times a multiplier in proportion to their
partial derivatives but also such that the

Application of Blade Tunin@ Modifications total removed met the physical constraints
of possible counterweight removals. It

In common with other vibration was assumed that magnesium counterweights
control mothods, the effects of blade could be manufactured to facilitate this.

_-': | tuning modifications have been found to be

_ | poorly predicted by analytical means. It The distribution resulting from thisI is technically feasible, however, to method is presented in Figures 24 and 25,

_'_I arrive at a favorably tuned blade confi- compared with the baseline distribution.

guration by conductin? an organized set of As one might expect, the distribution
experiments. An improved mass dlstribu- change from the baseline is similar to the

_. tion based on the mass-tuned model experi- inverse of the analytically derived number

i 1 ments is presented in this section. 3 distribution shown in Figures 8 and 9.

_ In terms of full-scale aircraft applica- To date, this new distribution has been
tion, this would correspond to a series of neither tested nor investigated with
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analytical methods. It should be noted, (5) Define a set of n distinct
:" however, that the Reference 3 analytical modifications, such as mass distribution,

study of the effects of added mass re- stiffness distribution, trailing edge
ported some trends that agree with the reflex tab distribution, tip sweep, and
findings of this model test, such as an the like. scale these changes to a common

increase in 3 per revolution flatwise portion (say 50_) of the allowable change.
response when tip weight was added.

(6) Run wind tunnel tests for the n

Alternative to Complete System modified blade sets and obtain n cor-
_ E__perimentation responding sets of hinge or blade root
w loadings. {HI}, {H2}, {Hn}. Use

Application of the above method of these data to get corresponding perfor-
m. blade tuning to the full scale aircraft mance function values QI, Q2, - - - Qn.

development process would imply flight
testing the aircraft with a number of (7) Examine QI-Q0, Q2-Q0,
experimental blade configurations. This Qn-Q0. Apply the various modifications to
is feasible technically, but a means of the model blade in proportion to their
arriving at the favorable tuning configur- favorable effect. Apply to the model and

retest to verify the combined effect.

?_ ation earlier in the development processwould certalnly be desiraable. Dynamic
model test data for the blade configura- Execution of the plan outlined above

tion selected and airframe shake test data would, in addition to providing a benefit• could potentially supply this earlier, and to the subject aircraft, supply a body of

gulde the choice of a starting point for data to support future applications and
flight testing of blade tuning. When a the development of analyses, which could
completely new aircraft is in development, ultimately allow the introduction of blade

4 the rotor design has been essentially tuning refinements at an early stage in
_ frozen when the airframe becomes available the design process.
_: for shake testing, so any blade tuning

modifications would be limited. There- Concludin_ Remarks
fore, the procedure outlined below should
be most acceptable when an improved rotor i. Helicopter harmonic vibration at an
system is to he developed for an exisiting arbitrary local point in the airframe is
airframe, affected by a number of distinct blade i

root load components and distinct airframe ! '

(i) Through relationships such as shaft load to vibration transmissibility
those in Table i, the hub forces {F} may components. In general these create
be developed as a function of the hinge or reinforcement and cancellation effects "
blade root loads {H}: which make the vibration change outcome of

a change in blade root loads uncertain. !

- {F} = [R]{H) The reduction of the amplitude of one or a

number of blade root load components is
(2) The fuselage accelerations {X} not a sufficient condition to cause a

due to the hub forces are assumed to be reduction in airframe vibration. _ "_
accurately known from a well-implemented

-- airframe shake test; the matrix [A] may 2. A survey of some existing experi-
include corrections for the influence of mental blade root 3, 4, and 5 per revolu-
the rotor itself on hub motions: tion articulated rotor loadings has been

conducted and examined for trends which

{X} = [A]{F} could be helpful in developing lower
vibration levels for helicopters with four

(3) A suitable performance index {Q} blades. The three per revolution vertical
is developed to reflect the response of force was the largest and had similar
the aircraft at all the critical loca- trends among several conventional model
tions: and full scale rotor configurations.

Specialized tuned configurations were

_;I Q = [XJ[W]{X} notably different from the conventional
rotor trending for this load component.

(In the above, {}, [], and [J denote Other force component amplitudes were
column, rectangular, and row matrices similar in size, and had no common trend

respectively.) beyond an increase at the higher speeds.
There appears to be no specific modifica-

i (4) Run a dynamically scaled wind tion in blade root loads which would be of
tunnel test for a baseline blade. Obtain generalized benefit, beyond a reduction of
baseline blade hinge or root loads {HO}. all components by a common factor.
Use the above relationship to develop a
baseline performance index QO. 3. Simple resonance of blade natural

frequencies with harmonic loadings appears
to have an effect on the blade root loads.

29,
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Table 1. M
"J" CORRESPONDENCE OF AIRFRAME LOADS AND

BLADE HINGE LOADS
i

Airframe Loads Blade Hinge Loads

FX4C = 2 (R3C+H3S+R5C-H5S)

FX4S = 2 (R3S-H3C+R5S+H5C)

, FY4C = 2 (-R3S+H3C+R5S+H5C) I
_ FY4S --: 2 (R3C+H3S-R5C+HSS) I

: FZ4C = 4 (A4C }
FZ4S = 4(A4S )

?
MX4C = 2e(-A3S+A5S) COS O'S

MX4S = 2e(A3C-A5C) D4 .08 .12 .16 ,

,: MY4C = 2e (A3C+A5C) __ ,

__._ MY4S = 2e(A3S+A5S) ___ _,
.i

MZ4S = 4e(H4S )+4MD4S MY Fy

Nomenclature : SIN G'S i

-_ As shown in Fig_re 1. -.08 Mx_ # "_

.'_ 3, 4, 5: 3d, 4th, 5th harmonics _Z :
_, C,S: cosine, sine parts
_- R: radial
" H: horizontal

A: axial

e: binge radial offset Fig. 2. Representative airframe responseto rotor shaft loads.

-.
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\_i Fig. 1. Hinge and shaft loads.
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Fig. 23. Pilot vertical response to

Fig. 20. EFfect of tip weight on flight flight test in-plane shears-
test 4P hub loads, tip weightoff, ,
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AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS FLIGHT TEST

Fig. 21. Analyticaland flighttest Fig. 24. Model blademass distribution

'i In-planehub load components, optimizedfrom test data. '
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{ I
I DISCUSSION i
} Paper No. 19 i

! AN EXAMINATION OF THE RELATIONS BE_EEN ROTOR VIBRATORY LOADS AND AIRFR_/IEVIBRATIONS

l Charles F. Niebanck

{
i

Blll Weller, United Technologies Research Center: Did you verify the frequency placement on
your analytical r_dels [by] correlating with full scale or the model data prier to embarking on
the optimization studies?

I

! Niebanck: No, I didn't correlate the frequencies with model or full-scale [data].
5

"I

:_ Weller: I'd like to submit that we have problems with our analyses, but sometimes we have
problems with our users. The structural data worked up may not have been the best represen-

| ration. If your starting point is wrong your ending point may be as bad.

't_ Niebanek: I can't dispute that.

i ooper: I assume it is a fair comment that the failure of the analysis was because of thefailure of the aerodynamic modeling of the analysis?
I

Niebank: That could be part of it. I used uniform inflow and . . .

H_per: You started off with an analysls--ours are no better than yours in this respect--which
does not adequately represent the higher harmonic loading on the blades. If you draw conclu-
sions about how to change the blades to improve the vibration it's as likely to be right as it
is to be wrong.

Niebanck: Yes, I think that is a fair assessment. It seems llke [from] the things that we have
seen since we have been here that the unsteady aerodynamics makes a big change and [when] you
look at the azimuth plot maybe that doesn't strike you as a big change, but when you do the
harmonic analysis you may find a profound change in the harmonic distribution. I think that is
part of the task of getting the analysis more accurate.

Dick Gabel t Boeing Vertol: I was interested in a mundane thing, Charlie, about how you measured
the rotor loads. You did mention that you used modal fitting and we have tried it.
We have done it routinely for the vertical, but never for the inplane. You report a lot of
inplane loads that look Just as good. I was curious as to how you did it.

Niebanck: It's the same way. We have a program that Bob Blackwell put together. It does this
modal fit with respect to the flatwise and the edgewise loading. We think it is a fairly good
assessment of what the loads are.

Gabel: Did you check it with shaft loads measurements or balance measurements?

1 "Niebanck: They all _em to hang together fair!y decently and some of them come from this modal

fit method and some come from hub bending and shaft gauges and some come from strain gauges on
: the blade root. Especially the S-76 tunnel test; those were hub bending gauges. I see that I

•i have relatively the same phase angle from the flight test and the wind tunnel data, so it gives %_
me some confidence that this is working. _j

.I

'i Bob Taylor, Boeing Vertol: I'd like to add one comment before we go on to the next paper. I'd
like to second what Euan said. I think we are missing one of the most important ingredients in

J the problem and that is a definition of what the airloads are on the blade. We have be_ assum-

Ing for many years that at high speeds like 150 knots that _he inflow is uniform and yoL _n use
that model for vibratinn _'edictions. I think that what Charlie has shown here indicates that

: is not true and we cert '_ly need that information to go further. I might also add that I don't
think the Jury is In on _his, it's still out and Bob Jones from Kaman will have more to say on
this tomorrow in tl' panel sessions.!

I

I

J
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Planning, Creating and Documenting a NASTRAN

Finite Element Model of a Modern Helicopter

R. Gabel, D Reed, R. Ricks, W. Kesack

i Boeing Vertol Company

, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

• Abstrsct • Phase I1: Vibration Test to Verify a
Helicopter NASTRAN Model

Mathematical models based on the finite element
• method of structural analysis as embodied in the Task 1 Aircraft Ground Shake Test

NASTRAN computer code are widely used by the Task 2 Industry Critique
helicopter industry to calculate static internal loads Task 3 Report

. and vibration of airframe structure. The internal
loads are routinely used for sizing structural
members• The vibration predictions are not yet Functions of the Finite Element Models (FEM's)
relied on during design. NASA's Langley Re-

_'_. search Center sponsored a program to conduct an The forming of FEM's have become almost routine
_ application of the finite element method with for new helicopter airframes. But to step back a

_-_ emphasis on predicting structural vibration. The moment, why are they being formed? ... what are
_ Army/Boeing CH-47D helicopter _.'_s used as the the current uses after they are formed? ... and
_. modeling subject. The objective was to engender what are the future uses as the technology

_-.T the needed trust in vibration predictions using improves and the degree of correlation advances?
,T _ these models and establish a body of modeling "Today's" functions of the finite element model

j guides which would enable confident future pre- (FEM) static models are shown in Figure ;. They

'_" I diction of airframe vibration as part of the regular are commonly used to calculate fuselap_ internal
design process, loads. What forlnerly was an extensiv_ job envoi-

s:, ving months of effort by many Stress engineers

"l has been reduced to routine runniqg of cases once
Introduction the FEM is prepared. Then the _ame model -an be

the basis for a vibration model. |
" A better capability to calculate vibration of
_. helicopters is a recognized industry goal. More FUKnOm TECHNICALOECIII011URACT t

reliable and accurate analysis methods and T e US|STATICF|MMOGELTOCALCULATEIpMJk,IGR.F£1dIIIT|MNALD|SIGNL'_AOi
l-- computer aids can lead to reduced developmental INT|MNALLOAO| USE0

risk, improved ride comfort and fatigue life and t . TH|C_IITICALLG&DSON|&CNAImFMAME -MEOU_SSTME ¢¢M&NLO&GiNGFOR
|tEMEliT TOP|NMIT SIZING ANDSTME_'t INTENNAL LOAOCALCULATIONS

even increased airspeeds. An important element in AN,LvS,S
the overall vibration calculation is the _inite >
element airframe model. Under a NASA Langley <o _-
Contract, Boeing Vertol Company performed the 0 , ST*V,Cm0mU,=,S*A=,SFO,r.= . ==SF0*=OOELtEA0,,GTOV,S*AT,ON
program enunciated by the title of this paper, that _- _BMI_TIONMGD|L C0NFIG.MATIONOECI$IGN=

is, the planning, creating and documenting of a / -N0;C0a.0NLYOON_=_ t, ;

NASTRAN finite element vibration model of a __ _;
,. modern helicopter. Further, te_t requirements

were established and a ground shake test , U_==_,_,CmOO_L_GCA_CU_=. 0CC_=0_LU_

p_.rformed to validate the model. An unusual ¢= O_,L=C_,G.=
requ;rement of the contract was that each major _- (i CALCULATSAtAFA&M|FATIGU|LGA0S(I NON|t|T
step of the program be presented to and critiqued _ -,U,UM==_AS,L,_
by the Industry. J-

; The contract consisted of two phases with multiple F_ju,_.e T. Fu_ctJ.o_ e_ S_._c FZ_e E/_cmeJ¢_
b, tasks in each phase: Mod_

"Future" functions of the FEM include calculation _1
• Phase _. Planning, Creating and Documenting of airframe fatigue loads. Field problems with air-

A Helicopter NASTRAN Model frames often involve cracking of skin panels or
stiffeners from vibratory loads. Early prediction

Task 1 Planning and correction of such problems would be a useful
<., Task 2 Modeling improvement to the aircraft.

i!i Task 3 Test Requirements ,.

Task 4 Industry Critique For vibration models, the categories of functions
can be discerned for the engineering development
of helicopters. These are (1) guiding structural
design so as to avoid resonance with rotor exciting

Presented at the Second Decennial Specialist's frequencies, _2) predicting flight forced vibration
Meeting on Rotorcraft Dynamics, AHS/NASA Ames, levels, and (3) supporting design of vlbratlon con-

J Moffett Field, CA, Nov. 8, 1984. trol devices.
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There are two "Today" functions in Figure 2 which however, been some use of FEM for estimation of
are in routine use. The first row is the function the effectiveness of stiffening hardware in raising
to predict and control resonances in the basic de- natural frequencies• This is perceived to be more
sign. Three forcing frequencies are addressed; dependable because only the delta frequency

•_. " 1/rev, b/rev and 2b/rev. By far the most severe rather than the absolute frequency is used. _"
, and limiting vibration occurs at b/rev. However,

even relatively low vibration levels at 1/rev can be For the future, it is expected that forced vibration
annoying. 2b/rev levels are next in importance, from individual rotor vibratory loads and from

"! and can be significant when seeking very low combined rotor loads will be predicted on a routine
overall vibration. FEM's are employed at the detail basis. Not only will they be predicted, but the i

._ design stages to check proximity of the lower airframe design will be iterated before drawing re-

ef natural modes to l/roy. If analysis indicates a lease to minimize forced vibration levels. I
proximity which is judged to be a concern, the

:_ procedure would be to utilize the analysis to ex- Modelinq Plan :
plore corrective structural changes and to imple-
ment these changes in the design before As a counterpoint to most modeling efforts, this :
construction. The changes could affect both the program emphasized the planning of the modeling
structural arrangement and the structural gages, as the prime portion of the effort. All of us have

.. modeled by spreading out the drawings and getting t
down to work, typically without a very clear idea |

-__ FUNCTION TECHNICALDECI$1ONiMf'ACT of where we were headed. In contrast to this, the
5.__ . PREO,CTNATURALFRE0U_NCYetACEMENT, ,,NORFORb.NEVAHD_.REV NASA Technical Monitor ;nsisted on a well thought

ANO CnEOm,L,TVFORTHESEm_.ER out plan of attack, accompanied by detailed pre-= == MODES POOR SO GENEHALL¥ LITTLE *

_;" , MOOIFYOESrGNBEFOREORAWlNDRELEASEIMPACT planned instructions, labeled "guides". These
_d. TOASSUHE_EOumEONATUNALFREOUENCY guides defined the modeling approach for each .
¢-_- PLACEMENT type of structure-frames, stringers, rotor shafts, z
_' = MOOERArEFORI.'REVANOA[ROELASTfCetc. Even the documentation of the modeling had J
_. MODES

:._ SDMERECOGNITIONINAVOIDINGTNESEto be preplanned. A very extensive modeling plan
.:" PROmEMSe_FOREORAWmGRELEASEreport, Ref. (1) was published. The plan was re-
,_ viewed by other Industry representatives prior to
_; . IDENIIFYSTNUrTURAtMOOEL | ,OOE,TE undertaking the actual modeling. Another unique
. MO0,,,CAT,0RSmANT,C'P'T'ONOF SOreUSe'ORPREP.R,N_..ARm.HEfeature was that at the end of the modeling, dev-NEED FOR IMPROVED TUNING AFTER A[AOY FON SHAKE TEST OR FLIGHT

SHARETESTORFL,DHTTEST TeSTFREOUENCVTUN'ND iations from the planned guides due to cause were
reported.

. e PREDICT FORCEOV'RRATION UNDER

INDIVIDUAL UNIT LOADS II E INDIVIDUAL

:_ ROTORt0ADD,RECT,ONCRO*NPRESSUREI The objectives of the modeling plan were as
AND , NONe follows"

: I MOntE `, OE_DNBEFORE DRAWING FUTURE FUNCTION

R_LE,,ETOACmEV(M,N,M_UFO_E=ODS • Define guides for modeling, coding, docu- ;

.. . eREmCTUNTREATEDrORCEDV,0RAT,ON menting and demonstrating (1) stress (static) ._
_o . NON_ modeling, (2) mass modeling, and (3) vibra- .. ..

| MOD,FV0|SlGNIIEFOREDRAWING -FUTUREFUNCT'DN tion modeling (by modification of the stress ]DELl*S(rOAC,,EVE,,reMOrafORCer6's model ).

' i
• OETERM,NEUZE_OE.ECnVENESSOE. NONE • Establish the organization, schedule and re- _ _

VIIRATION TREA'MENT DEVICES - OD(;A_ONA t AIR FNAME AIL_ORIIE R

=zm_ sources for performing detailed finite element
modeling of a CH-47D helicopter.

e PREDICT TREATEOELIGHTVliRATIOk

AND • NON_

• Identify and discuss the functions of finite
• MOOIFV TREATEO OESIG_ llEFCdE ORI, WI_ D - fUTURE FUNrTION

RELEASETOME|TFLIGHTJ'dNATION,_PfCa element vibration models in the design

process.
F_u_e 2. Fu.ect_.o_ o{_ V.I.Ixz_tE.o_ F_te El_er_t

klode2._ • Provide for plan critique by the industry.

" The FEM is almost certainly applied during detail Modeling Guides
design to check for proximity of any of the higher
airframe modes with b/rev. But, based on today's Guides for static, mass and vibration modeling
perspective it is not so predictable what actions were developed. These included

' engineers would undertake preceding prototype
fabrication if a proximity of concern should be • Node and element numbering

."- indicated by the analysis. Two reasons for the
".";' uncertainty are present: (1) higher mode behav- • Frame, stringer, skin treatment.

ii17_,,ij ior of the airframe has been regarded as difficult, to predict, and (2) due to weaknesses of the • Rotor shaft and transmission modeling.

+_ currently available tools to predict vibration levels"_-_ of the coupled rotor/airframe system it could be • Concentrated and distributed masses.

;_,'i difficult to reach a consensus on whether any, predicted coincidence of a natural frequency with • Changes from the static model to form
_J b/rev reflects a real problem. There has, a vibration model.
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_" The aircraft was first divided into major areas for FRAME CAPS

_ convenience in scheduling and tracking FEM activ-ities. For the CH-47D, the breakdown was as ._
shown in Figure 3.

.i , / FRAME WEB
j) ,

t 6 AFT PYLON

CSHEAR I

i CONROD / I-1"_ 5 AFT FUSELAGE TYPICAL i

.]

;! , ..TER'U.L.GE t > '
i ,. \ co..DOi ,
.,_ 1 COCKPIT I J

,,,,.o,,';." "_¢-_2 STRUCTURAL TYPE OF ELEMENT _"COMPONENT LOADING TYPE
STA 95

CAP/STIFFENER AXIAL CCNROD

F_3u,_E3. 8r_.kdown _r_to Major A_e.r_ _or St=_._c WEBS SHEhR CSHEAR ,_.
Idode.LLn9 "

Figu._¢ 5, StatAc ModeZ2.a_gGuid_ - Frame_
A logical grid and element numbering scheme was
selected to permit traceback of the elements.."

Blocks of numbers were assigned to major sections
as indicated In Figure 4.

CSHEAR

CONROD_

w :ClNtlff ._t.. " * '

t - 31 I
UPPER BUTTLINE SEAMS STA STA

05 I_0

COCKPIT NASTRAN MODEL

-_ " _"'/' I=ORW_,RO _ UPPER SUTTLINE SEAM

Figure 6. &t_ Mede2_b_90u._ - 8uZ_hEada,
AIRCRAFT COCKPIT FORWARD CENTER FUEL PODS AFT AFT RYLON _EO_?_ ) (;_td Bt._._ - L._E Be,O,_,_
SECTION FUSELAGE FUSELAGE FUSELAGE

ORIO 1TO(_ 30TO1 SOToI 1TO801 200TO1 260TO1
NUMBERS 300 ESO lEO0 2000 2000 2iiO0

ELEMENT T_) 1001T0 =O0)TOe00'_O _00'TO =O0'xO The mass modeling procedure is summarized in
NUMSERS,0SO _000 _000 _0S0 SS00 ==W Figure 7. Mass data for the aircraft were first

compiled on a standard weights tape per

F_3U2LE4. MOde#u_dElEmEe;tNurnbe,_at9 Scheme MIL-STD-451 or MIL-STD-1374. Masses were thendivided into concentrated items and distributed
items. Concentrated Items such as transmissions
and engines were allocated to Individual NASTRAN
nodes of the static model. Distributed items,

Detail guides for modeling were described. Sev- structure, wiring etc., were allocated to frame
eral typical guides are illustrated in Figures 5 and stations by Boeing program W-17, and then manu- *
6. ally distributed to nodes at that station.

%
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: CH-47DWEIGHTSTAPE EXAMPLE i ITEMSTOBEINCLUDED

- I ORMIL-STD-1374 _ PRIMARYFUSELAGESTRUCTURE2 STRUCTUREROTMOGF' "D
3 NASTRANMOOEL

t I t

(ENGINES, DISTRIBUTEDITEMS _ 1 AInFRAMEMAJORS£CTIONS
I(STRUCTURE.WiRiNG,ETC) , . 2 NOnEANn ELEMENTNUMBERING

"_;_'_'_ " , ANO IDENTIFIGATIONSCHEMEt t ._; .,vzL ,,, AmFOAM,,UN-NZCTm,,,,AKOOWN

" ASSIGNEDNASTRAN STATIONS(PANELPOINTS)I ZlCENTERFORWARDFUSELAGEFusELAGE
FUELPODS

NODES-PRESERVEMASS [W THFROGRAMW 17 I 4ANDINERTIASWITHIN s.AFTFUSELAGE

THELIMITS OFTHE , t 6. AFTPYLON

NASTRANMODEL MANUALLYDISTRIBUTE _ ' J ]_,_ L|V|L IV AIA.AkUE MOONLINe DETAEN

i TO SPECIFIED NASTRAN __ I ROTORSHAFT

[NODESAT FRAMESTATION _L2'FR)rdlETRAN_MISS/ONCOVER

_T_. ,--Z-_ '_'- 4. BULKHEADS,0EGKS,AND BUTT.LINESEAM

L SKIN ANDSTRINGER

_'" FZg_¢ 7. M_a Mod_r_ G_ z FLOOR
'" 7 FUELPO0

I LANDINGGEAR
'% S, ENGINES

-_ The planning effort highlighted the fact that a
"_' good static model may serve as the vibration model
'J with relatively small changes as shown in Figure 8.

_i F_gu_e q. Fo_u_ Oocu_e_zt/on PL¢. _or St_Lt/C
Mod_ng

• and its corresponding NASTRAN model, and the
rationale for modeling assumptions along with the

- _ LINK details of section property computations.
DRAG LINK _ / "="'

SLOTTED DRAG LINK IS NOT Indurtry Critique of Modelinq Plan ,
EFFECTIVE FOR VIGRATION

_<_K_. In an approach which is becoming more common in
government supported research, other industry

CSHEARTOCQDMEM2_ , O members participated in the program.

Boeing, the prime contractor, was required to

: _f_'_.___ subcontract to other major helicopter manufac- i

turers, a series of review tasks. Bell, Hughes i

and Sikorsky were the participants. Upon comple- i _ .-tion of the modeling plan, Boeing briefed the
subcontractors at their own sites, and reviewed

'.- F£g_t. 8. V£b_azt_J_n_(e_teJ__g GuJ.d_ - Ckeatgt_ verbal and written commentary on what the others
_om _;_#:£_ to 11_S/uu&_onFE_I thought of the plan from their own background of

experience.

The vibration model used CQDMEM2 elements to in-
clude the axial stiffening effectiveness of skin Examples of the comments were:
panels and webs, which were neglected in the
static model by the use of CSHEAR elements. The the use of substructuring via superelements
logic was that under limit loads, the skins buckle was suggested for cost and time saving.

'.' and do not contribute much to axial stiffness.
In the vibration case under lg static loads, the a more detailed mass model was recommended
skins are unbuckled and effective.

- stringer lumping to save complexity and cost
Documentation was questioned.

; An important aspect was the documentation plan, the forward transmission cover model was too
:_ Figure 9. Quite often, modeling and documentation simplified

are done on an "as I get to it" basis. In this
, program, all of the steps were preplanned. The procedures for checking the model should

documentation was planned at four levels: over- have been defined, such as SPC checks, rigid
view, major sections, subsection breakdowns and body checks etc.
modeling details. The documentation was to pro-
vide a clear illustration of each major area being This review procedure was repeated !ater for the
modeled, a clear illustration of particular details test plan, and for the analyt.,cal correlation.
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ORIGAL PAGEIs

Actual ModeIin_ Experience / _ .i_" _ .....

" E uL 1ol lz
t

_i The static model was prepared by a senior stress ll',_ll[,, ,o,o,s.,- _.__L _._._...
engineer and a technician working from the draw- *_ .........

' _ ings of the CH-47D. Figure 10 shows the final ,_,(,-_ _,, .,6 ,_ ....
-- _ 75 14

NASTRAN model of the aircraft with the statistics Hii_'j_ _ / ........ < _il _ .....
} indicated. _..#/_ Ja__p_._/ _ .....

- . O 417_4H) -- uL I, 49

|,ii$ 5THUCTUHAL 1ODES

E..,,,HH.....E,. .......
1 ©

16|(1711

S_0 COAI - I[/Lq 4411_t61

• , I _ ),ES$ COIIiO0 - AIIALI 1,107 ¢$HEAH - _UAH[LAIE|AL

t _ tel ¢TItNEN * TEIAHIIULAI 4ss_) 4',1(*'" _Sz(S0])
L } HE#|IIAIIE Tt*_5_]SSZO. CO';_ - _00"_,; A_

15| CQUAO| - {_HAOIILATE|AI.
SNELL

I, c.._- .,..H_At F_SU,t¢ 11. S_; Mod¢t,,b_o_ F_,'uaz_R_to_
• Sha(_t eJ_ Tr_n_i_n Cout._

-I The rotor shaft was represented by two CBAR ele-
ments with node points at the bearing locations.

"j

• _ A cruciform structure comprised of CBAR elements
-":_ was used to model the transmission coy=,. The

-d.
• cover model provided bearing node points to sup- .:

port the rotor shaft, and node points at the air-
_! frame attachments. Bending stiffness of the
,j transmission cover legs was represented by the

_.j four legs of the cruciform model.

Modeling details of a typical center fuselage frame
are shown in Figure 12.

F_su_e 10. C_-470 _I_STRANS_ Medct

The planned numbering system, previously pre-
_! sented in Figure 4, was straightforward, easily '"/_._'_' _m ,,,,,_,,,," ,,,, ,

_ applied, and required a maximum of only four _,/'Z"_ " ,,_.: digits for grid points and five digits for elements. _ .,.
In the case of the grid points, sequential num-
bering was possible which facilitated checking for ,,.

missing poin_.s in the listing. Capability was
q provided for independent modeling (except at ,, ;

• ; interfaces) of the major airframe sections which is

:,4 ,,. ,,;= There were disadvantages turned up. The Ioca- -'
tigris of nodes and alements were not obvious from
the numbers. Only general location was implied by ,
the block number. Any later revisions or addi-
tions ten_ed to disrupt the numbering sequence _,_
and patter.s. A principal difficulty was the es- . =, =.

timation of the number block sizes. If sufficient ___"

space was not allocated, the numbering sequence '_
was interrupted. Estimating an adequate number "
of grid points was relatively simple, but estimating

sufficient space for the elements was difficult. F_ju_¢ 12. S_2.t.J.c t_odct_ o_ Sty.. 200 F&_e.
This situation could have been partially alleviated
by coding the element types which then would
have made the full block of numbers available for The caps carried axial load only and were repre-
each element type. The system of using station sented by CONROD's. Average cap area was used
numbers in the code Is probably the best, between nodes where the cap was tapered. Cap
although it increases the _l=e of the identification areas were reduced for fastener holes, and local
numbers, cap notches were ignored. No portions of adja-

cent skin or effective areas of webs were lumped
Details of a typical subassembly static modeling with the caps. Webs carried only shear and were
task are illustrated by the model of the forward modeled with CSHEAR'a. Web holes and stiffeners
rotor shaft and transmission in Figure 11. were ignored.

_11 _.
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The model for the forward pylon upper butUine ,__j beams is shown in Figure 13. R_ER ,
,_r_ LON[RON

,/ L C0NRODAT(6) - UE(B), 6, ?, 1/Z(5)
SOI(Q$I)

_ _ liaOl (/ 14B$3 %% 1491| 14943 I¢$f_

WLzg-- J14 ZlOl - 21;5 N_ 312S ]llr

i_ l IlL ,6-- ',,i iN' IH xxxx .... O0
_ _ STA rJ_.

"l_ m m m tR.,¢, F_u_e 14. St,=_c Mode2J_g o_ St)_9¢'_,
:. s,._ L_.= :m_ ._.:_ Loru3e_o_ , o_ Side S_

•"= SY/4BOL DESCR|PT|O.N

XXXX GRIDPOINT _ Modeling of effective skin near Iongerons and

: _xxx co_e)0 _/_[/ _ stringers as an addition to their area was one of anumber of instances where the guides were vio-
ce*_ .__________________'_"__._I'_ lated for cause. The logic was originally that the

CS_4EAR _," _ static (stress) model would recognize buckled skins
,_pxx CTmmM \\- ._" _ occurring under design maneuver loads. Then

with this buckled skin model, intarnal load dis-
tributions would be obtained for detailed stressing
of the elements. Locally effective areas of skin

__tWL 21 were to have been added to stringer areas for po-

tentially improved accuracy. •_,,,

,. For the vibration model, the airframe was to have
been treated as in lg level flight without maneuver
induced buckling. The original guide was written

F_ju_ I_. S,_¢t_ Mede,t.J_g o_ Fo_¢_ P_//,o_ to remove the locally effective skin area from the
(Jppe._ 8u_-L_J_e. 8t._J_ stringers for the vibration model where the skins

were to be fully effective.

It was realized when the actual modeling was
,', underway, that the labor of adding and then

The transmission support fitting at the top of the removing these small delta areas was not worth-
beam was designed to act as a truss and is rood- while. The static model internal load distributions
eled with axial CONROD's. Otherwise the model would not really be affected by these small delta

• _ was like a frame in that caps were represented by areas. This change was the most significant of
CONROD's and webs by CSHEAR's, Stiffeners the deviations made from the planned guides.
used nnly for web stability were not all mooeled

i (some were to break up panel sizes). A demonstration run was made with the static
model to determine whether the model generated

. Longerons, stringers and side skins were modeled reasonable (error free) results. Internal loads
as in Figure 14. Longerons were modeled as were calculated for a 3 g pull-up at a gross weight
CONROD's using their actual areas. Stringers, of 50000 pounds. Element forces, grid point dis-
because there a-e 36 of them on the cross-section, placements, and grid point force balances were
were lumped Into 13 effective stringers (or lumped examined. The static deflection plot for selected

I with Iongerons) tO limit the size of the model, grid points illustrated in Figure 15 indicates
Skin panels were represented by CSHEAR's. apparently rational results.

!
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The most important change to form the vibration
/ -- U#OEFORHE0 model was the change of airframe skin from

.... DEFLECTED CSHEAR's to CQDMEM2 elements. The latter areJ ! membranes which provide both the skin shear cap-
_ ability and are effective in adding bending area...... Th.changeisassoc,atedw,ththebuckledversust ."

unbuckled skin configurations of the static and

• l vibration models discussed previously•
(

• t Concentrated weights of the engines, trans-
: missions, and APU were initially distributed to the

• attachment points in the static model while pre-
,i serving the mass and inertia of the overall air-

craft. For the vibration model, center of gravity
; grid points were introduced at the engines and

'! transmissions and appropriate inertias used.
t F_u_ iS. SCct_c _e_o_atJ¢_.o_ C_¢,

Pe._l.¢eXJ..o__o_ 3.0 G Put.Z-Up A demonstration run was performed with the vibra-
tion model. It was done in the free-free condition

- Next, the model had to undprgo certain mode,ira- to represent an in,light situation. Emphasis was
"" tions from a static to a vibration model• One of placed on the basic airframe structure by modeling .

these changes was the drag strut of the engine an empty aircraft without fuel. This avoided the
"- mount• The drag strut, Figure 16, is slotted and need for dealing with the nonlinear cargo and fuel

only acts under extreme maneuver and crash isolation systems. The demonstration run
loads. It was included in the static model, but included the calculation of natural frequencies and

was removed from the vibration model. The modes and forced response. Results of the natural
inactive strut has a vibration purpose; it prevents frequency calculation are summarized in Table 1.

_+ the drag strut from adding a yaw stiffness Based on previous CH-47 modeling and test
increment which would have placed the engine yaw experience, these results were judged to be
natural frequency on 3/rev. Further, since the reasonable. The modeling process was reported in
forward yoke support fitting is significant in Re,. 3.
forming the stiffness of the engine mounting, this
yoke was remodeled to provide better detail. Cap

areas of the forging were modeled with CBAR_s TaRt.e.I. VJ./yutt__o_P¢men_,t,'u:l,C,_nCo,_t.p
and the webs with CQUAD2 shell elements. Aj_ _j,_. )Vo_JJ_wz_Made,t

P

1 R,3i lST LAtENAL - Aft RTLON LATERAL

! ;,14 ENGINE LATERAL tAU - OUT O, RNAS!

,_ 3 7.S2 IST VERTICAL - tYt PYLON LORIITUOIOAL

VERTICAL LINK 4 11.24 (NGIN[ LATERAL tAW - IR RNAS[
DRAG LBK

| II.ll ZNO ¥(ITICAL - PYLON LONOITUOINAL IA PHASE

8LOTTED DRAG LINK IS NOT I IN.OR ZAO LATERAL - ,WO PYLON LATERAL

EFFECTIVE FOR VI,RA,IO _'=_. , ,,.O, ,RO LRTERRL .... LO. LITERAL 1, 'NAS, I

MOOEL I IA.OI Aft LANOIOi OIRR LtTIIAL - OOT OF PHASE _ _

IO 1;.4! OliOEYlNEO LRTINAL I
'(_ It IR*EO UROEFIR(O LATERAL

12 I0.I! QIROE,IA(O VERTICAL _
|1 || .RI UNOIFIN(O VERTICAL

JR _.S_ ONOIFINED COURLEOVERTICAL-LAT||AL "_"

" +r , |l |R. tR UNOIFIREO COUPLEDVIRTICAL-LATIAAL

!

; 'T T ;:'rR "
I iTT 'IT'T°T:_TT T

.,, ,,,, .,, .., Time and Cost

_k,_ _ _./__ A key question has long been, can an FEM be +,

assembled and used in time to influence the design
of a new helicopter airframe?

This was estimated in great detail, as illustrated In
Figure 17, and it appears that an initial vibration

.., result can be obtained in 6 months from Contract
Award. This Is certainly timely, because primary
structure releases are not completed until the 15th

F._gu._¢16. VTcb_uc,C/.on_odt.L_g 8,_(_e._ Ch:U_M monl:h.
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161 _TIAL l_l _lli l I •

.................. _ I FJ._U./Le 18. SU.lr_OJ_JJ O_ _e_.e_(.o_ T_.,_t LooJ_ L

Fig_e 17. Vi_n Modc&_n9 S_h_d_t fe_ = Condit:J_
NtJ_ High, copter Progr_

While the deflection test was deemed to be very .
The cost of the modeling is 4430 manhours or 59oof desirable, it was not performed because of cost
a typical 85000 manhour airframe design effort. Of limitations.

', this 596, 490 is for the static model - an act v l.v
. j

that is becoming routine by Stress, and only 196
+ more to obtain the first vibration model results. Shake Test

i Beyond this point vibration iterations of the
design will add to the cost, but will certainly be The objective of the shake test was to verify the

J, cost effective if it provides a well tuned fuselage NASTRAN finite element vibration model. The

! prior Lo manufacture, approach was to obtain detailed frequency response

j and mode shapes under conditions which exercisedTest Plan all elements of the model. These included
excitation at both forward and aft hubs using all

In addition to flight vibration measurements, two flight hub forces and moments except torque and
categorJus of ground tests can be identified as covering the frequency range from 5 to 35 Hz :"

![ a mear_s cf evalua'_ing a finite element model of a (9/rev is 33 Hz).

i helicepter airframe for vibration analysis; namely,
static deflection tests and shake tests. The ground Fhe planned method of excitation was to suspend .i
test approaches have two significant advantages: electrodynamic shakers and the aircraft from a ._
(1) the rotor is removed which is a great simpli- shake test gantry, Figure 19.
fication, and (2) all applied forces can be mea- '-

sured and controlled. _ IVERTICAL SHAKER INPLANE SHAK(X ,,"

Static deflection tests seem attractive because: (1) _!t-- ,,,,oRT,,_--7;_'--_,ST L+- _mEA"

Inertia effects are eliminated allowing 0ndependent Su,0,T.,w _ su,0,, I

evaluation of stiffness. (2) To some extent, _ /_ ISOLATOR

selected parts of the airframe can be loaded fecal- S,A_
it=Ling iden*=ficatio_, of model deficiencies. On the

VERTICAL

nega_;., side, industry experience with complete S++A,..+ 0,,( u,, wr. ,0,_:
REACTIO# AP4Dro_cr .]WPLANE

Finally, it is noted that correlation with _. shake s.,,.R ,,, _,,,t* ,EA
test directly addresses the proposed application.

Deflect:or_ Test

.'.LgtMm¢19. Skate. T_t MEtkod O_ Exc./..Gt.C_n
The objective of the deflection test was to verify
the sti'fness modeling performed analytically. _.he

I approa(h was to obtain detailed deflection data Dual vertical shakers operating in a master/slave
i under loading conditions which exercised all major mode are driver, ;n or out of phase to provide el-

i structural elements of the airframe. These ther vertical, pitch or roll excitation. In theincluded bending, torsion and frame racking of the vertical direcUcn, the soft suspension of both the
constant section, pylon bending, and pylon tn aircraft and shaker isolates the shaker from the
constant section load path. aircraft except through the drive link. In the

horizontal plane, Isolation of the shaker is pro-

The proposed deflection t_st Ioadings of Figure 18 vlded by the low frequency pendulum modes of the
were deslgneci accordir, gly. :trcraft and shaker on the suspension cables.

!

®,
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OF POORQUALITY

II _, ..... '="!,
Airframe accelerometer locations are shown in 74" " " . .
Figure 20. / _-'_

1.. 1,. 1. 41 . l,
l j_, • T • I T l 1 "7 '9" ?'_ _ ' : "

,
_._., ,: t'-, __ , .... _- .. ,

-. f

F_ju_£ I0. Shak_ Te_t Ai_f_ M_a_._n_

Lo_ct_o_ F_u._P. 21. CH-47_ Tc_t $pec_¢_ _ $_k_ T_t

Suppo,'ct Fix_e ;,

Response measurements were to b_: obtained at 51
locations in three axe,=. Locatioi:s correspono to i
node points of the NASTRAN vibration model. _

,_1 -- J
Pretest NASTRAN forced analysis results were to
be compared with the shake tes_ results. The pri-
mary criteria for _or.-elation was intended to be _ _

the forced respoh=e plots. Secondary criteria

! frequencies,w°uldbe the mode shapes at the natural ii ,-- ,I-
I Industry Critique of Test Plan '_" t ' " ' ', u_. f

; As with the modeling plan, an industry review of
the Ref. 2 test plan took place. With regard to _/_
the desirabihty of the deflection test, one 0 , <
considered the cost to outweigh the benefit. Two $' !_. f,
pointed out th&t modal parameters including

damping should .not be neglecte_4. Two noted that i. -_
the selection of hub mass effect is an important --0_,A._C ..,....'-:_._,
aspect of the test. And two reminded us that ...... i,_,l_ci[o %6,,,

rotor shaft and drive system free play may have ,,_,,,"_p.._ _

..... i." ,,

a significant impact on results. _.. _
|

Sl(li Viii '* I

Ground Shake Test and Correlation

The test specimen was the second prototype of the

YCH-47D helicopter, Figure 21, '" ._.

As per th_ test plan, the aircraft was suspended F]._u_.& l_. Fo_mcu_o_ Typ_,co,t. Sh¢._.£ T_: l_u2J,__t the r_tor heads in a large structural steel fix-
ture which also supported the rotor head shakers.
A low frequency suspension, el! less than 2. Hz,
was employed for both the Lircraft and shakers. For el-)" excitation an extensive matrix of forced
Three linear vibratory forces and two momen:,- response plots was obtained. Figure 23 is an
were applied at each rotor head. Selection of example.
force Iovels was based on practical considerations
Includl,_g sufficient magnitude of response, shaker A summary of the test natural frequencies devel- !
_troke llmtts snd stable behavior of the susoended (_ped from the matrix of response peaks 's pre- f
shakers. Results were obtained in the form of santed in the Figure 24 bar chart. The shaker !

transfer function plots and moor shapes for each excitation whlcl_ provided the best excitation Is L
excitation, Figure 22, noted, P i

3_5

_, ,.. "II1_ I "11,,4"
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FwO WOTORHEAO (tOt.I) From location to location, considerable scatter was
• sometimes evident in the frequency at which a

i LONGITUDINAL i.:I._'AT_ L V'ERT'ICA'L given mode appeared. Th;c made it difficult to 4

_, J. J

-- "--b -- I_ ; precisely define the natural frequencies. Observednonlinear behavior with force level is believed to

_: r_ K be at least partially responsible for the scatter in

_. _, _, _]\ the peak frequencies. In the bar chart of Figure• ---- _ _ 24, the frequency with the largest response was
favored.

_.- AFT ROTORHEAD (LOC. 35)

1 R sent the total forced response normalized by the

" _,),[I maximum deflection. The first response sh:pe at"_ , 11.7 Hz (Figure 25) is dominated by the Iongi-
_'J tudinal pitch motion of the forward pylon with a
"_ STA. SOL/H COCKPITFLOOR(LOC. IO) smaller in-phase motion of the aft hub. Motions of

t " ; I I the two hubs are balanced by an essentially rigid ,

=1 I "_- body motion of the remainder of the aircraft.

ii I •
STA.50 ,/H COCI(PITFLOOR (LOC. 11)

,i "f I i i i I I'_- -

;

,_] F/_u_e 23. F_.equ.er_o#R_po_e Smmwu/ _oeFom_o_ Lo_tg/_d/._._ E_._n ,. ....... .

; FiguJ_ 25. Fo_¢ed Mode Shape ¢t 11,7 Hz vd.;t.k

:If4[4411,1 :,II 0 '"

3;L,,,,,,

- L. ,-=,, .....,°..
nl¢_ SlOE5 Cl[nTOt

/ _fOisT VlIH

: / _ = la N = I'I_$1M.! $10l ¥1IW

__i "'"'"''', Fo.'v.O_d Hu.b LoX:_wI2. EX_Oe.

t _he characteristic of the 12.6 Hz mode, Figure 26,
i is essentially that of a classical second torsion

mode. A relatively large lateral/roll motion of the

1= i_ _ _ _ il i ! _ forward pyton iS accompanied by a small in-phasemotion of the aft pylon. The pylon motions are
ti ! _ 5 li 11 ti _ opposed by a differential lateral motion of the

upper and lower cabin structure. A large lateral
motion of the aft landing gear also contributes to

F_u/¢_. _4, Su_oJU/ o_ T¢_£ No@/w2. F_tq_t_ct.¢_ the inertial balance.
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Like the previous mode at 12.6 Hz, the response shaker effects. Consequently, the total model was
at 15.2 Hz, Figure 27, !5 also basically a second fully representative of the test co,=figuration in-

J torsion mode. In this case, however, the in-phase cluding the support fixture, the shakers and the
hub motions are opposed by what more nearly re- aircraft and shaker suspension systems in addition
sembles a twisting motion of the cabin, as indi- to the basic airframe model. A differential stiff-
rated by differential motion from left to right as ness correction was also developed and applied to
well as top to bottom. Note also that the phase of the stiffness matr'< to include gravitational effects
the aft landing cjear is reversed in the mode. (pendulum mode;) on the suspended aircraft.

Shaker and Support System Modelin9

_----T-------_'=_,..................... " ...... Modeling of a typical shaker configuration is Jllus-

_- '._--------- -"i._1 I [_J "'--_'"__ trated in the schematic of Figure 29. The shaker

3_

,o.,.. '. stator mass and a portion of the _radle assembly

"=_ __/) mass are located at the shaker pivot point (grid

7(_11). The remaining cradle assembly weight is
; located at the cradle suspension point (grid 7012).ut

The armature flexures (armature spring) connect

..... ,,_ -_ __ the stator and the coincident armature mass. .

Motion of the armature mass is constrained to act
, - --- LUl $10(

_'- _,zeTs_=_u_=, along the axis of the drive rod. The drive rod,

'_; L_I=;_ _[ ........ I ......... _ represented by a CONROD, is assumed to carry'_,_.j only axial loads due to the flexures oriented at
,/.:._ '""' ,., _ 90°"

"_£_ F_u_e 21. Forced Mode S/_p¢ a.t 15.2 Hz

;01z - CIAp_ _$s

COINC IOIII T _ CIAI

_--lfllll{ _I_ pOIII?$ tel1 - SMAI[R STATOM PLUS
.... q'll_{rtfct[O SHAKII {IA_41 MI$$ IPOIO LI)

70}0

N01TIOITAL 701: .. ilNATURI SPIING (10O LI/IR}

¢'0'4_IIL _IT CIIOL[ NOII ] ZOiT II"
O . SNARII AIM, TUl [ NA$$

ASSV (_o LI) t

J [{01100
olll ¥[ AT tO" ?00)

• ' ' F/_3u/L¢29. T_tpLe..o.£Sk<t_e._and Suspension
Mod_ i_

loll 60_0

-_-- FZgu_e 2e. Forced ModeShape cut 16.2 Hz v_ .... '....... _ _o,O:,Fo._o._ Hub vertical Excito:tlon "_"

_oo_ I_ lo| STtUCTUlAttools

• I_ CIAI [L[M(_TS

At 16.2 HZ, Figure 28, the response shape oJs- --,-_',_,,.
played is the fundamental vertical bending mode of
the cabin section. Bending motion of the cabin is \ ,oo,,,._ . _.,c.,,

\ 6001, iOlO
opposed by large out-of-phase pitch motions of the ,o_,.,o, ..,.L.,_C.=,=,(,s

5101. _IO+P. LOII(+ITUOIIIILSHAk(II
py:ons. _-_ _l ,on,.,oo,,o_,,.,,(,,

&Oll_, _OE2 "

NASTRAN Analysis of Test Configuration _/ ,oos,.. - _,.,,_s...s

The basic airframe vibration FEM initially demon-

strated in the free-free condition was modified to F&lu_.¢ 30. Su.ppo,'_FZctu_e NILS_ Modct.
,' the test configuration. Changes to the basic air- "

frame model included incorporation of the test hub
,f fixtures (hub weight and shaker beam as{embly) The NASTRAN model of the shake test support
'-'I and adjustments to the mass distribution to account fixture which weighs approximately 37,32_ pounds
= for equipment not installed, is shown in Figure 30. Grid points corresponding

to the aircraft and shaker support points are iden-
i The total NASTRAN model incorporated several tified. Typical modeling of the hub and shaker

'} unique features. A persistent issue with regard suspension which is the interface between the

'l to analytical correlation of test and analysis has support fixture and the basic airframe is illus-;Jeen the question of the suspension system and trated in Figure 31.
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•_o=; to 35 Hz range. While these results are applicable
Fl.lU_ only to the test equipment used in this program,

61o3 they generally support the accepted suspension ,
_- ,,1_ concept. Physically, frequency shifts and ampli-

irvelcAc) tude variations may result from any of the fol-
lowing or combination of the following:

t;- _50 !t_= 3000 't. 7SO

L=/== ¢_=. uUi, • Coupling with shaker system
• Minor coupling with the support fixture

t_ptr-_ • Prestiffening of the airframe due to gravity
' he preload.

• Other coupling mechanisms in the airframe~

._e 7me, ==z0 due to gravity preload.
6120
61zn Io=1 skeet Also, it should be remarked that the theoretical

, ¢0=sr_=aT _ appropriateness of representing pendulum modes .
. ) OPlIId:I(ElilT-uu0m=uTS by a differential stiffness correction, while

_0_. plausible, has not bee_ thoroughly explored.

Correlation of Test and Analysis
-.. |

_- Conventional correlation of test and analysis for _
E t airframe vibration is a comparison of natural fre- ;
_' IP_Je) quencies and modes first, and forced vibration
_;! w_: second. In this program the criteria order was
_ Rm_ooi'7°°4_cmmcw[0a_0o3._,_oR _ reversed; more emphasis was _'.aced on the ability ,"

_ mFr[mzmT=_s_=rn_ss _ of the analysis to predict reasonable forced ampli-_cu_A_=m , tudes throughout the airframe. Natural modes
;-- were in second place, although it is recognized :

-'- F.b:ju_t.M. Fo_,¢_ Hub Su_peJt6Zo,,¢Mede2._ that specific forced peaks and valleys follow
_-_ _0_.Ve.C_coJ/PJ_t_.kEx_t natural frequency placement. If ablc to predict
-: reasonable forced amplitudes from individual
-¢: rotor forces, then the analysis would be a reason-
. able tool for predicting vibration arising from

actual mixed forces and directions.

To keep the correlation process within reasonable _
- RESPONSE:FWD.HUBVERTICAL bounds, forced vibration results were presented at i "

EXCITATION: F_D. HUBVERTIC,_L only four representative and widely separated lore- _, )
: tions, Figur_ 33, each in the vertical, lateral and ;

10. Iongitud!;,al d=rections. The forces for illustration _ -3
' _, were the forward rotor vertical, pitch and lateral ] :_

o excitations. -_ single structural damping; value of ; _.
x 7.= I_ 2.5_ critical _,as .3sumed. _

..j

SUSPENDED "_',;"

, S.0 ___t ._1_ ,..,,__ . ..., ==.,,,=,,,,=,,,_,_,,,=1,.,,=

• t_l_r,CO_SPOJJr5("T FOUItifl_(Lf SI_AIIAT[OL_.ATIOIIS

_Z.S
FREE

V MI0 _OIIIT311_I

, , - ,, : : :

0 ',5 IO 15 20 25 30 35

Hz u_o_o_m_m / .r_

F_ _4 S_p_ Coad,i_ns

MIO POII_ _--__

'_ With regard to the question of the suspension

system and shaker effects, the support fixture is , _mot.'rcmt=tmu,_to=

always likely to have modes in the test range. . n_.O_tm(OW.Z,SZC_ITIr,AL
The question, therefore, can only be resolved by
a comparison of analytical aircraft responses for
the free and suspended conditions. Typical
results illustrated in Figure 32 show only minor F_gu_¢ ._3. Aj_.cuae Le¢ct_o_._ ¢J_ Co_tdJ._o_ _o,_

| effects with the most significant changes in the 30 Fea.oe._R_po_l,e. Co_.¢EctJ.mt , \'
%,
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Forced response comparisons with forward vertical near 17 Hz is reproduced. Vertical motion from
excitation are presented in Figure 34; with pitch excitation is acceptable on an absolute basis
forward pitch excitation in Figure 35; and with at 3/rev and 6/rev, but the magr;tudes of the
forward lateral excitation in Figure 36. The peaks disagree, a=
response scale is in -+g per pound of force.

The analyt;cal peak at 32.7 Hz is generally over-
Vertical vibration prediction from f,'-'vard rotor predicted in amplitude. This implies that the
vertical excitation in Figure 34 shJws ,_irly good proper choice of Oamping, rather than the constant
absolute magnitude correlation wnth tes" at the 2.5_o structural critical damping assumeo, would
important 3/rev and 6/rev forcing frequencies improve the correlations.
There is generally an analytical response which
can be associated with the major test peaks and Results of the forward rotor lateral excitation are
usually the minor ones as well. In the coupled in Figure 36. Again, the absclute magnitudes
direction, i.e. longitudinal motion under vertical are reasonable. On the negative side, the lateral
excitation, the absolute magnitudes, which are peak near 21 Hz is over predicted. Again the use
usually smaller than in the prime directions, are of non-constant structural damping would improve
reasonably well produced, this situation.

On the negative side, the very prominent cockpit Figure 37 is a bar chart comparing analytical and
_:a 52 test response at 28 Hz in the vertical test frequencies. In the cluster of modes from 6
direction has no strong analytical counterpart, to 8 Hz, there is one more analytical than test

mode. Since this analytical mode is an out-of-
Results of the forward rotor pitch excitation are in phase engine to engine yaw motion, it may exist
Figure 35. Comparison of test and analysis here but be masked within the adjacent aircraft Iongi-

_" gives generally good agreement. Again absolute tudinal mode at 7.2 Hz. In the cluster of modes "
_ magnitude predictions are good, especially at 3/rev from 10 to 20 Hz, there is an analytical mode
_.. and 6/rev. Longitudinal motion at the forward corresponding to every test mode. The frequency

hub shows the strong peak near 10 Hz that is error ranges from near zero to 0.8 Hz for the test
:. close to the test peak. Even the secondary peak mode at 11.7 Hz. Above 2.0 Hz there are more

• analytical than test modes. :

...; _*a_'*" VERTICAL m_**" LONGITUOINAL ,*, ..,_r A

"F I1"

,, A ,. ,,

i. i., ;

m [wr, 3_ _ 4TEST

" ANALYSIS _ '""_'"'"_.. / -,
== =t _= n w • / _/_ # !

,..,* _ONGITLIDIIII,L // .m.. VERTICAL
i TEST

3n 6. _ en --- ANAtYSIS

F,(.gu_¢ _4. CompcC_opt O( Te_;t _rv( A_toZ[I,#_.o.=£Fo_¢e_ Re4poR_e v_,LtJt Fo/,JCW_ Vect_e.=Z Ex,u,t,t,cC_pt
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F_u_e 37. Compo,'U,_or_o_ Te_t _ A_m,_,i.e,o.l _.M, F_t_,,_
j

_]I Correlation Improvements A preliminary effort to evaluate some of theseimprovements has been conducted. In Figure 38, : ,

;! A number of items arose from the modeling and damping has been adjusted in an attempt to im-
co0"relation experience which have the potential for prove the forced response correlation. Instead of

; further improvement of correlation• using a constant 2.50 structural damping, the
damping has been varied by mode as indicated in

1. Correct modeling of damping is a major need. the tabulation.
The current use of a constant assumed value _
of structural damping is not adequate. Some __

form of nonuniformly distributed damping is _=._;:,_,c,,,,,= ";requi red. _. _,_¢_(=,o_,_ . .
.,o. ,, ;:

2. Stringer area is not included in shear area of "' _:! = --t,, ,.? _:_0,=,_==_,_,
:! --_..,=., _; ,00

;..! the cross-secUon, since the usual assumption . ,, _:; ,_,= _,'_

I of skin areas carrying all shears is made. i; ..... =_.0_ _
._ When summed the shear area of stringers is ,, I_ ,o.o

as much as 509o of the skin area. _. i :! ,0 ,_:_

•_ _ el II 0.15
0l 1.0
II lg

_,_ 3. The upper portion of the splice joints is incompression under lg loading and uncon- , 0.0111 _.0

"' nected stringers may be axially effective. '_=_"_'_

_. 4. More thorough modeling of the forward trans- F_ju/L_ _. E_e.e.X: o_ Modo_. l)oJep_t9 o_t Fo&ce._
mission cover, shaft, bearings and bearing Re_po_¢ Co_._t! clearances may be necessary to obtain a still
closer match of the mode near 3/rev.

I

5. The hub test fixture should be remodeled to The damping was varied here to obtain the best
better reflect elastic effects at the interface match at the bottom of the response, away from
with the rotor shaft the resonance points.

6. Masses are distributed to approximately 109o of A second improvement item has been explored.
the structural grid points. A finer mesh may Table 2 summarizes the results of a number of ex-
be necessary to improve higher mode ploratnry runs to Investigate the effect of splice I_
predictions, joint continuity and stringer shear area. For

i
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expediency, the stringer shear area was simulated
by modifying the shear modulus so as to effec- Forced response runs were then made with these
tively increase the shear area. The thrust of the two improvements. As representative, look at

+.: effort was to raise the baseline analytical Ire- cockpit longitudinal response under forward rotor
quency at 10.85 Hz to the test value at 11.7 Hz. pitching moment excitation shown in Figures 39 and
The chart shows that with all the stringers con- 40.
tinuous at Stations 160 and 440, the frequency did

,. increase from 10.85 to 11.31 HZ. This change in The inclusion of these two, somewhat secondary '
splice joint continuity has remarkably little effect effects, thus have an impressive effect on
on the frequency of the remaining modes, improvement of the correlation.

Next, to represent the actual stringer shear area,
the shear modulus is increased by a factor of 1.5, Industry Critique of Test _nd Correlation
the frequency of this mode increased to 11.68 Hz,

_- almost exactly the 11.7 Hz test value. Rather than a series of on site briefings, the
presentation and critique of the test and corre-

----..mASU_E0 lation activity was made at a joint meeting of t_
--CONTt.UOUS SPLICE,IOIN_ industry representatives. The analytical approach "+
.... BASELINE_LVSIS of modeling the shakers and support systems in

-" RESP0_SE:STA.SZR/_ L0_. addition to the basic airframe received favorable
: e IO" 31_ EXCITATION: FI_. NUtS PITCH comments from all attendees. Reasons cited in-

cluded: (1) verification of normally accepted
suspension concept, (El insured one-to-one com-

_ parison, and (3) directly addressed interaction
" issue. Overall, the correlation below E0 HZ was

1_ deemed good. However, the consensus of opinion
_ I was that the higher frequency range needed more
%. I T

; ¢= I work. A finer mass breakdown was considered to

' I0 _ # be a key aspect in improving high freque _

', _ _ correlation.",J I

I _ _ _ t Several comments unrelated to specific test results

" _ S r • t are also worthy of mention. One observer sug-ges,ed that study of the available results might
provide guidelines for a realistic validation
criteria. A second noted that a stronger manage-

O__,,h,,,;,,tth,,u,.,1,,,,,,,uJ sent commitment to adequate shake testing and
$ I0 15 EO E5 .10 _ correlation was needed.

FREOUENCY,HERTZ

Ref. 4 reported the details of the ground shake 't
F,_juA.e._9. E_e_: o_ Sp_¢¢ ..ToZ_u_Co_..,/.m=,_ 0_I test and the correlation effort. Ref. 5 is an

Fo_¢td R_po_4¢ CO/_,__.,(.On overall program summary. +
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Conclusions References

• Guides prepared during the planning phase 1. Gabel, R., Ricks, R. G., and Magiso, H., 4
7-' enabled proper planning, scheduling and "Planning, Creating and Documenti,.g a

control of the present modeling effort. NASTRAN Finite Element Vibrations Model of a (
Modern Helicopter, Planning Report," NASA

a Error free demonstration runs for the CR165722, April 1981.
resulting static and vibrations models dis-

played rational internal loads and reasonable 2. Gabel, R., Reed, D. A. "Planning, Creating,
• natural frequencies and mode shapes, at_d Documenting a NASTRAN Finite Element f

_e venerations Model of a Modern Helicopter, Test
• Management enforced cooperation of Design- Requirements Report," NASA CR165855, April

: Stress-Weights-Dynamics is key to achieving 1982. I
_ an FEM suitable for internal loads, structural

I
member sizing and vibration analysis. 3. Gabel, R., Kesack, W.J. and Reed, D. A.,

"Planning, Creating and Documenting a
• Cost of the total effort is 4,430 man-hours or NASTRAN Finite Element Vibrations Model of a '_;

5go, 49o is already usual for internal loads; the Modern Helicopter, Modeling Documentation "f
vibration model is another 196. Rep_rt," NASA CR166077, March 1983. .

• Satisfactory procedures were developed for 4. Gabel, R., Reed, D. A., Ricks, R.G.,
_,_ analysis of the suspended aircraft. Corn- "Planning, Creating and Documenting a
_- parison of free and suspended configuration NASTRAN Finite Element Vibrations Model of a
_ indicates only minor differences. Modern Helicopter, Ground Shake Results and *
_: Correlation Report," NASA CR166107, May

• • Reasonable correlation was obtained between 1983.
test and analytical results. Adequate ._

=- modeling of damping appears as a major 5. Gabel, R., Kesack, W. J., Reed, D. A.,
= stumbling block to improved correlation. Ricks, R. G., "Planning, Creating and
_ Documenting a NASTRAN Finite Element Model
-" • Nonlinear effects result in test scatter of of a Modern Helicopter, Summary Report,"

: peak responses about the natural frequencies. NASA CR17229, October 1983.
Force level was identified as one source of
nonlinearity.

• Significantly improved correlation appears
possible by including secondary effects such
as stringer shear area and effective splice
joint stringer continuity due to Ig loading.
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DISCUSSION

Paper No. 20

PLANNING, CREATING AND DOCUMENTATING A N_STRAN FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF A MODERN HELICOPTER
R. Gabel
D. Reeo
R. Ricks 4

_ and

:. W. Kesack

Charlle Fredrlckson, Sikorsky Aircraft: Dick, I think that was a really neat paper, well
thought out, and very nicely presented and so on. I'd llke to ask you three questions. Did you

:] previously do a N_TRAN model on the Chlnook , in other words had you previously taken an earlier
FEMaxxlel on the Chinook and upgraded it to the D before it actually flew and if you Old, how

• did that compar_ wlt_ this well-planned FEM model that you did later on?

Gabel: Well, we did do that, Charlie, _ny, many years ago for the A model of the Chinook.
._: There was a model built and there was even hardware made to try to tune it and the fact that the

Chinooks had vibration troubles through their whole life means that i_ didn't work very well.

Fredrickson: I was trying to find out if you had upgraded that model for the D.

_, Gabel: No, we were too stupid to do that. We actually _tarted from scratch and used the design •
drawings for the D. Since many of the people who did the early model were long gone anyway, it

'_ didn't really matter.

Fredrickson: In the actual shake test, how did you actually identify what you considered to be
_ natural modes of the aircraft?

Gabe._1:Combinations of things: we used the peak, the forced amplitude, we used the 90° phase

_I between the amplitudes and the shaker force, we used the frequency circle diagrams--about 3 or
4 different ways.

Fredrickson: Okay. I know in my own experience, if you use one or another method and don't use
kind of a combination, you're liable to miss a few modes along the way.

Gabel: But then they're not pure because we were shaking with one shaker at a time at one rotor
head and to get a pure mode you have to have distributed shakers which nobody does any more.

; Fredriekson: Another question about how the shake test was done. Was that a swept sine or
random input or Justexactly what was the methodology behind the shake test itself?

Gabel: It was a slow sweeping sine.

Wayne Johnson, NASA Ames Research Center: With the coming switch to composite airframes, do you
- think that's going to make this job harder or easier?

Gatel: Different. So far the elements being used are really the same as the stress people have i
been using for the metal elements. They are not going into it layer by layer because of the _

[

magnitude of the structure.
I

Johnson: Do you think the composite structures will have more or less small scale variations? I
It seemed that one of the things you were saying is that small scale variations which are not Imodeled are almost certainly a cause of some of the discrepancies. Do you think composites will
have more or less of that?

Gabe____!1:It's hard to say. I would think they might have more because the way they're laid up-- I
it's not quite the same as a rolled out metal sheet. There may be variations in thickness and

-" such things that _y be more complex. I ,night comment that Langley is underway on a continua-
tion of this program, where Sikorsky, Hughes, and Bell are analyzing their production metal
aircraft. Since we have already done the first metal one, we're underway on the first composite
aircraft. We are modeling it and we're going through the same process that's shown her_.

I Bob Wc_d_ Hughes Helicopters: Dick, I'd llke to compliment you on a fine presentation. As
, Hughes is one of the participants tn it, I Just wanted to bring out one of the values among many

of the values I think we're finding from this NASTRAN analysis. In the case of the Apache, the
second vertical bending mode came out to be practically right on our N per rev and we thought
that was really the problem. But using our NASTRAN [moael] and taking the percentage of modal
contributions, it turned out that for the forced response, the primary contributor to the pilot
Ind cockpit vibration was a w'ng-symmetrlc mode down at I_ Hertz. I think this is one of the
values we can get out of NASTRAN.

%
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COUPLED ROTOR-BODY VIBRATIONS WITH
INPLANE DEGREES OF FREEDOM

i
Huang Ming-Sheng
Research Assistant

and
David A. Peters

" Professor and Chairman

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Washington University, Campus Box 1185

I St. Louis, Missouri 63130

Abstract EI = beam cross-section bend-

ing stiffness
In an effort to understand the vibra-

tion mechanisms of helicopters, the fol- {F} = vector of harmonics of

lowing basic studies are considered. A CM,CL,Cx,Cy,Cz
coupled rotor-fuselage vibration analysis
including inplane degrees of freedom of g = nondimensional accel_ra-
both rotor and airframe is performed by tion of gravity, g/_R
matching of rotor and fuselage impedances

at the hub. A rigid blade model including gz,gy,gm,gL = plunge, lateral, pitch
hub motion is used to set up the rotor and roll structur-I

flaplag equations, wor the airframe, 9 damping, = 2_
degrees of freedom a,_4 hub offsets are
used. The equations are solved by har- h = offset between hub and
monic balance. For a 4-bladed rotor, the focus, divided by R

i coupled responses and hub loads are calcu-

__ lated for various parameters in forward [H] = fuselage receptance }
. flight. The results show that the addi-
£i : tion of inplane degrees of freedom does [I] = identity matrix

_- ! not significantly affect the vertical _ = pitch inertia moment _f iz vibrations for the cases considered, and Iy1
" _ that inplane vibrations have similar reso- pylon, divided by M R_
. _ nance trends as do flapping vibrations.

, = roll inertia moment of

• R2
; ' Notation Ixl pylon, divided by Mp

= pitch inertia moment of
a = slope of lift curve, red -I Iy2 fuselage, divided by --R 2
A = ratio of rotor mass to

- = roll inertia moment of
moment of inertia, Ix2

M x R/Iy fuselage, divided by MFR2

I_ cosine and sine harmonics = fuselage pitch-spring- AF = of F Kc_c restraint stiffness, 'i

N-m/red

b = number of blades _ 1,
K = fuselage roll-spring- .

6 = conventional thrust _s restraint stiffness,

z coefficient, N-m/red
thrust/p_2R 4

£ = length of the beam, m

Cx,Cy,Cz,CM,CL = vibratory poztion of non-
dimensional longitudinal m = mass per unit beam
force, lateral force, length, kg/m

thrust, pitch and roll

moment over oa MC = lumped mass on the center
of the fuselage, kg

Cx,Cy,Cz,CM,C L = steady portion
Mp e mass of pylon, kg

_ = offset between focus and
center of fuselage, MF = mass of fuselage,
divided by R MC + m£, kg

•i _P = offset between focus and Mf = mass of whole fuselage,

i center _f pylon, divided MC + m£ + Mp, kg
by R

p = first flap frequency

_r = offset between hub and divided by R

center of pylon, divided p2by R P =

325
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_pm' -:. rpL = radius of gyration of Y = Lock number
pylon in pitch, roll,
divided by R _ = inflow ratio

rFm, rFL = radius of gyration of 1 = advance ratio
fuselage in pitch, roll,

divided by R pp = ratio of mass of pylon to 4
mass of fuselage,

R = rotor radius, m Mp/(M_ + MC)

RV = beam mass divided by _mc = ratio of lumped .lass to
whole airframe mass, the uniformly distributed

m£/(mZ + M c + Mp) mass, Mc/m£

ISi] = general matrices _mp :: ratio of mass cf pylon to I
the uniformly distributed

IT] = transformation matrix mass, Mp/m£

W = rotor stiffness _ = rotor solidity i
parameter II

_) = vector of control vari-

ffidistance along fuselage, ables
tail to nose, or distance
along radius of rotor, _ = equilibrium pitch angle, °

root to tip, divided by R 0o + 0sSin_ + 0cCOS_ + |

x.y.z = rotating coordinates 0_(_-Spc) + 0_

fixed on the blade 0o' 0c'_ @c = collective and cyclic

x',y',z' = rotating coordinates if pitch, tad
flapping and lead-lag are 1

zero 0_, 0_ = pitch-flap and pitch-lagcoupling ratios

X,Y,Z = fixed fuselage coordi-
nates _ = azimuth angle, nondimen-

r sional time,

X,Y,Z = dimensionless displace- _ = natural frequency of
ments, X/R, Y/R, Z/R fuselage, divided by

" YF' ZF = dimensionless fuselage - = frequency of "y" motion
elastic degree of freedom Wxy

with "x" boundary condi-
in vertical and lateral i
directions tion, divided by _;

y = z,y,m,L plunge,
lateral, pitch, roll,

Z = rotor stiffness
parameterl I x = c,f cantilevered,free t_

[Z] = rotor impedance _ = rotor speed, rad/sec "' I• _
_c' _CF = pitch angle of hub, ( ) = d( )/d_

fuselage, positive nose
up, rad

(') = d( )/dt

_c = steady hub pitch angle,
rad Cdo = blade profile drag coef-

ficient

_s' _SF = roll angle of hub, fuse-
lage, positive advancing _ = lag angle, positive
si_e down, rad forward, rad

8 = equi_'ibrium flapping _ = equilibrium lag angle, rad

! angle, Bo + 8ssin _ 4 _ = _mall perturbation of
8cCOS_, rad lag angle

80 = coning angle, rad _ = small perturbation of

8s latezal cyclic flap

flapping angle

angle, tad Introduction
l

8c = longitudinal cyclic flap Helicopter vibration reduction has
angle, rad become more and more important in recent

years because of human factors and expand-
= pre-cone angle

8pc ed operational capabilities. Unlike the
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conventional fixed-wing aircraft, the Reference 7 offers a sophisticated
! helicopter suffers an intrinsic, severe (but linear) rotor flapping model that

• vibration source - the main rotor. The allows for a detailed investigation of
_I main rotor is connected flexibly to the both rotor loads and impedance (even in

-I fuselage by a hub-pylon system which makes the presence of periodic coefficients).
the problem sophisticated. The fuselage The method, generalized harmonic balance,
motions due to rotor vibrations can cause involves a computer-based manipulation of
the hub to move in all degrees of freedom equations that allows many degrees of
which, in turn, can alter the hub loads freedom, many modes, and many harmonics.
obtained for a fixed-hub condition. This In Reference 8, Hsu and Peters apply this
alteration can often be an order-of- method to _ flexible rotor and then use

magnitude change. Therefore, what we are impedance matching to include plunge,
studying is a feedback or coupled system, pitch, and roll of the hub. This combined

solution technique proves to be very
The concept of performing a coupled efficient on two counts. First, the

rotor/airframe vibration analysis by imps- calculation for only one blade can be used
dance matching goes back about 20 years, for n-blades (as in Reference I). Second,
Reference i. That reference points out wholesale changes in fuselage properties
two important facts. First, a coupled can be made without a requirement to re-
rotor/airframe analysis can be performed calculate rotor properties. It is inter-
in a rigorous manner by separate calcula- esting that other investigators who began
tion of rotor and fuselage impedances with a full-blown, coupled analyses later
followed by a matching of forces and dis- changed to the impedance matching tech-
placements at the hub. Second, +he rotor nique, References 9-10.
impedance need only be calculated for a °
sing]_ blade and then appropriately trans- The next step, outlined in this
fornled to apply to any Lumber of blades, paper, is to add inplane loads and inplane
In 1974, Staley and Sciarra treated the motions to the work of Reference 8. To do

vertical vibrations of a coupled rotor and this, we need to consider a model for the

fuselage, in_ludlng the effect of vertical inplane blade dynamics. Our plan is to
hub motions. _ Phe I used a rigid-body mass begin with a rigid-blade rotor analysis,
as a model for rotor impedance _nd qhowed as outlined in Reference ii, and then to !
that h_b motions could create order-of- add hub motions to it. Later, we plan to !
magnitude changes in hub loads. In do the same for the elastic flap-lag model
Reference 3, Hohenemser and Yin further of Reference 12. The work reported here
investigate the effects of rotor-Dod_ is the former of these and is based on a

coupling. Their model for roto_ impedance Master of Science Thesis by the first
is based on a _otor representation that author, Reference 13.
includes two masses (each equal to one-
half of the total rotor mass) connected by Rotor Model
a spring to represent the first flapping
frequency. Thus, Reference 3 contains a The rotor model used here is that of
more sophisticated rotor impedance than Reference 9 but with the addition of hub
does Reference 2. }_eference 3 presents motions. Fig. 1 shows the rotor model
some very interesting conclusions that used in this paper.

pertain _o fuselage design. Particularly,
it notes that under certain conditions it The equations of motion of this .•

i may be desirable to tune a fuselage fre- system can be obtained from LaGrange_s
quency to the blade passage frequency in method with appropriate linearization

!I order to eliminate hub loads. Also, it about an equilibrium conditiOn,obtainedfromS"The ,_
i

I outlines a method of computing the com- aerodynamic terms are
I plete rotor impedance by finite elements invJscid, linear, quasi-steady strip
i and transfer matrices. Other work on the theory with the small-angle assumptions.

! importance of hub impedance may be found Details of the derivation are given in
in Re£erences 4-6. Reference ii, upon which this paper is

based. They can be expressed in matrix

When one considers the rather cr'ide form as follows.

models that have been used for hub impe-
dance (rigid mass, no aerodynamics, etc.)

one might wonder why more soph±sticated {il [_(_)]}_I [_)]{_}
models were not used. The answer is • +

straightforward. These were unly the )_)J

initial investigations into this effeut.

Furthermore, although mcst analysts real- r_] i.-i'_% [_ized the importance ef detailed blade

modeling (biade modes, unsteady aezo- _ [_(_]t__(_(_]tit_(_)]tlt

fixed hub loads, it was not clear in the _ +
beginni,,g which of these effects would be
impo, tant four finding the role of hub
motion on loads. Because of the high

frequencies involved (4/rev, 8/rev), many (ia)
felt that inertial terms would dominate.
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One can also derive a detailed set

of equations for hub loads (pitch moment,

i roll moment, propulsive force, side force,

_I_C_!-_ l-_*c_i_-I I 0 I_ thrust) in terms of known parameters,
, _, _• I unspecified hub motions _s,X,Y,Z) and_'_ ,D'_-_._I-P_,_ i*_'_, _ - '"c' ,

. a -i oc,v>l, +i4(v)] + B[
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(9c-d) i

The equations expressed by Eqs. (i)
and (2) are systems of ordinary differen-

tial equations with periodic coefficients. Equation (7) can be substituted into

These can be solved for the periodi_ Eq. (8) to remo_e the blade motions. This i

response by t.L_ harmonic balance method, gives rotor loads in th_ f_rm

Reference 3, £hi_ method involves oper- {F} = [e + [Z]{z} (i0)
ator matrices [_] and [_] which can be

used to transform a system of periodic- where
coefficient differential equations into a

set of linear, algebraic equations. For

example, the single equetion [0] = [$3] + [$5] [SI] (lla) ,,,

M(_)X + C',_)X + K(_)X = F(_) (3) [Z] = [$4] + [$5] [$2] (llb)

_' (where M, C, and F are periodic), can The matrix [e]{8} represents the rotor"

: be transformed into algebraic equations loads with a fixed hub (e.g., without

for the unknown Fourier coefficients of x feedback due to hub motion), and the

N impedance matrix [Z] represents the
effect of hub motion on rotor lo_ds. The {

• x = a o + _ anCOS(n_) + bnsin(n_) calculation of [8] and [Z] in Eq. (1O)

n=l need be performed for a single blade only.

i (4) Subsequently, the corresponding ma rices

2|an, _a_ for a b-bladed rotor can be found Dy( )
simply eliminating all harmonics that are

[_(M)] [O] |bn_ x + [_(C)][o] b;. x not integer multiples of b. (Complete

details are in Reference 3.)

lanl I 1an
= (5) It should be noted here that the

+ [_(K)] bn x bn F present method of calculation of rotor

impcdance has experimental verification

lanl I I which can be found in Refere_,ce 8.
= [_(M)O2+_(C)D+_(K)] -]" an =

bn x _bn)F Fuselage Model
(6)

The mathematical description of the _4" _where [n] is a function of the Fourier flexible fuselage includes 9 degrees of

coefficients oC us argument. The same freedom. These are: I) veltical rigid-

operations ca_" be applied to Eqs. (i) an0 body, 2) rigid-bo_y pitch, 3) rigid-body

(2) tz give equations for the unknown bar- roll, 4) rigid-body lateral, 5) rigid- I

monics of blade motions and loads, body longitudinal, 6) elastic vertical, I

7) elastic lateral, 8) elastic pylon in

{_} = [SI]{8 } + [S2]{Z} (7) pitch, and 9) elastic pylon in roll. The
mo4el also includes vertical offsets

(F} = [$3](0} + [S4]{z} + [$5]{6} (8) between the fuselage center of mass, thepylon focus, the pylon center of mass,.

where {6} are the harmonics of _ and _, and the rotor center. Fig. 2 illustrates

{F} are the harmonics of hub loads, {z} _he vertical, longitudinal, and p_tch

are harmonics of hub motions, and {0} are deg_aes of freedom. The plunge and

specified rotor parameters, lateral model is the sam_ as that of the
plunge model in Reference 8, which is a

i_._ _ _. uniform beam with a lumped mass M C added

• at the cente':. The mass and inertial

_, - I_S' l e " _ th. fuselPge, The offsets .re shown in
a_ Fig. 2. One can imagine th _t the lateral

i 6. _ and -oli directions have a similar sche-

matic as that in Fig. 2 if X, Sc and sCF

(ga-b) _re replace_ by Y, _s and _SF"
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The fuselage equations of motion are ZF, YF, _CF' _SF are e!_stic deflections
obtained f':om Lagrange's Method and the in plunge;-lateral, pitch, roll directions
Rayleigh-Ritz Method. They are given in respectively.
nondimensional form below (where blank

elements are taken to be zero). [H] is receptance (inverse of impe-
dance) of the fuselaqe.

f
/ : I I [T] is a transformation matrix which ,

i_ I I_ _ =IR,,i is _efined _s

_' * R_tR.I , |

• r 12o

._-_- _ (14)

_¢ ' _'_ AS before, only integer-multiple harmonics ",
_: of the blade number (b,2b,...) are re-
_ tained. Furthermore, higher harmonics may "

be truncated as deemed appropriate.
i

' ---IO(_ "_- f'_ The combined rotor/airframe vibra-- tions performed by the matching of

.:. ' |O_sj_ _ + _ the impedances from Eq. (i0) with those of

C_ maybe

" I Cx Eq. (13). This implies the matching of :
_ -- ,_. harmonics of both loads {F} and displace-

_____._ =_ Cy ments {z} at the hub. Therefore, we have

<I -Z_ 0 {F} = [0]{e} + [Z[0] [HI [TI{F} (15) _,.

%" _ 7, 0 {F} = [I-[ZI0] [HI [T]]-I[@]{8} (16)

It is noted that these loads include _..-

0 vertical, inplane, and radial loads.

• • • (I1) Coupled Response Ir

We now calculate vibrations. To I

begin, we look at the coupled rotor-
Using the harmonic-balance method, Eq. (12) fuselage response of a syutem with the
can be easily solved as the £orm below, following baseline parameters. I

I

" 1{z} = [H] [T] [F] (13a) Rotor: 4 blades, p = 1.09, w( = 0.7 I
((ZF } (soft inplane) and w_ -= 1.4

(stiff inplane)

Where: ({ _k,}_
_, y = 6.0, Cz = 0.0144,

-__ _,j_; p = 0.3, ec = 0.7, _ = 0.07,

':i x= 0.030, Cz= 0.005
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Fu&elage: _Fm = .379, _FL = .143 of offsets is very significant, as shown
in Figs. 24-28. (Compare with Figs.

_pm = .171, (pL = .148 18-22). In addition to the large change
_- in magnitude due to the offsets, one

_fz = 1.45 _cz' _fL = 1.18 _fm notices that the _esonance point is moved
.... _o approximately _cm = 0.95. The reason

.... for this is that the rotor-fuselage
. _Wfm 10.0 _m'_ _fL 4.47 _CL coupling due fo offsets (h, _F) shifts

' _cz = 1.06, _cm = 0.26 the fuselage natural frequency, so that
_ the resonance with 4/rev is moved.

gz = gy = gm = gL = 0.02, 0.002
This phenomenon is illustrated in

Frequencies with subscript "c" denote Fig. 29, which presents the fuselage
cantilevered modes in which the hub natural frequency (without the rotor) vs.
degree of freedom is constrained but the offsets h and dF. Similarly, Figs. 30-31

._ remainder of the fuselage is free to move show fuselage natural frequencies without
elastically. Frequencies with subscript the rotor vs. fuselage constrained verti-

/ "f" denote free modes for which neither cal and pitch frequencies, respectively.
t the hub nor the fuselage is fixed. The

parameters above are very close to those One can further appreciate that the
in Reference 8 (for comparison purposes) rotor itself has an effect on the system
except for the parameters of inplane frequencies, therefore, the 4/rev reson-
characters and offsets, ances in Figs. 29-31 do not exactly match

the 4/rev resonances of the coupled rotor/

"_ Results are presented for gv = gz = _ody system. (See Reference 13 for
_ 0.02, 0.002, and gm = gL = 0.02,-0.002. details.) More calculations have been
_ Also shown are curves labeled "without made, and one can find more figures in
_ feedback", which give the fixed-hub Reference 13. A few of the more inter-

loads. As mentioned in Reference 8, for esting curves have been presented here.

the coupled response, the natural fre-

_! quency with the rotor is different from Conclusions
_ the frequency without the rotor.

The conclusions based on the assump-
The C z curve (gz = 0.02) in Fig. 3 tions and results of this study are:

is nearly identical to tho corresponding

_ curve in Reference 8. Therefore, the i) Helicopter coupled rotor/fuselagerigid, inplane degree of freedom does vibrations with inplane degrees of free-

iI not affect vertical vibrations very much dom of both rotor and fuselage can be

in the case considered. Figs. 4 and 5 easily solved by harmonic balance and
show the lateral and longitudinal forces impedance matching and a single-blade

versus the fuselage bending frequency, analysis.
which is assumed to De equal for vertical 2) The addition of inplane degrees

and lateral modes, _-z = _cy- It is of freedom does not significantly affect

I seen that the latera_ response is signifi- the plunge vibrations for the cases con-cant. The lateral response, therefore, sidered, and these cases are for reason-
can be an important consideration in able configurations. _

} helicopter dynamic design. Figs. 6 and 7 _) The lateral response is signifi-

i show that and roll loads it should not be in hell-
pitch are not cant, neglected

affected by the vertical vibration, copter vibration analysis.T

Figs. 8-12 show the hub loads as a func- 4) The hub offsets will signifi- "_
tion of fuselage vertical frequency with cantly affect the coupled response.
a stiff inplane rotor and without offsets.

The response is a little bit larger than Acknowledgment
that of soft inplane mentioned above, but
the same conclusions hold. The work was %ponsored by the United

States Army Research Gffice, Grant No.

Figs. 13-17 and Figs. 18-22 present ARO-DAAG-29-80-C-0_2. The view, opinions,

the hub loads versus _cm = WcL/l.18, the and/or findings contained in this report
pylon pitch and roll frequencies. Both are those of the author and should not be
the soft inplane and stiff inplane cases construed as an official Department of

1 are shown. Because of aerodynamic - the __rmy position, policy, or decision,

i coupling, all loads are affected by Wcm unless so designated by other documenta-and _cL. For the smaller damping, gm = tion.

gL = 0.002, most of couplings are apparent(two resonant per_), while at large References
damping they are less noticeable (one
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DISCUSSION

Paper No. 21

COUPLED R(YrOR-BODY VIBRATIONS WITH INPLANE DEGREES OF FREEDOH

Huang Ming-Sheng 4
and

_ David A. Peters

Dev BanerJee, Hughes Helicopters: Dave, I'm glad to see a concerted effort at doing impedance
ma_ehtng at the hub and coupling the rotor with the fuselage. I think that's an important
contribution to determining hub loads and hence fuselage vibrations. I'd like to go back to the
196q paper of Gerstenberger and Wood. I think the displacement formulation approach that you've

.- taken would require adding additional hub motion as degrees of freeaom. However, if you take :
the mixed fort :ation approach as taken by Gerstenberger and Wood, that'll all come out as part i

' of the solutlo= In other words your 6X6 complex hub-impedance matrix which is the exact hub
t coupling of the rotor with the fuselage would be included in the solution of the problem, i

Peters: It would solve the whole problem at once. i

BanerJee: Exactly.
1

Peters: There's nothing wrong with that, except you lose the advantage of making small changes .
•-. to the fuselage at a very cheap computational cost [since] you have to do the whole problem.

Another thing, remember the rotor impedance now is more complicated than normal rotor impedance
"_' because of the periodic coefficients. Now you have four per rev due to 4 per rev, and four per
=-; rev due to 8 per rev. If you had read Tom Hshu's original paper, he's got a whole section

dedicated to figuring out how all these sines and cosines and phases come together. It's a big

Job.

!

=_ Bob Loewy_ Rensselaer Polytechnlc Institute: Dave, I want to add my voice raised in praise for

i_j your work here. I think it's excellent and you're making a mjor contribution to helicopter
vibrations in this. Maybe I should stop there, but I can't resist the urge to play "Trivial

=) Pursuit." Just sort of really as a historical curiosity: the first time I ever saw a rotor
_, impedance derivation, it was in the work of Alexander Flax--some of you may remember--and this

t:l was dated in the late 40s.

: Peters: Oh, I'd love to have a copy of that or get the reference.

Loewy. _ was never published as far as I know, and I wouldn't want you to think I was there, '

but I found it in some of the old Piaseckl Helicopter Company literature. What he did was, he _
was solving a drive system vibration problem, and he derived'the polar moment of inertia imped-
ance of a rotor. It's interesting that John Burkcam, as far as I know, was the first one to do ,

an inplane impedance with a rigid hinged blade, and if you too_ his impedance expression and put i

.. it on a mass on a spring and then ran the equations out, you found that you got the ground _
resonance equations. As a third point of this kind, Bob Yntema then took blades which were _

. flexible and derived impedances in a)l directions, for twisted blades as well as untwisted i
' blades. And I remember being amazed to see that in those expressions, even though you shook ,

inplane, you got flapping deflections of the blades, of course, because they were twisted. None , #_, t

of those included aerodynamics, but they were very early efforts in rotor impedance calculation.

,. Peters: Oh, I'd love to have those. Why don't you write them down on a piece ot paper for me
and let me go run them down?

,., Loewy: Sure will.

. Don Kunz, U.S. Arm_ Aeromechanlos Laboratory: Dave, when you were doing your presentation,

i i was wondering if you were linearizing your equations. At the end you said you did--would you

_,! explain what you did?

Peter._._..ss:Yes, on the very first slide where I showed the blade equations, those were already

I llnearized. Since we're running a trimmed condition, that means there's no Ss and no Be, we
iI linearlzed about a steady co_Ing angle. So the very first flapping equations up there are

1 llnearized, and that's why _, that steady coning angle appears as a forcing function. Now, if
, we weren't trimmed, then we'd have to linearize about a periodic equilibrium including the Ss

and SO.

Bob Wood_ Hughes Helicopters: Dave, ! Just wanted to comment--I thought it was particu-
larly interesting, your fuselage model and the fact that you could study the parameters and
move that on. I wanted to add Just one point to it, and that is what a number of us are look-
ing at right now, which ties your paper really together somewhat with Dick Gabel's [paper]. If
you think about it, if you're interested puraly in getting the forced response in detail for a 't
[production] helicopter, with dynamic NASTRAN now it's extremely simple to calculate that hub
impedanoematrix, Just by putting in the three-unit loads and the three-unit moments. [You can _'

3_0 '.
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- then] sol,,e the c-)mblned p,-oblem and then [combine] by superposltlon the appropriate NASTRAN
: responses.

/.

• . ti Peters: And Just match that to your rotor impedance and see what happens.

Woo__d:So in other words, a £u11 dynamic NASTRANmode], such as Diok has, can be t zated
relattvety easily.

Bob Taylor wBoeing Vertol: I'd Just like to commentthat I wouldn't want to use that In a
_ preliminary design study. I'd much rather depend upon something like Dave has here; but your

point is well taken, Bob.

-i
!

|

.|
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ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL HELICOPTER VIBRATION REDUCTIONCONCEPTS

Anton J. Landgrebe

Manager, Aeromechanics Research

and
J

Mark W. Davis

Associate Research Engineer, Aeromechanics Research

'_ United Technologies Research Center
East Hertford, Connecticut

Abstract some military helicopters. As helicopters are

required to fly more at both faster cruise speeds

Several recent helicopter vibration reduction and slow "transition" speeds for nap-of-the-earth

research programs of the United Technologies flylng, the need to minimize vibration becomes more
Research Center (UTRC) are described. Rcsults of important, and it becomes necessary to consider

analytical investigations to develop, understand, alternative and complementary approaches for vlbra- •
and evaluate potential helicopter vibration reduc- tion reduction.

:_" Zion concepts are 9resented in the following areas:
" identification of the fundamental sources of vlbra- Hel_,-opter vibration research ha_ been a

tory loads, blade design for low vibration, appll- primary activit) at the Unlt_d Technologies

u cation of design optimization techniques, active Research Center (UTRC_ _." _I_ past six years.
'_ higher harmonic control, blade appended aeromechan- Various helicopter vibration related programs
_ ical devices, and the prediction of vibratory air- involving analytic_l investigation have been con-

loads. Primary sources of vibration are identified ducted in the followi:Lg areas:
_= for a selected four-bladed articulated rotor oper-

"" sting in high speed level flight. The application • Blade desigr, for low vibration
_i of analytical design procedures and optimizaticn

.tecnniques are shown to have the potential for Design optimization techniques applicable
establishing reduced vibration blade designs to vibration reduction
through variations in blade mass and stiffness
distributions, and chordwise center-of-_ravlty • Active higher harmonic control for vibra-

location. Analytical evaluation of a computerized tion alleviation

generic active controller for implementing higher
harraonic control indicates the potential for good • Blade appended d_vices ,r vibration alia-

controller performance and extensive fuselage vi- vlatlon
bration reOuction with low pitch amplitudes for
three controller approaches investigated. Explora- • Prediction of vibratory airloads (rotor,
tory evaluation of a passive tuned blade tab con- fuselage, empennage).

cept indicates considerable sensitivity of vibra- _
tory load alleviation to design parameters with an In the Ref. I analytical investigation, rotor

improvement in inplane hub excitation but an vibratory response and loads transmitted to the
increase in vertical excitation. The prediction of fuselage were predicted and analyzed to determine

vlbr_tory eirloads, attributable to rotor/wake, the relative contributions and sources of the
rotor/fuselage, and rotor/empennage interactlonal various components of blade force excitation.
aerodynamics, is elan described. Primary sources of vibration were identified for a

selected four-bladed articulated rotor operating in

Introduction high speed level flight. Subsequently, blade modal

shaping (Ref. 2), frequency placement, structural

For future helicopters to reach their full and aerodynamic coupling, and intermodal cancella-

potential, significant reduction in vibration must zion were investigated to systematically identify
be eccouplished. Helicopter vibration is becoming and evaluate blade design parameters that influence
an increasingly important consideration because of vibratory airloads, blade model response, hub

requirements for crew and passenger comfort as well loads, and fuselage vibration. Through variations

es increased reliability of =tructural components in blade mass distribution, stiffness distribution

_._ end on-board electronic equipuent. A vibration- end chordwlse center-of-gravity location, blade
., free weapons platform is also s requirement for designs were developed with predicted reductions in
'"" vibration. These designs remain to be validated by

test.

_J Presented at the American Helicopter Society and
NASA Ames Research Center 2nd Decennial Specialists' An automated optimization procedure is being

Meeting on Rotorcraft Dynamics, November 7-9, 1984. developed at UTRC for the rotor blade design
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process. A simplified approach for mlnlmizing lege is in progress.
vibration (Refs. I, 2) has _een developed and

"_ applied qRef. 3). A model annly:is wan used to The aforementioned investigat:ons are

calculate _ey vibration parameters. Thro,gh described in the following sectionn.
=- frequency placement and modal shaping with a

'_/ cuustralned optlmizetlon program, COPES/CONMIN, Blade Vesi$n for Vibration Reduction :
(Refs. 4, 5) a blade design was determined for

_ reduced fuselage vibration. A forced response An analytlcal investigation was conducted to 4
aeroelastlc analysis (Ref. 6) was used in the develop an underctanding of _he importance and role

process to identify _v modes, the desired played by blade design parameters i_, rotor vibra-
frequency placement and modal shaping criteria, and tory response and to design an advanced blade for
to p_rform a final calculation of the vibration reduc vibration based upon thi_ understqvding.

, characteristics of the new blade deslgn_. This znvestigatlorl was conducted st UTRC by Taylo_ q

_ (" .. '_. Variocs design approaches were examined t
A computerized g_._eric active controller was far a f_ --bladed articulated rotor operating _t •

developed for alleviating helicopter vibration by high-speed, leveI flight condition. Blade modal }
closed-loop implementation of higher harmonic shaping, frequency placement, structural and aura-
control (HCC) (Refs. 7, 8). This controller dynamic coupling, and intermodal cencellatlon were

provides th_ unique capability to readily define investigated to systematically identify and *_

and evaluate many different algorithms by sclectlng evaluate blade design parameters that influence
from three controller approaches (determinisLic, blade vibratory elrloada, blade modal responses, _,
cautious, and Jual), two linear system models hub loads, and fuselage vibration.
(local and global), and several methods of limiting
control. A non-linear aeroelastic rotor analysis The baseline rotor system selected for the

(Ref. 6) was used to eva)uses alternative control- invcstigation was a four-bladed articulated rc_or
ler configurations as applied to a fo.- bladed H-34 system, a_milar in design to the S_orsl_y S-76
rotor mounted on the NASA-Ames Rotor Test Apparatus rotor system, but without vibration alleviation i

_! used to represent the fuselage. It will be shown devices and tip sweep. Tip sweep can provide vl-that excellent controller performance was predicted bration alleviation through eeroelastlc coupli_ _.
! for all three controller approaches for steady between the blade flatwise end blade torsion modes.

,_! flight _onditions having moderate to high values of However, it was decided to omlt tip sweep from the
forward velocity and rotor thrust. Reductions in baseline blade design to study the potentiel of

? vibration from 75 to 95 percent wer_ predicted with improving the vibration characteristics of • basic
HHC pitch amplitudes of lees than .le degree. Good rectangular plenform blade. A complete set of

transient vlbratio alleviation ,as also pred! ed baseline _lede propertie_ is presented in Ref. 1.
= for short duration maneuvers involving a sudden The blade spanwise mass distribution for the base-
_" change in collective pitch, llne and modified blade designs will be presented

in the following section on blade design optimise-

Analytical evaluations of aeroelastic devices lion. Some of the relevant properties of the bue-
appended Lo helicopter rotor blades have been llne blade are the blade twist (-10 dug, nonlit-

conducted to determine their paten.gel for reducing ear), blade weight (100 lb) and non-dimenaionalised '_
hub shears end vibratory control loads (Ref. 9). natural frequencies (flatwise modes; rigid _ody =

The results for a passive tuned tab shall be 1.03 per rev, first elastic - =.75 per rev, second +.

discussed, elastic " 4.9 per rev; edgewise modes: rigid body _'_
= 0.26 per rev, first flexible - 4.7 per rev; z

The developm nt of met.hodotog_' to predict torsion mode: first elastic = 5.30 per rev). The !
vibratory blade ,ir_oads has proceeded at UTRC baseline blade pitch axis, eleatic axis, aerodyn_- ]_"

along with the determination of primary airload ic center, anu center-of-gravity (CG) were nomin-
sources. Wake, airflow, end eirloa_ methodology ally located at the 25 percent chord (outboard, CG

have advanced for both low end high speed flight was at 26Z). The flight condition selected was •
(Refs. 10-19). For example, a fi_:t level ge,_eral' high speed _ruise condition of 160 kt. A 10,8C0 lb
ization of the forward flight rotor _ake has rotor lift and an 1190 lb propulsive force were

recently been formulated for use in unsteady air- selected to be representative for a helicupter the

loud c_lcdlations (Refs. 10, 11, 12). Synthesize- a_se of the $-76.
! lion procedures for incorporetirg u,ateady airfoil

I test dete in rotor eeroelestic response methods The analytical simulation used for this study
have been developed (Ref. lg). Also, methodology was the G400 analysis documented in Eel. 6. This
for predicting vibratory eirloed excitation at tail computer analysis is based on the Galerkin method

-i surfaces due to the rotor: wek_ has been developed .nd uses precelculated uncoupled n.r_al blade

_ and initial validation has been performed (gef. modes. A time history solutior -° airl_ads, blade
19). The aerodynamic interaction of the fuselage responses, and vibratory blade r,_b forces and mo-
on the rotor vibratory airloada has been analytic- ments due to the rotor ere calculated based on

ally demonstrated (Ref. 17) Development of a modal coupling within the analysis. 7or this
computer method for predicting the induced unsteady study, the fuselage vibrations were determined by
vibratory excitation of the rotor wake on the fuse- means of a -_aaured S-76 mobility transfer uatrlx

I ,
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between the hub loads -nd vibrations at several ity studies, several blades were designed and

r. " locations in the airframe. This approach was used reported in Ref. 1 which resulted in lower pro-
to separate roto: design effects from hub impedance dieted vibration levels. Results for the baseline

and airframe dynamic effects in the analysis, and the two final modified blade designs (D_signs A
:" Uniform inflow was used in this in.tial exploratory and B) are summarized herein. It should be noted

"J" study to model the rotor downwaeh for the high that these blade designs were achieved via closed- 4

:_ _ speed [light condition. The influence of variable loop optimization techniques as discussed in the
inflow on vibratory airlcads will be included in next section.
subsequent blade design studies.

The predicted 4P hub loads and fuselage vibra-

:. In order t_ design blades for reduced heli- tlcns for the baseline and two modified blade

• copter vibration, it is necessary to first acquire designs are presented in Figs. 2 and 3, rasper-

:- a fundamental understanding of the interrelation- tlvely. For the base]ine articulated rotor, the
V ship of the fuselage vibrations, the hub loads in vibratory hub load components with the most

the fixed system, _he blade root loads in the influence on fuselage vibration are, in order of i

:: rotating system, the blade vibratory response, and importance, the longitudinal, lateral, and verticll
the bla4_, alrloads. It is then necessary to shears. On other helicopters having a dlfterent i

identify the primary contributors of th_ various mobility matrix, the vertical shear may be more _"
harmonic modal comr_>ents to vibratory excitation.

,.-..__ AS indicated in r'ig. I, for a helicopter with a (ibs) (N)
;-', four-bladed articulated rotor, the predominant 4P 320- "t
_-.

! (4 per rev) cockpit and cabin vibrations are mainly 14001
--_; produced by the 6P vertical and inplane (lateral 280-

'_ ant longitudinal) hub forces, since for a low-off- co 12001 r_BASELINE

_} set .r:iculated rotor the 4P moment contrlbution is _ 240 - _OODES,GNAMoDDES,GNB '

_i of secondary importance. For a four-bladed rotor _ 10001
-_; in a steady-state condition, the 4P hub fixed sys- _ 200-
_- ternvet.lcal shear results directly from the azi- -r 8ool -_

muthal summation of the 4P blade root rotating _> 160- !4

'_: vertical shear from all blades. When the contri- _ 120 - cool _._'1
butions of all four blades are summed in the fixed E !_i
system, the 4P h,b fixed system inplane shears _ L.I
result from the summation of 3P and 5P blade root 80- 400 ic;i

rotating inptane shears. As indicated in Fig. 1, i'i=._

the contribution of the 5P inplane shears were 40- 200 iJl_found early in this investigation to be smal' rela- [-_i
:" tire to the 3P contribution. 0- 0 {Fx Fy Fz

LONG LAT VERT
r

[=:,._]s_ ,am_ SHEARS .'_

t Fig. 2. Predicted Vibratory Fixed-System Hub -}

, H..o j_,-_ _ A _ "'_-' Loads for the Baseline and Modified Blade "" iemN.lm_) Ile'b'e_le\% Designs (V = 160 kt)
+'--- "x,-" _''"t ,..,

- . memomll_w@ %. s.em_,

_'_ B MOD DESIGN A

E_] m_ tP,_',_ MOD DESIGN B' ,D---- I o,
I_ ¢,_.._ (O*'¢)¢lk:pll_h)&111ek_ll¢ I > :

Fig. I Primary Contributors to Helicopter Vibra- rr• rr 02

Speed Flight)tlons (4-Bladed Articulated Rotor, ltigh _r 01 t- t _ _I L '0 i
 EA*SEA*ELI E, .EELI  WOA.With the awareness of the above information at VERTLATERAL VERT VER_ VERT |VERT VERT

the beginnin_ of the investigation, the analytical PILOT ;OPILOT CABIN !

study was directed towar_ identifying the primary !

blade response contt,butors and related airload Fig. 3. Predicted 4 Per Rev Fuselage Vibrations i
,_.l harmonics, as wilt be discussed. With this infor- for the Baseline and Modified Blade i

matlnn and an understanding acquired {rum sensitiv- Designs (V = 160 kt) I k'

%

_[ 3_s i '

N:I'2t . :, ,
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important than the inplane shears. For hingeless component is the predominant contributor to the 3P
or be-rlngless rotors, the hub moments can become edgewise sheer. This component arises fro= the

important. Of the fuselage vibret ions shown in flatwise mode coupling with the edgewise mode
Fig. 3, the dominant vlbratlons for the aircraft associated with blade twist end collective pitch.
studied are the heel-sllde vibrations for the pilot In Fig. 5, it is shown that the elastic flatwise

and copilot. Important vibrations are those af- contribution is also important to the radial sheer
letting crew and passenger comfort. Thus, it _as

considered a good objective to reduce the cockpit COUPLEDELASTICF- E
seats and cabin vibrations to approximately 0.I g INERTIA 180
while reducing the heel-slide vibrations to the ELAST*C
extent possible. As shown in Fig. 3, the predicted FLATWtSEiNERTIA
fuseiage vibrations for modiIied Designs A and B
are lower by about 50 percent (except the small APPINGCORIOLI$
pilot seat vertical vibration) compared to the
baseline vibrations. Of particular importance are INERTIA
the seat and cabin vibrations which are approachin_

the 0.I g level. These results indicate that ac-
ceptable seat and cabin vibrat ion levels can be RIGID
attained, at least theoretically, by improved blade FLAPPING (N

CORJOLIS 200 400 600 8001
design and without the use of vibration treatment 270
equipment (bifilars, absorbers, etc.). The vibra- 100 200
tory hub loads that produced these vibrations are

shown in Fig. 2 to also have been reduced signif- -DRAG INERISA
icant ly.

To achieve the vibratlon levels predicted

for Designs A and B, the following modifications
were made to the baseline blade. For Design A, a

combination of blade spanwlse mass redistribution

and increased edgewise blade stiffness was used to .:

change the blade mode shaFes and increase the un- 0
coupled frequencies of the first elastic flatwise PHASE(deg)
and edgewise modes from 2.75 to 3.4 per red and 4.8
to 5.8 per reD, respectively. Hodal shaping tech- Fig. 4. Predicted 3 Per ReD Rotating Blade Root
nlques described in Refs. I and 2 end summarized in Edgewise Shear for the Baseline Blade (V
the next section on optimization were applied in = 160 kt)
addition to frequency placement techniques. A
small change in blade Jelght (100 to 104 tb) re- 180
sulted. Increasing the flatwlse frequency _o 3.4
_er reD improved the inplane shear, but did not

significantly reduce the vertical shear, as shown _
in Fig. 2. For Design B, the generalized airload
producing a large response of the first flatwise _,
mode was decreased by moving forward the CG lots- _" ]
tlon of the outer 20 percent of the blade from 26 _

t¢ 24 percent of the chord. The basis for these _.

design changes are discussed below. (N I
I200 400 600 80n

In order to understand the source of the 270 I

rotating blade root shears, the G400 analysis was 100 200 I
used to decompose the vertical and inplane shear (Ibs)

components (edgewise and radial) into the indi- _ FORCE _,

vidual contributing components. This is exempli-
fied in Fig. 4 for the 3P rotating edgewise shear
transmitted to the hub by the baseline blad-. The
force vectors are presented in polar format showing
the amplitude and phase of the total shear and FLAPPING
cont ribut ing components. It is important to note ELASTIC ACCELERATIONFLATWISE
that the two principal components due to rigid body ACCELERATI(

motion (rigid flapping coriolis and lag inertia) ELASTIC 0
vectorlally combine with the drag component to form FLATWISE PHASE(deg)
a small contribution to the total. CENTRIFUGAL

FORCE

As a result of this cencellation effect, the Fig. 5. Predicted 3 Per Rev Rotating Blade Root .._
elastic blade components of shear acquire a primary Radial Shear for the Baseline Blade (V =

role. In particular, thc elastic flatwise inertia 160 kt) k

3_6 _"
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! component. It thus became evident that significant 180

vibratory inplane hub loads is heavily dependent
! upon reduction in the response of the first elastic

; flatwise mode in addition to the first elastic / FLAPPING

*"I edgewise mode as suuarized in Fig. I. It was also
noted that signzficant vectorial cancellation of

-'- / / i ELASTIC \

• , components of shear due to phase as well as ampli- / / EDGEWISE\

' tudedifferencesoccurred, very Thus, the predictedaccuracy / _EL_RT_ . / / INERTIA\i total shears are sensitive to the of "_ / (N)_

the simulation analysis. I OP_GJ x\_.. _Ii0 _/2,00 3,00 400 S00/"" 270! = _ , _rj _ ,• I- ! !

",a ficant interharmonlc and intermodal coupling occurs _ INERTIA _

between the blade flarwise response and the air- _ t-'TOTAL I_

loads. This is indicated in Fig. I as a "cascade _ RIG

FLAPPING /_" effect" in which modal motions at one harmonic
induce modal _tions at other harmonics through the

coupling wlth the harmonics of airloads. For for-

,. ward flight, the one per rev airloads created by
flapping (or cyclic pitch), required for aircraft o

trim, result -'n one per rev response of all blade
__ modes. The resulting one per ray motions create 2,

3, 4, and 5 per rev response of the blade modes and PHASE(deg)- so on. The end result for the rotor investigated Fig. 6. Predicted 3 Per Rev Rotating Blade Root
_ was that significant 3P and 4P alrloads were gener- Edgewise Shear for Hodifled Blade Design

_i ated which excited the important 3P and 4P A (V = 160 kt)responses shown in Fig. 1. The rotor thus largely 1 BASELINE r_ MOD. DESIGNA _ MOO.DESIGNB
excites itself through the blade motion-airload i i i

cascade effect. Also, as will be described, hat- 3PRESPONSE 4PRESPONSE
monic inflow and airloads due to rotor wake effects RIGID FLAPPING

provide vibratory excitation which, for steady 4 I loll
level flight, is large at low speeds and less at I

liI high speeds.For modified Design A, the r, duction of the 3P

! root edgewise shear and its c .3nents is shown in 0 0
Fig. 6 (note the scale change relative to Fig. 4). FIRST FLATWISEMODE

" The important elastic inertia components were sub- 61 _ 0
i stantially reduced. The reduction in the predicted ¢_

- t I

-! 3P and 4P modal responses are shotm in Fig. 7. o ,
Although the inplane hub shear was largely reduced x

- for Design A, the vertical hub shear was not, as _ 0
'" SECOND FLATWlSE MODE _ •

shown in Pig. 2. This was attributed to an over C3 _,.,;
reduction of the second elastic flatwise mode con- _ 04 10[]

:" tributlon and the fact that the second mode pro-
vided phase cancellation with the first mode. <
Although cancellation between the two modal contrl- -a<
butlons to vertical shear could have been pursued C3

• by blade design retuning with mass and stiffness 0 0
: variations, it was decided not to depend upon this ck FIRST EDGEWISEMODE ;

0.8

"i cancellation due to intermodal phasing which could r_ 3[1 ]I change with rotor configuration or flight condi-
I Lion. Instead, the 4P vertical shear was reduced a.

= as reported in Ref. 1, by changing the blade out-

"'l board center-of-gravity location to reduce the 0• TORSION MODE

' Changing the cent._r-of-gravity (CG) location,

over the outer blade region, from 26 to 24 percent
of the chord moved the _ forward of the elastic

axis (EA) and influenced the blade airloads through
inertial couplirg between the blade flatwise and 0
torsion responses. The predicted change in the Fig. 7. Predicted 3P and 4P Nodal Response for 't
torsion response time history around the aalmuth the Baseline and Hodified Blade Designs

for this modified blade Design B is shown in Fig. (V '_ 160 kt) _,

• _

r , , _
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., 8. 7dr the baseline design, the torsion response could possibly result in rotors with vibration
is cb•recterlsed by • strong nose-down deflection levels that •re acceptable without the use of

_= . , on the rotor advancing side. For blade Design B, vibration alleviation devices or higher harmonic
the nose-down response on the •dvgnclng side was control. However, it is recognized that the pre-
ellmln•ted leaving a waveform that consists of • IP dicted results have not yet been substantiated with

response, _xlmum nose down at 180 degrees azimuth, test. Due to the absence of a systematic, consis-
t" plus smaller contributions of higher harmonics, tent set of experimental data for vibratory blade,

The mechanism involved in this phenomenon is the hub, and fuselage loads, the G400 analysis, like
CG-EA offset. When the blade tip bends downward on other rotcr aeroelastic analyses, has not been
the advancing side, • forward CG induces a nose-up validated for vibration prediction. The high
torsion increase on the blade near the blade tip. degree of interharmonic and intermodel cot piing and
This moment counteracts the nose-down aerodynamic the predicted cancellation effects of large compon-
pitching moment due to high Math number on the ents of hub loads make the results sensitive to the

• advancing side. It was found that, when the CG is prediction accuracy of the analysis for the indivi-

7- moved further forward, the increased advancing side _ual components. In fact, differences of the pre-
nose-up response can produce increased vibration, dictions with the vibration results of preliminary

: Blade tip sweep is •n alternate approach that has exploratory tests at Sikorsky have been noted. The
been used to reduce the advancing side vibratory provision of a model test rig to systematically and
alrloads through blade aeroelastlc torsional defor- accurately measure vibratory hub loads is currently
marion, being pursued at UTRC to validate computer codes

and evaluate new blade designs for vibration.
"" 005 Also, application of blade design techniques for o

_- vibration Co other rotor types (hingeless, bearing- (
__ less) is underway and application to other flight '

_.. conditions (particularly low speed) with cariable i
"_[; inflow is planned. The inclusion of design opti- (

_ mization techniques has been initiated as described
e-_ (_% CG}

below._" <

__ _ Rotor Blade Design Optimization for Vibration
Q

_ _ The optimization approach discussed below is
/ 0 part of an ongoing effort at UTRC to develop a
=" _ general automated procedure for rotor blade design.

This procedure can be used to determine the

i necessary geometric, structural, and material
- _ [ properties of a rotor system to achieve desired 'O

design objectives relating to vibration, stress,
DESIGNB and aerodynamic performance. This section co•ten-(24% CG _

trates on the approach used for helicopter vibra-
_' tlon summarized in Ref. 3. Based on the analytical

studies discussed above, a simplified vlbr•tion
analysis has been developed for use in conjunction

-005 l with a forced response analysis in the optimization
0 r 2r process. This simplilied analysis signiflcanrly _'[.

BLADE AZIMUTH(RAD) improves the efficiency of the design process. _¢

Fig. 8. Predicted Effect of Outboard CG Location
on Blade Torsion Mode Response (V = 160 Optimization Approach
kt)

As shown in Fig. 9, the approach for rotor

blade design has been formulated as three separate
The reduction of the torsion mode response of component optimization problems concerned with

(, modified Design B i, shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The areas such as vibration, stress, and aerodynamic
reduction of the 4P vertical shear relative to the performance. Appropriate constraint functions are

, baseline end Design A blade levels is shown in Fig. formulated to account for the influence of design
{ 2. Relative to Design A levels, a small further changes in areas other than those of primary

".- ! reduction in 4P fuselage vibration is indicated at concern for • given problem. After gaining exper-

• all fuselage locations in Fig. 3. The resulting ience with each component problem, the goal is to
< fuselage ,,ibratlot are generally about half the develop a completely integrated approach to

baseline blade levels, optimize on several design conbideratlons simul-

t taneously, Based on experience with the individual

•;,_-.. In summary, the predicted results for the optimization problems, it will be possible to

"_.Z modified blade designs in Ref. I indicate the po- better formulate an integrated and efficient
tential for su'stantially reducing helicopter vi- overall approach. Furthermore, experience will be

_'i bration by viable changes in blade design. Further gained as to the design variables having the
!'| study in the area of blade design for vibration largest impact on each individual problem, the

'
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trxdeoffs to be expected between various design design. Traditionally, frequency placement has

considerations, and the capability to meet been used to minimize vibration response. As
_ " specified design criteria for a given problem, discussed above, _dal shaping has also been shown

to be important, and associated parameters have

Figure 9 also shows a few potential design been identified as indicators of rotor blade vibra-

. parameters that might be used for the optimization tion cher_cterlstics. In particular, it hxs _en 4
'_ problems. These include: blade geometrical prop- predicted that vibration can be reduced by mini-
: _ erties, prlm_rily associated with aerodynamic mixing certain weighted modal integrals. In

. performance; material propertles, generally studies performed to date, _lynomlal epproxim_t-
associated vlth blade stress; and structural prop- lions to the airload distribution have been used as
erties, associated vlth vibration and stress. In welghtings in the modal integrals. As shown
this section, only the vibration problem is consid- conceptually in Fig. II, mode shaping is accom-
ered. The design parameters used are mass and pllshed by driving these generalized airloeds to

_1 bending stiffness distributions along the blade, zero to desensitize the blade co vibratory air- |

loading.

AERODYNAMIC PERF _

VIBRATION ) I GENERALIZED

'' dF AIRLOAD

/ / AIRLOAD dF--_ " _N

SYS "EM I _/

I I MO')ELI I
_- DESIGN PARAMETERSI " ' I DESIGN

_ • NUMBER OF BLADES | | CONSIDERATIONS

• B_DE PL'NFORM [ | _ / _':_::"

_. TWISTETC I I ! I %____ _/_-- MODE
_' * MA_.EI _ _--_ OPTIMIZER _. _• MATERIALS SHAPE _N

iL_'; • ETC

• DESENSITIZE B_DE TO VIBRATORYAIRLOADS ]
_ Fig. 9. Overall Approach for Rotor Blade Design BY SHAPING OF CRITICAL MODES:
_- Optimization ._

_ GENERALIZED dF
AIRLOAD = f _N _xx dx -- 0

Figure 10 outlines the approach to be used for
helicopter vibration. In order to achieve the

computer efficiency required of any useful design Fig. 11. Nodal Shaping Design Concept
optimization tool, a simplified vibration an=lysls

is used in the primary or inner loop to develop the Figure 12 sho_s a more detailed schematic of _
vibration parameters and other criteria to be the inner optimization loop presented in Fig. IO.

optimized. Since this simplified analysis may be A blade eigensotution analysis (E159) is used to

performed many times faster than the forced calculate blade natural frequenclea and mode shapes _.response analysls, the potential savings in time is for x given set of design variables. This informs-
significant for the many iterations that may be Zion and the assumed xirload distributions are used

required by any constrained optimization program, to calculate the appropriate modal integrals and
The forced response analysis _00 is then used to the difference between the actual and optimum modal _'._ |
verify the vibration characteristics of the new frequencies. Frequency placement end model shaping
blade design in the outer optimization loop, where are accomplished by simultaneously driving these

closed-loop optimization can also be performed, parameters to zero via minimization of a quadratic I
performance index that consists of the weighted sum

I

O-- = ueighting matrix, _Z, is used to reflect the

[PRELIMINARY_.T,,Is.O. relative importance of each vibration parameter. "{

' 'l VIBRATION The constrained optimization program used for

CONSTRAINEDI ANALYSIS the results presented in this paper is COPES/CONHIN
IOPTIMIZATIONi _

L PR_RAM J (Refs. 4 and 5), _ich is based on the Hethod ofFeasible Directions. This program minimlaes the

- performance index in an iterative manner. At each
step, it attempts to satisfy all specified con- t

Fig. 10. Optimization Approach for Vibration straints, which may be either explicit or implicit !
functions of the design variables. As shown by the
dashed line in Fig. 12, blade frequencies and modal 1

The simplified vibration analysis is based on integrals can also be included as constraints
the assumption that appropriate modal parameters rather than added to the performance index. Based
can be defined that indirectly relxte changes in on gradient and functional information for the
vlbra_ion characteristics to changes in blade objective and constraint functions, COPES/CONMIN

3U9
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• utoteddeinpocdurudto/ NATURALFREOUENCY achieve an optimized design (modified Design A)
DESIGNP_AMETERS(_ ANALYSTS

"._ (M_S STIFFNESS) FREOUENCtES(w) having the desired dynamic characteristics sho_ in
ANDMODESHAPES(_) Fig. 13. As shown in this flgure, the automated

I ' ! design procedure met all the criteria specified forthe primary vibration parameters. Further_re,

t _NSTRAINED _ CONST_IN/S PARAMET[_S,2_ these significant changes in dynamic characteris-

(w-w_JfCN_Jo_ tics were achieved while allowing only e 4 pert=at

.- PUtnAM I [ INERTIA# 1 J increase in blade weight. In order _o obtain this

t PERFORMANCEINDEX ] design, blade weight was added to th_ performanceI h
_1 zTwzz F index to be minimized along with the frequency and

modal shaping criteria. In addition to practicalupper and lower bounds placed on each design vari-

able, constraints were applied to the first two

"\ flatwise _dal integrals to emphasize their impoL't-_: Fig. 12. Automated Design Procedure for Vibration
ante and to ensure satisfaction of a threshold

Based on Simplified Approach
value of ±0.005. Note that this value corresponds

2 to the dashed line shown in Fig. 13 and represents
calculates necessar'_ changes in the design vari- reductions of eighty and ninety percent in the
ables to further reduce the perfermance index at first two flatwise modal integrals, respectlvety.

the current iteration. The necessary gradients are As added benefits, the second flatwise frequency
"" calculated by finite differences, was driven away from 5/rev and the first edgewise
_-. modal integral was reduced by over 95 percent.

: Analytical Results

_ The simplified approach outlined in Figs. lO

_'_t through 12 was used to optimize the previously 3b 55 55_ [ [] OPTIMIZEDDESIGN_2_ described baseline articulated rotor operating at a _ [ (MODDES_GNA)

_i,_i steady 160 kt flight condition. Thirty (30)design _ ,[
_i variables were used to tailor three selected modes. " -0o49

edgewise bending stlffnesses and the mass at each

._ of ten (tO) spanwise blade stations. Optimum 003_
: frequency and _dal integral values were specified

' for three selected _des to give a total of slx (6) ,:_ , o02_ H !
vibration parameters to be reduced. As discussed

mlHin the last section on blad_ design for reduced

. vibration, _00 was used to identify the key modes
end the associated frequency placement and modal

shaping criteria for the articulated rotor ..... _J_000s I
"' investigated. The three _des selected were the _ _llm--H-_-- -_--

first and second elastic flatwise modes and the _fl _f2 _el Of1 ¢f2 ¢el BLADEWEIGHT,

first elastic edgewise mode. These modes were FREQUENCIES,PERREV MODAL INTEGRALS, ND Ibf
selected to reduce the response of the two inplane _'_-c--
hub shears, which were identified as primary Fig. 13. Dynamic Characteristics of the Baseline

contributors to fuselage vibration in this and Optimized Blade Designs
'" rotorcraft. The modal integral used for each mode

included a cubic weighting function of the blade Figure 14 compares the final mass distribution

spanwlse loca,i J (x) to approximate the airloading for the optimized blade design (modified Design A)

for this hlgh speed flight condition, to the distribution for the baseline production

blade. The cross-hatched region represents blade

Analytical studies with G400 indicated the root-end hardware which was not modified. _ileg

L., potential for reduced vib.'tion response in this the blade weight for both the production blade and
articulated rotor if the first elastic flatwise and the optimized design were about the same, the mass
edgewise frequencies could be tuned to the range of distributions were significantly different. The
3.2 to 3.5/rev and 5.5 to 5.7/rev, respectively, automated design procedure' shifted almost 15 lbs

._ These studies also showed shaping of the first and from mid-span to the outer 25 percent of the blade.
second elastic flatwise _des to be of prime impor- This was r:quired to achieve the substantial

lance. Thus, the overall objectives of the design increase specified in the first flatwise natural

! problem were to meet the specified frequency frequency. AJ an added benefit, the increased massp*

q criteria, to drive the first two flatwise _dal outboard also improves rotor auto-rotation charsc-

'_ integrals with cubic weighting to _ero, and to teristics. About a 40 percent increase in edge-

_ maintain about the same blade weight if possible, wise stiffness across _st of the blade spin was

The second flatwise frequency and the first edge- required to achieve the high frequency specified I

wise _dal integral were monitored but not included for the first elastic edgewise mode. Changes made

"] in the performance index, by the analysis in flatwise structural stiffness
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'" 10 fuselage. Reference 20 presents an excellent •

t -- BASELINE(:001b) review of past analytical and experimental work in

.... OPTIMIZEDDESIGN(1041b, helicopter higher harmonic control. More recently,

(MOD0ESIGNA) the concept of closed-loop HHC has been success-
/_ " 0.8 fully demonstrated in flight tests (Ref. 21).

!

r. J _ In recent years. UTRC has focused on the

analytical development, evaluation, and refinement

i , of closed-loop self-adaptive higher harmonic con- '
trol algorithms. References 22 and 23 present the

0.6 results for a numerical simulation of a closed-loop
=///i

• ' dm ,/.. ' deterministic control algorithm. The simulation

'_ da ._ F was based upon a Black Hawk (US-60) aircraft flying

(ID/in) //// J at various steady flight conditions. References 7

f//_

• , 04_a///_ and 8 present the results of a more recent analyt- ,

_t //.I/_ ical study involving a simulation of the 8-34 rotor
///_ mounted on the NASA _es Rotor Test Apparatus (RTA) I////

.-Ibr///
//// of the 40 x 80 ft wind tunnel. This investigation
///L i//// involved the refinement and evaluation of alterna-

f/// 1

0.2 ////--...J"'"_'"t.=._ live controller configurations in order to compare
_///6 ',
//// their perfo_ance and to more fully understand the i

"_ //// effects of tuning parameters within the algorithms.

A generic controller computer code was developed to
:: ,_ I I 1 I give the capability to readily define many dither - i

0 50 1_ 150 200 250 ent algorithms by selecting from three control

SPANWISELOCATION(in.) approaches (deterministic, cautious, and dual), two _
"_' linear system models (local and global), and sever- _

Fig. 14. Comparison of Mass Distributions for
al methods of limiting control. The generic con-

_: Baseline and Optimized Blade Designs troller is currently being used in analytical stud-
_: ies in preparation for open- and closed-loop flight

- " along the blade span were insignificant, since tests of the SikorsKy S-76 (Ref. 24). An overview

flatwise frequency and _de shape requirements were of the generic controller, analytlcal simulation of

accomplished through changes in the spanwise mass closed-loop control, and results presented in de-

distribution, tail in Ref. 7 is given below. :- }
, Tee vibration characteristics for the Generic Active Controller

optimized blade design dete_ined by the simplified 1
- automated design procedure were verified in _00. Figure 15 shows the computer simulation used ,

These characteristics were presented in Figs. 2 and to evaluate and compare the performance of the

3 and were discussed in the section on blade design alternative algorithms included in the generic
for reduced vibration. In sugary, the two inplane active controller. This simulation of closed-loop

hub shear components were reduced by over 65 control is achieved by linking the generic control- ._

percent and the vertical shear by 20 percent. As a ler to a nonlinear aeroelastic analysis (G400), _i
result, predicted reductions in vibration on the which simulates the rotorcraft by calculating the

order of 50 percent were achieved in cockpit and _. l
cabin vibration. _._

,, Furthe_ore, significant reductions in flat- _ SIMULATION _ISENSOR_I INDEX
wise and edgewise bending stresses and in torsional G_00 ]I ]II JZ =ZTWZ Z

stress ell along the blade span were predicted. __ { t ROTORCRAFTSYSTEM [Reductions of nearly 50 percent ware achieved at ....

all the critical stress areas (outboard flatwise, ]A_ ACTIVE

the lack of stress constraints and stress terms in EXI HARMONIC

the performance index. I

LClosed,-Loop Higher He_onic Control

i implement higher harmonic control (HHC) in closed- MINIMUM . PARAMETER':-: VARIANCE qDENTIF[ER
-..: loop fashion potentially allows significant vlbre- CONTROL T=aZ/O0
_'4 lion reduction be achieved the flight

i_ envelope. In this approach, higher ha_onic bladeroot pitch, which can be input through the standard
sweshplate configuration, is used ¢o _dify blade Fig, 15 Simulation of Active Vibration Control
eirloads and reduce harmonic blade forcing of the System

I t : _, _ . . • ' _ _ _ ""
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vibration response at a set of fixed-system sensor for uncertainties in identified system parameters

locations. Based on this response and on-line according to the onderlylng assumptions of the
identification of system parameters, the active control approach being used. These uncertainties
controller calculates and cormands the HHC inputs are reflected in Pi," the covariance matrix calcu-
required to further reduce vibration in the fuse- lated by the Kalman filter identification algo-
lage. These commanded inputs are imposed on the rlthm. The effect of this stochastic control term 4

rotor by the G400 analysis with the inputs pre- is determined by 8, and the arbitrary stochastic
scribed by the rotating system components (i.e., 3, control constant _. Finally, the last two terms

4 and 5 per rev). For computational efficiency, a use diagonal weighting matrices Wo and WAO to
constant inflow model has been used in G400. No inhibit excessive control amplitudes and rates of

measurement noise was simulated in this initial change in con_" I, respectively. This "internal

investigation, limiting" is :d not only to satisfy hardware
requirements, but also to enhance controller

_t Regardless of the control approach or system performance.

" model implemented by the generic controller, there I

are two fundamental characteristics of the active For the deterministic control approach, B is i
- controller: (1) a quasi-static linear transfer set to zero, since all system parameters are

matrix (T-matrix) relationship between the vibes- assumed to be explicitly known despite the fact

lion response and the HHC inputs is assumed and (2) that only estimates for the T-matrix are available, i

the T-matrix is identified on-line to account for In the cautious approach, it is recognized that
-' changes due to system nonlinearities or variations some of the system parameters are only estimates, " |

J .
in flight condition. Each control approach can be end control inputs are implemented more cautiously

• based on one of two system models. The local model than for the deterministic approach. This is
_i linearizes the system T-matrix about the current accomplished by setting _ equal to one. The f

-_ _vibration response, g, while the global model resulting positive stochastic control term has a

_j linearizes about the uncontrolled vibration level, similar effect to that of WAO or We, depending on
go (zero HHC), which must also be identified, the system model, but is dependent on the uncer- }

_I_ tainty in the identified T-matrlx, as reflected by _

_=I As shown in Fig. 15, accurate identification Pi" In the dual control approach, an attempt is ._

I of the T-matrix, as well as go for the global made to improve long term system identification by
"_ model, is important for good vibration reduction, actively probing the system, while maintaining good
r since the minimum variance control algorithms all control. In the gereric controller, this is

: depend explicitly on the estimates of these parsm- achieved with a negative value for B. The effect, _:

eters. The method used for estimating and analagous to reductions in weighting placed on

" tracking these system parameters is discussed in control inputs, causes the system probing inherent
_2 detail in Ref. 7. In short, each row of the T- to the dual controller. Whereas the cautious
:. matrix is considered to be a time-varying state controller penalizes control when identification is

vector, which is tracked by a Kalman filter identi- poor, the dual controller increases control, t

fication algorithm.
_" Finally, Fig. 15 shows that the active

Once system identification is completed, the controller externally limits the optimum control '"zo

required change in control for minimum vibration in inputs calculated by the minimum variance control

the ith control update is calculated by • minimum algorithm before implement.ng new inputs in the ,. z

variance control algorithm (Ref. 7). This algo- rotorcraft simulation. This is referred to as _. -_

; rithm is based on minimization of a quadratic external limiting since it is done outside the

"" performance index that consists of a weighted sum minimum variance control algorithm and without

of the squares of the input and output variables, regard to optimality of the resulting solution.
The performance index can be written in matrix With external limiting, satisfaction of absolute
notation as follows: control limits can be ensured. In contrast,

internal limiting, which ia accomplished by

w  jm+oIwooi.oTw o Biappropriatetuning w,ightingmat ice.,"o
3 and WA0, takes into account the desire to inhibit

"" magnitudes and rates of change of control while
where _i=Aei for the local model end _i "(8_1 I)T for calculating the optimum solution.
the global model. The index B acts as a switching

i function dependent on the control approach used. Analytical Results
The performance index 2 is • function of not only

_:i the vector of computed harmonics of vibration (Z), The aeroelastic simulation of the rotorcraft
-j but also the vector of pitch control inputs (O) end in Refs. 7 and 8 was based on • fully ert;_,,_sted,

incremental change in control (_0). In the first four-bladed H-34 rotor mounted on the Rotor Test

term, Wz is a diagonal weighting matrix used to Appscat,._ (RTA), which is used to represent the
.. reflect the relative importance of each vibration fuselage in full scale rotor tests in the NASA Ames

component. This term, referred to later as the 40 x 80 ft wind tunnel. Vibration response infot-
vibration index, is indicative of overall effec- mation was calculated at six locations in th_ _TA.

._ tiveness in reducing vibration. The second term is These components included three orthogonal direc-
used to modify the controller algorithms to account lions (vertical, longitudinal, e_ lateral) end _'
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[ were spread throughout the RTA (nose, main cross- 0.4

A steady level-flight condition was aelected
for the initial tuning and evaluation of all o _ 02

.f/ ' primary controller configurations. Thls baseline _ _ _! ..
• condition had a forward velocity of 150 kt and a _ _ O.

_ nominal value of 0.058 for C_/o (8250 lb thrust).
,'. Based on these results, a representative controller

configuration was selected and tuned for each of 0100 _ DETERMINISTIC,W_o
.... CAUTIOUS

! the three control approaches. All three control- _ | -._ DUAL, _0MAx

.: lers were based on the global system model. The , N 0075I ! ,i

. ' deterministic controller used internal weighting on _

' A8 with NSe t° malntain an acceptable rate °f _ 0050I i i
_, change of control. The cautious controller used __

neither external nor internal A8 limiting, but

inherently slowed down the implementation of 0025_
control via the stochastic control term. The dual

controller used external rate limiting to allow the 0r. , , , ,

i herent perturbations in control inputs to occur 0 10 15 20 25 30

without excessively compromising short term con- ROTOR REVOLUTIONS "
trol. The performance of these controllers were i

_ subsequently evaluated st several steady flight Fig. 16. Time History of Vibration Index and 3 Per

_, conditions and during several short duration maneu- Rev Control at Baseline Flight Condition

_.-" vers as discussed below. (V ffi150 kt CTIO = 0.058)

_ Steady Level Fli_ht Conditions - Figure 16 i
_ presents the G400 predicted results for each of the the vibration index. In contrast, the dual con- j

_, three controllers operating closed-loop at the troller exhibited a tendency to probe the system by

basellne flight condition. The simulation included perturbatlng the higher harmonic cyclic inputs.
_- three revs of uncontrolled flight to allow initial This probing initially resulted in a slight degra-

numerical transients to die out before activating dation in short term control as can be seen in the

each controller at rev 4. Figure 16 _hows pre- vibration index. After identification improved,

. dicted time histories of the vibration index JZ and system probing diminished and the final controller
the amplitude of the 3 per rev HHC input commanded solution was as good as that of the deterministic I

by each control approach. 9/bile not shown, 4 and 5 and cautious controllers. The dual controller's I '
per rev inputs commanded by each controller had tendency to probe the system was somewhat inhibited ;
similar time histories. Since the vibration index by an application of external rate limits. Nithout

is a weighted sum of the squares of all the vlbra- these limits, the perturbation in control inputs

tion components being actively controlled, it is a used to probe the system were much larger and i ._

_- good indicator of overall controller performance in resulted in _,ch worse short term control before i
reducing vibration. Note that the vibration index converging to • final solution. !plotted involves only the first term shown in Eq. I
(1). Nhile the other terms are important to Figure 17 compares the uncontrolled 4 per rev _._

o_erall controller performance and stability, they vibration levels at rev 4 to those at rev 30 with
are not indicative of vibration reduction achieved active control. All three controllers substan-

by the controller, tially reduced vibration at all locations except
the two lateral components that had very low

Figure 16 shows that all three controllers did initial levels of vibration, which were maintained. I

! an excellent job of reaching a new steady vibration Reductions in vibration for the four primary compo-

! level that is greatly reduced from the uncontrolled heats were between 75 and 95 percent.

i vibration level at rev 4. After only two revs of

active control, both the deterministic and cautious Also shown in Fig. 17 are the fixed system hub

controllers achieved and maintained at least a 90 vibrations. Note that angular accelerations have

percent reduction in the vibration index. The dual been multiplied by I ft to be plotted in g's in

controller required about 5 revs of active control this figure. The two largest contributors (verti-

to achieve the same level. By ray 10, all three cal and longitudinal) were reduced oy all three
controllers had essentially converged to a value of controllers. A substantial 75 percent decrease in

__ the vibration index that was only 3 percent of the the longitudinal component was achieved, while a

._ uncontrolled value, more modest 20 percent reduction was achieved in
the vertical component. The other four components,

This figure also shows the time history of which were smaller initially, remained at about the

,. 3 per rev HHC amplitude con_nanded by the three same levels. The reductions in vibration in the 1

-'_ controllers. The deterministic and cautious con- RTA were achieved by a combination of reduced i
trollers smoothly increased the amplitude of all forcing at the rotor hub and vectorial cancella- i

three control inputs, while continually reducing tlons of hub component contributions, t _ '

!-
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flight conditions studied to date, no distinct

(REV30) advantage in terms of controller performance has

005 _O NOHHC I been identified for either the deterministic or"_ HJDETERMINISIlC'WAA ] cautious control approaches. The dual controller,

_ II mDUAL,_eMAx I tendedto h.vewor,e shorttermcontrolsnd
%_ _ somewhat more oscillatory behavior due to system
_ probing. The baseline deterministic and cautious{{
_ 002 i controllers were relatively insensitive to less+_+ 001+ I_1111.i_ than optimum tuning of internal parameter+
I However, it should be noted that the use of

Oi _ internal limiting in the deterministic approach

VERT LAT LONG PITCH ROLL YAW dramatically improved controller stability and

m 025 performance compared to that achieved with external
"_ rl limiting. The use of properly tuned internal

020 II weightings on control inputs significantly improved

I_ the deterministic controller performance accordin_

N _ in the first step of active control; faster ,:onver-
> 010 genre; significantly greater reduction in vibrationw

at convergence; and smaller final control inputs.005 •
The dual controller was very sensitive to the

= 0 F_II_ r_ ' tuning of I. It remains to evaluate the effect of

LAT VERT LONG VERT LAT VERT measurement noise on the performance of each
NOSE CROSS BEAM TAIL control approach.

VIBRATIONCOMPONENTLOCATIONS Short Duration Maneuvers - Each of the three

IN ROTORTEST APPARATUS controllers was also evaluated during several short
duration maneuvers, while using the same initial T-

Fig. 17. Effect of Active Control on 4 Per Rev matrix and tuning developed at the steady baseline
Vibration at Baseline Flight Condition condition. Each of the maneuvers involved an

(V = 150 kt, CT/o = 0.058) increase in rotor thrust from the initial steady
baseline condition, CT/O ffi 0.058, via step and
ramp changes in collective pitch during an other-

In addition to the baseline flight condition, wise steady flight condition at 150 kt. These

each of the three controllers was also evaluated changes in collective pitch resulted in 40 to 50

over a range of forward velocities from 112 to 150 percent increases in rotor thrust relatz_e to the

kt at a nominal value of 0.058 for CT/O and over baseline condition. After all transients subsided,

a range of rotor thrusts having values of 0.058 to the final flight condition corresponded to one of

0.085 for CT/O at a velocity of 150 kt. Between 75 the steady flight conditions investigated (i.e.,
to 95 percent reductions in vibration were achieved CT/O = 0.08 or 0.085). For each of th_se maneu-
by all three controllers at all steady flight vers, the active controllers remained stable, main- ;

conditions. These reductions in the individual rained peak vibration response well below uncon-

; "components in vibration correspond t,, at least a 97 trolled levels, and reduced vibration to the same

percent reduction in the vibration index at all levels achieved at equivalent steady conditions, v_.;
steady flight conditions. Convergence to an Retuning of the controllers was necessary to

; acceptable control solution occurred quickly and achieve satisfactory performance during some maneu-
smoothly. After 5 control updates, at least an vers. Without retuning, the local model was much

eighty percent reduction in the vibration index was more oscillatory and required more time to converge

achieved and maintained. These results were than the global model during maneuvers. This may
obtained at all steady flight conditions with no _ndlcate that the local model is more sensitive to

retuning of the controller and with the same tuning at different 'flight conditions or perhaps
initial T-mat,'ixdeveloped and used at the baseline more sensitive to inaccurate vibration response
(V=lb0 kc, CT/O=O.058) flight condition. The information due to transient effects. Detailed

required amplitudes of 3, 4, and 5 per rev control results for the various steady flight conditions
increased with both velocity and rotor thrust, but and short duration maneuver# are presented in Ref.

were each less than 1.0 degree for all steady 7. The results for the maneuvers investigated

flight conditions, indicate the need for further evalu_tlon during
extended continuous maneuvers.

All the steady flight results presented above
for the global system model are generally applic- Blade Stresses and Rotor Performance
able to the local model as well. It was not until Increases in rotor blade stresses were noted at

controller performance was evaluated during the most flight conditions investigated. However,

short duration maneuvers discussed below that any results al_ suggest that the penalty of increased

significant difference in controller behavior due vibratory blade loads may be reduced by tailoring

to system model was noticed. From the steady of HHC inputs with unequal We weighting. It may
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also be possible to alleviate the increases in
stress, without compromising vibration reduction, HINGEAJ(IS_s

_," by including appropriately weighted terms represen-
tative of blade stresses in the performance index

• shown in gq. (I). While these approaches were not

_ pursued, certain results did indicate that they
. might be feasible. For example, multiple control

i solutions resulting in similar vibratio._ reduc-
tions, but having different effects on _otor blade
stresses, were obtained. One s'.ch solution

involved an arbitrary eliminatlor of 5 per rev
control at the highest thrust condition investl- Fig. 18. Blade Vibration Control Device -- Passive

c gated. The result was relatively small increases Tuned Tab
in blade stresses and excellent reductions in

2# vibration. The increase in blade stresses were ness and natural frequency, and is secondary to

• much smaller than those where 5 per rev control was that obtained from the effective camber change for

implemented, even though vibration reductions for this concept. When the tab deflects harmonically,
' both cases were comparable, the alrloads and pitching moment created by the tab

deflection are also harmonic. Therefore, to derive

' A degradation in rotor performance was alsn benefit from the tab, the tab motion must be
• noted at many flight conditions. At the baseline correctly phased to cancel the inherent harmonic

" ' condition, the application of HHC caused an airloadlng that excites the blade flatwlse modes
_' and produces vibration.
_i increase in required torque on the order of 5
:" percent. An analytical study o£ the effect of The driving forces on the tab are its _m
_1 closed-loop HHC on rotor performance should be inertial loadlng as the blade flaps and pitches

performed when using a variable in[ion* model that (rigid body and flexible motions) and the aero-

_t includes unsteady aerodynamic effects. Again, it dynamic forces arising from blade and tab motion.
may be possible, if necessary, to guide the By increasing the offset of the tab center of gray-
controller tc better control solutiovs in terms of ity from the hinge, the inertial forcing can be

rotor performance, as well as :ibration, by increased. For a tab located at the blade tip,
including a term indicative of rotor torque in the most of the vertical harmonic motion would come
performance index, from the response of the flexible flatwise modes

and nearly all of the torsion motion would be due
Blade Appended beroelastlc Device to the response of the blade first torsion mode.

Hence, there is a direct relationship between the

. i In addition to alleviating vibration through motion that is inertially forcing the tab to de-
blade design and active pitch control, the use of flect and the vibration that is a result of that
blade appended aeroelastic devices has been analyt- same motion. Therefore, the success of this con-
ically explored at UTRC. One such device, as cept depends on correctly sizing and placing the
reported in Ref. 9, is a passive tuned tab shJwn in tab along the rotor blade span and choosing its
Fig. 18. The objective of this tab is to create mass and natural frequency to achieve the maximum
harmonic airloadlng of favorable amplitude and vectorial cancellation of inherent harmonic air-

phase to cancel the inherent harmonic airloadlng loading.
which acts as a source of main rotor vibration.

" Physically, the passive blade tab is appended near An initial analytical evaluation of this con- _
_. the trailing edge of a standard rotor blade by some cept has been conducted (Ref. 9) using the CA00

hinge configuration so that the tab can deflect rotor aeroelastic analysis (Ref. 6), together with
freely about the hinge. The hinge could be mechan- data for a realistic hellcopter rotor blade
ical in nature with bearings or it could be made of (UH-60A, Blawk Hawk) in high speed flight (175

: a composite material that has a large allowable kts). Variations in tab mass, frequency, and ten-
strain such that the tab is actually "taped" to the ter-of-gravity location were investigated for two
blade by the composite hinge. The latitude in tab spanwlse locations. While some modest reduc-

_ selecting the spring rate of the tab would provide lions in the inplane components (longitudinal and
a dynamic tuning capability; the spring rate could lateral) of vibratory hub shear were predicted,

I be provided either m, hanicslly or by the elastic- unacceptable increases in the vertical component

t ity of the material £or a composite hinge, have been predicted for the blade/tab as configured- in the study. The reason for the vertical shear

-_ The basis of the concept, as described in Ref. i_crease remains to be determined before any
9, is as follows: when a rotor blade tab deflects, further investigation to determine if other config-
it creates an incremental alrload and pitching urstions have potential for overall vibration re-
moment on the rotor blade as a result of the duttion.

increased =_mber. The pitching moment also creates

an additional airloading on the rotor blade by Vibratory Airloads
elasti_ twisting to create an incremental angle-of-
attack. The importance of this source of airload- An ongoing activity at UTRC has been directed

ing is closely tied to the blade torsional stiff- toward the development of helicopter airload meth-
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i odology and the advancement of the understanding of

_i vibratory airloads of the rotor and fuselage. A tOP

i are presented in Reds. 10 to 19. This _ctivity has

; included investigations of rotor wake and airflow,

• unsteady airloads related to dynamic stall, blade

airload coupling with blsdp response and aeroelas- 4

tic flexibility, and both rotor/fuselage and

rotor/empennage interactional aerodynamics.

_! SIDE

Wake Induced Blade Airloads

A recent investigation of helicopter rotor

wake geometry and its influence in forward flight

is reported in Refs. I0 and II and summarized in

Ref. 12. This analytical investigation was con- I

ducted to generalize the wake geometry of a hell- Fig. 19. Predicted Distorted Tip Vortex Geometry i
copter rotor in forward flight and to demonstrate

the influence of including wake deformation in the _:

prediction of rotor alrloads and performance. _!

Predicted distortions of the tip vortex of each

blade relative to the classical undistorted geom- "

etry were generalized for vortex age, blade azi- i

muth, advance ratio, thrust coefficient, rotor disc

attitude, and number of blades based on a repre- :

sentative blade design. A computer module and _

charts (Ref. II) were developed for approximating =

wake geometry and identifying wake boundaries and }

locations of blade-vortex passage. Predicted H-34

rotor airloads for several rotor inflow/wake models (_Tpp= -I ° ,,t_/[
were compared with test data for several flight

conditions.

i

An example of the tip vortex geometry in for- Fig. 20. Isometric View of Generallzed Distorted

ward flight (30 kts), as predicted by the UTRC Neke Tip Vortices

Geometry Analysis (Ref. 13), is shown in Fig. 19.

A sample isometric view of distorted tip vortices retreating blade (Fig. 22). For higher speed

from the generalized wake model is shown in Fig. flight the vibratory airloads are concentrated at

20. The characteristic walls distortion features the outboard region of the advancing side where s

observed from experimental results are pres_ _ _n characteristic "up-down" impulse occurs. This is

the _cedicted tip vor x geom,_ties. The forward exemplified in Fig. 23 where the airloads are shown i -_

and lateral sides of the wake are distorted toward for the H-34 rotor operating at ll0 kts (0.29 ad- :
the rotor relative to the undistorted wake model, vance ratio), as measured in a wind tuunel (Ref.

This results in close blade-vortex passages which 26). These ai_load characteristics have been shown _. [,can introduce severe local azimuthal and spanwise by Hooper (Boeing-Vertol) in Ref. 27 to be surpris-

gradients in blade alrloads which are not predicted ingly consistent for different hellcopte_s with "

with uniform inflow and undistorted wake (rigid substantisl differences in size, trim, and number

wake) analytical models. This is shown in Fig. 21 of blades per rotor. In this reference_ the com-

where the predicted airloads (blade llft distribu- blned higher harmonic components of airloadlng

lions) based on the different inflow/wake models (harmonics 3-I0) are plotted for several aircraft

are presented in the form of surface contour plots, and, with some exceptions at high speed, these

As indicated, inclusion of tip vortex deformation vibratory components are shown to be characteris-

in the wake model results in increased higher hat- tically consistent.

monir content in the airload prediction. The out-

board a_van_ing side of the rotor typically exhib- The ability to predict the vibratory airload-

its the moJt severe vibratory alrloed gradients ing characteristics is depicted in Fig. 22 from

with significant but lesser variations on the out- Refs. l0 and 12, where the results of combining

board retreating side. This is exemplified in the the Sikorsky Generalised Performance Analysis (air-

H-34 air!oad test data shown in Fig. 22, taken from loads), the trrRc Rotorcraft Wake Analysis (induced

Ref. !d , as aco.Jired at 48 kts (0.129 advance airflow) and the UTRC Wake Geometry Analysis (dis-

r#Lio) in flight test (Ref. 25). totted wake) are presented for the H-34, 48 kt

condition. The general ability to predict the

Typical of low speed transition conditions, a induced airflow of the rotor wake in the vicinity

sharp "down-_,_' impulse is applied to the tip re- of the blades is shown through comparisons with

gion of the advancing blade and an "up-down" laser velocimeter and other test data in Rail. 15 *

impulse is applied to the tip region of the and 16. The influence of wake distortions on blade
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=irloeds is describe! in these te_erence= to b_ wake distortions and related alrloed influence are

related to the degree of proximity of the tip vor- =st complex at lov advance ratios, uhere thn dif-
aloes to the rotor blades and the number of locl- liculty of accurate wnke geometry and eirloedi

lions of close blade-vortex passages, For steady prediction is compounded by the larger number of
level flight, the wake influence 8,merelly in- close bledeivortex passige_ and by blade-vortex

I creases with de_reasing advance ratios, decreasing impingement due ro the =ov, .. . of the tip vortices
disc attitude end increasing number of bladel. The above and thell down through the rotor disk.

i
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i The prediction of tip vortex distortions, ping or cyclic pitch. The one per rev eirLoeds "_

' which are in close proximity to the blades at cause one nor ray response of the blade modes. The
_ localized regions of the rotor, results in a high resulting one per rev motions create 2 and 3 per
_l sensitivity of pred;.cted alrloads to small differ- rLv alrloads. These alrlosds in turn cause 2, 3,

ences in tip vortex geometry and the theoretical 4, and 5 per roy response cf the blade modes and soi
blade-vortex aerodynamic interaction model used. on. Different blade modes re,pond more than oLhers

This sensitivity is demonstrated in Refs. I0 and due to resonant type responses, and cause vioration 4
12. For example, the airload predictions in Fig. from the c, mblnation of inertial, elastic, and
22 resulted from the use of all expanded vortex core direct airloading. Thus, significant vibratory
model to simulate vortex bursting near close blade airloads are crtated by blade --otions and elastic
passages. Both higher and lower amplitude_ of response as well as wake induced, compressibility,
vibratory airloading on the advancing and retreat- and dynamic stall effects.

ing sides were "redicted with other vortex core
models and sm_ll variations in wake geometry Interactional Rotor-Fuselase birloeds _,
(blade-vortex spacing). Although the need for
further analytical refinement is evident, the de- In order to accurately predict coupled rotor-
gree to which the analysis, with a distorted wake fuselage vibrations, it is necessary to consider

model, was able to reproduce Lhe measured airload the aerodynamic interaction of the individual com-
distributions is encouraging and indicative that, ponents of the hulicopter. In Re,. 17 i' is shown
with future emphasis on blade-vortex interaction that the presence of the fuselage distorts the
modeling, wake methodolgy has the potential to rotor airflow and wake ceusing two-per-rev as well _/

provide a useful predictive tool for vibratory as other harmonic airload excitations at the rotor.
airloads. Examples from Re,. 17 of the calcutated _ffect of

the airframe pres:nce on the rotor inflow veloci-

Wake geometry and blade-vortex intersection ties and inner blade angle-of-attack distribution _ !

: plots in Refs. lO and 27 indicate the source of _he are shown in Fig. 24. Here, the influence of the !
i impulsive type airloads on the advancing and fuselage on the rotor inflow velocities 'AVN) is

retreating sides to be at least partially attrib- shown as predicted using the Sikorsky fuselage
utable to close blade-vortex interaction. It is panel method (NABAT) for a _elati_ely low rotor
shown that the blade passes close to s nearly

! parallel tip vortex from a preceding blade in the 8UP,' _---
I first quadrant s_d the fourth quadrant of the ,_OUCED _ _ "_

i rotor. At higher flight speeds, where the vibra- VELOCITIES_'_

i tory alrloading is predominantly on the advancing AT_OTOR_ \\

side, the vibratory airloads are caused by a com- _/AV=' \\\\ .\
tions, and the characteristic blade "Hach tuck" _ s // _ "_._ N \pheno _enon. This phenomenon is known to result 0

from the aft movement of the blade aerodynamic / /005_ _. _.'-O025X\_N ---nn/
center, due to compressibillty, which results in a [ [ [ ( 010 _r=...r=..__\_I!
nose down pitching moment for positive lift and p

corresponding blade torsional deformation. This FUSELAGEANGLE OF/TTACK = -8 ° _..
produces a negative azimuthal gradient in blade POSITIVE AVNIV = UPWASH

lift. Blade sweep has been used to co.mte this IF : 28

effect in the advancing side negative lift region. _. '

In Re,. 27, it is hypothesized that the "up-down" 15 _ _..-V = 80 KNOTS

impulse on the advancing side at high speee condi- ROTOR _ fIR=030

tions is opposite to the "down-up" impu=se st lower __ 10 [
speeds due to the opposite directi_._ of vorticity _ _----_ [
produced by the negative lift region at the tip at _ _ _O'-_A-_O_

high speed" In hi'h speed flight' vlbrat°ry eir" _ '"I _\X,, /" idynamic stall as shown and predicted in Re,. 18. _ /

birloads From Blade _otions _ :

The mechanism by which vibratory alrloeds _ - 5 OF BOOY-
couple with blade motions and m_dal response are

described in Re,. 1. A primary source _f vibratory I I . I
airloads in forward flight is the interhermonic -I0 0 100 200 300 400

coupling of airloeds sad blade response that i
increases with forward speed. As mentioned AZIM H ANGLE. PEG ,
eer_ier, the phenomenon can be viewed es a cascade

effect (Fig. l), starting with the basic character- Fig. 26. Predicted EDdy Induced Velocities at

istic of helicopter rotors in forward flight. One Rotor Plane and Body Effect on Itotor

per rev eirlosds ere creeled by either blade flap- Angle of Attack Distribution
]
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configuration (IF=2.8). (The interference factor, test data. Sample results are shown in Fig. _5

, IF, defined in Ref. 17, is representative of the for the 6 per rev alrloads of the CH-53A horizontal
ratio of the fuselage upper surface area to the stabilizer that are induced by the wake of the six-
rotor hub to fuselage distance.) The perturbation bladed rotor at a high speed condition (159 kts).
of the flow field at the rotor disc produces

_" chat.ges in the blade local angle-of-attack dlstri-

butions which influence the blade response and d 4.0-- /_

alrloads. Also in Fig. 24, the angle-of-attack _ T£Sr /

distributlon at one radlal station is presented as _ 20 q_,oSp_ ,/
predicted using the OrRC Rotorcraft Wake Analysis _ /

: coupled with the Sikorsky Oenerallz _ Rotor Perfor-

mance Analysis. In additlon to two-per-rev, there _ O' i_ !
is a significant third harmonic content in the _ -2.0 //_ increment rep:_sentlng the body induced effect. _ i I / _HEOnY
For low rotor configurations, this should be con-

., sidered zn computations of the vibration spectrum. _ _°_
i

D -4. - _1

• The influence of the rotor airflow on fuselage I | I
vibratory alrloading must also be considere_ 0 30 60

Experimental results have indicated that the rotor TIME(_)DEG
blades and wake can produce significant oscillating

y _uselage pressures at principally the fundamental Fig. 25. Unsteady Airloads Induced by Rotor Wake .
_ blade passage frequency. These pressur_ pulses on Empennage Lifting Surface

_, have been recognized as a fuselage vibration mech-
_; anism, but this mechanism and its effect have not

_. been fully investigated analytically. Methodology Concludln_ Remarks
is currently being developed at lrrRC to approximate

_" the rotor wake deformation due to the fuselage and Analytical studies have demonstrated the
_- to calculate the unsteady fuselage pressures, potential of various approaches to alleviate heli-

copter vibration. The approaches described herein
_ Interactional Rotor - Empennage Airloads should be considered to be complementary rather_

than entirely competitive, glade design for vibra-
__ The kotorcraft Wake Analysis and laser veloc- lion is the most desirable approach if vibration

imeter measurements have been used at UTRC to reduction can be achieved throughout the flight
demonstrate the significant influence of the rotor regime without penalties in performance, stresses,

T wake on fluctuating flow velocities in the vicinity and weight. However, it may still be necessary to

of tail surfaces (Ref. 16). More recently, a rum- complement design optimization with other
i puter program (RTEVA) has been developed that pre- approaches such as active higher harmonic control

dicta the unsteady airloads that are imposed on the to achieve the industry goal of 0.I g vibration

empennage surfaces due to its aerodynamic interne- levels.
- tion with the main rotor wake :el. 19). A rotor

w.lke program is used tn dete_ine the position and A blade design study has been conducted to ;

the _trength of blade tip vortices that pass near identify important contributiug components and

the empennage surfaces. A nonlinear lifting sur- establish appropriate vibration criterid. The

- face analysis is utilized to predict the aerody- availability of optimization techniques makes the _
namic loads on the empennage surfaces in the design process more tractable and allows new

presence of these concentrated vortices. The non- designs that satisfy specified design criteria to
linear analysis was formulated to include pertinent be achieved in a much more efficient fashion than

effects such as suction effects cf the interacting is possible _u the traditional design process. As

vortices and the effects of tlme-variant shed vor- a result, it is possible to pursue more sophisti-

• ticity behind the empennage surfaces. The problem cated design criteria and to achieve designs pre-
is solved in a _tepwise manner (time-domain); that viously unobtainable. Since it is computationally

is, a period corresponding to one blade passage is inefficient to base a closed-loop design optimiza-

divided into a large number of time intervals and tion procedure on a forced response analysis, vi-
f

empennage unsteady airloads are ,:omputed at each bration criteria based on blade modal properties

time step. The output of tne _nalysis consists of have been developed. Results from the closed-loop

_: chordwise and spanwise alrload distributions at analysis are then verified in a forced response
each time step. These airload distributions are analysis. Results of the blade design study for a

_ converted into harmonic airloads that can be high speed cruise condition indicate the potential
applied to excite the tall boom in a vibration for developing enhanced blade designs that can

'_, analysis. The results of a limited correlation offer significant reductions in baseline vibration

_'_'_i study involaing the application of the _omputer without resorting to special vibration alleviation• program to a full-scale helicopter stabilizer indi- devices, ?adical blade geometries, or weight penal-

:'_ cats an encouragingly good corr=latlon between the ties. Efforts to define further vibration criteria

_-_ analytical vibratory alrload predictions and flight are underway.
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Analytical studies have also demonstrated the of this paper. The contributions of T. Alan Egolf,
potential for active higher harmonic control to Aeromechanics Research, UTPC, to results reported
reduce helicopter vibration. The results of the in the vibratory alrloads section is also acknowl-
generic controller study indicate the potential for edged. Dr. Richard L. Bielawa analyzed the passive

va:ious control approaches to reduce vibration by vibration alleviation devices reported herein from

75 to 95 percent with small blade pitch amplitudes Ref. 9, and $antu T. Gangwani developed the empen-
at a range of moderate co high speed and thrust nage analysis (Ref. 19).
conditions. Good con, roller _srform_e was also
demonstrated during short duration maneuvers. The work reported herein was supported by the

However, the potential for adverse effect_ on blade NASA Ames and Langley Research Centers, the U.S.

stresses a,d rotor p_.formance was noted at many Army Research and Technology Laboratories, and the
flight condttions. Analytical investigations are Onlt_d ?echnologies Corporation.
planned to determine the drivers of these effects

and to develop methods for their alleviation. References
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1 DISCUSSION

{ Paper No. 22

ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL HELICOPTER VIBRATION REDUCTION CONCEPTS
Anton J. Landgrebe

and

Mark W. Davis ,o

Ed Austint U.S. Army Applied Technology Laboratory: Jack, I was wondering on your higher
harmonic control work, first of all, what sort of a frame time were you using for updating your
controller, and did you try investigations of various frame times _o see what was necessary?

Landgrebe: As far as frame time, you're talking about azimuth?

Austin: Right, the computation time for the controller, i

Landgrebe: That was basically going through a one roy-type update. There was not that much
done in [determining| the sensitivity. It seemed to be adequate--if we had not gotten good

: results, we would have looked at other updates.

Andy Lemnios_ Kaman Aerospace: Jack, I'm absolutely delighted to have you relook at the
dynamics end of blade design in addition to the aerodynamics end, because I think this is
a very fertile area for some very serious vibration reductions. As you know, we feel very
strongly about the proper inertial coupling among the various modes, and by doing so you can
very strongly influence what happens to the hub shears and hub moments. Also we feel that
the first flapwise frequency being above 3 per rev as we talked about last night, is a very

j important parameter to design for. I did have a couple of questions for you. In your look i '
st loads being transmitted to the fuselage from the rotor, did you also include the pitch link t

ti loads in that analysis?
q

!

1 Landgrebe: No, that was not included.

Lemnios: Typically, I know that in some helicopters, for example, those pitch link loads can
account for 25 to 30_ of the excitation forces. They're very significant and they cannot be
ignored.

Land_rebe: Yes, we recognize that. They have been looked at in other studies as far as our
unsteady aerodynamics studies, and you're right, they can be quite formidable.

Lemnios: The second question I had was, in this particular model did you have a lead-lag damper '

on this or not, or was it a bearlngless rotor that you were looking at? Do you remember? /

Landgrebe: In which study, in the vibrations study? I

Lemnios: The _itrations s_;udy, yes. -_

Landgrebe: That was basically an S-76 type articulated blade.

Lemnios: The reason I ask is, did you pu_ in the apFropriate frequency characteristics of _.¢
the lag damper? I know from our experience, lag dampers typically have a very uniform damping
characteristic, and essentially zero spring rate, at. the low frequencies; but that lag :-
characteristic falls off, and the spring rate builds up to a liquid spring at the 4 ar,_ =r
rev frequency and by ignoring the 5 per rev frequency, again you may be overlooking sum y
significant wbratory forces.

Landgrebe: Bob [Taylor] can probably answer that question better than I can, but the point
is that in the G400 analysis, there is a representation for the lag damper, but it doesn't take
into account all the features that you have mentioned.

Bob Taylor T Boeing Vertol: I personally haven't seen any Sikorsky data or any other data at
high speed where the 5 per rev _ibratlon responses are important.

: Lemnlos: Strictly from our"own experience, again, our frequency Inpiane is on the order of :
I think it was 5.q per rev with the lag damper characteristics thrown in there, and that could

ibe a significant contributor.
L

_: I do believe th,_tthe [GqO0] model Just used a linear lag damper. 19

Lemnios: Last but not least, the conclusion on your passive tuned damper may be appropriate,
_._ but you ought to also think about our favorite, which is a controlled tab instead of a passive 1

tuned tab. I

k
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Peretz FllecLmannt University of California x Los Angeles: I like the way you do the optlmiza-
tion with that =odal-shaping type of concept. One of the things I was wondering--when you
change the mass and stiffness distribution of your blade in order to reduce your vibration
levels, you probably affect also the aeroelastic stability of the blades. Yet a_ong the various
constraints which you have enforced and listed in your slide, you had no aeroelastic stability
constraint.

Land_rebe: That la correct, Peretz, that was not included within the constraint itself.
The tack was taken to run the analysis and look to see if the analysis indicated any stability

} _ problems, which it did not. So that was not within the [constraint], but it could very well be
put in in the future.

Friedmann: You miss the point of what the constraint means. It means that if you have a
certain given aeroelastic stability margin, as a result of going through your procedure, that
margin is not diminished. You still have a stable blade, yet you wouldn't like to trade off
aeroelastic stability for vibration reduction of if you want to do it you should put some

_ penalty on it.

Landgrebe: Obviously the concentration here was on vibration. I showed in one of the slides
that really what you want to do is include performance, stability, loads, put them all in at the
same time and that is the direction to go in, but we are not to that point yet.

J
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• ADAPTATION OF A MODERN MEDIUM HELICOPTER (SIKORSKY S-76)

_. _ TO HIGHER HARMONIC CONTROL

' James J. O'Leary
"' Chief, Aeromechanics Risk Reduction
_, and

Dr. Sesi B. R. Kottapalli
Dynamics Engineer

_J _orsky A_craft Division
Untied Technologies Corpora_on

Stra_ord, Connec_cut

, and

Mark Davis

:_ Assocmte Research Engineer

_. United Technologies Research Center
E. Hartford, Connec_cut

-_ Abstract flight The rotor speed may be varied by
_ large percentages (10 to 30X) to optimize
_. Sikorsky Aircraft has performed other aircraft characteristics such as

analytical studies, design analyses, and acoustics, performance, load factor, and

=_ risk reduction tests for Higher Harmonic time on station. This could preclude the
_ Control (HHC) on the S-76. The S-76 is use of more conventional vibration treat-

an 8-10,000 ib helicopter which cruises ment devices because of adverse frequency
at 145 kts. Flight test hardware has response characteristics and/or weight

? been assembled, main servo f_equency re- considerations. Over two decades of
sponse tested and upgraded, aircraft con- analytical studies, wind tunnel tests, and
trol system shake tested and verified, light aircraft flight tests (_ = 0.26)
open loop controllers designed and fab- have demonstrated HHC to be a viable

- ricated, closed loop controllers defined concept for vibration control. Applica-
and evaluated, and rotors turning ground tion of HHC to larger aircraft with the
and flight tests planned for the neal design requirements discus-" _ above has
future. Open loop analysis shows that not occurred.
about 2 ° of higher harmonic feathering
at the blade 75% radius will be required The concept underlying HHC is that
to eliminate 4P vibration in the c¢_k- reductions in airframe vibrations and

pit. Analytical computer simulations blade loads can he achieved by oscillating
of a closed loop controller have been the rotor blade in pitch at (N-I)O, NQ,

evaluated, relative to the theses of (N+I)_ frequencies where N is the number _._
reducing vibration to low levels while of blades and 0 is the rotor speed.
maintaining good ride quality and air-

craft structural stress attributes. Vibration reduction using HHC was
The analytical results, design concepts, successfully demonstrated in ful_. scale
program approach, and risk reduction tests testing on an OH-6A helicopter in the
are reviewed herein, providing a status early part of 1984 (Reference 1) after an
report on HHC for the S-76. eight year effort which included wind

tunnel testing. In this effort a closed
Introduction loop controller was employed to reduce

vibration from 0.45 g's to 0.03 g's at i00
As we move toward the end of this kts (advance ratio of 0.26) in a 2500 ib

century, where the design and fielding of aircraft. This fifteen fold reduction is

many thousands of new helicopters is a impressive for a steady state flight
major objective, it is mandatory to condition. Muzh smaller (3 to l) reduc-
develop weight-effective, high technology tions in vibrations were obtained in

-_ airframe vibration control. This is true maneuvers. The next logical question is
for both high speed level flight (advance whether such high magnitudes of vibration

2'_ ratio _ = 0.40) and low speed maneuvering reductions are attainable in a larger and
heavier aircraft (8,000 - 10,000 Ibs)

'_"_i flying at speeds typical of modern heli-

'_._ Presented at the 2nd Decennial Specialists copters wiT2%out significant reductions in
Meeting on Rotorcraft Dynamics, NASA, Ames the life of control and rotor system parts

q Research Center, Moffett Field, California,
- Novembez, 1984.
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(e.g. Sikorsky S-76 at 145 knots flying at integration into the aircraft systems. A
_" an advance ratio of about 0.36). This is primary conclusion of this study was that {

important since the vibratory hub loads blade and control loads could be accommo-
" increase at least as (_)2. This means dated in the detailed design phase and

that the loads at 145 knots are 2 1/4 that no fatal flaw was obvious for system
times those at i00 knots. Also, at higher integration. This study provided informa- l
advance ratios, the potential for greater tion for applications of HHC to a counter-
interharmonic coupling exists, rotating aircraft at very high speed in

the 12000 ib range of gross weight. The
' Sikorsky Aircraft is currently added mechanical challenge of the two I

_# engaged in a comprehensive program for the coaxial rotors is perhaps a drawback, but i
prototype development of an HBC system for the potential cancellation of upper and
the S-76 which is more in the LHX weight lower rotor forces in 3 of the 6 degrees

'_ category and speed regime than the air- of freedom is beneficial. In any event, i
craft in Reference i. This program will the design experience and risk identifica-
reach majur milestones of open loop flight tion forthcoming from the HHC application
testing in ti:e fourth quarter of 1984 and to the ABC _ provided valuable training
closed loop testing in 1985. The exten- aspect to Sikorsky Aircraft in future HHC

,- sive design analysis and risk reduction applications. A detailed p_ogram has been
_= tests Sikorsky Aircraft has employed in laid out for HHC on the ABC .
_. the S-76 program will be discussed in this
:. paper. Vibration Characteristics of the S-76

_ Sikorsky Aircraft has extensive The S-76 is a modern medium size

'_- interest and experience in HHC technology, helicopter used mostly in the commercial

_. References 2 and 3 present analytical HHC market for VIP transport and offshore oil ._
design studies on vibration reductions in missions. For both these missions the

the_ BLACK HAWK UH-60A and the Sikorsky ride quality in the cockpit and cabin is
_. ABC . These efforts are described next. extremely good. This four bladed rotor
-: system is designed to minimize the 4P
? The BLACK HAWK study (by Sikorsky and (19.5 Hz at I00_ NR) vibration in con-

the United Technologies Research Center junction with rotating system 3P and 5P
(UTRC)) projected 80-90 percent reduction inplane bifilar absorbers with cycloidal
in fuselage vibrations. Implementation tuning bushings. The ride quality in the r
requirements for an HHC system were also forward cockpit is further enhanced by the
explored in Reference 2. For example it use of a variable tuned fixed system

: was projected that an HHC system would vibration absorber. Reference 4 discusse _

weigh roughly 1 percent of the BLACK HAWK the details of the dynamic design. TLe ._
design gross weight, compared to the 2.2 self tuning nature of the bifilars and the J v'
percent weight of the rotorhead bifilar nose absorber allow for rotor speed _

absorber and the three other conventional operation over a ii percent range to _ I
absorbers in the current BLACK HAWK. optimize mission performance. While this i _._

system works well, it requires 2.75% of
the design gross weight. The goal of I_ _ "-'

The U.S. Army is funding a prelimin- weight factor with an active self adaptive
ary design investigation to define a
production HHC system for Army inventory controller - lumped into a existin_ fly by
aircraft (such as the BLACK HAWK and wire (FBW) computer - is thus attractive.
APACHE). The HHC design and its impact on Additionally, while the self tuning
the aircraft systems will be defined and a features of the current system allow for
production solution suggested. This will rotor speed variations to optimize per- 1
take HHC into the 16-20,000 ibs, 160 knot formance, a much larger range of operating
regime, speed changes can be accommodated with ,

HHC. This is especially important for

In Reference 3 Sikorsky Aircraft military applications.

conducted a preliminary design study on I
the use of HHC for the ABC . This in- Analytical Study
cluded the definition of the higher i
harmonic control required to reduce The analytical study was conducted

vibrations as well as the method and for basically three reasons: i) to I
" hardware to input this control. It was demonstrate the effectiveness of HHC on

projected that a 90 percent reduction in the S-76 in cruise at an airspeed of 145
" vibration was feasible with relatively knots; 2) to define the design require-
., small amplitudes of HHC input (% to 2 ments of HHC; and 3) to support subsequent

degrees) at flight speeds up to 300 knots• ground and flight tests. Both open and
The design ztudy considered blade and closed loop cases were considered in this
pushrod loads, as well as the actuation study with emphasis on the open loop • ,
and control system capabilities and its analysis so as to identify design require- %

%
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ments and provide response sensivities to 2° and a phase of 115 ° will eliminate
HHC inputs. While the closed loop study pilot vertical vibration.

*J for the S-76 has been of a prelimlnary
nature, analytical results in References 2
and 5 show that closed loop algorithms can $1NE,G's'

.' be used to reduce vibration in an aircraft I

_ with gross weight in the 8000 - 16000 ibs |
range. All open and closed loop 0.2analytical results obtained to dat_ I I

indicate that HHC inputs of 2 ° or less are ].j# sufficient to reduce vibration in a 2" AMPLITUDE ,
,: helicopter at a cruise condition of 145 0. I" _/

knots and i0000 ibs lift. Note that it is II._/ I

not necessary to completely eliminate 4P _°AMPLITUD E tvibrations; what is required is excellent 120"
ride quality while maintaining ¢cceptable | CO$1NE,
blade loads. This implies that the vibra- 0.2 0.I 0[2 G'_
tions need to be reduced only to a 9Oq _e_270.

-- specified level. Open loop flight testing _F1r-
will establish this level and provide 0.I _ 0 °
blade and control load derivatives coupled BASELINE

A_ with performance and acoustic benefits (or

_. detriments) to define the closed loop 0.2
u:: parameters.

_ The aeroelastic analysis used was

._ : G400 (Reference 6) a time history Figure I. Pilot Vertical Vibration versus
: analysis. The S-76 fuselage was repre- Phase and Amplitude of 3P Input
_" sented by modes derived from a NASTRAN
_ analysis. The baseline absolute predicted
_- values of the vibrations in the S-76 study Figure 2 shows that a pure 4P open-

are smaller than the flight results, loop in, at is less effectlve _/lan the 3P
Hence, the S-76 analytical results pre- input in reducing pilot vertical vibra-

sented herein should be interpreted as tion. Even a properly phased 4P input

representative of trends. The configura- would require more than 2 ° of amplitude to

& tion studied was an S-76 operating at 145 eliminate pilot vertical vibration. This
]_ots and i0000 ibs lift. Vibration suggests that the S-76 4P vibration is due

levels, pushrod loads, and blade bending more to 4P inplane loads that come from 3P
moments were obtained from G400. It is and 5P rotating loads, and not the 4P
possible that the analytical results can vertical shear. "_
be _mproved by using fuselage mod_s

. derived from shake test results. SINE

"<4Open Loo R 02-
%

Open loop results were obtained from
_- a parametric study involving 3P, 4P, and

5P blade pitch changes. The amplitude and OAMPLITUDE
phase of the HHC inputs were systemati- 0.I=
cally varied to determine their effect on _0 ° -

fuselage vibration, control loads, and _^ T /_o AMPLiTUOE 4
blade vibratory moments.

, _ • COSINE
Vibration The effect of the ampli- I I , 0',

' tude and phase of a pure 3P input on pilot _2 0.I $! 0_I_o 0"2
vertical vibration is shown in Figure 1. VThe 3P input is expressed as a sine

270c
function 8_ sin (3¥ + _) where $_ is the _o

amplitude," _3 is the _hase, and _ the
blade azimuth. Two contours are given in

Figure I, one for a 3P amplitude of i" and --_8ASELINE

_4 the other for an amplitude of 2_. Note' that the phase difference between adjacent
_'_ data points in this figure is 30 ° .

Because of the shape of the closed contour

it is evident that the pilot vertical Figure 2. Pilot Vertical Vibration versus
vibration varies nonlinearly with the 3P Phase and Amplitude of 4P Input
input. The results in this figure indi-
cate that a 3P input with an amplitude of
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Note that the pilot vertical vibra- SfNE
_" tion variation with 4P HHC is less non- T g's

linear than with 3P. Figure 3 shows the

L0effect of a 4P input on cabin vertical 2
vibration. A comparison of Figures 2 and
3 shows that a 4P input that reduces pilot
vertical vibration increases cabin

vertical vibration. This anomaly may be

due to the phasing of rotor loads and L1/e270 °
_e fuselage modal cancellation and shows that 2°AMPLI_DE X I°A_IPLITUDEpure 4P control would not be optimal. / /

_ While these are open loop reJults with _ ,/_/ ;
individual inputs, a closed loop c( _- , , / _ , _ ! COSINE :

troller would identify and implement Ine 02 01 4_ _ o_ _0 ° 02 g'-correct combinations of 3P, 4P, and 5P
inputs and be able to accommodate such
opposing trends by minimizing a specified

-_ performance index that includes vibration - MPu -- T 90o=I

at several locations if necessary. | I = _ :'[
i

SINE 8_£LJNE

g'$ i

_.I Figure 4. Pilot Vertical Vibration versus
_:i Phase and _plitude of 5P Input

The above results indicate that an

I° AMPLITUDE individual harmonic input can be used to i

- - _( m0° COSINE reduce a particular component of vibration

9_ (e.g., pilot vertical) with various levels
of effectiveness. The resultant vibration

I ! / at other locations in the fuselaqe may or
02 _I / g% I -' _¢' may not be lower due to the phasing of

rotor loads and modal ca,_cellation. In _order to achieve overall vibration reduc-

tion throughout the fuselage, it may be
INE necessary to prescribe multi-harmonic |

control inputs to reduce vibration at W_
|

several sensor locations. Due to the
o interharmonic coupling effects between the

.. j _, three inputs and the intermodal cancella-
= 0°

2_0° tion effects in the airframe, the task of
defining the amplitude and phase of each
input to minimize overall vibration
becomes complex. Therefore, this task
will be _ccomplished by a self-adaptive
controller algorithm used in a closed-loop
system. However, open-loop fl_ght testing

Figure 3. Cabin Vertical Vibration versus will be used to verify trends as well as

Phase and Amplitude of 4P Input determine the sensitivity of vibration and
loads to a matrix of inputs. Based upon

the open-loop results presented herein it
;I
1 Figure 4 shows the effect of 5P may be expected that for the S-76, 1.5 ° of

_' control on pilot vertical vibration and 3P input will have a substantia_ effect on

i indicates that the pilot vertical vibra- pilot vibration.'_ tion variation with 5P control is not as
nonlinear as with 3P. Further, a 5P input Pushrod Load and Bendin_ Moments The

';| of 1.5 ° amplitude and 220 ° phase will maximum effect of a 1° open loop input on
virtually eliminate this vibration the pushrod load is shown in Figure 5.

The figure shows that open loop higher
component.

harmonic control can increase the pushrod

load. Though not shown here, a 2° 5P °
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input at a phase of 240 ° results in a half FLATWISE
peak-to-peak pushrod load of 721 ibs which 40:

, is close to the endurance limit of 755
ibs. Thus, the effect of control system

fatigue damage due to HHC will have to be _
considered in the design stage.

looo. z

20-

• _ coo / ENDURANCEL,M,T _

J ..I _UJ
£3

_- _. =" 10-

-'. ,', 6oo
: =o

.-- 200 _ 40 EDGEWISE

%:

_ _ 30

BASE (_3 "'° 0 4"1° 05 "1° zo

:._j F_gure 5. Increase in Pushrod Load due to _- r"-I
lv HHC Input oz..:#

Figure 6 shows that the peak-to-peak

i! flatwise and edgewise moments increase by 10about 20 percent due to 1° of higher

i harmonic input. A 20 4F input causesapproximately a 40_ increase in the flat- 0 '

_-._ wise moment and a 2° 5P input results in a _4=,o _5.Io:-/ 55_ increase in the edgewise moment (these 0 3=I°
increases were the maximum increases

: obtained for all the case_). Therefore,

" blade bending moment increases due to HHC Figure 6. Percentage Increases in hail Peak- ;
are potentially signficant for higher t0-Peak Blade Bending Moments due to ]u HHC

- amplitude control angles and will need to Input
be considered. Open-loop testing combined

with fatigue life calculations will _
_: determine the importance of these to 70 percent were achieved in the cabin ;

increases. A plan to incorporate blade vertical and pilot lateral components, '
•J respectively. These results can be i,?.-

_'I and control loads into the closed loopcontroller so that vibration may be proved by fine tuning the controller for
the S-76. This involves weighting the

! reduced with a minimum increase in blade
importance of various vibration locations

loads is under consideration.
as well as the tailoring of the controller

Closed Loop algorithm for identification and tracking.

V.lbration The self-adaptive deter- Results from both References 2 and 5
minis_ controller algorithm documented suggest that very good controller per-
in ReEerence 5 was used in a preliminary formance can be achieved for the S-76 at
analytical study of closed-loop control forward flight speeds of 145 knots. In
for the S-76. The flight condition Reference 2, a similar deterministic
investigated was a cruise condition at 145 control algorithm was evaluated in an
knots and 10000 ibs of lift. The results analytical simulation of the BLACK HAWK at
of vibration reduction achieved by the a speed of 150 knots and at gross weights
closed-loop controller, when using equally of 1,3200 and 16500 Ibs. Vibrations were
weigh_:ed 3P, 4P, and 5P inputs to reduce calculated at components that directly
vibration of six equally weighted compon- correspond to those shown in Table 1 for
ents, is show_, in Table I. Reductions of the S-76. At both of these gross weights,
at least 20 percent were achieved at all reductions on the order of 90 percent were
locations. Even larger reductions of 50 achieved in the pilot, copilot, and cabin
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vertical components, while 50 percent The transient response of the deter-
; reductions were obtained in the pilot ministic controllers used in References 2
': lateral and longitudinal components The and 5 exhibited good behavior, since they

i-._ vibration reductiuns and the _C inputs were appropriately tuned for the
for the 16500 ibs case are shown in Figure particular aircraft investigated. For
7. In Reference 5, the closed-loop con- ex_ple, the time history of the perfor-
Zroller algorit_ was evaluated in an mance index and higher harmonic control

. analytical simulation of the H-34 rotor inputs for the H-34 study are shown in
_ mounted on the NASA/_es rotor test appar- Fibre 9, which is taken from R_ference 5.
", atus (RTA) in the 40 x 80 wind tu_el. The fibre represents the transient I

Forward flight conditions at 150 Lots and behavior of the closed loop controller for

/ rotor thrust level.s of _out 8000 and an operating condition of 150 _ots and i
12000 ibs were investigated. Reductions 12000 Ibs of thrust. Note that converg-

• of the order of 75 to 95 percent were ence to the final solution is smooth and i
_ achieved, in vertical and longitudinal _e controller shows well-ma_ered

vibration components calculated at the behavior. The perfo_ance index is
nose, tail, and a main structural me_e_ reduced by o_: .r 90 percent in only four

corresponding to the c_in. The vibration rotor revolution_. This amounts to ,
_" reductions are sho_ in Fibre 8. In both approximately one second in real time.

_- studies, the re_ired _plit_des of 3P, Flight test results from Reference 1 i
_ 4P, and 5P control increased with rotor indicate that such short time periods do
_- _rust, but were less than 1.0 ° for all not pose any problems to pre_ent state of

_; rouor thrusts, the art controllers and computers which
_ can operate within.these time constraints.

--_ 4 REV CONTROLLER

= _ _ WITH HHC _ 0 75 -- -" S REV :
_ - V: t_KTS

_ _ _ THRUST = 11_0 LBS

_ ......

12-

Z 3_ 05

" N z .8 I '
04><

- I _ 02 .

PILOT PILOT PILOT COPILOT NOSE CABIN _

LONG LAT VERT VERT VERT VERT _ ot )_,;

Figure 7. Effect of ClosedLoopControl on o .., _--_----_ .....0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

"" Black Hawk Vibrations, 150 Kts, 16500 Ibs.
REVOLUTIONS

O_Sl Figure 9. Time History of Vibration ControllerTHRUST " 8250 LS

! V - 1_ KTS [] NO HHC t

o_o F _ W,_HRRC Pushrod Load and Bendinq Moments The

: _ / half peak-to-peak 5-76 pushrod loads for
0._s the closed loop cases are shown below:

Baseline 232 ibs
• _ 0_0 _ With _C 486 ibs

L:. _ Compared to the pushrLd load, the
bending moments were less sensitive to HHC

_._ inputs. The maximum change in _e maxim_

o _J I-_ I bending moments, both flatwlse and edge-
! LAT VEH! LONG VERT LAT VERT wise, were less than 5_.

NOSE CROSS BEAM TAIL

If these increases are found to be

_! Figure 8. Effect of Active Control on Predicted significant with respect to _e fatigue

"-.i 4P RTA Baseline Vibrations endurance limit, it may be possible to •
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• TABLE 1
7 REDUCTION IN VIBTCATION WITH HHC

' Vibration _'s _after 24 revoluticns)

_ Pilot Pilot Pilot Co-Pilot Nose Cabin
Long._ Lat. Vert. Vert vert. Vert.+.

Controller 0. 078 0.053 0. 082 0.029 0. 033 0. 116
i Off

•"" Controller 0.054 0.015 0. 067 0.023 0.022 0.061
v On

" " Percentage 30 70 20 20 30 50
i Reductions

! achieve acceptable tradeoffs i_ vibration is eliminated, both flatwise and torsion
'-i reduction and blade/control loads by moments are about the same as those with
\ - incorporating parameters that are repre- no HHC, while the increase in the edgewise "

_ sentative of these loads into the con- moment is only 20 percent. Both set_ of

_ _ troller performance index. With appro- HHC control inputs resulted in about the
._ priate weighting on vibration and load same vibration reductions. If the change

parameters, the controller would be guided in control mix of amplitude and phase were
+_ to a better solution in terms of both less arbitrary, it may be po3sible to
+_ considerations. Analytical results which achieve acceptable vibration levels with

indicate such an approach may be feasible minimal detrimental effects on other
are presented and discussed in Reference considerations.
5. For example, Figure i0 from 'eference

5, shows the effect of arbitrarily elimin- S-76 HHC Hardware Development Program
ating 5P control, while reducing vibration

/'_ at a 150 knot, 12000 Ib thrust condition. In 1981 an Independent Research and
? •' When all three inputs are used, increases Development project was initiated to

in blade moments result. When 5P control flight test an HHC system on the Sikorsky
--NOHHC S-76. This effort is new in its final

_i .... HHCREV 3O stages with open loop testing scheduled to
..... HHC.REV30 NOS/REV take place in the last quarter of 1984 and

closed loop testing planned for 1985. This

: _ project covers analytical studies, con-
_ ceptual design, preliminary and detailea

_ design, system risk reduction tests,

'- _ _ _. • system integration, and procurement and
_ _ manufacture of HHC system components.

_ 0 Figure 11 shows an S-76 control system
+ i schematic with the HHC modifications

:' added. Figure 12 shows the completed ."

.-_ _ aF soL _, mechanical/electrical elements that are

+ _ _ I I i,_ ._', I ready for flight.

_ , 4 •

XlO.3XlO.2 ' "_'.2_ " _ : •

+!!iI l++ '+I _ "% . ,---..' ¢ ,,,..;. ,,,,_---------_ _' _ .. 4_,,,-,

0.2 0.4 ? ". C.? 1.0

SPANWlaE LOCATION, l"/R

.e Figure 11. Modified Control System of the S-76

Figure SO. Effect of Active Vibration Control
on Blade Vibratory Moments and Stresses, 150 Kts,
12000 Ibs.

l
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safe and logical manner, a risk reduction

; "0 _/ plan has been established (Table 2) to 'eliminate uncertainties in structural

_ _ issues (blade loads, control loads) prior
_ to flying open and closed loop. Thls risk

reduction program, extending over a four
• year period, was based upon lessons

_ learned at Sikorsky and Government/
l==z_ _-'_-- ,_, Industry published results.7

: Risk Reduction

i _ _ The first risk reduction test was

_ , _. conducted in 1981 on the main servo to

I . a define its gain at 20 Hz which is approx-! _ ........ imately the 4P frequency at _0_ NR.
i Modifications were made to the wlving,

'i "C shown in Figure 12, to improve this gain.
.... Figure 13 shows the old and new gains

where a significant increase in th,: gain
Figure 12. Mechanical and Electrical Elements at 20 Hz is attained,going from 0.50 to
of the HHC Syste,n 0.75.

Philosoph_ AMPLITUDE __FAS'RATIO VALVE

_ The _rincipal design issues that have 0 _OVALVE
been identi fled include the frequency
response of the main servos, frequency

response of the HHC actuation system and , _ , ,controls, hydraulic power requirements,

_, failure modes, rotor and control loads, °1 __

;_, and the hydraulic/mechanical implementa- 30
", tion of t2_e system on the S-76. T_e basic PHASE E

philosophy is to design and test a proto- SH,FT_ i
type system as "proof of concept" on an qOEGI

" S-76 with minimum change to the aircraft. 90 _ ,'o ,'5 _o 2'_ 1
The pregram goal i_ to demonstrate HHC at o
145 k:,ots and i0000 ibs lift. The long ?

term goal is to de;ine design lo_ds and FBEC_JENCsYMz

issu,_s for a production version of the HHC Figure 13. S-76 Primary Servo Frequency Response

system. To accomplish these goal._ in a with higher Gain Valve i ;

TABLE 2 __ ,,;

.. RISK REDUCTION PLAN

ISSUE ACT ION DAT___EE

1. Adequate Servo Change Valves and 1981
Frequency Response Test

,, 2. Blade Pitch Response Conduct nonrotating
With Mechanical System Shake Test (Without 1982

! Rotor Turning

3. Analytical Vibration Analyze System 1983

. Reduction (Need i. 5 Degrees)

4. Adverse Rotor Impedance Conduct Rotating Ground
Test 1994

5. A/C Hydraulics .'apable Conduct Rotating Ground
of Inputting Desired HHC Test 1984

5. Open Loop HHC (Loads, Conduct Flight Test 1984

Slop, Effectiveness)

7. Closed Loop Controller Conduct Flight Test 1985

Functional Adequacy %'
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,, _ A second risk reduction 4P frequency While this nonrotating frequency
response test was performed in 1982 on the response test demonstrated that the S-76

_ entire S-76 HHC control ,;ystem to define control system bearing slop (free play)
,' its dynamic response. In this test the and flexibility do not attenuate the 4P

= ._ rotor was stationary and the blades were input getting to the blade, the effect of
lifted out of their drooped position to rotation c # the blades on rotor impedance

. better re_resent their torsional dynamics, is still a big question. The Fowe£ and

r_ _ The result of this nonrotating test was flow required to stroke thp actua%urs,: that blade angles of 2° to 3 ° at 4P could either collectively or cyclically, _
_"' be obtained with the present controls, obviously dependent on these "unknowns"
_" hydraulics, and the modified higher gain which are difficult to calculate or

servo. It is projected that on the S-76 simulate in a non-rotating test. There-
about 2 ° of 4P input is required a_ high fore as shown in Table 2 risk reduction
flight speed. Figure 14 shows the tests will be performed prior to flight

: schematic of the test setup. Figure 15 testing and include another ground test
shows the test results for various levels with t_le rotor turning so as to define
of &P frequency input tu the main rutor pitch angles, flows, and hydraulic power

• servo. As much as ±3 ° were output at the required.
blade 75X r_dius station without exceeding

_._- pushrod endurance limit, and no problems

'-_- were discovered in the rest of the system 4
"_,_ --hown in Figure 14. This was very en- GROUNDTES'r-NONPOTATING

couraging and implied _hat there is
/_ beneficial dynamic amplification taking 2xOAINSERVOh'-

?. place within the S-76 pitch control

__. system. Thi_ testing reduced a big risk /_ seen in OH-6A teFting where high frequency _ 3
control system deflections were excessi-,e + _O

"-%- and blade response in pitch was in- _ PROJECTED /
v adequate. ' / ANALYTICALREQUIRE'ENT Z

a %

0 I ,1_ b"

4P INPUT TO SERVO, i INCHES
• Ftgure 15. 5-76 HHC Risk Reduction Test Results _"

°

1

Mechanical Design - Prototype i

To perform this rotor turn,ng ground test,
inputs at 20 Hz would have to be made to

S_ASHPLATe$ the S-76 control system at an appropriate
location. As s,'.gwn in Ei_ure ii the HFC

"" driver actuators are placed to excite the

input side of the three main rotor servos.
2X(_A),_SE_VO The D_IC design is prototype in nature sO

thmc off the shelf driver actuators can be

used. These are shown in Figure 12.
. ,_PuT _heir stroke reqdirements are of the orderj TO

1 sE_vo of :1:0.0_0" maximum at 20 Hz, and they are
nominally limited in authority co ten• !

i,_ percent of the main rotor servo stroke,_,'c which can be built-up incrementally to*, A_,rLIATOR

" ! ,4p) t/fat value.

"_ The placement of these driver actua-
l'" tots in the syst'_m as close as possible to

-_ 14. HHC Rtsk Reductto. Test Setup the input of the main servo is to -ssure
_tgure
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. _ 'POOQQUALITY

that the hlgh frequency vibratory inputs Hydraulic Desiqn - Protot_q0e

• feed toward the rotor and not toward the

pilot (the ratio cf impedance is estimated In the S-76, hydraulic power is

to be 80 to i). Since the S-76 has no developed by _he first and second stage

pilot boost, the mechanical desig_ relies hydraulic systems. These two hydrau-

on this principle. Figure 16 is a drawing lically independent systems provide the

of the prototype mechanical installation power boost necessary to operate the

for the S-76. The desi_ basically flight controls. In addition, the second

: replaces the last control rod to each main stage provides a utility system for

rotor serve input with a shorter control operation of the landing gear and nose

'_ rod, an idler bracket, and the drive_ vibration absorber. The non-rotating test

actuator. This mechanical design is results in Figure 15 showed that flow

critical since it had to be completed in reguirements ma_ be reduced by d_n_amic

order to perform the next risk reduction amplification within th= pitch control

L_c which is the crucial rotating rotor system with the increased gain main rotor

ground test to assure that there is no serve. With a maxim_un flow rate of 4 9Pm

adverse rotor impedance, no hydraulic flow for the S-76 and no dynaunic a_nplification,

,- anomalies, and no problems of fit and vibratory dmplJtudes of ±0.030" are pro-

function. Figure 17 shows the F_C jetted and this translates into about l °
of blade pitch at 4P. Since extensive_ mechanical parts.

,L_ modification would have been required to

upgrade the hydraulic system in this

L_ __,_ "proof of concept HHC test" and because

DR,VER ACTUA OR the non-rctatlng rotor ground test did

_i- AFT _,_. show amplification through the system, it
t.

-. t_ ._ was decided to proceed to the next step in
.L . the risk reductlen plan, i.e., a ro_ating

T- V, _LCLKtNGOOW_ rotor ground test will _he existing S-76

_ vwo hydraulics in order to get design informa-

l: tion The net weight increase due to the

,_-L_;L "° _ p mechanical and hydraulic parts is approxi-

_/ __ _ mately 35 ibs which is 9.3S_ of the design

• _--(\-4._-_ :_u gros_ weight of the S-76. The total

_'_c_,,._ _-_ weight increase due to F_C is given in the ,

/ _ _'_-_:'#__- paper,subsection on open loop control in this

Electronic Design - _rototypet
ABTUATOI>

F LAT The primcry requirement of an HHC

system is to improve ride q_ality by

Figure " S-7 '_C _stallati0n Drawing reducing vibration while maintaining
acceptable loads during steady flight and

maneuver conditions within the flight _

envelope. The HHC system is not flight

critical and in case of failure, the

"" L-- .... "-'-"I system will be shut off.

II j , "_ ." The primary generic elements of a closed
•_ loop F_C system (Figure 18) can be

• _ ' identified as follows:

i) Sensors. These could be accelero-

:., ._.. _ meters for monitorin_ and reducing
• vibrations and strain gages for

.i "_ ""- _" _ monitoring and optimizing blade,

_L'_..... ._ _ "_"_ , control, and hub loads.

",. _ _ ii) A flighe,_orthy microcomputer pro-, granuned with stable mathematical

-_ algorithms that provides optimal

? _:' control inputs to reduce vibrations

i.i and loads based upon the state of the

• _ helicopter. This system must also be

I capable o_ performing adaptive

Figure ]7. S-76 M0ditied Mechanical P'arts _0r computations, providing NP featheringHHC signals in response to changes in the

,! flight conditions, and limited self

I testing.
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iii) An electronic control unit (ECU) may Production Issues
also be required, depending upun the
HHC system design. The ECU may The present hydraulic and mechanical
interface with other elements of the controls on the S-76 are designed and
HHC system and perform functions such manufactured to MIL standards and FAA
as extracting NP components from the specifications. Any additional items due

accelerometer signals (Reference i). to HHC would be designed to the same
standards with updated design loads

Note that the ECU may not be required derived from the prototype flight testing.

it in some designs if its functions are Table 3 presents a list of the issues
performed by other devices. An alterna- identified in past HHC designs and tests.
tire design of the coL_;oller may contain Mechanical systems of future helicopters
all hardware necessary to communicate with may be simplified by the use of FBW so

" the sensors and actuators as well as the that the potential of adverse vibratory
self-adaptive control algorithms, self effects in the control linkages may be
test, and failure mode protection minimized. The NP excitation to the blaoe
functions. However, for purposes of pitch control system may be performed by

: understanding it may be better to identify one actuator with special provz_ions to
an ECU and its functions. One important preclude seal wear and leakage.

_- design issue is that it may be better to
/ unload the computer to let it do pure
_ processing. Functions such as signal TABLE 3
•_: generation and signal conditioning are
_3 best performed by an ECU. HHc DESIGN ISSUES

. Requirements

ACTUATORS INSERVOS 3. Modification of Existing Components

t mtOT 4. Actuator Placement and Frequency
- INPUT Response

- COMPUTER
ecu ' 5. Effects of Slop, Hysteresis _nd Control ,

IALGORITHMI ' Flexibili

@
ty

: 6. Mechanical Feedback to Pilot Stick

7. Structural Loads in Components !

i
8. Fail Safety and Need for Redundancy

Figure 18. HHC Concept Diagram j
9. Available Travel in the Controls _ ,.

Open Loop Control !0. Mission Effectiveness and Reliability

Item 6 of Table 2 shows that open
loop testing will follow the successful ii. System Cost
rotating g-nund test. This testing will
allow an organi_ed look at the effect of 12. Maintenance
HHC amplitude and phase at several flight
conditions to define the sensitivities of 13. Survivability

vibration, lo,,ds, performance, and acous-
tic changes. To this end a control and 14. Development Risks
measuring system to define HHC

inputs/outputs has been designed and The electronic system reliability can
_' fabricated and is shown in Figure 12. The be enhanced by embedding interface hard-

! net weight increase due to open ioo_ ware and the microprocessor in a single

i electronic hardware is 40 ibs which is line replaceable unit, interconnecting

_._ 0._0_ of the S-76 design gross weight, sensors with fiber optic links wherever

__ This means that the total weight of the possible, and incorporatihg self test

open loop HHC sl'stem is 75 Ibs which is features into the sensors.
0.75% of the design gross weight of the

S-76 and is within the 1% target weight. Extenslve self test capabilities will
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ease malntenance of the HHC electronic It is expected _hat reasonable blade
system. Faults detected in flight could loads and control loads can be maintained
be allocated a specific code and could be by including them into the self adaptive
stored in non-volatile memory for later controller algorithm.
recall by maintenance per£onnel via a
built-in-test (BIT) code display and code Hardware test results to date demon-
advance switch. Preflight tests may be strate that the S-76 HHC system can
initiated by toggling a ground test provide the required one to two degrees
switch. Detected fmults will be stored input at the blades with a reasonable
and displayed in the same manner as flight weight increase.

BIT's. Maintenance can also be eased by
, breaking of electronic units into modules The S-76 will be ready for flight

and bread boards, evaluation of HHC after successful risk
i reduction tests of the actuator and the
i Plans control system. These tests are based on

industry and government work and "lessons
• At the time of writing this paper a learned".

major portion of the groundwork of analy-
sis, testing and fabrication of system Production implementation efforts
prototype parts, and bench testi..g hds have been initiated at Sikorsky Aircraft
been accomplished. Detailed testing will on mechanical, hydraulic, electronic, and
be performed to address the following computer fronts to integrate HHC into
issues: designs from the beginning as mature

systems. U.S. Army programs to install
.i i. Reduction in cockpit and cabin NP _roduction HHC systems on its fleet of

vibrations for the following flight latest generation aircraft will make HHC
conditions: successful in the long term when combined

.I with prototype design/test programs such
- steady state cruise as those for the S-76 and OH-6A.
- turns and maneuvers

- low speed maneuvers

- rotor speed changes REFERENCEb
- gusts
- mission profiles for simulated

LHX. i. Wood, E.R., Powers, K.W., Cline,
- J.H., and Hammond, C.E. "On Develop-

2. Effect of HHC on blade and control ing and Flight Testing A Higher
loads. Harmonic Control System," Presented

at the 39th Annual Forum of the :

3. Trade off in loads/life and accept- American Helicopter Society,
St. Louis, Mis'_ouri, May 198_. Also,

able vibration reduction for good "HHC Program Review" by Hughes
unintrusive ri_e quality for the crew
and vibratory environment for weapons Helicopter, Inc., May i0, 1984, Mesa,
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sensors, equipment, avionics, etc. _" I

4. Hydraulic power, flow, fluid tempera- 2. Taylor, R.B., Zwicke, P.E., Gold, P. _.;
-" and Miao, W., "Analytical Design and

ture. Evaluation of an Active Control

5. Mechanical control function, wear, System for Helicopter Vibration
Reduction and Gust Response Allevia-

slop, and seal life. tion," NASA CR 152377, July 1980.

6. Acoustics 3. O'Leary, J. and Miao, W., "Design of

I Aerodynamic performance. Higher Harmonic Control for the
• ABC ," Presented at the American

8. Reliability and maintainability of Helicopter Society National Special-

HHC parts and the aircraft system, msts' Meeting on "Rotor System
Design", October 1980, Philadelphia,

9. Elect_onic controller gains, time Pennsylvania.

constants, update time, algorithm
optimization, and potential prepro- 4. Niebanck, C. Girvan, W., "Sikorsky

_.. gramming of the controller. S-76 Analysis, Design and Development
..i for Successful Dynamic Character-

Concluding Remarks istics" Presented at 34th AnnualForum of the American Helicopter
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DISCUSSION

Paper No. 23

:.DAPTIONOF A MODERN MEDIUM HELICOPTER (SIKORSKY S-76) TO HIGHER HARMONIC CONTROL

James J. O'Leary --
Dr. Sesl B. R. Kottapalll

/ and
Mark Davis

Walter Gers_.enberger, Consultant: Could you introduce this added control in the regular auto-
pilot serve?

Kott_palll: It's a parallel arrangement. We did not introduce fit] in the autopilot system.

Gerstenber_er: Why not put it in series?

Kottapalll: We did not wanP to affect the safety of the control system.

Gerstenberger: The autopllot doesn't, it's limited authority.

Kgttapalli: That's right, but we did not want to tampe,,with anything in the primary control

i system. The autopilot is limited authority, but it's a very low frequency type of system, and
.j what we're talking about here is 20 Hertz.
i

Gerstenberger: Okay, it's what you say, I'ii have to listen to it.

Jing Yen t Bell Helicopter: I have two questions for you. Number one, I understand the higher
harmc : control [is] for the 4 per rev. The magnitudes we've been talking about are I/2 degree
and 1/4 de&tee. Here you show 1 and 2 degrees.

•, Kottapallt: Yes.

"_ Yen: So you are very confident _hat these would be the magnitude you would need_

Kottapalll: That's right. Actually we are talkin_ about something li_e I-I/2 degree_, and we
are hoping that we could do with one degree only. We don't want to perturb the system too
much. One philosophy that we have is that we need rot reduce the vibration to zero level. What
we want is a comfortable ride quality. So that's co- outlook. We could live with some residual
vibration. Let's say you go from .45 g's to .03 g's-.-you may not even perceive anything at
.03 g's. You may be able co live with something higher than that.

Yen: Does your nigher harmonic control requirement vary with the air speed? I understand that
: you are aiming at the high speed end.

Kottapalli: That's right; that'_ the prin_ry condition we're looking for, anG it does vary
somewhat. In any case, all of them would _e less than 2 degrees or 1-1/2 degrees. ,.

_._

Yen: How about the low speed transition?

Kottapalli: Low speed transition? We did not conduct any studies on that. I guess we're most
: interested in the cruise condition. The primary program goal was to have something that works

at the cruise speed of the S-76, but I would expect that it would vary at low _peeds.

", BobWood_j_Hughes Helicopters: I was interested in your talk, Sesi, and of course we were fol-
_ lowing it wlth great interest. I Just wrote down some numbers and tho1_ghtyou might be inter-
! ested in them. When you go to doing your open loop testing, of course, HHC can make the ship

.: rougher as well as smoother.

Kottapalii: Yes, we are aware of that.

! Wood: I scaled up with our OH-6--we were .7 g's with a third of a degree, so if you went to
: 3 degrees we would have been at 6.3 g'_. If you allow for the fact that you're four times our

gross weight you will be at 1.7 g's, so Just be careful with that amplitude when you are flying
, open loop.

Kpttapalll: Yes. You are absolutely right. What i_e intend to do is conduct a phase sweep,
let's say, wltll the lateral tilt of the swash plate and go from zero to 360 degrees. Most
likely, for some values of the phase, we are going to increase the vibration, We are looking
for the other values of the phase where we reduce the vibration. Yes, that is a very important
point and we have had to =ell our flight rest people about that so that they don't get nervous.
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EVALUAfION OF A LOAD CELL MODEL FOR DYNAMIC CALIBRATION
OF THE ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

.J

R. W. Du Val and M. Bahraml

Advanced Rotorcraft Technology, Inc.
Los Altos, California

B. Wellman

Aeromechanics Laboratory,
U.S. Army Research & Technology Laboratories (AVSCOM)

NASA Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, California

Abstract Nomenclature

,_ The Rotor Systems Research Aircraft A_B,C,D,E,F,G = individual load c, ll
uses load cells to isolate the outputs (Fig. AI)

rotor/transmission system from the fuse-
n_ lage. An analytical model of the rela- a - linear acceleration at

tionship between applied rotor loads and C.G.
iS: the resulting load cell measurements is
_ derived by applying a force.-and-moment b - position of C.O. from
_i_ balance to the isolated rotor/transmission shaft attach point

_' system. The model is then used to esti-

•_ :' mate the applied loads fron. measured load d - longitudinal d{stance
:" : cell data, as obtained from a ground-based between vertical load cell

-_ , shake test. Using nominal design values attach pointsfor the parameters, the estimation errors,

_" _ for the case of lateral forcing, were E{ } = expected value operator
i shown to be on the order of the sensor

measurement noise in all but the roll e - lateral offset of for

" axis. An unmodeled external load appears ward latera! load cell
to be the source of the error in this from oenterline

•° axis.

eH = error in estimate c"

Introduction applied hub loads

The Rotor Systems Research Aircraft f = lateral offset of aft
(RSRA) has a set of seven load cells con- lateral load cell from

necting the main rotor transmission to tha centerllne

fuselage. Their purpose is to make hi_h- _,_
accuracy measurements of the net rotor H = vector of six applied ..

_. loads, as resolved at the rotor hub, from hub loads
flight data (Ref. I). The use of th_se
load cells to estimate applied rotor _ - estimates of applied hub

• forces and momenta at _he hub requires an loads
accurate mathematical expression relating
rotor loads, inertial ioaos, and load cell h = position of hub from _.G.
readingS. Both the structure and param-
eters of this model must be specified. I = moment of inertia about

_. , Previous approaches to processing ground- C.G.

i test data have not yielded an acceptably
_ accurate relationship. This is part_cu- J - vector of six inertial

larly true for the case of applied high loads

j, frequency dynamic loads. This paper

i describes a new _pproach to obtaining the i = position of C.O. from

relationship, and presents the results of aft load cell attach
a preliminary evaluation of the resulting points
model from experimental data. .,

M = mass _atrlx

m • effectJve mass of

rotor/cransmlsslon/englne
aysterl i

I Ns = nJmbelr of samples
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n - index of measurement Background
samples

Previous Methods
p,q,r = rotational rates about

x,y,z axes The initial attempt to determine the
load cell response to the applied rotor

Q = covarlance of measure- loads "nvolved applying static loads at
ment noise the hub and measuring the resulting load

cell response. A least-squares regression
Qt = total applied engine and approach was used to identify a ooeffl-

_ tail rotor drive torques clent matrix relating the seven load cells
_" to the six hub loads. A six element bias

R = transformation matrix vector was also estimated. It was found i

for hub loads (Ref. 2) that the coefficient matrix

varied as a function of the applied mul-
. S = transformation matrix tiple axis load. This indicates a non-

for load cells linear dependence of the load cell
response to the applied rotor loads, and "

T = vector of seven load would require a polynomial expansion of
cell measurements the multi-lnput mult{-output relationship

to characterize it in terms of constant
5 w = lateral distance between parameters

vertical load cell attach

points The next calibration was a ground- _.

_L based shake test in which a pair of iner- i
X,Y,Z,L,M,N - force and moment compo- tlal shakers were mounted on the rotor hub

_ nents (Fig. A2) to apply dynamic loads at specified ampll-

tudes and frequencies. During this exper-

_ r . gyroscopic coupling iment, the RSRA was suspended from the hub J
coefficients so the static loading was the same for all !

tests. As a result, the nonlinear varla-
_ 8 _ se_ of unknown parameters tlon of the relationship with static loads

observed in the static test should not be

_ = a priori estlmats of present in the shake test. The Force
i parameters Determination 'lethod (Ref. 3) was utilized

_i to estimate applied rotor loads from a

_! _ = post-calibratlon esti- variety of sensors around the aircraft.
,, mate of parameters This method first identifies the transfer i
! functions between the applied rotor loads _'

_i _ = measurement noise and sensors at various points on the air- _
craft, then identifies tne applied rotor

_- ¢,8,_ = load cell deformation load from a least . _uares fit to the
T : _Jangles about x, y, and transfer functions and measured sensor

z axes, respectively responses. The results were unacceptable %_"
because the Jdentlfied transfer functions

w = frequency varied with the magnitude of the applied
load; hence, they could not be used to

Subscripts estimate the applied load wltnout a more
ext_nslve callbra'{on procedure. Since

A = accelerometer there was only one static load condition,
it appears that this nonlinearity is due

a,b,o,d,e,f,g • attach point of each to a different mechanism than the nonline-

load cell arlty observed in the static tests.

C = total load .Pr...o_osed Metho

i H - hub load Since the sensors utilized in the

Torte Determination Method (FDM) incluJed
I = inertial load numerou_ acoelerometers and strain gauges

mounted on the fuselage, transfer funo-
m _ measured data tions of these sensors will be affected by

any nonlinear dynamic behavior in the
T - load cell fuselagc. This effect complicates the use

of fuselage sensors to determine applied
x,y,z - component for x,y,z axis rotor loads. The RSRA was designed to use

load cells to isolate applied loads from f
diffrerent sources, such as the main
rotor, ua_l rotor, engine, and wlng3. The k

%
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proposed approach takes advantage of this by an unmodeled effect, the model will be

:_" concept by treating the rotor transmission expanded to evaluate potential sources of
as an isolated system with externally the unmodeled effect.
applied loads from the load cells and the

rotor (Fig. I). The applied rotor loads
are then measured from a force-and-moment Rotor/Transmission Model

i balance using measured load cell loads (T)

and inertial loads (J) as derived from The arrangement of the load cells
transmission acceleration measurements, below the rotor/transmission system is

In order to utilize this approach, a model shown in Fig. 2. A detailed description
_- is required chat relates applied external of this system, including all inertia

loads on the rotor/trans,.ission system to contributions, is given in Ref. 2. There
the r_sulting rorces and moments at the ace seven load cells; four are mounted I
center of mass of the system. This model vertically at the corners of the trans-

i
: is derived analytically fro_ Jhysical mission mounting plate, two are mounted

principles, using the known eoi,letry of laterally at the fore and aft edges of the
the rotor/transmlssion system. Parameters mounting plate, and one is mounted longi-

>_ with potentially uncertain values in this tudinally at the forward edge of the i
. ! model are explicitly represented to pro- mounting plate. An inertial cad vector,

_I vide the capability to calibrate the J, is located at the center -rarity of imodez, the rotor/transmisslon system, the ;

applied rotor load vector (H) is located
:_ The advantages of this approach pre- at the rotor hub (Fig. 3). The rotor hub

" dominantly arise from the physical insight is located at the end of the rotor shaft
obtained in using an analytically derived which is tilted forward at an angle of
model. With such a model, sensitivity 2 °. The load cells are connected to the

_I analysis and physical judgment can be used transmission and the fuselage by spherical

to select the mo_t appropriate set of bearings.
available parameters for calibration.
Consequently, fewer parameters need be fhe proposed approach is to estimate '
calibrated than when no physical insight the applied hub loads from a force-and-

; is used. In addition, the parameters to moment balance of the external loads and

be calibrated now have a physical inter- the inertial loads. In order to accom-
" pretation so that the validity of the plish this, all externally applied loads

calibration results may be assessed. The must be transformed to the center of mass

model should initially be derived to be as where the inertial loads act. By treating
simple as possible. If it cannot ads- the rotor/transmlssion as an isolated

quately explain the observed experimental system, the load cell forces are consid- !
_. behavior with a physically reasonable set ered a measured, externally applied load ,

of parameter values, it may be expanded to on the system. A 6 x 7 matrix (S) is
._ include additional effects, as required, derived that transforms the seven load

It is important that all major effects be cell loads (T) at their attach points to a
identified and incorporated into the model set of six load components at the center
before calibration of the parameters is of mass. A 6 x 6 matrix (R) is derived

attempted, or the parameter values wi'll that transforms the applied rotor load (H) _ 14'
compensate for the unmodeled effects as at the hub to the center of mass. An W
best they can and achieve physically unre- inertial load (J) at the center of mass is

alistic values in the process, derived from measured accelerations and
assumed irertial parameters. Using the

{derived matrlcee, a force-and-moment
Objective and Approach balance at the center of mass results in a

set of s_v simultaneous equations which
The objective of this study is to may be wri ten in matrix form as:

derive a simple dynamic model of the iso-

lated rotor transmission system and test J • T ' R • H - 0 (I)
its accuracy with experimental data.

A detailed description of these vectors
The approach is first to derive a and matrices are given in Appendix A.

simple model of the rotor transmission

system, treating it as a linear, rigid, The assumptions used in deriving the
isolated body. Known or assumel values matrices and Eq. (I) are that the
are used for a_l parametsrs of the derived rotor/transmission s)etem is a rigid body
model. The model is then applied to test and that there is no friction in the load

data to determine its accuracy. If it cell bearings. These assumptions we-e
appears that calibration can further made to simplify the initial approach.
improve the accuracy, the appropriate Both nonrigid bocy effects and friction in
v&'ameter set will be selected and call- the load cell bearings could be added to
brated. If the accuracy appears limited!

k
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th_ model In order to match the experi- Error Analysis
_, mental data if that appearc to be

required. Total Estimation Error

The transformation matrlees S and In a controlled ground test environ-
R and the inerti _1 load vector J were ment, the actual calues of the applied
all derived to expllcltly eontaln all rotor loads are known so the total error

potentially uncertain parameters of the in the estimate can be readily obtained.
system, so that any subset of parameters Given the measured load cell readings, Tm, i
can be selected for calibration. The and inertial loads derived from aocel- i

parameters defined in the model are: erometer measurements, Jm, Eq. (I) may be
used to estimate the applied rotor loads

a) All distances and angles required as:
to define the resultant moment arm from

I the center of mass to load application
_R-Ipoints. H - • [Jm + S • Tm] (2) ';

, b) All angles and magnitudes The total error in the estimate is -

i required to define load cell load coni[o- obtained by subtracting the known values 'i
nents acting on the rotor/transmission of applied rotor load from the estimate of
system. Eq. (2) to get: •

i e) All mass properties required to

determine inertial loads from measured eH = H - H - -R -_ [Jm + S • Tm] - H
i rates and acceleratiors. }

' (3)

Test Conditions e H = -R -1 " [Jm + S " Tm + R " H] C

Having derived a model, the next step
is to evaluate it with experimental The available shake test data were in the '
data. Both static and dynamic ground test form of transfer functions that had been

data are available. The dynamic data genorated from the raw data by a harmonic
_enerated by the shake test were chosen analyzer. In order to utilize these data
since they would provide a more rigorous with the proposed model, it was necessary
test _f the model structure than would the to transform the model to the frequency
static test data. The dynamic data are domain and write it in terms of the trans-

not, however, suitable for testing the fer functions. Transforming Eq. (3) to
calibration procedure. This is because the frequency domain gives:
the same static load condition exists for

all dynamic tests, and parameter varla- eH(w )• tions are mostly dependent on variations

, in the static loadln_. Once the model -R 1- !
,! structure has been valldated with the - • [Jm[w) + S • Tm(w) + R ' H(w)] _-c

dynam!c data, the model can be applied tc
I the static test data to evaluate the call- (4)

bratlon procedure.
If only a y-axis rotor load, Hy(_), is

The test datum selected was a ire- applied, Eq. (4) may be written in terms
quency sweep from 15 to 18.5 Hz in the of the transfer fJnotlons as:
y-axis applied rotor load (lateral
force). This frequency range was chosen

because it contains the N/rev frequency, e (_, - -R -I
and identification of applied rotor loaos H • [(Jm(w)/Hy(w))

at this frequency is of special + S (Tm(_)/Hy(w)) + R] ' Hy(w)
{ interest. The lateral forcing was chosen]
: because previous tests have shown the (5)

poorest results with y-axis forcing, so

it would provide the most rigorous test. where Jm(_),'Hy(_ and Tm(w)/Hy(,_) are
Transfer function data were generated from vectors of transfer functions of the iner-

the raw test data by a harmonic analyzer tla] and loed cell loads wi_h respect tc
for four levels of applied load. Equa- the y-axls rotor load. Equation (5) is
tlon (I) was then used to generate the us,_d to evaluate the total error in the
applied load estimate from the transfer e_timate using the available transfer
function data. Eouatlon (I) was processed _unction data.

with all of the model parameters set to
assumed nominal values.
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Numerous potential sources of error 0.09 rad/sec/sec roll angular acceleration

are present in this system. The evalua- are 12 ib in the y-force and 27 ft-lb in
tlon procedure is to examine the total the rolling moment so the assumption
error and attempt to categorize it into appears Justified.
the potential sources. Once identified,

the sources would be modeled and included Unmodeled Static and ,D_nanlio Effects
in the system. Most of the error will
probably be attributable to one of five The model derived for this study was

sources: kept deliberately s'mple to facilitate the
analysis. Ib can be expanded if necessary

_'_ A) Systematic errors in data ¢olleo- to account for the observed error. Unmod-
tion. eled effects with potentially significant

impact on the model include friction in
B) Unmodeled static ahd dynamic the load cell bearings, flexibility in the

effects, rotor/transmlsslon system and nonlinearity
in the dynamic response to applied

C) Unmodeled external loads, loads. The nature of the error signal
should suggest which cf these effects are

D) Random a-'rots in sensors. ,resent. Friction and deadbands will be

_=. 2haracterized by hysteresis in the
E) Incorrect parameter values, response. This effect is more readily

" observed in static data than in dynamic
"_-' S_stematic Errors in Data Collection data. Flexibility will show up as a reso-
-- nance at some frequency and will result in
_d One source of error is the use of a phase and amplitude shift between the

'! transfer function data. Since this is and Nonlinear
input output signals.

_._ treated as raw data in this study, any dynamics will be readily detected by a

'I errors in the identification of the trans- frequency shift between the input andfor functions would propagate through the output data. Static nonlinearlties result

_i proposed approach. The recorded time in parameter va,-lations and are correcteddomain data should be reprocessed by the by calibration rather than by expanding I
harmonic analyzer t¢ provide only Fourier the model.

_ : transformed data, not transfer functions.

Random Errors in Sensors
Angular accclerometers and rate gyros

= were not available on the rotor transmls- Both load cells and accelerometers

slon system for the shake test. Since have measurement noise that produces a
there is no way to obtain all such data, lower bound on the accuracy of the applied }

the approach taken is to assume it is load estimates. It is possible to obtain !
negligible and see how the estimates com- accuracies below this limit, but this
pare with this assumption. Some Justifi- requires the use of statistical prooessing _'
cation for this assumption comes from techniques such as Kalman Filtering and
comparing the response of the two linear Smoothing. This effect can certainly not
accelerometers mounted on the transmission be reduced by any mndifications to the
with a 2-ft vertical displacement between model. The effect of accelerometer and ,.

them. The difference in the y-axis com- load cell noise on the applied rotor load _ _"
ponents divided by the vertical displace- estimate is derived in Appendix B and used
ment should give the roll axis angular to generate the errors given in Table I.
acceleration. The average value of this These numbers were based on the assumption

derived roll acceleration over the fro- of independent random errora for each
quency range for an applied load of 800 Ib sensor with accuracies of I_ of full scale
was found to be 0.09 tad/sac/sac, support- for the accelerometers and O.l_ of full
ing the low angular acceleretlon ass_mp- scale for the load cells.
rich. The derived angular acceleration
data was not used with the model because Unmou_led External Loads
the errors in the linear accelerometers

are such that the accuracy of the derived The derived model will be in error if

angular acceleration is 0.6 rad/sec/sec, all externally applied loads are not
The derived values are therefore in the included. If the levels are low, bhen
noise level. The an_ular accal.ration this can be the most difficult source of

affects lhe translational equations since error to identify. This is because it can
the linear acoelerometer is not mounted at take on virtually any characterlstic_ and
the center of mass and will, therefore, be will blend in with other rrror sources.

affected by angular accel-rations. The The only possibility for detectln_ this
momen_ equations are affected since the type of error is if it is sufflcientlM
angular inertial loads are dependent on large that it cannot be lo_ically
the angular accelerations. The errors explained by any of the other error
associated with neglecting a
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source_. Once the presence of an unmod- show the magnitude cf the transfer lunc-
h, eled _nad is suspected, the error data may tion data for the seven load cells and two

4
assist in isolating its source, but a accelerometers for an 800 ib y-axis exci-

: thorough examination of the test Pondi- tation. The l_c_tion of the load cells

tions is usually required to resolve this may be seen by finding the correspondingly i
effect, labeled load cell in Fig. 2. The aceeler-

ometer transfer functions have been multi-

Incorrect Parameter Values plied by the s _tem mass co produce iner-
tial loads. The strong coupling in the

once the model structure has been s>stem is apparent from the large vertical
- validated to the fullest extent possible, load cell values for a y-axis excita- I

J the remaining errors should be due only to tion. The strong correlation in the
incorrect values for the parameters. At z-axis is particularly apparent from the I
this point, calibration may be applied to sudden drop in z-axis acceleration at the
reduce this error source. If calibration same frequency (16.6 Hz) where two verti-

'_ is attempted before the model structure is cal load cells (A and B) suddenly assume
adequately dete-mined, the parameters will equal and opposite values.
take on whatever values are required to J

compensate for the model structure Figures 6 through 11 show the error .
errors. This will result in physically i:l the model, as defined by Eq. (3), using

_ unrealistic values for the parameters and nominal parameter values. Table I shows i
._ could, in fact, be a test for whether the the average error over the frequency range

_,_ model structure is accurate, as compared to the accuracy limit set by
_, the instrumentation noise. With the
_ The conventional approach to calibre- exception of applied rolling moment, the

_ tion has been to apply least-squares miri- average error shown in Table I and the 1

__ mization of the error with respect to tne frequency plots shown in Figs. 6-11 demo_l-
:: paraLeters to be calibrated. Since the strate that the rigid body model of the i

parameters are now imbedded in a model, isolated rotor transmission system pro-
_- the least-squares minimization of the duces applied load estimates with error

-_ error must be done subject to the con- levels comparable _o the instramentation
straint that the model equations are noise level.
satisfied. Thin is refered to as a con-

strained least-squares approach (Ref. 4) The pronounced roll moment error
and the algorithm is derived in Appendix C (Fig. 9) is too great to be explained by
for the constraint of Eq. (I). parameter errors, sensor errors, or angu-

lar accelerations. The demonstrated lack

Since the available data are in the of significant angular accelerations about
frequency domain, the calibration must be the roll axis indicates that it is not due
performed in the frequency domain. This to a nonrigid body effect. It can also be
is actually an advantage since the fre- seen that there is no frequency shift (the

quency domain transformation has c_ncen- hump at 16.6 Hz in the error signal
trated information for the required fre- matches the hump in the load cell data at

quency range into fewer data points than that frequency) so the error 4s not a

requireo for a time domain representa- nonlinear function of the modeled vari- "_,_
{

tlon. Calibration may then be performed ables. The only remaining explanation is
witn fewer data :n the frequency domain, that the error is due to an unmodeled

The least-squares minimization nay be e_tern2 _ load with predominant effect in
applied to frequency domain data in the the roll axis. A potential candidate for
same way as it is applied to time domain the source of this load is the driv_ train

data (Ref. 5). The only n,odlfication is sin_e it would affect only the roll
that the data are organized with the real momeht. Measurements of the shaft torque_
and imaginary parts stacked end to end from the engine and the tall rotor are
rather than usin_ the data in complex re_u_rea to verify this and could be used
form. This insures that the identified to ctmpen_ate for this effect.
parameter values will not be complex,

Nominal p_rameter values produce
estimation errorc on the order of the

Results instrumentation no!se level in all but the
"_< roll axis. and the roll axis error is too

Equation (3) was applied to transfer great to be explained by parameter uncer-
-_ function data for the load cells a_d the taintles| therefore, calibration is not

main rotor gear cox acceleromet_rs to needed to improve the accuracy in five
_'_" generate the estimation error of the axes _ d would not nelp in the sixth. Th
. derived model in the frequency domain, s_u',c_ ,)f unknown roll axis loading mu_'
'_ Assumed. nominal _alues, based on aircraft be d,:¢rmined and mo,leled before the r :i
,?_' design specifications, were used for all _h ,e used for roll moment estimation
• _ parameters in the model. FIKures _ and 5
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Conclusions Appendix A: Load Cell Model Derivation
i/ 1

An analytically derived model with A diagram of the undeformed irad cell
_ nominal parameter values has been used to geometry is shown in Fig. AI. The load

estimate applied rotor loads from measured cells are mounted to the fuselage and .o
load cell and accelerometer data. This the transmission base by spherical bear-
approach has also provided a check on the ings. It is assumed that the transmission
consistency of measured input/output ba_e does not warp, so all changes in the
data. The presence of an unmodeled exter- load cell geometry are due to deformations

• nal load was detected in the roll axis and in the load cells themselves or in the
its source is being investigated, fuselage mounting points. With this |'

_#" assumption it is possible to completely
_. The following conclusions are drawn model the load cell response using a ten- I

from this work: e)'al three-component representation of the
reaction force at each attach point on the i

For the y-axis case, an analytically transmission base; no knowledge of the
derived linear, rigid body model of the fuselage deformation is required
isolated rotor/transmlsslon system with " J

rominal parameter values performs well in Three plane views of the load cell -
all but the ro] + axis. geometry with the three-component reaetlon

+" fores representation are shown i:, Fig. A2. x
_+ Nonrigld body effects or nonlinear Inertial loads, including gravit) and the

-,_ behavior canno _ explain the roll moment drive shaft torque, are assumed to be
_ error. The error must be due to an exter- concentrated at the transmission _enter o_

.E. natly applied, unmodeled load, gravity, The rotor loads are concentrated
•, at the hub. Taking the sum of the forces

,5+. Calibration is unnecessary f- this and moments about the center of gravity !
_- case since improved parameter estimates gives:
- will not improve the estimation error

+E +F �further. The estimation error in all but Xc " XI + XH + Gx x x x

the roll axis is already in the noise
: Level and the error in the roll axis is + B + C + D - 0 !

too great to be logically explained by x x x
different parameter values.

- + _ + F �A
YC YI + YH + GM Y Y YRecommendations for Further Research

+B X�+D-0 )

The following recommendations are Y Y Y __
made:

Apply the model to data generate by ZC = Z I + ZH + G + E + F + A
excitation in other axes to validate _t z z z z }

under a broader range of conditions and to + B + C + D - 0 I

further isolate the source of the unmo_- z z z )_ _i;
eled load. This analysis should be backed
up by a follow-on physical error source

analysis. LC LI + LH + YH " hz + (Az + Dz) • w/2
Apply the model to static test data

• - + Cz) • w/2 • fto evaluat the c_libration technique. Ez e (Bz z
Nominal parameter values have done sur-

(By + F + Oy �E+ A + D )prlslngly well in allowing accurate huh - + Cy Y Y Y Y
load estimation for the specific static • b • 0
load condition present in the dynamic z
dat_. Static test experience suggests
that this will not be true under al'l
static load conditions. Once the model

structure is fully validat" I it shouL_ be MC = MI + MH - XH " hz - ZH " hx

ii Ox) '

_: applied to s';atlo test data to deter_l_e (Bz + A + Ez + Oz, • (d = I)which parameters to calibrate and to z

• determine the range of variation of the �(Cx + D + F + B + A + E +parameters through calibration, x x x _, x
!

. bz �(Cz �Dz �Fz)" I - 0

J'| _

I .
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�|�+B)
N C - N I + N H + (Ay Y Y

(Cy + D ) • I where: 4• (d - I) - + Fy Y

- (A x �Dx) • w/2 - E x . e + (C x J' " [XI' YI' ZI' LI' M[' NI] (A4)

+ B x) • w/2 - F× • f " hx = 0 and

(A]) X I -m x • a x

+F q i'
Using the transformations: YI -my • ay Y

i

A x - A cuS(¢a)Sin(e a) I ZI "mz ' az '

= CA5) [

Ay = -A sin(¢ a) ,_. -Ix • p + Qt + r L • qiA t

A z A e°S(¢a)C°S(ea) , _[ M. -Iy • q + FM p .

B x = B cos(@b)sln(8 b) i N/ -Iz • r i

By - -B sia(¢ b) In Eq. (AS), a X, a , and a z are linear
accelerations in e_ch direction measured

B z = B cos/@b)COS(8 b) at the rotor/transmlsslon system center of _'

gravity, and p, q, and r are rotational 1

C x - C coS(@c)Sin(_ u) accelerations. Because of the nonrigid !
engine mountings, the engine contributions

Cy = -C sin(_ c) to inertial forces are not equal in all
directions when measured at the system

center of gravity. Thi_ effect can be

C z = C coS(¢c)COS(e c) adequately modeled by assigning different ;

values to the total effective mass of the

D x - D cos(¢d)sln(e d) combined rotor/transmlsslon/englne system

in each direction: m x, m. , and m z. There ?
Dy - -D sln(¢ d) (A2) are also a few minor erro_ terms not given

here that are discussed fully in Ref. 2.

D z - D cos(@d)COS(8 d) Ix, Iy, and Iz are moments of inertia;
related terms in the cross-products of f,

rotationa. ,ares are negligible. Qt is ,,

E x = -E coS(¢e)Sin(_ e) total applied engine and tail rotor shaft ,_

torque. Gyroscopic cnupllng forces due to i

Ey = E coS(¢e)COS(_ e) engine and transmission ,otational moments .

of momentum are represented by the coeffi- i
E z = E sln(¢e) cients r, with subscripts for the appro- }_ _.

_x F cos(¢f)sln(_f) prlate axis. The hub forces (H) and load" ' cell readings (T) in Eq. (A3) are given ,

by: [_
Fy " -F cos(#f)Oos(@f) H' - [XH, YH' ZH' LH' MH' NH] (A6)

F z -F sin ) T' - CA, B, C, D, E, F, G] (AT) ,

G x = G coS(Sg)COS(_g) The geometric transformations "'om t,,e
applied loads to the center of .,ass (R and

• eg) n(_g)Gy O cos( sl S) are given _y:

G z • -G sin(Sg) I 0 0 0 0 0-

0 I 0 0 0 0

the equations become 0 0 1 0 0 0
R • (AS)

J �R• P * • T - 0 (A3) 0 _z 0 I 0 0

-h z 0 -h x 1 0

t hx 0 0 0 I

b
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and
m L

F C_aSga C_bSeb C#cSec C@dSOd -C_eS_e -C#fS_f CSgC_g

-S#a -S#b -S_c -S@d C_eCg_ C#fC_f C#gS_g

C_aCea C#bCeb C#cCec CCdCed S#e S¢f -seg

i w/2C_aCea bzS$b bzS$c bzS#d -eS#e -fS_f -bzC#gS$8

l S - +bzSsa -w/2C#bceb -w/2CecCec +w/2C_dCgd -bzC%eCse '+bzC_fC_f

bzC_aSea bzCSbSOb bzC#cSgc bzC#dS_a -bzC_eS@e +bzC#fS_f bzCB_C_g _,
-(d-1)C#aCga -(d-1)C¢bCeb +_C#cCgc +IC#dCgd -(d-1)S#e +IS_f +(d-1)Sgg j

--_jt -wl2C#aCea wl2C#bSeb IS$c 13#d -eC_eS_e +IC%fC_f (d-1)CegS_@

• _ (d-l)S_a -(d-1)S@b +w/2C_cSec -wl2C_dSed +(d-1)C_eCSe -fC#fS_" I

(A9 I

where C and S denote cosine and sine
funct2ons, respectively

Appendix B: The Eff:ct of Sensor Noise VH " -R-I • LM • VA + S VT] (B7) .
on Load Estimation

!

The analytical model of the Substltut_ng Eq. (El) into _q. (B6) then
_' rotrr/transmlssion system derived in the gives:
,c text has the form:

tl,.., H = H + vH ' VH = N(O'QH) (Bg)

J + S • T + R • H = 0 (B1)_

Given the measured load cell "ead- From _q. (Bg) it is seen that _, a_
_t'- Ings, Tm, and inertial loads d_rlved from given by Eq. (_7), is the combine_ effect ,_

_I accelerometer measurements, Jm, the of the instrumentation errors on _he
applied rotor loads, H, are estimated from appl_o4 rotor load estimate, H. This

;i Eq. (gl) as: error repr,,se, ts a lower bounc _n the
accuracy of the est_matlon that is attain-

! H = -R "I • [Jm + $ 'Tm] (_2) able w_thout appl_ing stati_tloal process-
_, Ins, such as Kalman filtering or smooth-

The measured load cell and aocelerometer Ing. The oovarlanoe of this error, QH,
values may be written in terms of their may be computed from Eq. (g7) using the

true values and a random measurement noise known covarlanc_ of the instrumentation

component as follows, errors, QA and QT, as follows.
k

am = a + vA , VA = N(O'QA) (B3) ,_

QH
I

Tm• T + VT ' VT " N(O,Q T) = E_VHVH*

(B_) = E{[-R I • (M • VA + ' VT )] "_._
Writing the derived inertial load vector,

Jm, as the product of an inertia matrtx, I-R-' . (M • vA + S • VT)]'} jM, a.d the accelerometer measurements, am,
gives

(S9) !

Jm = M ' _ - M ' a + M ' _A = j + M . vA (

(B5) QH = R-I " M • E{VAV A} . M' • (_-I}. (

where J is the actual inertial load

vec_,) - S E{VTV _} • S' • (R-l) '

Substituting _qs. (B_) _d (BS) into + R-1 • M • E{VAV _} • _ • (R'I) '£q. (B2) gives:

•1 + S ' E{_TV _} * M' ' (R'')'
H • -_ " [J * S ' T] + vH (B6)

+ R"1 • M . _{VA_ _} • S' • (R")'
where

- * R-I • S • _(_TV_}- • _' • (R'i) _

(.',_,=_

3_7
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J

'-_i The sensor noise components ar_ assumed N

independent so the term E{vAv $} is SeH(_,n41 zero. Substituting the knowH _ovarlance _V(8)/_8 - X )0 . W-I. @eH(_,n)/_ O
.e matrices of the sensors for the other n-1

-,' expected value terms gives:
_S (C6)
-+

jcs QH R-I • [M QA • M' The second partial, to first order, is._ " then:

_[. + S • QT " S'] (R-I)' (B11) N

.! s W- 1
_- @2vC_)/Be2 - z (_eH(8,n)/Be)' •

Appendix C: Calibration Al_orlthm

,_ "(@eH(8'n)/B8) (C7)
The applied rotor load estimation

i
' error is gt/en by Eq. (3) in the text as: Once the parameter set has been chose _,

_ t the partial derivative of the errors, eM,
eH= • [Jm + S • Tm + R • Hi (CI) with respect to the parameters must be

generated analytically from Eq. (CI). the
The ecefficlent m_triees, R and S parameter estimates are then obtained from

_ontain geometric parameters of the model Eqs. (C5) to (C7) using the measurement
• and the derived inertial loads vector, Jm, error sequence, eH,generated by Eq. (CI). i

include inertial parame'ers of the
model. A subset, 8, of the parameters is

selected for calibration and the error Is References

_i treated as a function of those param-
eters. A cost function is written In the I. Burks, J. S., "Rotor Systems Research

_ form: Aircraft (RSRA) Rotor Force and Moment

+ N Measurement System," _!_A First Flight

s W" I Test Conference, Las Vegas, Nev., Nov.
-t V(@) - I/2 • _ eH(O,n)' .eH((9,n) 1981.
_' n-1

_. (C2) 2. Acree, C. W., "Results of the First
_: Complete Static Calibration of the
h

._ where W Is a weighting matrix given by: RSRA Rotor Load Measurement System," "
NASA TP-2327, 1984.

Ns 3. Oiansante, N., Berman, A., Flannely,

_" W - I/N s Z eH(_,n ) .eH(O,n)' (C3) W.G., and Nagy, E. J., "Structural
- n=l System Identification Technology Verl-+ fication," USAAVRADCOM Report

Expanding the first partial of V wlth No. TR-81-D-28, Nov. 1981.

respect to the parameter set 8 about _• their ncnlnal values of _ gives: 4. Bryson, A. E., Jr., and Ho, Y. C.,
Applied Optimal Control, Blalsdell

'- Publishing Co,, Waltham, Mass., 1969.

' @V(_)/BO - BV(_)/@O + (_ - _) @2V(_)/_02
5. Du Val, R. W., "The Use of Frequency

' (C4) Methods in Rotorcraft System Identlfi-
: cation," AIAA Paper 81-2386, AIAA Ist

' i Setting the desired value at _ to zero, Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas,
t corresponding to an extremum, gives: Nev., Nov. 1981.

e . _ - (a2v(o)/ao2)-I • ()v(e)/ae)'

(c5)

_i Taking the first partial of V with

respect to ® gives:
m

- c-V
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-+" Table I

-_ _ Estfmatlon error Instrumentation noise
Load

200 ib 400 ib 600 Ib 800 Ib Total Load cells Aecelerometers

X 8, 76 173 214 309 25 308

' Y 10 25 35 96 312 35 308
j Z 12 17 28 39 312 50 308
• L 592 1648 1772 2477 446 I 179 408

H 27 17 2xl 47 436 J 143 412N 84 76 173 2111 81 61 54

/+ Load cell full scale - 25.000 Ib, error - 0.I_
Aocelerometer £ull scale - 7 G's. error - I_

I Mass - 4400 Ib

._|

I.

MAIN ROTOR LOAD MEASUREMENT SYSTEM ," -

X _._N
,.Z

. ++++++_.+.

FIS. I Loads actlns on isolated Fig. 2 Load cell arransement for
rotor/transmlsslon system, rotor/transmlsslon system.

+j

i

+" + ° _;
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/ DISCUSSION

" ' I'! Paper No. 24'_"" EVALUATIONOF A LOADCELL MODELFORDYNAMICCALIBRATIONOF THE ROTORSYSTEMRESEARCHAIRCRAFT
B. W. DuVal

: : M. _hr_i
_='" and
_ • I B. Wellman 4

_" _I Charlie Fredrlckson, Sikorsky Aircraft: I'd like to thank you for your paper and for menticntng
_'-. _ the drive train and Its possibleimpacton rotor loading,transmissionloading,etc. One effect

_,_ , that you may not have modeled seems to be kind of glaring and looking at the analytical model In. your paper was the engine. I see the engine kind of cantilevered off the transmission [or] the i
'-. drive shaft and I am sure that is not the way it is supported. If it does have a longitudinal }
.i restraintto the airframethat may accountfor part of the modeling error that you may not have
L accountedfor.

Du Val: Yes, in fact the way the engine is mounted Is that there are swivel mounts in a univer- i
sal Joint that should prevent any longitudinal restraint on the engine. Nowjust how well those

__ are working is another question.

Dev 8anerJee, HuRhes Helicopters: Ron, a very logical and systematic modeling approach to /
identifying the model of the transmission mount. When'you get to correlating the test results
with your analytical model, I presume you would Include the noise characteristics into your
error function. Howdo you intend putting In the covarlance of the noise of the load cell?

;- [Howdo you] intend to find it?

_ - Ou Val: That basically was done analytically. Since we have a covarlance for the load cells
and for the accelerometers we can use our analytical model to determine what the resulting
covarlance would be In the estimation of the hub loads, using those assumed covarianc_s for the '

._ sensor data, ._d in fact that is the way we arrived at the noise level lines that we put on the '

:_ charts.

I'
l

I

t
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_i PANEL ONE--PRACTICAL DYNAMICS PROBLEM SOLVING EXPERIENCES

: PANEL MEMBERSi
::I' Richard Gabel, Chairman Manager, Dynamics Technology
l Boeing Vertol Company

_ Nen-Liu Hlao Chief, Dynamics

I Slko sky Aircraft

j James Neff Ae:omechanles Staff EngineerHughes Helicopters, Inc.

Rod W. Ralke Chief, Structural Dynamics
t} Bell Helicopter Textron Incorporated

Robert Jones Assistant Director for Aeromechanics
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OPENING COMMENTS
t

Richard Gabel
Manager, Dynamics Technology

, Boeing Vertol Company

Thank you, for those who stayed on. I _:;i:._the audience has dwindled a little bit this
-J morning. But you're all going to be pleased that you did I'm sure. Nearly everyone who gave

• a paper in the past two days opened with some introduction--how the helicopter suffers from
various instabilities, vibration, and high loads. It is a wonder if any of them are ever sold
by all the negative news that comes out of you dynamicists. And yet they prosper and grow each
year. The credit must go to a small, but valiant few who stand together and hold back the tide
of management panic. Such as, "How do we fix No. 177 It's sittlng on the ramp shaking and the
pilot refuses to fly it. What do we do?" Or, "The gyro is vibrating and it's holding up
delivery. Do somethingl" Or, "That yellow blade keeps going out of track and nobody can fix
ill" To that group of stalwart souls we dedicate this panel.

t

Now you -we privileged to be let in on a few of their problem solving secrets. First, two
' of us will giv_ jou some information about aircraft vibration experiences. And two of us will

".. talk to you about engine vibration experiences. And one of us will tell you abou_ rotor devel-
opment experiences. Then each speaker will handle a few questions on his topic and after we're

. all finishS, then we would like to hear from the audience about simil_.rexperiences you've had,
or advice that you would llke from this distinguished panel. ._
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Rotor Hast Height
L

] Richard Gabel
, Manager, Dynamics Technology

:i Boeing Vertol Company
d

; Army transportability requirements for recent helicopters have dictated that the aircraft
overall height be minimized. This design constraint resulted In the YUH-60 and the lq]H-61
prototype aircraft wlth unacceptable vibration levels due in part to the close proximity of the
rotor to the fuselage. The problem was resolved on the Black Hawk by Introducing a shaft exten-
sion which reduced vibration in flight, but permitted lowering of the rotor fop transport. In
recent years, Boeing supported an ATL Eustls in-house effort to develop a data base to quantify

the relationship between refer mast height and the resulting rotor loads and vibration levels.
A YUH-61 prototype (Slide I) was refurbished, instrumented, and flight tested at Ft. Eustls. So

far the standard mast height and a 2q" mast extension have been tested on thls hingeless rotor
q helicopter.
"l

" Vibration pickups were located throughout the cockpit and cabin-occupied areas (Slide 2)
and in addition there were pressure pickups along the crown. There were shaft gages on the
rotor shaft and there was some instrumentation on the rotor olades. The aircraft was flown at a

!lght gross weight of lq,O00 lb. There were no vibration treatment devices in the aircraft.

You can see in Slide 3 the vibration for the copilot heelsllde vertical, pilot heelsllde
: vertical, pilot heelsllde lateral, and Station 78 which is under the pilot's seat left and

right. The baseline levels for the standard short shaft are shown here--over I g at lqO knots;
+ nearly I g on the right side; laterals of about four tenths; and nlne tenths under the seat.

Now by raising that shaft 2q" and absolutely nothing else In the airplane, we got a reduction to
0.2 g; the lateral down to 0.3 g; and 0.2 g under the seat--a tremendous reduction. Now that Is
very dramatic compared to everything I think we have talked about in thls whole conference. No

J slngle change has ever done anything llke tha_!

Now what dld it? Well, we are not entirely sure, but we did measure several contributors.
There was shaft instrumentation and a small amocnt of blade instrumentation. On Slide 4 we have

main rotor shaft bending at 3 per rev and at 5 per rev, which of course created the q per rev

vibratory moments In the shaft. The lower palr of charts are 7 per rev and 9 per rev. The
slide shows air speed versus vibratory moments at these gages• There Is about a 50_ reduction

with the extended shaft. The 5 per rev Is also reduced In half, but the starting level Is
smaller. The 7 per rev which with 9 per rev produces the 8 per rev forces Is reduced by various
percentages and over 50_ at high speed on the 9 per rev. We had no way of dlrectly measuring
the vertical load and the Inplane load, but I would venture a guess that they all came down at
least in similar percentages.

We measured pressures on the crown (Slide 5). These were pressure instrumentation loca-
tions both on the cabin and on the tail. I'm Just showing a sample here. These three plots are
Station 80 on the left side, Station 80 on the right, and Station 80 on the center. On the
rlght-hand crown you see e reduction from 0.1 to .05 pal. Integrating those, roughly gives

about 300 pounds of vibratory 4 per rev; another vibratory load. "_,._

For curiosity then, what would have happened If we put the normal vibration treatment back
in the airplane which consisted of five fixed-tuned absorbers: two verticals under the seats,
one In the nose and one on each side of the cabin. Slide 6 repeats the previous plot except
adds the dots which are the airframe absorbers. On the copilot heelsllde side the solid line Is
the reduction from the shaft extension alone, and the dotted line Is the addition of the
absorbers. On the right side there is a further reduction down to about O.1 g. The heelsllde
lateral is reduced to nearly .O5 g, and under the seats about 0.1 g on the right and about
0.05 g on the left, a further reduction.

Now I think that one comment about this is that the hlngeless rotor has gotten a bad repu-
tation because of the experience on the YUH-61. I think that the hinge offset and the vibratory
moments are not really responsible for the vibration of this aircraft. As a matter of fact
during the development program we had pendulums on the rotor which hulled the vibratory moments
to zero, and there was not much change in the vibration levels. I believe that the vibratory
forces in the shaft, the verticals, the tnplanes and perhaps the pressures were really respon-
sible for the difference. And woe to all you designers who would dare to put, a rotor down near
the fuselage again.

I'd like to give credit to ATL and Don Herkley who was the project engineer on this pro-
gram. The aircraft Is still at £ustls and there are plans by Euetls to fly some of the other
Intermediate shaft heights to understand the problem more fully. Perhaps Don wlll put out a
very detailed paper sometime In the future with a good story about the source data.
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i) 4/Rev Cockpit Vibration - Extended Shaft
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Rotor Loads
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4/Rev Airframe Crown Pressures :.f
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4/Rev Cockpit Vibration - Extended Shaft
and Cockpit Absorbers
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DISCUSSION

Charlle Fredrlckson t Slkors_ Aircraft: I want to commend Vertol for showing the results of
your years of work In raising the rotor and Just what has happened. I went through a lot of
_nat experience ten years ago with you. What was the result of raising the rotor on vibration

.,. in maneuvers or in flare _o hover and that type of thing? Was that as improved as level flight?

Gabel: Everything wau reduced. I don't have any documentation here, but everything was
_,' reduced. The pilot co.,,entwas "spectacularly reduced."

Wally Acreej NASA Ames: I no_ice that the Italians, Agusta, on the 129 have a rotor extremely
close to the fuselage, but their fuselage Is a very different shape. Can you give us any

: insight as to how much the shape of the fuselage influences the vibration as oppOsed to just the
proximity of the rotor?

_- Gabel: Yes. Well I think that is important, it's a good point. We had done some wind tunnel
tests and some analysis of the flow over the fuselage, and I think Slkorsky had a paper on the, i

_; same thing at an earller conference, and there Is an effect on the scoop shape on m front of

• i the fuselage--how the airflow Is directed up into the rotor. I think that If the flow is such
I that It gets Into the working parts of the blade--the tlp sectlons--It's very bad; If It comes

_i Into the center portion It may not be as serious. But I think a lot ,,orework really needs to

be done to understand the science of that.

"| Jack handgrebe, United Technologies Researc_ Center: Back In the early days of the Black Hawk,
when we were first looking at the design and playing with the movement of the rotor, we did some
analytical work which showed the effect of the body on the rotor and indicated the pOtential for
the fuselage vibration. We did some preliminary work as far as the effect of the rotor back on
the fuselage. The effect at the rotor was very dramatic, or at least preOlcted to be very

_ dramatic and that helped to convince some people that raising the rotor was necessary, but goingthe other way as far as the effect of tha rotor on the fuselage we found that to be quite speed-
_I dependent. As you get uO to high speed, the wake skew angle is much shallower and also because

_.!_' of the dlsk attitude it very much influences how close that wake comes to the fuselage and that
was a very important factor In our calculatlons--Just how close the wake comes to the fuselage.
In the pressure measurements that were made on the fuselage, dld you see activity up at those

;_ forward pressure locations, those forward of the rotor shaft for the hlgh speed condition? I
presume what you have shown here has been at that 140 knot condition?

Gate1: They were airspeed sweeps.

Land_rebe: Okay, but where Jt went up . . .

Gabe_._l:. . . was the I_0.

.. Landgrebe: Did you see a lot of activity at the forward pressure locations on the fuselage?

. Gabel: Yes, In fact they have a sequence, if you look at the time histories, that I think were _
from left to right as a pressure peak that you can watch p_,s ov%r the top of the fuselage.

Land_rebe: Did It move back with speed--did it move _a_k on the fuse!_ge considerably with _,
speed? _'_

]" Gabei: I'm not sure, we haven't really studied the dst_ thoroughly.

,. guan Hooper t Boeln_ Vertol: We did a wind tunnel test st the _ame time and we had a matrix of
9 pickups over the top of the cockpit canopy and we plotted th_ vibratory pressures from tho_e

pickups against speed and they Just go steadily up _lth speed--_ a_n;c you are saying the other
way, it might come down wlth speed, but they were almost zero In hover, and they went steadily
up wlth speed and you could very clearly see a _avs swee';ng from right to left across the

._ canopy as the blade passed. It wasn't a vortex coming back this way; It went from right to
left. The magnitude was about .I psl (It was a Nach-_cale test) Justas you have shown In

,,. flight test. As you raise the rotor shaft it came down by about a factor of two Just llke the
: flight test. It was very pronounced.

_i Landgrebe: So it was very notlceab),e even at the high speed? i

H____.p__: Very severe effect above the cockpit, in front of the rotor.

• Land_rebe: Very Interesting. !

Peretz Frledmann, University of Callfornl¢_ Los Angeles: I was wondering, how long was the
shaft before you raised It? You might have mentioned it; how much Is 2_ Inches of the original
length of the shaft?

o;
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iI Gabel: It was close to _he fuselage; it was Just enough to provide clearance for the swashplate

and_d all the hardware undur It. It was perhaps like 6 inches.

Frfedmann: So it went frcm 6 to 6 plus 24?

I Gabel: Something like that.
!

.! Frledmann: The question I really had, considering percentage-wise the tremendous increase in
,i length; do you feel the flexibility ot the shaft might have anything to do with the reduction in

_i loads?
t

.o,Idon'tthickso.
:I Bob Hansford t Westland Helicopters: I'd like to ask whether you measured any differences in

control loads at high speed? _e reason why I ask is that in the work that we have been doing
In modeling flow river the fuselage and up Into the rotor we found that at high speed r_ndttions,

,:D you can induce a stall over the nose of the aircraft and t'om one o_ your graphs It doesn't seem

•l to be a distinctive change in trend of the gradient of _he 3 per rev shaft bending past about
• 120-140 knots.

_t Gabel: Well, we haven t _one into all the data that thoroughly yet and I think ATL Is going to

.I be doing more of that, so I can't answer you about the pitch links, except that they were
instrumented.

Jin_ Yen, Bell Helicopter: How did the mast lungth increase affect the hub loads?

Gabel: Well, I showed some of that. The vibratory moments which we were able to measure came
down 50% or more. The other loads were not measured directly.

.4

i Bob Sopher, Sikorsky Aircraft: C,_ of the things of raising the shaft that could be considered
Is that the moment of inertia of t_e rotor about the CG has changed substantially. Have you
made any klnd of estimates of the impact of that change?

Gabel: No, but we did fly an isolation system on a different aircraft with the raised shaft sed
"| tI_er-----_the inertia was significant in the mounting of the i_olatlon system. We got good vibra*
,I tlon levels from that, but that really was for an entirely different reason.

ii Sooher: Well, that is a factor whlchmay have nothing to do with the excitation source_, whl(h

could be responsible for changing the response of the system.

Gabel: You mean increasing the inertia of the airplane and therefore the roll response, for

__-i instance?

SoDher: Yes.

Gabel: Less vibration?

.." SoDhar: Definitely.

Gabel: Yes. There could be some Influence.

Hooper: While we've 8of a coup_e of Weatlcnd representatives here, would they care to say _

_ anythtn 8 about the experience they had in raising the rotor on the Lynx?

Steve Klnl. Westland Helicopters: We've raised the Lynx rotor head, I think it was about
15 inches, and the effect really was an increase in vibratton.

Gabe_..._l:An Increase?

KI_._: An increase. I can't remember the details but the results were so disappointing that we

:1 abandoned the .hole exercise. So we didn't gO into details of what the rotor loads were.
-|

Gabel: _ you have no knowledge of why It d_d that?

:| KI__: _t's right. There was no benefit at all, in fact it was worse so we just gave up.

Gabel: In thls country, this aircraft was one cf the four contenders at that time, all of which
raised their rotor shafts and It did good thln_s for a'l of them.

Walter Gerstenberi_er, Consultant: It's quite • =hock coming to this meeting, I thou|ht we were Iiolnl to _et a run down on how a _oeln| en,_lneer reduces vibration on a Boeln_ aircraft, i

Gabs..___11:We dldl

_01
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Gerstenberier: I know you keep trying, you _n_on so_ lng, you keep trying. How did you get
it so rough In the beginning? 50 you got that big has .ae to mnke these wonderful reductions.

'. That isn't a standard Black Hawk way up there, is It?

Gabs1: No, that's the standard of the YUH-61, but I am sure that the standards of any of these
airplanes If they were to be displayed would not bp much different than that.

Gerstenberger: Well, didn't you have something around 1 g?

Gabel: Yes. Take any of these airplanes and take everything off and see where the baseline
is. People don't publish them but they are there.

Gerstenber_er: That's a good baseline for making Improvements because anything you do will make
, It better. Getting back to serious things as far as ground resonance Is concerned, I think you

" can show analytically that the higher your mass the Bore coupling you get. See, you are bring-
lng your rotor head up anC 't works out that yoJr worst ease Is when you have a large am for

i your ground resonance coupling and with your rotation about ._e CG you have mlnlacm inertia and
I'm almost sure that It you increase the mast that much you would have greater damping require-

1 ments In your landing gear.

_" Gabel: Well, that wasn't the issue. First of all, we didn't have any damping in the landing
gear. The stability was provided entirely by the rotor--roll aerodynamic damping. It made no
difference with the extended shaft.

!
4
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ACAP: A Case Study of Airframe Dynamics Problems and Their Solutions

Wen-Liu Miao

i Chief, DynamicsSikorsky Aircraft

I will be speaking about how the dynamicist solved practical problems on the ACAP program. 4
Be,'orewe get into that, however, I would like to set the s;age by discussing the problems that
the dynamlcists face. You have heard during the past few days about the kind of specific
dynamics problems there are. I think most significantly the dynamicist has to face not one, but

three Mr. T's (Slide I). The first T, of course, is the technical complexity. In the past few _ i
!_ days, we have heard a lot about the technical complexity. For instance ram Phelan showed that _ #

when redoing the C-60 analysis, they found a coding error which changed the downwash calcula- : i

r_. tion. The change in downwash is in the proper direction which Euan Hooper showed last year is

_%- very important in predicting the vibratory blade loads. Peters showed that hub motion is also i
very important and could have significant effects on vibratory loads. Gabel showed their

;" efforts on the CH-q7D. They did a super job using the NASTRAN and conducting the shake test
under NASA Langley FEM contract, but still have discrepancies in the mode shape and frequencies.
With all the uncertainties in the vibratory loads and the difficulties in getting the airframe
dynamic characteristics, how are you going to get an accurate bottom line vibration? Niebanck _ ::
showed that the bottom line vibration really is a vector sum of the vibration due to three i

_-' forces and three moments. You have to get the amplitude correctly as well as the phase cor-
_- rectly. So the problem is very complex. The next T is the trustworthiness of our tools. We

_, said earlier that we have a lot of questions about whether we can generate proper rotor loads
=_ and the proper airframe dynamics characteristics. Now, the last, but not the least is the so '
= called timelihess of the solution. We face that a lot. In fact, that T makes our life diffi-
-=

cult.

Slide 2 succinctly summarizes our problem. At the beginning of a project, everybody comes
_ to the dynamicists asking for solutions. But the dynamicists can't generate anything because

there is scarcely any data to do any calculations with. The be_t thing we can do probably is ._
_ based on past experience, to set so:.ecriteria and goals. As time goes by the design gradually

firms up and we can do better calculation as evident by the increase in the data available.
But, by that time, the project generally loses interest in the data. They have the system

' designed already, why should they change the design based on the dynamicists's findings? Now
- that is really a key difficulty we have. But it is not incurable. I believe we can move the

solid curve to the right, that is, the need for data and the data available will n.eet. When

. _ that happens, the dynamicist can input more into the program and interact with the design
better. That takes commitment. The commitment from the program to iterate the design and that
is not a sull matter. ,'

i._
The next topic is how we typically approach a program solution. Starting from the left of

_ Slide 3, we define the problem--what are we dealing with--and we select tools. The tools are : .-_.

basically of three kinds: data base, namely past exoerience or whatever is available that we 1 '
can use to project to a new cosign, and analysis, and model test. Once we 8o through some or
all of these, we reach a solution. We also conduct risk reduction tests. And if necessary we ! '_
may iterate on the solution. Then we'll proceed to full scale evaluations. Of course, knowing _ %.' ;
that there are uncertainties and being practical about it we always have a backup approach. ! _
That actually makes our life a little bit messier because we have to deal with not one, but a '
number of solutions. If the full scale evaluation is not successful, we go to the backup solu- i
ticn. And we may even iterate between the full scale evaluation and backup solution if time i
allows and if the problem is not readiiy resolved. An example of the backup solution is one
that was developed during the S-76 development period. The transmission pitching and rolling
degrees 0£ freedom are known to cause vibration. What should we do if the vibration treatment
on the S 7{ doeu not provide the desired results? So we developed a fiexibie transmission mount ._
and tested in fuZZ-scale hardware. Fortur_tely, this backup solution was never needed. Now
that the full scale s_lution is a success do we see the end of it? On the lower right of the
slide, it says E-C-P. That's not a misspelling. It's not e-n-d. We normally will sub_ait an
Engineering Change Proposal to improve the product. So the encir, solution approach sta:.tsover
again. It's a never-ending process.

After having said all this, how have we approached the kCAP? I choose ACAP (Slide _)
because ACAP presents a simpler dynamics problem which can serve as a good example. ACAP uses
the S-76 main rotor system, the transmission, engine, drive train, and tail rotor. We don't
have to develop all these dynamic components. ACAP basically is an airframe dynamics problem i
from a d_namtcist's point of view. Shown on Slide 5 are the ACAP major milestones. You would
note that from contract award to the first airframe completion, it takes about 2-I/2 years and
this schedule is not any different from, say, the YUH-60, YUH-61, or the YAH-6_. The time span
is about the sa_e. The reason I am bringing this point up is: during the development of a

_I brand new airframe, why doesn't the dynamiclst have enough say during the design process about
ho_ to design the airframe? That is because of no commitment. The ACAP program, on the other

"_!

i
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_ hand, ha8 mde the commitment right at the beginning. The program decided that they would take

the dynamics Input and Incorporate It Into the design.

At the start of the ACAP program we set down three goals for the airframe as shown on
Slide 6. The first one Is obvious. We would like to have a non-resonant airframe. The third

one is to use the existing 5-76 vibration control devices or less. The second one may be a
, little bit obscure. This Is based on the S-76 experience. There is a transmission mode above

.- q per rev and a transmission mode below q per rev on the S-76 and the resuttant hub impedance
will create certain difficulties for vibration treatment using the bifilar absorbers. The
ordinate shown In Slide 7 Is the ratio of blfllar dynamic mass with respect to hub longitudinal

_ 4P impedance and the abscissa is the lateral impedance ratio. The f_mily of curves shows the
_" transmlsstblllty or the blfllar effectivity. The curve labeled one means all the hub forces are

transmitted. For the curve labeled .2, only 20¢ of the forces are transmitted. From this chart
_ It becomes obvious that for blfllars _orklng effectively, it is best to have the h_b impedance

_, of the same sign, that is to have modes both above 4P or both below 4F and also of the same

"_i magnitude. This point Is where ACAP finally winds up.
The ACAP superelement model Is shown in Slide 8. The fact that we got this model In a

i_ t_mely fashion is an indication of the program's commitment of getting good dynamics input.

With the baseline design we found the five modes of interest as shown in Slide 9. There is a
transmission pltch mode at 21Hz, and transmission roll mode at 25.5 Hz. Our goal is to make
the two modes about the same frequency. And we also have two modes very close to lip whlch we
don't like. What do we do? Let me show you on the next chart (Slide 10) what we did. This is
what Is called the V struts. There are two V struts at the transmxssion and tied onto the floor

to stiffen up the transmission pitch mode. We put two struts at the windshield to find out the
_- windshield stiffness effect. The tail has also been stiffened to see what kind of effect thai

has. The sensitivities are shown In Slide 9. With two V struts, the transmission pitch mode
has been moved close to the roll mode. That satisfies one of our goals. Next, we _iffen up
the tail to see If we can move any cabin roll mode at ell. We find that the first cabin roll

i mode frequency has been Increased to 23 Hz. Also, by putting in some windshield stiffnesz we

can increase the frequency of the second cabin roll mode. Now is the time for engineering
Judgment. Decisions have to be made. Should we propose to incorporate the V struts? Should we
propose to stiffen the tall and the windshield? The sensitivity of the V struts makes sense.
The V struts move the transmlsslon pitch mode up and you can see that the transmission support
mode will definitely be affected by anchoring the transmission support beams to the rest of the

fuselage with these V struts. Stiffening the tall drastically increases the first cabin rollmode frequency. Examination of the mode shape reveals that the lateral tail wagging motion is
predominant in this mode. Accordingly, we should have some design modifications ready in case
the shake test shows that this mode is at 4/rev as calculated. As for the secend cabin roll
mode, the mode shape suggests that there Is relative motion at the wlndshield. Stiffening the J

_. windshield moves this mode very readily. Now thls makes us very suspicious. Do we have all of
the skin's stiffness of the airframe in there properly? Will the modal frequency truly be where _ •
the calculation shows? We decided to wait for the shake test to answer this question.

• We went ahead with an alrfr_s with the V struts. A trade study on the V strut was con-
: duoted. Plotted on Slide 11 are the weight penalty and the transmission pitch mode frequency as
" the size of the V struts varied. What's the weight penalty and how much frequency separation do :

we get? We selected a V strut area which weighs about 20 pounds and raises the pitch mode to _
"° 25 Hz, the goal. With this airframe configuration, the untreated aircraft vibration versus

airspeed was calculated and shown on Slide 12. With the S-76 nose absorber functioning, the • .
vibration level reduces to about one third. The S-76 also has 3P and 5P blfllar absorbers on _"
the rotor head. With the 3P blfllar, the cockpit vertical vibration is well within the target _6,.
level. The 5P bifllar provides practically no further reduction. This is attributed to the
proper tuning of the transmission modes. So the decision was made to remove the 5P bifilar,
retain the 3P and the nose absorber.

Finally we come down to the shake test. Shown on Slide 13 are the test frequencies of the
five modes of interest as compared to the calculated values. The transmission roll mode and
pitch mode are close to the calculated values. The worrisome mode, the first cabin roll mode
calc_llated to be very close to 4P, is actually here, about 15.5 Hz. Being a practical dynam-
lelst I m not golng to argue about why my analysis is wrong--I'll take it. The second cabin
roll mode that is sensitive to the windshield stiffness cannot be found. This is an Indication
that our original NASTRANmodel may not have taken all the proper stiffness Into account to
predict this mode properly. My suspicion is that this mode depends a lot on the shear _tlffness
and in reality is of a much higher frequency. Of course, _C_P has been flown and its vibration
level wit _ the nose absorber and the 3P biftlar is about .05 to ,1 g, depending on the airspeed.

&free going through this practical example, my conclusions are shown on Slide 14. Dynes-
Joists can make mean.lng_ul input into the progr_, but it requires quite a bit of Judgmet based
on experience, or data base. We also need the commitment from the program to iterate the design
based on dynmloe findings. Of course, ke must set up proper design criteria at the beginning
of the program. These criteria should be well understood so that every effort wtll be devoted
to aohieving these goals.

i
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With all that, I have some reooe,-endatione as shown on Slide 15. Number one, we should
have a very comprehensive data base. By data base ! am thinking o£ something o1" the nature of a
DATM4AP-type oE systm. For every alrorat't tested, the data _hould be stored In the manner that
oan be retrieved readily and orose-plotted to ald In design aeolelons. We _11 know our m'mlysl.s
Is woefully inadequate. Now that 2GCHAS Is comln 8 on 11ne . hope it w111 come on line quloRly.
li_A Langley's FEN oontract activity Is a very use£ul one beoause It ,111 give us a good handle
on alr£rame dynamics. And we should do a lot more _el testing and Renerate enough parametr£o
sensitivity so that we oan mare smart design decisions.

DYtg_ICISTRUSTFACETHREE_. ","S

e TECHNICALCOMPLEXITIES

e TRUSTWORTHINESSOF TOOLS

e TIMELINESS OF SOLUTIONS

Slide 1.
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-.; CONCLUSIONS

, \

• DYNAMICS CAN _KE MEANINGFUL INPUTS To DESIGN BUT

_;_ CONSIDERABLE JUDGMENT IS REQUIRED

0 TO MAXIMIZE CHANCES FOR SUCCESS, INDUSTRYAND GOVERNMENT
MUST:

_x.' i, IMPROVE ANALYTICALCAPABILITY
2, ALLOW FOR FEEDBACK FROM TEST TO DESIGN

• DYNAMICS DESIGN CRITERIA SHOULD BE WELL DEFINED AND

:_ UNDERSTOODAT THE BEGINNINGOF A PROGRAM

Slide 14.

I
J

" RECOMMENDATIONS
'2

I SUPPORT FORMULATION OF COMPREHENSIVEDATA BASE

• EXPEDITE 2GCHAS DEVELOPMENT

! • CONTINUE STUDIES OF NASTRAN MODELING TECHNIQUES

l SUPPORT MODEL TESTS AND DISSEMINATIONOF RESULTS
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J DISCUSSION

, Ray Pizlali, U.S. Army Aeromeohanlos Laboratory: As one who has worked primarily In aero-
dynamics you make me feel a llttle blt better. I have had long discussions wlth some of my
colleagues that dynamics is well in hand and we can handle all the dynamics problems, but I make

.' the observation that the capability with the NA$TRAN model reminds me of our capability with the ,

¢. free wake models. We do well at IP at steady airloads maybe, sometimes they provide guidelines,
but we have got a long ways to go and I see the same kind of general observation with the
NASTRAN application. I think we've got a long ways to go in applylr, g them.

Wayne Johnson, NASA Ames Research Center: ! would like to address the comment we heard from Bob
_." $opher about RDYNEdevelopments. I think it would be nice to have more than Just a general
' statement that you made, but can you be more specific in terms of what you expect from the
', future that you don't think you're getting now?

' Mtao: As far as data management is concerned maybe I can give a practical Illustration. For
Instancs, if I want to flnd out how does the S-76 vibration levels vary from alrcraft to air-
craft, I would like to be able to go to a terminal and sit down and recall the data and obtain a

statlstlcal distribution of the vibration. For certain flight regimes and certain kinds of
maneuvers I would like to examine data in ways that are convenient. Right now there are a lot
of data scattered in various reports, You have to dig into varlous pieces, put them together,
replot it to suit your need--it's not very convenient. And that's Just a starter. The data
base I am thJnklng about is a comprehensJve one. We test different models, for instance. You

...._ heard Charlle Ntebanck talking about our optimization work on the blades. We have done some
-. testing of that. Why can't we test the optimization parameters in a more systematic way and
_4

_:{ have all the data stored so that they are readily retrievable and displayed any way I want?
-_ That Is the type of data base I am looking for. As far as 2GCHAS is concerned, my statement hasl

been very general. I Just said "2GCHA$ come on line quickly, please." What I am really looking
for is a tool that I can really rely on. When it provides an answer for me, I say, ah ha, I can

trust it 100_, 90% maybe. I'm not saying that we don't have any tools now. Yes, we have tools

now, but I have to apply Judgment to it. I would like to be able to rely on a tool which san
provide, say, 80% of my answer here and now.

J

_!, Gabel, Boeing Vertol: I think our next panel will go Into the subject of data bases very
thoroughly. I have one comment for Mr. Gerstenberger. You may have noticed that Jerry has

21 displayed the baseline level (although his was calculated) of .9 g's at !_O knots.
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; i AH-64 Engine Mount

t James Neff

%' "i Aeromechanlcs Staff Engineer
Hughes Helicopters, Inc.

4

! am going to tell you about the fun I had playing tag with the rigid body engine pitch
mode on the AH-64 attack helicopter. It was a rigid body pitc_ mode, and didn't involve any
engine bending so I can't blame any of the problems we had on my good friends at GE which I

_. would normally do if I possibly could. Slide 1 shows the mounting system, which is a statically
-: determinate system, always required for engines to keep from inducing loads into the engine from

the airframe deflection. It has a front engine mount which takes loads in three directions,
longitudinal, vertical, and lateral; an aft engine mount which takes vertical and lateral loads,

.i but not fore and aft loads; and it has a roll bar at the bottom to take out rolling moments. So
j it Is statically determinate, a fact that is an important factor in what ! am going to discuss

later on. Mow, in addition to that, there is also a requirement to be fail-safe if there is
ballistic damage or failures. We get around that by having a secondary mounting system which
does not pick up loads until the other system has failed. That is also a significant point in
what will follow.

This program started back in the early 7O's and we had indications at that time that the

engine pitch mode was going to be near _ per rev. We had some first indication of 4 per ray
_-" resonance in the initial shake test on a very incomplete airframe on which the engines were
_. simulated with rigid masses, and also several other things were simulated. We were not really
_. sure how close we were; therefore we didn't try to correct the resonance. We flew the airplane

_, and everything was all right. We finally got a NASTRANmodel going along about that time and it
also indicated that we had engine natural frequencies near 4 per rev; both a symmetric engine
pitch mode and antisymmetrlc engine pitch modes. But we were not sure whether It would cause a
problem; it depends on how mqch response you get in that pitch mode to the airframe excitation.

_: We decided, well, maybe the thing to do Is not to do anything about It and see if it works
out. We went through the flight loads survey in the initial aircraft and all the loads were
acceptable, the vibration levels were acceptable, and the engine mounting system fatigue lives
came out acceptable. We d!d that survey on the second air vehlci_ and then we did it again on
the fourth air vehicle. On the fifth air vehicle we did a flight loads survey with the -?00
engine and then we did it again with the -701 engine. In all four cases we came out with
acceptable loads on the engine mounts. It looked like we had made a very shrewd decision In not
doing anything about the engine mount stiffness to try to get away from the 4 per rev problems.
So with back-up data from that many sources you certainly don't expect that when you go to a
production vehicle that duplicates the prototype you are gong to have a problem.

When we flew the first production vehicle, there (on Slide 2) is where the loads went.
Slide 2 shows load versus airspeed compared to the endurance limit and we see loads above endur-
ance limit well before reaching VH (164 knots). The prototype was below endurance limit over
the entire speed range. There had-been no change made to the production vehicle. We had gone ._
through all of the development programs with the prototype and made no changes. Why did we %
suddenly get loads thab high? It could be a change in the frequency or It could be a change in
the excitation. No other loads were higher on the ship. Blade loads were the same, the cockpit
vibration levels were lower, and the ship was very good in every other respect, so evidently _. i
there was a change in the engine natural frequency. So we had to look to see whether indeed _._
that was the case and that we were getting close to the 4 per rev.

I will show Slide 3 to indicate what a 4 per rev response engine vibration is. We are [
looking at the accelerometer output on the exhaust frame near the aft end of the engine and we I
have velocity in inches per second plotted against time. The frequency Is 19.3 Hz which is !
4 per rev of the main rotor. When you see a response that clean, no other _'requencies _howing
up except some of the very high frequency noise, it is clear that something is amplifying the I
4 per rev input very sharply to mask anything else that might be in it. |

Looking at the engine mount load in Slide _ shows the same thing very clearly, a pure,
cletn _ per roy response. Looklng at a spectrum analysi_ of that In the lower part of the chart
we see a very sharp spike at main rotor _ per rev, right on the button. Clearly, we have 4 per
rev resonance. We started lookln_ for reasons why we would have that resonance on the produc-
tlon ship and did some ground shake tests. We found the engine pitch mode frequency on the
first production ship (that had the high loads) was at 22.2 Hz compared to the main rotor 4 per
rev of 19.3 _ as shown in Slide 5. There is no good reason with the frequency at 22.2 Hz that
there should be a large 19.3 H= response.

We went back and looked at the prototype which had had acceptable loads, and it had a
natural frequency ot 20.8 HI. It anything, the prototype should have been worse than the pro-
duotlon ship based on the frequency placement relative to _ per rev. Flight data on the proto-
type indicated we might have a 19.7 HI _requency, which wo,_ld be even worse.

_1_ l

i
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We had dune a lot of impr_':ements to the NA_T_ o".del over the period of time--thio was
nearly 10 years ago that we fir_ started on the modeJ. We were still getting essentially the
_&me fr_uencte_ originally _redi_ed in NASTRAN, _o_._,_e in that ballpark. We had an error
_n the ,nltlai formulation, but afte_ ,hasing do_, r,' P = errors and refining the mass dlstri-
bu_tf _-" a )ttt_e bit we came up with a f_.,uency pr(JJc_. ; of 19.83 Hr. We have many modes In
, :TRANmodel that h_ve frequencies in this _anje, -. _ o_ which really correspond to what

. from the flight te_t that that frequency ic r,-' ' almost right on 19.3 Hr.

So I started lookln& for some sr_aky wa_ of fi,"_ '_,,)utwhat the frequency really was. I
_new hl,ereh_d to be some more subtle way of appr_:c . the problem. Sifting through the
fl_.)t test data I found a point here at 80 not_ _wed some very interesting traits
(Sl - 6). I know you th|._:that I copied that ,:_ _:'a d_nsu_ics textbook, but I didn't. It's
the :e_Do_= of the arc engine mount load--a _t__ _ _ _e o_ the aft engine mount. It shows
about _n_ ,_leanest0 6 Hz beat that yuu c_ i_, _ _ did a spectral analysis of that response
and yo" _ee =i_t _t has the main color _ _=- -,. :,_uencyof 19.5 Hr. In that case the rotor
was turnlng a i_tle bit above the norms' P, '_e frequency was 19.5 Hz. The other fre-
quency that'_ combl_,_n9::_thth_ tu ca:.:',' ,: .,._tis 18.9 Hr. The only way that ! know to
explain that _s th;_c18.9 Hz _s the nat,, _: F:_.quencyand in this very mild flight condition the
random excitation i_ causing the Patura. i: ,_¢n_y to respond at a level that is significant
compared to the relatively low level o_ _a_ ,'clot_ per rev. So, it looks llke the freouenoy
is 18.9 Hz and even though I would not h_':e_xpected that to cause a significant response prob-
lem, nonetheless, it indicated that w_ _J h_ve a resonance and we shoul_ do something about it.

We immediately weut to lock at var!cds types of fixes (Slide 7). The first thing we
figured was that we needed to either _t_ffen or soften the mounting to change the natural fre-
quency. It appeared to be right on _ per roy so we could ge either way. This kind of change to
the hardware takes some time so we looked at a lot of other things in the meantime while we were
designing and building both a stiff,ned and softened aft mount. People in flight test had
noticed that the barrel nuts that attached the engine to the _irframe had loosened a little
bit. They tried tightening those, but it didn't help any. During the shake test we had noticed
that the IR suppressor (which we call the "black hole") had a resonance right at _ per rev. We
tried stiffening that up with both internal and external braces and it dlOn't help. We tried a
few other things, none of which did much good and finally we had our stiffened mount available.

It looked something like what we show In Slide 8. We see a cross section through the right hand
! engine nacelle here. If you were looking forward, say, the engine is on the right, we have a

V brace on the engine, a V brace that attaches to a buttress on the fuselage, the fuselage is
below the buttress, and the nacelle structure is below the engine. What we did _,asto add a

brace from the apex of the V braces down to the engine nacelle in order to stiffen the engine
enough to get away from the _ per rev resonance.

_, The flight test results looked as sho_ in Slide 9. This was a case in hover. We get a
nice beat again; that's another classical b_at, but this time ira's a _._ Hz beat and it's
between the tail rotor I per rev and the ma_n rotor _ per roy. You might conclude from that,
that with the stiffened aft mount, we were above _ per rev and nearer the tail rotor frequency.
So what happened to the loads? They indicat_d the s&_e thing; (an aoequa_e separation from

;_ _ per rev resonance) they were way down as shown in Slide 10. The loads on the stiffened mount
• were well below endurance limit and ce_ ..lnly well below the baseline. So that looks like a

good solution but this is where some of the practical aspects of dynamics engineering come in.
_t was great from my standpoint (dynamics), but from a lot of other people's standpoint, i_
wasn't good. There were a lot of practical problems involved with that stiff mount as described

in Slide 11. Fabrication aspects of it--it is a very complex Joint--two V braces and the added
brac_ all coming together at a point it is very hard to fit that together. It also is redundant _:
with all three of them coming together there so there is a fit problem--the added brace would %

have to be adjustable in order to be able to fit the three of them together on a production
basis. Also it would have required a lot of additional fatigue testing 0£ components associated
with the additional load path. Another serious problem that happens when you stiffen so_thing
up an_ get the natural frequency above resonance is that in service, that frequency is going to
tend to come down either due to damage, failure, or Just due to wear; the frequency is going to

come down as service time accumulates. As it comes down it's going to be approaching 4 per roy
resonance again. Stiffening _t is therefore not really a good solution.

:'! We therefore tried a soft mount as shown on Slide 12. In this design the V brace was

it replaned bV a mount with curw_d members that bend instead of taking a pure axial load. The

results are shown in Slide 13. Again we h _e our 0.6 hs beat, but now we are talking about
18.6 Hz versus 19.2 Hz. All right, that's not much lower than what we had. We had 18.9 Hz and
we have 18.6 Hz here, so why was _t oftective? This is shown .n Slide 1#; the loads were not as

low as the stiff mount, but they were below endurance limit and they were acceptable.!

Just a little explanation of why such a small reduction in stiffness solves the problem
•'_ when it wouldn't be expected to. Mainly it's related to the fact that the engine had a stati-

cally determinate mount; therefore, any free play in the system, clearances in the bolted
joints, and so forth cause a decrease in the effectlve stiffness. Normally with a statically
indeterminate system those Joint clearances are not very important. In this case they did
appear to be important and the effect of that free play, then, is a nonlinear l_nction of the

.I

_1_
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,-]
.! amplitude of motion. The higher the motion the less the effect of the free play is. At low
_ amplitudes of motion you have quite a large effect. What we were seeing at 18.6 Hz at the
/ 60 knot condition wa_ a very low amplitude, but when we went up to high speed we went _p _o
.: largeramplitudesand the effectof the free play tendeo to disappear. If we plot the theoreti-

iI cal calculationof frequer,cy versusexcitationamplitude,Slide 15 showsthat it increases

considerably=ore for the baseline_unt than it does for the _oft mount. Therefore,although
the basel_nemount and the soft mount were only slightly_tfferentat low amplitude,theory
shows that the ba_ellnenaturalfrequencyircreasedto bec -, resonantwith 4 per rev, whereas
the soft mount naturalfrequencystayedsignificantlybelow 4 per rev.

So, if the soft mount is so good why not make it softer? We had at leas_ two good ,'eason_
-., not to, as given in Slide 16. Th_ deflectiondue to steady load causessecondarymount clear-
'_ ance to go away and the engine people are very concerned about having any loads going through
'! the secondarymount. They don't like that at all. Anotherthing is that shaft couplingfatigue

J would increasedue to steadyload deflection.

.I
1

!

l
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' Integration of the General Electric T700 Engine in the AH-1T Helicopter

"+ " Rodney W. Balke
Chief, Structural Dynamics

Bell Helicopter Textron Inc.

_', I have chosen as my practical dynamics problem solving experience the installation/integra-

,! tion of the GE TTO0 engine into the AH-IT aircraft. Now I am sure that most of you have a file
drawer full of very similar experiences so I think you will find a lot of things in common. As
Jim Neff has indicated a number of you out there have experience with the TTO0 engine itself.

How many of you have experienced a program which had a very simply stated objective, but i
-' had a number of criteria tied to it that says "fix the problem but don't change anything?" Then !

on top of that things got rather complex. The objective as shown in Slide I was to increase
power for critical tactical situations, not so much for a higher performance airspeed or those !

\ sorts of things. The constraints, which were basically in-house constraints, for cost and
schedule reasons and commonality was to use the Model 214ST combining gearbox design and to use
the Model 214ST engine mount configuration. I should point out to you that this was our third
experience of installing a TTO0 engine in one of our designs so we did have some background i
which gave us a better handle on what to expect. Slide 2 shows the AH-IT as configured with the
T700. The cowling has been changed some and the forward contour has been changed; there has

. been some weight moved forward because the engine e.g. _s further aft. The engine packages are
" shown in Slide 3. the T400 engine package, which was the previous package, has the combining :

_- gearbox at the aft end. There was for the T400 engine a long drive shaft driving forward ,.
_. between the engines to the main transmisslon. The TTO0 engine package mounts onto a Bell-
_ _ designed combining gearbox on the forward end, the drive shaft to the main transmission comes
__ _ from the forward side of the combining gearbox. We incurred a 73% reduction in drive shaft

. length, which for our soft-mounted transmissions becomes somewhat significant. The 214ST-type i
_- _ mounting is shown in Slide 4. Both a tripod and a biped attach to the combining gearbox at the
'_ front end, and at the back end there is a vertie_l monopod under each engine on centerline.
J- ,_ There is a lateral tie--with pin ended links--across to a biped to rigidize the center point. <

I We did change the tripod and biped configuration some in order to accommodate the structure
of

_ { the AH-IT and to give better dynamic load paths.

? The by-products of the engine change are shown in Slide 5 and this is where things begin to
cascade into problems. We installed the engine package, and we got the increased power that we
were looking for, of course. But along with it we got other things such as added weight which
gives us a c.g. shift. The combination of these resulted in a change in frequencies and mode '

• shapes. The increased power gives us increased pylon windup. This results in increased shaft
misalignment. Increased power gives us increased performance, increased aerodynamic loading,
and increased pylon pitch due to the steady loads. These all result in problem areas. The
engine package installation design had to address different crash load requirements and deck

warpage due to the aft end of the aircraft torqueing under the combination of main rotor and _,
tail rotor thrust loads. These problems then, including a pylon rock that we encountered at I "
high g levels, were the problems we had to deal with. The primary one that we forecast was the

high engine vibration and this was one of the prime problems; the second one was the crew vibra- . t
tions. The others were not anticipated as much. "_v

A significant problem that we were aware of or anticipated was the effect of the mode
shape--2 per rev mode shape--from the AH-IT previous flight test. When we looked at these mode I
shapes in the location of the engine mounts we found that the aft-monopod incurred about 50_ I
more input than the forward end. Slide 6 shows the planf_rm deck attachments of the tripod and
biped. This meant that we were going to be driving the engine in bending at 2 per rev. So we t
began doing some studies of this. We put together a structured program which included analyses, I

support tests, and flight tests as shown in Slide 7 to try to provide an early identification of I

i the problem; to provide an alternate design; and to provide enhanced capability to understand

and resolve problems encountered in fllght. After quite a few overtures we were finally suc-
cessful in getting the program commitment from the project to pursue this. The tasks that we
conducted to ensure acceptable engine vibrations are outlined in Slide 8. We did develop an
alternate mount configuration for two purposes: to counter the static deck warpage, and to
provide some isolation. We measured the engine deck dynamic compliance, and we did static load
deflection tests on the engine package to get parameters for our NASTRAN model. We did not
model the gearbox in detail; we had some springs and masses to simulate it. We got the data
from the static and dynamic tests• We determined the engine package frequencies and mode shapes
in several different ways. We did it free-free because this gave us the best check on the
NASTRANmodel of the engine package and gearbox. We tested it on a rigid deck, Just mounted to
the floor, then we looked at it on a flexible plate. There we were primarily looking at the
alternate mount and deck warpage. And then we tested i., the aircraft. We did NASTRAN analyses,
correlation of each test; we predicted the crew vibrations and engine vibrations at the new

,J VLIMIT with the increased power; and we did a simulated gun recoil test of the alternate engine
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_ mount installed in the aircraft. We were concerned that the lateral gunfire might trigger a

_L particular engine mode.

The solutions to the problems are shown in Slide 9. I won't go over these problems again--
these are the same problems we ended up with before. For the pylon rook we added additional

_.i damping. For the increased shaft misallgoment we relocated the engine and added stiffer axial
and radial pylon mounts. For the crash load requirement we added a constraint that was effec-

tive only during crash. The alternate engine mount took care of the deck warpage and the 8
increased vibrations. Along the way though, with the alternate engine mount we ran into another
flag and that was that the engine manufacturer said, "Okay, now that you are redundant or semi-

_' redundant you have to meet some additional criteria to prevent compressor rub." These were t
really complex criteria, but we were able to implement them on the computer and monitor them on-
line. For the increased crew vibration, we added an active vibration suppression system in the

_i nose of the aircraft. This was one we had offered the Navy in the original T and they had

chosen at that point not to take it. For the increased empennage vibrations, 'we beefed up the i
fin spar. Now when we added the active suppression system we incurred a delta in increased

, engine vibrations which was predictable. We also got some increase in the fin spar stresses, i
which was also predictable. So we ended up with a mounting system where we could meet both the

;._ standard and the new criteria. The fin spar ended up with acceptable stresses with no damage, i
For the rotor and control components we modified components or revised the service lives to

• , accommodate the higher airspeeds. There were two other things that we did that are not shown
here to counter the deck warpage. Torsional stiffness was added to the fuselage underneath the

.'-: engine deck where there were some large cutouts for cooling systems. Additionally, stiffness

_4 was added to the neck of the combining gearbox.

The alternate engine mount is shown in Slide 10. This is one of those "fix it but don't _.
change it" responses. We didn't change the tripod or the bipod location nor the lateral

restraint systems. The only change was underneath the aft monopods where we installed an iso_a-
.-_ tot which is essentially a pivot to the deck with a rigid arm and mass and a torsional spring.

The two isolators, one on the left and one on the right, act independently of each other and
&. therefore can accommodate static deck warpage and they can isolate both symmetric and asymmetric

engine motions or deck motions. The torsion spring is two tubes, one within the other, with a
= flange at the end. The measured results for three locations on the engine are shown in

Slide 11: the mainframe, the aft mount, and the exhaust frame. This shows the left engine
vibration with the baseline mount and the reduction with the alternate mounting configuration. /

• These data were with a prototype isolator of 15 pounds; the production isolator is reconfigured
and the tuning weight is down to 3 pounds.

The vibration suppressor mounts up in the nose as shown in Slide 12. It's an enclosed
hydraulic actuator with an internal inertial mass driven internally, synchronous with the rotor.
It has an accelerometer mounted _ust above it and an electronic feedback circuit. The results
measured on the prototype reduced the 2 per rev significantly as shown on Slide 13. Data are

shown without the VSS on and with the VSS on. We were able to achieve this without incurring a /
_. significant increase in other frequencies, although on the prototype we did incur some 6 per roy

which we have since worked out.

A conclusion that I have drawn from this (Slide 14) is that helicopter dynamic response is
highly sensitive to configuration changes. Modifications such as an engine change can signifi-
cantly impact the crew and component vibration service lives. As I say, most of you I think
have been through that. Changes made to resolve one problem may actually increase vibration in

other areas. This is what we experienced with the installation of the VSS. Major modifications _#, ;

should be approached with the expectation that vibration problems will require resolution. ._
There are a couple of other conclusions I might make. I think one would be that the dynamielst
needs a veritable arsenal of tools, reliable tools, if you will. Where there is a high risk in
either cost or schedule, or there is a high probability of encountering such a problem, I think

• a structured program is recommended. I believe we need improved and faster test algorithms;
shake test algorithms such as structural modlflcation and that sort of thing, and we need
improved NASTRANcorrelation at higher frequencies.
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• Use of Approximation Hethods in the Development of the SH-2 Rotor/

Robert Jones
.+ Assistant Director for Aeromechanics

Kaman Aerospace Corporation

Approximation methods were used to assist in the development of the SH-2 rotor. The reason
for using approximation techniques is that once you are in flight test and you have a rotor ';

- _ problem you don't have time to run back to your desk and use your complex analyzers. So you
_.,. ; look for a simple tool to solve problems and approximation methods are this tool.

/-'!

The problem I'm going to talk about is in the development of our SH-2 101 rotor. But first_.
:. I'd like to give you Just a brief history _f the SH-2 (Slide 1). First of all, it went into the

?leet in ]961. It _as a single engine helicopter, 8500 Ib gross weight. It had a flat plate
area _f about 16 ft=. In 1971, it was a twin engine !.ellcopter. It was then 12,800 Ib, and

f : 25 ft_, and this is when we developed our present :01 _otor. Right at the given moment, it's
_ I still a twin engine, flying at 13,500 Ib and has 35 ft_. Why I would like to talk about the
"_ SH-2 101 rotor is for two reasons. First of all, it was a very interesting problem which I
: think all of you will also find interesting. And secondly, if you have any questions I can

always use the excuse "I don't remember." I also want to point out that this is not the last
problem Kaman has solved; we have solved a few since then.

Shown in Slide 2 is the objective: first of all we wanted to improve the rotor system to
"-_, retain sim;lar flying qualities, vibration levels, and stall characteristics of the 8500 Ib .
_i vehicle at this new 12,800 lb. The constraints were we must retain the rotor diameter, retain

_I the rotor bl_dP spar, retain the rotor retention hardware and retain the hub, in other words,

the same size 'otor. I think this is quite a significant achievement when flying the present
helicopter cu,figuration having doubled the flat plate area and it still has essentially the

J!
same size rotor on it. It's a very good improvement.

I'll try to go through this quickly because I know that we have a time problem. Our solu-
tion is shown in Slide 3. From a stall standpoint we wanted to unload the tip. We can do this

by changing the retention strap windup and decreasing the C over sigma. The half inch chord

didn't really do much, that was put on fop another reason. _e did change the tip speed by q_.
We got vibration and bending moment reduction by retuning the blade and of course our R&M was
done by slmplifying the control system--we made 605 fewer parts. The proposed solution was

• verified by both analysis and testing (Slide 4). In the analysis we used our Kaman 6F program !
and we looked at indexing effects and tuning effects on the blade (Slide 5).

Just to give you a little bit about our servoflap rotor, as I say, the SH-2 is a servoflap-
controlled rotor system as shown in Slide 6. We have a very soft root retention spring achieved
by retention straps that have a spring rate of about 116 in-lbldeg which gives a torsional
natural frequency of that blade of 1.3 per rev. We do have aerodynamic feedback which gives an

"-" additional aerodynamic spring rate in flight of _bout 2.5 per rev in feathering. The original
rotor had a straight strap and we in essence needed a download from the servoflap to produce a

'- nose-up pitching moment to achieve our control. In the analysis we put in 60 degrees of pre- Ci"
twist, this then required an upload from the servoflap to get a nose-down pitching me,rent for _._

: control. We did some analyses using our 6F program and as you can see in Slide 7 this indexing
affects the air load distribution tremendously. In fact you can see we did unload the tip in
certain areas over the present rotor and this allowed us to control the angle of attack at the _"

_* tip. The analysis also showed (Slide 8) that we reduced the angle of attack with the retuning _4._
of the blade.

_'" We did two series of flight tests (Slide 9). The first was to determ'.ne the best indexing

; position of the root spring using the existing blade and the second flight test was ballasting
the new rotor blade. We first indexed the blades 45 degrees and the pilot attempted to find a
stall boundary. He couldn't find stall, but unfortunately he found a lot of _ per rev. So we

did vary the indexing of the rotor, ending up with 27-I/2 degrees of root indexing and got a
24 knot increase in stall speed as shown in Slide 10. This was with the same rotor blade and
the results were obtained with only a change in indexing of the root spring.

/'- !

-_" i Now at Kaman, since we have a very soft torsional rotor, we do run into stability problems

_I that most of you have been talking about the first two days of this meeting. And what we do is

- shown in Slide 11. We do analysis, but only depend upon it for trending purposes. For previous
rotors we have normally worried about the flap-feathering mode from a flutter standpoint which
gives us a weave and/or divergence problems. We determine our stability boundary experimentall_
by whirling on the rig. And we do this by destabilizing the blade. The blade is destabilized

by putting lead tape on the trailing edge of the blade and this produces an adverse coupling of
flapping-feathering which we call an I R, We do determine the stability boundary from the rig. t

So having determined the expert_ntal stability boundary of this particular rotor deslg-

,:| nated R-]O (the ballast configuration having been determined analytically) the rotor was ready
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for flight teat (Slide 12). It had 30 inches of tungsten ballast of about 30 pounds and
21 inches of aluminum spacer to bring the ballast weight inboard. Our analysis indicated we
saved two d,green of angle of attack at the tip and a major reduction in bending moment.

We Initially flew 3 blades as shown on Slide 13. One thlng I do want to point out is that
we're very good at changing ballast at Kaman. We do it quite readily. We designed In our
blades the capability of changing this ballast so that it Is an overnight change. We will fly
the blade, if it's not good, we w111 go In and change the ballast and fly the next day.

- Slide 13 also shows the results of flight testing. The R-tO was not an acceptable blade from
d the pilot's standpoint--the vibration was too high. But it was stable. We flew what we then

called an R-16 blade which had three ballast weights at tiletip, about 42 inches of aluminum
_. : spacers, and 9 inboard ballast weights. You can see the stabillty criteria was quite good;

:.. however, we had hi_n bending moments. So we went to the R-17 blade. In fact, we whirled this

,, blade on the whirl stand--it was stable by the IR criteria (flapplng-featherlng mode). The
bending moments are shown at 40 knots; it was a very good blade, we had low bending moments, the

pilot liked it, but at 106 knots we literally had a flutter--In flight. The pilot didn't like
that very well; In fact, I think he cussed a little blt when he came down. He was able to

control It--he dropped collective and lowered speed. Now our problem was we couldn't fly any-
_ more. We did have to go back to the desk and do a little work. But we did not have time to use
_ complex analyses, such as our 6F. Our 6F does have a stability prediction capability. So we
_.• did run three blades as shown on Sllde 14--the one that went unstable (R-17), which you notice

our program predicted to be much less stable, our standard blade, and the R-IO. However, the
R-17 was predicted to be much less stable than the other two blades. Since our stability calcu-
latlons could only be used for trending, we used the stability of the standard blade as a cri- _ .

"_ teflon in that a new blade could not deteriorate from the stability of the standard blade.
_-_

To determine a good flight blade, we looked at 48 different ballast configurations
:_ (Slide 15). We calculated natural frequency, stability parameters, that is, the flapping-

feathering product of inertia, and the bending-feathering product of inertia. ! should have
pointed out that the stability problem encountered appeared to be a bending-feathering coupling
problem. It was not the flap-feathering coupling that we have run into normally before. And of

_I course we got our modal parameters. We could look at quite a few blades because running our
digital frequency program requires little time. We selected from these q8 blades, 8 possible

i_'_' candidates for the flight blades as shown on Slide 16. And we did run stability on these
_ blades, in our 6F program, and we did fit an approximation curve to the results that were

_ obtained. Slide 17 shows the fit, and it is seen that a good flt was obtained. We used this
equation to qulck_y determine the stability of the various blades we were going to consider. We
had several criteria. Slide 18 shows the frequency criterion. Of these blades, the R-16 was
flown and had l_ighbending moments and was assumed to be the worst blade. We had blades above

t. 3 per rev and blades below 3 per rev. At Kaman, because of the 1ocatlon of the servoflap and
: ballast requirements to achieve stability, the blade's above 3 per rev. We have found that '

blades about 3 per rev are very good from a vibration standpoint. We also have a flapping-
"_ feathering coupling criterion, ae had a preferred and an acceptable margin for this coupling

for the various candidates as shown in Slide 19. All of them from this standpoint were an

acceptable blade including the R-17 we had flown. We found the blade bending-feathering cou-
pllng c_rm to be the most important criterion. (Slide 20). The R-17 that went unstable had

_. mass balance at the leading edge at the tip. That's a point I don't think ! made clear. Our
: mass balance is always going in the leading edge of the blade so it is a forward c.g. This

means that in the P-17 we had a weight at the tip that gave the best type of c.g.-a.c, offset ,.
from the standpoint of the flapplng-featherlng mode. However, it was the blade that was "_

; unstable. The blades that were acceptable, we had to put ballast inboard of the tip. We always ,
had to have a spacer. That is, we had aluminum and then our tungsten weights. And we found
that bending-feathering is a very critical mode. So not only flapping-feathering is a problem,

. i but bendlng-featherlng. ! think once you get into torsionally very soft rotors you are going to
_._ find this to be a major problem.

Slide 21 shows all of the blades, including the R-17, that were flown. The estimate of
stability usipg the regression equations compares well with the 6F calculated stability where
applicable. Even our regression equations, after the fact, did predict the R-17 to be unstable.
We did also use an estinate of bending moment by the approximation method. It was done at
qO knots and compared to the flight results. As you can see we did get a big variation of 3 per
rev bending moment, but our prediction capability using the approximation was not bad. We
selected the R-28 as the production blade. It had fairly low bending moments, it had good
stability characteristics, and, of course, we relied on our flight test results and pilot opin-
ion to determine that the blade was very acceptable from a vibration standpoint. On the NPE #I
blades we did not do any analysis except via the approximation method. The blade was stable and

_ had tow bending moments and this became our production blade. Incldenta_ly, thls approximation 1
analysis required about two weeks aridwe got back into flight testing in a two week period of

Shown on Slide 22 was the final result of increase in stall. We got a 45 knot Increase in
stall for the final 101 rotor blade over t_e standard rotor. Twenty-four knots of it was due to
indexing, only three knots was due to the solidity change, mainly beoause the increased chord

:'i was not done for this purpose, and we got 18 knots due to the increased tip speed for a total of
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v! 45 knots. This _s the present rotor that is on our SH-2 helicopter, which is now flying at
_ 13,500 lb, 35 ft _ and has very low vibration. It's very competitive from that standpoint. It

'I has good flyingqualitiesand the fleetpilotslike the rotor very much.

._I _H-2 GROWTH !01 ROTORDEVELOPMENT
|

} 1961 ENTEREDFLEET OBJECTIVE

'! SIrJLEENGINE

8500_B. GROSSWEIGHT IMPROVEROTORSYSTEMTO RETAINSIMILARFLYINGQUALI-
16 FT" DRAG AREA TIES,VIBRATIONCHARACTERISTICS,AND STALLMARGINSOF

THE 8500 LB. VEHICLEAT 12,800LB. WITH INCREASEDBLADE
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i KAMANPROCEDUREFOR DE'F_RMINING ANALYTICALLYDETERMINEDBLADE
STABILITYOF NEW ROTORBLADE
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:. -JO] BLADE CHARACTERISTICS

DAMP. COEFF. -180K

. IR1 3_BM - 40K A2
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PANEL TWO: DATA BASES--THE USER'S VIEWPOINT

PANEL MEMBERS

W. Euan Hooper, Chairman Director, Vehicle Technology
Boeing Vertol Company

Robert H. Black_ell Senior Dynamicist
Sikorsky AircraFt

Michael J. Bondi Data Systems Manager
NASA Ames Research Center

Donald A. Boxwell Research Scientist

U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory

E. Roberts Wood Hanager, Aeromechanics
Hughes Helicopters, Inc.

Jing G. Yen Manager, Flight Technology
Bell Helicopter T_xtron, Inc.

Colin Young Royal Aircraft Establishment, Fa_nborough

PREPARED COMMENTS

W. Euan Hooper
Director, Vehicle Technology

Boeing Vertol Company

I really welcome this opportunity to discuss data bases because it's a process in which
we're seeing enormous changes. Some of you may have seen the paper on vibratory alrloading that
I gave a year ago at the European Forum. That's what really got me _nto the data base thing. I
had a lot of diagrams made up like shown in Slide I where I researched all the existing data on
a wide variety of aircraft, which are all documented in the publlo domain, ,nd put them into a '
common basis like _'s. We were getting interested in modes of forcing so we wanted to look and
compare one oonf_ ,.ation with another and in total there were something like 10 major pressure
tests that had been conducted over the last 30 years. Collecting all these data from the vari-
ou_ reports, working on them to be able to reduce them to a common format; this was the chal-
lenge of what I set out to do. Extremely interesting, very educational, and I found many more
test programs available than I had previously been aware of. As soon as I came across a new one
I was able to go down to the library and within a matter of minutes I could lay my hands on the t

file, be looking at some data. That was the good news. The bad news is when you come to try to tcomoare between data sources. Then it's a headache. What I ended up doing was writing a little .'
program in BASIC, got it working on an HP minicomputer, and then I soon ran out of space on that j
and had to put it into FORTRAN, use the mainframe with a certain plotter and then the equipment Ichanged, and I had to change something else again, and, you know, that's when it's a headache. . "
But the retrieval of all this old data was super easy. You can go to the library and within

minutes you've got it. Out of all the reports there were only two that weren't in the library ]
and those I got within a week or so. So the retrieval was easy, the manipulation was hard. But
this is a process that most of us are familiar with; we've all been involved in these data-
gathering exercises. So this is the one we all know. But it's changed, totally. It's never
going to happen again. We _re never going to get data as easy to ge_ hold of as we have been ]able to in the past. It's a completely new situation now, and I don't think we've yet stabi-
lized in a new way of being able to handle large data bases of the type of data we need to look
at. I think we are emerging from the golden days of data retrieval--it's been so easy up to now
to actually find it. Now it's difficult. I expect some of these statements to be controver-
sial.

Slide 2 shows how it used to be. I think everybody in this room at some time has referred
to this report on the H-34 testing. This was a flight test program conducted at NASA Langley in
the summer of '61 to provide a data base. I did an approximate count--there were about 75
transducers, mainly rotor blade pressures and a few other useful gauges as well. But Just look
at the statistics here: 691 pages, 1-1,'2 inches thick report with 8 pages of introductory text,
683 pages of tabulated data. That is what a data base used to be. In no time flat you can oe
hand-plotting some data. But then when you come to compare it with something else, that's when
it gets difficult. But notice it was put out by Scheiman in March 196q. That was less than
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3 years after the test was completed and I have spoken to both Scheiman and Ted Carter from the
Sikorsky end and I understand that was at least a year longer than it should have been by both
those guy's accounts because there was a great deal of delay. In fact, it's probably been
forgotten by most of the participants, _and I wasn't one), but there were a lot of short tempers
over that program because of the delay in getting out the data. The whole study and documenta-
tion was completed by Jim Seheiman and two female technicians who helped him. They had oscillo-
graph data and they spread the data out and they made hand measurements. I'm sure they had some
m_chanical automation in reducing the data, but the whole lot was done by three people. I think

i we all agree that this program was monumentally useful--practically everybody has used the
data. It's not Just restricted to industry, the universities have used it, numerous references

1 in " literature--it's a fine example of a data base.

Now we come to today. We've got computers to help us. Everything should be easier, but
paradoxically it is not. With all this help that we've got there are numerous problems as shown
on Slide 3. We've got increased numbers of data channels, increased frequency response with the
acoustics people getting into it. Where Soheiman's data were tabulated every 15 degrees, that's
not good enough for the acoustics people, they want every one degree. More flight conditions.
And another factor: you can't see the data when it's on magnetic tape. With oscillographs, you

_ can go to a stack and roll it out and see it in no time. Increased numbers of instrumentation
and data problems. The guy who is responsible for the data, for documenting it, because there
are so many channels, with more instrumentation and data handling problems that have to be
resolved, doesn't want to release any data until he has validated all the data. I've experi-
enced this--it c_uses major delays. Formatting is a challenge and incompatibility of user
systems--we've all been experleneing this. The present Tlp Aero Acoustics Test Program has been
compiled on a VAX data system. We have an IBM mainframe. Getting those two to work together is
a major problem.

So how is it handled now? Slide 4 shows a recent example. This is probably the major
recent example. The OLS-DME test conducted at Langley in about 1974-1975 produced a vast amount
of data, 314 transducers, and here's the report. Compare this to the previous one. This is the

way It's going to be done in the future: 370 pages, 3/4" thick, 281 pages of text all describ-
ing the test. No data at all. Just describing the instrumentation, the data processing system,
everything, a'l the flight conditions in great detail. That compares with 8 pages in Scheiman's
report. Ninety pages of sample plots; no tabulated data at all. I couldn't use that report to
look at the type of stuff i was showing you earlier. No way I could get that information out of
this report and it was never intended to put the data in that format. Now Slide 5 shows a

couple of excerpts straight out of that report. The intention was "the primary product of this

is a documented data-tape library, consisting of analog and digital magnetic tapes . . . Because
, of the volume of data obtained, the presentation of the results is limited to: samples of . . .

data." There were Just data samples plotted in the report, nothing tabulated that you could
_" take off and use. "Data t'romthe magnetic tape library can be readily retrieved and displayed

in various formats." That's the intention and to some extent it has been accomplished and to be ,

'. fair for the OLS test it is mainly accomplished. But that is the type of documentation that we
are living with now.

"" Knowing that I was going to b_ on this panel, I wanted to get familiar with DATAMAPand the
OLS data so I started a little activity in March to get some data from the OLS _est and we

_. contacted Don Merkley at Ft. Eustis and he was very helpful. Here's a chronology (Slide 6). We
started in March and we reviewed the report, requested a lot of data, and about two weeks later

L it came in, and then we spent some time getting familiar with DATAMAP, and by July we got useful
. plots out. Now, we didn't work this continuously--it was done off and on--it wasn't a high %.

priority operation. If it was a hlgh priority operation I am assuming that process would have _&.
•.- taken about a month. And that's the thing that we've all got to realize in these data base

access situations that it takes a while. It's not like walking down to the library and within
minutes having the report in your hands--it takes a long time to get hold of it. Once you've
got it, then the world is quite different. You can play around with it, you can replot it, you
can do all sorts of things with it, but it's a big, initial access transient. Now, we had

?, another exercise _oing which we started in January. This one didn't turn out so well. This was

ii a real exercise where we needed data for the NASA-AHS Noise Reduction Program. We needed data

from the Tzp Aero Acoustic Test Program and we needed it for our acoustics group. There is no
report _Jt on this program so we reviewed the informal list of data. We requested two air-

speeds, and a month later we got the tapes, and now in October we still have no useful plots.
It has been a long, complicated story. We spent a lot of effort, we had one of our top program-
mers working this problem and the bottom line is as yet we've still got no useful data. We
will, I am sure. We are going to have to change over to another computer because we found our
IBM is ir ,mpatible with the VAX because of the way the data is formatted on the VAX. We are
going to put Ic on our Wlnd Tunnel computer which is a VAX and I am sure we will be able to make
it work eventually. I'm only showing you this example to show that it can be an uphill process
and I think we are in a transition period. In a few years' time we will have all this set up,
and the wheels greased, and we will be able to communicate better. But at the moment communica-
tion is poor.

What it boils down to is that we've all got to answer the question: Are we ready, are we
prepared, to give up on data reports which are becoming a thing of the past and go over to these
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terminal access data bases for studies that we all want to do? It isn't just Industry--It is
academia and any other user who has got a right to know and I think the answer to that is: No,
we are not ready. But at the same time we've got to make it work because the type of system
which DATAHAP represents is here to stay and the potential is very great, but I think It's

_+ nowhere near the useful system that It's intended to be, yet. Slide 7 shows how the questions
boll down, really. We have to speed the "establishment of data bases. We are very slow in this

_. process at the moment. We have to facilitate the _ccessing and interfacing process, improve the

,- ; readability. The data base can be very powerful in presenting the results, but not quite In the
format you want so you must have the flexibility to change format. And ensure accessibility

z _ over the long term. I was able to go to the library and pull out 20 year old reports in _in:,tes
_" , and look at them. Now is NASA really going to provide that these data are available after;,

+ 20 years for rapid access by anybody? It's a challenging problem. So these are the questions
chat are facing the panel.

,
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DATABASES- HOWIT USEDTOBE

i-!

:i
14 ..i_-, t'l

_. _ FLIGHTTESTPROGRAMCONDUCTEDATNASALANGLEY
,-_' INTHESUMrEROFZgGZTOPHOVlDEADATABASE
j: E -'7-,..IC---- o FROH75TRANSDUCERSINCLUDINGROTORBLADE

.. PRESSURES,BLADESTRESSES,ETC,
H-.14

ii _. 691 PAGES,ik INCHESTHICK "

- 8 PAGESOF INTRODUCTORYTEXT
- 683 PAGESOF TABULATEDDATA

SCHEIMAN,J. A., A TABULATIOflOFHELICOPTERROTORBLADEDIFFERENTIALPRESSURES,

i_ STRESSESANDNOTIONSAS MEASUREDIN FLIGHT,*

NASATMX-952, MARCH1%q

SllOe2.

-"2.. *

DATABASES- THEPARADOX

o

•- EVENWITHCOMPUTERSTO'HELP',ITNOWTAKESLONGERTOCOMMUNICATETEST

RESULTSTOTHEUSERCOMMUNITY "_-_,_..;__

" o INCREASEDNUMBEROFDATACHANNELS

.:* i) INCREASEDFREQUENCYRESPONSEREQUIREMENTS

i MOREFLIGHTCONDITIONS

"" e 'INVISIBILITY'OFDATAORMAGNETICTAPESVS.OSCILLOGRAPHS

" i o INCREASEDNUMBEROF INSTRUMENTATIONANDDATAPROBLEMSTOBE RESOLVED

iI BEFORETHEORIGINATORFEELSCOMFORTABLEINRELEASINGANYDATA

l

o FORMATTINGA DATABASESOTHATITISASREADABLEONA TERMINALAS
TABLESINA REPORT

e INCOMPATIBILITYOFUSERCOMPUTERSYSTEMS

f

Slide 3.
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: _i DATABASES- A _CENTEXAMPLE

", l
,, ._ J

I

_" FLIGHTTESTPROG_CONDUCTEDBYARMY, d
i FT, EUSTiS,197q-75,TOPROVI_A DATA

_ BASEFRON514 TR_SDUCERS,INCLUDINGB_
,, SURFACEPRESSURESANDVELOCiTiES.

.!
Afl-IG

_)t t71 PAGES,t/q INCHTHICK
- 281PAGESDESCRIBINGTHETEST
- 90 _GESOFS_IPLEPLOTS
-ItOT_U_TED _TA

SHOCKEY,G. A., COX,C. R. AND
_' WILLI_4SON,J. _,, Aff-IGfiELiCOPTER
e- AEHODYH_ICANDSTRUCTU_LL_DS

SURVEY,USAAMRDL-TR-76-G9,FEBRUARY1977

_:, Sllde _.

i_i 0 LSREPORTEXCERPTS

PageN 3.4 DIGITAL TA_ES.

Digital data tapes that were delivered under this test program
were produced on a Xerox Model 530 Digital Data System by pro-
cessing the analog tape prime data records into a digital for-
mat. Reference 8 d_scribes the digital data tape format gen-

i erated by the Bell Helicopter Textron XDS530 computer system
at the Ground Data Center. This format was developed to pro-

i vide a standardized tape format for interfacing digital data.. tapes with flight test analysis software programs residing onboth BHT XDS530 and IBM 370 computer systems.

•I' Page9§ 5. TEST RESULTS AND CORRELATION

i ' f
IThe primary product of this program is a documented data-taeaaaaaaaa___ _

" Ilibrary, consisting of analog and digital magnetic tapes. I Con-
tinuously and simultaneously recorded time histories of rotor

I blade airloads, blade bending and accelerations and the re- "_'_.

sulting control leads, and fuselage vibration responses produc%d _
a great volume and large variety of data.] Because of _he _

(volume of data obtained, the presentation of the results is

Ilimited t°: I
I - Samples of each t_e of, dataland'a brief comparison Of

the results with theoretical predictions

- A correlation of five representative flight conditions
with a theoretical flight simulation program (C81)

- A fatigue evaluation of NOr operations

- A s%mmla_ Of ground vibration testing

- An analysis of alrloads and resulting rotor acoustica
for selected Eligh_ conditions

Data from the magnetic tape library can be readily _etrlevedand_
displayed in vazlous f_so[ Th_se forma_s can be tailored
to meet the specific requirements of the individual areas. The
digital tapes have standard labels and are compatible with I
cuMrent-model I_4 370 computers. Access to the data 'tapes is
made available for government and industry users from the russia
Oiractoracs, _SAA_RDL.

Slide5.
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DATABASES- HOWACCESSIBLE?

OLSPRESSUREDATAFR_41975TEST

MAR,'84 REVIEWEDREPORTANDREQUESTEDPRESSURESAT13AIRSPEEDSAND
10DESCENTRATES

APR TAPESRECEIVEDjFAMILIARIZATIONWITHDATAMAP

JUL USEFULPLOTSOBTAINEDAFTER4 MONTHS( MONTHIFCOMPRESSED)

TMT PRESSUREDATAFROM1981TEST

JAN,'84 REVIEWEDINFORMALLISTOFDATAAVAILABLE

FEB REQUESTED2 AIRSPEEDS

MAR TAPESRECEIVED

OCT NOUSEFULPLOTSAFTER9 MONTHS(;4 MONTHSIF COMPRESSED)

Slide 6.

DATABASES- WHATISNEEDED?

HOWCANWE

SPEEDTHEESTABLISHMENTOFDATABASES

FACILITATETHEACCESSINGANDINTERFACINGPROCESS _"
_.

IMPROVETHEREADABILITY
"e', |

ENSUREACCESSIBILITYOVERTHELONGTERM(COMPUTERCHANGES, _._
PERSONNELCHANGES,TAPEMAINTENANCE,ETC.)

m !
I
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PREPARED COMMENTS

%'i Robert H. Black,ell
Senior Dyna_!rist

,._ S_korsky Aircraft

I'm not sure that I have particularly profound comments to make on the subject. I have
i plenty of experience trying to use different data bases. I'm sure it's similar to some that you

_j all may have. Euan asked us to speak on experience and particularly to cite examples of data
• bases we've used successfully and unsuccessfully, to try to talk about the reasons it had come

out that way, and then to offer suggestions, observations and recommendations with regard to a
" i data base-type program.
¢
LI

So the way I thought I would start would be first of all to cite briefly some examples of
data bases that I'm intimately familiar with and talk about how that has worked out in each case

_L (Slide I). The first two are pretty commonly known--those are the so-called S-61F and CH-53A
,! rotor loads programs. It is work that was sponsored by the Navy In the late '60s and the
\' reports came out in 1970. Those reports consist of Vol. I which is 3/4 of an inch thick or so

and which has a good description of instrumentation, test procedures, photographs of where the
-_ gauges were and so forth and so on, fairly substantial data analysis, and even some correlation

with theory. And then VQI. II which is 2 to 2-I/2 inches thick has Just tabulated data. _e
number of measurements are typically 100 and the number of flight conditions about 70. My

_ experience with that is back in the early 1970s. We didn't have much in terms of automated •
_ plotting capability. There was a lot of labor-intensive work in terms of plotting which of
_ course is to be avoided, but in terms of the accessibility and usefulness of the data I found

that format to be quite acceptable at the time. As I say, there are certainly improvements to
be made in efficiency, but the data I still keep within arm's length at my desk. I find that to
be a very useful source.

The second group I have listed is the experience with looking at ABC, UH-60, and S-76 data
bases. Now I want to put that up for two reasons. First of all, to distinguish between what

i would be called research data bases where specific objectives were to go out to gather data and
then secondly, the data bases that are generated in the process of a development program. And
the two aren't very similar frankly. As many of you probably know, the process of developing an
aircraft leads to continuous changes in configurations, dropping off of instrumentation that
isn't reading a high stress at that particular time and frankly, despite the fact that there is
a lot of good data there, it would be a frustrating process to try to go back and make consis-

il tent comparisons where only one parameter at a time was changed. So I think the type of database that we are really aiming toward, unless of course we are ready to put in a monumental

, effort, is that which relates to aeromechanlcs-type research. The second thing that is pointed '
out by those large data bases (the UH-60A and S-76 probably have numbers of tapes in the thou-

even though we a good capability access that data--asands each) is that have in house to RAPID

system at the flight test development center allows us to look at data pretty conveniently and
so forth--it still doesn't do some of the things you might like to do such as to make cross
comparisons between flights in a convenient manner. It's still a cumbersome job to manage

'- multiple parameters and multiple test points and various ,_pes spread out over years. So I
could conclude from that line frankly that those kind of _ _ bases are not really exportable
and probably best used, most efficiently used by the people who generated them and for the

Im_edlate purposes they were generated for. _.

." The next line item is the S-76 rotor tested in the qO x 80 tunnel. Here is an example
' where there is good research potential; several tlps were tested in a consistent fashion in the
i 40 x 80 system, but when it comes time to reducing that data now we begin to be inundated by

data as Euan mentioned. Now the tapes and the information wouldn't fit into a 2 inch report, itwould probably be a 2 foot report or something. The data as I h_ve it is on microfiche _hlch
| takes up a drawer and I could only guess that a drawer of microfiche would expand to a lot of

paper or a very _hick report. So we at Sikorsky put together an ad hoc data access and process-

ing program; nothing fancy. I think it was done extracurricularly, frankly, but something that

allows you to go into a given tape, pull out the appropriate information, harmonically analyze

or cross plot data and so forth. It was good, but it left something to be desired certainly,
and it likewise didn't allow us to cross plot across different tapes. So the conclusion I draw

• from that is that that data is probably under-used for the lack of access.

,S The next to last one, the Lockheed test of the X-Wing model in the 40 x 80 tunnel is an
example where there is a good data report, a lot of text, data analysis, and data presented in
summarized form. I found that this was convenient and satisfied most of our needs. Again,
however, there is no question that there is more goodness in the data which probably could be
gleaned if people had convenient access to the raw data themselves.

The last entry here is the Boeing Vertol X-Wing model test data whi0h Ken Reader and Bill

Dixon from Vertol talked about at the last AHS Forum. In that case again we are up into the
2000 test point 70 measurement range, a volume of data that is prohibitive, I suppose, to put
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into a report unless they reserve a new shelf in the library. In that case it was a unique
problem, further, in that when we, Sikorsky, got involved in this program there was no report
yet. We had some handouts describing the test ano had no real first hand familiarity with the
test or various things that you would have if you had done it yourself from the beginning. We
received the tapes an_ as might be anticipated, we were not able to read them. So that took
another go around through the cycle to get tapes that we could read. When we got the tapes, we
realized we could read them, but all we could do with them was to print them out on paper. And
the paper was over my head. It was a tail stack of paper and as a result _ Just gathered dust
and nobody looked at it for quite a while. Once again our computer peopl_ came to the fore and
in fact Just using capability that already existed on our IBM computer, put together an ad hoc
data access and analysis capability which is actually very good. And I'll tal_ about it for a
few minutes later on, but once again that is a wasteful process, to repeat the development of a
program. This case is certainly one where a unified data access and data analysis capability
would have permitted the transfer of information between two groups to happen much more effi-
ciently.

Well, getting on to DATAMAP and my observations against that background. First of all, I
have no direct experience with using DATAMAP myself. We at Sikorsky have DATAMAP, several of

the individuals have used it, and apparently with success as indicated in Slide 2. Their sug-
gested improvements were relatively minor and I think they have already been oommunicated to Don
Herkley. I looked over the User's Manual and it appears to be well written, and so forth.

But in order to speak to the larger questions of a data access program and the problems
associated with that, I tried to take a survey among various users. I talked to our handling
qualities people, aeredynamicists, dynamlcists and acoustics people. There was general agree-
ment that systematic, standardized data access programs would certainly provide a valuable
capability. I think that is probably llke asking the fox if he'd llke some more chlckens--of
course people would llke access to more information. The question that is more important,
however, is how that can be made to happen and what issues must be considered along the way.
Some of the comments that I collected from the people I talked to are Number 3 through 5. For
instance, the feeling that the availability of such a data tape should not be considered to

relieve report-writlng requirements. Certainly the data analysis that you would typically
expect to find in a report should go on in at least the current depth. Ninety-flve percent of
the people, perhaps, aren't going to need or want to go into the details of going through a tape
system and it would be, I think, a miscarriage of Justice to prevent the flow of information to

those people. Number 4, a significant concern was expressed that to pick up someone else's test
data would require that the detail and level of documentation that goes into describing how the
test was done, the run logs, the calibration procedures, and so forth, would probably have to be
greater than is presently the case or else the opportunities to get befuddled would be greatly
increased. Number 5 . . . as it says "most effective use of data may require more detailed
description of tested systems than companies are willing to share." I would suggest that when I
have worked with data, various parts of the ability I had to look at that data came from company
airfoil data and company information about how their instrumentation works and so forth, and if
the process really is intended to allow information from Group A to transfer to Group B, I'm
sure a lot of backup information that wouId be valuable to the receivers may or may not be
readily available from the originators.

My recommendations, very quickly, would be what ! would see as the process that wvuld best -:
move this Job along (Slide 3): Number I, publicize data that are currently available in DATAMAP

form or available to e converted so that people would begin to make more use of it. Number 2,
as I think probably goes on anyway, to solicit feedback from users to enhance program capabill- "_._
ties--it would be a unique program if it didn't need enhancement with increased use. Number 3,
impress upon originators of this potential data the need for such things as user-oriented run
logs, good instrumentation documentation, appropriate data quality checks, calibration, and
various supporting data that would be useful to an end user, namely such things as natural
frequencies of the syste,n,verified s_ructural descriptions of the blades and wind tunnel model

stands and airfoil data if possible. _mber 4 refers to an item that I have found to be a very
useful capability in the data analysi_ program we have put together for the Boeing X-Wing data.
It is the ability to make a quick and easy access to the data for the purposes of sorting, ;
displaying data trends and identifying bad data. A simple command allows plotting or tabulating
any parameter versus any other parameter for selected ranges of other parameters. For example
we can plot _P control load vs rotor thrust for all conditions having positive shaft angles and
advance ratios between .5 and I. An example is shown in Slide 4 where tunnel speed is plotted
versus rotor speed for all test points. The letters refer to the number of data points super-
imposed at a given position (A denotes I point; D, q points, etc.). This has been a valuable
capability for us and, if it isn't already, should be considered as an Ingreolent to DATAMAP or
any other future data analysis system.
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DATABASESUSED

S-61FROTORLOADS

CH-53AR&TORLOADS

ABC,UH-6OA,S-76 FLIGHTDATA

S-76ROTORIN40 X 80 TUNNEL

LOCKHEEDX-WINGMODELTEST

BOEING-VERTOLX-WINGKODEL
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il RECOMMENDATIONFORDEVELOPINGDATAACCESS/ANALYSISCAPABILITY

,l i, PLIBLICIZEDATAWHICHAREAVAILABLEINDATA_AP
I FORMORAVAIL#BLETOBE CONVERTED.

i 2, SOLICITFEEDBACKFROMUSERSANDENHANCEPROGPAM

CAPABILITIFS,

3. IMPRESSON ORIGINATORSTHENEEDFOR:

USER-ORIENTEDRUNLOGS,INSTRUMENTATION
DOCUMENTATION

DATAQUALITYCHECKS

FREQUENTCALIBRATIONSA_DREPEATPOINTS

-' SUPPORTINGDATASUCHASNATURALFREQUENCIES.
VERIFIED STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION, AIRFOIL DATA

4, ADDFEATURESTOPROGRAMWFIICHPERMITEASYDATASORTING
PLOTTINGANDQUALITYCHECKING.

_lLde 3.
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DISCUSSION

Peretz Friedmann, UCLA: I don't really have a question, I have an observation _qd maybe I
should make a small comment before I make my observation. I've been married £or 20 years to a
person who is a professional data base management person and I have acquired a lot of informa-
tion on data base management systems by bsmosis. I have two comments, one on what _uan Hooper
said and the second one on what Bob Blackwell said. I think that it is important that you

,_/ re_l_ze that you don't have _ data base, you have data. And your"data is not well organized and

,_ wh_t you would like to ha:e is a data base. And as you probably are aware there are about 500
different data base management systems around and depending upon your obligation you have to get
expert help to organize data to develop a data dictionary which enables you to access the data
and then develop user-friendly graphics features which you wou'd like to have. I _,Isomewnat
amazed that you call the report a data base. The report is raw data and then unlesz you put it
in a data base, you don't have it on the data base.

• Hooper: I think that is semantics. But I take your point that we are lacklng an organized
¢- approach to this and I think we are In a transition situation. Where DATAMAP is be.ng . . . the
/ government has taken the initiative in getting this program underway. I think we all have to

work very hard with It and gradually tailor our test programs so they fit into the data base
straight away and then we will call them data bases.

Jim Biggers, Naval Ship R&D Center: It seems to me we ar _ caugbt in a trap. The papers and
things that we have heard the past couple of days indicate a need for increasingly detailed _est
information with which to compare our increasingly capable theories. And yet we are not t
ribly well equipped to handle the test information that we can go out and acquire. We also .._ve

_.. the ability to go out and acquire a great deal of detailed test data with many surface presures

_ and things of the nature you have Just described. But yet the need is obviously there or we

.: wouldn't have this panel. So we have a problem o£ data volume versus accessibility. We have
-E; ! problems in tape formatting and in data formatting. At our place, one of the worst things you
_ can do to our computer people is to bring in what they call a stranger uape. I think k_ need to
_ east that problem at the feet of the computer people and push on them hard enough to get it
_< solved. It's incredible. I recently went through an experience on some of the data that you

have described and it turns out the computer indust,'yhas not even defined the terms in enough>

detail to define b,e tape formats adequately. Each computer company wants to retain its owr
- : proprietary format. That's an outrage--we shouldn't tolerate it any longer. You mentioned
-: z microfiche. We have an automatic microfiche capability at our place and they have th_.,1in t_e

j_ 40 x 80 and other places. Microfiche is a help, but it is certainly not a total answer. We
need to s_art using our desk top computers as a place to temporarily work with smaller portions
of the data and as more and more of us get desk top computers we need to again use those. In
stur_ry, it looks to {e like there is a need fo_ a broadly-based, industry-wide coordinating
effort to make this thing happen. We have a very strong need for a broadly coordinated data
ba_e system similar to, perhaps, DATAMAP or some enhanced version thereof. But it seems to me
we better get on with it because as many of you here are aware, there are a number of similar
data-gathering experiments on the horizon where w( are going to be again inundated with large
quantities of data. I think we need the data, but we also need to access, sort, plot, cross-
plot, and do all the other things.
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PREPAREDCOMMENTS

Michael J. Bondi

Data &ystems Manager
NASA Ames Research Center

Listening to all these comments, I'm .lotsure if T really want to go through thi_ entire
production. Basically, two years ago the Tilt Rotor Office decided to build a computer-
oriented, data base system (Slide I). And this work was done under contract by the AMA Corpor.
argon, Mountain View, California. My involvement was as a user and a developer of the system.
So as I listened to all these comments, I sympathized with the users and then I think, "Ah, but
our data base, our tilt rotor engineering data base, may have solved some of these problems."
We ¢ ill it TRENDS, hoping that maybe this acronym is significant (Slide 2). We believe it is a
tru_ dat_ base in response to a question posed by an earlier speaker. Basically the data base
is only 70% compx?te now (Slide 3), but it's fairly operational. It consists of nine major
areas, the first four being information-oriented, the last flve being fu,ction-oriented as
follows (refer to Slide 3): management and narrative information, time history information for
multi-discipline users, and the min/max loads information. The remaining five function-oriented
items are: the pseudoflight generation functions, search function on data sets, algorithm
generation for the manipulation of data, plotting functions, analysis functions, w_ch in our
case we are using DATAMAP.

Just to give a little sample of detail (Slide 4), when I say management, what I mean is:
fllght logs, flight descriptions, problem areas of flight. This information Is in the data
base. Narrative search functions would be broken down into pilot comments for each test point,
parameter definition, sueenarizeflight legs, and data base definitions.

Now as a user of the system, I found the function shown on Slide 5 very useful. Pilot
comments are entered into the system, for the most part, for both aircraft. These c_mments are
on the right side, and they are fairly brief. But these comments can be searched with the data
base; in other words, the user can search for all the turn information o- I-I/3 g information
the user then qualifies which flight he is interested in. If, however, he does r_t know which
flight then he may want to look at more narrative to really zer_ in on what he is after. 3ut he
is able with the computer on his terminal to search for any single flight or multiple flights.
There's approximately 200 flights on one aircraft and probably 20 _r 30 flights on the uther

1 aircraft. The one thing that Bob Blackwell mentioned that we don't have in the system rigger
now, but are close to _etting there, is that we are going to designate ¢r _ne far right vf these
pilot comments which test points have time his *y data for performance, aaroelastics, etc. For
the most part they all have loads data otherwls_ they wouldn't be in the base. So I agree with
him, wholeheartedly, that this is a very important feature--when you're trying to use the sys-
tem.

Now my experience as a user (Slide 6) has been that the narrative inforn_tion is extremely
important, something that I don't think any of us in the tilt rotor office really appreciated
when we started, i.e., search functions on narrative and numerics. In other words, you usually

start in looking at the narrative data and once you have zeroed in on the areas of interest then _
you start looking at the numerical data, usually a loads type cf thing. As a result of that '-
search you usually generate tes_ points, maybe within one fli8 :t or within mul:iple flights.
This is called pseudo flight gen_ratlon. Obviously, tie necessary rapid system response that ;

was mentioned earller is extremely important and since the system is on a disk we found it quite ! _good. The only problem there is that all the data has to be put on the disk and it takes a fair "_
amount of effort. But as far as the user goes, he doesn't have to suffer through that time
delay. Next item, mul iple flight access is very useful in this _y_tem. Next item, the system P
is swag'able via telephone access. Next item, the data in the base is both filtered and unfil-
tered For performance data usually the individLal users do not want the full spectrum of
fr-_ue,cies available so it's been filtered. But in the case _f frequency analysis, aero-

elastics, and other types cf data, it's raw data. [Hooper: Excuse me, Mike you are talk|ng
"_ about a system that has been interposed before DATAMAP gets access, _re_'t y_u_j T_at's cor-

rect. [Hooper: Not to tell tales out of school, but [ was asking Mike Just before, "Why did

you have to do that? Why couldn't you have worked directly? Why weren't your files in DATAMAP i
format?" And Mike's answer was, "Well, we don't like DATAMAP data format very much." This kas

been a problem that everyone's going to encounter because everyone likes their own flight t_st

data for_u_t,_. We have data formats. NASA has them.] Obviously, I think _e do have a ratio-ale
for the way we went. Basically, multiple flight, multiple _ircraft dictated to a great extent
the file selection.

As a developer, fae_ response, multi-user capability and the user-friendliness is very !
importa, t (Slide 7) and one figure of merit that I have used as _ eveloper: Does another user
sitting in another office in our tilt rotor gr_,lp go to the f_le cabinet or does he go to the
terminal. I must say that I think we have had a breakthrough here the last two or three month_.
Our users are tending to go to the terminal now ab _pposed to the filing cabinet. The dial-up
system we _eel is important, 1200 baud is really mD, l.mal. _.,c it does work. %,_e multi-terminal
_ork station Is somethl,_g I'll go into Just a lit.le later; I think it's an area we are
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,i neglecting. You need more than one terminal. Single Parameter) Hultiflight File Structure:
, I mentioned that In order to get multlfllght access the file structure is very important.

•:, ,_ Redundant Narrative Data: as a user uses the system he'd like "Help," and he would like to be .
able to put a question mark in and immediately find out what the pilot comments were. So I
think this area is very important and it is a part of this system. Multldlsclpltned: what I

_. mean by that is _eroelastlcs, performance, loads, etc. It's not adequate to build a data base
<_ _ for one type of Jser. Whether he's a performance, aeroelastlcs, or loads user, inevitably thea

system will not be used unless it meets the needs of all Vypes of users, and that is very

_' difficult to achieve without the help of the user community. A system should be tailored to the
aircraft type; here I have broken it down in three general categories: Helicopter, Tilt Rotor
and Conventional. And the system must have immediate user acceptance. If the system is not

; i_mediately accepted, usually the user will resort back to the file cabinet or not use it at
all.

, Slide 8 shows the conclusions, it is felt that the system must be operational before the
flight test if it's going to be accepted, preferabl) during wind tunnel test. That way all the
bugs can be worked out of it. The system shoutd be disk-oriented in order to get the response

.:: and here we a:e talking of a dedicated drive. In our case, one for each airplane and we're
; talking 300 megabytes. I feel like that is p-obaoly a reasonable amount. Possibly the system

could go to 2 disk drives with 600 megabytes, even this is not so unreasonable anymore, because
in a very short time there will be one gigabyte platters so I don't think the av_ilabllity of a
large disk is a real consideration now. I feel DATAMAP or some other analysis program should be
a part of the system. Probably you would like more than one data analysis program. The narra-

_- rive data is extremely important, especially the pilot comments and fllght descriptions. This
=' is especially true for people that aren't locally at the facility. Search capability, like I "

say, is an absolute must _nd also the specialized multiterminal hard copy work station. This is
_-- an area we've got to really addre-a because if we are going to expect a person to be doing
_" serious analysis he needs at leas:, I would say, three terminals: one graphics, one text, and

one hard copy and preferably two text. These should all be addressable through one keyboard.
_. So I think we need a specialiT_d work _tation. Not a grandiose one, but one that on a single

telephone line a user without losing the information on his screen that he's trying to view, is
__ able to go from one to another screen easily. I think this is very doable by the way. Possibly

TRENDS has in some respects answered a lot of the problems brought up earlier and maybe even

. Jerry Hiao, the second speaker in the first panel, might even be satisfied.

:: TRENDS

Tilt Rotor Engineering Database System

For The

XV-lS
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l TRENDS
t MULTIUSER USER FRIENDLYXV-15 Database
J
t

light Log

1 Loads Msneuvers

perforn,lnce

] Slide 2.

-.

._ TRENDS

1 The TiltRotorEngineeringDatabaseSystem[fRENDS)
is a MULTI-USER,MULTI-DISCIPLINED,MULTI-AIRCRAFT,

'"I User-Friendlysystemwhichis70% complete.
!

|_ I.TRENDS currentlyprovidesthefollowingfunctior,sandinformationfortwo TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT,N702& N703

I.ManagementInformation
Z.NarrativeInformation
3.TimesHistoryInformation(Multl-Disc,plined)
4.Min/MaxLoadsInformation
5.PseudoFlightGenerationFunction
6.SearchFunctionon Da1_Sets
7.AlgorithmGenerationFunction
8.PlottingFunction
9.AnalysisFunctionofDatavia(DATAMAP)

Slide3.
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TRENDS i

The TiltRotorEngineeringDatabaseSystem (TRENDS)
isa Multi-Disciplined,Multi-User,Multi-AircraftUser-Friendly

4- system which is 70% complete.

.." | I. TRENDS currently provides the following data manipulations

| _ inlbrmalions for two 'rllfl' RffrOR AIRCRAFT, N702 & N703
!

_ -'i 1. Managemen! Information
-Z b a. Flight Logs

i e. Fhght Descriptions
_" t d. Problem Areas of flight

t

,; '".. 2. Narrative/Search
-'i : a. Pilot com.,nents for each test point
"; , b. Parameter definitions
'- c. Summarized fhght logs "
7 d. Database derinitmn

:' Slide 4. ;

="-" WORDSCAN OUTPUT

_7 FLT 165 CTR ;_170 HOVER
"_" FIX 165 CTR _987 2.1G PULLUP/PUSHOVER-k-.

._, FLT 165 CTR 2988 228G RT TURN A/S glo MQ 105
_-- FLT 165 CTR L_89 2.3 G LT TURN A/S 210 MQ 105
_" FLT 165 CrR Lx390 2_ G PULLUP/PUSHOVER

FLT 165 CTR 2992 1.5 G LT TURN A/S 230 MQ 130
_ FLT 165 CTR 2993 1.5 G RT TURN A/S _i_30MQ 130

FLT 165 CTR 2994 1.5G PULLUP/PUSHOVER
_ FLT 165 CTR 2995 2.0 G RT TURN A/S 230 MQ 130

FLT 165 CTR 2996 2.0 G LT TURN A/S 230 MQ 130

" FLT 19E CTR 4875 LIFT TO HOVER
FLT 192 CrR 4878 LEVEL CRUISE 75DE(;IN '
Fl:r 192 C'_R 4879 NOR LT TURN 1.5G'S

FLT 19P CTR 4880 NORMAL RT TURN 1.5 G'S
FUr 192 CTR 4881 FAST LT TURN 1.5 G'S
FLT 192 CTR 4882 FAST RT TURN 1.5 G'S

:- FLT 19E CTR 49Z7 ACCELEROMETER 86 RPM 0 FLPS
EOF

Slide 5. i-_,_.

:- EXPERIENCE .... DEVELOPMENT OF TRENDS DATABASE

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS WITHIN TRENDS

I.NARRATIVE INFORMATION INDATABASE

• E. SEARCH FUNCTION ON NARRATIVE and/or NUMERICS
't,

.- 3.PSEUDO FLIGHT GENERATION

e.g.asa resultof a searchfunction
/" 4.RAPID RESPONSE & USER-FRIENDLY

entiredatabaseon disk
'V'_ 5.MULTIPLE FLIGHT ACCESS CAPABILTY

_ff, 6. MULTIUSER TELEPHONE ACCESS

i_ 7. DATA COMPRESSION ALGORITHMSe.g.convolutionfilter,Butterworth etc I
8.FLIGHT DATA SELECTION

q Sn_e6. ,
%.
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- i
.,. _ OBSERVATIONS -- SYSTEM SHOULD HAVE THE FOLLOWING:

" 1. FAST RESPONSE, MULTIUSER & USER-FRIENDLY
e.g. easier to use than the file cabinet

_, " 2. REMOTE ACCESS Tel-dialup -- 1200 baud rain. rate

3. MULTI-TERMINAL WORKS_'ATION

.i' e.g. graphics, texts & hardcopy terminals
4. SINGLE PARAMETER MULTI-FLIGHT FILE STRUCTURE

5. REDUNDANT NARRATIVE DATA
e.g. used as a Help function

6.MULTI-DISCIPLINED DATA SELECTION FOR DATABASE
e.g.aeroeleastics,performance,loads,etc

7.SYSTEM SHOULD BE TAILORED TO A/C TYPE
e.g.Helicopter,Tilt-Rotor,Conventional

". 8.SYSTEM MUST HAVE IMMEDIATE USER ACCEPTANCE

t or else you may lose user permanently

Slide 7.

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

i I.DATA SYSTEM MUST BE OPERATIONAL BEFORE FLIGHT TEST
e.g.during wind tunnel test

2.DATA SYSTEM SHOULD BE DISK ORIENTED

'" 300 rob.mir_-- digitaltapebackup only

3. DATAMAP SHOULD BY.PART OF SYSTEM

4. NARRATIVE DATA EXTREMELY IMPORTANT TO SYSTEM

e.g. pilot coraments, fhght descriptmns, log _%_'.1.
5. SEARCH CAPABILITY EXTREMELY IMPORTANT TO 5 - x4

e.g. searcl', on flight conditions -hover-trim-a

6, SPECIALIZED MULTI-TERMINAL/HARDCOPY WORKSTA 3N
accessible by sintle keyboard & telephone hne

Slide 8.

!
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DISCUSSION

sense of building a preprocessor before you go to DATAMAP highlight an observation of mlne and
that Is that what you do wtt_ the data really is the end product, but First you have to face the

• -! fact that the type of data often shapes the data base and the way it's acquired has a lot to do
_.'_ with that. The example that I was thinking of after hearing the first couple of speakers Is

i
that we have been talking about flight test data bases. A wind tunnel data base is really quite

' a different structure. The kind of things that have been done for DATAHAP and with the tilt

_: ' rotor preprocessor if you llke, really don't encompass what you have to do for wind tunnel data
. and again it has to do with the fact that a flight In a wind tunnel can produce different types
• of data and therefore the organization and the manipulation that follows must be different. As

an example, flight data will have very limited gross weight and drag ranges, whereas wind tunnel
• data will ordinarily have a wide map of thrusts and shaft tilts. That means that you are going

to have different sorts of organization of your data; it means you are going to make different

-_-_ kinds of plots, make different kinds of comparison of data. To date what that has meant is that
for every facility you are developing your own data base manipulation system. I think that for

the near future that is probably going to continue. ! don't think It is really realistic to i
:_ have a single, all-encompassing data management system that wlll satisfy everybody. Maybe some

L day we will all be driven there by costs, or maybe the systems wlll Just catch up with us. So I i
• think the real problem that we want to address is not so much that the software manipulates the
i data, but the co,_,unlcatlon--knowing enough about each o_her's data bases so that taking a disk i

or tape From one system to another does not become a four month Job, but can become a relatively
_ minor task. So I think it is the transfer of data--the "data" in Peretz's words--from one data _ °

-; base to another is the thing that will be the most useful in the near future.
_ i
'_-'-'-I Bondi: Wayne, if I could comment on that, I think that you are absolutely right as far as i

1

having it tailored to the aircraft or the wind tunnel. However, I think transferring the data
"_ possibly is a mistake because it does always involve a tremendous amount of effort and I think '

having terminal access _o the user who generated it, using their computer, using their support_
is maybe a more reallstlc way to meet that.

• Jim McCroskey, U.S. Arm_ Aeromechanics Laboratory: Well, that's o,e way of insuring that the
data stays in some semblance of control, but what about the permanence of that? Do you antlcl-

i pate that ten years from now someone will be able to dial In to the computer at Ames Research
_ Center and access the data you were Just talking about?

i Bondi: Euan mentioned that, and I have thought about it. I think maybe what has to be done Is
industry should request NASA--certainly not me in partlcular--to support that function. Because
you are right, computers change and it's very difficult to keep a system going for more ;han
three or four years. But possibly If industry is really serious about this, they should task ,

- NASA with that job, like they have done with reports.

McCroskey: But if you had asked industry to do something to preserve Schelman's data I will
guarantee it wouldn't be around today. It's because NASA has a library system and there Is

: something called a Dewey Decimal System that It is built on, that it took not Just decades, not
just generations, but many, many years to develop and that permanence is something that didn't
come overnight. I think if you ask industry to set up Congress to get NASA funded to preserve

: this stuff for 20 years, I don't think it will happen.

Bondi: I don't know. I think it's worth a try from the seriousness of the . . .

Ed Austinj U.S. Army Applied Technology Laboratory: I Just wanted to comment that we have been
deeply involved In the DATAHAPprogram, which was developed by Bell Helicopter, and we have had
a considerable amount of experience in converting various sets of data on to the DATAMAPdata
base, And we have not found it to be a major problem. You others may have had a different
experience, and we may have had a particularly adept programmer, but we stand willing to consult
with anyone who is interested in converting data sets into the DATAMAP data base. All you have
to co is give us a call and we would be happy to talk with you about it.

Hoo__: _d, one of the big difficulties that we have experienced was because we are putting it
, on an IBM system and we are taking the data from a VAX system. The compatlbillties simply

haven't been formalized, and you are working IBM system to IBM system. We have had many, many
, conversations with your people and wlth Bell's people also, and with NASA Ames and there Is a

ii lot of work that needs to be done to make It a hardened system.

Bondl: Ed, one comment that I have Is that a person who is very familiar with their data base
is only up against the problem of getting the tapes mounted and getting it on there. A person
who is a non-famillar user has the problem of knowing what the Item codes or what the parameter
names are. We have tried to get around that problem by grouping them a3 either aeroelastics,
performance, maneuvers, etc. so that the user only qualifies his grouping in a manner that is

a usually fairly straightforward and the computer picks up the associated parameters. So ! think

i it depends on whether or how knowledgeable you are about your own system.
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• Austin: Well, that Is why I volunteered to consult with,anyone who Is interested in doinK that,
and we do have experience now in both VAX and IBM systems.

=j

i
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" '" PREPARED COUNTS*

• Donald A. Boxwell
Research Scientist

4" - U.S.Army Aeromechanics Laboratory

As Euan Hooper said, the Aeromechanlcs Laboratory is approaching the data base issue from a
_ different perspective and that is From the standpoint of rotor acoustics and blade pressures as

_ they relate specifically in aiding the prediction of the acoustic signature. _hat I would like
to do today is show you some of our experiences in the areas of gathering data for acoustics and
blade pressures. I'll Just run through these experiences quickly, in the interest of time,
showing you some photographs of the various tests that we have conducted in order to acquire

=; this data. The tests are well documented in the literature, and I just wanted to outline for

_ you where we have been. Then we will go through some of our major observations, some of the
_ things I feel are important in the data collection process. Again, I think you will see a
_: difference from some of the other data base presentations. We are not so concerned with the

mechanics of the data base: is it on disk or mag tape, etc., but more the principle of how one
"_ goes about defining what one wants to accomplish and how this maybe Is reflected in the outcome.
• Then I have some recommendations that reflect directly from these observations.

Experimentally, we have done both full-scale and model-scale testing. In full-scale
(Slide I, Item I) we have conducted a number of in-flight programs using six different heli-
copters and eight actual programs. All the in-flight testing was based on a technique shown in ,
Slide 2 in which the subject helicopter was flown in Formation with a quiet flxed-wing aircraft.
The data that was collected was acoustic data from microphones on the tall and each wing tip.

_ We started with a UH-1H and an OV-IC aircraft and then progressed to the Cobra (and YO-3A) on

#A¢_- which we tested three different rotor systems. From there, we conducted similar tests on bothof the UTTAS aircraft and both attack helicopters during the SSEB competitions. From these
_ flight tests we were able to identify a basic acoustic signature coming from the rotor as shown
_ in Slide 3 and identify the major noise components as shown in the slide. The data were stored

on analog mag tape and digitized in accordance with our specific program requirements. What we

were able to achieve then was some data documentation in terms of important non-dimensional
=_ parameters as shown for example in Slide 4: here at a given value of advance ratio, hover tip ._

Mach number and thrust coefficient we documented the effect of tip path plane angle or rate of
_ descent on the BVI acoustic signature.

We also have experimented in model-scale as indicated in Slide I, Item 2 in which we have
had three major programs in the last ten years. The first program was in our 7 x 10 tunnel with
an acoustically treated test section and tested a UH-IH model rotor. From there we went to
France into the CEPRA-19 anechoic wind tunnel and from there to the Netherlands for some '
I/7th scale Cobra model testing in the DNW anechoic wind tunnel. This photo (Slide 5) shows an
aerial view of the DNW. Slide 6 is a picture of our rotor installation in this tunnel. Here i
the acoustic data collected were from 19 microphones and also the rotor, shown better in ,

_ Slide 7, was instrumented with blade pressures. There were 32 absolute blade pressures ,n
I blade and 18 differentials on the other. This test generated a data set of simultaneous blade

_. pressures and acoustic data. Here we were specifically looking at areas of high-speed impulsive _

noise and blade-vortex interaction noise as non-dimensionally scaled flight conditions of the
l

previous full-scale efforts. Our goal was not to map out a large data base; not to gather _ !
everything that was possible, but to look for and gather data for the problems at hand. The --_1_
model-scale results are similar to full-scale as shown on Slide 8 and can be displayed in terms

,- of the same important parameters. As Wayne Johnson indicated, in the tunnel you have the much
broader ability to look at the major parameters that are involved and the data set was collected

, in this fashion by varying tip path plane angle, thrust coefficient, Math number, advance ratio :
- around the comparable full-scale flight conditions.

Up to this point we have described our own data sets. We have also tried to use data sets
generated by other people (Slide I, Item 3) with some successes and some Failures. We have

:' _ooked at the DATAMAP OL$ data base (Slide 9) in which simultaneous microphone data and blade
pressures were acquired. We have looked at these data from the standpoint of trying to use them

i as input to an acoustic prediction program. _lide 10 is a chart that shows some of the typical

blade pressures from the OLS test. Yoshi Nakamura, while at the Aeromechanics Laboratory a few
years back, tried to use this OL$ data from DATAMAP as input to an acoustic prediction code. He
was not very successful as you can see from Slide 11. The upper trace is the actual acoustic
measurement from the OLS. The bottom is the acoustic prediction using non-compact theories and
the blade pressure data from DATAMAP. As you can see we were not very successful using the
DAT_AP data. The amplitude is underpredlcted and the waveform width is overpredicted
(Slide 12). [_o_: I don'_ think you are blaming DATAMAP for that are you?] Not DATAMAP

._ *The material was prepared by Fredric H. Schmitz, U.S. Army Aer_mech_nics Laboratory,
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; per se, but the data in DATAHAPare suspect for this application. There are obviously two areas
where something could be wrong; one is the theory and one is the OLS "" =_ base. Since we are
talking about data bases here, we are definitely looking into the poe lity that the frequency
response is not sufficient in the DATAMAPOLS data. The data were acquired using a multiplexed
type of arrangement and we suspect very highly that there could be some frequency respunse

: degradati_, in that data due to the way it was collected.

When we compare our own data bases (Slide 1: Item 4) as acquired in full-scale, as shown at
the top of Slide 13 and model-scale at the bottom, you can see that we tried to set these pro-

_ grams up so that the data collected were for a specific purpose, and so that there would be a
one-to-one relationship between full-scale data and the model-scale testing techniques. We paid
particular attention to this kind of detail and found that when you do that you can achieve some
of your desired goals such as assessing the acoustic data scaleability between full-scale and
model-scale. Slide lq shows side-by-side, model-scale and full-scale 8Vl acoustic signatures
and we see a good similarity in acoustic ' iveform. / point is that data bases can become large
and of limited usefulness by trying to collect too much without a specific purpose.

Let me go to my formal observations (Slide 15). I'd like to say that a _arefully planned
._ test with clearly defined objectives that are relevant to the sponsoring organization's goals

has the highest chance of success. If an organization is tasked with a job collecting data and
if they are not the end users of it, I think the chances of success are much more limited.
Obviously the individuals who are responsible for the test direction have to be motivated. They
have to be the ones who are technically cognizant of the datathat they are trying to collect.
They should not be simply a service organization. The individuals must care about what the data
means and they must be willing and able to sometimes stop before the test is completed and

t verify that results are meaningful or usable before the whole data base is collected. Obvi-

ously, this has to be a team effort; everybody has to know a little bit about different aspects
of the test. The release of the data should be specific and deliberate. Generating large data
bases and publishing them as simply that can often lead to little or incorrect use. One should
have a definite goal that they are looking at and publish, deliberately, reports using that data

base.

Finally, my recommendations are shown on Slide 16. They follow pretty closely the observa-
tions that were made. One needs to choose test programs with clearly defined objectives in
order to assure that you are going to end up with a usable data base. One must have capable
engineers, _gain, who are motivated. Also one must involve the key test engineers in the entire
prouess of reaching scientific research objectives. There is the need to maintain high tech-
nical standards. The reward then is that you have acl.'eved your objective. It is achieving an
objective, not the completion of the test and the publication of a lot of reports, that gives
rise to useful data bases.

EXPERIENCE

• FULL SCALE IN-FLIGHT ACOUSTIC DATA

""i'_l_ .,;- 6 HELICOPTERS, 8 PROGRAMS IN 10 YEARS

- DESIGNED THE TEST PROGRAM, GATHERED THE DATA, HELPED REDUCE THE DATA,
PUBLISHED NUMEROUS REPORTS AND PAPERS

• MODEL SCALE BLADE SURFACE PRESSURE AND ACOUSTIC DATA

- 3 PROGRAMS IN THE PAST 10 YEARS

- DESIGNED THE TEST PROGRAM, GATHERED THE DATA, HELPED GUIDE THE !
REDUCTION, PUBLISHED NUMEROUS REPORTS AND PAPERS

• USE OF "DATA-MAP" AS INPUT TO FAR-FIELD ACOUSTIC PREDICTION OF _LADE.VORTEX-
INTERACTION NOISE

- HELPED Y. NAKAMURA USE "DATA-MAP" TO RETRIEVE THE AERODYNAMIC iNPUTS
FROM THE O.L.S. TEST FOR ACOUSTIC PREDICTIONS

• ATTEMPTED TO COORDINATE MODEL SCALE/FULL SCALE TESTING

- SUCCESSFUL WHEN USING ARMY FLIGHT DATA !

- NOT SUCCESSFUL WHEN USING OLS-TAAT DATA !

t SlideI. I• L
k
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FULL-SCALE (540) ROTOR BVI ACOUSTIC DATA
/_ = 0.164

VNO M ,, 60 knots IAS
p _ 0.161-0.169

MH = 0.664 60 c,/rj = 400 tt/min

CT = 0.0054 est. (_TPP = 2°

_o 5.5 a.

/-_A ° ;'0 - *

0 .5 0 .5
ROTOR-REVOLUTION ROTOR-REVOLUTION

Slide 4.
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MODELROTOR(OLS)BVIACOUSTICDATA
= 0.154

MIKE#4 _, .......(45° DOWN) , / •'"

p - 0.164 /.1( ,_-vv_ 60 _TPP= O° _'_"

MH = 0.664 _ 7 est.R/D = 200 ft/min

= 0.0054 " --- - ,

CT /"_/'/ZI_/_J V_/_ 2 3..,,v<r,,__ 5 o._l=,_40

z ,.>_NV_/; _ '\�H�"

° -20 I l

-20 0 .E
0

ROTOR-REVOLUTION ROTOR-REVOLUTION +
Slide 8.
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_ SIMULTANEOUSMEASUREMENTOF BLADEJ

SURFACEPRESSUREANDNOISE

"_; BLADEPRESSURESENSORS

, / 5 SPANPOSITIONS '_
q _ 14CHORDPOSITIONS J

_UPPERAND LOWERSURF/

"" ,." ,, o.;_ //9",,,,J

/ ,o@2/,,,

_MMIKE

Q

' ",. / ",_// j _ ./ /,,,o.s12R\
"'I-,>_-"-_":E..-"_--_""16.-2o.5°j
/ \ ...... _ _ _-lsoo /

/ TIP VORTEX WING _tlKE
._, ELEVATOR MIKE //0.428R \

.i / 0.28SR\ | -45"8° )
-' (-so.o°J ___gs,oo/
'_ \ -+32.9 /

Slide 9.
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"i EXAMPLE OF BLADE SURFACE PRESSURE HISTORY '
: AT DIFFERENT SPAN POSITIONS

1.2
•_ _ V = 65 knots (_ = 0.147) R/D = 200 ft/min

'"....".1:_'_'_""'.- ..-_2:. '4._-_..'""

_ _ _."...._.",1

'_.. r 1.0
• , , N

J

' ¢

• o •

i _'" '_\!! " ": = r/2/R " _. i i

0.955 _ : ,,

i il,
--- o..s5 : I!l : :
..... 0.750 j "" '_

=.:2' .4 r/I/CHORD = 0,01 'V

i I !

0 120 240 360

';, _,, deg .

Slide 10.
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" COMPARISON OF ACOUSTIC WAVEFORM BETWEEN.,P

"° MEASUREMENT AND COMPUTATION
'_r _" (NOSE ".'lOOMMICROPHCNF)
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. " COMPARISON OF"EXPANDEO ACOUSTIC IMPULSE BETWEEN
, MEASUREMENT AND COMPUTATION
'_ (NOSEBOOMMICROPHONE)
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| Slide 12.
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MODELANDFULL-SCALEROTORBVlACOUSTICDATA
/_ = 0.164

": MIKE #4 (45° DOWN) //_ .,,v_ ..... VNOM= 60 knotsIAS
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' I OBSERVATIONS

t
• THECARLFULLYPLANNEDTEST(OREXPERIMENT_WITHCLEARLYDEFINEDSCIENTIFIC/

" ! ENGINEERINGOBJECTIVESTHATAREREL_.VANTTOTHESPONSORINGORGANIZATION'S
_. GOALS HAS THE HIGHEST CHANCE OF SUCCESS

• IF THEINDIVIDUALSWHOARERESPONSIBLEFORTESTDIRECTIONARETRULY
MOT!VATEDTOACCOMPLISHTHESCIENrl FIC/ENGINEERINGOBJECTIVES,THETESTWILL

,_., HAVE A HIGH PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS

•*.' • II'J ALL TESTS, INITIAL RESULTS MUST BE VERIFIED (AND CRITICAL PROBLEMS SOLVED)

BEFORE THE ENTIRE DATA BASE IS COLLECTED

• INTESTSTHATARENECESSARILYCOMPLEX,IFTHETEAMOFTESTENGINEERSARE
INVOLVEDINMOSTASPECTSOFTHETESTPLANNING,TESTIMPLEMENTATION,DATA
REDUCTION,ANDREPORTPREPARATIONEFFORTS,THECHANCESOFATTAININGTHE
SCIENTIFIC/ENGINEERING OBJECTIVES ARE SlGKIFICANTLY ENHANCED

.= • ONEGOODTEST.5WORTHA HUNDREDMEDIOCRETESTSWITHTHESAMEOBJECTIVES

• DELIBERATE RELEASE OF CORRECT TEST RESULT5 IS BETTER THAN A HURRIED

RELEASE OF PRELIMINARY DATA

"=_ ' Slide 15.

Li:

RECOMMENDATIONS

%-

• CHOOSETESTPROGRAMSTHATAREDIRECTEDTOWARDCLEARLYDEFINED
• SCIENTIFIC/ENGINEERINGOBJECTIV3STHATARECONSISTENTWITHTHESPONSORING
• AGENCY'SPROGRAMMATICGOALS

: [AC(/UIRINGDATABASESISNOTA SCIENTIFIC/ENGINEERINGOBJECTIVE
BYITSELF]

• FINDCAPABLEENGINEERSWHOARETRULYMOTIVATEDTOREACHTHESCIENTIFIC/ • '
: RESEARCHOBJECTIVESANDCLEARLYSUPPORTTHEMINTHEIREFFORTS

• INVOLVETHEKEYTESTENGINEERSINTHEENTIREPROCESSOFREACHINGTHE
SCIENTIFIC/RESEARCHOBJECTIVES

[i.e.,INCLUSIONiNPLANNING,TESTING,DATAREDUCTION,ANDREPORT
WRITING_FFORTS]

• MAINTAINHIGHTECHNICALSTANDARDSTHROUGHALLPHASESOFTHEPROGRAM

• REWARDACCOMPLISHMENTOFSCIENTIFIC/ENGINEERINGOBJECTIVESRATHERTHAN
PROLIFICPUBLICATIONOFPAPERSANDREPORTS

Slide 16.
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PREPARED COI_4E_S

J/l

E. Roberts Wood

'.! _nager, Aeromechanlcs

i Hughes Helicopters, Inc.
J

When Euan asked us to serve on thJr p4_l he hit on four key areas, one was the need, the
_! second was the source, the third was to reflect on experience, and the fourth was the Individual

panelists' recommendations. I am going to go through these perhaps a little differently t_n
! some of the other speakers have and since we are running a little late, I will move along

quickly.

"' With respect to the need--the need is pcetty obvious to all of us as shown In Slide 1, but
• I think we all have different Interests. It's to substantiate existing analyses, increase

_O knowledge of helicopter structural dyn_mlcs, aerodynamics, aeroelastlc behavior, or acoustics,
say, and to serve as a yardstick for future helicopter designs. And I think the last statement

• on Slide I cites an especially Important need for a data base--that is to provide infor_atlon
_- that will help us to understand previously unexplained phenomena.

On the subject of sources--sources have been very adequately covered by the panel, so I'll
be very brief (Slide 2). I simply listed the OLS data which we have used at Hughes. I've also
listed Schelman's data which we make extensive use of because it is tabulated in such easily
accessible form. Further, we make limited use of DATAMAP. A major source for us is our own

_ company's data. At Hughes, in particular, we have extensive data on the Apache (AH-6_), the "

Model 500 Series helicopters, and the higher harmonic control program with the modified OH-6A.

: Just going back over the years and thinking of my own experiences (Slide 3), I recall tlmt
_' when I first entered the helicopter field there was a lack of understanding In identifying the
_- i primary source of hlgh vibrations in the 4C-knot regime. And that was not adequately explained

untI1Schelman's data was published. Also the low vibrations in the 60, 80 to tOO knot regimes
_. were well explained by Schelman's data. I think we don't have an adequate explanation of the

_ _ high vibrations we see at high airspeed, and I will show you why I make that statement. And

:_ i finally, the importance of better understanding of 3-dlmensional flo_ around the blade tip can

_ i be highlighted from Scheiman's and other people's data.

Slide 4 is a typical plot of helicopter vibrations versus fo_;_ardspeed. Twenty years ago
a major problem, and of course we still have It today, was in the transition or 4C-knot regime --
and its cause• And it was very nlee the way Scheiman's data showed the source so clearly.
Basically as you see in Slide 5, In the 4C-knot regime we have the wake ve-y near the rotor.
_ere is a low component of forward velocity going through the rotor disk, and one would postu-

:. late that the path of the tip vortex would follow a helical trend. At the higher spe_ds, say 70
or 80 knots, we have the normal component of forward velocity driving the tip vorte'" furthe-
away from the main rotor. This Is similar to extending the tip vortex as a helical spring, if !
you want to envision it as that.

:L

Shown in Slide 6 is Schelman's data whleL began to conclusively answer the 40-knot ques-
tion. Here you have the alrload at 95_ blade radius plotted versus azlmuth. You see clearly
the sharp blade-vortex interactions occurring at 90 degrees and at 270 degrees. If one looks at
the corresponding data for the 7C-knot region in Sl_de 7, at the same radial position on the _..
blade, it is not surprising that vibration levels are down because this blade-vortex interaction
Is substantially decreased. If ole Icoks at the data plotted versus azimuth for
4 radial locations at 42 knots (Slide 8), th_ cycloidal-path of the trailing tip vortex is

apparent. Since it is the succeeding blade going through the vortex shed by the preceding
blade, then we would expect as we move inboard radially that these peaks should move closer
together and indeed they do as you see here going from 95_ to 905 blade radius, then 85_ to 75_
blade radius.

One reason it's difficult to explain from airlo_ds, the high vtorations we have at high
speeds is the type of data he shows at 122 knots (Slide 9). We see outboard at 95_blade
radius, some higher harmonic content, but as we mow in at 905,_55,75'_this is practically
purely 2 per rev. As you go inboard the data continues to follow this trend, and one wonders
why the helicopter at this speed is vlbrat._r_as much or more than when It was encountering the
42-knot airloads.

._. Recently, a reason that has been postulated as a potential cause for increased vibrations

i'!i at higher airspeeds is the impingement of the wa<e on the _all cone and on the empennage. What

I show in Slide 10 is higher harmonic control open-loo_ data that I think Is Interesting in this
regard. What I have plotted here Is basically the vibration levels versus g's with lateral
control input only from the HHC manual controll_)r. A third-of-a-degree blade angle at all
airspeeds is used. R_ther than look at the ve_,Ley or. reduction that HHC Is achieving, I'd
rather concentrate here at looking at maximum vibration levels to which HHC is driving the
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helicopter for the sue Input at different airspeeds. We notice here at 60 knots, that the
_,' aaxim,,- level that Is generated is .q g's. We _ove to 70 knots and we see the maximum level Is

.q g's. We move to 80 knots and we see that maximum level remains .q g's. It seems to imply
., that the third-of-a-degree oscillation can generate no more than .q g's. However, when we move

_- from these plots to those for the 90-knot and lO0-knot conditions shown on Slide 11, the trend
suddenly changes. We find here the HHC at a third-of-a-degree is generating .52 g's, and at 100

"" knot_ .68 g's. Understandably, the crew declined to test any further for these vibration peaks,
but the point is, why the increase in nmximum levels at 90 and 1OO knots when they had remained

_" constant at 60, 70, and 80 knots? Could airframe vibrations be solely rotor induced at 60, 70,
and 80 knots, and the Increase in vibrations at 90 and 100 knots be attributed to wake impinge-

_' ment on the empennage?

_" Also, I'll Just show this briefly (Slide 12) because I think it's an interesting subject,
-' and Lhat is the importance of tip loss on blade bending moments. This also comes out of

', Schelman's data. Slide 12 compares blade outboard moments (r/R : 0.8) as measured by Sehei,mn
with an analysis where we: (a) assumed a constant tip loss; and (b) assumed tip loss area

"-' varying as (I - cos 2t)B. Note the significant change in the time histories. We continue to
tJ . look for a better understanding of tip airloads. It looks like it's a much more complex problem/

than that of a simple constant tip loss factor.

) Finally, for this panel, I really wanted to get the consensus, not only of my own opinion,
- I but perhaps that of a number of others at Hughes and so I did as one or two other panel members

) did, and that is I asked for recommendations, compiled them and put them together. An_ with
that I will discuss the recommendations shown on Slides 13 and 14 and then close. For m_ny of• i

_ these recommendations, a number of people repeated the same suggestion.

=-i The recommendations were as follows: I) Data bases should be the responsibility of a
_ Central Data Base Management Group and several people thought _hat that was preferably NASA.

_I 2) In addition to flight test data what one would like to he sole to access would be both full
scale wlnd tunnel and model wind tunnel as well. 3) Preferred standard data acquisition for,mrs

be established between the _overnment and manufacturers. 4) Assign a .,]oporting budget. I
_{ guess what this really mea:Jsis set aside a definite line item by which N_SA and the msnufac-
_'i turers would maintain, update, and add to the data base. 5) And this was emphasized by several

people, that is the data base rotor systems measured parameters should also include--and I think
._ we have all run into thJs-°detailed information on aircraft configuration and physical proper-

ties. 6) By that I mean detailed Informatzon on the aircraft e.g.; roll, pitch, and yaw iner-
._ tias; hub impedance, etc.; if it's available, because frequently it is frustrating to have the

detailed data and yet lack the overall or rather broad information on the aircraft. 7) This has
been brought out by other panei=s_s and, that is, hopefully, as the data base is put together it
would he reviewed, I should say, perhaps, the best word to use with data is as the data is
reduced, it should be reviewed and debugged to the best of our abilzty of faulty data where it
can be seen. 8) Finally, it would be hoped that a representative amount of data from each
sampling would be in hard form so that data could be accessed and used immediately without the
need for going to, say, somothlng like DATAMAP.

DATABASES--THE USER'SVIEWPOINT

THENEED

DATABASESAREIEEDEn

• TO SUBSTANTIATEEXISTIIlll ANALYSES

- • TC INCREASEKllOWLEDDEOFHEUCllPTERSTRUCTURALDYNAMICS,
:'.. AEROIIYNAJll'e.&AEROELASTK:llEHAVIOR.ANDACOUSTICS

• TO SERVEAS AYARDSTICKFORFUTUREHEMCOPTEllDESIGNS

•TO.ll DE,ll,o..TiollTRATw.,,llEUllDE,,ANOEV.llus,V
UDEX DE..EmENA
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DATABASES-- THEUSER'SVIEWPOINT

t PRESENTSOURCES
]

SOURCESOFDATABASEIIIFORMATIONAREFEW:

O SCHEIMAILJJL,IIASATIMX-952,_ 1963.(THISCONTAINS
_, " EXTEJISNEH-34DATAINEASILYACCESSIBLEAND_ FORM)

• • SHOCiKEY,G.A_COX.CJLANDWILLIAMCON,J.W.USAAMRD£-TR.76-39,
"_ FEBRUARY1977.(PLOTSSHOWHIGSELECTEDSAMPLESOFDATAFROM

"' t AI_IGOPERATIONALLOADSSURVEY(OLS)
$-

.' • PHHRICK,ILL USAAVRADCOM-TR-80-D-3OA,(HATAMAPVOLS1 & 2),
:_ DECEBER1980.(DEVELOPEDBYNASAANDU_.ARMYFORACCESSING
"_ DATABASESSUCHASOLS)

• INOMDHALCOMPANY'SDATA(FORHHi,WEHAVEEXTEIUSlVEDATAON
.. Ail_4,MODt:L500,ANDHHC)

Slide 2.

_. DATABASES-- THEUSER'SVIEWPOINT
:_ SOMEEXPERIENCEOF THIS

PANELMEMBER
m :

_. STUDYOFSCHEIMAN'SH-34DATAiNDICATES: ;

: • PRIMARYSOURCEOFHIGHVIBRATIONSIN40-KNOTREGIMEIS BLADE
-':: VORTEXINTERACTION

_." • IN40-KNOTREGIMEPLOTSOFTIPVORTEXINTERACTIONSTAKEFORMOF
" CLASSICALCYCL01OS,ASEXPECTED ,

• LOWVIDRA'_qBSIN60-80KNOTREGIMECANBEATTRIBUTEDTO
SUBSTANTIALLYREDUCEDBLADEVORTEXINTERACTIH i• SCHEIMAN'SDATAPLUSRECENTHHCDATAINOIICATETHATFORHIGH-

' , SPEEDVIBRATIONS,WAREIMPING.-MENTONFUSELAGEANDEMPENNAGE

MAYBEPRIMARYSOURCEOFEXCITATION,NOTLOADSTHRUMAST !

• TiPLOSSVARIESWITHAZIMUTHANDCANNOTBETREATEDASCONSTANT _
FO.":DYNAMICLOADS _ ;,_

-" _- Slide 3.
R

!

VARIATIONOF HELICOPTERVIBRATION
WITHAIRSPEED _,

"_ I IELICOPTERVIBRATIONS-- ',_
TYPICA,.VARIATIONWITHAIRSPEED

•' .- 0.3

_" 0,3 "J

-,_ 0 ]tO 40 l g IN IN 1411 IIHI

l AIMF|EO~ KNOT8/" Slide 4. " %_
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ROTOR WAKE GEOMETRY FOR LOW AND HIGH-SPEED FLIGHT

NON-DiSTORTED ROTOR WAKE GEOMETRY

LOWSPEEDROTORWAKE HIGHSPEEDROTORWAKE

Slide 5.

BLADE-VORTEX IN1 ERACTION IN LOW SPEED FLIGHT

AIRLOADS vs AZIMUTH (NASATMX-952)
H-34 HELICOPTER;V = 42 KNOTS

""
I I I.,° J I

BI.AOE.V6RTfX
' ,_xlift ERACTION INTERACTION

! 0 REGION REGION
J M 111 2711 311 4NI

i BLADEAZIMUTHPOSITION,(OEG)

£11de 6.

BLADE-VORTEX INTERACTION IN MODERATE SPEEO FLIGHT

AIRLOADSVS AZIMUTH (NASATMX-952)
H-34 HELICOPTER; V = 68 KNOTS

N ZO

l , : !
, _ _| C

• _ ILADEVORTEX_ IILAOEVORTEXo i- INTERACTION INTERACTION

, _ ..,p ?.,o.1 0
J 0 N 100 171 311 411

BLAOEAZIMUTHPOSITION,(OE6)
i
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INTERACTION DATA SHOWSPEAK LOADS
_"! FOLLOW CYCLOIDAL TREND

, _ AIRLOADSVSAZIMUTHiNASATMX-952}
f H-34HELICOPTER;V = 42KNOTS 4,

___ _ _ 25 ,_- o..

15

, 1O _ [

'_ i ! I I I I0 I
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• ,J

_j Slide 8.
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i; HIGH SPEEDDATA SHOWS ABSENCEOF ,
BLADE.VORTEXINTERACTION

AIRLOAOVSAZIMUTH(NASATMX,952)

"_ H.34HELICOPTER;V= 122KNOTS ! _'*

,o ,° i
i I 1 I

OU a III0 270 360 O0 I0 llO 270 310
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THROUGH MODERATEAIRSPEEDSHHC MAXIMUM VIBRATION IS CONSTANT

e_l I

,r AlP,SPEED - Oil ibis
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AT HIGHER AIRSPEEDS HHC MAXIMUM VIBRATION INCREASES

0,60 AIRSPEED- 100KIAS

AIRSPEED- R0KIAS -- _ -- LATERALCONTROL
LATERALCOIITROLINPUT±0.33° IliPUTtO.)3°

0.50 _ .... 0"60I

- UHCON 0500.40

/- _ 0.40

-=-. __..__c_IR,_SE_E________ "------

,O,Ooo.... oo
0.3L ,

0.20

HHC OFF(BASELINE)

LATERAL- HHCON/ _,

o . ,. ,,o .o .o .o - ,. ,,0 .0 .0 .0 , ..UA,<O,,,,<,E,,,ASEDEOREE, ..UA,.U,..U,,.,-...
Slide 11.
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#

H-34 BLADE LOADS WITH AND WITHOUT AZIMUTHALLY VARYING TiP LOSS

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL
MEASUREMENTS WITH CALCUATEDVALUES MEASUREMENTS WITH CALCULATEDVALUES
USING CONSTANT TiP LOSS USING VARYING TiP LOSS

li°°°l I .ooI

- '°°°1- I "°°°r- ,_, i
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CALCULATEDAPPLYINGSECOHO
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..... THEORETICALST_ 1S = O,BR ------MEASUREDBY NASA"

CONCLUSION:TOPROPERLYPREDICTBLADELOADSAND CORRESPONDINGBENDINGMOMENTSTHE
TI; AERODYNAMICLOADINGMUST BEBETTEROEFINED

"NASATM X952, SCHEIMAN,J., MARCH1964,
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_ DATABASES-- THEUSER3VIEWPOINT

RECOMMENDATIONS
m i i

*_: • DATABASESSHO',PJBETHERESPONSIBILITYOFA CENTRAL"DATA
BASEMANAGIEMENI"GROUP,PREFERABLYBYNASA

.J

• INAUOITIH.TOFIJSHTTESTDATA.BOTHFUU_ tWO TUBNEL
ANDMODELWHIP,TUNNELDATASHOULDBE( J._D

• ESTANUSHFdlEFEDEDSTANDAHODATAACOUISIilODFOMIIATCOIHHON
• TONASA';didMAJORMANUFACTURERS

_- • ASSIG|A SUPPORTINGBUDGETlu NASAANDTOTHE
MANUFACTURERSTOMAINTAIN,UPOATEANDAUDTOTHEDATABASE

• • DATABASEONROTORSYSTEMMEASUREDPARAMETERSSHOULDALSO
INCLUDEDETAILEDINFORMATIONONAIRCRAFTCONFIGURATIONAND
PHYSICALPROPERTRS

-* Slide 13.
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_¢"_ DATABASES-- THEUSETSVI_NT

=" RECOMMENDATIONS(CONT),_.
i i •

," !

._ • DET/ULEDHIFORMATIODONAIRCRAFTSHOULDINCLUDEA/CWEIGHT:
,- ROLL.PITCHANDYAWHIERTIAU;HUBIMPEDAIqCEETIC.

• ' • DATABASESSHOULDBE"DEAUGBElY'OFFAULTYDATA

' • A REPIIEIHEIITATIVEAMOUNTOFDATAUBEACHAUICUJFTSHOIN.DDEHI
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i, _: DISCUSSION

_t Hooper: An outstanding series of recommendations, I fully support them.

Wayne Johnson, NASA Ames Research Center: I have a couple of remarks based on your conclusions.
: I think the need for getting the data base'debugged highlights the need for keeping the people

-. running the experiments in the act, the engineers in the act. Two major milestones of releasing
i the data for general use. This is complicated by the multi-access capability that computer
_ systems give us. Since you can have many people getting into the data before i_ has been certi-

-_ " fled as valid by the engineer, you have a problem that the data may find itself being propagated
_I before it has really been validated. Again the old way of having a data report, at least, that

was a milestone. Presumably the person published what he thougnt was valid. I think the engi-
neers also have to stay in the loop to handle the compression of the data. We recognize that as
we do more complex investigations we acquire more data, but people can only use a finite amount
of data and as you increase the data in one dimension you have to decrease it in another and I

:, think that's the Job of the engineer. An example is provided by the H-34 data. In the wind
tunnel, for example, I think they probably collected maybe 1,000 data points on performance. I
don't know how much they collected on pressure, but they only published a dozen and that's just

, fine. Regarding the proposal that has been made a couple of times for a central organization\
for coordinating and maintaining data bases, I think it is unrealistic for us to push too hard
for NASA to do that simply because the resources would not be inconsiderable. Ard I'm talking
more about people than money. That sort of thing is very, very difficult to get _oing and to
maintain in an enviro-ment where people want to Pollect the data and where people _3nt to build
airplane3 and things like that. I don't really see that there is much hope there at all.

Wood: Well, if I could respond to that, Wayne. Perhaps maybe that should be changed to NASA
_ establishing a center where only hard form data is kept in a limited amount . . .

" _ Jonnson: They are called libraries.

:_ { Woo_.__d:. . . from each program which would be like a library.

; Johnson: But the proble,..s getting the data into that form. Any kind of a central organiza-
tion implies people, though. That's what I'm getting at. When you start counting how many

i people it would take I don't think you are going to find it. What I think would be more practl-

_ i cal would, however, be some standaras for format both on paper and on tapes that NASA or the
i Army or the government could take a lead role in promulgating the format. And one comment to

: _ end really goes back to Euan's . . . I was rather disappointed that he seemed to acquiesce to
the new age, the new way of doing things. W_ have had paper for a couple of thousand years,

+ i printing presses t_r a couple of hundred, computers have been with us fo- maybe a couple of
decades and I am certainly as fond of the computer as anybody Jn the room, hut I'm not quite
ready to say it's right up there with the creation of writing. ! think actually putting thing_

down on paper and 3avlng them has a lot to be recommended, i

Wood: Well, that is very true. I think Just one comment that I gathered just duri_g the meet-
"- ing up to this point regardin_ data bases and that is if we look at the literature today, we

have already pointed c,ut what eew sou-ees there are for data and then if we look at the papers
published we begin to i'cflect _r really how relatively few papers we see published today that
compare theory with test. It's a very limited amount.

Hooper: That's very true. I'd hkc to assert the Wayne Jonnson privilege and make another i _.
point as chairman. NASA m.d the Army really have to put up or shut up about documentation.

:" They have either got to do a good job of paper dc.umentation or if they don't they have got to
do a very thorough Job of using DATAMAP-typ_, recording of data and increasingly we in the indus-
try are being asked to put the output of con_ actual reports into DATAMAP format so that it can
be accessed by the government and other users. And that's fine, but if you are going to do
that, if you are going to go _hat way there's got to be a system set up for retrieval over the
long term and [ think that it's got to be staffed on the side of the government.i;

; Don Merkle_, U.S. Army Applied Technology Laboratory: I'_ llke to make a few comments. One,
we're talking about a central organization and so forth to support dissemination and gathering
and standardization of such things and we are in the process of trying to ¢rzanize a DATAMAP
user's group. We have sent out a sec of questionnaires to 18 different facilities that have

i DATAMAP in use. Admittedly, some are not using it very much and some are using it very milchbut
in an effort to try to . . . we re_ognlze this problem of transf_rrin_ data and the government's
requl-ement of having DATAMAP delivered under contract--OATAMAP-formac data. In an effort to

• promote this use of the system we are trying to get an organization of usel,sand [implement}
some of the ideas of having surf of an infrequent newsletter of contributions from different
users of _ow they are using the system that others aren't--because they are using it with dif-
ferent diverse data bases, and also workshop., possibly, getting together and talking about and
working out data transfer file probl<ms in going from one computer to another and possibly in

, making modifications to the system and also the whole problem of configuration managemeat.

i
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Wood: Don, I thlnk that sounds llke an excellent idea. ! think it is through suoh a group, _f
you got a group going like that, and ! think perhap_ the aotivity of that group would determine
whether or n_t eventually there would be sufficient interest to Justify this question tha_ I did
make as a recommendation, w_loh did come from a number of people, o_ having NASA or the govern-
ment [become] the central point. It might be that the user's _ oup itself '_oulo be sufficient.

i Merk_ey: Well, that's another whole question if ! interpret what you are saying there. The 4
-i distribution of the pieces of these data bases to the various users, you know we are talking
-_ like a clearinghouse of data and it can be a big problem and a full tlme Job and that's another
"i topic that I think the user's group should try to hLndle.
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-_, J PREPAREDCOMMENTS

, r Jing G. Yen
Manager, Fl_ghc Technology
Bell Helicopter Textron

r

_' _ Before I came here, Mr. Euan Hooper told me that he would not allow me to exceed the ten
_ minute5 and warned me he wa_ going to monitor this panel as carefully as Barbara Walters moni-
k toted the first presidential debate. I'm not cure though whether he is going to treat me as

- _ Hr. Reagan or Mr. Mondale.
t

• The topic I selected is the XV-15 data base. You have heard Mike 8ondi, another panel

r_ mpmber, discuss this earlier. You can take hls view from the project management point of ,,dew,i

you can take mine fro,:the user's viewpoint. In speaking of the XV-15 data base, we cannot but

,_ _ talk about TRENDS (Slide I). As you already know TRENDS stands for Tilt Rotor ENgineering
j _ Database System. This is a software system that organizes the XV-15 da_a and provides the

software to permit a local or remote access to the XV-15 data base. The data base was developed
,:' _ by Analytical Mechanics Assoc/ates under a NASA contract. The current data base includes numer=

_ ical test data as well as narr_tiv,=and descriptive data. The software and the data rignt now

_ reside on a NASA Ames VAX com,.'_er.

+' The current XY-15 data base is based on the two aircraft: Ship No. 2 and Shl3 No. 3
• _ (Slide 2). Both aircraft have made several hundred flights and have completed several hundred -

_ ground runs. Some of , test data for some of the flights and some of the ground rJns are
; included in the data base. A particular data set can be identified by irst specif]i_g w_,ich

_ aircraft--Ship No. 2 or Sh_p _'-.3, then by specifying the f_Ight and _oun er numbers and ztem
code.

"i_ The types of data include the following funutions as shown on Slide 3: performance, han-

ii dling qualities, loads and vibration, and aeroel_stic stahllity. The outpu_ o_ perfc;-mance

_ includes time history, min/max, or aw_rage mean. Some of the data are also zn r,armonioform.

_ The output display includ-s either tables or plots. The plots include plot:,, 3-dimensional
x-y

contour plots, or 3-dimensional surface plots (I knok Euan EQoper loves this). ,:

Slide 4 illustrates the XV-15 data base _ystem. The source of the data was based on air-
borne magnetic tapes recorded in the test aircraft. After processing by a _erox 530 comp:,terc_
an equival_nt computer, dis_tal tapes are pro;lured. The users now can either send these tapes

by mail or by other means of transportation to NASA Ames to put these data on TRENDS. NASA then I
establishes accounts on this computer for thore interested parties to access this data base via

_ the TRENDS software. Right now the data can be plotted on a Tektronix terminal or can be

_ _ obtained in tabular forms. Should the user choose not to interface with the TRENDS data base he! could also obtain report quality hard copies or plots usin¢ DATAMAP from the digital tapes, i I
should point out that the DATAMtP is not a part of the current TRENDS software. Yet the TRENDS
could interface with DATAMAP to provide tim- history p.ots.

_-r From a user's v_ewpoint, the advantages of the c,,rrentXV-15 data base system include the

[_ following (Slide 5): it can search the flight log for word strings, it can search counter 1
descriptions for word string_. It can also place conditions on certaiu ite_ ,:odesand then ,. _,

• search for all flights that _atisf_ these conditions. It also can tabulate the results in a _ _._
desired format which could include the min/max, mean, _armonics, average o._iliatory, and ma_-
mum oscillatory. And the last, but nct the lea.,t,it JJ.;ohas adequate plotting capabilities.

Slide _ list:_a few sh<.rtcomtngsof the current XV-15 data base from a user's i_wpoint. I
would like to emphasl_ that TRENDS should not be bl_eo for most of the shortcomings shown
here, the reasons should be very obwous. As a matter of fact, the software on TRENDS provides
on, of the best, if not the best, software capability for an engineering data bast;up to date.
Therefore, from a u_er's vi-wpoint, the user community should be mostly respor Cble for mini=
mizing these shortcomings.

From a user's viewpoint, a desired engineering data base system in general should possess
these festure_ _ de 7): the on-line access to a_l fllgh_ logs and no_ der©yd_ng on pilot
cnrds, a Oa_a Jea_ch and request right at the user's computer _ermina].;p,'ovidingthe software
capablhty to )cr_'orma qualit) che_ to get rid of these ex&_ples of poor quality data; also to
perform a _omplete data compresslor; _nd the ability to interface with modern plottin_ software
and hardware s_ _ha_ we can produce r_port-quality output.

,|
All these features can be summarized in Slide 8. As you can see, then, these features I

shOuld be available for such Important engineering d'_velopment programs as UTTAS, AAH, ACR. ITR, !

end the forthcoming JVS, LHX and so on ¢nd so forth. After hearing Bob '_ood talk up higher
harmoniq control, we should also include the higher harmonic control here. If you want to
validate an_ particular codes, the measurements co not do much good for you if you do not i

know where and how to input to the computer program. ITR was a good e.._kle. We we,'c provided t
with the input and also with the measurements. At this point I would lt_e to emphasize tha_ a
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• TYPESOF XV-15 DATA

FUNCTIONS ,,
• PERFORRANCE

.=

• H;_DLINGOUALITIES

• LOADSANDVIBRATION

• AEROELASTICSTABILITY

OUTPUTFORMAT OUTPUTDISPLAY
• TIHE HISTORY • DATATABLES

• MIN/RAX • X-Y PLOTS

• AVERAGEREAN • 3-I) CONTOURPLOTS

:" • ilAP310NIES(LIHITED) • 3-D SURFACEPLOTS

_- Slide 3.

_ THE XV-15 DATABASESYSTEM

__(MAIL) NASA AMES
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I

/ /_ DATA I TRENDS
/ 7 MAP I ----

2;1
I REPORT I / J ;,I OUAUT,' J // XV-.S ..;

DATA BASE

'% // 0%_* /

i
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i ADVANTAGES OF THE XV-15 DATA BA3E SYSTEM

• _ A USER'S VIEWPOINT

{

I CANSEARCHFLIGHTLOGFORWORDSORWORDSTRINGS

• CANSEARCHCOUNTERDESCRIPTIONSFORWORDSORWORDSTPINGS

.f_,e • CANPLACECONDITIONSONCERTAINITEMCODESANDTHENSEARCH
FORALLFLIGHTSTHATSATISFYTHOSECONDITIONS

'! • CANTABULATEMIN/MAX,MEAN,HAIPlONICS.AVERAGEOSCILLATORY,

ANDRAXIRUMOSCILLATORY
k

" t

iii • HASADEQUATEPLOTTINGCAPABILITIES

f

}

Slide 5. I

i
• SHORTCOMINGS OF THE XV-15 DATA BASE SYSTEM t

! 'A USER'S VIEWPOINT

• DATABASEDOESNOTINCLUDEALLFLIGHTS

• O_ILYTHOSEPrnPLEWHOAREFAMILIARWITHFLIrHTTEST

PROGRA,%C_!;DETERMIIIEFLIGHTSFORQUALITYDATA
i

• DEPENDSHEAVILYONPilOTCAR_S

_'I • PLOTSARENOTREPORTQUALITY-ONLYTEKTRONIX

SLide 6.
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FEATURESOF A DESIREDENGINEERING
DATA BASE SYSTEM

A USER'S VIEWPOINT

• ON-LINEACCESSTODETAILFLIGHTLOGiN LIEUOFPILOTCARDS

_ ,
_ • DATASEARCHAGDREQUESTATUSER'SCOMPUTERTE_INAL

• QUALITYCHECKTOELIH[NATEBANDEDGE,SPIKES,ANDLOSSOFLOCK

: • DATACO_RESSIOfl

q

• INTERFACEWITHI'IODERttPLOTTINGSOFTgAREANDHARDWARE,SUCH
4 ASTELEGRAFANDCOLORGRAPHICTERMINALSTOPRODUCEREPORT

QUALITYOUTPUT

J Slide 7.
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DATA BASE SYSTEM

DIRECT

530 LINE8 =
OR
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_OUALITY CHECK
\ AND DATA /

COMPRE$81ON //
/ REPORT

SEARCH
AND

USER
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; successfulImplementationof an engineeringdata base systemrequiresa very firm commitment,

ti Fromupper managementbecause oF the system's organization and cost. When I meanupper.', managementI really don't mean the helicopter Industry's, but I also include the governmenL. As
we have heard, the industries have been very reluctant and are reluctant and will be reluctant

' to exchangedata amongthe_,selves. It's very Ideal to ask the government to take a leadership
• } role here. Bo_ Woodrecommended_;ASA;Dr. Johnsonsaid, no, no, no. I'm going to say the Army

f would be ideal, especially ATL. ATL has been doing a good Job on DATANAP. Also in view of thet
validationImportanceof 2GCHASwhich will come up not beforetoo long and that will requirea

I very broad engineeringdata base. Here again, I mean not Just the test data, b,ttalso the I
;i .nput. So l would, If I may, recommendthat the government,especiallythe Army take leadership
•, here.

!
i
J

]

TRENDS

2 TILT ROTORENGINEERINGDATABASE SYSTEM :

'" r

l

• SOFTWAREgASDEVELOPEDBYANALYTICALRECHANICS
,,_ ASSOCIATES(A/4A)UNDERCOHTRACTNAS2-I1515 :

.:.

• )(V-1SDATABASEINCLUDESNIIHERICALTESTDATAAND
HAR_TIVE/DESCCIPT[VEDATA

• SOFTWARE_D DATARESIDEONN_A-_ES' SATURNV_
C_PUTER p

Slide 1.

|

XV-15 TILT ROTOR DATA BASE

t THEREARETWOAIRCP,AFT,N702ANDN703 (

_CHAIRC_FTIS INSTRU_NTED)OO-qO0SENSORS

• SOMEOFTHEDATAFORSOREOFTHE_30 FLIGHTSARE
ONTRENDS

• LITTLEDATAOFTHESEVERALHUNDRE_GROUNDRUNSARE
INCLUDEDIN THEDATABASE

• PARTICULARDATAAREIDENTIFIEDBYSPECIFYINGFOUR
PARAMETERS:AIRCRAFT,FLIGHT,CObHTER,AND]TER
CODE

I Slide 2.
%
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DISCUSSION

• Jim DiRgers t Naval Ship R&D Center: Granting that I am not totaily familiar with DAT/_AP, nor
am I totally familiar with TRENDS, but based on my understanding of DATAMAP's capability, it
sounds like you folks have gone and relnvented DATAMAPor at least some portion thereof for
reasons that aren't totally clear to me, gaybe this is a question for you as well as Don
Merkley, wha_ is the degree of reinventton gotn_ m here and how come. As a devout taxpayer it '_
sounds to me like it's not too terribly good an 1;ea.

Yen: Well, I can answer part of the question. The way I understand it, DATAMAP has the capa-
billty for time hlstozy data only, number one. And number two, DATAMAP is a kind of tool. I'm
not quite sure whether you can name that as a gene,al engineering data base software. Don
Merkley, would you comment on that if I am wrong.

Don Merkley, U.S. Army Applied TechnoloKy Laboratory: Well, I think you can call it a general
engineering data base software tool. I don't think I would have any trouble calling it that.
But again I am not really familiar with TRENDS. But I don't think they have reinvented the
wheel. Mike Bondi can make some comments on that.

Mike Bondlz NASA Ames Research Center: I'd like to comment to Jim. We did not reinvent the

wheel at all. All we did is use one specific area of DATAMAP. The disk-oriented I/O part of
it, we picked up from DATAMAP intact; it has not been changed in any way except for the inter-
face to it. So nothing was done except to interface with it.

•
Ron Du Val t Advanced Rotorcraft Technology: I've noticed that there is a lot of . . . everyone
seems to have their own data base management approach. There is TRENDS, there is DATAHAP. In
this modern computer age we have now got general purpose data base management systems which are
not specific to any special type of data base, but are generic pieces of software that you can t
go into and structure a data base, restructure It conveniently, under control of the software,
and have basically a generic form of data base that is completely independent of the nature of

the software that you are dealinF with. It seems that what really would be useful would be to
specify a format for the structur_ of the data that you want to catalog and allow the users to

use generic data base management systems to implement that structure rather than have everybody ._
go off and write their own special purpose data base management systems to implement that struc-
ture.

Bondi: I'd llke to make a comment on that. The reason that I think it is not possible at this
time to really do what you are saying is because the state of the art of all these technologies
and software is not there yet. It's llke you tend to solidify on a 3 or 5 inch or 3-I/4 floppy.
It isn't here. Maybe in 5 years it will be here. I don't think we know. The other aspect of
your point is that we found the efficiency of some of these systems is not adequate to satisfy a
user. /

Dick Gabelm Boeln_ Vertol: If it's becoming a little negative I would like to put in a plug for
Mike gondl and how we have used his system. He came in a few months ago and gave us a demon-
stration of it and we were quite impressed with it. In Just a few hours he walked away after _i.
teaching us how to use it. And subsequent to that we had some discussions with the Navy about
loads on the XV-15 tail. Rather than look into reports we turned on the machine, went to this

data base on the telephone, and we asked for the loads abcve a certain inch-pounds. And he ,_
searched through something llke 75 flights and it gace us all the loads that were above that

threshold level, in minutes. And then we saw some very high loads that were even higher than
the threshold and so we said what are they You ask the machine to identify those particular I
ones. It went to the log and told us that those were a different rpm. Then we went to the log I
for the flight and it told us the governor was not operating because that was what the pilot

said. Through these means we could actually find out something that we knew absolutely nothing j
about from that flight program. And starting at a point like that we got ourselves into the I
whole detail and understood all the details of that source of high loads. "I

l
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PREPARED COMMENTS
I

Colin Young
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough

8
I would llke to give a brief account of RAE experience with data bases, and will start with

a little bit of history, Slide I. A system developed at RAE Bedford was used prior to 1981
mainly for the Wessex flight test data. It had limited capabilities, was not easy to use, was
inflexible, and had relatively crude graphics. The system did show, however, the benefits of
computer generated displays. In 1981DATAMAP was provided at RAE Farnborough under the auspices
of TTCP, and in 1982 DATAMAP became operational at RAE Bedford.

I am supposed to be one of the biggest users of DAT_MAP and I would like to show the type
of data accessed, Slide 2. The flight test data has come from the Operational Loads Survey
(OLS), the Tip Aero Acoustics Test (TAAT), th_ extensive series of measurements on the Puma
(stresses and pressures), the split load path model rotor, the Schelman data, and Lynx flight
test data. Incidentally, the TAAT data was being looked at in 1981 and I am surprised that
others have had difficulty in using this valuable source of measurements. Other experimental
data used with DATAMAP has come from the unsteady aerofoil tests made at ARA Bedford. The
predictions from our analyses are also added to the data base. We use the C81 analysis, RAE
developed analyses, and the results from transonic flow calculations. The data base is there-
fore quite large and is accessed by 10 to 12 people on a regular basis.

I asked the users what they liked and disliked about DATAMAP and the results are shown in
Slide 3. The good features were the ease of adding data to the data base and the way the data
from various sources can be combined. This is something that was not possible with the Bedford
system. Most users found DATAMAPeasy to operate and this was aided by Internal RAE documenta-
tion as they found the U.S. reports lacking in some detail. The variety of displays was liked
as was the excellent "help" facility. The command sequences found favor for taking the drudgery
out of repetitive tasks. The features not liked were the difficulty of adding new derivations.
Some means of aborting command sequences was also thought desirable. Some users preferred the
azimuth plots to go to 360 rather than gO0 degrees but thls was a minor quibble. Some labeling
should also be changed, perhaps made more flexible to suit different purposes.

Finally, I would like to make some recommendations as far as DATAMAP is concerned
(Slide q). We have already made some modifications. The derivations of p/H and local Math !
number have been added. The trapezium rule for the integration of force and moment coefficients I

has also been replaced by a spllne procedure which uses Cpx//_ against /_. This gives more _. •

accurate integrals when there are few pressures near the leading edge on the lower surface of i
the blade. We would like to see however an even more refined curve fitting technique used
especially when the pressure distribution contains shocks. (You have to be careful when looking
at the force and moment coefficients generated with DATAMAP becaus_ sudden changes can be intro-
duced as a shock sweeps over one of the sensors). More flexible annotation of the plots is
desirable and some additional derivations, such as dimensional blade load, would be useful.
Arithmetic manipulation of complete scratch files would be halpful on occasions. In general,
and Don Merkley has already mentioned this, there should be better communication between users

to advise of updates and to identify data that can be freely exchanged. A DATAMAP users group _--
is therefore recommended.

!
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i
DISCUSSION

Bill Snyder 7 NASA Ames Research Cente.____r:I thought I'd walt to the last, Euan, to get in the
last word. We are right In the thick of this data base _usiness both from the [Tlp Aero Acous-

tics Test] which I graciously accept all criticism from Euan over the past year and from the
standpoint of the RSRA where we are taking a somewhat different tack than the XV-15. I'd like
to back up what Ron Du VaZ has mentioned, we feel that _he available software Is there for the
type of dat= base we want to create for the RSRA. In the XV-15 case it's a specific aircraft
whereas we are in the process of developing a system that can apply to a great many aircraft or
rotor systems or what have you. So we do feel that the software is coming along well as Ron
mentioned. To go back to the Schelman data I am one that dreams of going back to the oscil-
lograph records and being able to write them off like we have in the past. And I haven't been
comfortable with data since then. But unfortunately those now not so young ladies that aided
Jim Schelman are no longer around, I don't think we have that kind of capability because we have
upward mobilized them in many eases right out of that business. We refuse to compensate those
people adequately for the Job and contributions they are making. So I don't think we have that
luxury anymore. I know that in Wayne Johnson's case, in the tunnel, they probably have con-
tinued that capability because of an existing organization, whereas being a fairly new organiza-
tion in our case we don't have that capability and you can't just go out and pick it up. Any-
way, I think we have to then turn to these newer, computer-based systems to handle the data. I
think that we have to grow into them. Mike Bondt has certainly done an excellent Job in the f
ease of the XV-15, but in all cases, as all of the speakers have mentioned, we do have to con-
tlnue to try to make use of the tools that are there and improve them and that is certalnly our o
:ntent and we will work with you In any way we can.

"! Ray Plzlall, U.S. Army Aeromechanlcs Laboratory: The panel is supposed to be on data management
systems or data base systems in general and somebody earlier in the session said something about
(I guess it was Jlm Btggers) what about these test programs that are coming _own the pike--how

are we going to be able to dovetail the data that Is acquired In the future into the existingprograms, existing data analyses, data management systems? It looks like there are two aspects
_! to the problem. There Is data management and manipulation--getting It off the raw data, and

then there Is data analysis. DATAMAPdoes both and it sounds like TRENDS does both and maybe
_ what we need Is every time there Is a data base generated, as part of the generation of that .'

data base there Is a program that does nothing more than access It In its own format and all you
_ type Into It Is what format do I want it to come out In. And then I take that and I feed it

into my data analysis programs so that evory data base that Is generated should Just have a
translator attached to it, then the user has his own data analysis program such as there exists
in tRENDS and everyone has their own.

Bond.____:I thI k it's a good point and actually we ran Into that with TRENDS. One of the users
wanted to use his own home computer so we made it so you could generate an ASCII file, This Is
a much more limited type of capability, but if a person had his own microcomputer system, I
think you are right, we never get enough analysis programs on tny system so probably it's an
area that needs to be really looked at even further than what we have looked at.

t
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16 Abstract j
This conference publication contains the formal papers of the Second

Decennial Specialists' Meeting on Rotorcraft Dynamics. The conference was .,

cosponsored by Ames Research Center and the American Helicopter Society, and --
was held at Ames Research Center• Moffett Field, California• on November 7-_, _..
1984. -_

In the conference proceedings are 24 presented papers, their discussions

and materi'41 given in two panels. The presented papers address the general

areas of the dynamics of rotorcraft or helicopters. Specific topics include

the stability of rotors in hover and forward flight, the stability of coupled ._;_

rotor-fuselage systems in hover• the loads on a rotor in forward flight ;!_
including new developments in rotor loads calculations, and the calculation oi ,.

rotorcraft vibration and means for its control or suppression. Material in _+.[,.
the first panel deals with the successful application of dynamics technology

to engineering development of flight vehicles. Materia] in the second panel

is concerned with large data bases in +.hearea of rotorcraft dynamics and

hew they are developed, managed• and used.
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